This is the third issue of the annual European Islamophobia Report (EIR) consisting of an overall evaluation of Islamophobia in Europe in the year 2017, as well as 33 country reports which include almost all EU member states and additional countries such as Russia and Norway. This year’s EIR represents the work of 40 prominent scholars and civil society activists from various European countries.

The denial of the very existence of Islamophobia/anti-Muslim racism/anti-Muslim hate crimes in Europe by many demonstrates the need for an appropriate effort and political will to tackle this normalized racism and its manifestations that are deeply entrenched in European societies, institutions, and states. This denial is not only the case for extremist groups on the political fringe of the society, but rather far-right discourses have moved to the center of political power. Consequently, it is not only right-wing extremist groups that rely on the means of Islamophobic propaganda and discourse - social democrats, liberals, leftists or conservatives are not immune to this form of racism.

As a survey published by the FRA reveals 76% of Muslim respondents feel strongly attached to the country they live in, while 31% of those seeking work have been discriminated against in the last five years. At the same time, only 12% of Muslims say they have reported cases of discrimination. Hence, we can say with certainty that the extent of discrimination Muslims face in Europe is much greater than the numbers revealed in any report on Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hate crime in Europe.

In other words, one can claim that all the available data and statistics about Islamophobia in Europe show only the tip of the iceberg. Therefore, revealing the comprehensiveness of structural anti-Muslim racism lies at the heart of the European Islamophobia Report project, which on a yearly basis analyzes the trends and developments in Europe from Russia to Portugal, and Malta to Norway.
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FOREWORD

SETA is pleased to present the third edition of the annual *European Islamophobia Report* (EIR) succeeding the reports of 2015 and 2016. This year, 40 prominent scholars and civil society actors from various European countries who specialize in different fields such as racism, gender, and discrimination studies, present 33 country reports. In addition to highlighting the developments of Islamophobia in key fields such as employment, education and politics, they provide precious country-specific policy recommendations to counter this phenomenon and a detailed chronology of events. Since every year it applies the same methodological framework on a large number of European countries, the *European Islamophobia Report* (EIR) provides a unique collection of European-wide analyses in regard to anti-Muslim racism in Europe to policy makers, social scientists, and ordinary readers.

Monitoring Islamophobia in Europe became an urgent need in the last few years, since the phenomenon has sensibly increased, following economic recession and the rise of far-right politics. Today, Islamophobia constitutes a serious challenge for European democracies for at least four reasons:

• First of all, Islamophobia is severely impacting the life of millions of European Muslims facing racism at university, in the workplace, the public sphere, etc. In addition to representing a threat to their physical life, this racism undermines their place in society and their sense of belonging in European nation states.
• Secondly, the rise of Islamophobia both reflects and strengthens the normalization of far-right discourse in the political spectrum across Europe. Within a few months, neofascist parties entered the German Bundestag, accessed strategic ministries in Austria, and registered historical results in the French, Dutch and Italian elections.

• Thirdly, Islamophobia poses a problem of internal security as it intensifies tensions between communities, legitimates hate crimes against individuals, and undermines the European Union ideals of peace and coexistence.

• Finally, Islamophobia represents an obstacle for European international relations, since it mars the EU image of tolerance worldwide and increases tension between EU member states and certain strategic partners, including Muslim countries.

Yet, even if Islamophobia objectively constitutes a threat for European democracies, many European intellectuals and politicians, both left- and right-wing, are still refuting the existence and the validity of the concept. Their worries about terrorist attacks and immigration are preventing them from acknowledging the daily racism that Muslims face in Europe. However, by denying Islamophobia, there is a risk – intended or not – to ignore the unacceptable reality experienced by millions of European citizens.

Based on this observation, as SETA, we decided to annually publish the European Islamophobia Report (EIR) in order to provide serious – yet accessible – analyses on a phenomenon that remains widely ignored and misunderstood. We hope this will be a vital contribution in the fight against Islamophobia in Europe.

Burhanettin Duran
*General Coordinator of SETA*
THE STATE OF ISLAMOPHOBIA IN EUROPE

ENES BAYRAKLI • FARID HAFEZ

This is the third issue of the annual *European Islamophobia Report (EIR)* consisting of an overall evaluation of Islamophobia in Europe in the year 2017, as well as 33 country reports which include almost all EU member states and additional countries such as Russia and Norway. This year’s *EIR* represents the work of 40 prominent scholars and civil society activists from various European countries.

In a presentation of the Second European Union Minorities and Discrimination Survey’s selected findings on Muslims, the director of the European Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA), Michael O’Flaherty, stressed that their survey clearly contradicts the claim that Muslims are not integrated into European societies. On the contrary, the survey found that the trust of Muslims in the democratic institutions of Europe is higher than much of the general population. Furthermore, O’Flaherty pointed out that “every incident of discrimination and hate crime, however, hinders their [Muslims’] inclusion and reduces their chances of finding work. We risk that we alienate individuals and their community from us, with all possible consequences.”

As the report based on a survey of 10,527 people who identified themselves as Muslims published by the FRA reveals 76% of Muslim respondents feel strongly attached to the country they live in, while 31% of those seeking work have been discriminated against in the last five years. At the same time, only 12% of Muslims say they have reported cases of discrimination. Hence, we can say with certainty that the extent of discrimination Muslims face in Europe is much greater than the numbers revealed in any report on Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hate crime in Europe. In other words, one can claim that all the available data and statistics about Islamophobia in Europe show only the tip of the iceberg. Therefore, revealing the comprehensiveness of structural anti-Muslim racism lies at the heart of the European Islamophobia Report project, which on a yearly basis analyzes the trends and developments in almost all states in Europe from Russia to Portugal, and Malta to Norway.

However, NGOs and projects like the EIR cannot provide a European-wide daily monitoring mechanism given the colossal size of the problem and the funds required. Therefore, we think it is the duty of the nation states to put in place monitoring mechanisms and publish yearly data on anti-Muslim hate crimes in their respective countries. Yet, it is clear that we are far from that goal since there is no official documentation of anti-Muslim hate crime in the overwhelming majority of European nation states. Recently, Germany made an important step by including Islamophobia as a subcategory of “hate crimes” in the official police statistics of “politically motivated criminal acts.” We welcome this decision and urge other European nation states to follow suit, since Islamophobia is not only a fundamental threat to the coexistence of different religions and cultures but also a threat to the democratic foundations of Europe. Furthermore, tackling Islamophobia has also become an acute problem given the rise of racist, especially Islamophobic, anti-Semitic and anti-Roma far-right parties and the adaptation of their discourse by mainstream parties in many European nation states.

The first statistics, which were revealed for 2017 by the German State reveal around 71 attacks on mosques and 908 crimes against German Muslims (ranging from verbal to physical attacks and murder attempts). Germany also registered 1,413 attacks on refugees and 93 attacks on aid workers in Germany in the first 273 days of 2017. However, although the German state registered 71 attacks on mosques, the DITIB, which is an NGO, listed 101 attacks on mosques in Germany all throughout 2017. Therefore, bearing in mind also what the FRA revealed about the reluctance of Muslims to report incidents, one can claim that the estimated number of unknown cases might be more than eight times higher. There are various reasons for these phenomena; some of these include:
• Victims may not be aware of the reporting mechanisms.
• The victims’ possible social isolation or proximity to the perpetrator.
• The victims’ lack of trust in the authorities, due to fears that their claim will not be taken seriously.
• The victims’ fear of being victimized again by police officers.

In this regard, the OSCE ODIHR points out to the fact that “governments have a central role to play in ensuring access to justice; from the initial assessment of victims’ needs by police officers, to support mechanisms for victims through governmental or nongovernmental institutions.”  

The denial of the very existence of Islamophobia/anti-Muslim racism/anti-Muslim hate crime in Europe by many demonstrates the need for an appropriate effort and political will to tackle this normalized racism and its manifestations that are deeply entrenched in European societies, institutions, and states. Intelligence services, such as the German Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz, have realized the important role Islamophobia plays for right-wing extremist parties. Still, it is not only the case for extremist groups on the political fringe of the society, but rather far-right discourses have moved to the center of political power. Consequently, it is not only right-wing extremist groups that rely on the means of Islamophobic propaganda and discourse - social democrats, liberals, leftists or conservatives are no longer immune to this form of racism.

The recognition of Islamophobia is of utmost importance in Europe. Therefore, we welcome the Swedish government’s decision to launch a National Plan to Combat Racism, which also acknowledges Islamophobia as a problem that needs to be addressed. However, despite this positive step the Equality Ombudsman in Sweden followed the EU Court of Justice in ruling that company policies banning the Islamic headscarf are not discriminatory.

That is also why initiatives such as the report *The Missing Muslims: Unlocking British Muslim Potential for the Benefit of All* by Conservative MP Dominic Grieve, in which the government was urged to adopt a definition of anti-Muslim prejudice along the lines of that adopted in 2016 for anti-Semitism, are so important. Successfully combating Islamophobia requires outspoken and brave initiatives and persons (politicians and activists) who challenge this widespread normalized form of racism.

With the help of the new president of the USA, who defends his “Muslim Ban” by referring to invented terrorist attacks such as the one in Sweden, the imagined figure of the all-time lurking Muslim enemy is kept alive. When Trump tweet-

---

ed “You look at what’s happening last night in Sweden. Sweden, who would believe this? Sweden. They took in large numbers. They’re having problems like they never thought possible,” Swedish officials and reporters were bewildered since there were no major incidents that night. The climate of the age of fake news, which has always been central to the spread of conspiracy theories, is now exaggerated and expanded by leading politicians in the world, while the structural dimension of Islamophobia still exists at the heart of European societies and institutions. This situation requires a need for a clear stance by governing politicians, elites and intellectuals since they are bound by their constitutions and laws, and international and national human rights standards.

In this manner, British Prime Minister Theresa May criticized Trump for reposting material from the far-right Britain First, while the U.S. president answered her with the advice that it would be better if she dealt with the “destructive radical Islamic Terrorism that is taking place within the United Kingdom” rather than focusing on him. It is quite clear that Europe needs more courageous leaders such as Alexander Van der Bellen, the president of the Austrian Republic, who defended the rights of women to wear a headscarf in a country where the far right has become the leading political power.

Combatting Islamophobia on the European and the Supranational Levels

Combatting Islamophobia on national and regional levels is important but not enough. Therefore, there is a need for a concerted effort to combat Islamophobia first on the European level and second on the supranational level. In this regard both the coordination among different NGOs and the involvement of institutions such as the EU, the Council of Europe, the OSCE and the UN are essential. In 2017, there were some initial positive steps on the EU level, however, given the size of the problem there is still a long way to go.

As an NGO coalition statement following the 4th Roundtable on anti-Muslim hatred, which was organized by the European Commission (EC) and chaired by the EU coordinator on combatting anti-Muslim hatred, David Friggieri, made clear, a “stronger and more concrete commitment and actions” are needed to combat

---

Islamophobia. These civil society organizations argue that “there are still some misconceptions by the European institutions with regards to the issue of Islamophobia. With the generalised suspicion against Muslims, it is of utmost importance for EU policy makers not to fall into the trap of treating Muslims as potential problems but rather as human beings whose fundamental rights can be violated. Combating Islamophobia is not about preventing radicalism or terrorism […] it is about politically addressing structural forms of discrimination and racism affecting Muslims or those perceived as such.”

Although the statements of high-ranking politicians such as Frans Timmerman, vice-president of the European Commission, in which he recognized the problem of Islamophobia are positive steps, the European Coalition against Islamophobia still sees a large potential for improvement regarding the fight against Islamophobia on the EU level. According to the European Coalition against Islamophobia, the EU and national legislations provide legal remedies for racist crime and discrimination, yet Muslims still suffer from violence, prejudice and exclusion in Europe. In this context, the FRA recommends better implementation of the relevant EU and national legislation to combat widespread harassment and hate crime against Muslims.

On March 14, 2017, the European Court of Justice (EJC) for the first time made two judgments to rule on non-discrimination at work on religious grounds. The EJC ruled that employers would be able to prohibit the wearing of religious garments by their employees. This was despite the content of Article 9, which secures the freedom of thought, conscience and religion of the European Convention on Human Rights. The EJC ruled that banning visible signs of political, philosophical or religious beliefs is “appropriate” to ensure a “policy of neutrality” if systematically applied as a company policy. Obviously, also observant Jews and other religious minorities will be affected by this as much as Muslim women and men. But the verdict has evolved in the context of the complaints of two Muslim women, one from France and one from Belgium. It will be Muslim women who will suffer from this regulation disproportionately. Amnesty International protested against this decision as potentially propelling increased discrimination on the basis of religious identity, especially against Muslim women. Also, many faith communities and vocal Muslim organizations in Brussels and beyond have objected to what they perceive a step towards further institutionalization of Islamophobia.

---

8. Ibid.
biphobia. While this verdict made clear that visible signs of political, philosophical or religious beliefs can be banned in private companies, it left many questions open regarding the decisions to be taken in the future.

As Bülent Senay, personal representative of the OSCE Chair-in-Office on Combating Intolerance and Discrimination against Muslims, argued during the Human Dimension Implementation Meeting 2017, on a supranational level, institutions still lack means to fight Islamophobia. Amongst other important recommendations, he called the OSCE states to commit to recording hate crimes against Muslims as a separate disaggregated category. The OSCE ODIHR is also considering the preparation of a guide on hate crimes against Muslims and on the security needs of Muslim communities in the OSCE region. A similar guide has been prepared and published for Jewish communities. We think this would be a positive step to combating Islamophobia in the OSCE region and, therefore, welcome the preparation of such a guide.

The European Commission against Racism and Intolerance of the Council of Europe publishes an annual report on the ECRI’s activities, in which Islamophobia is also analyzed under a separate heading. In the last report, which covered the year 2016, the ECRI points to the fact that “Muslims continue to experience discrimination in various areas of social life, including education, employment and housing.” The ECRI concludes that the “negative experiences of Muslims in Europe can fuel feelings of isolation within a larger community and hinder inclusive societies.” However, we think that the Council of Europe, which consists of 47 states, can play a wider role in the combat against Islamophobia in Europe.

The European Coalition against Islamophobia, which consists of 13 NGOs, has published its suggestion for an action plan for 2018-2019 to fight Islamophobia in the European Union. This plan puts the recognition of Islamophobia at its center and among other important recommendations calls the European Parliament to adopt a resolution on combatting Islamophobia as it did on combatting anti-Semitism and anti-Gypsism.

---

14. Ibid.
15. The members of this coalition are the following: European Forum of Muslim Women; Forum of European Muslim Youth and Student Organisations; Karamah EU; European Muslim Initiative for Social Cohesion; European Network against Racism; and the Collective against Islamophobia in France.
A resolution adopted by the UN Human Rights Council on March 23, 2016 (Resolution 31/16) expressed “concern over violent attacks motivated by anti-religious bias, targeting individuals belonging to religious minorities, as well as religious places, and recommended that states prevent, investigate and punish such acts.” Although this is more a general resolution on freedom of religion it is still relevant to EU states which are witnessing an unprecedented rise of anti-Muslim hate crimes in the last decade. More concretely, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Contemporary Forms of Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance reported that “the fear of terrorism and racist and xenophobic speech often translate into increases in hate crimes targeting Muslims, migrants, refugees and asylum seekers.” Like many others, the special rapporteur reiterated the importance of collecting disaggregated data on hate crimes targeting Muslims and others.  

The Rise of the Far Right in Europe

Beyond the supranational level, there are observable trends in different European nation states. Firstly, the far-right political camp has moved from the periphery to the center and become integral to the political landscape in Europe. While most far-right parties are still in opposition, some have gained major influence by becoming governing parties such as in the cases of Austria, Bulgaria, and Finland. While others may still be in opposition, their Islamophobic discourse, which is so central to most of them, has become mainstream since their issues have been co-opted by former centrist political parties. In Sweden, for instance, the once marginal anti-Muslim Sweden Democrats became the third or second largest party in opinion polls, pushing most other parties to adjust their policies accordingly. Secondly, we also observe a stronger cooperation of various Islamophobic parties in Europe. For instance, the Czech Freedom and Direct Democracy Party (SPD) organized a meeting of representatives of its partners from the European Parliament in December 2017 in Prague. Politicians such as Geert Wilders (Dutch Freedom Party) and Marine Le Pen (Front National) were amongst some of the participants.

From Sweden to Greece, from Poland to the Netherlands, the rise of far-right parties is a vital threat to democratic order in Europe. What is more dangerous is the mainstreaming and normalization of the far-right policies within mainstream politics. Austria is a wake-up call and the prime example of this horror story which might repeat itself in many European countries if European societies do not seriously tackle this disturbing trend.

18. Ibid.
The Right Wing in Opposition

As mentioned above in the majority of EU countries far-right parties are still in opposition. However, when in opposition, right-wing political parties are even more explicit about their racist utopia and hence speak out in a harsher and more direct way against Muslims. By doing so, they are playing a crucial role in the normalization of anti-Muslim discourse in Europe.

There are many examples of this blatant anti-Muslim racism, some of which will be presented here. In this context, the Northern League’s candidate for president of the Lombardy region of Italy warned that there is a “risk that the white race disappears and is replaced by migrants.”19 In Slovenia, right-wing populist and extremist parties are not strong enough to win elections, however they are very active on social media and in the organization of public events and protests. For instance, Nova 24TV in Slovenia broadcasted the following Islamophobic opinion: “Obviously, we do not have enough terrorists, rapists and other criminals in Europe. It seems that leading politicians want to bring even more. Only this can explain their desire for the ever-increasing inclusion of migrants and Muslims in European countries.”20

In Latvia, numerous pre-election programs of various parties for the 2017 municipal elections demonstrated unambiguous Islamophobic positions. In Riga, the Action Party of Eurosceptics (Eiroskeptiķu Rīcības partija) published the following slogan in their program, “We are not against Muslims, we are against the Islamization of Latvia and Europe.”21 The National Alliance (Nacionālā apvienīb) was even more radical in its program in which it stated that it was “in support of not letting into Liepāja illegal immigrants called ‘refugees’ – potential criminals, terrorists and idlers! There will be no mosques here!”22

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, anti-Muslim bigotry and negative trends towards Muslims were evident mainly in the educational, political and media sectors. The main generators of Islamophobic discourse and anti-Muslim bigotry are the Bosnian Serb political, media and academic policymakers.

For the first time since 1989 a right-wing extremist party managed to enter parliament in Slovakia. The opposition party ‘We Are a Family – Boris Kolar’ submitted

a bill to amend the laws to enable a ban on building mosques. Eleven members voted for the proposal, 48 against it, while more than a half of the MPs, 77 in total, abstained from the vote.

In Southern Cyprus, a newly established party, the far-right ELAM (Ethniko Laiko Metopo), which is a sister party to Greece’s Golden Dawn, has significantly contributed to spreading Islamophobia in the southern part of the island. Although ELAM is a very small party and only managed to enter parliament in 2016 with 3.71% (allowing them 2 MPs), their views are widespread; the archbishop of southern Cyprus often expresses his agreement with ELAM’s positions.

The successful Swiss right-wing party SVP tried to introduce a full-face veil ban in Sweden. Another parliamentary initiative by National Councillor Yannick Buttet (CVP) demanded a “mandatory labelling of imported halal meat at all stages of sales as well as an increase in the price of imported halal meat.”23 Although the National Council accepted the initiative, the Council of States rejected it.

In Switzerland, the parliamentary motion by Lorenzo Quadri from the regional right-wing party Lega, which was adopted in the National Council, instructed the Federal Council to draw up a bill, which, following the rules that apply in Austria, provides a guarantee for the following: “(1) The prohibition of Islamic places of worship and imams who accept funds from abroad; (2) The obligation for Islamic centers to disclose the origin and use of their finances; (3) The duty to conduct sermons in the language of residence.”24

Meanwhile in the UK, UKIP’s election manifesto promised a public ban on “face coverings” and proscribed sharia courts in the UK. In the Netherlands, radical parties such as the Dutch SGP (a radical Christian party) published a manifesto,25 which argued that “the love offer of Jesus Christ and Muhammad’s use of violence are as different as day and night.”26

Beyond political parties, on the more extreme non-parliamentarian level or the grassroots level, far-right groups, such as the Identitarian movement or ones that function underground, pose a threat to Muslims in Europe, especially in their most violent form. Nationalist groups such as, among others, the Finnish branch of the Nordic Resistance Movement and the “Finland First” movement were active in spreading their ideology of hate.

---

26. Ibid., p. 2.
The Right Wing in Power

Currently, there are a few governments in Europe, which include right-wing parties that have focused heavily on using Islamophobia as a means of gaining public support and political power. After the general elections in Norway, the Progress Party, which is often regarded as a right-wing populist party and which had an openly Islamophobic election campaign, governs together with the conservatives in a coalition. Consequently, for the first time in Norwegian history, there are government representatives who do not shy away from using Islamophobic discourse. The Progress Party’s minister for immigration and integration, Sylvi Listhaug, suggested a prohibition against hijabs at elementary schools, which was not supported by the coalition partner. The party also proposed to ban the circumcision of baby boys, which also found no support in parliament. A third proposal, a national ban of the face veil in schools and institutions of higher education, won broad parliamentary support and is currently being circulated for consultation.

In the Czech Republic, a new party called ANO won the elections. Its leader supported the notorious Islamophobic politician, Czech President Miloš Zeman. The leader of the right-wing populist party Freedom and Direct Democracy (SPD), which campaigns continuously for a legal ban of Islam, became vice-chair of the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic. Although there is a tiny Muslim community in the country, the 2017 national elections were the first in the history of the Czech Republic, during which attitudes towards Muslims were a central issue.

In Bulgaria, a hostile language towards Muslims is winning ground. Especially, during election campaigns, anti-Muslim rhetoric was at its peak. Many extreme right-wing political parties such as ATAKA, NFSB (National Front for the Salvation of Bulgaria), and IMRO (Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization) are part of the current government and form a coalition with the leading party.

In Serbia, there are ministers such as Aleksandar Vulin, minister of defense, and Nebojša Stefanovic, minister of the interior, who attract attention by stirring ethnic and religious hostilities. Today, we can witness a revival of political parties and forces from the 1990s in the political arena. Currently, the strongest parties are those that were the most important players in the aggression against Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Kosovo. A rise in nationalism and hate speech targeting Muslims can be seen in the public sphere. Crimes committed against Muslims are glorified.

Co-option of Islamophobia by Centrist Parties

We observe a general trend within centrist political parties to co-opt the Islamophobic discourse of right-wing political parties. The former president of Romania, Traian Basescu, proclaimed in the midst of a debate on a mosque in Bucharest that this was
“a risk to national security,” and argued that “part of the Islamization of Europe is building mosques everywhere.”27 During a local council election in Bucharest in June 2016, several leading Bucharest mayoral candidates argued for a referendum on the mosque, amongst them the current mayor Gabriela Firea of the Social Democratic Party (Partidul Social Democrat – PSD).28

In Poland, there is no nominal right-wing political party, but a conservative party in power, which nevertheless allows an unambiguous negative image of Islam to be spread in state institutions. State-funded media outlets seem to carefully select their guests, who spread a stereotypical portrayal of Muslims as “violent,” “terrorists,” “Jihadists,” “sexists,” “rapists,” “uncivilized,” “double-faced,” and in general “a threat” to European and Christian values. While a research commissioned by the Commissioner of Human Rights on the attitudes among Polish secondary school students was published in 2017, showing that the majority of the 396 respondents reveal strong anti-refugee, Islamophobic and homophobic prejudice,29 the Ministry of Education shut down anti-discrimination programs in Polish schools and instead promoted programs supporting patriotism and a national and cultural Polish identity.30

In Spain, former president of Madrid and of the senate, and former minister of culture, Esperanza Aguirre, tweeted that January 2 was a glorious day for Spanish women who otherwise would not enjoy any freedom under the rule of Islam.31 In Slovakia, former president Robert Fico argued that he will “not allow the creation of an integrated Muslim community in Slovakia.”32

In Hungary, the ruling conservative Fidesz competed in Islamophobic rhetoric with the far right. It finally managed to make anti-Muslim narratives become un-
contested and thus realized a support of an overwhelming portion of the population. Prime Minister Viktor Orbán became famous for the alleged conspiracy of George Soros to Islamize Europe with the help of “hordes of migrants raping Europe.”

During the national presidential elections in France in 2017, Islamophobia was omnipresent not only in the campaign of the Front National but also in an array of other candidates’ campaigns. Also during the national elections in the Netherlands in 2017, there was a race between the right-wing populist party of Geert Wilders (PVV) and the center-right party of Mark Rutte (VVD). Some intellectuals, before the elections, discussed whether the number of Muslims could be reduced by deportation. Prominent Law Professor Paul Cliteur was present during the debate and discussed how this could be made possible legally.

In Denmark, the leader of the Social Democrats, Mette Frederiksen, argued that there is no need for Muslim private schools and that they would be strengthening the isolation of Muslims. Frederiksen argued that “a school with a foundation in Islam is not part of the majority culture in Denmark.” Bias against Muslims within the oppositional social democratic party intensified. This is also true for the conservatives in Austria. There, the then-leader of the conservatives and now chancellor, Sebastian Kurz, argued that there should not be any private Muslim kindergartens in the country.

Denying the Suffering

In many European countries, the very existence of Islamophobia itself is denied. In countries like Austria and Norway, leading journalists of editorial boards shift the focus from Islamophobia as a problem to Islamophobia as a “combat term,” arguing that the term itself is used by Islamists to delegitimize any debate on Islam and Muslims. Hence, there is a reluctance to use the term “Islamophobia” in the public sphere. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, there is a denial of the anti-Muslim genocide. Nationalist movements and even parts of the Croatian political establishment argue that the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina needs to be territorially divided in order to secure peace and security. Convictions such as in the case of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in The Hague fueled Islamophobia within these separatist and nationalist movements. Republika Srpska, continued its separatist policy in 2017 and was supported by visits from abroad, especially members of the right-wing Austrian FPÖ, which now forms a government with the conservative ÖVP.

The (Mis-)Use of Education and Academia

An unsubstantiated report on an alleged Muslim Brotherhood conspiracy to establish an Islamic State in Sweden was published by a Swedish state agency. The Administrative Court of Appeal later dismissed the report as of “highly limited” value. The author is a senior fellow at the Brussels-based think tank European Foundation for Democracy, which plays a central role in disseminating this conspiracy theory, which helps in defaming Muslim civil society actors. Also in Austria, a report was published on an alleged Muslim Brotherhood conspiracy by another senior policy advisor of the same think tank in cooperation with a state agency. The report had no serious impact, since it was presented a few days before the elections and did not receive major coverage due to other political scandals. The current chancellor of Austria Sebastian Kurz has been central in sponsoring ‘studies’ on Muslims in Austria (one on Muslim kindergartens, the other on mosques), which would serve his increasingly Islamophobic agenda. Also, Islamophobia is a threat, when good initiatives are legitimized for the wrong ends. Albanian Prime Minister Edi Rama defended the need for religious instruction in public schools with the prevention of the radicalization of young Muslims.

Online Islamophobia

Islamophobic groups are especially active on the Internet. Often, the Internet is where right-wing groups emerge before materializing in “real life.” Therefore, better regulations are needed in this sphere to combat the spread of Islamophobic content which is the main source in the radicalization of far-right terrorist groups or lone wolves.

Groups such as the explicitly Islamophobic Identitarian Movement that represents the postmodern face of the New Right, is active in countries like Slovenia, Hungary. Malta witnessed the emergence of its first far-right party, the Ghaqda Patrijotti Maltin (Maltese Patriots). While doing poorly in elections, their media campaign and social media advertisements presented many Islamophobic statements. In countries with a negligible Muslim population like Latvia, Islamophobic attitudes are still mostly voiced on the Internet. In Italy, a significant research on intolerance based on an analysis of Twitter realized by Voxdiritti in 2016 ranked Muslims as the fourth most targeted group (6% of all tweets).35

Legalizing Islamophobia

Early in 2017, the Austrian government, made up of social democrats and conservatives, passed a law that outlawed the veiling of the face. Romania followed

with a legislative proposal for the ban of face veiling in educational institutions initiated by the ruling People’s Movement Party (PMP). The asserted aim was the prevention of violence and terrorism. The law was launched by 26 MPs from three parliamentary parties. Also, in Latvia, where – similar to Romania – there are nearly no Muslims, a draft law on the restriction of wearing a face veil was prepared by the Ministry of Justice in 2015 and is still under consideration. In Belgium, the parliament voted for limitations on ritual slaughter including the prohibition of Muslim halal slaughter. Also, a debate on a state takeover of the Grand Mosque of Belgium began. In a small village in Hungary, a mayor passed a law to ban the construction of mosques and minarets, the Muslim call for prayer, the chador, niqab, burqa, and burkini. The mayor argued that he wished to set a positive example for other Hungarian municipalities in order to guarantee the ‘centuries-old traditions’ of local communities in the face of mass migration to the country.  

After massive protests in the entire country, the mayor had to withdraw the legislation for contradicting a number of basic rights guaranteed by the Hungarian Constitution. In November 2017, however, the local council voted in favor of the same legislation that was amended after merely removing any words referring to Islam from the text. Also, the Dutch Christian-Democrats (CDA) included a ban on the financing of mosques from abroad and were wary of “radical Islam” in their campaign program.

In Finland, a citizens’ initiative was launched to amend a law in favor of a “Burka Ban.” Among the initiators was Terhi Kiemunki, a former member of the Finns Party, who was convicted of incitement to hatred due to texts on her blog defaming Muslims. A spokesperson of the initiative was Jukka Ketonen, current chairman of the Finnish Defense League (FDL), who proclaims to be fighting against “Islamic extremism” and is known for other smaller initiatives such as demonstrations against “Islamization” before a school. In Denmark, a ban on full-face veils, a so-called “mask ban” (popularly referred to as the “niqab ban”) was proposed by the Danish
People’s Party following the verdict by the European Court of Human Rights.42 This initiative was not only supported by the right wing, but also the Social Democrats and the Danish Social Liberal Party, arguing that they would, thus, empower Muslim women. There is also a law prohibiting male circumcision under way in Denmark.

Terrorist Attacks against Muslims

In Europe, the largest number of attacks which could conclusively be affiliated to terrorist organizations were carried out by racists, nationalists and separatist extremists (99), followed by left-wing extremist attacks (27). Nevertheless, Jihadist terrorist attacks (13) and the general Muslim population in Europe associated with it are largely seen as the greatest threat to European societies.43 Irresponsible politicians and media play their part in supporting this trend.

There are worrying signs of far-right terrorist groups and lone wolf far-right terrorists increasing their activities and targeting Muslims in Europe. Attacks against mosques and Muslim institutions have become a daily routine. For instance, according to the DITIB in Germany there were 101 attacks on mosques throughout 2017. However, the attacks against Muslims, persons who are perceived as Muslims, and persons who are vocal in their support for Muslim or refugee rights are becoming more and more frequent and violent. In Germany, the government registered around 908 hate crimes in 2017 against German Muslims, ranging from verbal to physical attacks and murder attempts. As a result of these Islamophobic attacks in Europe, there are already victims of Islamophobic terrorist attacks who have either been killed or severely injured. Below we have summarized the most important attacks in 2017.

On the night of April 15, 2017, the 22-year-old Egyptian student Shaden Mohamed al-Gohary was killed in a hit-and-run incident in Cottbus, Germany. The most shocking part is that while she lay injured on the street, people started insulting her in racist ways, believing she was a refugee. The attackers eventually came back on foot and said things like “Well, they gotta check the street first, since they don’t have streets at home. They should fuck off to their damn country.”

In Germany, the conservative mayor of Altena, Andreas Hollstein, known for his welcoming stance towards refugees was stabbed in the neck and seriously injured in a knife attack at a kebab restaurant.44


In Sweden, three members of the national socialist Nordic Resistance Movement were sentenced to up to eight-and-a-half years in prison. The trio was found guilty of bombings of two refugee housings and a libertarian socialist trade union office in Gothenburg, which severely wounded one person. They were trained in urban guerrilla warfare by a Russian radical nationalist and anti-Muslim paramilitary organization. The perpetrators were influenced by Islamophobic and anti-Semitic discourse, which was clear in a recorded video prayer to All-Father Odin in which they vowed to “retook our land” and “take the fight against you who have defiled our country.” “Oh Jew, oh Muslim / We Norsemen have awakened / You should fear us / We are coming after you / The rage of the Norsemen thunder / Be assured / Oh, Jew and Muslim / The Norsemen are coming after you.”

Beyond this example of a right-wing extremist movement, the case of Hungary, where the ruling Fidesz party mobilizes against George Soros while portraying him as a conspirator alongside Muslims to change the European population, reveals again that racism will eventually target every minority.

On September 27, 2017, four members of the banned neo-Nazi group National Action in the UK were arrested on suspicion of preparing and instigating acts of terrorism. According to the UK’s Defense Ministry some of them were soldiers serving in the British army.

In Germany, two supporters of a neo-Nazi terrorist group were arrested on January 14 after 155 kg of explosives were discovered in their home. On April 27, a German soldier posing as a Syrian refugee was arrested for allegedly planning a “false flag” shooting attack against politicians that would be blamed on asylum seekers.

On October 17, 2017, 10 far-right militants were arrested by French anti-terrorist police in France. According to the TV station M6, they were suspected of...
planning attacks on French politicians and on Muslim places of worship.\(^{51}\)

In Russia, between 2012 and 2016, five imams were killed in the Stavropol region. The cases remain unresolved to this day. All the assassinated imams were involved in civic activism and they openly resisted the prohibition of the hijab in the Stavropol region.

On June 19, 2017, a man drove his van deliberately into a crowd of Muslim worshippers leaving the north London Finsbury Park Mosque. As a result of this attack, one person was killed and eleven were injured.

In Poland, a Pakistani Muslim man was severely beaten by a group of men in Ozorków on January 3, 2017. On April 8, 2017, three Pakistani Muslim men were severely beaten in Swidwin Polan.

### Threatening the Religious Infrastructure

More than two decades after the Agreements of 1992 between the Islamic communities and the Spanish state, basic rights such as access to religious education or the possibility of burying the Muslim dead in an Islamic cemetery have not been put into practice in most of the Spanish regions; small steps, however, are being taken in this sense. In Malta, there were debates about the legitimacy of teaching Islam to Muslim pupils.

In Slovakia, there has been a parliamentary debate on a draft law that toughened the registration of churches and religious communities and a draft has been submitted by members of the government of the Slovak National Party (SNS). This trend of discrimination against Muslims, who are a small minority in Slovakia and thus directly affected by these amendments, has been noticed by the U.S. Department of State, which in its report on religious freedom in the world noted the disparity in the approach to religious rights in the country. Today, it is impossible for the Muslim community to become an officially registered religious community in Slovakia.

In Greece, three mosques located inside non-governmental organizations belonging to members of the Muslim Turkish minority were closed by the Greek police - one of them had existed for 12 years. Officially, the closures were due to the lack of the necessary permissions to function a house of prayer inside the premises.

In Bulgaria, an indifference from the part of governments to the religious needs of Muslims can be observed. There is a lack of funding by the state be it in the area of religious education, Muslims’ attempts to develop a cultural-religious center, or the blocking of Muslims’ attempts to regain property ownership of waqf properties. Also, many Muslim religious employees, which were formerly and legally paid by the Turkish government, had to leave their jobs because the Council of Ministers of Bulgaria unilaterally cancelled the treaty between Bulgaria and Turkey and did not

inform the representatives of the Office of the Grand Mufti, which faced a structural crisis after being informed three months later.

On a European level, the European Citizens’ Initiative against Extremism (Stop Extremism) was founded and recognized on June 7, 2017 by the European Commission. Among its initiators are Seyran Ates and Efgani Dönmez, who are known for their notorious Islamophobic positions. Supporters include well-known Islamophobes such as Abdel-Hakim Ourghi, Ralph Ghadban, Saida Keller-Messahli, and Necla Kelek. The initiative, which came under criticism when leaks by the weekly *Falter* revealed that more than 20,000 Euros, the budget specified by the EU Commission, could potentially be used to restrict Muslims’ religious activities. Stop Extremism calls for “the introduction of a joint, EU-wide watch list to which individuals and organizations with an extremist background could be added” as well as for the introduction of an “Extremism-free” certification for organizations and businesses.\(^5\) Initiatives like this seem to target specifically Muslims, not extremists, and to restrain their scope of activities, which ultimately reflects already existing restrictions as discussed above.

### Steps Forward and Policy Recommendations

The picture presented here shows us that there is an urgent need to counter these developments. And there is room for hope. Critical assessment of the current situation regarding Muslims in Europe is growing within parts of civil society. Not only are there more and more institutions that are working to bring attention to the rise in hate crime towards Muslims such as the Spain-based Observatorio de la Islamofobia en los Medios\(^5\) but there are also favorable developments such as in the Norwegian justice system which has developed positive steps regarding monitoring and convicting cases involving hate speech or discrimination against Muslims. Also, the German Federal Police has made a first important institutional step to combatting Islamophobia by documenting it: for the first time, Islamophobia has been included as a category of hate crime.

There are more and more politicians, who dare to openly speak out against the threat of Islamophobia. President of the Slovak Republic Andrej Kiska stood up for Muslims in his New Year’s speech. Also, Austrian President Alexander Van der Bellen took a stance of solidarity with Muslim women wearing the hijab. Finnish Prime Minister Juha Sipilä called people not to respond to “hate with hate”\(^5\) in the aftermath of the stabbings by a Muslim citizen, which led to increased harassment, violent physical attacks as well as acts of vandalism against Muslim properties van-
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dalism towards Muslims.55 These examples of political courage give hope that there still exist reasonable politicians, who look beyond their ephemeral political careers, keeping the good of the whole of society in mind. With an increase of alternative right-wing media and social media bubbles as well as a general swing to the right, hate speech is becoming more and more normalised. In an especially extreme incident in the Czech Republic, children in a primary school in the city of Teplice were threatened with death in gas chambers; the class was comprised predominantly of children of Arab or Romani origin. Such incidents call for an unambiguous reaction on behalf of politicians and opinion leaders.

The authors of every respective national report have suggested specific recommendations regarding the country they have covered. This will support all those forces within European societies, who work towards a more equal society and fight every form of racism. The editors of the EIR support the following recommendations which were made by the OSCE ODIHR office, the FRA, the ENAR, the European Coalition against Islamophobia, and other NGOs:

• In the face of the increased and generalized suspicion and marginalization of Muslims in the post-terrorist attacks and migration contexts and the deep impact the former have had on Muslims’ lives, including newly arrived migrants, the recognition of the specific form of racism targeting Muslims (or those perceived as such) is crucial.
• The misconceptions and demonization surrounding the fight against Islamophobia and visible Muslims, in general, need to be challenged; data, facts and concrete solutions need to be visible in order to improve the recognition of Islamophobia and influence policy changes.
• This should lead to informed anti-racism/anti-discrimination policies and support the implementation of anti-discrimination legislation on the national and European levels. EU institutions need to recognize and address Islamophobia politically as a form of racism that can lead to human rights violations.
• While the issue of Islamophobia has gained more visibility in recent years at the EU level, there is a clear need for stronger actions that will materialize recognition into concrete political actions.
• Considering their competence on the issue of anti-racism and non-discrimination, EU institutions have the possibility to support progress and change in this area. The appointment of the European Commission’s coordinator on combating anti-Muslim hatred following the European Commission’s 2015 colloquium on anti-Semitism and anti-Muslim hatred has created a momentum for the EU to act.

• The legal and political recognition of Islamophobia is of utmost importance. Therefore, a European-level conference on Islamophobia should be organized with the support of at least one EU Member State or the European Parliament.

• In this context, the European Parliament should adopt a resolution on combating Islamophobia with concrete policy recommendations and ways forward - as it did to combat anti-Semitism and anti-Gypsism.

• The adoption of EU standards for National Action Plans against Racism that take into account specific forms of racism, and include specific measures on Islamophobia with objectives and targets is necessary.

• EU member states should adopt national action plans against racism addressing Islamophobia as a specific form of racism.

• The European Commission should develop a roadmap detailing main policy instruments, issues and examples of good practice by Member States. This would function as a standard document that would be the basis for concrete operational objectives and action plans for the EU coordinator on combating anti-Muslim hatred.

• The European Commission’s coordinator on anti-Muslim hatred should develop a clear action plan for combatting Islamophobia.

• A high-level roundtable should be organized with the European Commission’s coordinator on anti-Muslim hatred and NGOs on the issue of Islamophobia.

• Europe needs courageous leaders and activists who can confront the Islamophobic discourses and narratives in the age of rising far-right parties.

• A Guidance handbook should be developed on the collection methodology of hate crime data for EU Member States in order to ensure that Islamophobia is dully recorded according to the victims’ and witnesses’ perceptions and lived experiences; other bias indicators should be included in the data collection as well.

• The recording of anti-Muslim/Islamophobic crimes as a separate category of hate crime by the police is essential to uncover the real extent of this problem and to develop counter-strategies to combat it.

• Muslim women’s access to employment should be improved since they are the most discriminated group among Muslims. Gender equality departments and the corresponding committees of EU institutions should give specific attention to situations of discrimination affecting Muslim women by documenting the issue and pushing for specific programs and measures to combat it.

• While protecting free speech, developing good guidelines to tackle online hate speech and considering primary legislation to deal with social media offences and online hate speech are also vital since the Internet plays an important role in the spread of Islamophobic discourses and also in the radicalization of far-right terrorists.
• Discrimination in the workplace should be tackled to address the low level of economic activity among Muslims through targeted interventions at the stages of recruitment, job retention, and promotion.

• Preserving the Human Rights Act and the protection of minority rights including religious slaughter, circumcision and the wearing of religious attire or symbols are imperative for a multicultural Europe.

• Counter-terrorism policies should work with Muslim communities, not against them, in the so-called “de-radicalization” programs. These programs should also incorporate the fight against far-right and far-left terrorist groups and should not only target Muslims.
ISLAMOPHOBIA IN NUMBERS

- The overwhelming majority of European states do not record Islamophobic incidents as a separate category of hate crime. The recording of anti-Muslim/Islamophobic crimes by the police as a separate category of hate crime is essential to uncover the real extent of this problem and to develop counter-strategies to combat it.

- In the EU, only 12% of Muslims who have been discriminated against report their cases to the authorities. (Source: FRA) The non-exhaustive list that follows hints at the extent of underreporting of anti-Muslim hate crimes in Europe by states and NGOs, which has serious implications regarding the awareness of Muslims and the bureaucracy to tackle these issues.

DENMARK

In 2016, 56 Islamophobic incidents were reported. 20% of the all hate crime committed in 2016 targeted Muslims, while the group make up 5% of the general population, making Muslims the most targeted minority.

(Source: National Police)

BELGIUM

In the month following the terror attacks in Brussels, 36 Islamophobic incidents were recorded. (Source: CCIB).

AUSTRIA

256 Islamophobic incidents were documented.

(Source: EIR Report, Antidiscrimination Office Styria, ZARA, and Initiative for a Discrimination-Free Education [IDB]).
FRANCE

- 121 Islamophobic incidents were reported.
  (Source: Observatory of Islamophobia)
- 19 Muslim places of worship were closed by the government;
  749 individuals were placed under house arrest;
  over 4,500 police raids were conducted;
  and the list of individuals under government surveillance
  has reached 25,000.
- 17,393 individuals were enrolled in the Terrorism Prevention Database (FSPRT).

GERMANY

- 100 attacks occurred on mosques.
  (Source: DITIB and German State)
- 908 attacks took place targeting German Muslims.
- 60% of all Muslim teaching staff felt discriminated.
  (Source: Karim Fereidooni)
- There were 1,906 criminal attacks on refugees
  (5.2 attacks per day).
- There were 286 attacks against refugee shelters
  (0.8 attacks per day).
- 132 criminal acts and physical attacks against
  (refugee) aid workers occurred (0.4 attacks per day).
  (Source: German state)

MALTA

- 7% of Muslims have experienced physical violence.
- 25% of Muslims have experienced harassment.
NORWAY
• In 2017, 14% of Muslims experienced harassment.

NETHERLANDS
• 364 incidents of discrimination against Muslims occurred in 2016.
  (Source: Verwey Jonker Institute and Anne Frank Foundation)

POLAND
• In 2017, Muslims were the most targeted group representing 20% of all hate crime cases.
  (Source: National Prosecutor’s Office)
• Between January and October 2017, there were 664 hate crime proceedings regarding attacks against Muslims.
  (Source: Ministry of Interior)
• 193 (29%) of those proceedings resulted in an indictment.
  (Source: Ministry of Interior)
The terrorist attack in Manchester in May resulted in a fivefold increase in Islamophobic hate crime in the Greater Manchester region. (Source: Greater Manchester Police)

Hate crime cases targeting Muslims in Greater London for the entire year of 2017 increased to 1,204 from 1,678 in the previous year, which is equal to a 40% rise. (Source: Scotland Yard)

Between March and July 2017, the number of attacks on mosques climbed to 110 from 47 in the previous year. (Source: Tell MAMA UK)

In 2016, 1,223 cases of Islamophobic attacks were reported to Tell MAMA. Twenty percent of these incidents involve physical attacks; 56% of the victims were women, while two-thirds of the perpetrators were men.

In 2016, 439 hate crimes with Islamophobic motives were recorded. (Source: Swedish Crime Survey-NTU)

In 2017, 546 attacks took place against Muslims. (Source: Plataforma Ciudadana contra la Islamofobia)
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Executive Summary

This report notes an increase of the Islamophobic rhetoric in Albania in 2017. As noted in previous reports, Islamophobia in Albania is primarily linked to identity politics that reflect attempts to shape the collective identity of the nation by rejecting Islam and embracing Europe, where Europe and Islam are seen as mutually exclusive entities.

The Eid prayer in the main square of the capital in 2017 was followed by intense Islamophobic rhetoric. In December, a mob attacked the Turkish flag next to a power plant administered by a Turkish company. The Turkish flag was equated to the Ottoman flag, and as media commentators pointed out, while the event was presented as motivated by nationalism, it had a clear anti-Muslim dimension.

Mainstream media promotes hate speech and calls for violence against Muslims, calls that pass without reactions or retractions, contributing to the normalization of Islamophobia in the public sphere. Instances of hate speech including calls for the assassination of Turkish President Erdogan during an upcoming visit when he is scheduled to inaugurate the new mosque in the capital. Normalized anti-Muslim bigotry is seen as one of the main reasons that despite low reported numbers of discrimination in employment, Muslims – especially Muslim women – do not report discriminatory treatment, or have internalized notions of Islamophobia that prevents them from even applying for employment.

Political tensions in Albania in 2017 were injected with the rhetoric of ‘clash of civilizations’ that sought to demonize political opponents by comparing them to ‘Ottomans,’ in a recycled discourse that conflates the Ottoman Empire, Islam, and the contemporary Republic of Turkey. Right-wing politicians from other European nations have contributed to this rhetoric in Albania.

This report notes the persistent bias in school textbooks towards Islam, while pointing out that a government proposal of adding the instruction on religion to the public school curriculum is presented to the public as driven by the fear of Islamic extremism.

Despite no terrorist attack having been reported in Albania, the fear of terrorism is used to justify controversial judicial policies, including the temporary closing of a mosque, and what can amount to extra-judicial arrests, lacking transparency in terms of the legal proceedings followed by the authorities.
**Përmbledhje Ekzekutive**

Ky raport vërtënon atëse retorikën islamofobe në Shqipëri në 2017. Sic është vënë në raporte të mëpërshqetje, Islamofobia në Shqipëri është në mënyrë primare e lidhur me politikanët identitarë që reflektojnë përjetje për të formësuar identitetin kolektiv të kombit duke ruajtur Islamic dhe duke përqafuar Europën, ku Europa dhe Islami shihen si entitete që përjashtojnë njëra tjetrën.

Falja e Kurban Bajramit në sheshin kryesor të kryeqytetit në 2017 u pasur nga retorika intensive islamofobe. Një Dhjetor një turmë sulmoi flamurin turk pranë një hidrocentrali të administruar nga një kompani turke. Flamuri turk u krahasua me flamurin Osman dhe sic u vu në dukje nga komentues mediatike, tek sulmi u paraqit si i nxitur prej ndjenjash nacionaliste, ai kishte një dimension të qartë anti-Musliman.

Mediat kanë promovuar gjuhën e urërjes, thirrja për dhunë kundra musli- manëve, thirrje që kalojnë pa reagime e pa u tërhequr mbapshë, duke kontribuar kështu në normalizimin e Islamofobisë në sferën publike. Kjo përftshin thirrje për vrasjen e Presidentit turk, Erdogan, gjatë një vizite të ardhshme ku pritet të inagurojë hapjen e xhamisë së re në kryeqytet. Normalizimi i paragjuimeve anti-muslimane është ndërkohëshëndetar flamur舟 që, edhe pse ka numër të ulët të ulët të raportimit të dis- kriminimit të punëvshëm për shkak të Islamofobisë, muslimanët – vecanërisht femrat musulmane – nuk raportojnë trajtimit diskriminues, apo kanë përmbendëshuar nocione të Islamofobisë e si rëndëta nuk aplikojnë për punëvshëm.

Tensioneve politike në Shqipëri në 2017 ju shtua retorika e “përplasjes së qytet- rimeve,” që kishte për qëllim sulmin negativ të oponentit politik duke i krahasuar me “osmanë,” duke rikicuar ligjërimin që bashkëvendos Perandorinë Osmane, Islami- min, dhe Republikën e Turqise së sotme. Politikanët të tjantë nga vende europiane, gjithashtu, i kontribuan kësaj retorike.

Ky raport vërtënon vazhdimisë të anësisë negative ndaj Islamit në tekstet shkolli- re, tek sa vërtënojë atëse propozim qeveritar për përftshirjen e lëndës fetare në kurikulumin shkollor i prezantohet publikut si i nxitur prej frikës ndaj ekstremizmit islamik.

Pavarësisht se nuk ka patur sulme terroriste të raportuar në Shqipëri, frika ndaj terorizmit të përdoret për justifikuar veprime juridike kontraversiale, përfshirë mbështetjen e përkohshme të xhamisë qendrore të Tiranës, apo dhe arrestime me ligjshmëri të dyshimit, në mungesë të plotë të transparentcës në lidhje me procedurat ligjore të ndjekura nga autoritetet.
Introduction

This year’s celebration of the Eid al-Adha in the main square of the capital was followed by threats and incriminations that while they recycled established clichés of Islamophobia, were unique in their intensity. The organizers put screens in the square so that participants in the back rows would be able to see the speakers in the front, where the statue of Albania’s national hero stands. The statue of an Albanian prince, who fought against Ottoman armies in the 15th century, was loaded with the symbolism of the war of a Christian, European prince, against the Islamic, Oriental invaders. The screens were interpreted as an attack against national symbols, a Muslim conspiracy against the hero, and were depicted as burqas attempting to cover the hero. The mass of Muslim participants in the prayer was depicted as standing against the symbols, values and historical ideology of the nation. They were depicted as jihadists that need to be exterminated. The entire incident was the outcome of an image that went viral online focusing on massive screens used for public events, taken from a vintage point resembling a covering of the statue. Other images shown later, some of them made public by Muslim representatives, showed that there was ample distance between the two screens, and therefore there had been no covering of the statue. To no avail, organizers of the Eid prayer ensured the public that the way the large screens had been positioned was dictated by technical considerations rather than some ideological drive against the statue.¹

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

On May 4, 2017, the Head of Commission on Foreign Relations in the Hungarian Parliament Zsolt Nemeth participated in a protest organized by the Albanian opposition. Speaking to the protesters, Nemeth compared the political efforts against the current government of Albania, accused of corruption and links to organized crime, to the war of Albania’s national hero against the Ottomans. His support, as a representative of an EU country, was compared to the support of John Hunyadi, a Hungarian warrior who in the 15th century came to assist Albanian troops fighting the Ottomans.² It followed the official endorsement of the opposition by Italian Senator, former Minister of Defence, and former Undersecretary of the European Parliament Mario Mauro, known for his promotion of Islamophobia. Albanian media outlets pointed at the negative religious

connotations of the support for the opposition from a politician known for the promotion of Islamophobia.⁵

The political crisis, in which these European politicians landed their support to the opposition, was solved after the parties agreed to hold elections. The elections, however, were to be held on the very same day as the Eid prayers, charging an officially recognized holiday with the tensions of political conflict. A mufti, Imam Muhammad Sytari, called it provocation, “an unacceptable [decision against] the sanctity of the day,” demanding the government changes the election date.⁴ The imam of the largest mosque in the capital Ahmed Kalaja interpreted it as aimed at provoking a Muslim boycott of the elections.⁵

On September 6, 2017, the head of a small political party that supports the ruling centre-left government, Spartak Ngjela, demanded publicly the arrest of the mufti of the capital city Ylli Gurra calling him “a typical, Ottoman barbarian.” He accused the mufti of having violated the Albanian Penal Code, declaring, “[I will] accomplish my duty to my nation, by denouncing him in a written form addressed to the Office of the General Prosecutor. I call upon all Albanians to denounce this barbarian ugliness in Albania…”⁶ Despite the fact that Mr. Ngjela had accused the mufti of statements he had never uttered, Mr. Ngjela never apologized, but retracted his accusations stating that it had been “a misunderstanding.”⁷

Following the controversial Eid festivities and the alleged “covering of the [statue] of Skanderbeg” in the main square of the capital, Mufti Ylli Gurra reported receiving death threats. He felt obliged to ensure “the Catholic and Orthodox [Christian] brothers” that there had been no intention of covering the statue, ensuring the larger public that Albanian Muslims do not reject the national hero.⁸

Despite the attempts of Muslim representatives to clarify their stand, various public figures reacted to the perceived threat against the national hero. A well-known civil society activist, who has also held various public positions, Artan Lame, called for solidarity in defence of the national hero declaring “Je suis Scanderbeg,” echoing the
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“Je suis Charlie” solidarity campaign following the terrorist attacks in Paris against the magazine *Charlie Hebdo*. He declared his readiness to turn himself from a “common citizen into a hero,” failing to clarify what such transformation would entail.⁹

**Justice System**

On September 16, 2017, the closing for security reasons of the Ethem Beu Mosque in the centre of the capital was announced on various sites on social media. The mosque was closed for two days, and congregants were asked to perform their religious duties in other mosques in the city.¹⁰ The reason, according to these accounts, was the proximity of the mosque to the hotel where high military officials of NATO countries were staying during a two-day conference. The imam of the mosque Elton Karaj told the media that the order had been communicated by the state police, and the presence of the NATO military officials was presented as the reason for the closing.¹¹ No other public institution, or religious edifice of another religion in the area was closed due to the NATO event. The following day, the spokesperson of the Albanian Muslim Community (AMC), Mr. Agron Hoxha, condemned the decision and declared that the AMC had not been notified of this decision. He demanded that the state police be held responsible for the closing.¹² The mufti of the capital Mr. Ylli Gurra also condemned the police’s decision.¹³ Despite these condemnations from Muslim representatives, who declared that the action of the state police echoes the closing of the mosques during the communist regime in 1967, no measures have been taken to hold responsible those who ordered the closing of the mosque.

On September 9, 2017, after almost a year of pre-trial imprisonment, four Muslim men, one of them an imam, were confined to house arrest. The four citizens, Ergys Fasllia, Medat Hasani, Bekim Protopapa and Xhevahir Fishti were first arrested prior to a soccer game between the national teams of Albania and Israel, suspected of planning an attack against the Israeli national team. All four have denied the accusation. The court asked for the four Muslim men to be confined to house arrest due to the surpassing of the pre-trial imprisonment period envisioned by the law. They have not been charged, and their lawyers have not been presented the evidence against them.¹⁴ The arrests were based on information coming from Israeli secret services,
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but the evidence has never been made public.\textsuperscript{15} Following the alleged information by the Israeli security forces, many more Muslims known to frequent mosques, were arrested and later set free, and no evidence to incriminate them was ever presented.\textsuperscript{16} The government has not clarified whether they are still considered a threat to security which begs the questions: If they are considered threats, why are they being sent home? If not, why are they under house arrest? Even the reasons they have not been charged have not been made public.

**Employment**

The yearly report for 2017 by the Commissioner for Defence against Discrimination has not been published yet. The reported cases of discrimination in employment due to Islamophobia in 2016 are quite low, especially when juxtaposed with the general trend of increased Islamophobia. The report claims that the reported cases of discrimination due to homophobia are less than what occurs in reality, but it does not draw similar conclusions regarding Islamophobia.\textsuperscript{17} Religious discrimination in employment, however, has appeared in popular TV shows like *E Diela Shqiptare*. According to a psychologist working for a local NGO offering counselling to victims of discrimination, there are many cases especially linked to women wearing the hijab. She added that employers are mindful of the anti-discrimination law and would not mention the hijab as the reason for terminating the employment of someone who recently started wearing the hijab, or for not offering employment to a Muslim woman already wearing the hijab. The counsellor wanted to remain anonymous.\textsuperscript{18}

**Education**

The Prime Minister of Albania Mr. Edi Rama explained the need for religious instruction in public schools based on the need to prevent the radicalization of young Muslims.\textsuperscript{19} Prior to the implementation of the proposal, the Minister of Education Ms. Lindita Nikolla declared at the time that the theological views of various religions would not be included in the curriculum.\textsuperscript{20} In February 2017, the project was piloted for the first time. Despite the clarifications by the Minister of Education,
the government’s proposal faced strong opposition. Arguing for a strict form of secularism, a university professor, Artan Trebika, argued that this proposal is similar to the educational system in countries like Iran and Saudi Arabia, or as a return to medieval Europe. Others followed this rationale in arguing that religious education constitutes a similarity with distant countries in the Middle East.

A well-known promoter of hate speech, bigotry and Islamophobia, Kastriot Myftaraj declared that this government proposal constitutes “a victory for ISIS,” given that the drive behind this proposal, according to him, is “Islamic terrorism.” He added, “This initiative has one cause, one religion, Islam, the holy book of one religion, the Quran, and the Prophet of one religion, Muhammad.” These kinds of reactions caused concerns among parents of the students from the Dora D’Istria School, where the project was first piloted. The school administration organized a meeting with parents to ensure them there would be no threat of religious indoctrination.

Knowledge about religion in high school is included as part of history textbooks. In his recent study on history textbooks in the last two decades, Professor Enis Sulstarova has problematized the way Islam is represented in school textbooks. In his conclusions he notes that the positive contributions of Islam are limited to its contribution to the European Renaissance, while it is presented as the drive behind the Arab and later Ottoman invasions of Europe, presenting Islam as a driver of war and invasion.

According to this study, Islam is represented in the historical context of Albania in terms of Otherness and is ascribed a divisive historical role. The author concludes, “The influence of Islam is identified either implicitly or explicitly with those Albanians who in the conflict between Albanians and Turks, sided with the Turks.” In the representation of Islam following independence from the Ottoman Empire, Islam barely receives any attention in these textbooks, and it is commonly discussed in a negative light, being reduced to norms deemed incompatible with modernity and Western civilization, and therefore which have to be abandoned.
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Media

The media remains the main repository of Islamophobic rhetoric in the country.\textsuperscript{30} The director of the pro-government newspaper, Mr. Mero Baze, writing after the “covering” of the statue of the national hero during the Eid prayer, spoke of the “aggression of Islamic militants” who aim – according to him – to test the determination of society. He called for new security measures in order to confront “Political Islam,” even though he failed to identify a platform, groups or an instance that would indicate the existence of such a threat.\textsuperscript{31} He claimed that the aim of “Political Islam” is to replace Albanian national “myths” and turn Islam into the main marker of national identity.\textsuperscript{32}

The columnist of the newspaper \textit{Panorama}, and university professor, Mr. Agron Gjekmarkaj, in an article published on September 2, 2017 considered the ‘covering’ of the statue to constitute an “almost terrorist act” against the national hero, and a “threat to the constitutional order.” He called the ‘covering’ a \textit{burqa} thrown upon the national hero. He asked “The AMC and especially its leadership” for a public apology. He added, “Today they have insulted Albania. Today they have compromised the European aspiration, uncovering through this detail something frightening that saddens us in regard to our collective future.”\textsuperscript{33}

\textsuperscript{29} Gazeta Shqiptare, September 1, 2017
\textsuperscript{32} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{34} Insajderi, September 2, 2017
Reacting to the same event, Kastriot Myftaraj called for the “extermination of the jihadists like insects, wherever they are.” He considered every Muslim a jihadist, given that they were present praying in the square during the ‘covering’ of the statue. His article was filled with insults against Muslims and Islam, and he called for the cleansing of the country from the Muslims using genocidal methods.

On January 16, 2018, during a televised debate, Mr. Myftaraj called for the assassination of Recep Tayyip Erdogan, President of Turkey, during an upcoming visit when he is scheduled to inaugurate the new mosque in the capital, Tirana. No charges have been pressed against him. 35

On September 7, 2017, a well-known columnist, Mustafa Nano,36 wrote an article titled “Muslims Are Not the Majority in Albania, But Even If They Were…” arguing that Muslims are not a majority, since many of them engage in acts condemned by Islam. He went on to describe those who follow the commands of their faith as those who consider Prophet Muhammad as their hero, rather than the national hero of Albania, arguing for an exclusive form of identity. He described the rest of the Muslims as those who, following the teaching of their religion, are antagonistic to people of other faiths and beat their wives, while the most devoted are the ones who commit acts of terrorism, killing themselves while shouting “Allahu Akbar.” He called for the religious registration of the population where respondents have to be schooled on the meaning of “religious identity,” following the criteria set forth by him. Such a registration, he concluded, would finally determine that Albania is not a Muslim-majority country.37

On October 3, 2017, Ira Londo wrote that the Balkans are under a jihadist threat. One of the examples she brought forth in support of her argument was the building of a new mosque in the centre of Albania’s capital, Tirana. Drawing a direct parallel between the jihadist threat and mosques, she problematized the work of TIKA, the Turkish development aid agency, working on the renovation of edifices of Islamic heritage in the Balkans.38

Following the temporary closing of the Ethem Beu Mosque, Gani Mehmetaj called for the permanent closing of the mosque, calling it a “barrack of jihadists.” Despite the fact that there has never been a report linking this mosque to any jihadist activity, the author insisted in his article published in Gazeta 55, that this mosque with its central location constituted a threat to state institutions and to national secu-

rity. Given its historical significance and the fact that Western tourists randomly visit the mosque, the author stated, “It is even more dangerous when in its space enter tourists and believers. Who would be able to stop some Arab or Asian from shouting the mortal call ‘Allahu Akbar’ while exploding and murdering visitors and locals?”

Physical and Verbal Attacks
The journalist Mentor Kikia called the wearing of the burkini “animalistic.” Present in a public beach where he had witnessed members of a family wearing burkinis, he declared he had witnessed the “slavery” of these women, calling the practice “a harsh form of violence,” appealing to the organizations for the protection of women’s rights to react against these forms of “slavery” and this “violent ritual.” He remained convinced that these women do not wear the burkini by choice.

Responding to his appeal, a writer and feminist activist, Diana Çuli, wrote that these dressing practices are anti-constitutional, “sadistic,” an expression of “physical and psychological violence” with no bases “in philosophy, culture, or religion,” depicting this kind of clothing contradictory to the war on terror, since under the clothing these women can conceal weapons or other dangerous material.

No physical attacks were reported.

Internet
The majority of Albanian newspapers have online pages, and as reported in the past, despite their stated policy of editing the comments, comment sections of mainstream newspapers remain some of the most active spaces for the promotion of Islamophobia.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
There are no formal organizations known for their focus on the promotion of Islamophobia. The list of columnists mentioned in the Media section were selected from a range of well-known promoters of Islamophobia.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia
A public intellectual, Mr. Fatos Lubonja, who on numerous occasions has spoken against campaigns that represent Muslims as second-class citizens, following the Eid prayer and the alleged hysteria of ‘covering’ the statue, raised the question whether it was indeed mandatory for everyone to honour this particular hero, supporting the

idea that every community should follow the truth according to its own worldview. Criticizing those who drove the debate for following a medieval mentality, he called for the preservation of the values of society through the contribution of everyone, regardless of the views and beliefs they follow. In a TV interview on September 5, 2017, on News 24 TV, he called against the ideological marginalization of communities, and for the importance of promoting multicultural values.

Addressing the debate, another well-known public intellectual, Mr. Ardian Vehbiu, considered the reactions “false,” “blown out of proportion,” and “bordering on panic.” He argued that those behind this debate were using the controversy to promote their own cultural identity. On September 5, 2017, he wrote that he considered the debate an expression of “idolatry symptoms as infantile sickness of our collective mentality.” He argued that such debates threaten civic co-existence in the country.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

The Islamophobic rhetoric of politicians and media pundits contributes to the normalization of anti-Muslim bigotry, which results in both policy and media discourse that denies Muslims equal rights, contributing to a sense of marginalization, while portraying them as a threat to collective security and national identity. There is a clear link between extra-judicial arrests, the arbitrary closing of the central mosque of the capital without any reactions from society, and constantly marking Muslims in the media as a threat, who need to be “exterminated,” as one media commentator argued. As noted in the report, there is a clear link between Islamophobia in Albania and anti-Turkish bigotry, the clearest case perhaps being the debate on the inauguration of the new mosque in the capital, which was accompanied by calls for the assassination of Turkish President Erdogan. Following this report, we make the following recommendations:

• The government of Albania should undertake an investigation on the temporary closing of the central mosque of the capital; ensure the Muslim community of the determination of the government to (a) protect their right to free exercise of religion, (b) protect places of worship, and (c) ensure the accessibility to places of worship.

• The government of Albania should review the arrests of Muslim citizens on charges of terrorism when such charges are not substantiated and ensure the Muslim community of the full protection of the law.


• The Ministry of Education should review school textbooks and address biased representations of Islam.
• The government should monitor and investigate calls for violence against Muslims, and act according to the provisions of the law.

Chronology

• **04.05.2017**: Head of Commission on Foreign Relations in the Hungarian Parliament Zsolt Nemeth and Italian politician, Mario Mauro, known for the promotion of Islamophobia, expressed support for the opposition.

• **01.09.2017**: Eid al-Adha prayer (Bajram) takes place in the centre of the capital followed by accusations of Muslims ‘covering’ the statue of the national hero, resulting in various attacks and abuses, hate speech and calls for violence against Muslims in general, and death threats against the mufti of the capital.

• **09.09.2017**: After almost a year of imprisonment, four Muslim men, one of them an imam, were confined to house arrest.

• **16.09.2017**: State Police ordered the temporary closing of the capital’s central mosque.
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Executive Summary

This report lists 143 Islamophobic cases, most of them in the institutional field (30%), closely followed by classical media (23%) and education (20%). A total of 72 cases of hate crimes with an Islamophobic background were reported to the Antidiscrimination Office Styria. ZARA documented a total of 57 cases of hate crime, with 13 cases specifically targeting Muslims. The Initiative for a Discrimination-Free Education (IDB) documented 28 cases of discrimination. This gives a total of 256 cases (with possibility of overlapping). However, it can be assumed that the number of unreported cases, as set out by the European Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA) is far higher, as only 12% of Muslims who have been discriminated against report their cases. Some attacks directly targeted left-wing organizations such as the Greens or the Socialist Youth.

In 2017, a coalition consisting of the Social Democratic Party (SPÖ) and the Conservative Party (ÖVP) ended. This government had introduced the full-face veil ban. It propelled a discriminatory discourse on the implementation of banning women wearing the hijab from working in certain professions. In certain professions such as police and attorney the year 2017 was also characterized by a national parliamentary election campaign in which the ÖVP co-opted the Islamophobic populism of the FPÖ. Thus, the current Chancellor Sebastian Kurz said that Islamic kindergartens should generally be closed. As a result of these developments, right-wing movements like the Identitarians felt legitimized. Hatred on the Internet has been more effectively sanctioned due to legal improvements to combat it. An equally gratifying development is the increase of critical voices challenging the Islamophobic discourse in classical media. Last but not least, the leaks of the weekly *Falter* regarding the so-called kindergarten study revealed the structural dimension of the Islamophobia to a broader public. The use of academia to legitimize Islamophobic politics has been particularly evident in 2017. However, the government program of the ÖVP and the FPÖ indicates that Austria’s Muslims can envisage an even more authoritarian form of political behaviour, as initiated by the 2015 Islamic Act.
Zusammenfassung

Dieser Bericht listet 143 islamophile Fälle auf, von denen eine Mehrheit im institutionalen Bereich (30%) identifiziert wurden, dicht gefolgt von klassischen Medien (23%) sowie Bildungsbereich (20%). Bei der Antidiskriminierungsstelle Steiermark wurden insgesamt 72 Fälle von Hasskriminalität mit islamophoben Hintergrund gemeldet. ZARA dokumentierte insgesamt 57 Fälle von Hasskriminalität, wobei lediglich 13 Fälle darunter dezidiert gegen MuslimInnen gerichtet waren. Die Initiative für ein Diskriminierungsfreies Bildungswesen (IDB) dokumentierte 28 Fälle von Diskriminierung. Es ist aber davon auszugehen, dass die Dunkelziffer, wie von der europäischen Menschenrechtsagentur FRA dargelegt, weitaus höher liegt, da lediglich an die 12% der diskriminierten MuslimInnen Fälle melden. Einige Übergriffe zielten direkt auf linke Organisationen wie die Grünen oder die Sozialistische Jugend ab.

Introduction

In Austria we see an increase in hostile attitudes towards Muslims on the part of the population. A study by the FRA shows that the Austrian population has a relatively negative attitude towards Muslims compared to other EU states. As much as 31 percent of the Austrian population say that they would not like it if they had Muslim neighbours. Thus, Austria together with Malta, scores second highest. According to the FRA study, there is only more opposition to Muslims in Cyprus. On the basis of a regular survey by the pollster Peter Hajek on behalf of the Austrian Integration Fund (ÖIF), three quarters of respondents do not agree with the statement that Islam belongs in Austria. Eight out of ten respondents call for stricter controls on mosques to counter so-called potential radicalization tendencies. Eighty-six percent calls for stricter control of possible foreign financing of mosques, while 84 percent also wants stricter control of Islamic kindergartens. Sixty-nine percent is in favour of a headscarf ban for teachers and kindergarten staff. Regarding the subject of education, 72 percent say that kids have to take part in swimming lessons regardless of religious regulations.1

As the survey of the FRA shows, the Muslim society feels alienated. Only Italy and the Netherlands have lower scores for Muslims’ attachment to their respective country of residence. This trend has increased in Austria, especially among Turkish-born Muslims. The feeling of being at home in Austria declined by almost ten percentage points last year (from 51 to 42 percent).2

A survey by the European Broadcasting Union (EBU), in which 18 television stations - including the Austrian Broadcast TV ORF - are involved, titled “Generation What?” indicates that 51 percent of respondents in Austria thinks that the sight of veiled women in the streets and in the workplace disturbs them. This is one of the highest results among the 14 participating countries.3 In a survey of the institute meinungsräum.at for the Mauthausen Committee Austria, it was found that 44 percent of respondents is bothered when a shop assistant wears a headscarf (growth of 2% compared to 2015). According to the survey, religious freedom is becoming more threatened. The construction of a mosque in a neighbourhood is no longer rejected by 64 percent (2015), but by 71 percent of respondents (44 percent in the case of a Buddhist centre). According to the survey, 41 percent totally refuse to have a mosque in the immediate vicinity (Buddhist centre: 19%).4
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Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

For the federal elections in January 2017 in Graz, the FPÖ mobilized with a four-page folder titled “Community Housing for Graz People First.” The illustration equated Islam with strangeness, as can be seen in the picture below showing Muslim people entering a space wearing an assortment of ‘strange, foreign’ clothes accompanied by the words “Strange in one’s own house.” (Fig. 1)

The kick-off for a debate on a ban on the hijab was given by then-chairman of the Expert Council for Integration, who was also vice-rector of the University of Vienna. Heinz Faßmann said in an interview that “teachers in public schools should not wear a hijab unless they teach Islamic religious education, since the hijab is not just a piece of textile, but of course a message. And that is not unproblematic in a secular state.”

In contrast, Faßmann and Minister of Education Hammerschmid argued that the cross in public school classes “has grown historically” and is a “symbol of Western history.” The Women’s Commissioner of the IGGiÖ replied sarcastically, “A Muslim wearing a headscarf is obviously only accepted as long as she works as a cleaner.” The position of the minister and Faßmann was criticized also by the initiative Muslims Against anti-Semitism, Jews against Islamophobia and the NGO SOS

Figure 1: “Strange in one’s own house. Council homes for Graz people only!”
Photo: Screenshot FPÖ.
Mitmensch. The Roman Catholic Diocese of Graz-Seckau opposed a hijab ban for Muslim women in public service.

After Integration Minister Sebastian Kurz publicly joined Faßmann’s proposal, he received support from several party colleagues. Minister of Justice Brandstetter made it clear that the cross was excluded because of its anchoring “in the Christian culture.” State Secretary for Integration and Diversity Muna Duzdar (SPÖ) then said that “it was obviously not about a secularism debate […], but about picking out a particular group and creating a mood against the members of that religion.”

Chancellor Christian Kern (SPÖ) commented on the initiative of coalition partner Kurz: “A hijab ban would only be symbolic. I cannot see what should change for the better.” This position was supported by the long-time Viennese mayor, Michael Häupl, who replied to the question “Could you imagine a councillor wearing a headscarf on your team?”, “Of course, that is no taboo for me as someone, whose mother went shopping while wearing a headscarf in the village.”

As part of the FPÖ party convention in Klagenfurt, where Chairman Strache was confirmed with 98.7%, he declared, “No, Islam is not part of Austria,” which was received with a great applause by the audience. “How long do you want the voters of red and black watch as these parties exchange the population (with Muslims, FH)?” he asked.

A response from the federal president to a question by a student on March 24 about discrimination against Muslim women caused great excitement in the public: “Every woman can wear a headscarf. And if Islamophobia continues the
day will come when we must ask all women to wear a headscarf due to the rise of Islamophobia. All, as solidarity with those who do it for religious reasons.”

Criticism came from the leader of the Viennese conservatives, Manfred Juraczka, FPÖ’s Herbert Kickl, Heinz-Christian Strache as well as the former managing director of the SPÖ, Josef Kalina. As a result, the president felt obliged to explain his position in more detail: “I am not a big friend of the headscarf. But there is freedom of expression in Austria, there is freedom of expression and a kind of freedom of clothing.”

The famous former Green MP Peter Pilz ran for elections with his own new list. From the very beginning he announced the fight against political Islam as one of his three main foci. The political scientist Benjamin Opratko and Martin Konecny criticized the fact that Pilz’s “candidacy was supported primarily by the tabloid press Kronen Zeitung, that he recommends Islamophobic literature and makes the Islamization of Europe the most important issue.”

A turnaround in the debate on Islamic kindergartens was brought about by a leak by the weekly Falter. In an investigative article they showed that officials from the Department of Integration and Foreign Affairs (whose then-minister is the new chancellor Sebastian Kurz) substantially changed the content of the Word files, which were written by the academic Ednan Aslan. The weekly Falter wrote,

Just one example: In the first version, which Aslan delivered in January 2016 as a Word file, the academic praised the parents who want their children to go to Islamic kindergartens to be educated “independently, respectfully and lovingly.”
Kurz’s officials – as the correction mode of the document shows – simply distorted the sentence into its opposite: that parents want to “protect their children from the moral influence of the majority society.”

The _Falter_ argued that the officials changed the content of the report substantially in order to make the situation escalate further. Furthermore, 10,000 Euros of the project money was paid to a third party, a management consultant, who carried out the fieldwork, which also led to criticism. His tasks included the “conception for carrying out the study,” the “evaluation of the political and theological affiliation of the associations and operators,” the analysis of homepages and the investigation of the “family backgrounds of the children.” Also, the management consultant argued that in his analysis of 71 kindergartens and 56 children’s groups he had “found no problems (FH), as Aslan describes them.”

The Islamic Religious Community has previously commented that the so-called kindergarten study is to be seen primarily as a commissioned study that had to be harnessed to certain political interests of the commissioning Ministry of Integration. Deputy Mayor Vassilakou (Greens) also made clear remarks: “This kind of politics - under quotes - is destroying democracy. It really is poison for Austria.” The political scientist and a former colleague of Aslan Rami Ali said that Aslan has “tried again and again to push his ideas on the employees and tried desperately to move in a certain direction, even if this direction does not correspond to reality.”

The University of Vienna announced that “an examination of the facts would take place in order to determine to what extent the rules of good scientific practice were adhered to.” This task was entrusted to the Austrian Agency for Scientific Integrity (OeAWI). The report, which has not been published to date but the results of which were disseminated during a press conference, noted that the “scientific goodness” of the study was partly doubted in the individual opinions (on early
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childhood education, Islamic studies or sociology of science) and that the “influence of the ministry” was present. The important point here, however, is that due to the lack of formal regulation between academia and politics, no scientific misconduct could be detected. However, both sides – the SPÖ Vienna as well as Sebastian Kurz with Ednan Aslan – presented their positions as being confirmed by the report exam. While the University of Vienna agreed to publish the report, if the author of the study agrees, Aslan refused to have the statement published “until further notice.”

In preparation for the state elections in Lower Austria, the leading candidate of the FPÖ, Udo Landbauer, mobilized with the slogan “Stop the forced Islamization of our youngest! Turkish lessons, teachers with headscarves and Islamic festivals have no place in our kindergartens. On January 28, Muslim Mummy Mikl [governess of Lower Austria] and her multicultural madness will be voted out!” Governess Mikl from the conservatives was portrayed in a black cloth. (Fig. 2)

National Parliamentary Election Campaign 2017
In the federal election campaign, the SPÖ produced a video spot. There, Chairman Kern speaks with a “concerned citizen” and listens to her concerns regarding fears that her “Christian Austria” is losing its values. Journalist Solmaz Khorsand critically comments, “Kern smiles, nods, agrees and weakens half-heartedly. Finally, he proudly proclaims that the burka ban will soon be ‘executed’, thus supporting the anti-Muslim fearmongering that is continuously produced by the far right.

Sebastian Kurz was portrayed by the FPÖ with his slogan “Islam belongs in Austria” from 2015, while Strache is depicted in color with the slogan “Stop Islamization.” (Fig. 3)

After Johannes Hübner from the FPÖ (MP from 2008 to 2017) announced his resignation from politics on July 25, 2017 due to anti-Semitic statements, Strache stated, “Anti-Semitism is really a problem in our society. But they also have to read Ednan Aslan’s study, where more than 45% of Muslims in Austria want the destruction of Israel and desire the extermination of Jews. We really have a problem.”

Similarly, Sebastian Kurz responded to a question regarding his intentions to fight anti-Semitism in the conservative students’ union. He said there would be “no tolerance, not even for the conservative students’ union” and claimed that the “anti-Semitic danger stems from Muslims.”

The NGO Initiative of Austrian Muslims and the magazine Kismet Online questioned the political parties running for elections on their positions towards Islam and Muslims. While Christian Kern (SPÖ), Ulrike Lunacek (Greens) and Matthias Strolz (NEOS) affirmed that Islam belongs in Austria, Strache (FPÖ) said, “Islam as such does not belong in Austria. Neither historically nor culturally, nor is it in any way part of Europe.”

The most consistent anti-racist position was that of the Communist KPÖ-Plus.

The New Coalition’s Government Program

The government, which was sworn in on December 18, 2017, publicly announced its coalition program two days earlier. Islam appears a total number of 21 times and
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“Sharia” appears once in the text. In contrast, terms such as right-wing extremism and fascism do not appear even once in the coalition program of the Conservative Party and the FPÖ. Human rights are mentioned only five times. In the government program, minority protection is discussed to the same limited extent as Austria’s increasing Islamophobia.

“Political Islam” becomes a focal point of internal security in the new program. Austrian federal authorities such as the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution normally use ‘Islamism’ to refer to extremist versions of Islam. The individual measures dealt with in this subchapter reveal who the two electoral winners subsume under “political Islam”: Muslims. The program is about “ensuring a comprehensive control of the presentation of the Islamic doctrine.” This sounds strange for the first time, as state authorities are not allowed to intervene in the interests of recognized churches and religious communities.

The coalition program also requires that essential sources of faith such as the Koran be submitted in an authorized translation. Beyond that, the program reiterates a “ban on foreign financing,” a “criminal law against political Islam” and demands “value and orientation courses for asylum seekers.”

In conclusion, it can be summarized that Muslims are not understood on the basis of human rights and religious freedom as subjects to be protected and as citizens especially affected by racism, but are explicitly treated as a potential hazard, which must be contained by means of discriminatory, repressive and security policy measures. The Islamic Law from 2015, as well as other security measures, should help in this direction.

**Justice System**

Research on the files of a mosque in Graz (see “Islamophobia in Austria: National Report 2016”) led to the discovery of connections between right-wing extremist networks consisting of Identitarians and the Party of the People (PDV) in Styria to the local FPÖ branch. 43

In March, the Federal Law on the Prohibition of the Concealment of the Face in Public (Anti-Facial Disposal Act - AGesVG) was introduced. The ÖIF praised the law as enabling “the exchange between all people living in the public space,” from which “traditional events such as the Austrian Perchtenläufe” 44 are excluded. 45 The Algerian millionaire Rachid Nekkaz protested against the ban on face veiling and was...
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44. The Perchten are traditional pagan masks worn during certain holidays and festivities across Austria.

fined 50 Euros for his protest in front of the Ministry of Integration. Kurz also reiterated that the “total veiling” was “a symbol of antagonism and political Islamism and we resolutely fight it.” He further said, “We stand by our European values, such as equality between men and women. We will continue to defend them unperturbed.”

The Supreme Court (OGH) has ruled in favour of a claim made by the national MP Harald Walser whereby the FPÖ is liable as a host provider for content that has been published by third parties on the Facebook page of Strache. Accordingly, the FPÖ should delete these hate comments, which allow anti-racist activists more room for manoeuvre.

In Carinthia, a man who had targeted a group of Muslim women with a shotgun was sentenced to ten-month imprisonment. He took a picture of himself and then put it on Facebook with the accompanying text “Why play on the computer?” He was also fined 960 Euros despite being unemployed.

The examination of Islamic associations as stipulated in the Islam Act was demanded by Efgani Dönmez in his capacity as candidate for the national parliament. State Secretary Muna Duzdar referred to the responsibility of the Ministry of Interior, which in turn returned to Duzdar. As part of his candidacy Dönmez pleaded for a Ministry of Migration. Sebastian Kurz reiterated his call for an “extension of the cultural office in the chancellery to become a genuine authority on religion.” Duzdar also demanded more competencies for her office including an increase in staff and independent auditors to control suspicions of foreign financing.

The chairman of the FPÖ Mayrhofen was sentenced to unconditional fines for degrading religious teachings because he referred to Islam as “an insane Islamic ideology.”

The Federal Chancellery examined an imam school in Vienna and one in Linz in accordance with the Islam Act of 2015, as there was a call for donations in Germany, which is forbidden according to the Islam Act due to the domestic funding
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requirement. According to media reports, the project was banned in Linz because there was no permit. Daily *Kurier* even claimed that the imam school had been “possibly illegally run for three years.” The operators of the school explained that the schools are not part of the framework of the private school law that they are not operated illegally, and are not financed from abroad. The Islamic religious community opposed the closure by saying that it was not a school but an education centre for the training of imams. The Ministry of Education had filed a complaint against the school in Liezen.

In November, a 24-year-old in Klagenfurt State Court was sentenced to 3,000 Euros for an online posting. She said in a posting that “the same ritual” should be performed on the people who slaughter animals in a religiously traditional way as that performed on the animals.

Fouad A., chairman of a large Viennese kindergarten, filed a charge against MP Efgani Dönmez. Currently, a temporary injunction has been issued, according to which Dönmez has to retract the statement that Fouad A.’s kindergarten is “in the sphere of influence of the Islamist Muslim Brotherhood.”

**Employment**

The managing director of the Styrian branch of the vocational institution Berufsförderungsinstut Wilhelm T echt attempted the introduction of a so-called “neutral-ity requirement,” which was propagated by the government and was harshly criticized by the public. He wanted to prohibit symbols of all religions, from the nun’s habit, the *kippah* to the cross. T echt explained, “We are committed to the welcome culture, but we also want to convey unmistakably to these people our Western culture, our

values." Protest came from the women’s department of the Islamic Cultural Centre Graz. After a woman was threatened to be dismissed from her job, she intervened with the support of the workers’ chamber and the dispute was settled. In November, the instruction of the ban was withdrawn.

After the ruling of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), which allows companies in the private sector to prohibit employees wearing religious clothing, the daily *Die Presse* asked private companies about their stance on the ruling. It showed that the largest trading companies reject such a ban: REWE spokesman Paul Pölttschacher, DM director Petra Mathi-Kogelnik, HOFER, SPAR spokeswoman Nicole Berkmann and ISS Facility Services Austria are all committed to “lived diversity.”

**Education**

The Initiative for a Discrimination-Free Education (IDB), an NGO based in Vienna, has documented a total of 28 cases of Islamophobic discrimination, of which 23 occurred at school and 5 in kindergartens. In February, a debate about wearing the hijab by Muslim girls in elementary school was sparked. While the School Inspectorate of the city of Vienna sees no problem in this, “as long as it is voluntarily worn,” the Salzburg SPÖ councilor Anja Hagenauer was shocked by young Muslim girls wearing the hijab. The feminist Dudu Küçükgöl criticized the tendentious reporting of this issue.

Shortly before the national parliamentary elections, the Austrian Integration Fund, the ÖIF, published a “research report on the role of the mosque in the integration process.” The authors were Heiko Heinisch and Imet Memedi.

---
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as well as a mysterious “et al.,” which normally refers to other authors, who in this case were never mentioned. The research results were summarized with claims of “fundamentalist tendencies in many institutions,” “clear rejection of Austrian values,” “strong separation by ethnic groups” and “German sermons as an exception, [and] usually no room for women.” The report “The Muslim Brotherhood in Austria,” co-financed by the ÖIF, was also published shortly before the elections and used by then-Minister of the Interior Sobotka as an opportunity to examine the establishment of a new domestic intelligence service. In this report, Lorenzo Vidino, who is famous for his attempt to create loose connections between the most vocal Muslim institutions and “ties to the Brotherhood,” targets nearly every vocal Austrian Muslim actor. The Brotherhood, according to Vidino, endangers social cohesion. As examples in Germany show, where very active and dedicated young Muslims have set up a number of creative projects, the more active people are, the more easily they are accused of being associated with the Muslim Brotherhood.

Media
The media landscape gave way to critical tones in connection with Islamophobic debates. In the context of the headscarf ban debate at the beginning of 2017 there were many critical commentaries. Daily Salzburg Nachrichten editor Viktor Hermann warned that the ÖVP could not overtake the FPÖ with this right-wing course. Clear words like those of Barbara Coudenhove-Kalergi were also heard,

But no headscarves? No visible mosques? No adequate representation in society? If we want the religious minority of Muslims to feel at home in the country and identify with Austria, then the majority society would have to accommodate it a bit
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further than it currently does [...] And is it really justifiable in the long run that Muslim immigrants in the faculty, police, authorities and political parties are virtually unrepresented? There are enough highly qualified, democratic immaculate people.77

Columnist Isolde Charim criticized the emotional charge of the migration debate and called for a sober approach: “Real problems can be solved pragmatically. Libidinous fixations cannot.”78 I also wrote a guest commentary for daily Der Standard criticizing the ban on the face veil. Journalist Alexia Weiss asks ironically and critically whether we still want religious freedom in our society.79

Ali Cem Deniz critically stated, “The Austrian majority society has a problem with naming anti-Muslim racism. This is not only a danger for Muslims but for the whole society.”80 Irene Klissenbauer criticized the “burqa ban” as “a restriction of religious freedom – and not worthy of an open society.”81 John Bunzl wrote an op-ed on the parallels of anti-Semitism and Islamophobia.82

But there were also contradictory positions. In the weekly Die Furche and the daily Kronen Zeitung83 a director was given room to argue for a headscarf ban for schoolgirls.84 In Die Presse, one-sided comments were made criticising the Islamic religious community, while basically supporting the government’s proclaimed “Islam of European character” without one word of critique towards the government.85 A correspondent of Der Standard was criticized for asking the question of whether Muslims have a general “license to lie.”86 Like last year (see “Islamophobia in Austria: National Report 2016”), Lisa Nimmervoll invited Islamophobic persons like Saida
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Keller-Messahli to propagate and disseminate their views. Keller-Messahli argued in favor of a general suspicion towards all mosques and claimed that mosques generally could not contribute to integration. She propagated a headscarf ban and supported the findings of the ÖIF report on mosques.87

The invitation policy of many media outlets can also be seen in a critical light. One example among many is a discussion on ORF regarding “Radicalized youth - what’s wrong with the Islamist threat?” Laila Mirzo, a native Syrian who converted to Christianity ten years ago, said terror was not a perversion of IS but the centrepiece of Islam itself. The native Syrian has “so far been noticed only in appearances in right-wing publications.”88 On the Internet platform Wochenblick.at, whose close relationship to the FPÖ and the far-right scene has been documented by weekly Profil, she called the Koran a “manual of terror.” The right-wing blog unzensuriert.at features her as an expert on Islam.89

The debate about Islamic kindergartens took place especially in the media. The Kronen Zeitung relied on the study by Ednan Aslan and argued that 50 percent of Islamic kindergartens should be closed.90 It published titles such as “Headscarf, Radicalization. Everyday Life in Kindergartens.”91 Erich Kocina (Die Presse) researched and criticized the Kronen Zeitung for relying on so-called photographic sources for this article, which were taken from the photo gallery of the Islamic Center in Vienna rather than from kindergartens, while the online editor-in-chief insisted that the photos were real.92 At the end of November, the Press Council reprimanded the weekly for using these photos. Moreover, the girls without a hijab were digitally removed from the real photographs.93 The image of the hijab as a reality of Mus-

lim schoolgirls was supported by journalist Clemens Neuhold in *Profil*, while Bilal Baltaci wrote in the course of a research for the daily *Kurier* that they did not see a single child with a hijab in any Islamic kindergarten. A more differentiated covering of this issue came from Petra Stuiber in the daily *Der Standard*.

The *Kronen Zeitung* titled and illustrated a study on immigration and Muslims on the front page as follows: “Close Borders for Muslims”. (Fig. 4)

Making links between politically hot topics and problematizing Muslims due to their religion is also not rare. Here are two examples, one from the tabloid *Kronen Zeitung* and the other from the state’s *ORF*. The first puts hijab-wearing women under the title “Social Service Office” and the other shows a hijab-wearing young girl and beneath the text “80 million Euros for problem schools.” (Figs. 5, 6)

TV shows such as *Talk im Hangar 7* on Servus TV had various debates, to which they invited leading Islamophobic spokespeople. Hamed Abdel-Samad, Seyran Ates and Gerald Grosz were invited to a discussion titled “Can Islam still be saved?” On the other hand, Servus TV invited those Muslims who represent extreme margins of the Muslim community from abroad and unnecessarily heat up debates that do not relate to existing problems in Austria. Frauke Petry, former AfD chairman, and the Islamophobe Michael Ley were invited to contribute to the subject of “Anti-Semitic Attacks:
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Where Does the New Anti-Semitism Come from?" 100 FPÖ Chairman Strache and Heiko Heinisch were invited to discuss “Muslims in Austria: What Is the Problem of Living Together?” 101 Sebastian Kurz and Alice Schwarzer were invited to discuss “Burka, Headscarf and Koran: What Is the Problem of Integration?” 102 Elgani Dönmez and Heiko Heinisch also discussed “Islamic Kindergartens: Really Just a Scare?” 103

Physical and Verbal Attacks
As noted by the FRA, the number of unreported cases is much higher than that of the incidents actually reported. As part of a group interview with two female students (one from Styria and one from Vienna) and one student (Upper Austria), I interviewed people about Islamophobic attacks in their everyday lives. A teacher reports on a mediation talk in which the director said to a concerned student’s mother that her son “has to accept criticism of his inappropriate behaviour and change behaviour, even if it comes from a woman.” A student tells of an incident at Graz Airport. She had to drop her hijab, even though the metal detector had not beeped when she passed through. During a walk in the city centre, a student crossed the street without paying attention to whether a vehicle was coming. A cyclist passing by the student said, “Away, you dirty Muslim!” These few examples reveal the range of harassment in everyday life, ranging from state to private institutions to occurrences on the street.

On March 15, a 50-year-old woman with her hair covered in the open street was told, without context, “Wow, those scraps on the head. Go away cooky and shut up.” In Linz, during the same month, a woman with children on the street was asked by a strange man why she wears a headscarf. After that, he went on to say, “This is Sh**.” A man showed moral courage and stood between them.

In April, a 30-year-old, who was had been repeatedly charged with punishments, was charged with an unconditional fine of 7,560 Euros after throwing a bag filled with dog feces on the façade of a mosque in Bludenz, on a night in February. The judgment, which was not final, found the accused guilty of serious damage to property.

After the introduction of the full-face veil ban passersby on the street felt justified in making Muslims with face veils aware of the ban. In total, there were 30 official acts in the first two weeks, only four of which were involved Muslim women wearing a face veil. The most notable symbolic act was directed against the parliamentary mascot that was asked by the police to take off his face coverage.

The inscription “Muslim” with an arrow that showed the dustbin was cleaned by the responsible workers the following day. (Fig. 7) Alexia Weiss asked critically in the daily *Wiener Zeitung*, “Muslims should be stuffed into dustbins? Why? Because they are crap or garbage? Worthless? Because they have to be disposed of? And disposed in stands for what? Are they unwanted? Should they be destroyed? Free association leads in different directions.”
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Graffiti stating “Islam out” was spotted on the walls of a Turkish cultural association in the Schlachthausgasse, Vienna in the 3rd district. (Fig. 8)

A similar inscription with the words “MOSLEMS RAUS” (Muslims leave!) was sighted on November 24; the next day “MOSLEMS” had been replaced with “NAZIS.” (Fig. 9)

At the University of Vienna on September 25, the writing “F*** Islam” as well as vulgar expressions targeting Muslim women were sighted. (Fig. 10)

Similar acts of vandalism were also seen on buildings of leftist political parties. Three graffiti (dated 1.6.2017, 8.6.2017, and 28.11.2017) were sighted at the Greens’ offices in Vienna: “Stop Islamization,” “Islam Kills” and “Muslims out.” (Figs. 11, 12, 13)

The Socialist Youth situated on Landstraße reported several hateful graffiti in the spring of 2017. At Baumgasse 12, 1030 Vienna, the office of the Socialist Youth on Landstraße, was smeared several times with slogans like “Islam kills” and “Muslims out.” (Fig. 12 and 13) For a long time afterwards, stickers of the far-right group Identitarian Movement were applied almost daily to the windows. On September 6, 2017, there was also another instance of graffiti: “Muslims out” and “Left fascists” was written. At the begin-
ning of April 2017, graffiti stating “Stop Islam” and “Islam kills” was sprayed on the wall.112

Benjamin Kranzl, the local chairman of the far-right FPÖ youth wing, the RFJ, presented photos of a barbecue and a suckling pig, wrapped in aluminium foil, under the title “Ramadan with the RFJ Schwaz” on Facebook. When the police reported the following day that “unknown perpetrators threw the head of a grilled suckling pig on the property of a Turkish cultural association” on May 28 on a mosque facility, attention was directed to the RFJ.113

The debate on kindergartens (see section Politics and Media in this report) had implications for the safety of childcare facilities run by Muslims. For example, a leader of an association for the preservation of a private school says that many people are afraid to work in Islamic kindergartens. She speaks of racist attacks and tells about a girl who was slapped in the street by a passer-by. She mentioned beer cans being thrown at her, a physical education teacher being pulled out of the subway, and other incidents.114

112. Information and photos sent by the chairwoman of the Socialist Youth Vienna, Fiona Herzog.
The Identitarian movement put banners saying “Stop Islamization. Close Islam schools!” on a school in Vienna, which was part of a media debate (see section Politics). (Fig. 15)

Stickers imitating the one with “Refugees Not Welcome” were titled “Islamists Not Welcome” and distributed by the Identitarians. (Fig. 16)

The Identitarian movement also distributed brochures against “Islamization” and the call for “remigration” in households. (Fig. 17)

As part of the election campaign, election posters were vandalized as shown here with a poster of the leader of the Social Democrats with a sticker with two Muslims and the words “We Must Stay Outside” placed on it. (Fig. 18)

Internet

The Internet is often used for more direct statements due to the lower inhibition threshold. For example, a former local politician from Lower Austria, who ran for the FPÖ in Leobendorf in 2015, said: “DEAR DUZDAR, GO HOME TO TURKEY, PUT ON A HIJAB AND PUSH THE KORAN IN YOUR A**!”


Openly Islamophobic statements were widespread such as the FPÖ-linked website unzensuriert.at that argued that governess Mikl-Leitner had opened an exhibition on Islam with Muslim Brotherhood sympathizers.\(^{117}\)

Then ÖVP Chairman Sebastian Kurz used his Facebook account to legitimize Islamophobic politics with headlines from tabloid media. (Fig. 19)

The FPÖ Vienna party Chairman Johann Gudenus posted on his Facebook page derogatory contents about Muslims and triggered corresponding debates. While Time magazine chose a Viennese student with a hijab as one of the world’s most influential teenagers, he called this “Insanity.” What followed were other postings with anti-Muslim, racist statements such as “Send her back, this Veil!,” “Has she no brain under her headscarf?” and “Away with this filth.”

The Carinthian FPÖ Provincial Council Gernot Darmann in a Facebook post publicized the following false message: “Islam lessons for Carinthian children” and writes “Scandal. Islam classes for Christians?? THANKS, NO!!”\(^{119}\) (Fig. 20)
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The FPÖ youth wing published another picture entitled “Immigrating to our Welfare State is Fun,” which depicts a man dressed in traditional Muslim clothes. (Fig. 21)

After the drugstore chain BIPA launched a campaign, in which a hijab-wearing woman was shown, an online avalanche of hatred was launched. Statements such as “prostration before Islam” and “creeping Islamization” were used. Postings full of hate were especially widespread on Facebook. This is also true on the Facebook sites of well-known MPs such as the one of Efgani Dönmez.

Central Figures in the Islamophobic Network

Amer Albayati, president of the Initiative for Liberal Muslims Austria (ILMÖ), who repeatedly claims to be a critic of Islam and a terrorism expert, tried on many occasions to influence public opinion with his conspiracy theories. He criticized the federal president for his symbolic solidarity with hijab-wearing women and for using the term Islamophobia, which for him is a “combat term of political Islam, which solely and exclusively (serves, FH) to stifle any critical discussion on Islam
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in Germany.”123 The “Islamophobia Mace” or “Islamophobia Lie” was a “vile work invented by radical Islamists.”124

Islamophobic spokespersons like Hamed Abdel-Samad supported the demand of the German conservatives, CDU politicians Jens Spahn and Julia Klöckner, to introduce an Austria-like Islam Act in Germany. This demand was also supported by Mouhanad Khorchide.125 Abdel-Samad demanded that the state grants licenses for religious communities and mosques and said, “The mosques must take the imams that the state appoints and must not be financed from abroad.”126

CDU member and former FEMEN activist Zana Ramadani was given a space in media such as Die Presse127 or Kronen Zeitung.128 Der Standard interviewed her twice in 2017. Ramadani presented with Sebastian Kurz the second part of the election program (“Order and Security”) for the national elections in 2017.129 On September 27, with the help of the ÖIF, she gave a presentation on “Muslim women between tradition and modernity.”130

The ÖIF stands out with its one-sided invitation policy. The fourteenth meeting of the Integration Advisory Council, chaired by Franz Wolf, invited Seyran Ateş, who made a plea for “promoting liberal Islam” and presented her “Liberal Mosque in Berlin.” It also warned against “leaving refugees to the influence of radical mosque associations,”131 as stated in the ÖIF report. Brochures to address the issue of face
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covering in Islam were published before the introduction of the face veil ban. Some of the authors such as Saïda Keller-Messahli and Ahmad Mansour are among the most vocal public Islamophobic speakers. The use of Muslim witnesses, ‘native informals,’ is a central aspect of the discourse of the ÖIF, the Federal Ministry for Europe, Integration and Foreign Affairs, and the Conservative Party.

In particular, some journalists support these voices, which they promote in the sense of the white saviour complex. As the editor in chief of the Kurier argues, “Turks suffer from political Islam.” In this sense, Aslan also argues that “clubs and associations, who want to isolate the Muslims living here from everything European and want to focus theologically entirely on Islamic states, are to be pushed back. This control of Austrian or German Islam from abroad is fatal.” This does not mean primarily independence and empowerment of Muslims, but a dissolution of transnational networks. It works according to the government’s slogan of creating an “Islam of European Imprint.” Secretary General of the Jewish community Raimund Fastenbauer claimed in contrast to the “Islam of European imprint”, that Austria had a problem with “political Islam,” because an Islam of “Middle Eastern Imprint” was “through and through anti-Semitic [...] and intolerant of people of other faiths, including Christianity.” Several media republished the statements published by Fastenbauer in the journal of the leading Austrian student fraternity, the Cartellverband. Amongst others, this was well received by right-wing media such as unzensuriert.at and info-direkt.eu.

The European Citizens’ Initiative against Extremism was founded on December 29, 2016 and recognized on June 7, 2017 by the European Commission. It was financed by Seyran Ates and Efgani Dönmez with 10,000 Euros each. Amongst the founders were also the Austrian lawyer Sebastian Reimer. The

organ representatives of the association, Walter Schnauder and Peter Weinzierl, are based in Linz.\textsuperscript{139} Schnauder is a former political official of the ÖVP and since 2003 the political coach of the ÖVP Oberösterreich.\textsuperscript{140} Supporters include well-known Islamophobes such as Abdel-Hakim Ourghi, Ralph Ghadban, Saïda Keller-Messahli,\textsuperscript{141} Necla Kelek,\textsuperscript{142} as well as a Mouhanad Khorchide.\textsuperscript{143} In the course of the election campaign, Dönmez came under criticism when leaks by the weekly \textit{Falter} revealed that much more money than 20,000 Euros, the budget specified by the EU Commission, could potentially be in circulation.\textsuperscript{144} For Peter Puller, previously press spokesman of the ÖVP, first in Styria and then for the Ministry of Justice and Science, a contract was signed between the Society for Policy Analysis and Puller’s PR Agency on July 17 for more than 180,000 Euros, but ultimately did not substantiate.\textsuperscript{145} The contract states that Puller should coordinate a campaign against political Islam.\textsuperscript{146} The monthly fee of about 15,000 Euros was not paid out and according to Puller eight weeks of work have not yet been rewarded.\textsuperscript{147} The daily \textit{Die Presse} then published chat minutes, according to which Dönmez supports the concerns of the Saudis. Allegedly Dönmez promised several times to make Turkey and Qatar look bad in interviews. At one point the leaked WhatsApp protocol is summarized as such: “Turkey = Bad, Qatar = Bad, Saudis = Good”. “A joke,” Dönmez argues.\textsuperscript{148} Dönmez claims that not a single cent was sent by the Saudis and the chat protocols were jokes and stressed that he was a critic of Saudi Arabia.\textsuperscript{149}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{141} Stop Extremism (2017), Retrieved December 31, 2017, from https://www.stopextremism.eu/people
\end{footnotesize}
Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

Besides an increase of hostile language and more restrictive politics towards Muslims from governing centrist parties, we can also observe a stronger reaction on behalf of individuals, who speak out against Islamophobia, especially in the media. Beyond these critical voices that are essential for keeping up the struggle against Islamophobia and creating a consciousness towards this form of racism, there are several initiatives that can be mentioned here:

• In September 2017, a counselling centre against hatred on the Internet was established. There, affected users can seek professional help. The body is run by the anti-racist institution ZARA and can be found on the website beratungsstelle.counteract.or.at

• A rally called “MuslimBanAustria – my body, my right to self-determination” against the headscarf ban was organized by the Dokustelle für Muslime, the Youth Council of the Islamic Religious Community and the Muslim Civil Society Network (NMZ).150

• Federal President Alexander Van der Bellen spoke clearly and concisely during a memorial event of Nazi atrocities in Baden: “We must make sure that this does not happen again – of course under a different name. It will have other contents; it will have different expressions. It will be more modern, in quotation marks. But we have to recognize the signs of the beginning.”151

• An exhibition on Islam has opened in Schallaburg, Lower Austria.152

• The Islamic Federation has run a campaign presenting Muslims in everyday life.153

• The NMZ created a music track that challenged Sebastian Kurz’s changing positions on Islam and his swing to the right.154

• The newly established IDB (Initiative for Discrimination-Free Education) first presented its report on Discrimination of Pupils in 2016. Forty-seven incidents have been included, with Islamophobia being the most common reason.155
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• State Secretary for Integration Muna Duzdar presented a digital monitor and set up the counselling centre #GegenHassImNetz (#AgainstOnlineHate), which is operated by ZARA.156

• The Initiative of Muslim Austrians and Kismet Online have sent a list of questions to the constituency for election to the National Council.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

The year 2017 was a significant year in terms of a stronger institutionalization of Islamophobia (the ban of the full-face veil as well as the indirect hijab ban for certain professions). It was also significant that the Conservative Party with its new face under the leadership of Sebastian Kurz arrived at a level of Islamophobia that can only be interpreted as a full embrace of the right-wing FPÖ’s positions. Kurz demanded the closure of Islamic kindergartens and moved way from much of his former rhetoric that signalled a more open position towards Muslims. With the new governing coalition of the conservative ÖVP and the right-wing FPÖ, the future of Islamophobia appears to be firmly secured. Many recommendations can be made to work towards a more equal society in Austria such as:

• Training on racism, especially Islamophobia, should be offered to journalists, lawyers, and police (security officials) by qualified personnel.

• Muslim civil society has to be empowered with information to combat Islamophobia, especially in the creation of a consciousness towards the illegality of hate crimes.

• Educational institutions and stakeholders have to work towards creating an alternative narrative of Muslims in Austria which will work to dispel the widely accepted negative image of Islam.

• Austria should fulfil its promise in Durban 2001 and adopt a National Action Plan against racism (NAP) in order to meet the challenges regarding discrimination and racism which are prevalent in all areas of society.

• Financial and human resources should be raised for the Equal Treatment Commission and for an increase of the capacities of the Ombud for Equal Treatment to fulfil its task of raising awareness of the Equal Treatment Act.

• Discrimination on the job market must be fought with better legal standards and the creation of a relevant consciousness. Penalties for the violation of discrimination on the six grounds mentioned in the EU Directives on this issue should be increased.

• The amended Equal Treatment Act (August 2013) has to fulfil the long-de-
demanded extension of protection against discrimination on grounds of sexual
orientation, age, belief and religion to areas outside employment.
• The Islam Act has to be amended in order not to be in conflict with the Austrian
Constitution. This is of utmost importance, since the new law has sent a mes-
sage of inequality to the Muslim masses.

Chronology
• 05.01.2017: For the federal elections in Graz, the FPÖ mobilized with a four-
page folder containing Islamophobic figures and statements.
• 05.01.2017: Kickoff debate on headscarf ban for teachers in public schools and
schoolgirls.
• 10.01.2017: One-sided discussion on secularism within the political parties: the
cross should stay in the classroom and the headscarf should be banned.
• 30.01.2017: In the daily Kronen Zeitung a school director was given room to
argue in favor of a headscarf ban for schoolgirls.
• 07.02.2017: Discussion about “radicalized youth” on state broadcaster ORF
with people supporting an Islamophobic agenda.
• 17.02.2017: Leading Islamophobic spokespeople are invited on private broad-
casting channel Servus TV.
• March 2017: Introduction of Federal Law on the Prohibition of the Conceal-
ment of the Face in Public (Anti-Facial Disposal Act – AgesVG). In Carinthia,
a man targeted a group of Muslim women with a shotgun and was given a ten-
month imprisonment sentence.
• 04.03.2017: Chairman Strache declared “No, Islam is not part of Austria” during
a FPÖ party convention in Klagenfurt.
• 15.03.2017: The managing director of the Styrian branch of the vocational institu-
tion Berufsförderungsinstitut attempted a headscarf ban for employees because
of a so-called “neutrality requirement.”
Verbal attack on 50-year-old woman with her hair covered on a street.
• 24.02.2017: Criticism of the federal president of the Republic of Austria for his
statement on Islamophobia and solidarity with Muslim women.
• April 2017: Act of vandalism to the office of the Socialist Youth with the Islam-
ophobic slogans “Stop Islam” and “Islam kills.”
• 24.04.2017: A 30-year-old man was charged after throwing a bag filled with dog
feces on the façade of a mosque in Bludenz.
• 01.06.2017: Act of vandalism to buildings housing the offices of the Greens in
Vienna – graffiti “Stop Islamization” appears on wall.
• 08.06.2017: Act of vandalism to buildings housing the offices of the Greens in
Vienna - the graffiti “Islam Kills” appears on wall.
• **12.06.2017:** Act of vandalism: the inscription “Muslim” with an arrow in the direction of a dustbin.

• **21.06.2017:** The daily *Kronen Zeitung* entitled and illustrated accordingly a study on immigration and Muslims on the front page as follows: “Close Borders for Muslims.”

• **23.06.2017:** Local chairman of the far-right FPÖ youth wing, the RFJ, presented photos of a barbecue and a suckling pig, wrapped in aluminum foil, under the title “Ramadan with the RFJ Schwaz” on Facebook.

• **24.06.2017:** The daily *Kronen Zeitung* published an article with the title “Headscarf, Radicalization. Everyday Life in Kindergartens” and used false photographic material.

• **30.06.2017:** The Initiative for a Discrimination-Free Education (IDB) documented a total of 28 cases of Islamophobic discrimination, of which 23 occurred at schools and 5 in kindergartens.

• **04.07.2017:** Weekly *Falter* leaked information about the so-called ‘Islamic kindergarten study’: they revealed that officials from the Department of Integration and Foreign Affairs substantially changed the content of the Word files, which were written by Professor of Islamic Education Ednan Aslan. The former Green MP Peter Pilz ran for elections and one of his three main foci was the fight against political Islam.

• **15.07.2017:** Chairman of the FPÖ Mayrhofen referred to Islam as “an insane Islamic ideology” and was sentenced to unconditional fines for degrading religious teachings.

• **16.07.2017:** Racist attacks against a kindergarten girl who was slapped in the street by a passerby.

• **10.08.2017:** Then ÖVP Chairman Sebastian Kurz used his Facebook account to legitimize Islamophobic politics with headlines from tabloid media.

• **23.08.2017:** The Identitarian movement placed banners saying “Stop Islamization. Close Islam schools!” on the building of a Vienna school.

• **01.09.2017:** National Parliamentary Election Campaign: Islamophobic statements, slogans, videos are are present throughout the country.

• **06.09.2017:** Act of vandalism to the office of the Socialist Youth with the Islamophobic slogans “Muslim out” written on the wall.

• **25.09.2017:** Vandalism occurs at the University of Vienna with vulgar expressions targeting Muslim women written on Wals.

• **26.09.2017:** The Carinthian FPÖ Provincial Council in a Facebook post publicized a false message about lessons on Islam.

• **06.10.2017:** Law enforcement of full face veil ban: passersby on the street feel the need to make Muslims with face veils aware of the ban.

• **17.10.2017:** ÖVP Chairman Sebastian Kurz claimed in an interview that the “anti-Semitic danger stems from Muslims.”
• **19.10.2017**: An online avalanche of hatred was launched following a campaign of the drugstore chain BIP, which featured a hijab-wearing woman.

• **25.10.2017**: The daily *Der Standard* published interviews of Islamophobic individuals like Saïda Keller-Messahli, propagating and disseminating her views.

• **21.11.2017**: The leading candidate of the FPÖ in Lower Austria, Udo Landbauer, called ÖVP candidate Mikl-Leitner “Muslim Mummy Mikl.”

• **22.11.2017**: A 24-year-old in Klagenfurt State Court was sentenced to 3,000 Euros for a brutal Islamophobic online posting.

• **23.11.2017**: Examination of the Islamic kindergarten study by the University of Vienna and the Austrian Agency for Scientific Integrity (OeAWI).

• **24.11.2017**: Vandals write Islamophobic graffiti on the walls of a cultural association.

• **28.11.2017**: Act of vandalism to buildings that house the offices of the Greens in Vienna; the graffiti states “Muslims out.”

• **16.12.2017**: New Coalition’s Government Program: “Political Islam” becomes a focal point of internal security measures, and – while not defined – potentially threatens all organized Muslims.
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Executive Summary

During 2017, Islamophobia in Belgium has continued to grow at a steady rate. The most notable difference between the state of Islamophobia in the country and that documented in the European Islamophobia Report in previous years can be located in the lack of marked peaks or sizeable clusters in violent attacks against Muslims, Islamic sites or those presumed to be Muslim. However, this does not indicate an absence of Islamophobia rather it indicates a continuation of low level violent Islamophobic attacks, a growth in Islamophobic hate speech and most notably numerous state-level Islamophobic policies, legislative measures and proposals throughout 2017.

As in previous years, Islamophobia in Belgium has continued to have a distinctly gendered nature, with Belgian Muslim women bearing the brunt of Islamophobia in the nation. The most pertinent example of this gendered Islamophobia includes the European Court of Justice preliminary judgements regarding the permissibility of dismissing women who wear the headscarf from employment issued in March 2017 - incidentally this decision was based, in part, on a case that had emerged from the Belgian context.

Beyond the continued gendered Islamophobia seen in Belgium during 2017, the year was interspersed with significant state-led policies, bills and legislative measures which sought to regulate the practice of Islam in Belgium, namely the limitations on ritual slaughter (including halal slaughter) voted on in May 2017 and July 2017, and the proposed state takeover of the Grand Mosque of Belgium.

The bases of Islamophobic narratives remain much the same as in previous years: Islam is framed as constituting demographic, cultural and violent threat and thus it is alleged that Islam and Muslims must be regulated by the state, law and, in some cases, even the lay public. However, as we see from rulings such as that of the European Court of Justice, Belgian Islamophobia has the potential to influence and be influenced by the broader European Islamophobia, and this therefore has the potential to shape the ways in which the phenomenon may be effectively tackled.
Synthèse

La Belgique a vu une croissance stable de l’Islamophobie pendant l’année 2017. La différence la plus remarquable entre l’état de l’Islamophobie dans le pays et ce qui est détaillée dans le Rapport Européen de l’Islamophobie dans les années précédentes peut-être localisé dans la manque des montées exceptionnels, ou les groupements des attaques violents envers les Musulmans non-négligeable, les endroits Islamiques ou ceux qui sont présumés d’être Musulmans. Néanmoins, cette différence ne signale pas une absence d’Islamophobia, plutôt 2017 a vu une continuation faible des attaques Islamophobiques et violents, une croissance des discours de haine et notablement des projets politiques et des projets de loi, détaillé en plus dans cette partie du rapport.

Comme des années précédentes, l’Islamophobie en Belgique a continuée d’avoir une façon genrée distincte, des Musulmanes sont les premières touchées par l’Islamophobie dans la nation. L’exemple le plus pertinent de cette Islamophobie genrée inclut les jugements préliminaires de la Cour de la Justice de l’Union Européenne concernant la possibilité de licencier des femmes qui portent le foulard issu en mars 2017 (d’ailleurs cette décision suit un cas qui sort de la contexte Belge).

Au-delà de la continuation genrée de l’Islamophobie en Belgique vu en 2017, l’année était marquée par des projets de loi et des mesures législatives qui a voulu contrôler le pratique d’Islam en Belgique, (y compris l’abattage halal) qui était voté en mai 2017 et juillet 2017 et le projet de reprendre contrôle de la Grande Mosquée de Belgique mené par l’état.

Les fondations des discours Islamophobiques restent similaires comme vue dans les années précédentes. L’Islam est construit comme une menace démographique, culturelle et comme porteur de menace violente, et par conséquence c’est présumé que l’Islam et les Musulmans doit être réglés par l’état, la loi, et dans quelques instances par le grand public. Cependant, des décisions juridiques comme celle de la Cour Européenne de la Justice révèle que l’Islamophobie en Belgique peut influencer (potentiellement) et être influencé par l’Islamophobie en Europe plus généralement, et comme résultat ces faits peuvent façonner les manières de combattre effectivement le phénomène.
Samengevat

Tijdens 2017 is Islamofobie in Belgie gelijdelijk gegroeid. Het grootste verschil tussen Islamofobie in het land en het gedocumenteerde Islamofobie in de “European Islamophobia Report” in de afgelopen jaren is voornamelijk vanwege het gebrek aan pieken of clusters in gewelddadige aanvallen jegens moslims of Islamitische gebouwen. Dit wijst echter niet op een gebrek aan Islamofobie in het land. Gedurende het jaar 2017 is er sprake van een continuïteit van licht gewelddadige Islamofobische aanvallen, een groei in Islamofobische haatdragende taal, verschillend politiek beleid dat uiterst Islamofobisch is, alsmede wetgevingen en moties, wat uitgebreider verteld wordt in deze sectie van het rapport.

Net als in de vorige jaren is Islamofobie in Belgie nog steeds van een uiterst seksegerichte natuur. Belgische moslim vrouwen lijden het meest aan het wijdverspreide Islamofobie in het land. Het belangrijkste voorbeeld van de seksegerichte Islamofobie is het oordeel van de Europese Hof van Justitie in maart 2017 in verband met het toestaan van het weigeren van werknemers die hoofddoeken dragen op de arbeidsmarkt (dit oordeel was gebaseerd op een rechtszaak in Belgie).

Naast het seksegerichte Islamofobie in Belgie gedurende het jaar 2017 was er sprake van een variatie van politiek beleid, voornamelijk wetgeving en ingediende moties, die gericht waren op het reguleren van Islam in de praktijk. Een voorbeeld hiervan was de voorgestelde restricties op het religieus slachten (inclusief het halal slachten) waar in mei 2017 en juli 2017 op werd gestemd en het voorgestelde overname van de Grote Moskee door de Belgische staat.

De basis van Islamofobische uitingen blijven hetzelfde als in de vorige jaren. Islam wordt gezien en geframed als een demografische, culturele en gewelddadige gevaar waardoor Islam en moslims gereguleerd moeten worden door de staat en rechtsgewijs. Overigens zien we dat oordelen zoals dat van het Europese Hof voor Justitie invloed heeft op de Belgische maatschappij en Islamofobie in Belgie, waarvan teveweens het omgekeerde ook een werkelijkheid is.
Introduction

Islamophobia in Belgium has continued to increase at a steady pace throughout 2017. Most significantly, 2017 saw a continuation of low level violent Islamophobic attacks, a growth in Islamophobic hate speech and actions, and, most notably, increased spotlight on numerous state-level Islamophobic policies, legislative measures and proposals.

In a country where Muslims constitute only six per cent of the wider population\(^1\) and Islam is afforded official national recognition and support, Belgium has continued to devote intense and arguably disproportionate media, political and legal attention to this seemingly small part of society.

This section of the European Islamophobia Report details general instances of Islamophobia and pays special attention to the political and legal forms of Islamophobia that have been apparent over the course of 2017 in Belgium. The report includes an overview of the European Court of Justice preliminary judgements on the permissibility of dismissing women who wear the headscarf in employment, the ban on ritual slaughter in Wallonia and Flanders, and the discussions regarding the state takeover of the Grand Mosque of Brussels.

The report discusses some of the counter-Islamophobia initiatives taking place in Belgium, and the increased need for collaborative work and the sharing of best practices in the wider struggle against Islamophobia in Belgium and Europe. The report concludes with a series of recommendations in this regard before presenting a chronological overview of some of the most pertinent instances of Islamophobia in Belgium during 2017.

Significant Incidents and Developments

Over the course of the year the most significant incidents and developments in the field of Islamophobia in the country pertain to political and legal discourses, debates and decisions. These include the European Court of Justice preliminary judgements regarding the legitimacy of dismissing Muslim women who wear the hijab from their employment, which in itself demonstrates a continuation of gendered Islamophobia in Belgium and also signals the potential for further Islamophobia against Muslim women in the Belgian workforce. Additionally, 2017 saw a unanimous vote to ban halal and kosher slaughter in Wallonia and Flanders, signalling the direct targeting of Islamic practices in the nation. These two principal incidents are against a backdrop of steadily growing Islamophobia throughout the nation. These events are detailed further in the next section of the report.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics
When compared with previous years, Muslim political figures have faced fewer reported direct attacks both on a personal level and in terms of their political standing. In place of the numerous direct verbal and physical attacks seen in previous years, 2017 has witnessed an increase in its generalised Islamophobic discourse in the Belgian political sphere. This Islamophobic political discourse has led to a wide variety of political actions, both enacted and envisaged. Such political actions include the controversies surrounding the permissibility of the headscarf in the workplace; the prohibition of ritual slaughter; debate concerning state involvement in the leadership of the nation’s largest mosque; political officials calling for the legal prohibition of faith symbols in Belgian public spaces; far-right desire to organise an ‘Islam Safari’ in the capital; left-wing political representatives alleging that the capital’s mosques are in the hands of Salafists; and calls for the ‘cleansing’ of Belgian public spaces of refugees. Furthermore, Islamophobic narratives articulated at the political level send a clear signal regarding the ‘Otherness’ of Belgian Muslims and the alleged need to regulate these populations.

Two pertinent examples that emerged from the political sphere in 2017 include the proposed ban on ritual slaughter and also the proposed state takeover of the Grand Mosque of Belgium. In May 2017, the francophone Walloon Parliamentary Environment Committee unanimously voted in favour of prohibiting ritual slaughter in Wallonia. If left unchallenged, the ban will mean that both Islamic halal slaughter and Jewish kosher slaughter will no longer be permitted in the largest Belgian region as of September 2019. Flanders also quickly followed suit with a bill along similar lines filed to cover the Belgian Flemish region in July 2017. Previous years have seen calls for a limitation on halal slaughter proposed, particularly around the time of Eid al Adha, on the grounds of animal rights and protection. This type of Islamophobic narrative is not unique to francophone Belgium, rather it is seen across European Islamophobia (and paradoxically proponents are often meat eaters themselves). The narrative is built upon Orientalist stereotypes of Muslim barbarity and violence, which then feeds into contemporary Islamophobic constructions of Muslims in Belgium (and beyond) as violent and is subsequently evoked to legitimise their targeting.

4. The Islamic festival of Eid al Adha follows the Hajj pilgrimage to Mecca and involves ritual slaughter in recognition and homage to Prophet Abraham, and has been marked by controversy in Belgium in previous years, see Amina Easat-Daas, ed. Islamophobia in Belgium 2015: National Report European Islamophobia Report 2015 (Istanbul: SETA).
The proposed measures sparked strong condemnation from the European Jewish Congress, whose president Moshe Kantor stated, “It attacks the very core of our culture and religious practice and our status as equal citizens with equal rights in a democratic society. It gives succour to anti-Semites and to those intolerant of other communities and faiths.” I would argue that the measures represent an opportunity for Jewish and Muslim religious communities to come together and form an effective coalition in countering anti-religious and discriminatory narratives, practices and legal measures and to send out a clear message that ritual slaughter bans do not protect animals (especially as the meat industry continues to grow), instead these prohibitions target minority faith groups and must not be tolerated. Collaborative Muslim-Jewish legal strategies were coordinated and jointly launched between November 2017 and January 2018 and are likely to continue well beyond the scope of this report. Furthermore, the combined lawsuit draws on existing precedents within the legal arena, namely comments by the European Court of Human Rights that has stated that ritual slaughter is “an essential aspect of the practice of the Jewish faith” and therefore potentially indicating that given precedents the lawsuit may be ruled in favour of religious minorities in Belgium rather than seeing legal projects succumbing to the growing tide of Islamophobia and anti-Semitism.

Furthermore, during late 2017, increasing political discourse and media coverage emerged in Belgium suggesting that the Belgian state would take over the country’s largest Islamic site of worship, the Grand Mosque of Belgium. In 1969, the then head of the Belgian state King Baudouin signed a 99-year rent-free lease of the mosque to Saudi Arabia, meaning that the mosque is now run by the Saudi-based World Muslim League who allegedly espouse more conservative interpretations of Islam. Against a backdrop of the so-called Islamic terror attacks that took place in France and Belgium during 2015 and 2016, it is suggested that the mosque is a ‘hotbed for extremism’ and therefore the Belgian state seeks to replace the leadership of the Grand Mosque of Belgium with those who are in favour of an interpretation of Islam that is more European in nature. As Farid Hafez, editor of the European Islamophobia Report, clearly elucidates there is no established link between terror attacks and conservative interpretations of Islam. Also, and perhaps more pertinent, Hafez also raises the question, “If the Belgian state intervenes here, then where will the limit be set?”

5. Ibid.
7. Ibid.
Justice System
Arguably, the most influential and significant judicial decision related to Islamophobia in Belgium during 2017 is apparent in the European Court of Justice’s decision regarding the permissibility of dismissing Muslim women who wear the headscarf from their employment. The case taken to the European Court of Justice, in part, stems from a Belgian appeal and therefore the ruling potentially carries greater significance to the Belgian nation. However, given its overlap with the field of employment, I have opted to cover the supranational level case in the next subsection of the report, namely Employment.

Notwithstanding, the European Court of Justice case does not represent an isolated example of Muslim-related cases being taken to the Belgian courts. For example, in Belgium during June 2017, the Brabant-Walloon correctional court heard the case of a visibly Muslim woman who, while pregnant, was attacked in the streets of Ottignies in September 2015. The defendant pleaded psychological impairment and expressed regret. However, this case and many others like it, demonstrate the intersectional discrimination faced by Muslim women in Belgium. Also, as detailed in the report’s Internet section, the Belgian judicial system has been influential in sentencing online Islamophobia.

Employment
On 14th March 2017 the European Court of Justice (La Cour de Justice de l’Union Européenne, ECJ) delivered its preliminary judgements regarding the permissibility of dismissing employees on the grounds of the Islamic headscarf, with specific focus on the extent to which the examples presented before the court constituted direct or indirect discrimination, or indeed any discrimination at all.

The preliminary judgements issued by the ECJ are based on two specific cases heard together in March 2017: the case of Samira Achbita in Belgium and Asma Bougnaoui in France. Achbita had previously been employed as a receptionist at G4S. Three years into her employment, Achbita adopted the headscarf in the workplace and was told that due to an ‘unwritten rule’ regarding ‘neutrality’, employees could not manifest faith, political or philosophical symbols in the workplace. Achbita refused to remove her headscarf and was subsequently dismissed by G4S. The case was initially heard in Antwerp’s lower and higher labour courts and was rejected before being referred to the Belgian Court of Cassation, which then referred the case to the ECJ.

As a design engineer for Micropole in France, Bougnaoui was required to visit clients on location. Following complaints regarding her headscarf from a client, Bougnaoui was requested to remove her headscarf on visits to clients’ sites. As Bougnaoui refused to comply, she was dismissed from her post at Micropole. Her case was initially heard in Paris’s lower and higher labour courts and was rejected before being referred to the Belgian Court of Cassation, which then referred the case to the ECJ.

The Achbita and Bougnaoui cases were the first cases related to faith and discrimination heard by the European Court of Justice; however, in the past, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) has heard cases based on religious symbols. In these two cases, General Advocate Sharpston suggested that the Belgian example (Achbita) constituted indirect discrimination rather than direct discrimination. Sharpston concluded the contrary in the French Bougnaoui case: her dismissal was seen to constitute direct discrimination. The preliminary judgements on these two cases sparked condemnation and split opinion across the European (and Belgian) counter-Islamophobia and counter-discrimination scene and among academics.

Most notably, Brems underlines the paradoxical nature of the judgement stating that no reference was made to the European climate of Islamophobia and hostility towards Muslim women on the continent. However, much of the media picked up on the gendered Islamophobic nature of the ECJ’s judgements. Most importantly, the message that the ECJ decision would send to future employers of visibly Muslim women was questioned.

In a statement issued on 15th March 2017 Carlos Crespo, president of the Belgian organisation Movement Against Racism, Antisemitism and Xenophobia (Mouvement contre le Racisme, l’Antisémitisme et la Xénophobie – MRAX), stated, “The decision will result in the facilitation of the already significant ostracization of European citizens who are Muslim and who want to participate in the labour market without necessarily having to denounce (or remove) their headscarf.”

Whilst at the supranational legal level experts may become fixated on technical legal notions such as that concerning interpretation or ‘margins of appreciation’ as previously applied by the ECHR to account for context-specific elements, the media and the general public tend to take away the base level message from the legal cases and I would argue that in this instance it is one that potentially legitimises a gendered form of Islamophobia in the workplace in Belgium and in wider Europe. Furthermore, in Belgium it is likely that the ECJ judgement coupled with growing gendered Islamophobia and the invocation of ‘neutrality’/laïcité we may anticipate more employment-based headscarf affairs emerging in coming years.

Education
With regards to discrimination of Muslims and their rights to access education, comparatively fewer major scandals emerged over the course of 2017. For example, 2015 saw the Belgian ‘long skirt affair’ surface which was ultimately reduced to nothing.
whilst August 2016 saw the toing and froing regarding the right of Muslim women to sit access course exams.\textsuperscript{16} In their annual report published in June 2017, the Belgian Counter Islamophobia Collective (CCIB) describe the small victories made in terms of the rights of Muslim women to education in Belgium. Nonetheless, they state that these are only first steps.\textsuperscript{17} Bans such as the prohibition of ‘ostentatious faith symbols’ (or more typically headscarves) in the francophone region of Verviers\textsuperscript{18} will continue to be in place until 2019.

The Belgian League of Human Rights published their analysis of the legal validity and permissibility of headscarves bans in the field of education, employment and social/cultural development in Belgium in August 2017. The report adopts a legal analytical framework to assess the limitations imposed on Muslim women’s appearance in Belgium. Via the consideration of rights to religious freedom and non-discrimination, the report asserts that more often than not the bans are not valid. The paper also problematizes the arguments often evoked in support of controlling Muslim women’s dress in the country, including the notion of state neutrality (sometimes referred to as \textit{laïcité} in Belgian debates) by raising the question regarding the need for neutrality of acts or appearances. The report concludes that based on the legal analysis presented “[t]he prohibition of the headscarf has not been revealed to be compatible with the respect of fundamental rights, except in very limited and specific situations”.\textsuperscript{19}

This type of structured legal analysis by experts regarding the paradoxes and irrationality of headscarf bans in the country should be welcomed as this type of legal-based analysis has the potential to offer effective counter tools that may support those, including women in the Belgian education system, who chose to take their discrimination cases to the courts.

\textbf{Media}

As with previous years, in Belgium the media has been, in part, complicit with the reproduction of Islamophobic tropes. This is say that rather than being the source of Islamophobia in Belgium, the Belgian media rearticulates and exacerbates Islamophobic narratives that stem from both the national context and also those coming from global sources.

Specific examples of Islamophobia in Belgian media in 2017 can be seen, among others, in \textit{Le Soir} publications that have repeatedly exaggerated Islamophobic headlines in 2017. Examples of this include the following headlines: “\textit{L’Islam en Belgique divise Musulmans et politiques}”\textsuperscript{20} (Islam in Belgium Divides Muslims and Politicians – see Fig-

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnotesubscript{17} CCIB, “Rapport D’activités 2016,” (Brussels, Belgium: CCIB).
\end{footnotesize}
ure 1); “Plus de 2000 Musulmans radicalisés en Belgique”21 (More than 2000 Radicalised Muslims in Belgium – see Figure 2); “50% de Belges sont pour une politiques très restrictives envers les Musulmans”22 (50% of Belgians Favour Very Restrictive Policies Towards Muslims); and “Entre 11 et 18% de Musulmans en Belgique d’ici 2050”23 (Between 11 and 18% Muslim Population in Belgium by 2050 – see Figure 3). While these headlines are provocative and therefore may prompt increased circulation, the publication is contributing to the Islamophobic idea of alleged Muslim violence via the radicalisation headline, the Islamophobic trope of a demographic threat via the statistical projection headline, while the trope of opposition to normative Belgian values is invoked by the political division headline. Such headlines lead to the formation of narratives related to the need to control Muslim populations apparent in the headline denoting that half of Belgians favour the strict control of Muslims within their respective countries.

During 2017, CCIB increasingly challenged examples of Islamophobia in the Belgian media, examples of which are detailed in the Chronology section of this report. The action recalls the work of the British counter-Islamophobic organisation MEND

(Muslim Engagement and Development) that regularly challenges Islamophobic media and also encourages their followers to do the same. On occasion, in the UK, this has led to official retractions of Islamophobic news.24 Furthermore, the approach also indicates the need for increased collaborative work and the sharing of best practices among European counter-Islamophobia organisations in Belgium and beyond.

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

When juxtaposed with previous years’ analyses in the respective European Islamophobia Reports, Belgium witnessed comparatively fewer clusters of reported Islamophobic verbal and physical attacks. In previous years, the highest peaks in Islamophobic attacks (often on visibly Muslim women) could be seen in the days and weeks following terrorist attacks perpetrated by alleged Muslims.25 For example, in the one-month period following the terror attacks in Brussels, the CCIB recorded 36 reported Islamophobic incidents, which translates to over one recorded incident per day.26

Previous editions of the Belgian component of the European Islamophobia Report have asserted that ‘Islamist’ terror attacks tend to lead to a backlash for Belgian Muslims in which they experience peaks in Islamophobia.27 The realities of these claims have been borne out during 2017, whereby Belgium and its immediate geographical neighbours did not experience ‘Islamist terror attacks’ and, as a result, clusters of Islamophobia did not appear to have emerged in the same way as in previous years.

Instead, and as speculated in previous reports, the rate of Islamophobic incidences in Belgium saw a steady incline in 2017. Examples of attacks include attacks on individuals and sites, and are discussed in the Chronology section of this report, including the stabbing of a worshipper at a mosque in Liège and the attempted arson of a mosque in Herstal.

Internet
As with the media, the Internet serves as a medium for the reproduction and articulation of Islamophobic tropes, rather than being at the source of these narratives. The anonymity afforded to Islamophobes online potentially serves to exacerbate and intensify the nature of Islamophobia asserted on the Internet. These virtual spaces, and especially social media, become echo-chambers for those who hold such views, and in turn potentially legitimise such narratives amongst certain individuals. This legitimisation may subsequently lead to individuals being compelled to act on their Islamophobic beliefs in the real world. This emphasises the very real need to counter Islamophobia online.

Rather than being limited to specific perpetrators, online spaces for Islamophobia are utilised by a plethora of individuals and groups, including far-right groups, such as Vlaams Belang. For example, the Parti Populaire Verviers published a cartoon on its social media page in November which portrayed Tintin, the famous Belgian comic book protagonist, with text superimposed on the speech bubble to read “tu es certain qu’on est à Verviers???” (are you sure we are in Verviers??), while the background image includes seemingly non-ethnic Belgians who may be presumed to be Muslims (see Figure 4). This imagery feeds into Islamophobic narratives of an alleged Muslim demographic takeover of the nation.

The report published in 2017 by the International Network against Cyber Hate (INACH) highlighted specific instances of online Islamophobia, including detailing the case of the Flemish Defence League Facebook page. The page had over 6500 followers and now, in part due to pressure from UNIA, the page has been removed. The page included images of Belgian Muslims with commentaries from users stating that those featured in the images should be shot or gassed. The administrator of the page was sentenced to ten months imprisonment on the grounds of inciting racial hatred on 4th July 2017;28 the clear intersection of racial and Islamophobic hate speech, and problems of strict categorisation of an event as either racist or Islamophobic may restrict depth of comprehension of such events. Notwithstanding, pages like these surface and are removed and subsequently

28. Maren Hamelmann, Camille Lhopitault, and Andreas Schadauen, “Reports on Antisemitic, Antiziganistic, Homophobic and Anti-Muslim Hate Speech,” (Amsterdam, Holland: International Network Against Hate Speech (INACH)).
replaced frequently in the Belgian online Islamophobia platform and thus precise quantification remains problematic.

In their annual report published in June 2017, UNIA note that in terms of the discrimination cases received by the organisation, Internet-based discrimination (including online Islamophobia) is at the fore. In their annual report, the organisation highlights that not only are reported incidents of Islamophobia increasing in Belgium, Internet-based discrimination has increased almost five fold since UNIA’s first reporting in 2005. These findings are echoed by the European Commission that reported in 2017 that Islamophobia (along with xenophobia) constituted the most commonly cited source of online hate speech. However, given the expansive nature of the Internet, such quantifications represent only reported instances of Islamophobia and, therefore, only the tip of the iceberg.

Notwithstanding this bleak and deteriorating situation, the Internet can also serve as a potential platform for the spread of effective counter-narratives to Islamophobia. In this regard, it is reassuring to see that the majority of Belgian counter-discrimination and counter-Islamophobia groups have a strong online presence which can be utilised to promote their work and key messages.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network

In 2017, the nature of central actors in the Belgian Islamophobia network is not dissimilar to that observed in previous years; namely the far-right, the Internet and the media continue to be at the centre of reproduction, and arguably normalisation of Islamophobic tropes in the nation.

However, rather than being limited to sole actors, 2017 has seen the extent to which political and legal discourses have dominated the nature of the most prevalent Islamophobic narratives in Belgium. Key examples of these types of tropes have been detailed above and in the Chronology section of the report, but they include the European Court of Justice judgements on the permissibility of dismissing employees on the grounds of the headscarf in March 2017, the ban on ritual (including halal slaughter) in Wallonia unanimously voted in May 2017, and also the proposed state takeover of the Grand Mosque of Belgium discussed in late 2017.

These decisions, whilst perhaps not as remarkable on first sight as the clusters of violent Islamophobic attacks seen in previous years, are in fact equally sinister since they are frequently transmitted via the Internet and media and subsequently inform public opinion and hostility towards Muslim. The perception of a state-sanctioned model of Islamophobia has the potential to translate into real attacks against Muslims across the country.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

At the political level, various political and official figures spoke out against intolerance in 2017. For example, in his address to the nation on 21st July 2017 as part of the National Festival celebrations, Belgian King Philippe issued a message to promote intercultural and intercommunity support, and tolerance. Similarly, Belgian Prime Minister Charles Michel addressed the United Nations in September 2017 and used the opportunity to speak out against online hatred.

Given its diverse nature, Belgium is home to numerous effective counter-racism groups and organisations that seek to counter Islamophobia in the country, such as UNIA, the European Network against Racism, and MRAX, among many others. The CCIB continues to be a key figure in the counter-Islamophobia network in Belgium. During 2017, CCIB continued many of the projects detailed in previous editions in the European Islamophobia Report such as the ‘Open School for Women’ project or the ‘Open Jobs Testing’ initiatives. In their annual report published in 2017, the organisation also details a new pedagogical initiative entitled ICE – Islamophobie, Citoyenneté, Education (Islamophobia, Citizenship, and Education). The 2017 project sought to train one hundred individuals in francophone Wallonia using a practical, education-based toolkit to counter-Islamophobia via dispelling prejudices regarding Muslims in the country.31

Perhaps most remarkably, CCIB cites collaboration with twenty-two different international, European, national and local organisations committed in the fight against Islamophobia in various ways.32 I would argue, that in this regard CCIB constitutes an example of best practice as it seeks to share its messages and tools with others in the field. The increasingly fluid and non-geographically bound nature of Islamophobia indicates that it is precisely this type of collaborative work that is required in the struggle against it.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

In conclusion, Islamophobia in Belgium in 2017 was marked by a steady and continued growth in media and Internet-based Islamophobia, Islamophobic hate speech and violent Islamophobic attacks. This is contrary to the significant clusters of Islamophobic acts and coverage in Belgium in the previous two years, namely 2015 and 2016.33

Instead, 2017 was marked by significant political and legal instances of Islamophobia. These political and legal discourses typically concerned Muslims women’s headscarves in Belgian employment, halal meat slaughter and the running of mosques in the country. Thus, as with previous years, there is a continued

31. CCIB, “Rapport D’activités 2016.”
32. Ibid.
gendered manifestation of Islamophobia in Belgium, but also a growing scrutiny on more generalised Islamic sites and practices. The nature of state-level Islamophobia witnessed in Belgium in 2017 is as concerning as the clusters of violent attacks witnessed in previous years since it sends out clear messages concerning the legitimacy and acceptability of Islamophobic discrimination in the country. In the report, I also hypothesise that these narratives and politico-legal actions could signal further general increases in Islamophobia more generally across Belgium in coming months and years.

Furthermore, the report demonstrates the increasingly Europeanisation/globalisation of Islamophobic tropes and actions. Therefore, with regards to policy recommendations, given the non-geographically bound nature of Islamophobic discourses it has become increasingly apparent that there is a growing need for cross counter-Islamophobia groups to work together in an effort to share best practices. The report also observes that, in part, CCIB (among other European actors) is already working in this collaborative way. This _modus operandi_ needs to be celebrated and promoted and also financially supported (where required) to facilitate this much needed objective in the long-term.

On a more direct and short-term level in Belgium the following actions are necessary:

- Increased and continued monitoring, documenting and supporting Muslim women who face Islamophobia in education and/or employment in Belgium, particularly given the European Court of Justice’s judgement passed in March 2017.
- Robust legal strategies for countering gendered Islamophobia in these fields, and beyond, must be developed and supported through collaborative working between those facing Islamophobia, civil society initiatives and experts/academics.
- Collaborative work must be developed and maintained between the Belgian Jewish and Belgian Muslim community to counter the ban on ritual slaughter prior to its 2019 implementation.
- Strategies related to combatting state-sanctioned limitations on the practice of faith in Belgium, such as a strengthened and united response to the proposed state takeover of the Grand Mosque of Belgium, must emerge.

**Chronology**

- **15.01.2017:** The CCIB challenges press Islamophobia in a publication which had previously appeared in the Belgian publication _L’Avenir_.
- **21.01.2017:** UNIA begins to present their initial statistics detailing various types of discrimination that had taken place in Belgium in the previous year. Figures reveal an overall twenty percent increase in discrimination, hate speech and hate
crime cases (including Islamophobia) referred to the organisation in cases concerning employment. 34

- **23.01.2017**: A Muslim man worshipping at El Hijra Mosque in the francophone town of Ougré, Liège is stabbed in the abdomen by a local resident. The attack leaves the mosque and its congregation vulnerable and in fear of reprisals. 35

- **19.02.2017**: Attempted arson of Al Ihsan Islamic Cultural Centre in Herstal in the Greater Liège region. (Fig. 5)

- **14.03.2017**: The ECJ issues its preliminary judgements regarding the legitimacy of dismissing Muslim women employees on the grounds of their headscarf and provokes condemnation across Belgium and the continent.

- **22.03.2017**: Brussels alderman of the *Parti Socialiste* (Socialist Party) publicly comments that mosques in the city of Brussels are ‘in the hands of Salafists.’ His Islamophobic comments provoked condemnation among his colleagues in the Socialist Party and the CCIB. 36 Incidentally, Mayeur was forced to resign from his role due to an unrelated controversy related to taking funds for participation in meetings related to a charity intended to help the homeless. 37

- **03.04.2017**: Flemish Belgian Rachida Lamrabet is dismissed from her post as a lawyer at UNIA on the grounds of her comments regarding the *burqa*. 38 Her support for the right of Muslim women to wear the face veil was deemed controversial since the use of face coverings has been banned in Belgium since 1st June 2011. 39

- **19.04.2017**: After an advert is placed by an individual seeking a roommate in Brussels, a young Muslim male responds to the advert and is met with messages stating ‘no Arabs’. 40 The event highlights the intersection between racial and religious prejudice in Belgium, and also the presumed acceptability of these racist tendencies. (Fig. 6)

---


• **21.04.2017:** A report emerges stating that Belgian Muslims of Turkish origin are leaving the country at unprecedented rates. In 2015, 1351 Belgians of Turkish heritage left Belgium - this is twice as high compared to rates witnessed fifteen years prior. CCIB are quick to point out that these statistics are likely to be linked to growing rates of Islamophobia in Belgium.

• **08.05.2017:** A vote to ban ritual slaughter as of September 2019 in Wallonia is passed with unanimous support by the Wallonia environmental committee.

• **18.05.2017:** A member of the police force from the francophone Belgian region of Couvin-Viroinval is found wearing an Islamophobic crusader symbol of his official uniform, highlighting the historical nature of Islamophobic imagery and narratives. The Belgian police force were quick to issue their condemnation of the behaviour of the police officer in question.

• **10.06.2017:** News coverage of Muslims and non-Muslims sharing their *iftar* (breaking of the fast at sunset). This example is not dissimilar to other cases in Europe and represents an effective means of inter-community relationship-building and countering Islamophobic prejudices. (Fig. 7)

• **13.06.2017:** The case of a woman who wore the headscarf and suffered an attack in September 2015 whilst pregnant is heard by the francophone Brabant-Wallon correctional court.

• **10.07.2017:** Belgian Muslims hold the March against Terrorism and issue statements condemning hatred in the name of and against Islam. (Fig. 8)


42. RTL, “*Un Policier De Couvin Arbore L’ecussun Templier Sur Son Uniforme:* Une Faute Déontologique Qui Sera Sactionnée,” *RTL Info*, May 18, 2017.


44. Sudinfo.be, “*Une Femme Voilée Enceinte Agressée Dans Une Rue D’ottignies.*”

45. AUVIO, “Ramadan: Dialogue Autout D’un Repas.”
• **13.07.2017**: UNIA speaks out on the potentially discriminatory nature of the *burkini* ban. 46  
• **18.07.2017**: CCIB publishes its annual report for the preceding year, detailing significant Islamophobic incidents that took place in Belgium during 2016. 47 In particular, the report details the position of Muslim women and access to education in the country.  
• **01.08.2017**: The Belgian League of Human Rights publishes its analysis of the headscarf bans which have impacted adult Muslim women in the country. 48  
• **14.09.2017**: Theo Francken of the *Nieuw Vlaamse Alliantie* (New Flemish Alliance) makes remarks on Twitter about ‘cleaning’ the Brussels Parc Maximilien of refugees. 49 The racist remarks provoke condemnation and also nurture an atmosphere of hatred towards all that is ‘Other’, including Muslims, in Belgium.  
• **16.09.2017**: *Christen, Democratisch in Vlaamse* (Christian Democratic and Flemish) party leader Wouter Beke expresses his condemnation of Theo Francken’s nationalist comments two days earlier. 50  
• **21.09.2017**: European Day against Islamophobia promotes counter-Islamophobia initiatives in Belgium and beyond.  
• **21.09.2017**: The No Hate Speech Movement publishes statistics on social media regarding the overestimation of the Muslim population size in Belgium. The data indicates that among Francophone Belgians the national Muslim population is estimated on average to be 29%, whereas in reality the population is closer to 6%. 51  
• **21.09.2017**: The Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA) publishes its report which reveals the negative experiences of European Muslims in terms of seeking employment and also highlights that contrary to Islamophobic popular opinion European Muslims are in fact well-integrated members of European society. 52  

47. CCIB, “Rapport D’activités 2016.”  
types of messages counter Islamophobic narratives which assert that Muslims are living ghettoised and isolated lives in Europe.

- **22.09.2017:** The Centre Public d’Aide Sociale (Public Social Assistance Centre, CPAS) of Louvain puts in place measures to allow for its employees and representatives to wear the headscarf at the CPAS without restriction. This measure represents a refreshing alternative to the earlier preliminary judgements issued by the ECJ in March 2017.

- **23.09.2017:** Belgian Prime Minister Charles Michel addresses the United Nations and speaks out against hate speech and hate crimes.

- **03.10.2017:** The CCIB attends the European Union Commission event on combatting ‘anti-Muslim hatred’.

- **04.10.2017:** Belgian Newspaper L’Echo publishes a comment piece which is Islamophobic in nature as it accuses Islam of being a ‘conquering faith’. In response, CCIB takes to its social media platforms to criticise the newspaper for publishing the Islamophobic opinion piece.

- **03.11.2017:** Brussels alderman Philippe Close prohibits the planned ‘Safari de l’Islam’ (Islam Safari) organised by the Flemish and Dutch political far-right, whereby far-right politicians Filip Dewinter and Geert Wilders intended to tour the mosques and Islamic sites of the city. Whilst banning the so-called ‘safari’, Close also used the opportunity to condemn incitement of Islamophobia in Brussels. The message shared by Close goes towards countering the narrative which frames Brussels as a city taken over by Muslims, particularly in regions such as Molenbeek.

- **13.11.2017:** The University of Liège shares work by its scholars related to immigration in Belgium. Given the largely ethnic minority composition of the Belgian Muslim population, are most likely to face Islamophobia in Belgium, the report’s findings are influential in countering narratives of ‘Othering’ which contribute to the legitimisation of Islamophobia in the country. The report’s authors also explicitly indicate the exacerbation of experiencing racial discrimination if an individual is perceived to be Muslim.

- **30.11.2017:** News reports detailing the possible takeover of the Belgian Grand Mosque in Brussels by the state circulate.
• **30.11.2017:** Reports of combined Muslim and Jewish planned legal action against proposed ritual slaughter bans emerge.59

• **01.12.2017:** News coverage emerges across Belgium related to the Pew Centre report on the projected growth of Muslim populations in Europe by 2050. News coverage details estimated statistics of the Belgian Muslim community thirty-two years from now and postulates that this will increase to between eleven and eighteen per cent.60 (see figure below) This type of media coverage relies on sensationalist Islamophobia for its own gains and adds to the narrative of a Muslim demographic takeover, which in turn legitimises Islamophobic normative discourses, practices and even attacks on Islam and Muslims in the country.

![Figure 9: Le Soir headline postulating dramatic demographic increase in Muslim population sizes in Belgium in forthcoming years.](image)

• **01.12.2017:** The proposed construction of a mosque in Retinne, Fléron provokes Islamophobic protests and hate speech. This case is reminiscent of examples documented in previous editions of the *European Islamophobia Report* 61 and highlights the ongoing targeting of not only Muslims but also religious sites frequented by Muslims.

• **06.12.2017:** Reports emerge stating that one-fifth of Belgians of either Turkish or Moroccan ethnic heritage suffers discrimination in their search for employment.62 This report highlights the intersectional discrimination faced by Belgian Muslims and also corroborates statements made by CCIB regarding the increasing rates of Belgian Muslims of Turkish background who are choosing to return to Turkey.

---


60. Ponciau, “Entre 11-18% Des Musulmans En Belgique D’ici 2050.”


• **07.12.2017**: As is often seen in Belgium and other neighbouring Western European countries, stories begin to circulate in popular culture and especially on social media stating that Belgian Muslims wish to ‘ban Christmas’ in the country. In this vein and in response to these false claims, Belgian media outlet RTL Info runs a story declaring that ‘Muslims have never wanted to change the Christmas holidays to winter holidays.’\(^{63}\) Stories such as this, published by seemingly external sources, contribute to challenging Islamophobic narratives in Belgium.

• **18.12.2017**: Hendrik Bogaert of the Flemish political party *Christen, Democratisch in Vlaamse* (Christian, Democratic and Flemish) calls for a general prohibition of ‘visible faith symbols’ throughout Belgian public spaces.\(^{64}\) These calls are reminiscent of French *laïque* bans on visible Muslim dress, and therefore demonstrate the fluidity of Islamophobic tropes across Europe.

---
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Executive Summary

In 2017, anti-Muslim bigotry and negative trends towards Muslims in Bosnia and Herzegovina were evident mainly in the educational, political and media sectors. The main generators of Islamophobic discourse and anti-Muslim bigotry are the Bosnian Serb political, media, religious and academic policymakers. The year 2017 saw a rise in anti-Bosnian and anti-Muslim bigotry by the Croatian political establishment and also by regional political actors. Islamophobia was used by local and regional political subjects with the aim of achieving their political goals. These actors present Bosnia and Herzegovina as a failed state which is harbouring extremists and which needs to be territorially divided in order to secure peace and security. Regional political subjects in Austria and the Czech Republic used the alleged violent extremism in B&H as a platform for their political campaigns.

This year also saw the continuation of the denial of the genocide and war crimes by the Serb authorities. The local and regional media contributed to anti-Muslim bigotry with reports about terrorist threats and radical ideology, connecting it with the Bosniak political and religious establishment. Two verdicts handed down by the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia affected the rise in Islamophobic rhetoric. The Bosnian Serb General Ratko Mladić was found guilty of genocide while six high-ranking Bosnian Croat political and military leaders were found guilty of joint criminal enterprise with the aim of persecuting Bosniaks in Croat-majority areas in 1993-94. As a result, Republika Srpska is pushing for succession from B&H while Croatia and the Bosnian Croat political establishment are pushing for a third Croat entity in B&H.

Lastly, this year saw a continuation of physical and verbal attacks on mosques and imams, mostly in the Bosnian-Herzegovinian entity Republika Srpska but also in Croat-majority areas. A total of 11 incidents are recorded in this report. The Inter-Religious Council of B&H has three registered attacks on the property of the Islamic Community of B&H. Additional anti-Muslim hatred was present at football matches and in graffiti in Serb-dominated towns.
**Sažetak**

Cjelokupni negativni i diskriminatorni trendovi prema muslimanima u Bosni i Hercegovini se uglavnom očituje u obrazovnom, političkom i medijskom sistemu. Glavni generator islamofobije i anti-muslimanske netrpeljivosti su čelnici bosanskih Srba - politički, medijski i akademski nosioci politike. U 2017. godini došlo je do porasta anti-bosanske i anti-muslimanske retorike od strane Hrvatskog političkog rukovodstva i od strane regionalnih aktera. Ovi akteri prikazuju Bosnu i Hercegovinu kao propalu državu koja je sjedište ekstremista i koja treba biti teritorijalno podijeljena kako bi se očuvao mir i sigurnost. Regionalni politički subjekti u Austriji i Češkoj republici koristili su navodnu prijetnju nasilnog ekstremizma kao platformu za svoju političku kampanju.

Ove godine se nastavilo negiranje genocida i ratnih zločina od strane srpskih zvaničnika. Domaći i regionalni mediji doprinijeli su anti-muslimanskim netrpeljivostima kroz izvještavanje o terorističkim prijetnjama i radikalnoj ideologiji, povijesnu prijetnju njima i vjerskim zvaničnicima. Dvije presude koje su donijete od strane Međunarodnog krivičnog tribunala za bivšu Jugoslaviju (MKSJ) uticale se napora islamofobične retorike. General Ratko Mladić osuđen je za genocid i šest bosanskih Hrvata, politički i vojni vođa osuđeni su za udruženi zločinački poduhvat s ciljem progona Bošnjaka u većinskim hrvatskim mjestima.

Konačno, ove godine je vidljiv nastavak fizičkih i usmenih napada na džamije i imame, većinom u bosanskohercegovačkom entitetu Republika Srpska. Skoro svi ovi napadi nisu procesuirani od strane policije. Ukupno 11 napada je zabilježeno u ovom Izvještaju. Međureligijsko vijeće BiH je u svom radu tokom 2017. zabilježio 3 napada na imovinu Islamske zajednice BiH. Dodatna anti-muslimanska mržnja bila je vidljiva na fudbalskim utakmicama i na grafitima u srpskim-dominantnim gradovima.
Introduction

Bosnia and Herzegovina is a country that faces a specific case of Islamophobia. Anti-Muslim bigotry has been present in Bosnia and Herzegovina for a long time. This Islamophobia reached its highest peaks in the execution of mass atrocities including genocide during the Second World War and during the Bosnian War (1992-1995). Although anti-Muslim bigotry has deep roots, the first contemporary Islamophobic statements appeared in the late 1980s and were made by scholars, Orientalists and self-proclaimed Islam experts at the University of Belgrade: Slavic Muslims were represented as traitors of Orthodox Christianity, people with weak genes who converted to Islam. This is an interesting case of Islamophobia were hatred is aimed mainly at Slavic Muslims.

It is generally accepted that Islam arrived in Bosnia with the Ottoman armies in the fifteenth century. Today, Bosnian Muslims are overwhelmingly Sunnis. Bosnian Muslims (Bosniaks) are an indigenous Slavic ethnic group. More than 55 years of communism (1945-1990) in Yugoslavia kept religion in the dark. However, after Yugoslav President Josip Broz Tito’s death in 1980, a rise of Serb nationalism first incited anti-Albanian and later anti-Muslim rhetoric. Centuries-old ideas of establishing a homogenous greater Serbian state was revived by the Yugoslav regime under Slobodan Milošević. During 1992-95, an international armed conflict and genocide resulted in the deaths of at least 100,000 people, 30,000 enforced disappearances and the rape of 30,000 women and girls.1 The vast majority of the victims were Bosniaks whose remains were buried in hundreds of hidden mass graves throughout the country. In addition to this, an estimated 600 mosques and a variety of Islamic religious objects were deliberately destroyed.

The 1995 Dayton Peace Agreement brought an end to the war entrenching the results of genocide, and cementing the divide in the country. Annex 4 of the Dayton Agreement is the Constitution of B&H in which two separate entities (territorial units) are established: the Bosniak-Croat Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the Republika Srpska, each with its own president, government, parliament, police and other bodies. This elaborate multi-tiered system of government, with cabinets and parliaments on state, entity and cantonal levels, means that Bosnia is now overburdened with politicians and civil servants, many of whom continue to receive salaries not in keeping with the country’s impoverished condition.2

When it comes to the population of Muslims in B&H, according to the census conducted in 2013, 50.11% (1,769,592) of inhabitants declared themselves to

---

1. For a better understanding of the war see: Edina Bećirević, Genocide on the Drina River (Yale: Yale University Press, 2014).
be Bosniaks (out of a total of 3,531,159).³ A slightly larger percentage (50.70%) stated that their religion is Islam. Since, in the case of all three constituent ethnic communities in Bosnia, the ethnic and religious identities overlap to large extent, this figure is usually taken as indicative of the number of adherents to Islam.

**Significant Incidents and Developments**

Two main events sparked Islamophobic rhetoric in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2017. First, was a campaign aimed against the state of Bosnia and Herzegovina pursued by both Croatia and Serbia. This consisted of anti-Bosnian rhetoric from Croatia and Serbia in which Bosnia and Herzegovina is portrayed as a failed state that is a safe haven for terrorists. B&H entity Republika Srpska, continued its separatist policy in 2017. Their policy of undermining the Bosnian state was visible through their anti-NATO activities which were highlighted by a resolution by the Republika Srpska Assembly on military neutrality in October 2017.⁴

The second event was the two major verdicts in the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in The Hague. These two cases were: (1) Ratko Mladić, Commander of the Republika Srpska Army, who was found guilty of genocide in Srebrenica; (2) and Prlić et al - six Bosnian Croat political and military officials from the former para-state Herceg-Bosna. (Fig. 1) This case was especially important for Croatia since the court found that the then-Croatian state was in a Joint Criminal Enterprise with Herceg-Bosna to cleanse the territories of Bosniaks. These territories were intended for the new Greater Croatian state.

In relation to physical attacks, 2017 was a year in which attacks were lower in number than in previous years. The month of Ramadan in 2017 was the first post-war Ramadan in which not a single attack was registered. There were, however, a number of attacks later in the year.

---

The following incidents were collected through media reportage, direct reporting to the Commission and personal contacts. The Interreligious Council of B&H also published a report on the monitoring and the responses to attacks on religious buildings and other holy sites in B&H. For the period of November 1, 2015 – October 31, 2016, a total of nine attacks on the Islamic Community in B&H were registered. When this report was being written, the data for 2017 had not yet been published, but information gathered indicates that three attacks were registered.

**Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events**

**Politics**

Political tensions in B&H rose to a new level in 2017. Activities and comments undermining B&H came from two geopolitical areas: from certain Bosnian Serb and Bosnian Croat separatist political subjects within B&H, and from other politicians in the region. In December 2016, Croatia’s President Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović stated that there were several thousand fighters who returned from the Syrian and Iraqi battlefields to Bosnia. This statement was denied by the B&H Minister of Security Dragan Mektić who stated that 46 former fighters returned, 40 of whom were being prosecuted for their activities. These statements were made a few weeks before the European Parliament (EP) passed a resolution which called for “federalism, decentralisation and legitimate representation of the country’s constituent peoples” which was initiated by the Croatian members in the EP. Thus, in this manner, B&H was portrayed – explicitly or implicitly – as a safe haven for radical Jihadists in order for local separatist political subjects to attain their political goals.

---
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The B&H entity Republika Srpska continued to undermine and disrespect state institutions. In July, the Constitutional Court of B&H issued a decision related to a military base located in Republika Srpska registering it as state property – this was one of the final steps in order to join NATO.\textsuperscript{11} A month earlier, the court ruled on two state holidays which Republika Srpska does not recognize.\textsuperscript{12}

On a regional level, 2017 saw a rise in statements which portrayed B&H as a safe haven for radicals. Austrian Foreign Minister Sebastian Kurz stated that women in B&H are paid to wear veils: “In Sarajevo and Pristina, for example, women are paid to wear the full veil in public.” He added, “We cannot look on and do nothing.”\textsuperscript{13} Bulgarian Prime Minister Boyko Borissov, during an official state visit to Sarajevo in October 2017, stated that “radical Islam is a problem”.\textsuperscript{14} At a meeting of the Visegrad countries, Czech President Miloš Zeman stated that “radical Islam, which is funded by Saudi Arabia, is spreading throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina” and that “ISIS black flags are already flying in several towns”.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{11} This caused a lot of reaction from Republika Srpska, Serbian and Russian media. See, for example: “NATO’s Balkan Dream: ‘Gaining Access to Key Strategic Facilities’”, Sputnik News, August 20, 2017, retrieved November 4, 2017 from https://sputniknews.com/europe/201708201056618421-bosnia-military-facilities/.


Justice System

The current legislation in B&H contains certain articles that limit religious freedom. The Law on Courts in the Federation of B&H states that judges and employees cannot show manifestation of religious belief (Zakon o sudovima u Federaciji Bosne i Hercegovine, Article 13). A similar article can be found in the Republika Srpska’s Law on Courts (Zakon o sudovima Republike Srpske, Article 14). These norms can also be found in Ethical Codes and Internal Rulebooks such as the Judicial Ethical Code (Kodeks sudijske etike, Article 4.1).

Two important cases marked 2017. First, in December, the European Court for Human Rights ruled that the court in B&H violated Article 9 (freedom of religion) of the European Convention on Human Rights in the case of Husmet Hamidović. The press release stated that Hamidović “a witness in a criminal trial, was expelled from the courtroom, convicted of contempt of court and fined for refusing to remove his religious skullcap.”

In January, the B&H Border Police introduced an internal document banning beards for its members. Soon thereafter, several employees filed a formal appeal with the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina and on November 30, 2017, the Constitutional Court ruled that the rulebook “violated the right to private life and the right to freedom of religion”.

Justified concerns were raised regarding the fact that former fighters are taking part in battles and returning back to Bosnia and Herzegovina and the region. The most publicised stories were about fighters participating in the efforts of DAESH and other militant terrorist groups in Syria and Iraq. While a large focus is on these fighters, who are often used to incite Islamophobia, a virtually ignored and unpublicized fact is that a significant number of fighters from Serbia and Croatia took part and are taking part in the war in Ukraine. Most of these fighters have links or affiliations with radical extremist groups and pose a threat to the region’s security.

The Ukrainian Security Service in October 2017 published the names and photos of Serbs from Serbia and Republika Srpska who are members of the infamous Wagner Group fighting in Ukraine and Syria.

Employment

In 2017, there were two registered cases of Islamophobic incidents related to employment. The B&H state Border Police (Granična policija) circulated an internal document/rulebook on wearing uniforms, which banned beards for its police officers in January 2017. A complaint was filed with the IC Commission and an anonymous complaint was published on certain websites.\(^{19}\) Another registered case filed to the IC Commission related to an employee at a “Brojler” shop in Sarajevo whose contract was allegedly terminated because she was wearing a headscarf.\(^{20}\)

On another note, it is a worrying fact that the number of Bosniaks living and working in Republika Srpska is decreasing. For example, out of a total of 5,066 employees in Republika Srpska institutions, only 43 are Bosniaks.\(^{21}\) This trend of Bosniaks leaving Republika Srpska is a result of the permanent atmosphere of unease and discrimination.

Education

The year 2017 saw continuity in denying Bosniak returnees the right to learn Bosnian language in Republika Srpska. This is a serious violation of Bosniak children’s constitutional right to be taught as a “national group” in schools in the Serb-majority entity. In June, the Republika Srpska Minister of Education and Culture Dane Malešević stated that all history textbooks from FBiH which teach about the Siege of Sarajevo or the Genocide in Srebrenica will be banned.\(^{22}\) Hence, the anti-Muslim genocide will be erased from textbooks in Republika Srpska state textbooks.

In November, the Basic Court in Srebrenica ruled in favor of parents and children in Konjević-polje regarding their right to be taught in the Bosnian language.\(^{23}\) This was the first legal victory in relation to the institutional discrimination experienced by Bosniak children in terms of learning their language in Republika Srpska schools.

Media

This year, a few dozen media reports containing anti-Muslim rhetoric were recorded. The anti-Bosniak sentiment in the media was usually followed by Islamophobic rhetoric. These reports were mainly connected to the issue of terrorism and violent extremism. The statements made in the media were usually connecting

---

20. This was reported to the IC Commission for Freedom of Religion.
B&H, Bosniak politicians or former army officers with radical extremism. These pseudo analytical statements were made by a group of already well-known self-proclaimed experts. The most common are Darko Trifunović and Dževad Galijašević. For the sake of simplicity, only a few examples will be presented below.

Serbian self-proclaimed expert and genocide denier Darko Trifunović was a favourite source of exclusive information and analysis in the Serbian and Bosnian Serb media. A Serbian Tabloid Alo on September 11, 2017, published the headline “DARKO TRIFUNOVIĆ OTVORENO: Bakir sprema novi 11. Septembar!” (“Darko Trifunović: Honestly: Bakir Is Preparing a New 11 September!”) in which Bakir Izetbegović, the Bosniak member of the B&H Presidency, is accused of planning a 9/11 style terrorist attack.24 (Fig. 3)

In January 2017, the B&H Border Police published a decision to ban beards for its members. Bosnian Serb and Croat media outlets published this news portraying Bosniak policemen as sympathisers of extremism: “In the B&H Border Police, for years there was a growing problem of a large number of followers and sympathisers of the Wahhabi movement who are employed at the border
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crossings.”25 The policemen were not members of the Wahhabi movement but rather
ordinary Muslim men, who later took this matter to the B&H Constitutional Court
and won their case. The court decision was highly criticised by Bosnian Serb media
including the Republika Srpska Television (RTRS).26 (Fig. 4)

Physical and Verbal Attacks

On February 27, the glass door of the
mosque in Kozluk was broken.27 On
June 26, the Rijeka mosque (Rječanska
džamija) in Zvornik was vandalised.
Thanks to a quick reaction from the local
police, the culprit was apprehended.28

The most severe attack occurred on
August 5, when Jasminka K. was brutal-
ly beaten by Milenko Golub in Kiseljak.
The victim, who at the time of the inci-
dent was accompanied by her daughter,
was insulted and attacked because she
was wearing a headscarf. The perpetrator
shouted insults at them before attacking
the victim. She suffered from serious
bodily harm to the left eye. (Fig. 5) The
perpetrator was arrested by local police
soon thereafter and will be sued by the
victim’s lawyer.29

On November 10, in Rogatica, three
cows of Bosniak returnee Nedžad Herce-
glija were poisoned allegedly by his Serb
neighbours. Half of the cattle he owned
were found dead. The local police started

25 Boris Knežević, “OTKRIVAMO Direktor BRIJE VEHABIJE u graničnim uniformama”, Blic, February 15,
2017, retrieved July 18, 2017 from http://www.blic.rs/vesti/republika-srpska/otkrivamo-direktor-brijie-vehabije-u-
granicnim-uniformama/s0554lt.
26 “Vehabije u GP BiH dobile pravnu bitku – Poništena zabrana nošenja brade”, Radio Televizija Republika Srpska,
27 “Razbijeno staklo na vratima džamije u Kozluku”, Zvornicki.ba, February 27, 2017, retrieved June 15, 2017
28 “Vandalizam u Zvorniku – napad na Riječansku džamiju”, Zvornicki.ba, June 26, 2017, retrieved August 17,
29 B.P., “Napao majku i kćerku jer nose maramu: Podignuta optužnica protiv nasilnika iz Kiseljaka”, Faktor.ba,
September 26, 2017, retrieved November 11, 2017 from https://faktor.ba/vijest/napao-majku-i-kcerku-jer-nose-
maramu-podignuta-optuznica-protiv-nasilnika-iz-kiseljaka-266158.
an investigation and arrested his neighbor Ana Abazović for destruction of property. The Herceglija family is the only Bosniak Muslim family in the village and on occasion they have experienced hostility.30

On June 20, the local imam of the Islamic Community Majlis in Bileća, Sadet ef. Bilalić, was verbally attacked. On September 22, the car of the imam of the Islamic Community Majlis in Kiseljak, Mustafa ef. Pašić, was set ablaze. On September 24, the shrine (turbe) in Vranduk was vandalised and set on fire. On October 19, the Islamic Community board in Varošnice - Jajce was vandalised. On December 14, the window of OsmanPashaMosque in Trebinje was shattered.31 (Fig. 6) On December 19, an arson attack was committed against Imam Sefik Čavčić’s car in Mostar.32

On December 28, two perpetrators threw beer bottles at the City Mosque (Gradska džamija) in Kiseljak. (Fig. 7) Local police apprehended them and they were identified as the Austrian citizens (football players of the famous Vienna-based SK Rapid) of Bosnian-Croat origin Daniel Sudar and Dejan Ljubičić.33 Both were apprehended by the police and publicly apologised for the attack.

Internet
Social media remains the main source of anti-Muslim bigotry and Islamophobic rhetoric online. Several Facebook pages, mainly representing nationalistic groups, published articles which spread fear of Bosniaks and included genocide denial.34 These social media pages remain the same as in previous years.35

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
The central figures in spreading Islamophobia in B&H can be divided into three categories. First, the academic and semi-academic circles in Serbia and Republika Srpska, most notably Serbian ‘experts’ on security, terrorism and Islam (including the infamous Orientalists such as Darko Tanasković and Miroljub Jevtić).36 Second, several high-ranking officials from the Serb Orthodox Church who have made nationalistic comments. Patriarch Irinej supported convicted Bosnian Serb General Ratko Mladić calling his sentencing “the work of the devil”.37 The third category is politicians and include local Bosnian Serbs and Bosnian Croats, as well as Croatian and Serbian politicians. In a majority of cases, these are elected MPs in the parliamentary assemblies. These political subjects give statements which are anti-Muslim and Islamophobic aimed at Bosniak Muslims and their political and religious establishments.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia
The Commission on Freedom of Religion (Komisija za slobodu vjere) is a commission of the Islamic Community in Bosnia and Herzegovina that is active in helping secure religious freedoms and battling Islamophobia. Members of the commission took active roles in providing legal advice to the appellant from the Border Police regarding the rulebook regulation banning beards (mentioned in detail under Employment).

NGO Nahla held several training sessions for young people on monitoring Islamophobia. In December, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe’s (OSCE)/Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) held a workshop for young professionals from the Balkans on improving identification and reporting of hate crimes against Muslims.38

34. See for example “Jadovno 1941” which published an article claiming that the Memorial Center in Srebrenica-Potočari contains bodies of 2,000 soldiers: http://jadovno.com/u-potocarima-sahranjeno-vise-od-2-000-pripadnika-armije-bih/#.WIZtua6nHIU
Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

In 2017, the number of Islamophobic attacks on people and property was lower than in 2016. This year marked the first Ramadan in which there was not a single registered attack or provocation in post-war B&H. However, there was an overall increase in regional political anti-Bosniak and anti-Muslim activities. Bosnia and Herzegovina was presented as an unstable state which harbours extremists. This rhetoric was spearheaded by the Serbian and Croatian political establishments and also by certain regional political figures. It can be expected that in 2018, Islamophobic rhetoric will rise along the lines of rising political tensions and anti-state activities by neighbouring countries and local political and social groups.

Considering the state of Islamophobia in Bosnia and Herzegovina the following policy recommendations can be made to combat Islamophobia effectively:

- Cooperation between governments (state level, entity level, and district Brčko level), the Islamic Community and NGOs in fighting discrimination against Muslims should be fostered.
- Public awareness on human rights and freedom of religion and belief should be raised by NGOs, media, etc.
- The methods of documentation of cases of violation of the rights of Muslims should be enhanced by the Islamic Community, NGOs, the police and judiciary. Awareness of hate crimes against Muslims, their proper registration and prosecution should be raised by the Islamic Community, NGOs, the police and judiciary.
- Awareness of hate speech (online and offline) by media, politicians, etc. should be raised.
- Awareness about Islamic practice (such as prayer, jumu’ah, and Islamic dress) and available ways to accommodate this in education and employment should be raised. Regulations should be adjusted accordingly.
- Laws that stipulate that public officers or officials “shall refrain from public manifestation of their religious beliefs”, which discriminate against Muslim employees in fasting, taking a break for daily prayers or wearing the headscarf should be amended. The most flagrant cases should be referred to the HJPC (High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council).
- Awareness of citizens and NGOs about reporting offensive media language to the Press Council in B&H and Communications Regulatory Agency should be raised.
- Awareness of citizens and NGOs about filing complaints related to human rights violations to the B&H Ombudsman’s office, the Ministry for Human Rights and Refugees and in regular courts should be raised.
- Commitment to countering violent extremism, but not at the expense of freedom of religion and not solely focusing on Islam or Muslims, should be developed.
Chronology

- **27.02.2017**: The glass door of the mosque in Kozluk was broken.
- **05.06.2017**: *Republika Srpska* Minister of Education and Culture threatened to ban history textbooks which contain information about the genocide in Srebrenica and the Siege of Sarajevo.
- **20.06.2017**: Verbal attack on Sadet ef. Bilalić, an imam in the Islamic Community Majlis in Bileća.
- **26.06.2017**: The Rijeka Mosque (*Rječanska džamija*) in Zvornik was vandalised.
- **05.08.2017**: A Bosniak woman, Jaminka K., was beaten by Milenko Golub because she wore a headscarf.
- **21.08.2017**: Austrian Foreign Minister Sabestian Kurz stated that women in Sarajevo are paid to wear the veil.
- **30.08.2017**: Croatian MP Miroslav Tuđman stated, “What is happening now in Europe is what happened in BiH in the 1990s. It was the beginning of today's Islamic terrorism.”
- **22.09.2017**: Arson attack on the car of Mustafa ef. Pašić, imam in the Islamic Community Majlis in Kiseljak.
- **24.09.2017**: Vandalism and arson attack against the shrine (*turbe*) in Vranduk.
- **27.10.2017**: During a state visit to Sarajevo, Bulgarian Prime Minister Boyko Borissov stated that “radical Islam is a problem”.
- **06.11.2017**: Blagoje Simić, a convicted war criminal, was appointed director of the Health Center in Bosanski Šamac.
- **10.11.2017**: Cattle belonging to Bosniak returnee Nežad Herceglija in Rogatica was poisoned allegedly by his Serb neighbours.
- **27.11.2017**: *Republika Srpska* Assembly MP Nenad Stevandić stated that Bosniak President Bakir Izetbegović is training 9,000 fighters.
- **30.11.2017**: The Constitutional Court of B&H ruled that the Border Police violated the right of freedom of religion by banning beards for its members.
- **05.12.2017**: The European Court of Human Rights ruled that the Court of B&H violated Article 9 in the case of Husmet Hamidović.
- **10.12.2017**: Arson attack against Imam Sefik Čavčić's car in Mostar.
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Executive Summary

For years, the Islamic religious institution in Bulgaria has been stifled by the strong political grip of various political circles and the complete indifference of governments that remain deaf to the problems of Muslims. The intolerant and discriminatory attitude of public figures and politicians towards Muslims is getting worse. During the election campaign in March 2017, the extreme nationalist coalition parties blockaded the Turkish-Bulgarian borders and prevented thousands of people of Turkish-Muslim origin to enter Bulgaria in order to practice their right to vote. The newly elected parliament, especially the extreme nationalists, proposed discriminatory amendments to the Penal Code to criminalize Islam in the country. The Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Defense Krasimir Karakachanov submitted an ordinance, according to which imams have to undergo an examination and pass loyalty tests. In addition to these legislative changes, extreme nationalists in parliament are also preparing other proposals for the Law of Religions, such as that the preaching in mosques should be only in the Bulgarian language, and a ban on the financing of religions from abroad. The staff of the Muslim denomination throughout Bulgaria did not receive salaries for a long time when the interim government unilaterally cancelled the treaty signed between the governments of Bulgaria and Turkey in 1998 that stipulated the financial assistance of the latter to the former. Although the Office of the Grand Mufti has always been in favor of the Muslim community being supported by the Bulgarian state, schools for the preparation of clergy continued to suffer from a chronic lack of funding by the state. The donations were cut, neglecting the fact that without offering another alternative this is not a solution to the situation. Several severe cases of hate crime against Muslims and their institutions were officially registered. Media was again a field of hate speech in 2017. The new edition of a history book in which Quranic verses were used out of context arose misunderstanding about Islam in 6th-grade students, both Muslims and non-Muslims.
Резюме

В продължение на години религиозната институция на мюсюлманите в България е задушавана от силното политическо сцепление на различните политически кръгове и пълното безразличие на правителствата, които остават глухи за проблемите на мюсюлманите. Нетърпимата и дискриминационна нагласа на обществените личности и политици срещу мюсюлманите се влошава. По време на предизборната кампания през март 2017 г. екстремистите националистически коалиционни партии блокираха турско-българските граници и възпрепятстваха хиляди хора от турско-мюсюлмански произход да дойдат в България да използват правото си на глас. Новоизбраният парламент, особено крайните националисти, предложи дискриминационни изменения в Наказателния кодекс за криминализиране на ислама в страната. Вицепремиерът и министър на отбраната Красимир Каракачанов предложи да бъде представена наредба, според която имамите трябва да минават през тестове за лоялност. В допълнение към тези законодателни промени крайните националисти в парламента подготвят и други предложения за Закона за вероизповеданията: проповедта в джамиите трябва да е само на български език и трябва да бъде забранено финансирането на религиозните дейности от чуждина. Персоналът на мюсюлманското деноминация в България не получил заплати дълго време, когато временното правителство едностранно отмени договора, подписан между правителствата на България и Турция през 1998 г. с цел получаване на финансова помощ. Училищата за подготовка на духовенството продължават да страдат от хронична липса на финансирание от българската държава, опитите да се развие културно-религиозен център или да се възърне собствеността върху имотите са блокирани. Няколко тежки случай на нападения, основани на омраза и нетърпимост, бяха официално регистрирани. Медиите отново бяха поле на речта на омразата през 2017 година. Новото издание на учебника по история, в който се използват цитати от Корана извън контекста, разбуди негодувание и неразбирамост в учениците от 6-ти клас, както сред мюсюлмани, така и немюсюлмани.
Introduction

According to Alpha research survey “Attitudes of Muslims in Bulgaria 2011-2016”¹, there is no radical mood among Muslims in Bulgaria. At the same time, there is a simultaneous adherence to modernity and tradition, as well as a clear religious identity with an increasing tendency towards observing certain religious norms.

The results show that Muslims strongly condemn terrorism – this was the same for both 2011 and 2016. Even the degree of non-acceptance of terrorist organizations in 2016 has increased.

With regard to coexistence between representatives of different religious communities in the country, the study shows a sustainable model of cohabitation between Muslims and Christians. In spite of these optimistic results, the growing intolerance and severe attacks against Muslims and holy places throughout 2017 pushed the Grand Mufti Office to ask the government to provide a clear definition of Islamophobia and defend religious freedom.²

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

In Bulgaria, political hate speech, intolerance and discrimination towards the “Other” (the Otherized Muslim) has already been institutionalized. Lots of extreme nationalistic organizations such as ATAKA, NFSB (National Front for the Salvation of Bulgaria), and IMRO (Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization) that were featured as fascist organizations in a special report on Bulgaria by the Council of Europe’s European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) in 2014, are today officially represented in the government of Bulgaria as coalition partners of the leading party. Furthermore, the leaders of these fascist organizations occupy extremely high key governmental positions. Namely,

• The leader of NFSB Valeri Simeonov is the deputy prime minister of Bulgaria;
• The leader of IMRO Krasimir Karakachanov is the minister of defence of Bulgaria, a state-member of NATO and the EU.

The two ministers recently submitted an ordinance to the Council of Ministers, according to which the imams have to undergo an examination and pass loyalty tests.

Krasimir Karakachanov said, “How will we give an unknown religious preacher who comes from the other part of the world a role to effect Bulgarian citizens without our knowledge of what he preaches?” This notion strips Bulgarian citizens of the fundamental right to decide what to accept and what not to accept as their beliefs. In addition to these legislative changes, extreme nationalists in parliament are also preparing some other changes in the Law of Religions, which stipulate that in temples preaching should be only in the Bulgarian language, and other corrections, such as a ban on the financing of religions from abroad. These amendments, however, only impose restrictions on the freedom of religion and offer no alternatives. The Grand Mufti’s Office voiced resentment against the words of high-ranking politicians in connection with the draft law on amendments to the Law of Religions.

In Bulgaria, a member of the EU, minorities are still subject to discrimination. An example is the blockades at the Bulgarian-Turkish border during the last parliamentary elections on March 24, 2017, illegally organized by Valeri Simeonov and Krasimir Karakachanov. As a result of these blockades, thousands of European citizens were deprived of their constitutional right to vote and their right of free movement was impeded. Moreover, Simeonov resorted to violence with an elderly woman to stop her from voting – an act of which he was proud. This action was based on ethnic and religious discrimination and intolerance towards a different (political or otherwise) opinion. The Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights stated in its report that on March 21 and 24 United Patriots blocked the main roads on the border to prevent any incoming voters from Turkey.

Many international treaties on human rights have also been gravely violated, including the European Convention on Human Rights, the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities and many other documents and ministerial deci-


sions of the OSCE, as well as many mandatory recommendations of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE). In spite of Paragraph 32.5 of the 1999 OSCE Istanbul Document which states that people belonging to national minorities (i.e. including Muslim affiliations) have the right “to disseminate, have access to and exchange information in their mother tongue,” it is still banned to use any language other than Bulgarian during pre-election campaigns in Bulgaria. A good example is the administrative penalties (fines) of 2,000 BGN (1,000 euro) constantly imposed on political leaders who use their mother tongue, in this case Turkish.9

The Office of the Grand Mufti has repeatedly been blamed by the media and representatives of certain political circles for receiving financial and staff support from the Turkish government’s Directorate of Religious Affairs. Turkey’s financial support is, in fact, a partial sponsorship of the three religious high schools and the Higher Institute of Islamic Studies in Sofia. This is the result of a treaty, which was signed between the governments of Bulgaria and Turkey as early as 1998, regulating financial assistance, the sending of teachers to the spiritual schools, and guest imams and lecturers from the Turkish Religious Affairs Directorate. This treaty was signed because of Bulgaria’s inability to support its religious institutions in the post-totalitarian period. Also an agreement was signed between the Office of the Grand Mufti and the Turkish Religious Affairs Directorate in 2002, which does not include a termination clause. Separately, according to the Law of Religions, denominations have the right to invite religious officials from abroad with the permission of the Directorate for Religious Affairs under the supervision of the Council of Ministers of Bulgaria. At present, there are about 15 imams in Bulgaria on secondment from Turkey and who preach in Bulgarian mosques. This practice exists not only with Muslims. Catholics, Protestants, Jewish and Armenian communities invite priests and religious officials to Bulgaria. Nevertheless, the media and politicians do not comment on why it is necessary for Bulgarian Muslim schools to be funded by another state. The Bulgarian state does not have such a financial possibility. At present, the annual subsidy that the Office of the Grand Mufti receives from the state amounts to 360,000 leva (about 180,000 euro), intended for the renovation of old mosques. When the interim government, which was committed to hold parliamentary elections in the country, cancelled the treaty (the one signed in 1998) unilaterally, it did not inform the representatives of the Office of the Grand Mufti, which learnt the news three months later. Nearly 630 Muslim employees didn’t receive salaries for several months.10

**Justice System**

On May 26, 2017, the newly elected parliament, and in particular the “patriots” and extreme nationalists, proposed discriminatory amendments to the Penal Code\(^{11}\) to criminalize Islam in the country. Their statement declared that terrorism is due to radical Islam and that “radical Islamic ideology” is preached when it comes to ideas such as “the creation of an Islamic state (caliphate)” and the propaganda of jihad. At the same time, the definition of “Islam” is equated to ideologies such as fascism and anti-democracy. This law allows for the abuse of religious freedoms and opens doors for arbitrariness and human rights violations through casual, illogical and unreasonable interpretations of the term “radical Islam.” There is no clear definition and commonly accepted expert opinion on the definition of “radical Islam,” which is the basis of unique legislative decisions in Europe. Although widely used in the public domain and the media, the term is very controversial. It is hardly subject to scientific definition because of the impossibility to establish where, when and at what doctrinal or conceptual point the “moderate” becomes “radical.” The proposal was accepted at the first reading in the parliament in December 2017. Such bills risk being inconsistent with fundamental principles such as freedom of religion, which is part of the values of European societies.

As a result on December 14, 2017, the Supreme Council of the Muslim Denomination in Bulgaria submitted a petition against the legislative amendments restricting the religious freedoms and discriminating against the citizens professing Islam in Bulgaria\(^{12}\).

**Education**

Seventeen-year-old Emine Shamatareva was removed from school under the pretext that wearing a headscarf contradicts the school’s internal rules. Her last trial was set for November 22, 2017, at the Supreme Administrative Court where her father Rasim Shamatarev lost the case\(^{13}\). He says that he will take the case all the way to Strasbourg rather than move his daughter to another school\(^{14}\).

Another similar case is that of A.S, a former student in Krumovgrad district high school. She was refused entry to her final exams in May 2016 and May 2017 because of her headscarf. These exams will determine her university education. She was obligated to wear false hair\(^{15}\).

---


\(^{13}\) Антоанета Маскръчка, “Забрадената ученичка загуби дело срещу директора на гимназията” (Student with a Headscarf Lost Lawsuit against the High School Principal), https://www.24chasa.bg/, November 22, 2017, retrieved February 7, 2018, from https://www.24chasa.bg/region/article/6566765

\(^{14}\) Interview with the author held on December 21, 2017.

\(^{15}\) The respondent did not give her consent for her name to be used in this report. Interview held on December 15, 2017.
A lesson about the emergence and spread of Islam in a sixth-grade history textbook sparked controversy in society. Among the problems is the quotations from the Quran, according to which the woman is below the man and he has the right to beat her, as well as unclear texts about jihad. “Muslim children do not want to enter the lessons of history when these lessons are considered. Then their friends start avoiding them and start making demeaning jokes that they are jihadists and terrorists,” said Deputy Chief Mufti Birali Myumun. According to him, the Grand Mufti Office should be consulted in the preparation of these lessons.16

**Media**

“There is always a danger of radicalization where Muslim masses live. Islam is a religion of aggression. It has arisen like this. I do not think 10-15 measures will stop radicalization,”17 stated Father Boyan Sariyev on Nova Television’s regular morning program *Wake Up.*18

The television channel of the party NFSB (National Front for Salvation of Bulgaria), SKAT TV, continued to systematically initiate hate and intolerance on Islamophobic and racist grounds.19

The National Salvation Committee Vasil Levski and the Military Union Shipka provoke hatred and intolerance through publications on their official websites. Their main purpose as they say is to protect the sovereignty of Bulgaria by the thousands of Islamist immigrants.20

The information center of the National Department of Defense website declares that there is a danger of radical Islam in Bulgaria; the examples offered in the statement are neither proven nor documented by any references.21

---


Physical and Verbal Attacks

The Muslim community in Bulgaria is increasingly concerned about the hate-motivated incidents perpetrated against Muslims and holy sites, while acts of vandalism against mosques and sites of worship have become all too frequent. Although the Bulgarian Minister of Culture Boil Banov confirmed that the mosques in Bulgaria are part of the world cultural heritage, the Office of the Grand Mufti recorded, officially documented and informed the police about several hate crime incidents towards Muslim religious places.

On January 30, 2017, local Muslims noticed an inscription on the wall of the temple. The inscription contains anti-Muslim and racist expressions and symbols. The law enforcement authorities were informed about the case and within two days revealed the identity of the perpetrator. (Fig.1)

On the night of February 7, 2017, a vandalism was committed against the mosque in the town of Silistra by an unknown perpetrator. The perpetrators fired a 5.5-millimeter air rifle into the security cameras and lighting fixtures of the mosque. Traces of the bullets are noticeable on the facade of the mosque.

On March 2, 2017, Muslims from the village of Krushovitsa, Pleven, found their mosque damaged from a fire. The available material evidence indicates that the window of the Muslim temple was broken with a large stone, and then a jet-burning bomb was thrown inside. As a consequence, a fire has been kindled and has caused serious damage to the mosque. (Fig.2)


On May 3, 2017, unidentified perpetrator threw a big, bulky stone towards the Muslim temple. As a result of this was broken a glazing of a window in that part of the mosque currently housing the office of Regional Mufti’s Office – Plovdiv.26 (Fig. 3)

On May 28, 2017, the second day of the Holy month of Ramadan, football fans attacked and vandalized the Sofia Mosque with beer bottles and garbage cans. (Fig. 4) Passing by the mosque, they made crude and insulting comments against Muslims, Turks and the Islamic religion. The nearby policemen refused to react despite being asked for help.27

On June 27 2017, in Sofia, the wife of Deputy Chief Birali Myumun was physically assaulted because of her headscarf.28 Desislava Lyubomirova is a one of the few


journalists who wrote a positive reaction in a famous news website about the case, “Girls aged 15 and 16, and attacked the wife and daughters of the deputy chief mufti because they are Muslim women. On this subject Valeri Simeonov did not speak, did not give a press conference, and did not go looking for the guilty. There was no protest on this subject. Probably because it is easier to illuminate only the cases when we are victims, and when we are aggressors - to remain silent. Violence, especially interethnic, is always dangerous in all directions. The hidden tension that apparently kills is equally risky and condemning.”

On July 28, 2017, when the Sofia Mufti Office started the construction of a residential building for the officials of the office, people tried to stop it, on the pretext that a refuge for radicals would be built. They placed a pig’s head on the building’s fence and another one was dropped into the property, apparently for intimidation or in effort to desecrate the building. (Fig. 5) Mustafa İzbishtali, the Sofia Mufti stated, “It took us a full 29 months to obtain the building permit from the state. The fact that we are confessing Islam does not mean that we do not have the right to have build homes in the capital of European Bulgaria.”

Civil society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia
Civil society organizations, such as the Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, monitor any kind of Islamophobic actions. Recently the president of the committee Krasimir Kunev said, “It is … clear that the Bulgarian Presidency does not intend to address any of the main and hard to digest human rights problems in the Union.

30. Interview with author held on December 21, 2017.
One of this is the widespread racial, ethnic and religious discrimination, Islamophobia and hate speech." 31

The only Islamic organization, which defends the freedom of the religious life of Muslims and cooperates with the state authorities for the common good of the Bulgarian people is the Institution for Religious Affairs of the Muslim Community in Bulgaria led by the Office of the Grand Mufti.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

Unfortunately, the examples of Islamophobic attacks and hostility against Muslims are not few. Only a small number of these incidents are revealed and have resulted in prosecutions. Public understanding and awareness of issues such as social marginalization of minority groups and victims of hate speech and crime remain very limited.

It became increasingly common to openly express hostility against Muslims, to negatively stereotype Muslims and Islam, and to generally use intolerant language against Muslims. The religious and ethnic minorities of Bulgaria have been deeply affected by the absence of an adequate response from international organizations and EU institutions. Following the content discussed in the report, the following recommendations are put forth:

- Due to ongoing violations of freedom of religion and belief guaranteed by the Constitution of the Republic of Bulgaria, the authorities are called upon to respect the constitution and the international standards of tolerance and non-discrimination, as well as to implement effectively the commitments to freedom of religion or belief and anti-discriminatory legislation.
- Effective measures must be taken and laws must be adopted, in conformity with the constitutional systems and their international obligations that provide protection against any acts that constitute incitement to hatred and intolerance and discrimination.
- Islam and other religions should enjoy the necessary financial and material opportunities that are required for fulfilling their basic purpose of preaching religion and spiritual care to their respective communities. Such investment will return in the form of peaceful inter-religious relations and tolerance, both between religions and with the state.
- Launch public awareness activities disassociating terrorism and violent extremism with Muslims and Islam.
- Ensure that public officials at all levels, including ministers, refrain from making statements that incite violence and discrimination.

• Develop codes of conduct for political representatives that unequivocally and publicly condemn manifestations of hate in public discourse and acts of violence based on bias, and ensure these persons refrain from making discriminatory statements.
• Engage in partnerships with private media, including Internet providers, in order to prevent the dissemination of prejudice, stereotypes and hatred.
• Develop comprehensive and forward-looking policies to address religious community issues and, in particular, the Muslim minority.
• Support and encourage the adoption of a Code of Ethics with regard to the hate speech of politicians and public figures and encourage the use of the existing Ethical Code for Media, which is currently regularly violated and ignored.
• To avoid the passing of discrimination acts in the National Assembly of Bulgaria, the legislative authorities should work together with the representatives of various ethnic, religious, cultural, language and other minorities and vulnerable groups and their non-governmental organizations by consulting with them and getting their opinions and statements on the bills of the respective acts.
• When solving problems and cases affecting the above groups, including Muslims and their interests, the governmental and state institutions should consult the affected groups and their representatives via civil and non-governmental organizations and should cooperate with them.
• Encourage the observance of human rights by enhancing awareness on the consequences of hate speech towards people and communities and encouraging the acceptance of policies, especially in the sphere of education, media and government and the Internet.
• With regard to the amendments to the Penal Code, the Muslim denomination in Bulgaria is of the opinion that the state, with its legislation, justice and judiciary system, must maintain its neutrality in terms of intrinsic peculiarities and discussions, currents and degrees (“radical” - “moderate”) that follow given religious teachings.

Chronology
• 30.01.2017: Islamophobic graffiti written on the wall of the mosque in Varna.
• 07.02.2017: An attack of vandalism on the mosque in Silistra.
• 02.03.2017: The mosque of Krushovitsa village near Pleven was set on fire.
• 21-24.03.2017: United Patriots blocked the main roads on the borders to prevent any incoming voters from Turkey.
• 03.05.2017: The windows of the mosque in Plovdiv were broken.
• 26.05.2017: The newly elected parliament, and in particular the “patriots” and extreme nationalists, proposed discriminatory amendments to the Penal Code to criminalize Islam in the country.
• **28.05.2017**: Football fans attacked and vandalized the Sofia Mosque.
• **27.06.2017**: A woman was assaulted because of her headscarf.
• **28.07.2017**: Heads of pigs were thrown on the property which belongs to the Mufti’s Office in Sofia.
• **27.09.2017**: Karakachanov proposed an examination and a loyalty test for imams.
• **22.11.2017**: The lawsuit of the veiled Emine Shamatareva was lost.
• **14.12.2017**: The Supreme Muslim Council of the Muslim Denomination submitted a petition against the legislative amendments restricting the religious freedoms and discriminating against Muslim citizens.
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Executive Summary

The year 2017 lacked constructive dialogue in the public sphere, was characterized by intolerance of migrants and minorities, civil society organizations were exposed to financial pressures, while independent institutions were exposed to political pressures.

Possible major Islamophobic incidents that stand out in 2017 were the media treatment of a statement regarding the existence of radical Islamic fundamentalists and of a statement regarding ‘Islamic terrorism’ made by political leaders who are opinion-makers and public influencers; the violent attack on an 18-year-old asylum seeker; and three cases of religion-based discrimination recorded by the Islamic Community in Croatia.

Aware of the growing danger of Islamophobia and the strengthening of radical right ideas and acknowledging that Croatia recognized Islam 100 years ago and made it equal to all other religions, the Islamic Community in Croatia condemned terrorism unequivocally and ensured that its activities promote living together in peace.

Since the issue of religious communities is well regulated in Croatian society, it can be said that Muslims in the Republic of Croatia are an integrated and positive part of society, which is also how members of the majority in Croatia see them. Nevertheless, members of the Islamic Community faced a lack of understanding, knowledge or acceptance on several occasions in 2017.

Across the world, as well as in Croatia, hate speech and hate crimes against Muslims are under-reported. There are a host of challenges associated with reporting these types of hate incidents, including the lack of trust in the authorities due to fears that the claim will not be taken seriously or that the victims will be victimized again by police officers. In some cases, Muslims are portrayed as a monolithic group, whose religion and culture are incompatible with the concepts of human rights and democracy.

A survey that focused on the social perception of attitudes towards those perceived as ‘Others’ and ‘different’ showed a growing belief that refugee and migrant movements are driven by ‘background plans’ of radical Islamic groups.

The year 2017 saw tendentious media reporting and public statements on air as a result of the unfortunate events on the geopolitical scene, especially relating to the so-called migrant/refugee crisis.
Sažetak

U 2017. godini nedostajalo je konstruktivnijeg dijaloga u javnom prostoru, izražava noura je netrpeljivost prema migrantima i manjinama, dok su organizacije civilnog društva izložene financijskom, a neovisne institucije političkom pritisku.

Mogući veći islamofobni incidenti u 2017. godini bili su: medijski tretman izjava o postojanju radikalnih islamskih fundamentalista i izjave o islamskom terorizmu od strane političkih lidera/ki koji imaju utjecaji na širu javnost; nasilni napad na 18.-godišnjeg azilanta Iračanina; tri slučaja diskriminacije temeljim vjeroispovijesti zabilježenih od strane Islamske zajednice u Hrvatskoj. Svjesni sve izraženije opasnosti od islamofobije i jačanja radikalnih desničarskih stremljenja, te odajući priznanje Hrvatskoj, državi koja je svojim priznavanjem islama prije 100 godina učinila tu religiju ravnopravnim sa ostalim, Islamska zajednica u Hrvatskoj jasno je osudio terorizam i svojim djelovanjem konstantno poziva na zajednički život.

Obzirom na dobro riješeno pitanje vjerskih zajednica u hrvatskom društvu, može se reći da su muslimani/ke u RH integrativna i pozitivna priča hrvatskog društva, a takvima ih doživljavaju i pripadnici većinskog naroda. Ipak, i tijekom 2017. pripadnici islamske vjerske zajednice su u nekoliko situacija doživjeli nerazumijevanje, nepoznavanje ili neprihvaćanje.

Općenito pa tako i u Hrvatskoj, govor mržnje i zločini iz mržnje protiv muslimana/ki se ne prijavljuju. Postoji niz izazova povezanih s izvještavanjem ovog tipa incidenta iz mržnje, uključujući manjak povjerenja u nadležne institucije, uslijed straha da prigovor neće biti ozbiljno razmatran ili da će žrtva ponovo biti mučena od strane policijskih službenika/ca. U nekim slučajevima muslimani/ke se prikazuju kao monolitna skupina čija religija i kultura nisu kompatibilni s pojmovima ljudskih prava i demokracije.

Istraživanje s fokusom na društvenu percepciju odnosa prema “drugome” i “drugećijem” pokazalo je kako jača uvjerenje da iza izbjegličkih i migracijskih kretanja stoje “pozadinski planovi” radikalnih islamskih grupacija.

U 2017. godini i dalje je prisutno medijski tendenciozno izvještavanje i nastupi pojedinaca na javnim servisima, sve poradi nestretnih događaja na svjetskoj geopolitičkoj sceni, posebice pod utjecajem migrantske/izbjegličke krize.
Introduction

Muslim communities are the victims of rhetoric that often associates them with terrorism and extremism, or portrays the presence of Muslim communities as a threat to national identity. This intolerance, left unchecked, can enable a climate that fosters hate crime against Muslims, which is an attempt to isolate them from society.

The Islamic Community in Croatia is one of the few in Europe that has a legally defined relationship to the state. The Islamic Community in Croatia and the government of the Republic of Croatia signed a Common Interest Agreement (Official Gazette, 196/03, Correction 86/14, Annex 46/16) which guarantees the rights and defines the obligations of the contracting parties. This is why Croatia had the best regulated position of Muslims in Europe at the time of its accession to the EU. The agreement guarantees the right to religious education in primary and secondary schools; pastoral care for army members, police, prisons and all other segments where spiritual care is necessary; the right to have media outlets; build mosques; the right to halal nutrition; the right to celebrate religious holidays; the right to found institutions engaged in various types of activities; the certification of halal products, schools, vakufs, kindergartens, and universities. Religious marriage has the status of civil marriage and imams who work in mosques are paid from the state budget. Croatia is one of the few countries in the world that has a systematically regulated system for halal certification.

According to the census from 2011, there are 62,977 Muslims living in Croatia (1.47% of the total population). Ethnically, the majority of them are Bosniaks (27,959), Croats (9,647), Albanians (9,594), Roma (5,039) and other ethnic groups. 6,703 persons declared their ethnicity as Islam.1

A survey focused on social attitudes towards those perceived as ‘Others’ and ‘different’ showed a growing belief that refugee and migrant movements are driven by ‘background plans’ of radical Islamic groups. Preliminary results show that the majority of the refugees and asylum seekers believe that they are discriminated more severely on the grounds of being “migrants,” “refugees” or “asylum seekers” than as foreigners, which is strongly influenced by race and religion.2

---


Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics
A ban on discrimination on any grounds, including religion, is stipulated in the Constitution of the Republic of Croatia. By aligning its legislation with EU directives, Croatia outlawed discrimination based on religion.

In 2017, the National Plan for fighting discrimination 2017-2022 was adopted. An Action Plan for the implementation of the National Plan for fighting discrimination was also adopted for the 2017-2019 period.


In May 2017, ombudsmen, national institutions for human rights and equality bodies of many European countries including Croatia signed the Zagreb Declaration for the protection of human rights and strengthening democracy in Europe. The declaration expressed their commitment to protecting and promoting human rights and equality, fighting all forms of discrimination, and supporting democratic spaces.

Additionally, at the initiative of the Islamic Community in Croatia, the Zagreb Declaration was drafted, condemning every act of terrorism in the world, criticizing Islamophobia and encouraging a culture of dialogue, tolerance and mutual respect at all levels of European society. The declaration commemorated 100 years from the official recognition of Islam as an equal religion in the Republic of Croatia, and was signed by religious leaders of Islamic communities in Europe, political representatives in Croatia, and religious officials from the Muslim world.

Justice System
Hate crimes are specific due to their motive, namely hatred of another individual or group, because they are different, of a different race, skin color, religion, national or ethnic heritage, disability, gender, sexual orientation, or gender identity. Failing to identify such crimes, prosecute, sanction and publicly denounce them causes fear among minorities who are the most frequent victims, and contributes to a general atmosphere of intolerance.

According to the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Croatia, there were 21 court cases regarding hate crimes active in 2016. There was a total of 8 verdicts, 7 of which were convictions. Four cases concerned hate crimes based on nationality, two cases concerned sexual orientation and one concerned religion.8

Considering the fact that the Republic of Croatia accepted to take part in the European program for relocating third-country nationals or persons without citizenship and will offer care to 1,618 persons who will be under international protection, there will be an increase in the number of persons with international protection who will need to be integrated into Croatian society. This will require significant effort.

Employment
The supply of workforce often exceeds demand, which allows for selection from a large number of candidates and leaves room for discrimination on various grounds, including religion. In the field of labor relations, discrimination can occur not only when entering an employer-employee relationship, but also with promotions. There have been cases of non-transparent human resource-related decision-making by employers, which point to possible discrimination.

In 2017, the Croatian Parliament also adopted the Ombudsman’s Report for 2016, which stated that during 2016, as in previous years, the highest number of complaints were received with regards to discrimination in the field of labor relations: 30%, with 18.1% relating to discrimination at work, and 11.9% concerning employment discrimination.9

When it comes to citizens’ complaints about discrimination, continuity from previous years is evident. Eight percent of complaints concern religion: 30.2% of cases concern discrimination based on race, ethnicity, skin color or nationality; 7% concern age; 6.2% political or other belief; and, to a lesser extent, other grounds. Religious discrimination is caused by the poor integration of refugees and immigrants into society, since the basic conditions for their inclusion in society are still not adequately met: learning the language and education.

During 2016, the Law against Discrimination was invoked in handling 31 complaints of religious discrimination. One of the complaints concerned a child who was discriminated against based on religion.

The Action Plan for the implementation of the National Plan for Fighting Discrimination 2017-2019 includes measures to fight discrimination based on religious discrimination in labor and employment.

Analyses conducted by the Office of the Ombudsman indicate that high unemployment rates, and the generally unwelcoming labor market cause concern for jobs which breed negative attitudes about refugees and immigrants are perceived as people of poor education and low economic status. On the other hand, hiring or inclusion in the education system has an extremely positive effect on their social status, which is indicative of the direction that will aid and promote integration.

One of the cases recorded by the Islamic Community in Croatia concerns discrimination in the workplace in a public company of the city of Zagreb. Namely, a religious person could not exercise their right to a day off during Eid, guaranteed to him under Article 3 of the Law on Holidays, on Remembrances and on Non-Working Days.

Furthermore, the Islamic Community in Croatia recorded two more cases of religious discrimination in the workplace during 2017. One of the reported cases occurred in the police administration and the other in the administration of a football club. The Islamic Community helped the citizens that were discriminated against through institutional channels and forwarded the requests to competent institutions.

Education

Fifteen cases concerning education were recorded by the Office of the Ombudsman in 2016. Results of a survey on attitudes and opinions of high school students, show that 38% of students are prejudiced against immigrants and national minorities, which is a sufficient critical mass for developing prejudice of a wider scale, and poses a serious hindrance to achieving the social integration of immigrants.¹⁰

An instance of hate speech was recorded during religious studies class in the elementary school Matija Gubec in Zagreb, by a Catholic Religious Studies teacher who told the children that certain political leaders should be killed – an outburst caused by the sentencing of General Praljak, commanding officer of the Croatian Army (HVO) during the war in BiH. His statement was described by many as political propaganda and an attempt to indoctrinate children and incite hatred towards others who are different than them, as a means of encouraging national and political exclusivity and intolerance, or as a public pulpit for inciting violence and hatred.

Pressure from the public resulted in the teacher being terminated by the Ministry of Science and Education of the Republic of Croatia.

The Action Plan for integration in 2017-2019 includes a set of measures intended to completely and successfully integrate migrants into education in Croatia. Children and young migrants are included in the education system in the Republic of Srpska, in preschools, primary and secondary schools.

Media

While escaping war, persecution and poverty, many refugees and asylum seekers come to Europe, which presents a challenge in terms of migration policies and maintaining the standard for protecting human rights, while evidently also posing a challenge to the media that have a responsibility not to portray these events through a prism of ethnicity, skin color or religion, and not to label these people as threatening, and by extension undesirable groups.

Although Muslims in Croatia can be said to be well integrated in Croatian society and that the model for integrating Muslims in Croatia is among the best in Europe, there are still instances of tendentious media reports and statements on air regarding migrant movements.

An event that significantly amplified Islamophobia in 2017 was the publishing of the book *The Other Side of Rubikon – Political Strategy of Alija Izetbegović* written by Miroslav Tuđman, member of the HDZ caucus of the Croatian Parliament, politician and university professor, former head of intelligence and son of the first president of the Republic of Croatia. Tuđman alleges that there were around 50 ritual beheadings committed in BiH in the 90s, which marked the beginning of Islamic terrorism. Tuđman describes Izetbegović’s policy as advocating the idea that Islam is the most democratic form of government and that Izetbegović was the architect of Islamic terrorism because he encouraged the recruitment of jihadists from the Arab world into the BiH army, and that he consistently opposed the idea of constituent peoples in BiH.11

Bakir Izetbegović, a Bosniak member of the Presidency, stated that Tuđman is trying to divert attention from “inconvenient topics,” i.e. the anticipated conviction joint criminal enterprise of six leaders of the so-called ‘Herceg-Bosna’ in the hauge. He stated that the wave of Islamophobia is used by Zagreb for aggressive politics towards BiH.12


The President of the Republic of Croatia Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović publicly alleged that there are 5,000-10,000 radical Islamic fundamentalists living in BiH. This statement elicited numerous reactions from both the government and non-governmental sector from BiH, as well as by Bosniaks living in the Republic of Croatia. The association Mothers of Srebrenica accused the Croatian President of Islamophobia. The Mothers of Srebrenica told the Croatian president that the attempts to paint Bosniaks, the victims of the greatest suffering in this region, as terrorists, extremists and an Islamic threat to Europe is painfully reminiscent of the period that preceded the aggression against BiH. The Bosniak member of the BiH Presidency Bakir Izetbegović also reacted, stressing that the statement is disrespectful to BiH and warning that Ustasha extremism\textsuperscript{13} is becoming rampant in Croatia.

The tension between the two countries was exacerbated by the convictions of six leaders of the so-called “Herceg-Bosna,” who were sentenced to a total of 111 years in prison. The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, within the appeal verdict, determined that there was an international armed conflict in BiH as well as occupation, and confirmed the existence of a joint criminal enterprise aimed at ethnic cleansing of parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The verdict also mentions killing, eviction and expulsion of Muslims from their homes and their transfer to “third countries” through Croatia in order to create the territory of Herceg-Bosna. One of the prisoners, General Slobodan Praljak, poisoned himself in the courtroom during the reading of the verdict.

One media outlet that often sends messages signaling an Islamophobic approach to Islam and Muslims is \textit{Globus}. \textit{Globus} is a national weekly of \textit{Jutarnji List}, one of the most widely read media outlets in Croatia. It is published online and in print. (Figs. 1-2)
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\caption{Prof. Dr. Miroslav Tuđman: Islamic terrorism has been conceived at 90s in BiH with the Mujahideen of Alija Izetbegović.\textsuperscript{14}}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{13} Ustashka movement was a fascist and racist movement in independent State of Croatia (1941-1945).

Figure 1 shows the front page of a national weekly, Globus, which contains the statement Miroslav Tuđman, politician of HDZ that is leading political party in Croatian Parliament. The statement promotes phrase Islamic terrorism that creates a distorted and negative image of Islam and accuses the neighbour country for it that is not contributing to friendly relations between these countries.

Figure 2 shows the front page of a national weekly, Globus, which promotes the Islam in a negative way connecting it to the radical behaviors and trying to spread the fear among the domestic population.

Physical and Verbal Attacks
The Human Rights Watch states in its report that by August 2017, 1,262 persons requested asylum in Croatia, including those who had been returned to Croatia from other EU member states, according to the rules of the European Union on asylum. Only 76 asylum seekers received some form of protection, and by the end of September, Croatia had taken over 78 asylum seekers from Greece and Italy. The HRW also states that Croatia turned back migrants and asylum seekers who came from Serbia without examining their asylum requests. The report also states that in July 2017, the European Court of Justice (CJEU) ruled that Croatia violated the EU law by allowing migrants and asylum seekers to cross into Slovenia and Austria without first examining their asylum requests. According to the latest official data, by the end of the year, Croatia received 60 persons from Greece, 21 persons from Italy and seven Syrian families from Turkey reaching a total of 48 people. According to the quota system, Croatia agreed to receive 1,583 asylum seekers. The HRW claims that asylum seekers and refugees in Croatia continue to face social isolation and difficulties in accessing language courses, education and employment. They warn that, according to their data, only one child was enrolled in school in the 2017/18 academic year, out of 30 registered unaccompanied mi-

nors. When it comes to persons with disabilities, the HRW claims that they continue to be denied the right to work and the ability to make important life decisions, and that there is no support for life in the community.  

Jelena Firić, legal adviser at the Refugee Service, recounted an immigrant’s testimony in Belgrade stating that he had been illegally deported from Croatia after he announced his intention to seek asylum, which means that Croatia was in violation of international laws by deporting refugees who had applied for asylum in the country. It, therefore, may be concluded that the Republic of Croatia or its operative persons are opposed to the arrival of migrants in the country.

In February 2017, the Police Administration in Karlovac recorded a physical assault on an 18-year-old Iraqi asylum seeker who was staying at the Center for Children and Youth in Banija, Karlovac. The young man had multiple jaw fractures and head injuries requiring surgery, and the attackers—a father and son from Karlovac—later stated that they attacked the young man for no particular reason.

A six-year-old girl from Afghanistan, Madina Hussiny, was killed on the border between Serbia and Croatia. While the Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Croatia claim that the Croatian Border Patrol were not responsible for the event in any way, the family and volunteers claim that it was the Border Patrol who endangered the girl’s safety. They say that the girl was hit by a train immediately after her mother and six other children were stopped by Croatian police and forced to return to Serbia, guiding them with flashlights, all the way to the train track where the girl was struck. The family was denied the right to prepare and wash the body for burial in accordance with traditional Muslim rituals.

**Internet**

Certain media outlets in Croatia have become important channels for disseminating content intended to aid hidden political agendas. Lack of credibility and journalistic competence in reporting results in unfortunate phrasing such as “Islamic terrorism,” “Islamic radicalism,” etc., which created a distorted and negative image of Islam.


One media outlet that often sends messages signaling an Islamophobic approach to Islam and Muslims is Globus. Their news pieces talk about the existence of an evident trend of Islamization in BiH, which is worrying to leaders of countries in the region, and asks for U.S. President Trump and his administration to launch initiatives intended to defuse the situation and help BiH fight radicalization.20 There was also other online media that transmitted announcements containing Islamophobic news. (Fig. 3)

Figure 3 shows the news published on one local informative internet portal in Croatia. The post is talking about Islamic radicals and their presence at the Croatia border and they present it as a warning to all citizens. Photo that follows the news is showing women with burka that Muslim women in some cultures wear. News is putting the Islam and radicalism in the same context as well as radicalism with the woman’s way of dressing.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

In 2017, the Islamic Community in Croatia started implementing Islamic religious education in the city kindergartens. This program contributes to developing positive traits, and moral and ethical principles in children, which strengthens inter-religious and intercultural dialogue.22

Another initiative that helped fight prejudice against Islam was the 24th International Symposium: Science and Religion – 2000 Years of Cooperation and Controversy, organized by the Meshihat of the Islamic Community in Croatia, the European Academy of Science and Arts, the Catholic Faculty of Theology, the In-

---


national Academy of Perinatal Medicine, the International Academy of Humane Reproduction, and the Ibn Sina Institute.

A celebration was held in Sisak, the first of its kind in Croatia, in the center of the city, where citizens celebrated the second day of Eid. The multicultural and multi-confessional program called ‘Eid on the Sisak Walkway’ marked the beginning of construction of the new Islamic Cultural Center Sisak.

The Office for Human Rights and the Rights of Minorities of the Republic of Croatia conducted activities intended to support the implementation of policies for integrating migrants such as education and training for pedagogues, psychologists, principals, and teachers who work with migrants in the education system.

In order to foster a positive environment for migrants and refugees in Croatia, and to embrace religious, cultural, national, social and any other differences, the teaching staff from Karlovac launched an initiative that included children in creating a welcoming atmosphere for refugee children who came to live in the country.

The radio show *Gladne uši* (Hungry Ears) is an example of a media outlet actively participating in promoting democratic values, tolerance and respect for differences, aired by the Croatian Radiotelevision.

## Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

Intolerance towards Muslims, left unchecked, can enable a climate that fosters hate crimes against Muslims, which is an attempt to isolate them from society. Only a strong response from all actors in society including government, non-governmental and international organizations as well as religious institutions, can effectively challenge discrimination, intolerance, and hate crimes against Muslims.

The activities of the Islamic Community in Croatia have been recognized as preventive, integrative and stable, and contribute to the progress of the Croatian society.

The Republic of Croatia and important agents in society, in general, should support and implement, among others, activities related to education, prevention, raising public consciousness, political participation, and inclusion of religious communities in order to build and strengthen a democratic, multicultural, multi-religious, open and welcoming society.

Governments together with other stakeholders should improve and facilitate access to information on existing cases of Islamophobia. Government officers should promote tolerance, non-discrimination, understanding and respect in Croatian society, and the media should create an atmosphere conducive to intercultural and interreligious dialogue.

---


In the field of education, inclusive educational programs should be developed, including vocational training focused on engaging marginalized and high-risk groups in economic and society participation. Youth workers and civil society leaders should be trained on preventing and countering Islamophobia in order to promote youth mainstreaming and to contribute to the effective implementation of anti-Islamophobia programs. Inclusion, tolerance and pluralism in formal and informal education should be promoted from the earliest stages of education.

Awareness of Islamophobia among the general public should be raised through a comprehensive communication campaign tailored to the local contexts. Media representatives and journalists should be engaged to agree on professional and ethical reporting. Guidelines on professional media reporting of cases of Islamophobia should also be developed.

Chronology

- **09.02.2017**: An 18-year-old asylum seeker with approved stay at the Center for Children and Youth in Karlovac was assaulted and beaten by Croatian nationals.
- **01.09.2017**: Electronic and print media published a statement by Miroslav Tuđman, member of the HDZ caucus of the Croatian Parliament, politician and university professor, former head of intelligence and son of the first president of the Republic of Croatia, alleging that Islamic terrorism started in the 90s in BiH.
- **05.09.2017**: Electronic and print media published a statement by the President of the Republic of Croatia Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović alleging that Islamic radicals are at the Croatian borders, and that there is between 5,000 and 10,000 of them in BiH.
- **2017**: The Islamic Community in Croatia recorded three cases of discrimination based on religion in the workplace (one in a public company in Zagreb, one in the police administration, and one in the administration of a football club), as well as permanent discrimination of migrants based on differences in culture and religion.
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Executive Summary

The most important development in 2017 is the firm establishment of parties espousing Islamophobic and xenophobic views in the Czech parliament following the October general elections. Out of the first six parties that gained most votes only one could be considered neutral to favourable when it comes to issues such as refugee quotas and generally a more tolerant approach to diversity in society. The winning party ANO, led by a tycoon turned politician, which is difficult to classify as either left or right, is known for supporting and promoting the views of Czech President Miloš Zeman, who is notorious for his Islamophobic views, which have been documented in the previous reports. The fourth ranked party, Freedom and Direct Democracy, led by Tomio Okamura, a Japanese - Czech politician, has an exclusive agenda of xenophobia and Islamophobia illustrated by the party election slogan, “No to Islam, No to Terrorism,” and campaigns continuously for the legal ban of Islam. The party recycles the Islamophobic view that Islam is not a religion and therefore doesn’t deserve constitutional protection under the freedom of denomination. Okamura’s party wasn’t only successful in the elections but he became vice-chair of the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic. His approach continues the process of endangering freedoms currently guaranteed by the Czech Constitution. A citizen filed a complaint with the Highest Administrative Court alleging, among others, that slogans such as “No to Islam” and “Stop Islam” are “unrealistic and breach constitutional principles.” Her complaint was rejected with the explanation that the logic of political marketing allows for a hyperbolic approach during the election campaign.1 The Constitutional Court is yet to decide on her complaint. Thus, we might conclude that Islamophobia has gone mainstream and is a part of the official policy of the Czech political establishment. Particularly extreme forms of Islamophobia are still found online and there’s an ongoing discussion on how to deal with hate speech. It is necessary to engage with civil society, which seems to be the only line of defence against all forms of racism including Islamophobia, and insist on more diversity in the media, plus support those relatively rare politicians and public figures who speak against Islamophobia.

Shrnutí

Nejdůležitější aspekt vývoje pokud jde o islamofobii v roce 2017 představuje upevnění politických stran s xenofobními a islamofobními názory v Poslanecké sněmovně České republiky, které je důsledkem všeobecných voleb z října 2017. Z prvních šesti stran, které získaly nejvíce hlasů lze pouze jednu považovat za neutrální až příznivou v otázkách jako jsou uprchlické kvóty a všeobecně více tolerantní postoj k různorodosti ve společnosti. Vítěz voleb, strana ANO, vedena magnátem, ze kterého se stal politik, a kterou je obtížné klasifikovat jako levicovou či pravicovou, je známa svoji podporou prezidenta Miloše Zemana, který je zase proslulý svými islamofobními názory, doloženými v předchozích zprávách o islamofobii v ČR. Strana, která se umístila jako čtvrtá, Svoboda a přímá demokracie, vedená Tomiěm Okamourou, který je japonsko-českého původu, má ve své agendě výlučně xenofobii a islamofobii, což lze doložit volebním heslem strany: Ne islámu, ne terorizmu. Strana se dlouhodobě zasazuje o právní zákaz islámu a též recykluje islamofobní názor, že islám není náboženství a tudíž si nezaslouží ústavní ochranu vyplývající z práva na svobodu svědomí. Nejenže se strana vedena Okamourou stala úspěšnou ve volbách, ale Okamura se stal místopředsedou Poslanecké sněmovny. Jeho přístup v politice i nadále ohrozuje svobody v současně době zaručené Ústavou ČR. Občanka podala stížnost Nejvyššímu správnímu soudu s, mimo jiné, námitkou, že slogany typu Ne islámu nebo Stop islámu jsou „nerealistické, a navíc v rozporu s ústavními principy.“ Její stížnost byla odmítnuta s odůvodněním, že v politickém marketingu je přípustné používat hyperbolizaci a to zejména v období volební kampaně. Ústavní soud se nyní bude zabývat její stížnosti. Z výše uvedeného vyplývá, že se islamofobie stala součástí běžného politického diskurzu a tak i oficiální politiky českého politického establishmen-tu. Obzvlášť extrémní formy islamofobie pořád najdeme online, zároveň pokračuje diskuze o tom, jak zacházet s hovorem z nenávisti. Je nutné zapojit občanskou spo-lečnost, která se jeví jako poslední obrany proti všem formám rásimu včetně islamofobie a trvat na větší různorodosti v mediích. Je nutné též podpořit relativně vzácné politiky a političky a veřejné osobnosti, kteří se staví proti islamofobii.

Introduction

There are three important developments that influenced relation to Muslims in 2017. First, the October national elections brought into parliament the whole range of Islamophobic parties, most notably the party of Freedom and Direct Democracy, which campaigns almost exclusively on portraying Islam as a threat, a non-religion and a violent group. It should be stressed that these are the first elections during which attitudes towards Muslims became a central issue. Islamophobia in the Czech Republic should be seen in a complex interplay with other forms of intolerance, most notably with anti-Gypsism, which has always been strong, but also xenophobia in general, the rejection of refugees, and threats and hate towards anyone who dares to protest against forms of intolerance. The interplay is complex because sometimes all forms of intolerance come together and other times they “compete” with each other, tolerating some migrants (e.g. migrant workers necessary for economic growth but not other migrants, not refugees, or not migrants from “culturally distant” countries). Anti-Semitism and misogyny are also never too far from other forms of hate and calls for violence, although they are rarely the sole focus of intolerance. Second, the presidential elections held in January 2018 saw the newly elected president campaigning in the second round under the slogan “Stop Immigration Stop Drahoš, This Country Belongs to us” (his opponent). Third, the ongoing issue of refugee quotas and the role of the European Union attract a lot of attention and also affect how Islam is perceived. Frequently, in public discourse, persons who seek international protection are described as Muslims even though many asylum applications come from citizens of Ukraine, Belarus and Moldova and other non-Muslim countries. The issue of relocation quotas, e.g. the EU rules on how to distribute refugees throughout the EU, is connected to resentment towards the imposition of “foreigners” by the EU. The Czech Republic has accepted 12 such persons from slightly over 2,000 it was supposed to accept. Currently, the Czech Republic has been sued by the European Commission in the European Court of Justice but new Prime minister Andrej Babiš has been adamant that the Czech Republic would rather pay a multimillion fine than accept any refugees.

Significant Incidents and Developments

In addition to the mainstreaming of Islamophobia, the political scene has also seen the internationalization of Czech Islamophobic parties. The rabidly Islamophobic party Freedom and Direct Democracy (SPD), thus, organized a meeting of repre-
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sentatives of other EU Islamophobic parties on December 2017 in Prague, such as Geert Wilders (Dutch Freedom Party) and Marine Le Pen (Front National). The meeting focused on anti-EU discourse and anti-Islam scaremongering. The Agence France-Presse (AFP), the Associated Press (AP), the Deutsche Presse-Agentur (DPA) and the French daily Le Monde have all reported that the choice of Prague as the location for the conference of parties with seats in the European Parliament that are anti-immigration, hateful and xenophobic was no accident. According to these media, the ultra-right parties want to draw new energy from the recent electoral success of their Czech host, the Freedom and Direct Democracy (SPD) movement of Czech MP Tomio Okamura. The phenomenon has been described by the Czech expert on extremism Jan Charvát at Charles University as “solidarity through hate.” He has stated, “Racism in the Czech Republic is apparently not any more frequent now than it has been, but the perspective on what one is allowed to say in public has been altered…Czech society, according to him, is undergoing a “reformatting” of what we consider normal and what not, and this flows from disappointment over developments post-1989.” The biggest danger of mainstreaming and legitimizing Islamophobic and other hateful speech is the threat to the democratic values of Czech society.

The limits of hate speech, particularly online, have been constantly shifting to more and more extreme positions. Thus, in an especially extreme incident, children from primary school in the city of Teplice were threatened with death in gas chambers. The class was comprised predominantly of children who are of Arab or Romani origin and users of online social networks commented as follows: “Equal (image of a pistol)”; “classroom full of terrorists”; “Plynárenská [Gasworks] Primary School. The solution offers itself immediately.”; or “A grenade would fit there like a little bottom on the bench!”

Another important specific feature of Czech Islamophobia is that, due to lack of actual Muslims in the country, hate is directed towards whoever protests the blanket rejection of refugees and migrants or spreads any good or positive news about Muslims. Such people, who are often left wing, are targeted with death threats, verbal attacks and harassment – in the same manner as Muslims or migrants. They stand between an increasingly intolerant society, fully supported in its hatred by


established parties and politicians, and the actual targets such as Muslims, Roma, Africans, etc. At the start of 2017, historian Matěj Spurný came under a great deal of online abuse – and even death threats – after an interview to a magazine headlined “This Country Is Not Just for Czechs.”

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

In addition to Islamophobia becoming mainstream through elections and constant fear-mongering promoted by the Czech president, we see further polarization of Czech society on this matter. The Catholic Church in this deeply secular country with the majority declaring no denomination has been sending mixed signals. The head of the Catholic Church in the Czech Republic Cardinal Dominik Duka congratulated the chair of the Freedom and Direct Democracy movement (SPD), Tomio Okamura, on his party’s electoral results. “Permit me to congratulate you on the outcome of the elections to the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic,” Duka wrote in a letter. “I am convinced that we are connected by the care for and safety of people in this country and by many other subjects,” he wrote. “I hope that you and your MPs in the newly established lower house manage to thoroughly advocate for justice and the law.” On the other hand, one of the world’s most-renowned Catholic intellectuals Tomáš Halík criticized the cardinal for lining up with regressive tabloids and public personalities, reminding him of their common dissident past during the era of the rule of the Communist Party. To illustrate what kind of people Cardinal Duka is supporting, we can point at an example of SPD Secretary Jaroslav Staník’s words that “Jews, homosexuals and Gypsies should be gassed” for which he has been reported to the criminal justice authorities.

Considering the firm establishment of Islamophobic discourse both among the parliamentary parties and personalities within individual parties, the non-parliamentary extreme right parties and movements are gaining more confidence in shifting the limits of what is allowed even further. The originally banned but then resurrected extreme right-wing party Workers Social Justice Party organized a public assembly to mark the Velvet Revolution anniversary in Prague attended by some 100 people and with the guest presence of the American neo-Nazi Matthew-John Heimbach. They attacked a Roma reporter and shouted “Fuck Allah, burn down
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the mosques” and the obligatory “Bohemia for the Czechs.” One woman shouted “You black Arab swine!” at a photographer.10

Justice System

In the justice system two important court proceedings are continuing. One is against the former chair of the Muslim Community of Prague, Vladimír Sáňka, whose case has been described in the previous report. The District Court for Prague 1 acquitted him of charges for the publication in a Czech translation of a book by Bilal Philips entitled The Fundamentals of TAWHEED (Islamic Monotheism). However, the Prague Municipal Court, meeting in a closed session, overturned the verdict and returned the case to the District Court for Prague 1 to be reopened.11

The second case is the proceedings of a former student from Somalia. She accused the High School for Nurses of discrimination based on religion for denying her the right to wear a hijab during lectures (she agreed not to wear it during practical exercise). Her complaint was dismissed and on appeal reached the Prague Municipal Court where it was rejected again. In its verdict the court noted that a public school has the right to determine its dress code and that denying exception to that code does not constitute discrimination based on religion. It stated that the opposite of discrimination is the equal treatment of everyone and that the student demanded protection of her positive discrimination. Further the court explained that because of the low number of Muslims in the Czech Republic there is a lack of judicial decisions concerning the limits of religious tolerance. According to the verdict, nobody has the right to practice their religion everywhere: the lectures could be otherwise interrupted by the Lord’s Prayer (Christian prayer). Covering one’s hair is, according to the court, also uncivil. The Somali student’s lawyer, Radka Korbelová, together with Czech Ombudswoman Anna Šabatová questioned whether a minor school act, such as the particular school’s dress code, can override constitutional freedom to wear religious symbols as an expression of religious freedom. Korbelová has decided to appeal this second negative decision to the Highest Court.12

Media

Most media currently are followed online so it’s impossible to separate what is printed and what is published in digital space. Mainstream media mostly - but not

always - continues to present stereotypes about Muslims and particularly worrisome are online comment sections despite the fact that most online media demand prior identification. The fact that people post hateful and sometimes criminal threats under their own names points to a lack of concern for the responsibility of such verbal attacks. It is, thus, up to civil society to continue monitoring and complaining about such acts. Sometimes, however, the official Czech Council on Radio and Television Broadcasting does react such as in the case of Muslim women at the Prague swimming pool who were wearing burkinis. The Czech Council on Radio and Television Broadcasting (RRTV) has launched an administrative proceeding with the commercial TV Prima station over its reportage entitled “Clothed Muslim Women Swim in Pool.” The station broadcast the report during its evening news program on July 10 and informed the public that Muslim women at Prague’s Aquapalace Čestlice had gone swimming while dressed, i.e. in clothing that broke hygiene regulations, allegedly endangering other swimmers’ health. “The reportage at issue failed to meet its duty to report on the news in a balanced, objective way when it gave viewers a specifically predefined opinion of the event by telling them that the women involved had gone swimming in everyday clothing, not in the so-called ‘burkinis’,” the RRTV said.\(^\text{13}\)

One of the worst offenders is the Czech online tabloid Parlametní listy (Parliamentary Journal). To test if they have any editorial policy, two journalists submitted commentaries heavily relying on absurd conspiracy theories such as the one explaining why terrorists are now committing murders with the aid of automobiles in big European cities but avoiding Prague so far. The reason, according to the commentary, is allegedly somewhat complicated and involves a conspiracy by American secret services and Islamist terrorists which is actually being directed by bicycle enthusiasts from Prague. The cyclists were said to be seeking a ban on all automobiles in Europe in order to force people to ride bicycles. Both commentaries were published.\(^\text{14}\)

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

Most verbal attacks happen online. An example of such an attack can be seen in a video that has gone viral on the Facebook social networking site and shows a man who is the father of a young girl whom he is encouraging to bash a pillow with a baseball bat and imagine it is a “Gypsy or a Muslim.” The man is not seen in the


video but his voice can be heard encouraging the child to use other vulgar terms such as “fuckers.” The man has received a suspended sentence.

The Ministry of Education has allocated financial means for courses on Czech for foreigners within its integration program to an agency led by a man who thinks that Islam is a tyrannical ideology.

An aggressive woman assaulted two Muslim women accompanying 13 children to the Divoka Šárka aqua park in Prague on Wednesday, July 19. The aggressor began the conflict by photographing the Muslim women and the children. One of the Muslim women asked her to stop taking photographs of them. The photographer then attacked her both physically and verbally. The case is being investigated by police and reported in detail through the Facebook page of the platform “Against Hate Speech” (Proti projevům nenávisti). The Muslim women were wearing hijabs at the time. “Some woman began photographing us. After she was politely asked in Czech to stop doing that because we did not want her to photograph either us or the children, she began to abuse us vulgarly,” one of the Muslim women was quoted as saying by the Against Hate Speech report. “She said we were wogs and that we should f**k off and that we shouldn’t dare go swimming. After that she kicked and punched my friend,” the Muslim woman said. Czech Police classified the incident as a misdemeanour.

**Internet**

The Czech Internet space is a paradise for all kinds of hate speech including Islamophobia. The hate speech consists either of direct attacks, insults or calls to violence or of spreading hoaxes, fake news and lies, which is equally dangerous. Considering the vast amount of both types of hate speech we can, in the scope of this report, select just a few.

First, it is necessary to say that the ROMEA organization filed more than 10 reports of suspected crimes at the beginning of this year against persons who used online social networks to post racist verbal attacks against Roma people and members of other minorities, including threatening them with physical destruction. State Prosecutor Zdeňka Galková has notified ROMEA that such comments are a form of such people “relieving themselves in public without the writers actually meaning what they say seriously or intending to take such action, and they are not capable of committing such behaviour anywhere outside of the ‘protective bubble’ of an Inter-
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net discussion.” The reported online comments included: “Those whores, I’d shoot it, first that cunt Merkel who brought it here, and then the rest of those fuckers, they just get to cross our borders whenever, I will be glad to shoot those fuckers”; “The shitty optimists led by Merkel are protecting them, those repulsive Muslim monkeys. I would shoot them just like Mladič. He partially exterminated them but it didn’t help. UNFORTUNATELY.”

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
It is not possible to talk about a fully developed Islamophobia network in the Czech Republic. It is rather that Islamophobia has become mainstream and that it is scattered throughout public space, including political parties. In addition to Czech President Miloš Zeman and MP Tomio Okamura, current winner of the elections and most probable candidate for Prime Minister, Andrej Babiš from Action of Dissatisfied Citizens Party (ANO) is among the most influential figures with Islamophobic views. In the case of Babiš, unlike Okamura who is obsessively focused on the “threat from Islam,” the central issue in his rhetoric is the refugee quota demanded by the European Union. Thus, he stated, “We have to fight for what our ancestors built here. If there will be more Muslims than Belgians in Brussels, that’s their problem. I don’t want that here. They won’t be telling us who should live here.”

On the other hand, some of the figures who initiated and publicized Islamophobia have become largely irrelevant or less visible, most notably Martin Konvička who initiated the online movement We Don’t Want Islam in the Czech Republic and Petr Hampl, who established Alternative for the Czech Republic (following the German example). It seems, however, that their ideas and values, in somewhat diluted form, became mainstream now while their own importance decreased.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia
Civil society organizations have been largely isolated in their combat against Islamophobia, which is to be expected in a country where 84% of the respondents in a recent survey said they were “strongly against or rather against” accepting any refugees from the Middle East or North Africa. Perhaps this is reason to appreciate even more the initiatives by civil society and certain politicians.

The ROMEA organization and others, as well as many public figures, have decided to respond to the current wave of hate and racism that is spreading through the Czech

Republic. The initiative is called “They Want to Gas Them, We Want to Send Them to School,” referring to the children from the elementary school mentioned above.21

On September 1, in Liberec, Czech Republic, the signatories of a statement against disseminating fear of difference and against xenophobia held a press conference to publicize their call to action. The statement criticizes Czech President Zeman and political parties traditionally considered democratic. The text was signed by 15 figures from various professions and walks of life, according to the Deputy Mayor of Liberec Ivan Langr, who is responsible for social affairs. The signatories warn that the dissemination of hostility, especially against members of minorities who are visually different, is gradually becoming one of the important topics of the political competition for votes in the run-up to the October elections.22

An iconic photograph of a young Girl Scout who decided to protest on May 1, 2017 against a neo-Nazi assembly in Brno, Czech Republic has circulated the Internet, and not just the “Czech” one. The photo has received more than 60,000 “likes” and almost 6,000 comments on the Reddit social networking site. The Girls Scout in question, Lucie Myslíková, said, “Because I believe it is worth to fight with what you disagree. I feel obligated to protest fascist ideologies and opinions, which are here in this society and are an actual threat. I think my friends feel the same way. I do not identify with this dissemination of hatred. I have attended similar actions before.”23

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

This report documented some of the Islamophobia-related policies, processes and incidents. The overall conclusion is that through the October general elections Islamophobia has entered the Czech Parliament and forces working to present all Muslims as a threat received a boost. Islamophobia is not only entrenched in certain Islam-obsessed parties, such as the SPD or individual politicians such as the Czech president or prime minister, but runs through various parties that have never before campaigned on the issue. Furthermore, the issue of the relocation quota of refugees in the European Union has strengthened negative attitudes towards refugees in general and Muslim refugees in particular. There have also been successful attempts to internationalize the Czech Islamophobia scene. On the other hand, those opposing hatred and advocating reasonable and compassionate immigration polices under-

stand they need to create their own networks and remind the Czech society of its history and constitution.

The policy recommendations remain largely the same as in previous years with the following being particularly important:

• A monitoring system of hate online should be established. Currently only a few non-governmental organizations monitor hate speech. Only by establishing a system is it possible to push for measures to tackle online hate speech.

• Online hate speech should be sanctioned according to relevant laws. Legal professionals need more knowledge about the impact in real life of advocating violence online.

• There should be more focus on working with young people to prevent support for extremist ideologies.

• Politicians who oppose collective guilt and punishment of Muslims should be better promoted and more visible in media.

• The media should diversify the image of Muslims, be held accountable for spreading dangerous fake news, and more Czech Muslims’ voices should be heard in public space.

• More resources should be allocated to non-governmental organizations to create umbrella organizations to tackle both Islamophobic hate speech and ideology.

Chronology

• 10.08.2017: A local councillor in Hodonín, Roman Sedlačík, a member of the conservative nationalist movement “Order of the Nation” (Řád národa), harassed and called the police when he encountered a black couple he assumed were Muslims. The man was a U.S. Army soldier who was on a personal visit with his wife.

• 21.10.2017: Several dozen people protested in front of the Prague campaign office of the “Freedom and Direct Democracy” party (SPD), led by Tomio Okamura, against the fact that the hate group was elected to the Chamber of Deputies. “Welcome refugees, Nazis go home!” demonstrators chanted beneath the windows of Hotel Čechie.

• 15.12.2017: Several hundred demonstrators whistled loudly and shouted “Shame!” and “Down with Fascists!” at Prague’s TOP Hotel, where a meeting of representatives of anti-immigration parties from around Europe was being held.
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Executive summary

The notion of Islam and Muslims being fundamentally in contradiction with Danish values has been reflected in several policies and laws. Among them is the statement by the leader of the Social Democrats Mette Frederiksen, that Muslim free schools are generally not a good idea due to their ill alignment with the majority culture. A campaign by the far-right Danes party encouraged Muslims to leave Denmark. A National Sanctions list of a dozen persona non-grata was introduced, 10 out of 11 being famous Muslim preachers. Several public campaigns have taken place to counter negative social control, all of them pointing it out as a Muslim phenomenon. According to the National Police about 20% of hate crime committed in 2016 targeted Muslims, while the group make up 5% of the general population, making Muslims the most targeted minority. A total of 39 physical attacks against Muslims were reported in 2016 and 2017. Moreover, Muslims receive the most hateful comments after politicians on social media. ReportHate (AnmeldHad.dk) registered 1100 online incidents during 2016 and 2017 out of which 98% targeted Muslims. About a third of the incidents have been categorized as hate crimes. Several media reports showcase the problem of established media not involving Muslims, seldom using them as sources. The harmful effects of the majority attitude towards Muslims has this year been highlighted in both a PhD dissertation from Aarhus University and in a UN report on Freedom of Religion and Belief. Civil society’s response to Islamophobia increased this year, mainly through the Centre for Danish Muslim Relations that published the first Danish Islamophobia report and launched a campaign tackling Islamophobia in politics reaching out to about 350,000 people. To end the inflammatory rhetoric in the public discourse Muslims must both be recognized as a heterogeneous group and as targets of Islamophobia.
Sammendrag


De negative effekter af majoritetens holdninger til muslimer er blevet beskrevet i både en PhD afhandling og i en FN rapport om religionsfrihed i Danmark. Civil samfundets modsvar er stadig stigende på trods af det voksende had mod muslimer. Center for Dansk-Muslimske Relationer publicerede både en rapport om Islamofobi og lancerede en større kampagne, som modsvar til hadefulde politiske og islamofobiske ytringer. Videoen nåede ud til over 350.000 seere. For at den inflammatoriske retorik i den offentlige diskurs skal ændres skal muslimer både anerkendes som en heterogen gruppe, og som mål for Islamofobi.
Introduction

Denmark hosts a Muslim population of approximately 5%; this is estimated to rise to around 10% in 2050.¹ Religious organizations have been divided by country of origin with Urdu, Arabic or Turkish as their main language. However, they are becoming increasingly Danish, which is demonstrated by the fact that a third of all mosques now conduct their sermons in Danish, a decade ago only one out of ten did.² Muslims are slowly becoming a part of society in other ways too; a Muslim graveyard has been established, Muslim chaplains are working in both prisons and hospitals and Muslims are becoming part of the mainstream with Muslim veil wearing women being employed as models and starring for big Danish brands.³ Yet as is the case in many Western countries, the bias against Muslims has increased dramatically in Denmark after 9/11. For example, a survey in 2016 showed a third of Danes considering Denmark to be at war with Islam.⁴ Among minorities, Muslims are the most targeted by hate crime.⁵

And while integration has been shown to be easier in countries in which obtainable criteria of belonging are emphasized like Sweden, France and the Netherlands it is harder in countries like Denmark were the non-obtainable conditions, such as religious and ethnic background, are emphasized. Research further shows that Muslims in Denmark are significantly more effected by political rhetoric than non-religious and non-Muslim immigrants. This in turn directly effects Muslims’ trust in democracy and feeling of belonging.⁶

A Voxmeter poll showed 75% of Danes considering it possible to be Danish even though a person’s parents are born in a non-western country.⁷

In his report on freedom of religion and belief published in February 2017, UN special rapporteur, Heiner Beylefeldt, noted that Muslims feel threatened by the

public debate about “Danishness” and “Danish values” and that it is a problem for the cohesion of society.8

Significant Incidents and Developments

Islamophobia is not accepted as a valid term in the public debate but small steps to change the status quo were taken in 2017. The first Islamophobia report was published in April, leading to the term becoming more widespread, for example through a Wikipedia article on Islamophobia.9 And the first online campaign #SlukforHate (Eng.: #TurnoftheHate) challenging the Islamophobic rhetoric of especially the Danish People’s Party was launched in October 2017, the subsequent election results were the Danish Peoples party’s worst ever.10

However, the year began with the far-right Danish People’s Party, currently in government, trying to ban prayer rooms in public institutions making it harder for especially Muslim students to pray. In February, a bill was put forward in parliament, again spearheaded by the Danish Peoples Party; the V38 bill defined non-Western immigrants and their offspring as non-Danish, and asked the government to drastically reduce the amount of asylum seekers coming to Denmark.11 The bill does not strip citizens of their citizenship, and are merely symbolical. An online campaign #JegErDansk (Eng.: #IAmDanish) designed to challenge the bill managed to put enough pressure on politicians to result in a re-vote; the new bill was not accepted by parliament.12

In May, a National Sanctions list – also known as the “Hate Preacher List” – was put into practice banning several Muslim preachers from entering Denmark. In


12. Folketinget, F43 Om, hvorvidt det er uførenligt med at være “dansker” at være indvandrer eller efterkommer af indvandrere fra et ikkevestligt land, retrieved February 13, 2018, from: http://www.fr.dk/samling/20161/foespørergesel/F43/BEH1-94/forhandling.htm, In an interview with the author Alex Sabour from Gorilla Media claim their video reached 90% of the adult population within a few days. And an anonymous lobbyist confirmed to the author that it was the driving force behind a re-vote. Both interviews conducted in May 2017.
September, a renowned Professor Emeritus, Uffe Østergaard, stated he had changed his mind on foreigners, particularly Muslims. He used to welcome the influx of migrants, he now concluded: “Muslims must become Lutherans, or else we are screwed”.  

It paved the way for a political paradigm shift by raising the “issue of Muslims” and just a few days later the former Minister of Foods, Dan Jørgensen, declared that the Social Democratic Party, the largest party in Denmark, had been wrong all along. He now claimed that foreigners and especially Muslims were a bigger problem than anticipated.14

Thus, bias against Muslims intensified with the Social Democratic Party shifting to a populist rhetoric joining the Danish Peoples party in their anti-Muslim efforts, while civil society presented new and innovative ways to counter the hate.

Figure 1: the Danes party distributed the fake tickets above in majority Muslim neighbourhoods, the tickets read; “Have a good journey home,” From: Copenhagen, To:Far-away-Stan”

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

In February 2017, a bill defining non-Western immigrants and their offspring as non-Danish was accepted by parliament with 55 against 54 votes.16 During the parliamentary debate, Martin Henriksen, the Danish People’s Party, said that especially Muslim immigrants are a problem.17 And in an interview about the proposed bill he added: “The more [people] in Denmark with Muslim background, the greater the threat to Danish identity”.18 Shortly after the introduction of the new bill,
the Danes Party (a small and extreme right-wing political party) ran a campaign in neighbourhood’s with a large Muslim population, where they distributed fake tickets to “Far-away-stan” promising to send immigrants “home.” 19 (Fig. 1) In June 2017, just a few months following the campaign the party shut down due to the party leader leaving the party.20

A political paradigm shift occurred in September, just two months preceding the local elections, when former Minister of Foods Dan Jørgensen, claimed the Social Democratic Party had been wrong all along; saying that foreigners and especially Muslims were a bigger problem than anticipated.21 It might be explained by the steady stream of voters leaving the party for the Danish Peoples party.22 Den Korte Avis (Eng.: The Short Newspaper”), a populist online medium, covered the news by declaring that the Danish People's Party was spearheading a revolution by pushing the Social Democratic Party into a direction that had been unheard of in the rest of Europe. The news outlet declared that Denmark had become a pioneering anti-foreign country.23

In the run-up to the local elections Kim Hammer from the Danish People's Party was reported to the police for saying that “Muslims destroy the Western world” at a school debate causing some of the attending schoolchildren to leave in tears.24 The party achieved its worst results since 2001, losing most of its mayoral posts across the country.25 (Fig. 2) A new populist party called Nye Borgerlige (Eng.: New Middle Class) claim the Danish People's Party is too lenient toward Muslims and asks for harsher measures.26 Just like the Danish People's party, Nye Borgerlige had a poor outcome during the local elections.27

20. https://www.ritzau.dk/nyhed/nyheder/vis/fbc0c373-176b-4ef1-8850-009deefb4687
As a counterpart to the right-wing parties, The National Party, is worth mentioning. It participated in local elections for the first time and presented several veil-wearing Muslim women as candidates. One of them was Noura Bendali who received almost 1500 personal votes in Copenhagen. She explained how she was threatened by both Muslims, claiming democracy to be unlawful according to Islam, and by Islamophobes, saying they would kill her for entering the elections. Candidates from the Danish People’s Party called her “Fucking Muslim” during debates and asked her to remove her veil.

Public Campaigns

The issue of negative social control has been the subject of quite a few public campaigns in 2017 in which Muslim parents are singled out as the issue. The municipality of Copenhagen launched a campaign about negative social control – “Love is a right” – as well as a 12-step approach to combat negative social control. As a lead up to the municipality’s campaign, a report was published in which young Muslim women were described as in need of help to stand up to their families. On their campaign site, the municipality states that “Many young people with a different ethnic background than Danish cannot choose their partners”. Under a picture of a young girl in a hijab, it is further stated: “If you know someone targeted by social

---


29. Interview with Noura Bendali by the author, 26th Nov 2017


control, share your concerns with us”. Stories with titles such as “Meet Jasmine who cut ties with her parents” are also to be found on the website. (Fig. 3)

In October 2017, the Institute for Human Rights published a report about negative social control, where they recommended those under social control to avoid speaking with their parents. Finally, the Ministry of Immigration and Integration conducted a campaign about negative social control called “With honor and respect”. Common for all campaigns is that they all paint a picture of negative social control as common among minority Danes, particularly Muslims, presupposing negative social control being a Muslim issue that the state should solve for, not with the Muslims.

Justice System

The National Sanction List, also known as the “Hate Preacher List”, is a list of religious preachers who are banned from entering Denmark for two years. First passed in December 2016, the National Sanction List was put into practice in May 2017, and further expanded in December 2017. According to the Danish Immigration Service, “the law is a result of a political agreement about initiatives relating to religious preachers, who seek to undermine Danish laws and values, and support a par-
allel concept of the law". The list includes: Mohamad bin Abd al Rahman bin Milhi bin Mohamad al Arefe, Kamal El-Mekki, Bilal Philips, Terry Dale Jones, Salman Bin Fahad Alodah, Mohamad Rateb Abdalah Al-Nabulsi, Khalid Yasin, Muhammad Raza, Alparslan Kuytul, Ismail al-Wahwah and Abdullah bin Radi Almoaede Alshammary. It has so far not been possible to gain access to documents explaining why the individuals on the National Sanction List have been banned from entering Denmark. The Danish Immigration Service, which is responsible for executing the list, states: “We cannot comment on specific persons. In general, we can state that we do thorough research through open sources - such as homepages, news sites and social media – on whether there are any religious preachers who fulfil the conditions set forth in the law on being registered on the National Sanction List.”.

After the European Court of Human Rights upheld Belgium’s ban on burqas and full-face Islamic veils, a so-called mask ban (popularly referred to as the niqab ban) was proposed by the Danish People’s Party in October 2017. Among the politicians supportive of the ban are left-wing parties, the Social Democrats and the Danish Social Liberal Party, explaining their support by stating that they are against the oppression of Muslim women. The ban comes in response to a very low number of niqab-observers in Denmark. A report from 2010 states that 200 women wear the face covering in Denmark, while Dr. Kumm Mirza who focused her research from 2017 on “honor-related” legislation in Denmark estimated only 35 women wearing either the burka or niqab in Denmark.

Danish law already contains two paragraphs regarding face coverings and masking. Article 134b states that it is punishable by jail (up to 6 months) or a fine if anyone covers their face during meetings, assemblies, processions, or other

41. Morthen Skjoldager, Jurist Samba Mirza: Lov mod musliske klædedragter gør ingen forskel, Politiken, October 15, 2017, retrieved February 13, 2018, from: https://politiken.dk/indland/art6159877/Lov-mod-musliske-kld%C3%A6dedragter-g%C3%B8r-ingen-forskel
events in public space that hinder the identification and not for a praiseworthy cause, i.e. to protect oneself from cold weather. It is also punishable by a fine or jail, up to 4 years, if someone illegally forces anyone to wear a face covering that hides their face. Mirza states that there is no evidence that women who cover their faces are forced to it, and that the law thus will mainly effect women who wear the face veil voluntarily. Martin Henriksen a Danish politician and MP from the Danish People’s Party stated that the niqab ban is the first step towards a ban of the hijab in public institutions.

**Employment**

A poll from the market research institute, Megafon, demonstrates that eight out of ten Danish Muslims note that attitudes towards Islam have worsened over the past 10 years. 37% share feelings of being looked down upon because of their Muslim background, another 33% feel that their Muslim background has made it more difficult for them to get a job and 32% state that marked physical appearance has been negatively reprimanded.

According to sociologist Brian Arly Jacobsen, discriminatory treatment can lead to social marginalization and isolation, which is already seen in parts of the Danish Muslim population. According to Jacobsen, non-Muslim Danes will begin to copy the way the public debate speaks about Muslims, and thereby legitimize reprimands on Muslims’ clothes and religiosity.

There is no data on discrimination of Muslims in the Danish employment sector. It is illegal to collect official data categorized by religious belonging and since civil society have not collected such data there is none. Although according to Amal Hassani, the author of a report on discrimination in Denmark, there are quite a few cases of discrimination against especially Muslim women, most have just not been recorded.

**Education**

The Board of Equal Treatment rejected a complaint in April 2017 from a group of students who were banned from praying on school property. The board stated

---

42. Danske Love, Straffeloven §134 b, retrieved February 13, 2018, from: https://danskelove.dk/straffeloven/134b
44. Morthen Skjoldager, Jurist Sabbia Mirza: Lov mod muslimske klædedragter gør ingen forskel, Politiken, October 15, 2017, retrieved February 13, 2018, from: https://politiken.dk/indland/art6159877/Lov-mod-muslimske-k%C3%A6dedragter-g%C3%B8r-ingen-forskel
47. E-mail correspondence between the author and Amal Hassani, March 2 2018.
that praying on campus caused worry, conflict, and great unease for other students and employees. In May, members of the Danish People’s Party petitioned for a resolution to ban prayer rooms in all public educational institutions. The aim of the motion was to assure that public educational institutions would not support an Islamization of the Danish Society. As a result, the Ministry of Education conducted a survey of 1775 schools discovering that out of the 1261 participating institutions, only 27 had prayer rooms (or similar spaces) on campus. Out of these, 15 were mainly used by Christian student organizations. When confronted with the questionnaire’s results, Marie Krarup from the Danish Peoples Party, who proposed the motion, replied: “There is something wrong with the facts, there’s nothing wrong with our motion for resolution.”

Muslim free schools are also under heavy surveillance following an episode, where suspicious material was found during a federal inspection at one of the schools. After the episode the Danish People’s Party, along with the Social Democratic Party first demanded for a more intense supervision of all Muslim free schools and later for a shutdown of all schools with 50% or more of the students being of “foreign background”. Mette Frederiksen, leader of the Social Democratic Party, added that: “I must be honest and say that it is fundamentally not a good idea with Muslim free schools (…) a Muslim free school with a foundation in Islam is not part of the majority culture in Denmark”.

In September the Ministry of Education issued a heavily criticized survey blamed for smearing Muslims and being tendentious. In the survey students were

---

49. The motion for resolution was proposed for the first time on January 18th, but was then revoked and proposed again on May 16th, retrieved February 13 2018, from: http://www.ft.dk/samling/20161/beslutningsforslag/b54/index.htm and http://www.ft.dk/samling/20161/beslutningsforslag/b152/index.htm
asked amongst other things whether they had experienced Muslim students being victims of social control if they did not follow Islamic rules.56

The book På Ulige Fod (Eng.: On Unequal Grounds) showcases the correlation between bad test results by minority Danish students and the discriminatory treatment of them in school curricula.57 When minority Danes are visible it is often only under special circumstances and the ethnic Dane thereby constitutes the standard that frames the general learning situation, leaving the ethnic and religious minority students on unequal grounds.

Media
A study called Dem vi taler om (Eng.: The ones we talk about) by Ansvarlig Presse (Eng.: Responsible Media) was published in February and demonstrates an underrepresentation of ethnic and religious minorities in the media.58 When minority Danes are used as experts, it is mostly in stories about immigrants and Islam. Furthermore, the study show that media can play an active role in portraying a negative image of minorities. Certain media stories problematize whether minorities’ religion, family patterns and traditions are compatible with Danish law, traditions and norms. A yet unpublished media analysis on Muslims and Islam in Danish media by journalist Bent Dahl Jensen points to politicians setting the tone in the debate about Muslims.59 For example, in relation to the debate on a “Niqab ban” the majority of sources heard were politicians promoting a ban.

Preben Brock Jacobsen, author to the newly published book, Islam i Medierne (Eng.: Islam in the Media), argues that a critique of Islam is much more apparent than a defense of it, as he found 256 critical articles compared to 88 non-critical articles in his analysis.60 The subjects range from Islam being the root cause of terror, Islam as anti-democratic to Muslim oppression of women. 47% of the articles point out religion as the main cause of failed integration or to terror, and only 14% of the articles have a socio-economic explanation. Jacobsen argues the consequence of a one-sided negative representation of Islam and Muslims is that the mainstream population begin to construct a stereotype of Islam and Muslims.61

60. Jesper Petersen and Preben Brock Jacobsen, “Islam i medierne”, Systime, June 2017, the text is a summary of the book and Jacobsens study is based on 2850 articles, the articles are from major newspapers: Ekstra Bladet, Jyllands-Posten, Kristeligt Dagblad and Politiken.
A study of the media coverage on negative social control was made in December. The analysis was conducted on Danmarks Radio’s (DR) online platform during 2017. Out of the 50 times “social control” was used on the platform, 47 was tied to Muslims and Islam.62

In general the state-funded tv station DR is one of the more balanced in its reporting about Islam and Muslims. TV2, the largest tv-channel however, is sometimes accused of being biased toward Muslims. An example that spurred a lot of such criticism was in relation to a tv-series in 2016. The National Sanctions list was a direct result of that heavily criticized tv-series called “Mosques unveiled” that TV2 aired in the spring of 2016. After massive criticism and through lobbying by the Center for Danish Muslim Relations, the channel has tried to balance its content; amongst other things with an anti-racist campaign that went viral in the beginning of 2017.

Among newspapers Ekstrabladet and Jyllands-Posten have been notorious for its anti-Muslim bias. The Cartoon crisis began because of a few satirical cartoons being published in Jyllands-Posten in 2005, since then many of the people behind those cartoons have stopped working for the paper and its since become a bit more nuanced.

Radio24syv is a large radio station with radio hosts of diverging political opinions but one of them has been called a far-right populist and his name is Mikael Jalving. He claims Muslims will be the end of Europe if Europeans don’t stop them from entering the continent.63

Physical and Verbal Attacks

According to the National Police report on hate crime committed in 2016, 274 violations were registered, 88 were religiously motivated and 56 cases targeted Muslims. Thus, Muslims that only represents 5% of the population represents 20% of registered hate crime. That is an increase from 2015 by 15 cases making Muslims the most targeted group in Denmark.64 The National Police suggests that Muslims being the largest and most visible minority explains the high numbers of violations directed towards the group. According to the report most hate crimes against Muslims take place on the internet while other religious and racially motivated violations often involve other forms of crime, i.e. violence, threats, malicious damage/graffiti etc.65 However, Muslim women in Denmark are heavily targeted

64. Mikkel Abildgaard og Julia Friis Jørgensen, “Flere muslimer udsættes for hadforbrydelser i Danmark”, friisjulia.wixsite.com, No date, 2017, retrieved Feb 13, 2018, from: https://friisjulia.wixsite.com/hadforbrydelser/baggrunden?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_messaging%3B8L8yW7q3yRmdp6m5qKya%3D%3D
by physical hate crime and discrimination according to NGOs. From the portal AnmeldHad.dk (Eng.: ReportHate), a total of 39 physical attacks against Muslims were reported in 2016 and 2017.

In February 2017, a 16-year old boy named Ali was attacked by four of his majority Danish classmates, who threw a Molotov- cocktail on him. According to Ali’s older brother, Muhammed, they had been making racist comments and other minor incidents had been going on for years. They had told Ali to go back to his own country and called him degrading names related to Muslims and immigrants. The attack did not lead to much debate and was moderately covered in media. The silence surrounding the case did in itself result in some debate about political and media bias.

Just after Trump’s decision to recognize Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, 16-year old Tarek and his friends participated in a demonstration at the US embassy in December 2017. Tarek and his friends shouted “Fuck Trump” after which they were allegedly attacked by 7 policemen. The policemen ran towards them and kicked Tarek to the ground. (Fig. 4) As they pushed him down, he claim they hit him with their fists and shouted “Muslim pig” and “Stupid Muslim”.

When Tarek’s mother, Iman, and his 11-year old sister went to the station to pick him up, the police detained the mother. At the police station she claims a strip search in front of male officers was conducted, when protesting they asserted her that they would not look at her body. The family have contacted a psychologist after the trauma and have
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67. E-mail correspondence between author and CFE, 7th Nov 2017
talked to media, NGOs and to the Independent Police Appeals Authority (DUP).74 The Vice Police Chief Jesper Lauenborg Bangsgaard at the Copenhagen Police believe the mother and son might be lying about the incident; nonetheless, he stated the incident would be investigated.75

**Internet**

The institute for Human Rights published a report about online hate showing one out of seven online comments on Facebook were hateful. Hateful comments were defined as threats or discrimination in regards to one of eight areas including age, political orientation and religious affiliation.76 The report showed that most hateful comments were about religion (40%) and foreigners (34%). Politicians are the most targeted group on social media, followed by Muslims and non-western foreigners. Among the hateful comments targeting religion 86% was directed towards Islam. The ReportHate portal registered almost 1100 online incidents during 2016 and 2017 of which 98% targeted Muslims. About a third of the incidents have been categorized as hate crimes.77

**Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network**

“For Frihed” (Eng.: For Freedom) and their political wing “Stram Kurs” (Eng.: Tough Line), formerly known as “PEGIDA” are led by lawyer Rasmus Paludan, who claims to be the most radical in his views on foreigners.78 Paludan issued a controversial list of 20 people in relation to the local elections. The list consisted of nineteen Muslims and one Non-Muslim activist the party said would be expelled from Denmark if they won. (Fig. 5) None of the nine “Stram Kurs” candidates were voted into office in the 2017 local elections.79

The Foreign- and Integration Minister Inger Støjberg (from Venstre, *The Liberal Party of Denmark*), celebrated her 50th restriction against non-Western foreigners with a celebratory cake in March 2017.80 This was criticized by fellow politicians and experts.
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74. AnmeldHad.dk (Eng.: ReportHate.dk) have registered the event.
77. E-mail correspondence between author and CFE, 7th Nov 2017
who argued the publicity stunt was only to gain votes from far-right sympathizers.81

She also made headlines both for lying about her education, about statistics in relation to welfare and about a kindergarten she claimed did not allow pork to be served because of Muslims dietary preferences.83

She used the satirical cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad from 2005 as a wallpaper on her phone and published it on social media.84 It caused the former chief of security services (PET) to call her both childish and a security threat.85 She also made headlines for the


Figure 5: List of 20 public figures Rasmus Paludan promises to expel if he wins the local elections.82
various restrictions to immigrants and asylum seekers that she pushed through; drastically decreasing the number of approved asylum seekers and proposed to send rejected asylum seekers behind bars or to a deserted island.\textsuperscript{86}

Intact Denmark is linked and modeled on Intact America, campaigning against the widespread practice of male circumcision in the US. Intact America aims to transfer its ideology, slogans and propaganda to Denmark. American Intactivists refer to Denmark as a “Ground Zero” regarding the circumcision debate, hoping a legal ban in Denmark can be used to further their agenda in the US. A leading figure in the Danish circumcision debate providing Intact with arguments and often poorly conducted research to prove his point is Morten Frisch, professor at the State Serum Institute. On social media, where Dr. Frisch posts stories about male circumcision on an almost daily basis, he routinely describes Jews and Muslims in a scornful and demeaning manner, and frequently allows others to post outright anti-Semitic and Islamophobic comments.\textsuperscript{87}

In June 2017, Dr. Frisch posted the article “Violence is more often part of child-rearing in non-western families”, comparing male circumcision to child abuse, arguing that there is no difference between hitting your child in the face with your fist and circumcision him.\textsuperscript{88}

\section*{Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia}

\subsection*{Politics}

The first larger initiative to specifically tackle Islamophobia in politics was funded and executed by the Center for Danish Muslim Relations in the run-up to the 2017 local elections.\textsuperscript{89} The #SlukforHadet (#TurnoftheHate) campaign reached more than 350,000 viewers even though Facebook removed it for a week without an explanation.\textsuperscript{90} Several voices were also specifically raised against Foreign- and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Screenshot from Morten Frisch Facebook wall on the 9th of June 2017.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Integration Minister, Inger Støjberg. Amongst them the former PET chief, the former Integration minister and fellow party member Birte Hornbech. Hornbech was highly critical over the “us” and “them” mentality of Støjberg.91

Media
Denmark’s Radio aired a radio program called Koranskolen (The Quran school). The program gave imams a platform to explain Islam without the critical approach common elsewhere. The host motivated it by saying; “We hear less of the imams because many of them don’t feel comfortable talking to the press. It is telling that they constantly feel accused and therefore have reservations regarding the press. It’s an important thing to fix...” 92

Another program also by Denmark’s Radio that aired on TV in the beginning of 2017 focused on the challenges of a few women converting to Islam. The show was named Når naboens datter bliver Muslim (Eng.: When the neighbor’s daughter turns Muslim).93

As a counterpart to mainstream media, Muslims and other minority Danes have launched their own media channels. Radio WAIH established by a group of Muslims with the aim of nuancing the current media landscape has launched several online campaigns, amongst them a campaign on islamophobia, the Niqab-ban and Muslim free schools.94

Internet
The social media campaign #JegerDansk (#IamDanish) by Gorilla Media was designed to challenge the V38 bill on the Danishness of non-western minorities. It managed to put pressure on Danish politicians so that just three months later the bill was almost overturned.95

Civil Society
The first Islamophobia report was published by the Center for Danish Muslim Relations, leading to the term becoming more widespread, for example through inspiring the first Danish Wikipedia article on Islamophobia to be written.96 Criminal acts


95. See footnote 12, p. 6.

by Muslims are often used in an Islamophobic context. This year the Police failed in ending a bloody gang war between mainly young Muslims. The engagement by Muslim communities helped in ending the bloody conflict and was an effective way to tackle Islamophobic tendencies.97 And the Danish Women’s society launched a campaign called “Whore” portraying a woman in hijab as a victim of hate crime, with the intent of tackling hate crime towards Muslim women.98

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

According to official statistics on hate crime by the National Police, Muslims are the most targeted minority in Denmark, especially online. Islamophobia in Denmark is spurred by certain politicians, traditionally by those from the Danish People’s Party, recently also by the leadership of the Social Democrats. Muslims should therefore organize themselves politically to end the hateful rhetoric and the Danish politicians that do not concur with the Islamodiversion should aid them in this effort. Muslims are seldom used as sources by established media, instead critical voices often make up the majority of sources. Muslims must therefore participate in media to a greater extent, a responsibility that lies with both the media outlets and the Muslim representatives. A few laws are under way, both a Niqab ban and a ban on male circumcision. This underlines the necessity of education and awareness among the public and among professionals. Certain institutions try to solve social issues by meddling in the personal lives of Muslim families. Instead they should consult academics and civil society in the pursuit of the best possible solutions. The following recommendations are therefore set forth:

• Muslims must be recognized as a heterogeneous group and equally accepted as Danes compared to any other group of society.
• Instead of downplaying hate crime towards Muslims, explaining it by Muslims being visible and a large minority, the National Police need to take Islamophobic hate crime more seriously. The National Police report on hate crime is mentioned on p. 17.
• Resources need to be allocated into initiatives that can change the inflammatory public discourse regarding minorities in both media and politics.
• Research must be conducted to identify the challenges associated with Islamophobia, which fuels a negative spiral of extremism through increased ant-Muslim hatred and responsive hatred by Muslims.
• Neutral meeting grounds between Muslims and non-Muslim Danes need to be prioritized since the contact hypothesis naturally dissolves stereotyping and racism.

98. Posted on the Danish Women’s societies Facebook page on 30 May 2017, accessed March 2, 2018, from: https://www.facebook.com/danskkvindesamfund/?hc_ref=ARSLIK8IIT1UUq1JIo88E7ySEXIsfJ91WadBEQdFgsYwVC CuXbk4aFRJxjTKe6XJ1&cref=nf
• Media must involve Muslims more often when covering Islam as well as other subjects instead of prioritizing voices critical of Islam and Muslims, as it creates a skewed image of reality.
• Awareness and education of professionals in the educational sector, health care system, law enforcement and the justice system.

Chronology
• 11.01.2017: Public debate on the ban on prayer rooms in public institutions intensifies due to a proposal in parliament.
• 07.02.2017: Non-westerners and their children are declared non-Danish by parliament and Ali is assaulted by a Molotov-cocktail.
• 14.03.2017: Inger Støjberg celebrates her 50th restriction against foreigners with a cake.
• 20.04.2017: The first Islamophobia report is published.
• 27.04.2017: The Board of Equal Treatment rejected a complaint from a group of students banned from praying in school.
• 02.05.2017: The National Sanctions list, also known as “Hate Preacher List”, was put into practice.
• 24.06.2017: The extreme far-right party the Danes party dismantles.
• 16.09.2017: The Social Democrats shift their political paradigm closer towards the political right, stating that Muslims are a problem.
• 04.10.2017: The so-called mask ban, also known as the “niqab ban”, are proposed by the Danish People’s Party.
• 09.10.2017: The #SlukforHadet campaign was launched.
• 21.11.2017: Local elections with bad results for the two right wing parties, the Danish People’s Party and Nye Borgerlige.
• 08.12.2017: Tarek is allegedly attacked by Police at an anti-Trump demonstration.
• 12.12.2017: “The Hate Preacher list” is being extended.
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Executive Summary

In 2017, Islamophobic discourse and incidents in Finland were marked by the tragic events of a knife attack by a young Muslim asylum seeker and its political and social consequences. Even though the Finnish Parliament’s official stance was to condemn any hate towards any group, comments by individual politicians motivated further confrontation and dichotomies in the population. The incident also sparked tensions among the public which resulted in experiences of increased harassment and attacks against Muslim citizens. The Young Muslims NGO monitored the attacks and recorded 10 reports of Muslim individuals being either physically attacked or verbally harassed. Nationalist groupings continue to spread their anti-Islamic ideology on the grassroots level. The Finnish branch of the Nordic Resistance Movement (PVL) dressed statues of female figures in a burqa and the “Finland First” movement organized a demonstration against “Islamization” by a school in Helsinki. To the latter the Non-Discrimination Ombudsman reacted with an investigation request relating to possible incitement to hatred during the demonstration. Polls suggest that antipathy towards the visible practice of the Islamic faith in the workplace prevails. Surveys and studies by academicians, however, show alarming results of discrimination against Muslims in different fields of life. The Non-Discrimination Ombudsman gathered eight complaints of a suspected anti-Islamic discrimination. The hate crime report by the Police University again showed that Islam is the most frequent motivator in suspected hate crimes motivated by religion. Initiatives to advocate for a “burqa ban” after the example of France have not however been successful and most political actors do not consider such laws necessary in Finland. In 2017, the mainstream print media has developed positively so that uncritical journalistic practice has decreased from previous years and fewer news articles and media events have focused on Muslims in an Islamophobic way. Also, journalists themselves have started to advocate for more responsible reporting when writing about Muslims and other minorities.
Tiivistelmä

Introduction

In 2017, much of the public discussion centred on the topic of Finland’s 100th anniversary as an independent country. Within this frame questions were raised on minorities’ – such as the Tatars’ – heroic contributions during the wars in the first half of the 20th century and their role as representatives of the Islamic faith as part of the Finnish national identity today.1 However, the discussion whether Islam can be part of the Finnish religious landscape and if yes, in which form, still suffers from the contrasting juxtaposition of the Tatar community, on one side, and all other Muslim identities, on the other. Hereby the first is “the best practice example of integration” and the latter are those who mostly receive antipathies due to their difference - be it skin colour, dress or adherence to certain practices and demands for the right to do so.2 However, since the peak of the arrival of asylum seekers in 2015, Finnish society has witnessed a new era of social activism. Throughout the year, several civil society organizations, universities and other institutions organized informative events that promoted the dismantling of prejudices and fostered dialogue. For instance, included in the official “Finland 100” program was an art exhibition titled “Islam and I” (Islam ja minä) whose topic were young Muslims’ views of their life in contemporary Finland. It was organized by the University of Helsinki as part of a bigger research project on young Muslims and resilience.3 Despite such positive developments, Islamophobic discourse still prevails in Finnish society.

Significant Incidents and Developments

A knife attack by a young Moroccan asylum seeker against passers-by on a market square in the city of Turku triggered a new wave of antipathy towards Muslims and Islam as well as discussions on the consequences of the “relaxed” immigration policies of the Finnish government. Although the official stance of Finnish politicians was to condemn hate speech4 and the Prime Minister Juha Sipilä himself called people not to respond to “hate with hate,”5 in the aftermath of the stabbings, Muslim citizens experienced increased harassment, violent physical attacks, as well as vandalism.6
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The tragic incident also raised questions similar to those in other European countries as well as in the USA, regarding why media and political discourse define only Muslim actors as terrorists whereas, for example, Finnish white men who commit school shootings are “individual actors” despite the fact that such actors often call their acts political terrorism in their manifests.7

Several studies published in 2017 show alarming statistics on the antipathy, violence and discrimination faced by Muslims in Finland. The yearly report on hate crimes in Finland published by the Police University College in 2017, shows that regarding the year 2016 the amount of all suspected hate crimes decreased by 14% when compared to statistics from year 2015.8 However, the amount of reported suspected crimes with motivation based on the religious affiliation of the victim increased by 12%. Here the victims’ Muslim background composed 40% out of all 149 reports, Islam being the most frequent motivator in the suspected hate crimes motivated by religion. Another study on discrimination of Muslims in the European Union found that Muslims in Finland face discrimination more often than the EU median would suggest. However, the study also found that Muslims in Finland have the greatest sense of belonging to their country of residence in comparison with Muslim populations in other EU countries.9 Milla Aaltonen from the Finnish League of Human Rights commented on the survey in an interview with YLE News and said that structural discrimination is difficult to dismantle in Finland. As she analysed the report’s results, she noted that even though Finnish Muslims appear to have a good level of trust in institutions, most of the survey respondents had not reported on their last experience of discrimination.10 This would indicate that the range of experiences goes beyond factually reported discrimination cases.

Moreover, an academic study11 on discrimination in Finnish private rental housing markets showed that especially male applicants with Arabic sounding names are

---


8. The report can be considered for this study retrospectively; at the end of each calendar year, a report regarding suspected hate crimes for the previous calendar year is published. Thus, the target year of the report relevant to the current EIR National Report on Finland is 2016.


11. Öblom Anna & Antfolk, ”Ethnic and Gender Discrimination in the Private Rental Housing Market in Finland: A Field Experiment”, PLoS ONE,12(8), (2017), retrieved January 31, 2018, from https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183344
most discriminated against. This highlights the intersectionality of race and religion in Islamophobia. The study’s focus was especially on gender and ethnicity as motivations of discrimination.\(^{12}\) The Non-Discrimination Ombudsman again reported\(^{13}\) that in 2017 they were contacted about eight cases of a suspected discrimination case due to religious affiliation in which the victim/complainant was a Muslim individual. These cases concerned the use of the scarf at the workplace (2), the mistreatment of Muslims by the authorities (2), the opportunity to pray during the workday, the use of the headscarf in the army, anti-Muslim hate speech on the Internet, and allowing a specific medication to be administered to a child based on religious beliefs. There were also two cases in which a Muslim individual’s background was recorded as a possible secondary discrimination criterion. These were cases of bullying in the workplace and the mistreatment of a person at a reception centre.

**Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events**

**Politics**

Generally speaking, in party politics antipathy towards Islam and Muslims is common for members of the right-wing Finns Party (*Perussuomalaiset*), whereas other parties such as the the Green League (*Vihreät*) or the Left Alliance (*Vasemmisto*) rather speak against racism and discrimination. However, the vice-chairman of the National Coalition Party (*Kokoomus*) commented on the now cancelled construction plan of the central mosque of Helsinki stating that the mosque project was not about freedom of religion but purely about the pursuit of power by Islam and political Islamization.\(^{14}\)

Sebastian Tynkkynen, former chairman of the Finns Party youth branch, complained to the Finnish Supreme Court about the conviction he received due to incitement to hatred in January 2017.\(^{15}\) He had published a text in his Facebook profile stating, “The fewer Muslims there are in Finland, the safer Finland will be.” The Supreme Court dismissed Tynkkynen’s application for an appeal.\(^{16}\)

---


\(^{13}\) A report by Senior Officer Aija Salo received by the author through email on January 26, 2018. Numbers based on statistics retrieved from the database until December 31, 2017.


The chairman of the Finnish Parliament parties signed a public appeal against hate speech by stating that “no form of terrorism is acceptable, and neither is any form of hate speech.”  

This was after the Turku stabbings. Only a day after this appeal was published, the vice chairman of the Finns Party and then presidential candidate Laura Huhtasaari, who as a representative of her party co-signed the appeal in question, commented in her speech during a parliamentary question hour that Finland was being Islamized due to the large number of immigrants from Muslim countries. She argued that because Islam was incompatible with Western societal norms, Muslim immigration would lead to the segregation of Muslims in society and their ghettoization into areas governed by Islamic values. She was confronted by representatives of other parties who were shocked by her statements since she had also attended the meeting where the appeal against hate speech had been signed. 

However, Huhtasaari stated in an interview that the appeal against hate speech should be understood only in terms of “hate speech against the West” as that is how she understands the meaning of the concept of “hate speech.”

Justice System

Following the news about the face veil ban that came into force in Austria in October, the news website MTV.fi reported that most members of the Finnish Parliament who had answered to a survey conducted by the STT/Suomen Tietotoimisto did not advocate a legal ban on face veils in Finland, rather, some of them would agree in favour of the model used in Germany and Holland where the face veil is prohibited only in certain public spaces and professions in which visibility of the face is necessary. Simon Elo, a member of the Blue Reform party, would for instance accept a ban for professions in education and military forces. Only the representatives of the Finns Party parliamentary group were ready to advocate a total ban. Leena Meri, a member of the group said, “Discussions with representatives have clearly highlighted the need to deny covering the face in public spaces as a main rule, with the exception of costume parties or as protection against cold air and so on.”

The chairmen of the parliamentary groups of the National Coalition Party and the Left Alliance comment-


21. Translated quote from the news article mentioned in Footnote 20.
ed that they did not see such a ban necessary for Finnish society in which religious face veils have not become a problem. Also, Antti Kaikkonen, the chairman of the Centre Party parliamentary group, commented that in education professions such bans could be needed but he recognized that the wearing of face veils is connected to basic rights and religious identity, if it is worn voluntarily. Krista Mikkonen (Green League) commented that in Finland everyone should be able to dress as they wish, but in some professions within public authorities the face should be visible.

On November 5, 2017, a citizens’ initiative to advocate for a law amendment in favour of a “burkha ban” in Finland was originated by a group of private persons, among them Terhi Kiemunki, a former member of the Finns Party with a conviction for incitement to hatred due to her blog texts defaming Muslims. One of the named responsible spokesmen of the initiative was Jukka Ketonen, the current chairman of the Finnish Defence League (FDL), an organization very similar to the EDL. One of the FDL’s agendas is to “[…] oppos[e] the concession policy towards the Sharia law in all its forms. The generalization of Halal food, the appreciation of Islamic courts and the full respect of Islam are part of the Sharia law and are intended to undermine other forms of law, as well as the traditional way of life on the road to total Sharia law.” The citizen initiative’s proposition reads,

We propose that Article 17a (Illegal Disguise) of the Criminal Code be amended to read: “Anyone who is in general or in a public place unrecognizable shall be sentenced for unlawful disguise to a fine or imprisonment of up to three months.”

The initiative’s description reasoned for the amendment by referring to past events in which masked groups of people had violently disturbed the Finnish Independence Day festivities organized by the Finnish president. However, the second part of the description argued explicitly against the face veil, niqab, worn by Muslim women,

According to our presentation, disguise as an unidentified person based on religious, ethnic and cultural dress would be illegal. It would therefore also prohibit the use of veils used by Muslim women in a public place. (…) As is the case in France, in Finland one would also receive a more severe punishment for forcing a person to use the face veil than for its actual use. In Europe, the general use of the face veil is

22. “Initiative submitted by at least 50,000 Finnish citizens eligible to vote and containing a proposal that an Act be enacted” as defined in “MOT Eduskuntasanasto”, a multilingual parliamentary glossary, prepared jointly by parliament and the Government Terminology Service of the Prime Minister’s Office, retrieved January 31, 2018, from https://mot.kielikone.fi/mot/eduskuntasanasto/netmot?UI=fied&height=147
24. For a detailed description of Terhi Kiemunki’s court case, see “Islamophobia in Finland: National Report 2016.”
not interpreted as a matter of religious freedom, since the use of burqa or niqab is not specifically provided in the scriptures of Islam. The ban does not thus violate the freedom of thought, religion and conscience guaranteed by Article 9 of the European Convention on Human Rights or Article 11 of the Finnish Constitution.

By the time of the submission of this report, the citizens’ initiative had reached 4,086 support votes. The necessary 50,000 votes (cf. Footnote 20) should be collected by May 5, 2018.\(^{27}\) Another citizens’ initiative in favour of criminalizing the practice of the niqab/burkha was also originated by a private citizen in October 2017 with similar demands with the one endorsed by the FDL. By the submission of this report, the initiative had gathered 5,041 support votes.\(^{28}\)

In June 2017, the newspaper *Helsingin Sanomat* reported\(^ {29}\) that the Deputy Ombudsman Jussi Pajuoha had given an official statement\(^ {30}\) about a controversial practice conducted by the Finnish Police towards several female asylum seekers who had experienced the practice as humiliating. The statement was about asylum application processes from 2015, when police officials had required Muslim female asylum seekers to remove their headscarves for photographs during the registration process. From a functional point of view the ID photos of asylum seekers serve a purpose different than a passport photo, i.e. even significant bodily markings such as tattoos can be photographed as indicated in the Aliens Act – hence the need to possibly undress certain areas of the body. Since the Aliens Act does not further specify which areas of the body can be required to be undressed and for which exact identifying purposes, photographing asylum seekers is thus a question of an unregulated borderline area of the Aliens Act. Therefore, the Deputy Ombudsman was not convinced that the actions taken in the reception centre of Tornio in 2015 were justified and necessary.

**Employment**

The issue of allowing employees to pray during working hours has sporadically received the media’s attention in Finland. While in 2011, an official statement by the then Non-Discrimination Ombudsman stated that an employer could forbid praying in the facilities of the workplace if it disturbed other employees\(^ {31}\) in 2017 a rejected request by

\(^{27}\) For a discussion about how the initiative was advertised on right-wing and racist Internet platforms, see Internet section.

\(^{28}\) Citizen’s initiative titled “Huntukielto Suomeen”, retrieved January 31, 2018, from https://www.kansalaisaloite.fi/fi/aloite/2641


\(^{30}\) The official decision statement with the case file number eoak 5352/2015 can be downloaded as a PDF from the official website of the Parliamentary Ombudsman; http://www.eduskunta.fi/triphome/bin/eeoc3000.sh?HAKUSANA=eoak+5352%2F2015.

an employer to use his lunch break for Friday prayers was ruled as discriminatory. An engineer’s work contract with an office affiliated with the City of Helsinki was terminated. When signing the contract, he had informed the employer about his wish to leave the workplace for the Friday prayers, however, a few weeks after the contract had been signed, the employer told him they could not hire him as such arrangements were not possible. The Regional State Administrative Agencies officials ruled that the employer had discriminated against the man since other employees had been granted the possibility of flexible working hours and could run private errands during lunch breaks.

Whereas in the previous years, discussions on problems arising from female Muslim employees’ rights to wear the headscarf at work have been infrequent, the ruling given by the European Court of Justice in March 2017 was discussed in several media outlets. Professor of Labour Law Seppo Koskinen commented in an interview for the newspaper *Helsingin Sanomat* that in Finland, decisions for or against headscarves at the workplace are influenced by the Non-Discrimination Act and an employer should therefore justify the ban of headscarves by factual reasons, such as pertaining to hygiene or safety, for it to be lawful. Koskinen, however, admits that introducing a ruling on “dress neutrality” for all employees of a company could prove to be a difficult procedure if the company has not had a similar ruling before, and equal treatment of all employees in this regard would have to be proven factually.

Unfavourable opinions by the public towards Islamic practices at the workplace were reported by the newspaper *Helsingin Sanomat*. The newspaper reported a survey on Finnish people’s attitudes on immigrants’ integration into the society. Among the issues were questions on whether the headscarf should be allowed to be worn by employees and whether praying should be allowed during worktime. The survey’s questions on the headscarf addressed however only four professions which have already been discussed in media: police officers, teachers, salespeople, and bus drivers. For the first two, which were considered as “public office” positions, the respondents were less understanding than for the latter two professions. In the case of prayer, the attitudes were even less accepting than in the case of the headscarf.

**Education**

Before the start of the summer holidays, a demonstration against “Islamization” in Finland was organized in front of a Helsinki school. The demonstration was initiated by

---

35. Cf. Also Network section.
the Finland First movement, who were disapproving of the school having replayed a passage of the Chapter al-Baqarah from the Qur’an through the central radio of the school. As the school director explained in an interview, it had been part of a multicultural morning opening program that the school’s pupils had organized on their own. However, actors who are generally known to spread Islamophobic attitudes and discourses such as the fake news website MV-lehti, wrongly accused the school of having played the Islamic call to prayer. The video recording of the replay, that has been used to refer to the event, shows that only the verses 185 and 186 of Chapter al-Baqarah, i.e. those that describe the month of Ramadan, were included. Nevertheless, Former MP Reijo Tossavainen claimed in his blog, that the replay included further verses of the same chapter which describe the rules of war against disbelievers in a historical context. Robin Harms, an expert with the Finnish Non-Discrimination Ombudsman, commented in an interview that his office had submitted a request of investigation to the Prosecutor General about the demonstration with the intent to find out whether participants in the demonstrations perpetrated incitement to hatred or slander with their comments.

Media

In “Islamophobia in Finland: National Report 2016,” the authors reported on biased journalist representations of Muslims and lack of counter narratives, relating to mainstream media reports. Suomen Tietotoimisto, the Finnish News Agency, published an article in the beginning of 2017 addressing the issue of representation of minorities and advocated for a more balanced reporting. It is to be emphasized that especially the issue of using certain descriptive words such as “normal” is among aspects of journalism that may contribute to the formation of generalizing stereotypes or confrontative dichotomies, which again produce Islamophobic images of Muslims. The article also mentioned using “anonymous” pictures of veiled women when speaking of issues relating to immigration, pointing to the dehumanizing effect it has on members of minorities.

Another positive contribution in dismantling Islamophobia within media was an opinion piece published in June in the journal affiliated with the Union of journalists in Finland that criticized newspapers’ uncritical use of vocabulary such as “Islamization.” The author, pointed to the danger of news journalists adopting such words from the Islamophobic discourse without questioning their assumptive meanings and failing to raise questions such as whether there is a factual “Islamization” in Finland and who benefits from such discourse.42

The publishing house Kiuas announced that on October 25 they were to distribute copies of the Finnish translation of Islam: 11. vitsaus, (Islam, The 11th Plague) to Finnish members of parliament and Finnish members of the European Parliament.43 The book is written by the Norwegian activist Hege Storhaug – a prominent figure of the Islamophobia Network in Norway – who has previously, for instance, compared Muslims to Nazis.44 According to the description on the publisher’s website the book is about the question whether the Nordic secular welfare state shapes Islam to comply with itself or whether “Islam will integrate as a fixed part of that state arranged marriages, honour killings, religious courts and terror.”45

Kiuas also published a book written by the Finns Party politician Olli Immonen, whose Islamophobic statements are known from previous years’ EIR reports. The website of the magazine Sarastus, affiliated with Kiuas publishing house, advertises Immonen’s book titled Kansallinen kipinä (The National Spark) with an excerpt. Immonen links Muslims to the “European demographic crisis” and the overgrowth of populations on earth.46 The magazine Sarastus, which is extremely critical of immigration, has frequently also published other texts with quite strong Islamophobic discourses. For instance, an article from 2016, offered the threatening image of an Islamization of Europe and proposed the ethnic cleansing of Muslims from European lands as an inevitable preventive measurement for the protection of the “European population.”47

After the Turku stabbings, scapegoating and pointing fingers at certain mosques commenced. Ittalehti news magazine named one of the local mosques as a “radical
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mosque”. However, the elder of the mosque commented in an interview, that such accusations were false and that their mosque would not tolerate or even discuss politics. The mosque representatives said that they were afraid of confrontations and violent revenge attacks against their mosque because of the Iltalehti article and its polarizing message.48

Physical and Verbal Attacks
In the aftermath of the Turku stabbings, Nuoret Muslimit ry (Young Muslims NGO) collected information about physical and verbal attacks against Muslim individuals. In addition to two reports about assaults, they received eight reports about threatening situations where Muslims were subjected to hate speech in, for example, public transport or other public spaces such as shops - some of the cases included death threats. The Turku Emergency Response Centre also received calls in which the caller threatened to harm foreigners with violence. In Helsinki, someone spray-painted the words “Kill Muslims” on asphalt.49 Moreover, media reported about a case of a young man who had been attacked with a knife by a stranger. The attacker asked his victim before stabbing him, whether he was a Muslim. Fortunately, the attack did not result in a death of a person.50

Internet
The citizen’s initiative on a so-called “burqa ban” was advertised on the websites of Suomi Turvalliseksi.fi (Safe Finland)51 and on the “alternative news” platform Oikea Media52 (“True Media”). In the former, the article was accompanied by several pictures, for instance of extreme leftist groups in demonstrations. They also used a picture of Muslim women wearing the face veil53 and next to it a picture of the empty seats of a bus. The same picture had gone viral on social media earlier in 2017 due to its distribution by a Norwegian racist group who juxtaposed blue-colored bus seats and burkha-covered Muslim women54 (Fig. 1). On the Oikea Media website, however, the article describing the

49. Report by Nuoret Muslimit ry spokesperson Ali Assefa, received by the author through email September 24, 2018.
53. The photo stems from a Guardian collage about elections in Afghanistan and shows a group of women showing their identity cards. https://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2009/aug/20/afganistan-election
citizens’ initiative was accompanied merely by a photo of a woman wearing a face veil. Although the citizens’ initiative largely justifies its proposition based on a need for security in demonstrations, adding pictures of veiled women – especially in the campaign by “Safe Finland” in which the images are effectively out of the context of Finnish society --, nonetheless, indicates how both platforms attempt to steer impressions on the reasons behind the law amendment in the direction of fighting against Islamic religious practices.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network

The Finnish branch of the Nordic Resistance Movement (Pohjoismainen vastarintaliike PVL) had several campaigns against the so-called “Islamization” of Europe. In March 2017, the movement dressed statues depicting female figures in different cities with a black headscarf or face veil to “remind Finnish people of the ongoing demographic change in Europe.”\(^5\) (Fig. 2) One of the statues was that of the famous Finnish novelist and social activist Minna Canth.\(^6\) A personality of Finnish cultural history, Canth is important for her activities as a pioneer of public discussions on women’s rights. In November 2017, the veilings were ordered to be declared illegal by the District Court of Pirkanmaa based on a complaint filed by the National Police Board.\(^7\)

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

The initiative “Open doors to intercultural and interfaith dialogue” (Avoimet ovet kulttuuri- ja uskontodialoigiin) managed by different congregations of the Helsinki Evangelic Lutheran Church organized an event in support of Helsinki’s Shia community when their mosque was vandalized with an Islamophobic graffiti (“Fuck Islam”) on its façade. The event gathered around fifty individuals from different religious affiliations but also individuals with no faith affiliations to help in cleaning the mosque façade.60

In August 2017, the Shia congregation Resalat and its youth branch Mahdin Nuoret co-organized an event at a market square in Helsinki, inviting passersbys to discuss Islam and its relation to terrorism, thus contributing positively to the dismantling of wrong assumptions and raising awareness about the diverse interpretations of Islam.61

As a response to increased tensions and feelings of fear and uncertainty due to the Turku stabbings, Nuoret Muslimit ry (Young Muslims NGO) published a video titled “Do not give space to hatred” (Älä anna vihalle sijaa). The video contained messages to the public by the NGO members addressing some incidents that had already demonstrated the negative consequences of the tragedy against the Muslim population and called for Muslims to be proud of their identities and for non-Muslims not to let hatred get out of hand but to reach towards dialogue.62

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

Considering that Finnish civil society has been doing a lot of work lately in countering Islamophobia and fostering dialogue as well as understanding, the author recommends that policy-makers work closely with these civil society actors to gather first-hand experience. Financial aid should be strengthened for projects in which especially the Muslim community is involved. Monitoring media and political speech as well as the reporting of hateful speech and harassment is still lacking for the Muslim community in Finland and should be established and financially supported by public funds. As Islamophobic discourse – especially when it receives space in media and public discussion – is for the large part initiated by far-right politicians and nationalist groupings, public opinion against hate speech should be strengthened. Projects and training that raise awareness about hate speech and how it differs from


cultivated discussion and criticism should be made more accessible. As the European Court of Justice’s ruling on headscarves at workplaces has not yet sparked larger scale negative consequences for the role of Muslim women in the labour market, actors such as the Non-Discrimination Ombudsman should work together with the Labour Ministry and inform employers about the ruling’s contents. Campaigns for inclusivity and diversity at the workplace should support this action.

Chronology

- **22.03.2017**: The Finnish branch of the Nordic Resistance Movement dressed several statues depicting female figures in different cities with a black headscarf or face veil to “remind Finnish people of the ongoing demographic change in Europe.”
- **31.05.2017**: A demonstration against “Islamization” in Finland was organized in front of a Helsinki school by the nationalist group Finland First. The Non-Discrimination Ombudsman filed a request for investigation to the Prosecutor General.
- **16.06.2017**: A rejected request by an employer to use his lunch break for Friday prayers was ruled discriminatory by the Regional State Administrative Agency for Southern Finland.
- **24.06.2017**: The mosque façade of Helsinki’s Shia community was vandalized with an Islamophobic graffiti (“Fuck Islam”).
- **18.08.2017**: A knife attack against civilians by a Moroccan asylum seeker sparks increased tensions in society.
- **07.09.2017**: Laura Huhtasaari (Finns Party) commented in a speech in parliament that Finland was being Islamized due to the enormous number of immigrants from Muslim countries.
- **04.10.2017**: A citizens’ initiative in favour of a “burqa ban” in Finland was originated by a group of private persons.
- **24.10.2017**: The publishing house Kiuas announced that they were to distribute copies of the book *Islam, The 11th Plague* to Finnish members of parliament and Finnish members of the European Parliament.
- **05.11.2017**: A second citizens’ initiative in favour of a “burkha ban” in Finland was originated by a group of private persons, including politicians and Finnish Defence League actors.
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Executive Summary

The report includes the major events that have structured and expressed Islamophobia in France. As the country is still not over with two major identity and security crises, the successive governments have failed to address both issues without worsening the situation and further ripping apart national cohesion. Organisations dealing with anti-Muslim racism agree on the decrease of Islamophobic attacks. For instance, the Observatory of Islamophobia has reported 121 anti-Muslim attacks which represent a decrease of 34.6%. The observatory has further reported a decrease in attacks against places of worship (-12.8%) but has highlighted the increase in threats and traumatic experiences (+7.5%). But such numbers are limited by their non-inclusion of Islamophobic attacks committed by the French state and its agencies which, therefore, excludes the repression that has been targeting Muslim individuals and institutions.

The year 2017 saw two major elections and irrational and public debates led by normalised far-right ideology. Anti-Muslim racism was a central component of the debates that preceded the presidential and legislative elections. Candidates, although seeking election from citizens that have been expressing growing defiance towards the country’s political elite, have failed to truly address their socio-economic expectations or to give reasons for hope. Far from it. Identity politics and security have further polarised French society and Muslims continue to be scapegoated for the successive governments’ failures.

Security-wise, the permanent terrorist threat continues to be dealt with through the lens of repression alone. Despite a two-decade-long anti-terror legislative struggle, there is an incapacity or a lack of willingness to assess the long-term weakening of the French justice system, widespread violations of civil liberties and whatever is left of the rule of law. The state of emergency which lasted for two years has become permanent through the passing of the October 2017 anti-terrorism bill, despite its well-documented ineffectiveness and extensive use against Muslim citizens specifically.

Security one-upmanship and lack of political courage have allowed the emergence of a police state in France. The state has evolved to become out of control: laws are being passed in complete violation of the founding principles of the republic; citizens are under permanent surveillance; the justice system is subservient to the executive branch of power; state representatives can arbitrarily decide whose property is to be raided or who is to be put under house arrest; advocates of new ideas and ideas opposed to the ruling elites are censored; reactionary pressure groups routinely intimidate state agents; freedom of speech, of conscience or of religion have been severely curtailed; and the media in its overwhelming majority no longer keep the powerful in check but rather act as propaganda outlets for the ruling elite. Only a handful of independent media
outlets remain but they have to deal with constant demonisation and administrative pressure (the FISC among others).

That represents challenges for the immediate future of the French population as a whole and French Muslims more specifically. The latter have been reduced to playing the role of the “enemy within” in order to justify authoritarianism and the return of fascist ideas from the early twentieth century. Left- and right-wing governments have for three decades adopted the far-right lexicon and its logic in order to pass racist measures such as the 2004 ban on headscarves in public schools, the 2009 ban on the full face veil, the Chatel Ministerial Circular of 2010 banning Muslim mothers from attending school trips should they wear a headscarf, or the latest Cassation Court on religious signs in the public space, which all enjoy a general consensus among policymakers. This report also highlights the challenges faced by those fighting anti-Muslim bigotry whether they are public servants or members of civil society.
Résumé

Ce rapport couvre l’année 2017 et comprend les principaux événements qui ont structuré et exprimé l’islamophobie en France. Alors que le pays n’en a toujours pas fini avec deux crises identitaire et sécuritaire, les gouvernements successifs n’ont eux pas voulu s’attaquer aux deux problèmes sans aggraver la situation et démolir davantage la cohésion nationale.


Du point de vue de la sécurité, la menace terroriste permanente continue d’être traitée uniquement sous l’angle de la répression sans jamais s’adresser aux racines du problème ni en tentant de répondre à la question du “pourquoi?”. Malgré deux décennies de législation antiterroriste, il y a une incapacité flagrante ou un manque de volonté d’évaluer l’incapacité d’agir en amont de la menace terroriste, l’affaiblissement à long terme de la justice française, les violations généralisées des libertés publiques et une atteinte à ce qui reste de l’”état de droit”. L’état d’urgence qui a duré deux ans est devenu permanent à la suite de l’adoption du projet de loi antiterroriste d’octobre 2017 malgré son inefficacité déjà documentée et son utilisation discriminatoire contre les citoyens de confession musulmane en particulier.

La surenchère sécuritaire et le manque de courage politique ont permis l’émergence d’un état policier en France. L’État est devenu incontrôlable, des lois sont passées en violation des principes fondateurs de la république, les citoyens sont sous surveillance permanente, la justice est inféodée au pouvoir, les représentants de l’État peuvent arbitrairement décider qui peut être perquisitionné ou assigné à résidence, les porteurs d’idées nouvelles ou opposées aux élites dirigeantes sont censurés, les groupes de pression réactionnaires ont durablement intimidé les agents de l’État, les libertés d’expression, de conscience de culte et d’opinion ont été sévèrement restreintes et la presse dans sa quasi totalité ne joue plus son rôle de contre-pouvoir mais celui d’organe de propagande des élites. Seuls quelques médias indépendants subsistent mais doivent faire à la diabolisation permanente et la pression de l’administration (fiscale entre autres).

Tout cela représente une source de défis pour l’avenir immédiat de la population française et des musulmans français en particulier qui sont réduits au rôle d’ “ennemi intérieur” afin de justifier l’autoritarisme et le retour des idées fascisantes du début du

Ce rapport met en lumière l’évolution annuelle de l’islamophobie en tant que problème structurel. Des débats publics à la rétractation du droit en passant par le matraquage médiatique, la France de 2017 n’a envoyé aucun signal d’apaisement malgré l’élection d’un jeune président promettant un renouveau. Ce rapport souligne également les défis auxquels sont confrontés ceux qui sont impliqués dans la lutte contre la haine anti-musulmans qu’ils soient fonctionnaires ou acteurs de la société civile. Les recommandations ont été choisies en fonction des échanges de l’auteur avec les organisations terrain, des fonctionnaires et des universitaires.
Introduction

Censorship and political repression are two of the axes through which Islamophobia has best expressed itself in 2017 France. The year has been marked by the toxicity of public debates and the violence with which opponents to the dominant discourse have been targeted. The damages to French society in the aftermath of the 2015 and 2016 attacks and the subsequent backlash against local Muslims by the state (the state of emergency, house raids, house arrests, shutting down of Muslim places of worship, surveillance, criminalisation of activists, attacks against civil liberties…) have only contributed to further polarise French society. The election of Emanuel Macron did not bring with it a wind of change or appeasement to say the least. Rather, and despite having decried anti-Muslim hatred during his campaign, his coming into office was marked by an obvious lack of political courage against racism. Furthermore, his passing of the state of emergency into the common law - hence rendering permanent its exceptional powers - has been called out by many like the head of the Judicial Union1 or leading human rights lawyers like Emmanuel Daoud2 as a contribution to turning France into a police state.

Although physical assaults against Muslim individuals and property have significantly decreased, French laws are becoming ever more repressive and tackling basic civil liberties. The pretext of fighting “radical Islam” - with no definition of it in sight - is driving many policymakers to find new ways to neutralise public visibility of the Muslim faith. An unofficial two-tiered citizenship has been developed and violations of laïcité at the expense of Muslims are not perceived as grave violations of constitutional principles or of human rights but justifiable. All forms of religious or political affiliation are to be tolerated but those emanating from individuals perceived as Muslims.

The temptation to turn repression up another notch is palpable and given the very low level of public debates and lack of credible experts on Islam and representatives of Muslim communities, 2018 will not be any easier for Muslims as Islamophobia is not being taken seriously by policymakers, the media and even many public self-appointed Muslim representatives.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

Islam will be a central theme in the 2017 presidential election.
Manuel Vall at the “The Republic and Islam, let’s face the challenge” forum

The 2017 presidential election marks the enshrinement of far-right ideology and the Lepenisation of the minds. Having begun with the violent burkini controversy in 2016, the presidential election centred around identity and security. In contrast with the ongoing defiance between voters and the country’s elites for better socio-economic policies, institutional reform and transparency, Muslims and terrorism by far outweighed central issues for the French population. The year 2017 began with candidates engaged in a constant escalation in regards to protecting French identity from Islam and the French population from Muslims.

On January 25, pressure was added on candidates in regards to counter-terrorism. The daily newspaper Le Parisien published an article titled “Terrorism: The Secret Map of Radicalised Individuals in the Grand Paris Area (Ile de France)”. Using government data, the article alleged that the secret document had “between 15,000 to 16,000 radicalised individuals including 4,000 in the Grand Paris Area” and that three business sectors were “particularly at risk”: transportation, security and administration.

‘Interestingly’ enough, the government failed to disclose the criteria it used to put a person’s name on such a list while recognising that a sizeable portion of those names landed there because of anonymous denunciation by phone.

The very same day, the National Front immediately reacted by publishing a press release titled “In the Grand

Figure 1: François Fillon’s Overcoming Islamic Totalitarianism is the book he wrote to present his presidential programme centred on the “identity and security threat” posed by what he vaguely calls “political Islam”.

Paris Area Islamists Drive Our Buses and Maintain Our Security” which further added to the escalation between the party’s candidate Marine Le Pen and her conservative “rival” François Fillon.

From the far-left to the far-right, Islam and Muslims were indeed central issues. Marine Le Pen found staunch competitors in terms of Islamophobia. Before throwing in the towel for misusing public funds, Les Republicain’s candidate François Fillon, who launched his campaign with a book title *Overcoming Islamic Totalitarianism*, went from one promise to another against what he called the “only problematic community in France”, shattered the separation between far-right and “republican” right-wing politics and dragged the campaign down to pure identity politics. (Fig. 1) Among his promises were the “strict control of the Muslim faith” which he made during the opening speech of his campaign:

Radical islam has infiltrated our fellow Muslim countrymen and holds them hostages. Fanatics hate what we are, I shall fight them tirelessly and ruthlessly. I want a strict administrative control over the Muslim faith as long as its rooting in the Republic is not achieved. I want the dissolution of all organisations that adhere to Salafism or to the Muslim Brotherhood. I want clarification of our relationships with countries that harbour ideologues of radical Islam and burkini merchants. I do designate the problems that we have to radical Islam. Catholicism, Protestantism, or Judaism do not reject the Republic’s values despite a number of (past) clashes. All these religions live in peace with the Republic and with laïcité which is our common protection. But I hear some calling for a more restrictive laïcité. Why then affect people’s religious freedoms when only the onset of fundamentalism that is setting the Muslim world in flames is a threat to our society ? (…) My vision of things is that the Muslim religion must accept, unconditionally what other religions have accepted in the past.  

But Francois Fillon’s adherence to *laïcité* changes according to whom he is targeting. Despite a long French tradition of excluding religious affiliation while running for office, precisely out of adherence to *laïcité*, the candidate did not hesitate to refer to himself as a “follower of Charles De Gaulle… and a Christian”, a declaration that raised eyebrows even across the Atlantic and challenged up front the secular
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consensus in French politics. The all-out return to Christian identity politics that is called for and adhered to in opposition to Muslims was a deliberate choice. But the positions of the likes of Francois Fillon and, before him, Nicolas Sarkozy and now Laurent Waquier point to a blatant contradiction. While they constantly pose as staunch advocates of a repressive laïcité when speaking of the religious rights of Muslims, they nevertheless invoke religious freedoms or the “Judeo-Christian roots” of France to justify special arrangements for their political base. This is nothing short of preaching adherence to the law while blowing the dog whistle to his supporters, assuring them that white supremacy remains in place.

The omnipresence of Islamophobia during the campaign was such that candidates who did not engage in some form of promise to “hold Muslims to account” more than others, were immediately discredited. It was the case for Socialist Party candidate Benoit Hamon who not only was sabotaged by his own party but was also bitterly attacked the Manuel Valls’ camp for being too lenient with the so-called “Islamo-gauchisme” (Islamo-leftism), a term that is constantly used against non-Muslim opponents of Islamophobia and which shares the same logic as the term “Judeo-bolchevism”.

With a few notable exceptions, the convergence of the whole French political spectrum around Islamophobia was best illustrated by far-left political parties like Lutte Ouvrière (Trotskyists) which published a violent attack on the struggle against Islamophobia calling it the “Islamist Trojan horse” and “a trap”, and France Insoumise (Unsubmissive France) whose president Jean Luc Mélenchon has on multiple occasions declared his opposition to Muslims expressing their beliefs in public space and even supported the bill against Muslim nannies working with a headscarf.

After his election, Emmanuel Macron has so far failed to address the burning issue of Islamophobia and through his authority as a president to implement policies and nominate state agents who will be in charge of protecting laïcité as it is enshrined in the constitution. To the contrary, his Minister of Education, who openly declared his opposition to the presence of Muslim mothers wearing a headscarf during school trips, has launched “laïcité units” that will tour the country’s schools in order to tackle - among other things - “attacks against laïcité”, be it in the form of questioning

8. The new president of the main conservative party, Les Républicains.
schools’ curricula or adopting a dress code that does not “fit” - just like when in 2015 and 2016, Muslim school girls were expelled for wearing long skirts.

But despite direct attacks on Muslims, the so-called “Muslim vote” still represents a mirage worth running after. Even the most violent Islamophobes have not shied away from attempting to lure Muslim voters. The National Front’s Marine Le Pen and others from her campaign team have openly sought to seduce Muslim voters in a rather incoherent if not awkward manner. Invoking the love of the country and promising them protection from radical Islam, the far right just like conservatives urged “patriotic Muslims” or “France-loving Muslims” to vote for them.

To his credit, Emmanuel Macron let public opinion know about his support for the original laïcité law of 1905 and his opposition to it being hijacked to promote Islamophobia. But members of his own government have made a series of declarations in favour of a more repressive vision of laïcité and gave reasons for observers to worry about further restrictions on Muslims. Only he can decide to reaffirm his authority on the topic and put some form of order within the ranks of his government.

Fundamental rights for Muslims are considerably shrinking. Secular fundamentalism, i.e the adherence to an ideological form of “laïcité” that is based on the direct attacks against religious visibility in public space which in turn is a non-avowed targeting of Muslims, has significantly expanded and the forces resisting it do not seem to cope, while political leaders instead of fighting it for the sake of protecting social cohesion, have found it to be a low-risk, high-return political tactic.

**Justice System**

Through the evolution of legislation, the visibility of Muslims in the public is yet again targeted by policymakers. In direct continuation with the European Court Of Justice’s March 2017 ruling,11 the French Cassation Court has given employers the legal tools to discriminate against Muslim women wearing a headscarf. Indeed, as the ECJ ruling considers that “An internal rule of an undertaking which prohibits the visible wearing of any political, philosophical or religious sign does not constitute direct discrimination”, the cassation court of France ruled that employers need to first write the prohibition of the headscarf along with other religious signs in the company’s internal ruling before considering terminating an employee for wearing it.

There are reasons to fear further legal discrimination. The French state has not changed its course on rulings targeting Muslim visibility. The newly nominated Laïcité Council of the Wise has among its members three of the most violent proponents of Islamophobia, namely Laurent Bouvet, Patrick Kessel and Alain Seksig. Furthermore, the current Minister of Education is a proponent of the new laïcité that restricts religious symbols in the public space. In an interview that went viral
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in November 2017, he declared that according to his “personal view on laïcité”, mothers wearing a headscarf must be excluded from attending school activities even as volunteers. His “personal views” are actually a recurring problem for Muslim mothers in France.

The Justice & Liberties For All Committee has been approached by a number of Muslim mothers in Paris who were first accepted to accompany their kids during a school trip but were then asked to leave unless they took off their headscarves. One school principal went as far as calling the police who notified a mother that she had no choice but to uncover her head while a busload of students and parents were watching. Such a case is far from being isolated as poor understanding of laïcité and ignorance of the law among public servants are a fertile soil for daily harassment of Muslim mothers. Such ignorance was further supported and exemplified by the State Secretary Christophe Castaner who declared on a major radio station that religious signs are prohibited in public space, an idea that is directly defended by the National Front’s Florian Philippot.

Failed Counter-Terrorism Strategy and the End of Rule of Law in France

The lone wolf theory has been completely discredited. It is not enough to say Allah Akbar to turn a criminal act into a terrorist attack.

Dr Francesco Ragazzi

The minority repression-based strategy has been chosen as French public opinion is calling for more “state authority” and more repression in the face of terrorism. It is hence no coincidence that 60% of French public opinion was in favour of a permanent state of emergency despite its proven ineffectiveness in the face of terrorism. This can be explained by the political communication that has been chosen by the majority of political parties and the media who have successfully normalised the idea that terrorism is inherently a Muslim problem and that by extension, Muslims themselves, their places of worship and businesses are a threat to national security.

The current government of Edouard Philippe (PM) and its predecessors have constantly used the term “radicalisation” and applied it in various ways: “radicalised individuals”, “radical preachers”, “radical mosques”, “radical Islam”, and the list goes on. But before addressing the problematic use of such vague terms, the term “radicalisation” it-
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self has not been defined by the French state - but we do know against whom it is applied. When the “radicalisation” figures were published in March 2017, the rapporteurs were cautious enough to begin by acknowledging that “radicalisation” is “an ambiguous concept that is being used under the pressure of events”. Furthermore, the figures given by the government point to the absence of clear criteria to report people and to the dangers of state-encouraged delation.

The Anti-Terrorist Co-ordination Unit figures (UCLAT) published the following figures:

1. Individuals on the Terrorism Prevention Database (FSPRT)
   A total of 17,393 individuals were enrolled in the FSPRT, including:
   • 7,400 individuals reported by the prefectures via the Security Staff Majors (EMS);
   • 5,346 individuals reported by the public via CNAPR;
   • 5,799 objectives registered by police or gendarmerie services.

2. Origin of reports validated by National Centre of Assistance and Prevention of Radicalisation (CNAPR)
   • Of the 5,651 reports validated by the CNAPR:
     • 3,939 came from calls to the toll-free number;
     • 770 came from the Ministry of the Interior’s online form;
     • 941 came from emails from the police and gendarmerie.

In addition, Emmanuel Macron’s Minister of Interior Gérard Collomb gave the figure of “18,500 reported individuals and counting”. Contradictions with the previous figures aside, the French government must be held accountable for the thousands of people that have been reported without knowing it and without the people reporting them knowing what they are reporting. The CNAPR is an open call for delation and ill-intentioned denunciation as it was extensively reported by human rights organisations during the state of emergency.

Furthermore, the government released its four-page assessment of the state of emergency ahead of its decision to lift it. According to the document, 19 places of worship were shut down by the government. But just like the opaque if not arbi-
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inary criteria used to report people, the French government must clarify the basis on which its agents make their decisions to punish whole communities by shutting down their places of worship.

However, when it comes to members of Zionist organisations who join the Israeli army and commit war crimes against Palestinians or members of the far-right nebula who join pro-Russian forces in the Ukraine to receive military training and take part in the conflict, the government and the media do not use the term “radicalisation”. As a matter of fact, such information does not make it to mainstream media and is not taken into consideration by the government.

In an interview for this report, Dr Francesco Ragazzi, a lecturer of International Relations at the University of Leiden who specialises on global security, gave the following assessment of the current and previous governments’ approach to “radicalisation”:

There is great opacity when it comes to the criteria used by governments to label individuals as “radicals”. The problem is that many untrained professionals are asked to all of a sudden become counter-terrorism experts and report cases of “radicalisation”, something that has not been defined. The short training sessions they are offered are not enough and reporting the wrong people becomes inevitable. As the multiple terrorist attacks have shown, we do know which individuals are dangerous. After each attack, authorities find out that the culprit was already on a watch list. The problem is not to know who’s going to be the next radical on the list, but which dangerous individual that is being watched - because they are always members of a network - is going to take action. The lone wolf theory has been completely discredited. In addition, it is not enough for someone to say “Allah Akbar” to turn a criminal act into a terrorist attack. What must be done by governments that intend to seriously tackle terrorism in a much more efficient and effective manner, is to adopt a strict division of roles. Education professionals cannot play the role of the police but both need to be able to communicate without political pressure from outside.

The direct consequences of opacity and arbitrariness are challenges to the very notion of France being a democracy where the rule of law prevails. The anti-terrorism law of 2017 that was passed soon after the election of Emmanuel Macron is a direct attack against it. Staunch criticism came from historic NGOs such as the French Human Rights League which raised four “priority preliminary rulings on


constitutionality” on the basis that the law represented “serious risks of abuse and misuse of powers”.

The endangering of civil liberties under Emmanuel Macron’s tenure cannot be underestimated. The country’s renowned legal experts such as Mireille Delmas Marty called the transition from the state of emergency to its lifting through the passing of the anti-terrorism law, a passage to “soft despotism” which is no understatement coming from one of the most respected academics.

The Defender of Rights (Ombudsman) Jacques Toubon, declared on his side that “if the implementation of the law leads to targeting in 99% of the cases people who share the same religion, we instil a kind of dissolvent of national cohesion, a poisonous pill.” Furthermore, the bill raised concerns at the UN level. UN rapporteur Michel Forst blasted the bill for relying on a “vague definition of terrorism” and wrote, “What France is doing is not trivial. We want France to do better so it doesn’t inspire bad practices in other countries”. It is only a question of time before France’s example is used by other countries. But in turn, this means that France can no longer lecture other countries on the rule of law.

On top of the law on mass surveillance that was passed in 2015 and which has put the whole country’s radio and online communication under surveillance and the widespread use of notes blanches to put individuals under house arrest, wiretap their phones or raid their homes, the 2017 counter-terrorism law includes the extreme measures of the state of emergency. Places of worship and organisations can now be shut at the discretion of the prefect which is highly problematic given the multiple cases of innocent Muslim citizens whose homes were raided, who were put under house arrest and lost their jobs because of arbitrary decisions taken by their area’s prefect. In total, 19 Muslim places of worship have been closed by the government, 749 individuals were placed under house arrest, over 4,500 police raids were conducted and the list of individuals under government surveillance has reached 25,000.

23. “Question Prioritaire de Constitutionnalité” could be translated as an application for a preliminary ruling on the conformity of a legislative provision with the French Constitution.
27. “White notes” are documents used by intelligence agencies which are not signed, dated or have a header but contain written accusations against someone by an intelligence officer with no need to prove the accusation.
Employment
In a ruling on December 19, the administrative court of appeal of Versailles (Yvelines), sided with the decision of the Hospital of Saint-Denis (North of Paris) to cancel an internship agreement with a man because of his beard. The latter was deemed in violation of the secular law and neutrality of the public service.29

The Coordination Against Racism and Islamophobia (CRI) has reported similar cases of discrimination at work. For instance in La Rochelle (Atlantic Coast of France), a man’s employment was terminated by his employer after weeks of harassment for having a beard that was deemed a “sign of religious extremism”. The CRI has further reported 15 cases of anti-Muslim hate speech at work which, of course, went unreported.30

Anti-Muslim discrimination is already massive in France. Previous studies that were published a few years ago are still relevant. In 2015 already, a study31 by Marie Anne Valfort (Paris School of Economics) concluded that Muslim job applicants were four times more likely of being discriminated against than candidates with a Catholic name. In the case of Muslim women, the European Network Against Racism (ENAR) concluded that wearing a headscarf reduces a job applicant’s chances of securing a job to 1%.32 France Stratégie, a think tank that is under the Prime Minister’s authority, concluded that discrimination in general cost over 150 billion euros to the French economy.33

Media
In October, when Harvey Weinstein’s multiple sexual assaults made international news, feminist activists in France launched the #balancetonporc online campaign in order to encourage women to call out those who had targeted them. A few weeks later, Tariq Ramadan, a prominent Swiss Muslim figure found himself in the midst of a national hysteria that was launched by his long-time political rivals and carried throughout the media in order to portray him as the “symptomatic case of a Muslim who has problem with women”. Several women came forward and accused him of sexual misconduct. The public trial of Tariq Ramadan became the trial of all Muslim communities which were accused of being too silent.

The violence of the controversy reached its peak when satiric newspaper *Charlie Hebdo* accused Edwy Plenel, the co-founder of investigative newspaper *Mediapart* of having known all along about Tariq Ramadan’s rape allegations and not speaking up about it. (Fig. 2) To Edwy Plenel, *Charlie Hebdo’s* headlines were “a declaration of war against Muslims by a misguided left”.

*Le Bondy Blog*, an online media that is referred to as the voice of the banlieues, was not spared. Using the Tariq Ramadan affair as a platform, former Prime Minister Manuel Valls renewed the attacks against *Mediapart* and Edwy Plenel and targeted *Le Bondy Blog* for being “too lenient with political Islam”.

What is relatively surprising but nonetheless disturbing, is the silence from traditional Islamic institutions such as the UOIF (Union of Islamic Organisations of France), the Grand Mosque of Paris, the FNMF (National Federation of Muslims) and umbrella organisations such as the CFCM, in the face of repeated assaults against Muslims by the country’s political elites, the media, secular fundamentalist organisations and more worryingly, in the aftermath of the Tariq Ramadan affair.

Individuals who in normal times are in fierce battles to be recognised as “representatives” of French Muslims were nowhere to be found as violent rhetoric from columnists, political and media figures and militant organisations were targeting Muslims for being Muslims. It is to be feared that fear has been internalised by traditional Islamic organisations and that respectability politics, although having been a blatant failure, still seem to be the chosen strategy.

In its weekly supplement, conservative and heavily subsidised *Le Figaro* (6,456,112 euros in state subsidies in 2016) dedicated the front cover of its weekly supplement *Le Figaro Magazine* to “The Islamosphere, An Investigation into Islam’s Agents of Influence”. (Fig. 3) The 11-page-long “investigation” by Judith Weintraub, who does not hide her anti-Muslim views either on social media or on television,
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contained a list of all public figures who either took a stance against Islamophobia or called out the hijacking of laïcité to turn it against Muslims. Even those who have no direct connections with Islamic institutions or anti-Islamophobia organisations were not spared. Among the targets were leading laïcité scholar Jean Baubérot; socio-anthropologist Edgar Morin; author of The myth of Islamisation Raphael Lliogier; author Rokhaya Diallo; Jean Louis Bianco, head of the state-sanctioned Observatory of Laïcité; Houria Boutheldja, head of the Republic’s Indigenous Party; or anthropologist Emmanuel Todd who authored Who is Charlie.35

The allegations that an Islamist network of agents had infiltrated the French Republic were further supported by interviews of two other prominent anti-Muslim activists. The first one with former Socialist Prime Minister Manuel Valls whose flirtatious relationship with far-right ideas is no longer a secret, and the second with Pascal Bruckner who had just released a new essay titled “Islamophobia, The Imaginary Racism”.36 Blasting those who oppose Islamophobia, Bruckner declared in the interview, “[F]ormer Communists, Trotskyists, Maoists compete in their allegiance to bigotry provided it is carried by the followers of the Quran. They hate France not because it oppresses Muslims, but because it frees them. From then on, the enemy in their eyes becomes secularism and especially the dissidents of Islam…”37

While proponents of Islamophobia claim freedom of speech to normalise anti-Muslim rhetoric, they are nonetheless first in line to call for censorship of their opponents. The following event best illustrates how French institutions have been infiltrated by strong proponents of Islamophobia and have been weakened by the lack of political courage.

36. Pascal Bruckner “Islamophobia, le racisme imaginaire”, Grasset
On October 3, the University of Lyon II decided to cancel a long-scheduled event titled “Fighting Islamophobia, A Question of Equality” after a violent campaign was launched by far-right activists, staunch advocates for an Islam-hostile version of laïcité like the LICRA (League Against Racism and Anti-Semitism), Comité Laïcité République and Le Printemps Républicain. Among the attendees, were the European Commission’s Coordinator Against Anti-Muslim Hatred David Figgieri, the head of the state sanctioned Observatory of Laïcité Jean Louis Bianco, several academics, advocates and legal experts. The University of Lyon, following the demands made by opponents of the event, decided to cancel the event by claiming that “the conditions to guarantee the serenity of the exchanges and the good progress of debates around the question of Islamophobia and its political stakes have not been met”. To many observers, this was a case of censorship and of violation of freedom of speech. In response, three hundred academics and researchers jointly signed a letter titled “To Counter Censorship, Defend Academic Freedoms” in which they expressed their “worries” of seeing
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heads of higher education institutions trying to control what can and what cannot be debated. 42

State-owned media represent a major part of the problem. State-owned France 2, for instance, has turned one of its most viewed weekly shows into a platform for Islamophobes to spread their ideas without serious challenges. Notorious activists like Michel Onfray, Alain Finkielkraut, or Manuel Valls have been given a platform to further spread their ideas with no real contradiction on behalf of the hosts. With or without Islamophobes on the set, Islam and Muslims are the permanent topic, always treated in the absence of Muslims themselves. Their absence is no coincidence. The unavoidable result is that Islam is constitutively perceived as a foreign entity that is not compatible with French values as shown in figure 4.

The same applies to the radio. The example of France Culture (part of state-owned Radio France) where Alain Finkielkraut has a weekly show speaks volumes on the silence on behalf of state regulators when it comes to violent anti-Muslim rhetoric. Finkielkraut, a strong advocate for white supremacy through assimilation, the “clash of civilisations”, repression against visible Islam, Muslims and activists, is given a platform on taxpayers’ money. It is during his show that one of his guests and director of the Shoah Memorial George Bensoussan declared that “Arabs are breastfed anti-Semitism” which prompted anti-racist organisations to press charges - in vain, however. Despite repeated racist attacks against Muslims and other minorities and his historic contribution to the rise of Islamophobia since the mid-80s (he was among the first to call for banning Muslim visibility in public schools and is a co-founder of the militant secular fundamentalist organisation Comité Laïcité République), Alain Finkielkraut has so far never been disciplined by his superiors or by the Ministry of Culture.

The convergence from the far-right to left-wing organisations has been made possible around the targeting of Muslim activists and any other opponents of Islamophobia. That organisations push for their ideological agenda is not new and is part of the democratic debate, but for institutions such as universities which are supposed to be places of free debate and intellectual development to choose censorship at the request of such organisations is a deeply worrying situation.

Such censorship is not reserved for Muslim activists.

Broader grassroots anti-racist organisations are under heavy pressure from the French state whose agents fear the well-coordinated work of white supremacists and secular fundamentalists (in the form of formal or informal networks). For instance, the Afro-Feminist event “Nyansapo” was violently attacked for hosting an event exclusively for radicalised people and then was targeted by the socialist mayor of Paris.

Anne Hidalgo, who declared the seizing of the Prefect of Paris in order to prevent the event from taking place despite it being held in a private hall.\textsuperscript{43} When the SUD union of teachers organised a non-mixed event on “state racism”, fury came not only from conservatives, the far right and their allies from the left but also from the Minister of Education himself who sued the union for using the term “state racism”.\textsuperscript{44} As stated by African thinker Achille Mbembe in a November 2017 interview, “we are witnessing a dramatic decline of the idea of equality… the “Other” seems to arouse only disgust, the very figure of what one can not bear anymore.”\textsuperscript{45} France is no exception in Europe, as a matter of fact, the 2016 report proved its role as the laboratory of Islamophobia and its leading role in the West to legalise anti-Muslim discrimination and marginalisation.

Censorship and political repression have become ever more acceptable under the disguise of fighting “political Islam”, “communautarism” or “attacks against laïcité”. Such convergence between the far right, neo-Nazis, Zionist and self-proclaimed left-wing organisations is not new but has only solidified with time. The Lyon II event stated above was only one example of many.

Even state institutions such as the National Digital Council (Conseil National du Numérique) was pressed by the Secretary of State in charge of digital affairs Mounir Mahjoubi in order to revoke the nomination of Rokhaya Diallo. The latter was singled out for her stance against Islamophobia and for calling out “state racism” which gave grounds for the same informal pro-white supremacy network to target her. As the government bowed (again) to their demands, the head of the council, Marie Ekeland, along with the majority of the board decided to resign\textsuperscript{46} in protest of the government’s interference to expel Rokhaya Diallo from it.

In an interview to \textit{Le Monde}, Zekri, head of the Observatory of Islamophobia, declared that the decline of anti-Muslim acts are to be linked in part to “the nomination of a prefect responsible for securing places of worship”. According to Zekri “1,098 Muslim sites, mosques or prayer rooms have benefited of protection of the security forces in 2016”. He also noted and praised the efforts of the French state for “the installation of video surveillance devices around certain mosques” and for


\textsuperscript{46} Marie Ekeland, “Demain un autre jour”, \textit{CNNum} (December 19, 2017), retrieved January 7, 2018 from https://cnnumerique.fr/demain_autrejour.
having “made a major financial effort: 341,000 euros in 2016 and 756,000 euros in 2015” to supply CCTV equipment.47

On its side, the state-sanctioned CNCDH (National Consultative Commission on Human Rights) noted no decrease of its “tolerance index”48 (figure 5) in its March 2017 report. Such dramatic difference between the country’s human rights body and the state of public debate, legislative projects and normalised hate speech in the media, could either point to self-censorship from participants or to a wider silent and tolerant majority in the country.

Discrimination in housing

In the report, the Defender of Right makes it clear that “People who think they are perceived as Arab or black also face difficulties, with 39% of unsuccessful searches and 15% of searches lasting more than one year, and for the second 38% of unsuccessful searches and 22% of searches of which the duration exceeds one year.49

Being an immigrant or “perceived as not white” exposes individuals to unquestionable difficulties in looking for a place to rent. The access times and the rate of unsuccessful searches reported by persons belonging to these two social groups have the same gaps as those declared by the entire surveyed population.\(^{50}\)

Massive discrimination in housing was further proved by another survey conducted by the department of the TEPP (Labour, Employment and Public Policy) of the CNRS (National Centre for Scientific Research). Their team applied to 5,000 rental offers in 50 major cities around France, using the following fake names: Kevin Durand, Mohamed Chettouh, Sébastien Petit and Désiré Sambou. The results revealed that candidates with a North African-sounding name are 27% less likely to receive a response from the renting agency. In the case of rental ads posted by individuals, such candidates are 45% less likely to have an answer.\(^{51}\)

**Physical and Verbal attacks**

*Normalising a Muslim perspective and a Muslim presence in the media and civil society is already seen as a threat.*

Samia Hathroubi

In August, the Muslim feminist organisation Lallab made headlines after it denounced the French Civic Service Agency for removing one of their ads. The state agency had indeed acted after pressure came from Le Printemps Républicain and
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the National Front which accused the organisation of “Islamism”. The left-wing and far-right organisations’ allegations were followed by an op-ed written by Celine Pina and published in *Le Figaro*. Celine Pina, author of “Guilty Silence, Islamists, They Are Tall Only Because We Are on Our Knees”, who had previously compared the Muslim headscarf to “a Nazi armband”, wrote, “The state must clearly denounce Lallab as a laboratory of Islamism” thus feeding a national controversy around the organisation.

In an interview for this report, Samia Hathroubi, a prominent French Muslim voice, stated that she has also been under fierce attacks for questioning “white supremacy” or anytime she uses the word “white”.

The attacks I face are both misogynistic and racist but there is a second phenomenon that is more complicated to tackle: attacks from an elite which cannot accept your criticism against structural racism and which will label you as ‘anti-Semitic’ or ‘close to the Muslim Brotherhood’ in order to prevent you from being published, from having a scholarship or from securing funding.

Similar cases of public demonisation were experienced by stand up comedian Yassine Belattar who was also accused of being an Islamist by another prominent platform of Islamophobia promotion, the weekly *Marianne*. The artist, who made several public appearances on TV platforms to call out racism and who stood against the ideological use of grief expressed after terrorism attacks to score political points, had several of his shows canceled after municipalities prohibited him from performing. Attacks were again orchestrated by *Le Printemps Républicain* and its allies from the left and the far right. Such attacks were also aimed at Muslim candidates during the legislative elections of June 2017. For instance, new faces running for office like Feiza Ben Mohammed, Hanan Zahouani or Nadia Omani were targets of well-coordinated smear campaigns attempted at discrediting them as candidates.

---


55. Samia Hathroubi, Interview with Yasser Louati 4 January 2018


Internet

Facebook and Twitter remain the two biggest platforms where Islamophobia finds safe space to spread. The two have been accused for years of letting racism express itself in the most violent ways. But the purveyors of Islamophobia also publish on their own websites before sharing their content on social media. The most active websites in 2017 were the following:

- **F Desouche (fdesouche.com):** This website was initially a blog and has become widely popular in the ranks of the far right. Rated as highly influential by *Le Monde, Arrêt Sur Image* and *Le Figaro*, it has indeed become a news aggregator with a capacity to influence public debate, and launch demonisation campaigns against political opponents be it individuals or organisations. Despite by its far-right editorial line, it has been working with left-wing organisations such as Le Printemps Républicain or the “anti-racist” organisation LICRA. When in October a conference against Islamophobia was organised at the University of Lyon, they were the first to call for its canceling and were later joined by the aforementioned organisations. They were also first in line to call for the dismissal of author and journalist Rokhaya Diallo when she was nominated to join the national digital council (CNNum).

- **Riposte Laïque (ripostelaïque.com):** Although not as influential as FDesouche, *Riposte Laïque* has used its highly violent rhetoric against Muslims and calls for violence against them to test the limits of French institutions and how much they can tolerate. Not shying away from propagating fake news, *Riposte Laïque* has engaged in disseminating rumours the ongoing Islamisation of France for instance with the election of Emmanuel Macron\(^59\) or going after Muslim female candidate Sandra Fourastier for daring to run for election: “Sandra Fourastier, with a beautiful French name, is a small 21-year-old convert who does not know how traitors generally end up: with a bullet in the back of the neck, usually inflicted by those whom they have betrayed, who do not trust them at all, for if you are treacherous one day, you are a traitor always, and they brutally murder them once they are done with them”.\(^60\)

- **Figarovox (www.lefigaro.fr/vox) is an affiliate to France’s right-wing newspaper Le Figaro.** The platform has been very active in promoting individuals engaged in the Islamophobia network. Although *Le Figaro* remains the major conservative newspaper, *Le Figarovox* has managed to give visibility to and promote personalities from both the left and the right when they agree on “keeping Islam in

---

59. Riposte Laïque, “Emmanuel Macron, le candidat des musulmans veut islamiser la France” (Emmanuel Macron, the Muslims’ Candidate Wants to Islamise France) (May 2, 2017), retrieved January 30, 2018 from https://www.youtube.com/user/ciceropicas.

check”, upholding an aggressive interpretation of *laïcité* or to feed the narrative of a “Muslim problem in France”.

- *Ikhwān* (ikhwan.info)
- *Boulevard Voltaire* (voltaire.fr)
- *J Forum* (jforum.fr)
- *Europe Israel* (europe-israel.org)

**Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network**

The following individuals and groups share a common belief in an ideologically biased form of *laïcité*. Rather than referring to *laïcité* as it is enshrined in the law and advocating a strict adherence to the law, their version of *laïcité* is a tool to be used in a permanent war against the visibility of Muslims in public space and an all out war against the normalisation of their presence. To further assert the identity-based approach to *laïcité*, this secular fundamentalist network claims that the terrorist threat could be thwarted by applying their more repressive version of *laïcité*. We see such belief in the manifesto of Le Printemps Républicain and various publications and public stances by its members as well as those from the Comité Laïcité République and the LICRA (League Against Racism and Anti-Semitism).

Le Printemps Républicain and its allies from the Comité Laïcité République and the LICRA have so far managed to spark controversy after controversy. They were behind the attacks against individuals and the censoring of opposing voices. What raises concern is not only the violence of their racist rhetoric wrapped in a love of the republican discourse but the weak resistance by state institutions and the silenced voices of those who oppose them. Furthermore, such left-wing secular fundamentalist pressure groups continuously find themselves converging white supremacist, neo-Nazi and neo-fascist organisations like Riposte Laïque, Résistance Républicaine, FDeSouche or the National Front and its affiliates as well as powerful pro-Israeli organisations like the CRIF (Representative Council of Jewish Institutions).

Le Printemps Républicain was founded in 2016 and has since been among the first to spark controversies centred around Islam and Muslims and has managed to keep them both at the centre of public debates. Their loose if not non-existent clear definitions of “radical Islam”, “political Islam”, and “Muslim Brotherhood” allow its members to attack any individual or organisation that does not agree with their narrow definition of *laïcité* which is no different from the one adopted by the rest of the left-wing Islamophobia network.

Le Printemps Républicain was co-founded by Laurent Bouvet, theorist of the “cultural security” concept, based on the assumption that French Muslims are taking over the French Republic’s identity rather than embracing it; Gilles Clavreul, a protégé of Manuel Valls who shot to prominence by declaring that he believed there is a “hierarchy of racisms” as he had just been nominated head of the antiracist state...
agency DILCRAH; the mayor of the 20th arrondissement of Paris Frédérique Calandra who is in a constant war against local anti-Islamophobia activists even if she does not have the same level of visibility as the two previous individuals.

The Comité Laïcité République was co-founded in 1989 after then Minister of Education Lionel Jospin sided with the Council of the State that ruled in favour of accepting schoolgirls with their headscarves in public schools. Alain Finkielkraut was among its co-founders. It is now presided by Patrick Kessel who also signed Le Printemps Républicain’s manifesto. The organisation is best know for its yearly Prix de la laïcité (laïcité prize) in order to hijack it from the state and overshadow the official Observatory of Laïcité that grants strict adherence to the law.

At the political level, Les Républicains is no longer a traditional conservative party. Its centre-right component has lost the ideological battle and has been marginalised by the more hardcore, far-right leaning side of the party. Calling for more state authority and a return to “traditional values”, the party’s elite no longer shy away from targeting Muslims themselves without using terms like “radical Islam”. The difference between the right and the far right is more blurred than ever and Islamophobia will be part of the party’s strategy for years to come especially after Laurent Wauquiez was elected president of the party with an openly racist platform.

Manuel Valls has made a name for himself as a strong advocate of Islamophobia even though he refers to the term as an “Islamist trojan horse”. His reputation is due to his countless racist declarations which had previously prompted Marine Le Pen to feel like she is reading her own speeches when Manuel Valls speaks.62 One of his most remarked declaration on “the Muslim problem” was made during a colloquium organised by El País in Spain.63

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia
Civil society has shown capacity and potential to converge around the struggle against Islamophobia. But the lack of coherence, coordination and unity remain a long-term problem. Even within the anti-Islamophobia network, rivalries among activists and organisations are a sign that there is a a lack of political maturity. In the long run, this results in wasted resources and lost opportunities.

On December 10, the fourth “Day against Islamophobia” was held in the city of Saint Denis (North of Paris) and brought together a wide range of progressive intellectuals who reaffirmed their commitment to fighting Islamophobia in the face of the permanent climate of hate. Activists, academics, authors, union leaders and researchers shared a common platform and voiced a call to


action after the presidential and legislative elections unleashed more Islamophobic rhetoric and violence.

The Parti Égalité et Justice (Equality and Justice Party) launched 52 candidates for the legislative elections of June 2017. All of the candidates were from racialised backgrounds with experience in grassroots activism. The initiative was viciously attacked both for putting forward female candidates wearing headscarves and for its links with Turkish networks.

Presidential candidate Benoit Hamon (Socialist Party), despite having been sabotaged by his own political party and bitterly attacked by the Manuel Valls camp for not being aggressive enough against Muslims or for calling out the hijacking of laïcité, refused to lead an identity-based electoral campaign and stood firm in the face of attacks from his own camp and opposing ones. His name is still in line to build a new progressive political platform.

In support of Lallab and in a clear sign of exasperation with constant demonisation and calls for censorship, a wide collective of intellectuals, activists, artists and political figures signed a joint column titled “Stop Islamophobic Cyberbullying against Lallab”. The column was hugely successful in mobilising a wide portion of civil society and strengthened the organisation in the face of white supremacy-tainted feminism as advocated by the likes of Elizabeth Badinter or Laurence Rossignol (notorious for her comparing Muslim women wearing a headscarf to “American negroes who were in favour of slavery”).

In order to gain political and institutional momentum against racism and repression, the Justice & Liberties For All Committee was officially launched in May 2017 in Paris, France. The organisation aims at being a force of mobilisation through popular education and grassroots activism, while its research and institutional outreach branches aim at developing a counter-narrative and building coalitions at the national, European and transatlantic level. In June, it coordinated the sending of a delegation to Los Angeles, California to meet with local activists, grassroots organisations and NGOs. The initiative later led to the emergence of a transatlantic coordination against racism and repression composed of American-, British- and French-based organisations. The latter made its first public appearance during the OSCE’s 2017 Human Dimension Implementation Meeting in September 2017 in Warsaw.

After the far-left political party Lutte Ouvrière’s “Le piège de la lutte contre l’islamophobie”, another far-left political party, this time the New Anticapitalist Party published a reply in which they condemned such blanket attacks against anti-racist activists. The potential for civil society is there and awaits to be unleashed. A new generation of activists is indeed pushing lines and breaking traditional barriers between activists of the same camp. The anti-Islamophobia camp though lacks the means to professionalise the work of its activists and go from denunciation to offering a credible alternative.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

Identity and security remain the two axes around which Islamophobia has best expressed itself. Despite the election of a new and much younger president, censorship and political repression are becoming ever more normalised and legitimised to protect identity and security. The permanent state of emergency has turned France into a country where the rule of law is under serious threat with a weakened and disorganised Muslim minority that lacks political leverage to assert its rights.

It is on the French state to reassert its authority and commitment to the founding principles of the French Republic in the face of continuous ideological assaults. The continuous hijacking of laïcité is a long-term problem for it has engrained the idea in French public opinion that it is a tool solely used as an end to tackle the visibility of Muslims and any religious visibility in public space. The following recommendations are, therefore, put forward:

• Grant autonomy of the justice system and abolish the system of nomination of prosecutors by the government.
• Abolish the use of “white notes” by intelligence services and rely on investigation and proof rather than mere suspicion to prosecute individuals.
• Involve grassroots organisations, legitimate community leaders and education personnel to elaborate more effective counter-terrorism.
• Abolish the newly adopted measure in the 2017 anti-terrorism law that allows arbitrary closing down of places of worship unless a clear definition of radicalisation is adopted and alternatives are offered to affected communities. Freedom of speech is a fundamental right even in places of worship, as long there is no disruption of public safety.
• Protect academic freedom by giving the means to places of higher education to engage in societal debate without fear of pressure from lobbies or political parties.
• Protect freedom of speech by pressing state-owned media to adhere to a charter of plurality and promote Muslim visibility to normalise their presence.

• Cancel state subsidies to media outlets that promote individuals condemned for incitement of hatred, calling for discrimination, violence against individuals or who were proven guilty of promoting racism.
• Cancel state subsidies to media outlets which have been condemned of hate speech.
• Facilitate the right of reply to individuals or organisations when attacked on media platforms.
• Train top management of state-owned media on Islamophobia, its consequences on how they protect social cohesion by combatting it.
• Reinforce state authority in applying laïcité as it is enshrined in the French Constitution.
• Launch a nationwide assessment on the effects of the 2004 ban on headscarves in public schools.
• Include discrimination cases in official statistics of anti-Muslim racism.
• In strict adherence to laïcité, government officials and public office holders must be prohibited from interfering with religious affairs. Religious communities must be left to choose their own representatives and to organise on an autonomous basis.
• Apply existing laws against discrimination at work and increase fines for companies.
• Grant freedom of religion and thought in workplaces

Chronology
• **25.01.2017:** Director of Shoah Memorial Georges Bensoussan is tried for his racist declarations on state-owned radio station France Culture on a show hosted by Alain Finkielkraut. He declared, “Today we are in the presence of another people in the French nation, which is regressing a number of democratic values that have brought us. [...] There will be no integration until we get rid of that atavistic anti-Semitism that is hidden, like a secret...anti-Semitism, is breasted to them (Muslims).”
• **29.06.2017:** One year after the international burkini controversy, the mayor of communal de Lorette bans the same outfit in and around the town’s body of water prompting anti-racist organisations to press charges for “religious discrimination”.
• **23.08.2017:** The “Stop Islamophobic Cyberbullying against Lallab” column is published in support of the organisation.
• **23.08.2017:** Celine Pina publishes her column “The state Must Clearly Denounce Lallab as a Laboratory of Islamism”.
• **03.10.2017:** The University of Lyon II cancels a conference on Islamophobia after being pressured by the far right- and left-wing organisations.
• **06.10.2017**: *Le Figaro* publishes its dossier “The Islamopshere”.

• **30.10.2017**: The law to reinforce domestic security and counter-terrorism is adopted.

• **10.12.2017**: The Minister of Education Jean Michel Blanquer declares, “Mothers should not be allowed to wear a headscarf during school trips”.68

• **19.12.2017**: The administrative court of appeal (CAA) of Versailles (Yvelines), in a decision of December 19, backed the decision of the Hospital of Saint-Denis (North of Paris) which canceled an internship agreement with a man because of his beard. The latter was deemed in violation of the secular law and neutrality of the public service.

• **29.12.2017**: Christophe Castaner, State Secretary to the Prime Minister, declares that “religious signs are prohibited in the public space” in regards to Muslim women who take part in school field trips. The declaration sparked uproar among specialists of *laïcité*. No law in France prohibits religious signs in the public space.69

---
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Executive Summary

This 2017 report tells the story of how Islamophobia has been a convenient geopolitical and a policy-relevant catalyst for racism writ large in Germany. This trend “started” publically with a defence against “Islam” and “Muslims,” but emerged clearly, yet at times also subtly, as a call for more “Whiteness” in 2017. In multicultural times, this might be explained by the fact that it is still easier to infer an attacked German “culture,” than to call for a white German “culture.” The latter trope is also constitutive of a narrative around an angry and marginalized white German “protest voter” that ties a post-World War II German identity, on the one hand, to an aggrieved and victimized “Whiteness” at Germany’s national core, on the other hand. This very paradox is anchored in the masterful straddle between “white neglected, marginalized, and angry outsiders” and Germany’s “white national core.” Thus, this year’s focus rests on the neoliberal version of white supremacist political parties in Europe, such as the Alternative for Germany (Alternative für Deutschland, AfD), along with the political and social strengthening of neo-Nazi/right-wing extremists and the changes in the phenomena of violence that accompany these developments. In the first 210 days of 2017, 205 politically motivated attacks on parliamentarians took place. The year 2017 also witnessed around 5.2 attacks on refugees and 0.3 attacks on aid workers per day, along with around a total of 100 attacks on mosques, as well as, around 908 attacks on German Muslims.

In this report, “Whiteness” is not understood as a skin-/color, but as a moral and economic codification of power relations along ethnic and racializing lines that operates transnationally. Whiteness thus not only takes on the role of the disguised and invisible norm, but also that of “neutrality,” as will become clearer with the legal ban against the Muslim headscarf. Whiteness should also be understood as pivotal for discursive debates such as the German “Leading Culture Debate,” proposals for a new Asylum Law, or debates around an alleged “Muslim anti-Semitism” that threatens German democracy. Moreover, in German media, 60-80% of the representations of Muslims and Islam are portraying the latter two as physically violent, gender oppressive, religiously fanatic and/or fundamentalist, as well as socially and culturally backward.

The year 2017 also marks one in which official statistics of Islamophobic attacks were registered and made publically available by the government for the first time. This report had a limited scope and much more could have been written about how the issue of Islam, refugees and immigration ruled this year’s election campaign, marginalizing almost all other issues. In conclusion, Islamophobia remains an undeniable force in contemporary German politics.
Zusammenfassung


Das Jahr 2017 markiert auch das Jahr, in dem offizielle Statistiken islamophober Angriffe registriert und von der Regierung zum ersten Mal öffentlich zu-
gänglich gemacht wurden. Abschließend muss gesagt werden, dass dieser Bericht begrenzt ist - viel mehr hätte über die einzelnen Themen oder Fälle geschrieben werden können; wie z.B. über die Deportationen illegalisierter Flüchtlinge, mögliche Änderungen im Asylrecht, mehr Sicherheitspolitik an Europas Grenzen, Flüchtlingsfamiliennachzug, oder wie das Thema Islam, Flüchtlinge und Immigration die Wahlkampagne dieser Wahl anführte und fast alle anderen Themen marginalisierte. Aber da Islamophobie auch weiterhin eine unleugbare Kraft im heutigen Deutschland zu sein scheint, wird es auch in naher Zukunft noch weitere Möglichkeiten geben darüber zu schreiben.
Introduction

In times of increasing social polarizations, content voids come into existence around issues of politically sensitive but relevant debates, often left for “antagonistic” camps to fill. Identity and racism are two of those sensitive issues. Discussions around Islamophobia and racism in Germany are still at the beginning, with their agents desperately trying to assert their place in a diverse German nation. German (white) identity, on the other hand, in the wake of a post-economic collapse and ongoing crisis, seems to attempt its own representation via tropes of an aggrieved white German core, marginalized, and thus in need of “re-centering.” Hence, when it comes to Islamophobia in 2017, three issues shaping political possibilities and structural limitations within Germany circumscribe this report – all three are outlined in the following chapter in more detail. Most notably, this report calls to attention the rising political power of white nationalism and white conservatism that profited from and accelerated due to the public hysteria around Islam, an imagined German cultural demise and European victimization tropes. Islamophobia undoubtedly became the litmus test of and for political power in Germany and Europe. In a more polarized society, collecting data about minority rights and racism in particular, can thus fill the missing factual gaps of differently lived realities in the same country.

Significant Incidents and Developments

Firstly, there exists a worrying trend of member states of the European Union (EU) shifting to the political right. Within Germany, it is the Alternative for Germany party (Alternative für Deutschland, AfD) that has peddled right-wing, conservative and politically disenfranchised former left-wing voters into its democratic fold. The AfD, including its Islamophobic party program, has been a convenient “retreat” arranged primarily for the conservative parts of the upper and middle classes. A final point here is that it seems reasonable to argue that global (i.e. U.S., Filipino, Indian) as well as European trends have shown that “conservatism” and right-wing extremism can be artfully merged in neoliberal times, with right-wing ideologies embracing a particular form of democratic order, rather than fighting against it entirely. This report thus has a strong focus on white conservatism and neo-Nazi activity, including its non-Muslim targets such as politicians or individuals, who are in favour of refugee rights. It could be argued that society could either witness an erosion of democracy with democratic means or, a return to older forms of Greek and imperial democracy, characterized by a political economy that grants full democracy to only a few.

The second important contextual issue is that the phantasmatic German mainstream label of “migrant” for people who have been escaping war. The latter discursive move blends in well with a general trend that shows the conflation
of terminologies such as refugees, migrants, Muslims and people of color in media, politics and everyday parlance. This powerful linguistic and social move downplays the global crisis of forced displacements\(^1\) to the mere level of “economic migration,” thus paving the way for even more discriminatory or racist resentment, as detailed later in this report. Sadly, the forced displacement of people reached an all-time high\(^2\) with 66 million people displaced worldwide in 2016. Europe’s fear of being overrun by non-white and non-European people from the global south, however, is put in context by the fact that the main countries of asylum for refugees were Turkey, Pakistan, Lebanon, Iran, Uganda, and Ethiopia\(^3\) - according to the same UNHCR report, Germany took in 669,500 refugees. The triple conflation of “refugee” with “migrant” and “Muslim” thus whitewashes global displacements based on militarization and war (EU, North America, China) and the global war over resources (primarily oil, gas, coltan/tantalum and REE, uranium and water) that are all primarily fought in non-Western and low-income countries. This report thus calls to attention the worrying trend of self-victimizing tropes of inferiority in the EU countries, which are accompanied by massive changes in legally dangerous and politically dubious securitization politics. The move from post-/colonial to securitization politics has over time been marshalled by liberal codes of moral wrong- and right-doings, whilst maintaining most of its material former structures – the year 2017 showed many of those effects - Islamophobia as a discourse being among them.

Thirdly, it is safe to attest that Islamophobia and the global refugee crisis are transnationally related and have led to local and European-wide accelerations of already deeply rooted racisms as well as an expansion of right-wing activities and a conservative tilt to the right of a significant proportion of the German public. The worrying trends toward an undermining of democracy as we have come to know it for the past 70 years is the core of this report. The ongoing structural increase of violence (in quality and quantity) since 2015 in Germany can today be investigated

---

1. According to the UNHCR definition, “forced displacement” is either inside a nation-state (internally displaced people, IDPs) or displaced across borders (refugees) as a result of persecution, conflict, violence or human rights violations. See the UNHCR Report 2016, “Global Trends – Forced Displacement in 2016”, retrievable at http://www.unhcr.org/globaltrends2016/.

2. This statistic is relevant only with reference to its historical limitation: global statistics by “International Organizations” such as the UNHCR, which was created in 1950, are thus limited in their historical scope and the possibilities for comparison they offer. It is, however, safe to say that until today the collection of “conflict” data remains inevitably difficult, due to the strenuous and difficult coordination between IOs, NGOs, and governments to collect comprehensive data on “people on the move” in low or high-intensity conflict situations, especially if access is limited.

3. Of all refugees worldwide, 5.5 million came from Syria, 2.5 million from Afghanistan, and 1.4 million came from South Sudan. Additionally, “[n]ine of the top 10 refugee-hosting countries were in developing regions, according to the United Nations Statistics Division classification. Three of these (the Democratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, and Uganda) were classified as least developed countries, facing severe structural impediments to sustainable development in addition to the challenges of large refugee flows.” UNHCR Report 2016, Global Trends, p. 14.
and shown with data. Since the beginning of 2017, comprehensive nationwide police data sets are collected on racist or discriminatory violence in Germany and made public – though gaps still remain. Yet, data collection in times of discrimination is a political act, just as it is political not to collect data. For a more historical-political overview regarding the absence of data before 2017, see the 2015 Islamophobia Germany country report; for a more legal and discursive analysis see the Parallel Report submitted by the Federal Republic of Germany to the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination in 2015.\(^4\) This 2017 report is thus again born from the difficulty of breaching an incomprehensive and partially selective quantitative data set with qualitative studies to illustrate the magnitude of the described trends. Finally, due to the limited scope of the topic, much of the structural implications or important details are described only briefly in footnotes, while the report is necessarily selective and could not comprehensively cover all relevant developments that took place in 2017.

**Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events**

**Politics**

Two years of extreme Islamophobic violence in 2015 and 2016, the national elections in 2017 and the entry of the right-wing party Alternative for Germany (AfD) into the national parliament as the third-strongest represented party constitute worrying trends for German democracy. The entry of the AfD into parliament might have served as a temporary buffer for more direct and person-centred violence and could explain the slight decrease of Islamophobic incidents – yet, statistically, the number is too marginal to be able to make a general statement. The slight decrease in Islamophobic incidents is, after all, mirrored by an increase in general racism. Some might argue that it is the quiet before the storm; others might argue the AfD will soon prove their inability to govern. Whatever will come of Europe’s tilt to the right, Germany as the strongest country in the EU is representative of a general European trend and is without a government since the September 2017 national election - most likely even until March 2018. This is the longest time that German political fractions have taken to find a suitable coalition partner.

The current European context shows an erosion of support for mainstream parties; the Socialist Democratic Party (SPD) lost most of its constituency and had the

worst election outcomes on record. During their election campaign, both the SPD and the Christian Democratic Party (CDU) started to embrace public demands for renewed debates about a German *Leitkultur* (leading culture), double-citizenship and a “ceiling” to the number of refugees allowed per year (set to 200,000 refugees per year according to the CDU). This is arguably an outcome of a general right-wing tilt of the voting constituency and the appeasement policies of the more mainstream parties. To defend those party goals, many of the mainstream politicians and parties would argue that “all Germans” would feel a certain sense of “cultural loss,” with the marginalized and angry AfD voter seemingly testifying to that disintegration. Thus, the rationale goes, in order to win back the supposedly lost and angry white German voter, one has to adapt to or accommodate to an extent an AfD discourse. In this way, the power-losing mainstream German parties and the power-winning AfD straddled the thick divide between “neglected outsider” and “national core” and successfully ran election campaigns that mainly centered on anti-refugee sentiments and anti-Muslim racism. For the AfD, this might be because – as referenced earlier – it is (still) easier to argue for an attacked German culture by Muslims, than to argue for a white (only) Germany.

In conclusion, it is a general European and German myth that neo-Nazi or strongly conservative ideologies ratchet up the more ‘socially acceptable’ forms of democratic worldviews due to class impoverishment or social neglect. In that same mythical vein, it also seems convenient to mark the former East as inherently more prone to racism and violence. Although an economic, or rather neoliberal, momentum is definitely present, anti-Muslim racism has a long tradition of being more than just an economic “career.” Islamophobia is also connected to white and Western fantasies of power: contemporary racializing discourse traffics its content via discursive pathways where “white victimization” and “white superiority” co-exist at the same time. Furthermore, those intersecting, yet seemingly paradoxical narratives have


6. Kate Connolly, “Shake Hands and Read Goethe: Attempt to Define German Values Draws Ire”, *The Guardian*, May 5, 2017, retrieved September 5, 2017 from https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/may/05/german-minister-resurrects-wary-debate-over-countrys-values. Connolly writes, “The word Leitkultur was originally a farming term to describe dominant plant varieties within a habitat. It has long been a favourite word of Germany’s right-wing thinkers, but was first used as a political term by the Syrian Islam expert Bassam Tibi, from the University of Göttingen, central Germany. He said, 20 years ago, that Europe needed a Leitkultur to consolidate its common values, such as tolerance, separation of church and state, and human rights.”


always been expressed through cultural interpellations from imperial/colonial times to the present. This is best shown in the fact that the majority of votes that brought the AfD to power come from the middle class (29%) or upper classes (39%). The not so “new” wave of white-supremacist democrats thus stands in contrast to the more traditional German right-wing/extremist parties and their elites (i.e. NPD, die Republikaner), which historically garnered their constituency from low-income and “low-educated” backgrounds in a post-WWII Germany.

**Justice System**

The ongoing process against the National Socialist Underground (NSU) has by now reached the status of Germany’s trial of the century, next to the trial of the Red Brigades (RAF) and the Nuremberg Trials. With old men drinking beer with friends in basements in front of Hitler photos; with an accused woman (Beate Zschäpe) who cares more about cats than humans whilst being the (almost fetishized) main focus of the German media (most likely due to her gender); to the point of crucial witnesses dying before they can further testify; to the state shredding important files relevant to the persecution; to finally hiring a fortune teller to solve the case. This trial has not only shown the darkest sides of Germany’s fight in shining light on right-wing organized crime, but has also made an international embarrassment of Germany’s justice and intelligence system. Today, the victims’ lawyers are primarily criticizing the federal prosecutor’s office for assuming that the NSU consisted solely of three people (two of them dead, and Zschäpe the only one left), thus whitewashing the possible existence of a wide network of NSU-supporters far beyond the names we know so far publically. After four years of trial, the final judgment is set for autumn 2018 in Munich and will most likely have a lasting effect since it will signal to German society how right-wing motivated crime is tried and managed in a country with a growing population of non-white and non-ethnic Europeans.

Another important legal event occurred in January 2017. After more than a decade of trying to ban the right-wing party NPD, the final legal judgment of Germany's...
High Court states that there is no legitimate ground to assume that the party would be able to achieve the dissolution of the democratic principles of the German legal and political system. In other words, the court saw the party with 6,000 party members as not posing a threat to German society, its political system or its public order.\textsuperscript{13} To date, there have only been two party bans in the Federal Republic of Germany: one against a successor of the NSDAP, the SRP, and the other against the communist KPD.

Less than a month after the Christmas market attack by Anis Amri in Berlin, the German government came forth with new legal milestones in January, propelling Germany’s security architecture onto the next level with a new draft law: the Asylum Law is supposed to be altered in order to ease the forced departure of refugees deemed illegal, including those that pose a threat for the internal security of Germany.\textsuperscript{14} From surveillance through electronic (ankle) tagging to the state’s right to analyse and access cell phones and data carriers of all sorts. According to the German government, the latter is done in order to retrieve the necessary security and identity information of its owner, either for the purpose of deportation or for security reasons. In the case of applications for asylum, 50-60% of all asylum seekers could be affected by the screening and securing of their data.\textsuperscript{15} In comparison, for criminals of German nationality, the screening and securing of private data (carriers) needs the legal approval of a judicial court in Germany and cannot be retrieved pre-emptively without legal clearance. Hence, questions as to whether the law will pass the Constitutional Court still remain.\textsuperscript{16}

\textbf{Employment}

In Germany, the public sector (state jobs such as in school teaching or lawyers hired by and working for the state) are regulated by federal and state law. The following descriptions thus intersect in various forms, but not solely, with the legal field as described above.


\textsuperscript{15} Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 18/11546, page 15.

The vociferous debate about the Muslim headscarf continues frivolously into each New Year and will most likely also entertain German public debates in the near future.\textsuperscript{17} This debate is particularly and highly gendered, trapping religiously devout Muslim women who wear the hijab (headscarf) at the exclusionary intersections of sexism (vis-à-vis Muslim men and other men) and racism (vis-à-vis white German society and other women). The German headscarf law is handled and interpreted differently in each federal state – it is thus hard to make general statements about its application due to the limits in time and space of the report. Overall, however, it is clear that the “Law of Neutrality,” which bans the headscarf in certain civil servant sectors, stands in opposition to German Basic Law and its engrained Freedom of Religion (Art. 4 Abs. 1 und 2 GG auf Glaubens- und Bekenntnisfreiheit).

An example from Berlin, the country’s capital, is that 2017 marks the year when more women sued the state for their discrimination on the job market in the public sector, such as being a teacher or lawyer. In an interview with Shemi Shabbat from the ADNB (Counselling Centre for Equal Treatment - against Discrimination, Berlin\textsuperscript{18}), he stated that the newly found courage to sue the state is the result of a new judgment passed by the Higher Labor Court on February 9, 2017. Therein the court stated the following:

In the present case, the defendant federal state [Berlin] has directly disadvantaged the plaintiff based on her religion, because it refused employment for the plaintiff at a general education school [Allgemeinbildende Schule] in the federal state of Berlin at a primary school (elementary school), because the plaintiff, as a devout Muslim, also wishes to wear a Muslim headscarf on the job. Based on § 2 NeutrG, the prohibition of wearing a Muslim headscarf in order to serve at a general education school at the primary level (and at secondary level I) constitutes a serious encroachment on the applicant’s fundamental right under Article 4 (1) and (2) [of the German] Basic Law. [...] According to the case law of the First Senate of the Federal Constitutional Court, to which the distinguished Chamber has joined, a blanket headscarf ban for teachers in public schools violates their fundamental right under Article 4 (1) and (2) GG to freedom of belief and confession (BVerfG, 27.01.2015, 1 BvR 471/10 and 1 BvR 1181/10 BVerfGE 138, 296 [BVerfG 27.01.2015 - 1 BvR 471/10, 1 BvR 1181/10], see also BVerfG, 18.10.2016, 1 BvR 354/11, NZA 2016, 1522 on the prohibition of headscarves for teachers at public day-care centres).\textsuperscript{19}


\textsuperscript{18} The Counselling Centre for Equal Treatment - against Discrimination, Berlin: http://www.adnb.de/en/

\textsuperscript{19} LAG Berlin-Brandenburg, "Rechtsprechung", February 9, 2017, retrieved December 25, 2017 from https://dejure.org/2017,2188 Translations are those of the author.
To date it might seem as a political success to witness ethnic and legal minorities claiming their rights before the law. However, the path to legal equality isn’t an easy one and many women decide against it, since the legal procedure is a strenuous one: for instance, after the discrimination takes place, the plaintiff has a two-month leeway to demand compensation for the loss afflicted. In other words, the first hurdle is for the plaintiff to directly pinpoint the discrimination, hire a lawyer, present a sound case and gather all annotated files to make a petition within two months following the discrimination. Then follows a three-month leeway within which the plaintiff must hand over the case and start the legal procedure in front of the Berlin (labour) court. If the plaintiff wins the case – as happened in February 2017 - the best outcome is that the state of Berlin pays the plaintiff 2 or 3 months of their missed salary (in Berlin, the standard wage per month is between c. 3,300 - 4,200 Euro). In conclusion, the new Berlin judgment supports young headscarf-wearing women to make their legal claims, yet the general legal set-up victimizes them while giving them legal support: if the plaintiffs win the case, the compensation of maximum 7,000 – 10,000 Euro still doesn’t grant them entry into the job market. It rather serves as a “consolation prize” for a lost battle. The “Law of Neutrality” could henceforth also be understood as a political tool of deterrence against entering occupations that “represent the state.” A desire for cultural dominance, or Whiteness, needs to be considered in order to explain an educational backstreet in which Berlin (and other states all over Germany) is actually desperately looking for teachers, even amongst the retired. In 2016, Berlin went as far as searching for teachers in the Netherlands and Austria making it apparent that technical skills alone are not what is primarily desired. In conclusion, although women have sued the state in 2017, the young women who want to work are trapped between the “Law of Neutrality” and the “Basic Law” not-/granting them their constitutional rights, as long as the state pays compensation instead of including a diverse population into its ranks.

**Education**

Karim Fereidooni in his dissertation on anti-Muslim racism in the educational sector found that around 60% of all teaching staff felt discriminated against

---


ISLAMOPHOBIA IN GERMANY

(based on the headscarf or generally anti-Muslim racism) in Germany. Fereidooni, thus, speaks of a powerful gap between the political public calls for “diversity” with an increasing number of pupils of color and the reality faced by many Muslims (of color) who are attempting to enter or are already working in the public educational sector. Similar to the justice system, the discrimination that Fereidooni describes is oftentimes just as outspoken, such as mobbing during apprenticeship, as it is subtle, having direct psychological and institutional consequences as well as affecting the personal psychological future of the young victimized teachers.

According to the ADNB in Berlin, the “Law of Neutrality” as a top-down approach to handle the social debate about Muslim headscarves in Germany, generates its own effects and ramifications in society. Shemi Shabbat, an anti-discrimination counsellor at the ADNB, thus states,

The mere existence of the Law of Neutrality as well as the public discourse about ‘Muslims’ in general encourages school principals to misconstrue the law as having a wider application field as it actually, legally, has. For instance, people filling occupations and positions that are not included in the law are now being discriminated against based on the personal assumption that they are violating the Law of Neutrality with their headscarves. This primarily afflicts other women workers such as interns, trainees, trainers or facilitators from educational projects outside the school, or even the cleaning personal, that are now being prevented from working at schools and come to us to seek help. Some people seemingly assume, that if the state allows not to employ women with headscarves then, of course, they are entitled to, or even should do, the same.

According to the preliminary data of the ADNB in Berlin for 2017 at the time of writing, Islamophobia in the educational sector, kindergartens or with the Youth Welfare Offices clearly shows itself with its gendered and grotesque face: women are primarily inhibited from working in the public sector and due to its obscure common sense interpretations also elsewhere. They are also more often the targets of racist accusations of not being in proper command of the German language. Men, on the other hand, are more often victims of ascription of violent and demeaning behaviour at Youth Welfare Offices, depicted as bad fathers, criminalized by police, along with experiencing difficulties getting into

public spaces of enjoyment, such as clubs. In summary, one can attest that wom-

en are the inarticulate, repressed Other, whereas men are the hyper-violent and sexually threatening Other.

Many times, higher education personal (as well as politicians or public intel-

lectuals) also use tropes of “freedom of speech,” “ethnopluralism,”26 “white/German victimhood” and the misconstructions of real facts as mere opinions. A professor of sociology and political science at the University of Würzburg (West Germany) demanded from one of her students during a lecture to take off her headscarf, explaining her reasoning by comparing headscarves to baseball caps, demanding respect from her students as well as arguing that there might be a law for the freedom of religion in society, but “not in science.”27 At Humboldt University (Berlin), Professor Markus Egg is the head of the English Studies Department and long known for his racist statements and AfD support. He was attacked by students who threw a bucket of water over his head on November 8, 2016, upon which the university responded with a call for more respect of “competing opinions” and a search for the assailants.28 Law Professor Thomas Rauscher (University of Leipzig) referred to Nazi marches in Poland with a Twitter post stating: “Poland: ‘A white Europe of fraternal nations.’ That’s a wonderful goal for me!” In the debate that followed and the critique he received, Rauscher considered himself to be the “victim.” 29

Media

Kai Hafez, professor of International and Comparative Communication Studies (University of Erfurt), stated in an article in February 2017 that 60-80% of all the German press still portray Muslims and Islam primarily via negative stereotypes such as physical violence, women’s repression, fanaticism and fundamentalism, and backwardness.30 And, although, we can witness a decrease in racializing and discrimi-
atory wording, according to Hafez, we also witness the actual stigmatization of Islam and Muslims today in (1) a selective reporting prism (see above for common subjects) and (2) a stigmatizing representation via images. “Islam has had a ‘negative press’ for the past 1,400 years,” 31 Hafez writes, referring to colonial and religious narratives that constructed the barbaric and religiously molded “Orient” as the antithesis to a fantasized emancipated and free “Europe.” Originally, the educational mandate of state-sponsored public media (such as the ARD, ZDF, MDR, etc.) is to bridge ideological divides in society through reporting. Yet, as Hafez’s thesis goes, since that is not truly done when it comes to Islam, people who usually have little or no contact to Islam, “Muslims,” or the Middle East, take the selective reporting prism and their imagery at face value and as all-encompassing truth. Hafez’s take is to keep sidelining the AfD and their demagogues through non-reporting. The latter is an argument that should at least be debated in Europe and North America, where the named demagogues managed to take centre stage precisely through media/Internet representations that masterfully celebrate racists as “spectacles,” whilst believing democracy to be carved in stone.

Furthermore, if it holds true that the majority of AfD voters, for instance, come from the middle to upper classes and thus enjoy a secure lifestyle, then the media (and the Internet) play an important role when conveying the contemporary political landscapes to this particular voting constituency. Moreover, Daniel Bax, journalist and author of a book on anti-Muslim racism, comments on the (Nazi-era) terminology of “Lügenpresse” (lying press) so often heralded by AfD supporters or politicians:

Interestingly enough, no other German party has as many journalists in leading positions as the AfD. This obviously contradicts the prevailing impression that right-wing populists are in blatant opposition to media writ large. The latter is rather a picture that they themselves enjoy cultivating, but in reality they and the racist attitudes they represent are unfortunately part of the mainstream media.32

Another important debate in 2017 was a racial profiling debate, carried into 2017 from the New Year’s Eve celebrations in Cologne and primarily spread through media outlets running unfounded stories in a successive and fast-paced manner. As sufficiently explained in the “Islamophobia in Germany: National Report 2016”, it became clear, that the police quickly used racial indicators to separate so-called “NAFRIS” (“North African Intensive Perpetrators” in police terminology) from ethnically white-looking men, thus missing evidence on


32. Daniel Bax is a former taz journalist and now works with the Mediendienst-integration.de, an online information portal for journalists dealing with issues of racism and migration, as well as, security and cultural issues. The interview took place in Berlin on January 12, 2018.
New Year’s Eve 2015/2016. Another important side effect of New Year’s Eve 2015/2016 is that the incidents apparently called enough attention to women’s bodies in public spaces, eventually leading to the establishment of “groping and harassment free” safe zones in major cities such as Berlin during New Year’s Eve or in Munich during Oktoberfest33 in 2017. Although it is important to call to attention women’s bodies in relation to still existing patriarchy (consider also the #MeToo debate of that same year), it is nevertheless questionable that it took an incident involving the “racialized Other” to bring enough attention to a wider structural issue that was until then widely neglected.

Finally, another racializing trope of anti-Semitic allegations against Muslims34 took place shortly after President Donald Trump announced Jerusalem to be Israel’s capital along with his intention to move the U.S. embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. Just like in other cities of the world, Berlin took to the streets, while protestors were primarily citizens of Arab and Palestinian backgrounds. Shortly afterward, the press distributed stigmatizing allegations about the “Demo of Shame”35 claiming that chants of “Death to the Jews” were shouted for minutes on end. Although it is true that Israeli flags were burned during the demonstration,36 the singing of such anti-Semitic chants could not be proved either by video or by audiotapes by various individuals, the organization Jewish Forum for Democracy and against Anti-Semitism (JFDA), or by an Israeli journalist, who was present.37 And albeit this seems to be a good example for the misrepresentation of facts, several nationwide online and printed articles were published and Minister of Justice Heiko Maas immediately stated that people who shout “death to Jews” should “be tried”;38 in 2018, Maas became the minister of foreign affairs in Merkel’s new cabinet. Maas then also called for the establishment of a “commissioner against anti-Semitism” who will answer the following foreign policy question for the German public, which is seemingly left

untainted by prior media reporting on the so-called Middle East conflict, “Why do we need to experience and witness these forms [of anti-Semitism] nowadays on German streets and public places?” Although public media shaming of the demonstrators was common, one of the few groups that publically showed solidarity with the demonstrators was the Jewish Antifa Berlin (many of them Israelis), who stood in solidarity with the Palestinian demonstrators against the media misrepresentations and Maas’s allegations.

The incident was yet more fuel to the fire of inflammatory rhetoric against Muslims as a threat to democracy. Quickly, several political statements were made and most notably a draft proposal was put forth to the parliament by the CDU tackling the ostensibly growing threat of an alleged imported anti-Semitism. German states should thus “ensure that the possibilities of § 54 (1) No. 5 of the Residence Act are consistently applied to foreigners who call for anti-Semitic hatred. It is the will of the German Bundestag [Parliament] to counter the call for hatred against sections of the population and the endangerment of peaceful coexistence by intellectual arsonists early on by classifying this behavior as a particularly serious expulsion interest.” Ten days before the national Holocaust Remembrance Day in January 2018, the CDU/CSU, SPD, FDP, and the Greens passed the resolution entitled “Fighting Anti-Semitism in a Determined Way” to counter the increase of anti-Semitism on German soil. Therein, the 2018 Bundestag resolution lists several measures meant to fight the rise of anti-Semitism including appointing a minister responsible for anti-Semitism/Jewish Affairs (Antisemitismusbeauftragte/n) to coordinate activities across the different national ministries and states, which would add to another already existing special representative within the Foreign Ministry. While the resolution names anti-Semitism as a general problem, it also highlights that it has “a special breeding ground” (be-


43. The AfD and the Left didn’t take part.


45. Special Representative for Relations with Jewish Organizations; Issues relating to Anti-Semitism. See the German Foreign Ministry’s organizational chart, 2-zbV. Usually, the foreign ministry is subdivided by territory or technical responsibilities. Retrieveable online at www.auswaertiges-amt.de/cae/servlet/contentblob/373562/publication-File/186774/Organigramm-en.pdf.
sonderer Nährboden) in Africa and the Middle East, which seems to allude to the recent wave of refugees, as well as, linking it to their attendant German Muslim and black subjects. The resolution continues in Sub-category Three to ask if the burning of an Israeli flag (in public, for example, during demonstrations) could be summoned by criminal law, while in Sub-category Six it calls for a legal strengthening of the ability to expel foreigners on the basis of anti-Semitism. In Sub-category Seven, it strongly opposes the global BDS movement (Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions against Israel) and demands that jurisdiction verifies whether BDS could qualify as general hate speech and incitement against a people (Volksverhetzung) and thus become liable before the law. In Sub-category Sixteen, the resolution demands regular reports on the state of anti-Semitism that shall be discussed regularly in the parliament; in Sub-category Seventeen, a European-wide effort of countries and institutions to cooperate in the fight against anti-Semitism is called for. The fractions of the CDU, the Left, the SPD, and the Greens in the Free State of Thuringia have issued a proposal similar to the one mentioned above, in which BDS is clearly stressed as pivotal in the fight against anti-Semitism and is marked as anti-Semitic.46

According to police and intelligence statistics,47 there have been around 43.6 anti-Semitic physical attacks per year in Germany between 2001 and 2015.48 In 2016, there were 28 attacks plus two murder attempts; in 2017, there were 28 physical attacks. More than 95% of them were committed by right-wing, white German individuals.

The overview in Figure 1 shows that there was an average of 43 physical anti-Semitic attacks per year (Gewalttaten). In comparison, from January to December 2017, 268 refugees (not counting German Muslims) were physically injured during racist attacks, while 15 of them were children49 according to government data.50 Furthermore, German Muslims experienced 32 physical at-

47. Until the beginning of 2017, there were no official statistics on anti-Muslim racism, anti-black racism, etc. The data given in the statistics here is solely and entirely from police and intelligence statistics. The former have collected data without great conceptual clarity especially when it comes to racism. For a more detailed description of the data collection problem, see Anna-Esther Younes (2016): Islamophobia in Germany: National Report 2015, in: Enes Bayraklı & Farid Hafez, European Islamophobia Report 2015, Istanbul, SETA, 2016.
49. The last quarter (October to December) of the annual data didn’t list children separately. In the second quarter of the year, there were officially no injured children and there is no separate data for the fourth quarter of the year.
tacks, according to government data. So far there are no statistical correlations between anti-Semitic violence and the refugee influx – in fact, the overwhelming majority of perpetrators are white, right-wing German individuals. There is also no considerable increase due to the so-called “refugee crisis” (since 2015) or even an increase in “foreigner violence” (PMK-Ausländer). The threat of an alleged “Muslim anti-Semitism” is, however, arguably stigmatizing an already powerless minority of refugees, as well as, Muslim and/or black communities in Germany that have little power to counter such slandering narratives. In conclusion, it is reasonable to wonder about the geopolitical relevance of a public emphasis on an “imported anti-Semitism” by Muslims and blacks that doesn’t seem to correspond to statistical evidence? And, moreover, why is the numeric growth and social threat of right-wing and conservative extremists (as will be shown above) and their attendant political bodies in the parliament not addressed publically in the same manner as ”Muslim anti-Semitism”?

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

Attacks on politicians constitute another pillar of the other worrying trends indicating an expansion of right-wing and/or conservative-leaning racist worldviews toward the representatives of German democracy and the state. According to

the government of Germany, there were 205 politically motivated criminal acts (including physical attacks, intimidations, destruction of property) against German parliamentarians in the approximately 210 days between 01.01.2017 and 31.07.2017 (figures on the last five months of 2017 have not yet been made public). In comparison, in 2016, 317 criminal offenses were committed against politicians in around 320 days (01.01.2016 -13.11.2016) and were motivated by the so-called refugee crisis.\footnote{52} In the beginning of 2017, the government argued that politicians were targeted when they started rejecting right-wing ideology and when they spoke up in defence of immigration (meaning Syrian and Afghani immigration primarily for Germany).\footnote{53} In an interview with ReachOut Berlin, the increase of physical and non-physical attacks against politicians was ascribed not only to the positioning of politicians on issues of refugee asylum and anti-neo-Nazism, but also because most of these politicians weren’t explicitly or publicly vocal and positioned on these or similar (i.e. racist) issues before, which turned them into new and visible new targets.\footnote{54}

Of the 205 incidents until mid-2017, 93 were right-wing motivated criminal offenses; 18 were left-wing motivated; and 94 cases were not able to be categorized.\footnote{55} Many of the 94 uncategorized cases, however, were characterized by rape fantasies against female MPs or Angela Merkel (graffiti, Facebook, emails), other forms of sexualized violence such as insults (primarily against women) and were many times interwoven with references to, for example “Rape Fugies,” violent threats of gun violence or bombings, Nazi and pedophilia allusions, and homophobia coupled with allusions to Muslims or Islam.\footnote{56} On March 31, 2017, two gunshots were fired from a car at the party office of The Left (\textit{Die Linke}) in Leipzig\footnote{57} - notably this incident was also deemed “not categorizable.” The latter acts and themes of violence, however, might reasonably indicate right-wing-leaning actors.

The myth of the former East as being more prone to Nazi violence is not supported, with an almost even-handed dataset that includes 13 of the 16 federal German states, with no indication that the East is represented more often.

\footnote{53}{Deutscher Bundestag, Antwort der Bundesregierung, Drucksache 18/11125, 10.02.2017, p. 4. German original: “Vor allem aber geraten erfahrungsgemäß Parteieinrichtungen und Parteimitglieder in den Fokus der rechtsextremistischen Agitation, wenn sie sich in besonderer Weise gegen Rechtsextremismus oder für das Thema Zuwanderung engagieren.”}
\footnote{54}{Interview with Helga Seyb (Reach Out) and Kati Becker (Registerstelle Berlin), Berlin. 20.12.2017.}
\footnote{55}{Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 18/13592.}
\footnote{56}{Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 18/13592, pp. 29-45.}
\footnote{57}{Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 18/13592, p. 38.}
However, according to the German government, such attacks on politicians and their facilities are not happening nationwide and therefore there are no legitimate grounds for understanding the attacks as “strategic and systematic intimidation” of politicians. In several documents, the aggressive deeds are attributed to a “situative impulse to act” (situativer Tatimpuls), term that doesn’t exist in legal language, nor does it comprehensively define any collective action taken by a group against another group/person (i.e. neo-Nazis vs. politicians) for any informed understanding of the attack’s context. In early 2017, the government stated that the violent intimidation tactics are used against representatives of a “functioning asylum policy.” Yet, later the same year, the government softened its position, indicating that it does not see any intentional and/or motivated efforts in the violent acts themselves that deem further concern on a structural level.

In Berlin, for instance, a pastor was threatened, a bookseller tracked down and surveyed, and a unionist’s car set on fire, all because they publically announced their support for refugees and stood up against neo-Nazi ideologies. In an interview, the aforementioned unionist, Detlef Fendt, stated that the trend of public intimidations

58. En passant, the government’s response in Drucksache 18/13529 (2017: 3) is also that their main source of information about attacks on politicians comes from the Joint Center for Defense against Extremism and Terrorism (Gemeines Extremismus- und Terrorismusabwehrzentrum, GETZ). This artful disclosure of unconstitutional data surveillance needs more explanation. At the end of 2006, the “Law for the Establishment of Collective Data Sets of Police Offices and Intelligence Services of the Federal Government and States” was ratified and ensured a data exchange based on common data sets between the police and intelligence services (“Law for the establishment of collective data sets of Police Offices and Intelligence Services of the Federal Government and States” (from December 22, 2006, ratified on December 31, 2006, BGBl, p. 3409). An overview of the law can be accessed online at http://www.buzer.de/gesetze/7577/ (in German only). Part-and-parcel of that development was the introduction of an Anti-Terror Data Set (Anti-Terror-Datei, ATD), in the following March (2007). A legal move as this thus provides for a free data exchange between police offices and the intelligence services in Germany. This includes the Federal Office for the Protection of the Government (Verfassungsschutz), the Military Counter-Intelligence Service (Militärischer Abschirmdienst, MAD) and the Federal Intelligence Service (Bundesnachrichtendienst), and also includes the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees (Bundesamt für Migration und Flüchtlinge, BAMF) as the only federal office that cooperates in the GETZ. (See the GETZ homepage for the list of partners: https://www.bka.de/DE/UnsereAufgaben/Kooperationen/GETZ/getz_node.html). According to Will (2006 & 2012), the law from 2006 has durably changed Germany’s “architecture of security,” actually breaching the constitutional “Principle of Separation” (Trennungsprinzip) that was engrained in the Constitution due to the lessons from fascist Germany. The close cooperation between intelligence offices and the police made possible the Nazi persecution of minorities and political opponents. The Principle of Separation introduced after WWII thus secured that such cooperation and form of persecution shall not be possible again. With the 2006 law, this legal separation has been breached for the first time in post-WWII German history, although it was deemed unconstitutional by the High Court of Germany in 2014 (BVerfG, Urteil des Ersten Senats vom 24. April 2013- 1 BvR 1215/07 - Rn. [1-233], http://www.bverfg.de/e/rs/20130424_1bvr121507.html. In English: BVerfG, Judgment of the First Senate of 24 April 2013 - 1 BvR 1215/07 - paras. (1-233), http://www.bverfg.de/e/rs/20130424_1bvr121507en.html.html). The government seemingly normalizes the breach of the “Principle of Separation” and its replacement with the “Principle of the Availability of Information” in an apologetic way by way of introducing their data retrieval in the named documents (Drucksachen. Antworten). [A large part of this footnote is taken from Anna-Esther Younes (2014) “A Chronicle of A Disappearance: Mapping the Figure of the Muslim in Berlin’s Verfassungsschutz Reports (2002-2009)”, in Islamophobia Studies Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2, pp. 114-142: pp. 120-121.]

59. Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 18/11125, p. 3.

and violence reminded him of his grandfather who was imprisoned in a concentration camp by the Nazis.61

MP Caren Lay’s (The Left) experiences are another good example of attacks on political representatives: since 2010, her staff and offices have been attacked 28 times by right-wing supporters. In only one case did the police issue an arrest. According to Lay’s office, “There were many conversations with police officials […], but until today we were continuously told that investigations brought little reliable traces. [We were told that] just because somebody is […] a well-known figure in the local right-wing scene, that that doesn’t necessarily mean that [the police] can add the respective person to the list of suspects [sic]. In various press releases as well as in many personal conversations [with the police], MP Lay has regularly criticized the police for their lack of interest in solving the cases.”62

It is thus worrying to observe a negation of a home-grown neo-Nazi scene (including its violence) whose growth goes way beyond the so-called “refugee crisis” in 2015. The rise of right-wing attacks is attributed primarily to the effects of the refugee influx and downplayed as not having any prior structural implications or comparable events. A similar attitude can be found toward the National Socialist Underground (NSU) complex later in the report.

From January 2017 onwards, Islamophobia became a subcategory of “hate crimes” in official police statistics of “politically motivated criminal acts.”63 In a more detailed response from the government64, focusing on the months from April to June, the data shows an emphasis on person-centred attacks on individuals. Around 97% of all incidents registered by the police were officially categorized as right-wing motivated crimes.65 Overall in 2017, there were up to 1,906 criminal attacks on refugees (5.2 attacks per day); 286 attacks against refugee shelters (0.8 attacks per day); and 132 criminal acts and physical attacks against (refugee) aid workers (0.4 attacks per day).66 The numbers are provisional, due to change (it is probable that they will go up rather than down), and are solely police and intelligence statistics. These numbers on refugees and their immediate environment alone, however, now prove, statistically, that (violent) Islamophobia is the pivotal force in contemporary German racism/-s and a continuous driving force in German society writ-large.

62. The personal list was sent to the author in December 2017, by MP Lay’s office. The quote is taken from an email exchange with MP Caren Lay’s office. December 21, 2017.
63. Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 18/12319.
64. Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 19/146.
Attacks on mosques are more difficult to assess. According to the Turkish-Islamic Union for Religious Affairs (DİTİB), in 2016 around 76 DİTİB and other mosques were attacked in the first three quarters of the year, compared to 97 in 2017.\(^67\) Police data and categories were changed with the new information catalogue that was introduced in 2017, which means that attacks on religious Muslim institutions that are not full-fledged mosques (such as prayer rooms at airports) or even adjacent buildings or side-street vandalism are no longer included in the records. Overall, the government registered around 71 attacks on mosques and 908 “anti-Islam” (islamfeindlich) motivated crimes against German Muslims (ranging from verbal to physical attacks and murder attempts).\(^68\) A list sent by the anti-discrimination research office of the DİTİB\(^69\) collected all government registered attacks on mosques\(^70\) together with attacks registered by the DİTİB (DİTİB mosques and others, however not all mosques in Germany). Overall, this list shows 101 attacks on mosques in Germany throughout 2017, while the government statistics registered only 57 attacks on mosques from January until the end of September. FAIR international,\(^71\) the Federation against Injustice and Racism in Cologne, has their own list with attacks on mosques in Germany, merging the official government statistics with those of their own media analysis. FAIR international thus counts 71 attacks on mosques for the year 2017 in Germany. The Counselling Centre for Equal Treatment (ADNB)\(^72\) in Berlin also noted that it happens that busses in the vicinity of Berlin refuse to stop near refugee asylums, which are oftentimes in isolated locations and hard to reach otherwise.

In 2016, there were 2,545 attacks against refugees in person (excluding attacks on asylum homes or aid workers). Aid workers were attacked 217 times and asylum

---

67. DİTİB - The Turkish-Islamic Union for Religious Affairs, usually referred to as DİTİB, is one of the largest Islamic organizations in Germany and runs a regular register on racist attacks against their institutions and worshippers. For more information see www.ditib.de/\nThe numbers were retrieved via email and depict only the statistics for the first three quarters of the year 2016 and 2017. The last quarter of police statistics is not yet finished. The data for 2017 is also provisional and might still change due to new and incoming data from the police or individual mosques in the next couple of months. (All data is of 21.12.2017)


69. Ulrich Paffrath is a PhD student at the Goethe University of Frankfurt am Main (Germany) and also serves as an assistant researcher about anti-Muslim racism and racism at the DİTİB academy in Cologne. The complete list he assembled was sent to the author on January 10, 2018.

70. See: Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksachen 18/12319, 18/13330 and 19/1448.

71. FAIR International is a non-governmental and independent counselling and information center on issues of racism and anti-Muslim racism, in particular. Since 2014, FAIR International collects data on attacks against mosques, and since 2016 data on physical and verbal attacks on “Muslim identified” or Muslim-positioned persons. The data presented in this report are open to change and provisional. The provisional list was sent to the author by Taner Aksoy, managing director of FAIR, on January 12, 2017. For more information please visit www.fair-int.de/.

homes 988 times. In 2015, there was no comprehensive police/government data collection. It is notable that there is no direct relation between the former German Democratic Republic (GDR) federal states and the so-called West German federal states when it comes to racist incidents. This again does not support the mainstream myth that most racist or Islamophobic attacks and incidents occur in the former East (GDR). Noticeable for the year 2015 is that there were 326 male criminal right-wing suspects, compared to 40 female right-wing criminal suspects. This may imply that actual physical violence is still predominantly perpetrated by males, though it does not mean that women do not occupy important (supportive) roles, which are not reflected in criminal offenses or at least in their statistics.

Importantly, Islamophobic incidents are often not reported to the police nor accounted for in their statistics. People are often too scared or ashamed, do not know where to go, or are blocked from reporting in subtle ways by local law enforcement authorities. At a local Berlin level, Kati Becker from the local Register stated, “We are not part of migrant or Muslim networks or organizations and thus we do know and see very little of what is actually happening. However, if we have interviews with victims of racist attacks or if we engage in reach-out programs in mosques, for instance, we hear that people are having racist encounters almost daily. The estimated number of unreported cases is thus most likely a lot higher than our statistics.”

In Berlin, the preliminary data for 2017 collected by Reach Out and the Berlin Registers shows a decline in racist attacks in comparison to the year before. Compared to 360 racist attacks (verbal attacks, intimidations, arson attacks, where people could have been or were hurt) in 2016, including 13 of an Islamophobic nature, they reported a decline to 201 racist attacks (provisional data as of 20.12.2017) in 2017, including 11 Islamophobic attacks. According to Helga Seyb from Reach Out

73. Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 18/11298.
74. Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 18/7000, p. 12.
76. Registers are documentation centers for racist, dehumanizing and antifeminist attacks, graffiti, demonstrations, verbal and physical attacks, stalking, incitements to violence, arson attacks and more.
77. Kati Becker is the coordinator of all registers in Berlin. The coordination office is located in the same office as ReachOut (Victim’s Counselling Center for victims of Right-Wing Extremism, Racism and Anti-Semitism, see: www.reachoutberlin.de/). The project description of the Berlin Registers is taken from their homepage: “The documentation-centre’s aim is not only to record and analyse extreme right incidents but also to uncover discrimination in everyday life on a local basis. Opposed to existing statistics, documentation-centres don’t only record criminal charges like property damages or assaults but also incidents with a lower threshold like stickers, insults and threats that for one reason or another weren’t reported to the police. The documentation of such incidents at local drop-in centres is a possibility for victims to share their experiences and not be left alone with the incidents. [...] The documentation of incidents is published on the homepage of the Berlin documentation-centres [...]. Every year the districts analyse the incidents. [...] Documentation-centres are limited in their operating range. They can only include those incidents that are published by the police or are documented by the drop-in centres or the victim counselling centre.” For more information or an overview of the data see http://www.berliner-register.de/. Kati Becker and Helga Seyd were interviewed together at the facilities of ReachOut on December 20, 2017.
and Katja Becker from the Register, racist attacks in Berlin have doubled since 2015. Anti-Muslim racism, however, statistically stagnates; in terms of reporting, it exhibits a slight numeric decline.

In Munich, the local Register\(^\text{78}\) accounted for 14 Islamophobic incidents and attacks, which would mirror the Berlin statistics and shows similar trends for the southwest of Germany and one of its most important cities. Due to a limited allocation of registers or victim counselling centres in Germany\(^\text{79}\), data centres and thus data remains primarily located in the former East, contributing to a distorted representation of the former East as inherently more racist, sexist, violent and overall dangerous.

Overall it is safe to attest to an increase of violence in certain spaces (i.e. mosques, against German politicians); a marginal decrease in other cases (asylum homes, physical attacks against refugees and/or “Muslims”); and an increase in numbers concerning racist attacks writ large since 2015 - for Berlin even a doubling since 2015 according to Reach Out.

**Different Phenomena of Violence**

The new liberal game over democracy’s definition also finds expression in the public display of violence. The Federal Office for the Protection of the Government (Verfassungsschutz) has published data that clearly shows an increase in (certain types of) violence from 2015 to 2016. Right-wing motivated criminal offenses rose to 23,555 (22,960 in 2015), while left-wing motivated criminal offenses decreased to 9,389 (9,605 in 2015), with a further 5,233 offenses not categorizable (4,391 in 2015). Additionally, two new group categories were introduced for surveillance, both relating to right-wing extremists that are willing to use guns and reject the democratic order of the constitution: the so-called Reichsbürger and Selbstverwalter.\(^\text{80}\) The Federal Ministry of the Interior notes a climax in politically motivated crimes for the year 2016\(^\text{81}\) so far - still without taking into account the official statistics for 2017.

Along with the electoral gain of the Islamophobic AfD and a public debate that tried to stigmatize or critically dissect many of the AfD arguments, Germany nevertheless witnessed an increase in everyday racism writ large. Whilst attacks on “Muslims” and refugee asylum homes are slightly decreasing, comparing to 2015

---

\(^{78}\) München-Chronik. The Munich Chronicle is a research and documentation center for racist, dehumanizing and antifeminist attacks, graffiti, demonstrations, verbal and physical attacks, stalking, incitements to violence, arson attacks and more. The homepage has been online since December 12, 2017. For a more detailed description of their work see https://muenchen-chronik.de/.


and 2016,\textsuperscript{82} it becomes also apparent that attacks are now less focused on primarily one target group/scapegoat (i.e. anti-Muslim racism) and instead seem to widen their scope, including more ethnic minorities. This official political climate might be explained in two ways. Firstly, Islamophobic attacks are occurring in the form of organized attacks in public (against refugees, politicians, Muslims) or demonstrations (PEGIDA), because the respective representatives (AfD) are now part of the German parliament, which might ostensibly signal more tolerance toward racist violence. Secondly, everyday racism and violence (beyond Islamophobia) that shows itself in a more “organic” and spontaneous way is increasing. With their Islamophobic election campaign for national elections the AfD was the subject and agent of a wave of a general increase in racist attacks whilst lowering the bars for public demonstrations of racial hysteria. However, depending on how the AfD will perform eventually, the worrying rise in numbers of right-wing extremists with and without guns remains the same.

An example for the normalization/increase of generally racist public demeanours is a Facebook post from November 3, 2017 in the Federal State of Hesse (Hessen, West Germany). It depicts the famous photo of Anne Frank on a pizza box cover headlined by a well-known German food producer’s emblem (Dr. Oetker) and its all-time famous slogan, “The one fresh from the oven.”\textsuperscript{83} (Fig. 2) The photo was posted by Mister W\textsuperscript{84} in a Facebook group called “The Patriots,” which included 19 MPs of the AfD and 33 AfD MPs of various federal parliaments (\textit{Landtagabgeordnete}).\textsuperscript{85}

Ulrich Paffrath,\textsuperscript{86} who researches anti-Muslim incidents, writes, “For the data collection period 2017, we witness already a linguistic radicalization in comparison to 2016. The latter finds expression especially in the ‘hate mail’ that are being received \textit{[by DİTİB mosques]}. The perpetrators are increasingly willing to

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Facebook post of a photograph of Anne-Frank on a pizza box cover headlined by “The one fresh from the oven.”}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{82} The interview with ReachOut took place on December 20, 2017.

\textsuperscript{83} The reprinting of this Facebook screenshot is for the purpose of citation. The author would also like to thank Dr. Oetker and their legal team for their cooperation during the research as well as to the bakery Backhaus Eckhardt in Wetzlar and their lawyer for further information.

\textsuperscript{84} Facebook quickly took down the photo although “The Patriots” still continue as a Facebook group, albeit now with more self-regulation concerning their own posting rules. The bakery fired Mister W after they learned about the posting.

\textsuperscript{85} Parliamentary Debates in the Federal Parliament. Speech by Caren Lay, the Left, accessible on Facebook, December 13, 2017: www.facebook.com/linksfraktion/videos/10155251843788434/?hc_ref=ARRK2afzf7578dzTokG_JK3MLxH9h3vYFfwh0CHe09nXOYXiegezA6NLQYOYkkKkU

\textsuperscript{86} Ulrich Paffrath is a PhD student at the Goethe University of Frankfurt am Main (Germany) and also serves as an assistant researcher on anti-Muslim racism and racism at the DİTİB academy in Cologne.
use right-wing extremist or dehumanizing formulations, which in parts (especially linguistically) equate to familiar tropes of Nazi anti-Semitism (i.e. bacillus, parasites in the German national body, Islamic vermin, etc.) 87”. Another example, according to Paffrath, that also infers right-wing extremist attitudes of the perpetrator(s) is “the often-used word ‘popular body’ (Volkskörper) in combination with descriptions of minorities as alien matter or pathogens/germs/viruses, such as: ‘[…] you are the poisonous sting in the healthy national body that we must tear out completely.’” 88

Although organized Islamophobic demonstrations might have decreased in number, spontaneous violence and brutalization levels increased. For example, in Cottbus (East Germany) on the night of April 15, 2017, a car sped up in a 30 km/h restricted inner-city zone and killed the 22-year-old Egyptian student Shaden Mohamed al-Gohary in a hit-and-run incident. (Fig. 3) Whilst the architecture student was lying on the street, dying, witnesses and friends stated that people started insulting Shaden in racist ways, believing she was a refugee. 89

One witness stated that the people who were in the car eventually came back on foot and started saying things like “Well, they gotta check the street first, since they don’t have streets at home. They should fuck off to their damn country.” 91 After the police arrived, racist vitriol apparently continued but didn’t make it into the first official police reports. Only after a young woman published a leaflet days later, was the press informed about the incident and the prosecution first heard of the hate-speech and vitriol at the scene. To date, the investigations continue, including internal police investigations as to why valid information was left out of the police reports. The Berlin-based newspaper Der Tagesspiegel reports that a

88. Excerpts from a hate-mail sent to the Central Mosque of Cologne on September 8, 2017 (Kölner Zentralmoschee). Sent via email by Paffrath on January 3, 2018. Translation by Anna-Esther Younes.
89. Hend El-Behary, “Was the Egyptian Student in Germany Killed in a Racially-Charged Attack?” Egypt Independent, April 20, 2017, retrieved on July 20, 2017, from http://www.egyptindependent.com/was-egyptian-student-germany-killed-racially-charged-attack/. The photo of Shaden Mohamed el-Gonary was taken from the same article for the purpose of citation.
big part of the smoke screen surrounding the case (including witnesses that didn’t want to be named publically) might be due to the fact that the extremist neo-Nazi scene in Cottbus has already led to a series of tensions, intimidating the public and strengthening the positions of sympathizers - so far secretly. In January 2017, 120 neo-Nazis marched through the city centre, right next to the police station and in a legally unannounced deployment. The reporting journalist, Alexander Fröhlich, drew a parallel to Germany in the beginning of the 90s and it is reasonable to understand this neo-Nazi demonstration as a political provocation and a social intimidation/recognition.

**Internet**

Today, the media and the Internet compulsively merge, for the better or the worst, representing the fourth (trans-/national) pillar in a national democracy. Most of what was said about the media in this report, can equally be said about the Internet (see the Anne Frank collage discussed in this report that appeared on Facebook). Furthermore, next to the more mainstream reporting criticized by Hafez or Bax in the media section of this report, it seems that the right-wing online portal “Politically Incorrect News” (PI News) has garnered more followers since the Islamophobia report in 2015. Back then, PI News counted around 100,000 visitors per day, in 2016 it had 120,000, and by 2017 it further increased to 150,000 visitors per day. For the past 10 years there is a constant rise in visitors to this right-wing conservative, pseudo-liberal and outright white supremacist portal that semi-artfully stages itself under the heading “News against the Mainstream · Pro-American · Pro-Israeli · Against the Islamization of Europe · For the Constitution and Human Rights.” The main topics the PI News pivots are Islamization, crime, the 2017 elections, immigration, the Left, activism and "old media" (seemingly referring to themselves as the “new media.”)

**Central Figures in the Islamophobic Network**

The central figure in this report has been an aggrieved white subject that is, at best, utterly disturbed and, at worst, traumatized by the perceived “cultural loss” due to more diversity in the nation state. This aggrieved white figure takes on political currency by seemingly representing Germany’s margins and center at the same time: it represents the “law of neutrality,” the ‘angry’ protest voter that helped the AfD enter the German parliament, as well as, the right-wing attackers and the
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overwhelming majority of times when law enforcement could or has not pursued important hints and facts.

Another reliable figure that represents the continuous investment in Islamophobic resentment is the regular demonstrations of the various PEGIDA fractions throughout Germany. In 2017, 76 demonstrations against the “Islamization of the Occident” were held (around 6.3 demonstrations per month) with an average of 46.8 participants per gathering. The intelligence service (Verfassungsschutz) of Bavaria, for that matter, monitors the activities of PEGIDA-Munich, PEGIDA-Nuremberg, and PEGIDA-Franken due to direct links to right-wing extremist groups and unconstitutional activities.\(^\text{95}\)

Six months after the elections, Merkel finally consolidated her government with more women than ever before in German history (six women, nine men in the cabinet, while six of 15 ministry positions have gone to women). Yet, current German and European geopolitics seem to clearly signal a new era of governance: in a post-2009 economic era, seven to nine years later, a “new” political elite with entrepreneurial qualities – and weaknesses – has entered into governments, selling nationalist and racist attitudes to consumer-citizens who want to maintain a good conscience whilst holding on to an economic affluence long gone. Dr Alice Weidel, lesbian, mother, and former investment-banking economist, could be labelled a “global nativist” and one of the spearheads of the AfD leadership.\(^\text{96}\)

Weidel is in a way symptomatic for this “new” political right-wing elite: her role, as well as that of others, shows that formerly excluded (sexual) minorities are today able to rally behind the banner of racist exclusion whilst pursuing neoliberal economic politics that further the disintegration of the social fabric in the name of “freedom” and “security.” Whether this nationalist-conservative future will also be open for a “king to be pregnant,”\(^\text{97}\) is still left open.

The rhetoric of “economic migrants,” through which (primarily) refugees of war and conflict zones are categorized as “worthy of protection” and “not worthy of protection,” is enabling the tightening of security and immigration law in the face of a global human crisis primarily funded by European money. To date, Germany is amongst the world’s top five countries for weapons’ exports (based

---


\(^{97}\) In 1969, fantasy author Ursula K. Le Guin published her famous sci-fi book The Left Hand of Darkness, in which she tackled topics such as war and culture and deconstructed conventional views of gender, sexuality and race. Here, I am referring to one of the most famous sentences in her book, namely “The king was pregnant.” Le Guin died on January 22, 2018.
on economic profit) and it has followed its legacy of selling weapons to warring factions in war, dictatorships, as well as conflict zones since the 1970s.

In the meantime, the new government is expanding the Ministry of the Interior to "Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building and Homeland." What this new expansion of words, in particular that of “homeland” (Heimat), will entail in a material and legal way – other than appeasing a more and more right wing-leaning voter constituency – is not yet fully clear. What is clear, however, is that this political move happens in the wake of the rise of the AfD into parliament, PEGIDA’s continuing weekly marches, as well as, against the backdrop of refugee influxes and a steady increase in direct physical violence against those seen as Muslims and people of color writ-large.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

In June 2017, another National Action Plan against Racism (Nationaler Aktionsplan gegen Rassismus, NAP) was published by the government. Although the government received several critiques for its past NAPs from the Institute for Human Rights in Germany, it might nevertheless be a step in the right direction. For this year’s report, homophobia and transphobia were included in the action plan. Although their inclusion is important for any intersectional analysis of racism, it still doesn’t become sufficiently clear why homophobia and transphobia against white people as general phenomena were included in a report on racism – the question remains also unanswered in the document.

Between January and September 2017, German pilots solemnly embraced civil disobedience as a political action and goal: 222 deportations (primarily to Afghanistan) were stopped because German pilots refused to fly with the soon-to-be-deported on board. The pilots believed Afghanistan to be an unsafe place.

According to the MEDIENDIENST who conducted the research on MPs of various ethnicities, there is a small increase in the number of MPs whose origin does not rest entirely inside German borders. It doesn’t become clear how many are of color and how many are white, and their number is still marginal, but with 8.2% as


opposed to 5.9% in the years before, there is a slight increase in terms of representation (58 out of 709 parliamentarians). That makes 58 MPs with “migration stories” in their family and 709 ethnically white German MPs. The Left party scores the highest with 13 out of 69 MPs, the AfD has 8 out of 92, Merkel’s CDU has 7 out of 246 MPs, and the SPD 15 out of 153.  

In comparison, 22.5% of the German population has one or two parents of non-German nationality and/or descent.

After the seemingly intended misrepresentation of the Anti-Donald Trump Demonstrations of Palestinians and Arabs in Germany, The Jewish Antifa Berlin stood in solidarity as one of the few public acts of group solidarity with the protesters and published a counter-narrative to the mainstream media representation.

Starting in April, people took to Twitter to resist negative representations of Muslims, Islam and mosques by Journalist Constantin Schreiber. That month a Twitter campaign was born under the hashtag “My Mosque Report,” countering the negative representation with personal love messages from people and their relationship to their mosque/s.

An ongoing research funded by the European Commission – Directorate of Justice maps counter-narratives to Islamophobia in eight European Union member states, including Germany.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

Since 2005, the first female chancellor of Germany and currently the leader of the G7 (the world’s seven economically strongest countries), Dr Angela Merkel, has undoubtedly steered the country with subtle and clever tactics, playing off formerly left-wing tropes against conservative ones in a post-/economic crisis and culturally diverse Europe. Especially, her soft politics regarding the cultural and political opening for gay and lesbian marriage equality as well as her humanitarianism expressed toward refugees in times of war, have not always been straightforward, but rather have cautiously straddled the political lines between enemies and supporters of these policies. Her attempt at opening Germany, and by extension, Europe, to a more multicultural reality has left her with few friends inside the political establishment in Germany (including her own party) or Europe - most notable are the antagonisms with the next generation of young, conservative and right-wing leaning political representatives such as Kurz


105. See: https://twitter.com/hashtag/meinmoscheereport?lang=en


107. Member States: Germany, France, United Kingdom, USA, Japan, Canada, Italy. Together, these countries represent around two-thirds of the global net wealth.
in Austria over the so-called refugee crisis. The AfD, conservative groups, and right-wing movements have successfully used the rising political tensions resulting from late 20th-century European changes toward more multiculturalism (even if those were not always embraced by the political establishment) by operating along tropes of socio-political grievances, white victimization, cultural trauma and powerlessness.

This report called to attention the dangers that lie in the democratic ideal of granting representative rights to all groups, without understanding that political and economic power is allocated very differently amongst those same groups. The fantasy of “freedom of representation” for everyone, thus, quickly finds its reality in a socio-economic power gap where socioeconomically weaker groups are structurally unable to defend themselves against the misrepresentation by more powerful groups. Hence, the return of a “white nostalgia” on a “freedom-of-representation-for-everyone” ticket - in place of a more global and egalitarian Europe that protects its weakest links - threatens minority rights generally. In this respect, the observable normalization of racist hate speech and violence, physical threats against state representatives and in particular against Muslims, bears witness to a much larger structural change that needs to be tackled. In the following, some policy recommendations are articulated:

• Yearly state publications of statistics concerning Islamophobic incidents (including separate categories for refugees; asylum homes; aid workers; verbal and physical attacks on the latter two; as well as, two separate categories for attacks on mosques and German Muslims), racist incidents and right-wing (-motivated) crimes by the government should be made accessible to the public. This should entail a description of the definition of the categories (how the data is collected, defined and registered) as well as a comprehensive and easily accessible overview of the most important facts for policy work and journalists.

• Registerstellen (victims’ registers) and Opferberatungsstellen (victims’ counsels) must be implemented in all federal states and in all major cities. They should be kept separate from state institutions, but in close proximity to each other in order to ease access and anonymity for the victims.

• A comprehensive and nationwide awareness campaign for victims of anti-Muslim racism concerning the existence of registers and victim counselling offices as well as their legal rights should take place.

• The educational mandate of the state-funded public media should entail more distinguished reporting on minorities, in particular Islam and Muslims and should support and encourage more self-representation. The latter should include the hiring of more journalists of color, journalists of non-heteronormative sexual orientation and gender identities, as well as taking into account special measures to ensure the inclusion of class-wise underprivileged candidates and people who are forced to operate in a world designed primarily for those commonly called “abled-bodied.”

• Police and legal authorities have to be sensitized to Islamophobia and organized
right-wing (neo-Nazi) and racist movements. In that vein critical Whiteness and anti-racism trainings for police would be an important measure in order to be better able to properly situate a crime scene as well as monitoring systems within police work protocols regarding issues of racial discrimination.

- The government’s National Action Plan against Racism should also include a more detailed description of the general state of racism in Germany writ large, as the approach to the concept and term “race” seems academically outdated\textsuperscript{108}, the guidelines for action don’t exceed the naming of funding programs. Overall, it seems like a lose description of already existing government programs of various sorts and general statements about racism. However, if properly executed, as it seems to be intended\textsuperscript{109}, an action plan based on the already existing UN guidelines could be a good supplement for German civil society and government politics and could complement a yearly publication of statistics tackling racism and Islamophobia.

- More post-/colonial and anti-racist educational approaches in school and university curricula are needed in order to reflect the diversity of the student body and their histories as well as their personal and group experiences in Germany.

Chronology

- \textbf{01.01.2017}: Islamophobia becomes a category in police statistics and criminal reports and is thus statistically and officially registered by the government as of 2017.
- \textbf{10.01.2017}: Weeks after Anis Amri’s Christmas market attack in Berlin, the government proposes a new Draft Asylum Law, which would massively curtail refugee rights.
- \textbf{09.02.2017}: The Labour Court in Berlin judges that the “Law of Neutrality” violates the basic rights of headscarf-wearing women who want to enter the profession of teaching. The judgement states that it violates Article 4 (1) and (2), the right to freedom of belief and confession, of the German Basic Law.
- \textbf{15.04.2017}: Egyptian student Shaden Mohamed al-Gohary is hit by a car in a hit-and-run incident in the city of Cottbus, and verbally abused in a racist matter, whilst lying injured on the ground. She eventually dies three days later in hospital.
- \textbf{January to December, 2017}: The government counts 71 attacks on mosques, whereas non-governmental organizations have different accounts, varying from 70 to more than 100 attacks over the entire year. The government also counted approximately 908 attacks on German Muslims.
- \textbf{January to December, 2017}: In the first 273 days of 2017, there were 1,413 attacks on refugees and 93 attacks on aid workers in Germany.

\textsuperscript{109} Ibıd., p. 39.
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Executive Summary

This report examines Islamophobia in Greece in 2017 taking all local, national and international developments into consideration. The primary outcome of this year’s report is that Islamophobia continues to exist in different fields across Greece. Compared to last year’s report, Islamophobia in Greece did not seem to decline in 2017. It remains manifested primarily on the level of hate speech towards Muslims and to a lesser extent on the level of physical violence. Yet, attacks against a young Muslim immigrant’s house in Athens took place in 2017. Also, three masjids that had been functioning for years were closed down by the Greek police while demonstrations were also organised so as to prevent the education of refugee children at Greek public schools. Meanwhile, even if it is likely to open in 2018, public discussions and protests against the construction of an official house of prayer for Muslims in central Athens continued throughout 2017.

Based on the report’s existing findings, Islamophobia is primarily manifested in Greek politics, printed and electronic media, and among some Orthodox Church officials, while it is relatively marginal in the education and justice system. Also, the Greek law is not robust enough in fighting anti-Muslim hatred inside Greek society. In general, the vast majority of perpetrator(s) of Islamophobic attacks remain unidentified; even those reproducing Islamophobic discourses, such as certain Metropolitans or politicians, are not penalised for their hate-motivated behaviour. With the exception of a few state and NGO initiatives, almost no progress has been achieved countering Islamophobia across Greece. For the purpose of addressing this vacuum, an observatory mechanism should immediately be formed that will monitor and record any type of Islamophobic incidents. A series of training seminars particularly for civil servants and journalists could be organised to develop their knowledge about Islam in Greece.
Περίληψη
Η παρούσα έκθεση εξετάζει την Ισλαμοφοβία στην Ελλάδα για το 2017 λαμβάνοντας υπόψη όλες τις εξελίξεις σε τοπικό, εθνικό, αλλά και διεθνές επίπεδο. Το βασικό συμπέρασμα της έκθεσης είναι ότι η Ισλαμοφοβία συνεχίζει να υπάρχει στην Ελλάδα σε διάφορα πεδία και συγκρινόμενη με την προηγούμενη χρονιά βρίσκεται μάλλον στο ίδιο επίπεδο. Κατά κύριο λόγο εκδηλώνεται με τη μορφή ‘ρητορικής μίσους’ εναντίον των Μουσουλμάνων και λιγότερο μέσω της άσκησης βίας. Παρά ταύτα έχουν καταγραφεί ορισμένες επιθέσεις, όπως εναντίον της οικίας ενός μαθητή από το Αφγανιστάν στην Αθήνα. Επίσης, ορισμένοι χώροι προσευχής που λειτουργούσαν για χρόνια έκλεισαν έπειτα από παρέμβαση της αστυνομίας, ενώ καταγράφηκαν και φέτος αντιδράσεις για την ενσωμάτωση παιδιών προσφύγων στα ελληνικά δημόσια σχολεία. Ως προς το αναμενόμενο πρώτο επίσημο τζαμί της Αθήνας, το οποίο αναμένεται να λειτουργήσει εντός του 2018, οι δημόσιες συζητήσεις και αντιδράσεις για την κατασκευή του συνεχίστηκαν και το 2017. Με βάση τα διαθέσιμα στοιχεία της έκθεσης, η Ισλαμοφοβία εντοπίζεται κατά κύριο λόγο στο πεδίο της πολιτικής, στα έντυπα και ηλεκτρονικά ΜΜΕ, και στον χώρο της Ορθόδοξης Εκκλησίας, ενώ είναι σχεδόν ανάπαρτη σε τομείς όπως η εκπαίδευση και το δικαστικό σύστημα. Είναι σημαντικό να τονίσετε ότι το ελληνικό νομικό σύστημα δεν αντιμετωπίζει επαρκώς τη μητροπολιτική μίσος και τις επιθέσεις κατά των Μουσουλμάνων καθώς η πλειονότητα των δραστών ή όσων αναπαράγουν Ισλαμοφοβικό λόγο, π.χ. ορισμένων πολιτικών ή Μητροπολιτών, δεν εντοπίζεται ή δεν τιμωρείται, αν και πολλοί εξ αυτών είναι γνωστοί. Με την εξαίρεση ορισμένων προτομοβιολόγων από τη μεριά του κράτους και κάποιων ΜΚΟ, δεν εμφανίζεται κάποια ιδιαίτερη πρόοδος στην αντιμετώπιση της Ισλαμοφοβίας. Για την αντιμετώπιση αυτού του κενού θα ήταν χρήσιμη η σύσταση ενός παρατηρητηρίου για την Ισλαμοφοβία, το οποίο θα μπορεί να καταγράφει όλα τα περιστατικά. Επιπλέον, θα ήταν χρήσιμη η διοργάνωση σειράς σεμιναρίων ιδίως για δημόσιους λειτουργούς και δημοσιογράφους, προκειμένου να ενημερωθούν σχετικά με τι τι είναι το Ισλάμ και για την παρουσία του στην Ελλάδα.
Introduction

Islamophobia in Greece is mainly found on the discursive level, while physical attacks against immigrants and refugees based on religious motivation are fewer compared to other European countries - although they are difficult to record. There are three main fields that have played a crucial role in the reproduction of Islamophobia in the public sphere: politics, i.e. political parties and organisations mainly of the right and the extreme right; religion, i.e. certain church figures of the Orthodox Church of Greece; and finally the media and the Internet. The main issues for the reproduction of Islamophobic discourses were the terrorist attacks in Western societies; the so-called refugee issue and the presence of immigrants and refugees mainly in Athens and the Aegean islands; the construction of the mosque of Athens; and issues related to the Muslim Turkish minority where Islamophobia is sometimes reflected through the lens of Turcophobia.1 The report is based on data collected during 2017 and takes into consideration international events that might have influenced the appearance or the rise of Islamophobia. The material was mainly collected from printed and electronic media, websites and blogs, reports of NGOs, international organisations and state authorities, and formal or informal contacts with members of the Muslim communities.2

Significant Incidents and Developments

There were four important incidents and developments that affected Islamophobia in Greece during 2017. First, the so-called “refugee crisis” continued to play a significant role in the increase of hatred especially towards Muslim refugees settled primarily in Athens, Thessaloniki and the Greek islands in the Aegean Sea. Similarly to 2016, Islamophobic discourse and physical attacks continued to increase as the route of refugees to major European countries such as Germany, known also as the Balkan Route, remained closed and around 55,000 refugees remained in Greece in 2017. Meanwhile similarly to previous years, certain circles continued to exploit international developments, i.e. the terrorist attacks around the world, for the sake of boosting Islamophobia inside Greek society. Second, the determination of the Greek government to include refugee children into the Greek public schooling mechanism and enable the continuity of their primary education at these schools continued to meet with strong reactions from some parents of schoolchildren of

---

2. It is worth noting that Greece has also been included in the OSCE Hate Crimes reporting mechanism since 2012. Apart from official statistical data from the Greek state, some minority and majority NGOs dealing with human and minority rights in Greece also contribute by reporting Islamophobic actions to this mechanism. The Western Thrace Minority University Graduates Association and the Western Thrace Turks Federation in Europe primarily report about biases against Muslims in Western Thrace, Rhodes and Kos, while the Greek Helsinki Monitor and Racist Violence Recording Network offer reports on Muslims in the rest of Greece.
majority-Greek schools - though to a lesser extent compared to 2016. Others manifested their disapproval of the new textbooks for religious education introduced in 2017 on the grounds that the overall content included more information about basics tenets of Islam and other religions that was not only biased in their favour but also concealed their fanaticism and racism. Third, even if debates and reactions about the mosque in Athens persisted, its construction was almost completed at the end of 2017. Earlier, in August 2017, the Ministry of Education, Research and Religion had already appointed 14 people - only four of them Muslims – to the board of directors of the mosque, which is planned to open in 2018. Fourth, some masjids located inside the premises of NGOs, owned and functioned by members of the Muslims Turkish minority of Western Thrace, were closed down on the grounds that they lacked official permission.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics
In the field of politics, Golden Dawn (GD) is the most significant agent with regard to the reproduction of Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hatred. Such views and attitudes have been consistently present in the party’s ideology and agenda since 2010 when for the first time it entered the political sphere in the local elections in Athens. During 2017, GD continued reproducing such discourses almost on a weekly basis through the party’s official website arguing that through the arrival of immigrants and refugees the Islamisation of Greece has already started.3 A text uploaded on the party’s official website reads,

The presence of Islam in Europe is the arm of the New Order for the terrorisation and enslavement of all the autochthonous people having as an ultimate goal the demolition of every European country through the mixture of races that will take place via the unstoppable illegal immigration of Muslims from Asia and Africa. […] If we don’t fight for our values and civilisation, then ethnic cleansing and submission to the ‘barbarians’, that arrive [in Greece] in thousands without meeting any kind of resistance, is certain.4

GD’s Islamophobic discourse was also evident in the parliamentary discussions on the construction of the mosque of Athens or immigration in which GD’s MPs
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- especially after the terrorist attacks in Europe (e.g. in Manchester or Barcelona) - have argued that jihadists are killing children throughout Europe⁵ implying that a mosque in Athens and immigrants and refugees constitute a direct threat, and, in this way, promoting a politics of fear.⁶

Apart from GD, politicians from the right, liberals or even of the centre-left have expressed views which could be considered as Islamophobic especially in relation to immigration and following the terrorist attacks in European cities. The former Prime Minister Antonis Samaras, for example, argued in a talk during a meeting of the European People’s Party think tank that Europe is threatened by a ‘tsunami of immigrants’ who come and practice every kind of smuggling, trafficking or even Jihad.⁷ In the same direction, Andreas Loverdos, an MP of the centre-left socialist party (PASOK), after the attack in Barcelona argued that the problem of Islamic (sic) terrorism is related with immigration and this is where the main focus of Europe should be.⁸ Thanos Tzimeros, on the other hand, the president of a small neo-liberal party, after the attack in Barcelona argued that Europe should forbid halal food for Muslims because that way they will have nothing to eat, and they will leave Europe.⁹ In the same spirit, the mayor of Argos in Peloponnesse, has also argued that Europe and, of course, Greece is in a process of Islamisation through immigrants and refugees and that there is a plan to destroy national identities and eliminate the national consciousness of the next generation.¹⁰

On September 12, the leader of a political party in Greece made a clear link between preserving for a long time the threshold for entering parliament in the general elections and the presence of Muslims in the region of Western Thrace. During his press conference at the 82nd Thessaloniki International Fair, Vasilis Leventis, the leader of the Union of Centrists – a Greek political party with seven MPs at the Greek Parliament – underlined that the main reason for keeping the 3% election barrier since 1993 has primarily been to prevent the one political party of the Muslim Turkish minority in Western Thrace from entering the Greek Parliament. He openly stated the following.

Tsipras [i.e. the Prime Minister] was ready to lower it to 2%. I insisted that it remains at 3% since it is a matter of Muslims. Votes of Muslims range between 1.8% and

---

2.2%. We could not allow a Muslim party to enter the Greek Parliament. In the case that the votes of Muslims reach 5%, then, we would rise the entrance barrier to the parliament to 5%. We need to be clear. Above all is the interest of Greece.\footnote{11}

In his statement he also underlined that in case the access of a Muslim party is allowed, then, Greeks should be ready to hear slogans from Muslims (implying members of the autochthonous Muslim Turkish minority of Western Thrace) stating “Long live Erdoğan” inside the Greek Parliament. Doing so, Leventis also implied that any possible entrance of an Islamic political party into the Greek Parliament would also work for the national interest of the neighbouring country, namely Turkey. The strongest reaction to Leventis’ statements came from the political party of Muslim Turks in Western Thrace. In its written statement, the Friendship, Equality and Peace Party condemned Leventis for using racist and Islamophobic discourse and targeting all Muslims living in Greece as dangerous and a threat to the country.\footnote{12}

Reflections of politics can also be observed in some decisions taken by the Greek state authorities on the religious liberties of Western Thracian Muslims residing inside or outside of Western Thrace. That is, in 2017, three masjids located inside non-governmental organisations belonging to members of the Muslim Turkish minority were closed by the Greek police. On February 17, the masjid located inside the Education, Culture and Sports Association of Muslims in Imathia-Veria;\footnote{13} on March 9, the one inside the Educational and Cultural Association of Muslims in Didymoticho;\footnote{14} and on June 30, the Osmaniye Masjid located inside the Educational and Cultural Association of Macedonian-Thracian Muslims in Thessaloniki were shut down by the Greek police.\footnote{15} The reason for their closure was the same: they all lacked the necessary permission to function a house of prayer inside their premises. Nevertheless, the heads of all three NGOs emphasised that as citizens of Greece they were entitled to the right of freedom of religion. Moreover, the possibility to perform religious activities had already been highlighted in their constitutions. Therefore, they had the right to teach the basic tenets of Islam and the Quran and pray collectively with other Muslims. It is useful to underscore that all masjids functioned without having any kind of problem with local Greek authorities; the one in Imathia had functioned for two years, while the one in Thessaloniki had been open for almost 12 years. Therefore, it seems that the decision regarding the closures of the masjids had political aspects that should not be underestimated.

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
Justice System

With regard to the justice system there were no particular events or developments that could be considered as Islamophobic. What could be mentioned, though, is that during 2017 the trial of a well-known author who wrote an Islamophobic text after the attacks of November 2015 in Paris was to take place on July 21, but it was postponed for 2018. She is going to be on trial for violating the anti-racist law (n.4285/2014) and certain articles of the penal code and more particularly for public incitement of violence and hatred. It should be noted that the author was supported by other authors and journalists arguing either that her prosecution was in violation of her right of freedom of speech or that she said nothing wrong because Islam is indeed a problem and is not a moderate religion.

Education

Regarding education and in relation to the policies implemented by the Ministry of Education there are no particular events to mention. On the contrary significant policies contributed to the direction of confronting Islamophobic attitudes (see section on civil society and political initiatives to counter islamophobia in this report). Three issues could be mentioned in this section, however, which are directly related to education. The first one is the reaction by a group of parents with the support of extreme-right groups, GD among others, the church and certain theological circles, against the new textbooks for religious education, which began to change last year and included more information about other religions and, of course, Islam. These parents compiled a document stating that they did not accept their children being taught about other religions in a biased way which concealed their true teachings that, in their view, include fanaticism, racism and hatred – the accusations were mainly aimed at the new teaching material regarding Islam. As a result, they returned the school textbook their children had received in the first days of the school year to the ministry and in the accompanying letter characterised them as “unacceptable”. The second issue worth mentioning is the reactions on October 28, the national commemoration day, when an 11-year-old student from Afghanistan was chosen in a lottery to carry the Greek flag in the student parade, according to the new edu-

cational legislation. The school administration and the school’s parents association decided otherwise and gave him the sign with the school’s name instead.\textsuperscript{20} Finally, although not to the same extent as in the previous year, there were some reactions against the decision to matriculate refugee children at public schools in order to incorporate them into society and avoid their social exclusion in various regions of Greece (e.g. Oraiokastro and Filippiada).\textsuperscript{21}

Media
As was mentioned in the previous reports, the media of the extreme right plays the primary role in the reproduction of Islamophobic discourses, e.g. the newspaper of Golden Dawn, or Makeleio, Stohos and Eleftheri Ora. This situation remains true for 2017 as well. (Figures 1 and 2)

Other examples come not only from right-wing or centre-left newspapers but also from some lifestyle and gossip press. (Figure 3) Dimocratia, similarly to the previous years, is a newspaper which reproduces Islamophobic discourses, es-

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{golden_dawn_newspaper}
\caption{The front page of Golden Dawn's newspaper states, "They Islamise Greek Children". September 20, 2017}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{eleftheri_ora_newspaper}
\caption{The front page of Eleftheri Ora reads, "Jihadists Threaten to 'Blow Up' the Parliament during the Holy Week". March 24, 2017}
\end{figure}
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especially after terrorist attacks have occurred abroad, talking about “the monsters of Islam” and “the crazy [people] of Islam” on its front pages. Another interesting theme was the headlines and front pages of some newspapers regarding the danger Greece might face because of the presence of extremists in Greek society who preach in some of the tens of unofficial or even illegal prayer houses in Athens. According to Dimocratia, the police were keeping a close eye on an imam who they characterised as a “moving-bomb” - because he was considered very dangerous - while other newspapers like Eleftheria tou Typou argued that there are mosques of hatred in Athens which threaten the country’s security. (Figure 4) It has to be noted that most of these articles included very confusing information of what exactly is taking place, with very little documentation, speaking only with police sources and, in most cases, reproducing information from previous years (2014-2015) without any new ‘sources’.

Similar articles, however, were published in moderate right-wing newspapers like Kathimerini22 where one can find articles by Takis Theodoropoulos who in the last years regularly writes about the so-called clash of civilizations, the violent character of Islam or the invention of Islamophobia.23 What needs to be underlined is that in most of these cases and despite the validity or the novelty of the information a

![Figure 3: Front page of the gossip newspaper Espresso: “Second Round of Profit in September in Mykonos with Allah’s Blessing. Remos in a Fiesta for Islam”. August 11, 2017](image3)

![Figure 4: The front page of Eleftheria tou Typou states, “Mosques of Hatred in Attica”. August 23, 2017](image4)
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kind of moral panic is constructed through attractive headlines and photos on front pages trying to disseminate a fear about Islam and Muslims.24

Furthermore, an online newspaper based in Komotini, Antifonitis,25 expressed intolerance against Islamic places of worship and hatred against Greece’s Ottoman past in its news coverage of the devastating fire in the Çelebi Mehmet Mosque (referred in the following section) in Didymoticho on March 22. With the headline “Will We All Cry for the Bayazid Mosque?”, the content reflected Çelebi Mehmet as an Asian invader of Greek soil because of whom many Greeks had suffered. Eventually, the article claimed, he barbarically built a mosque in his name in the centre of the city. According to Antifonitis, not even a penny should be spent for the restoration of this mosque. Rather, the money should be spent for the restoration of the Hellenic heritage monuments in Thrace.26 Even though the Greek officials acted in the opposite direction and immediately started restoration works, it seems that it will take some time to completely restore the structure since the damage from the fire was extensive.

Certain newspaper publications, along with a documentary prepared by Vice Greece and broadcasted on Antenna TV channel on February 20, clearly indicate how Islamophobia in Greece is also reflected through the lens of anti-Turkish discourse. The head of a group who occupied the construction site of the central mosque being constructed in Athens underlined that “any Greek who demands the construction of a mosque in Athens is a traitor with Turkish seed”.27

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

One crucial problem in Greece is the lack of evidence regarding assaults which are perpetrated based explicitly on religious motivation. Reports in Greece are usually categorised under xenophobic and racist attacks with no particular focus on the religious motivation; this can be attributed perhaps to the fact that in most cases the motivation is not clear. Attacks against immigrants, for example, which during the second half of 2017 were on the rise in Aspropyrgos, a region near Athens, mainly targeted Muslims from Pakistan. However, it is not always easy to record them as clearly Islamophobic - the most appropriate characterisation might be xenophobic and Islamophobic. These attacks are believed to have reached 70 or 80 in 2017 and it is argued that the per-

---


25. Antifonitis was a local newspaper, which circulated fortnightly between 1998-2015.


petrators meet and use the local GD offices as their point of departure.\(^{28}\) Since October 2017, a new extremist group emerged in Athens, under the name ‘Crypteia’ inspired by an ancient Spartan group. They claimed responsibility for an attack on the house of the young Afghan boy who was chosen to participate in the national celebrations of October 28 as his school’s flag-bearer - although the school administration decided otherwise. (See Education section) They also claimed responsibility for an attack against two Muslim immigrants, one of them an imam, in November 2017.\(^{29}\) It should also be mentioned that outside the location where the official mosque of Athens is going to be built many anti-Muslim slogans have been written on the walls. (Figures 5 and 6)

Regarding Western Thrace, two incidents of robbery occurred in 2017 and resulted in minor material damage to mosques in central Komotini. On April 4, the entrance of the Kırmahalle Mosque was found vandalised early in the morning and some money located inside the muezzin’s room was stolen. A similar attempt had also been reported two months earlier while unidentified individual(s) tried to steal some items from the yard of Şehreküştü Mosque.\(^{30}\) Apart from these two incidents, interviews with Muslims living in different parts of the country confirm that there were no other physical attacks on any

---


\(^{30}\) “They Broke the Entrance Door of Kırmahalle Mosque in Komotini”, Millet, (April 4, 2017), 5. Since the perpetrators were unidentified, this action might not be considered as Islamophobic but an incident of theft without any anti-Muslim intention.
functioning official mosque, masjid or cemetery property located in Western Thrace, Thessaloniki, Rhodes and Kos Island31 throughout 2017.

Last but not least, Çelebi Mehmet Mosque (known also as Bayazid Mosque, built in 1420 and located in central Didymoticho) is one of the oldest mosques in the Balkan Peninsula. During restoration works, a catastrophic fire broke out on the night of March 22 which resulted in serious damage to the monument. Initially, there were some rumours about a possible attack by Islamophobes targeting the centuries-old relic of Greece's Ottoman cultural heritage. Yet, the final findings of the investigation by Greek authorities have indicated that the cause of fire was welding materials used for restoration purposes.32

On the whole, from discussions with Muslims it became clear that Islamophobia in Greece is not as severe as in other European countries and has probably decreased compared to previous years, especially with regard to physical attacks. However, it was mentioned that a key issue is the Islamophobic attitudes and views held by state authorities and more particularly the police or the secret services which seem to uphold an Orientalist perspective and which sometimes leads to Islamophobia.33 An interesting parameter is that according to a study of the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Muslims themselves consider these attacks as mainly based on their ethnic or immigrant background, secondly on their skin colour and thirdly on their religion. It should be added that in most cases they hesitate or are afraid of reporting the attack to the authorities.34

Internet

The Internet is a fertile ground for the reproduction of Islamophobic views and the expression of hatred against Islam and Muslims. Similarly to previous years’ reports, many extreme right-wing websites continue to disseminate ‘news’ about Muslim countries in relation to violence (e.g. killings, rapes, murders, etc.) which in most cases are not reliable. These stories are used to cultivate and spread the fear of Islam and to create a repulsive image of Islam and Muslims. Such websites include, of course, the official website of GD and of its youth division (http://www.xryshaygh.

31. On both islands, there were a number of mosques established during the Ottoman administration of the Dodecanese region. Yet, contrary to demands of the Islander Turks for opening some already-existing mosques for religious purposes, only one mosque is open for use on each island. The rest remain closed, dilapidated and require immediate restoration so as not to collapse. Ali Huseyinoglu, “Past and Present of Islam in the Balkans: The Case of Greece”, Avrasya Etüdleri, 50 (2), 2016, 38-41.
32. Kostas Kantouris, “This Is How the Bayazid Mosque Collapsed Because of Fire”, Makedonia, (10 April, 2017), retrieved December 22, 2017 from https://makthes.gr/%CE%AD%CF%84%CF%83%CE%B9-%CE%B4%CE%B1%CE%B4%CE%B1%CF%83%CF%84%CE%AC%CF%86%CE%B7%CE%BA%CE%B5-%CE%B1%CF%80%CF%8C-%CF%84%CE%B7-%CF%86%CF%89%CF%84%CE%B9%CE%AC-%CF%84%CE%BF-%CF%84%CE%AD%CE%BC%CE%B5/.
33. Information collected from interviews with Muslims.
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com/ and http://www.antepithesi.gr/; ethnikismos.gr, which is related to GD since many articles appear on both websites; the website of a journalist, writer and turcologist (sic), i.e. a specialist in Turkey, where a special section dedicated to Islam can be found (http://nikosveiladakis.gr/); and all the websites of the newspapers, which belong to the extreme right, mentioned in the media section of the report (http://www.stoxos.gr/, http://www.makeleio.gr/, https://www.elora.gr/portal/). Apart from the above, one can find blogs with Islamophobic content and images supporting that Islam and Muslims should leave Greece because Islam is a “violent and savage religion” (Figure 7) and that all illegal immigrants - mainly Muslim - are threatening Greece.35 It is also very common to find Islamophobic pages and comments on Facebook or Twitter, such as the Facebook groups “Stop Islam in Greece” and “No to a mosque in Athens”.36

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network

As has been presented in previous sections of this report, the extreme right and more particularly GD are central figures in the Islamophobia network, building on what has been termed “politics of fear”. Specific websites also play a key role in the construction of panic regarding Islam and the presence of Muslims in Greek society. In this section two additional players in the field are mentioned. The first is a neo-liberal former minister of the conservative party Nea Dimocratia, Andreas Andrianopoulos, who teaches at the American College of Greece (Deree) and is the director of the Institute of Diplomacy and International Developments at the same college. Through speeches, articles, books, his website and mainly his Twitter account, he continuously (re-)produces Islamophobic messages talking about “Islamic beasts” after terrorist attacks, about the threat of the thousands of immigrants coming to Greece, and, on the whole, implying that there is a cultural

37. From the blog http://myrmithonas.blogspot.gr.
chasm between Islam and the West and that those who are friendly and open to Muslims will pay the price in the future.  

The second player is some members of the Orthodox Church of Greece, especially some Metropolitans. It is important to note that the Church on the whole is not Islamophobic and does not express hatred towards Muslims. However, there are some cases that need to be taken into serious consideration. The Metropolitan of Piraeus Serafeim is a central figure in Islamophobic discourses since he continuously argues that Islam is a fake religion and Muhammad a fake prophet, adding that Islam is violent and very dangerous. Similarly, the Office for Heresies and Para-religions of the Metropolis of Piraeus launched an announcement arguing that it is impossible to see Islam in any other way [i.e. as a religion of peace] because nowadays Islam is conquering the West using jihad.

Islam gallops conquering the Western world! Islamic expansionism and its all the more greater infiltration of Western societies during the last decades is now an unquestionable reality visible to the bare eye. […] Under such appropriate circumstances many Muslim organisations wish to dominate in the European space and establish this theocratic, fascist and imperialist construction of the ‘prophet’ Muhammad.

The Metropolitan of Kalavryta Ambrosios, who is another central figure in such discourses, has repeatedly expressed views against immigrants, especially Muslims. For Ambrosios, Greece and Europe have already been invaded by Muslims who started their criminal activity with attacks, thefts, injuries and murders of innocent Greek people.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia
There were three developments in 2017 from the part of the state that could be considered as important in confronting Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hatred. In 2016, a new curriculum and textbooks for the class of religious education were introduced as a pilot in selected schools. This year, it was decided to expand the new introductions to cover all Greek schools despite the reactions mentioned above. Furthermore, the programme of the Ministry of Education about the incorporation of refugee children continued to be implemented in 2017 in various regions.

39. “Letter of the Metropolitan of Piraeus, Serafeim, to the President of the Turkish Republic”, (April 12, 2017), retrieved December 7, 2017 from goo.gl/mq3XGV.
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of Greece despite local reactions and obstacles. Finally, in 2017, the construction of the official mosque proceeded, although not as fast as scheduled; in the summer, the mosque’s board of directors was selected and the relevant legislation was signed by the Ministry of Education.

With regard to the media, a new European project was launched about the way journalists should cover issues related to immigrants and ethnic or religious minorities throughout Europe. In this project the Hellenic Broadcasting Corporation (ERT) was a partner and one of the project’s main outcomes was a booklet of guidelines including, among other topics, a special section on ethical

42. For the legal background of these two cases see Konstantinos Tsitselikis and Alexandros Sakellariou, “Greece” in Oliver Scharbrodt et al (ed.), Yearbook of Muslims in Europe (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2018): 320.
reporting of Muslim communities. Adding to the above, in January 2017, a new European project, including a partner from Greece, was launched, called the Counter Islamophobia Kit (CIK), the overall aim of which is to produce a transferable toolkit of counter-narratives to Islamophobia, building on an assessment of the range and content of counter-narratives to Muslim hatred and hostility in eight national case study contexts and their application, operation and impact on prevailing narratives of hate and hostility.

Finally, throughout the year, discussions against Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hatred were organised around Greece, mainly by anti-racist and anti-fascist left-wing groups (Figures 8, 9, 10).

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

According to the existing data it could be argued that the level of Islamophobia in Greece has remained constant in 2017. Islamophobia is primarily manifested in the public discourse of specific political parties, by certain politicians of the right and far-right, some clerics of the Orthodox Church of Greece, and on different platforms of the Greek media. The SYRIZA-ANEL coalition government continues to take steps in combating xenophobic and Islamophobic behaviour. However, they are far from being adequate.

• First, confronting Islamophobia requires the establishment of an official observatory mechanism that will monitor and record Islamophobic incidents on the level of discourse and that of physical attacks.

• Second, the legal mechanism in Greece is not effectively tackling Islamophobia and the Greek law is not robust enough to discourage Islamophobic actions and hate speech. As a result, many of the perpetrators remain unidentified and unpunished. There is a need for the effective implementation of the existing anti-racist legislation (n4285/2014), which punishes hate speech and the incitement of violence that takes place in public, through the media, the Internet or in any other way.

• Third, the Orthodox Church of Greece should not only punish its Metropolitans who insist on using Islamophobic discourse, but also discourage any attempt of reproduction of anti-Muslim hatred by its clerics.

• Fourth, even though Islam is an old religion in Greece dating back to the Ottoman times, knowledge about the fundamentals of Islam is highly limited, which provides another space for Islamophobia to flourish inside Greek society. In this respect, the new textbooks for religious education introduced this year, which


44. For more information see the project’s website https://cik.leeds.ac.uk/.
include more information about Islam, are likely to assist the overall understanding of Islam in Greece. For the same purpose, training seminars should also be provided particularly for those journalists, teachers, police officers, coastguards and other civil servants who have contact with Muslims.

• Finally, it is significant to remember that Muslims should not be excluded from decision-making mechanisms combating anti-Muslim hatred in Greece. An effective mechanism of dialogue and cooperation should immediately be formed, such as a platform where views of Muslims will be taken into full consideration by Greek decision makers in Greece’s fight against Islamophobia.

Chronology

• 17.02.2017: The masjid located inside the Education, Culture and Sports Association of Muslims in Imathia-Veria was closed by the Greek police.
• 04.03.2017: An assembly and discussion entitled “No to Islamophobia, we welcome refugee children in our schools” took place in Thessaloniki.
• 09.03.2017: The masjid inside the Educational and Cultural Association of Muslims in Didymoticho was closed by the Greek police.
• 22-23.03.2017: Catastrophic fire broke out inside the Çelebi Mehmet Mosque in central Didymoticho during restoration works.
• 04.04.2017: The entrance door of the Kırmahalle Mosque was found vandalised early in the morning.
• 17.06.2017: Demonstration in Samos against the alleged Islamisation of the island.
• 23.06.2017: Discussion organised in Thessaloniki entitled “Islamophobia, imperialism and anti-racist fight today”.
• 25.06.2017: Discussion takes place in Ptolemaida under the title “Islamophobia, imperialism, extreme right and anti-racist fight today”.
• 30.06.2017: The Osmaniye Masjid located inside the premises of the Educational and Cultural Association of Macedonian-Thracian Muslims in Thessaloniki is shut down by the Greek police.
• 12.09.2017: Islamophobic statements by Vasilis Leventis, the leader of the Union of Centrists, targeting the entry into the Greek Parliament of any political party of the Muslim Turkish minority in Western Thrace.
• 24.09.2017: Event organised by Golden Dawn in Almyros, Volos entitled “Against the impoverishment and the Islamisation of Greece”.
• September – October 2017: Reactions against the new textbooks for religious education from parents, theological and church circles and the extreme right.
• 18.10.2017: Discussion in Xanthi takes place entitled “Marxist Forum: Islamophobia – The Modern Racism”.

• 06.11.2017: An attack against the house of an Afghan pupil is perpetrated by the extreme-right group Crypteia, who make their debut appearance.

• 16.11.2017: Event organised in Thessaloniki by Golden Dawn together with the Serbian nationalist party “Radical Serbian Party”. A common decision is taken to form an Orthodox coalition in the Balkans against Islamisation and globalisation.

• 22.11.2017: Attack by Crypteia against two immigrants; one of the victims is an imam.
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Executive Summary

Today, Hungary is one of the prime examples of a country hosting only a minuscule Muslim community but exhibiting severely negative public attitudes towards and fear of Islam. Since the ‘refugee crisis’ of the summer of 2015, the debate on Islam became one of the most prominent and omnipresent topics in Hungarian media and politics.

Competing with the far right, the ruling conservative Fidesz and its media orbit managed to portray Islam and Muslims as an existential threat to both the country and Western culture. Framed by a flagrant anti-Islamic rhetoric by now omnipresent in right-wing political and media circles, anti-Muslim narratives became uncontested in the country’s current political atmosphere and enjoy the unconditional support by an overwhelming portion of the population. Through the lack of popular knowledge about Islam and without any effective counter-narrative or defence strategy, this no-stakes situation has led to an openly anti-Islam rhetoric dominating the mainstreams of politics and the media.

In 2017, the hijacking of popular fears of Islamisation, terrorism, and mass migration from the Middle East and Africa culminated in two ‘national consultations’: one on the EU’s refugee resettlement policy, the other on an alleged plan of the U.S.-Hungarian entrepreneur George Soros seeking to flood Europe with migrants and Islamise the continent.

Despite the popular and political hysteria surrounding Islam and Muslims, institutionalised Islamophobia remains a political tool employed by the government and its orbit on the level of political rhetoric. Its goal is to manipulate domestic audiences by mongering and amplifying irrational fears for political purposes. Using anti-Muslim tropes and Islam and foreign terrorism as a scapegoat usually does not translate into concrete, explicitly Islamophobic measures or physical attacks. Islamophobia remains a comfortable political tool, not an ideological end in itself.
Összefoglaló

A mai Magyarország tökéletes mintapéldája egy olyan országnak, ahol a helyi muszlim közösség rendkívüli kis létszáma ellenére a közvélemény muszlimokról alkotott nézetei igen negatívak és félelemhelyezők. A 2015-ös év eseményei óta az iszlám ról folytatott társadalmi viták a magyar média és politikai élet legfontosabb és leggyakoribb témáivá váltak. A magyar szélsőjobb lícitálva, a kormányzó konzervatív Fidesznél és a Fidesz-közeli médiának sikerült egy olyan narratívát szalonképes tennie, mely az iszlámon és a muszlim bevándorlást mind a magyar, mind nyugati kultúrára való egzisztenciális veszélyként jeleníti meg. Ezek a jobboldali politikai körök és média által gyártott narratívák valamint a mára már a magyar közéletben mindenütt jelenlévő iszlámellenes retorika mostanra már a magyar lakosság túlnyomó többségének megcingathatatlan támogatását élvezik. Egy olyan társadalmi és politikai légkör, amelyben a lakosság nem rendelkezik semmiféle tényleges ismerettel az iszlámról egy olyan helyzethez vezet melyben iszlámellenes kirohanásokat minden nemű tét és következmény nélkül lehet intézni a politikai élet bármely színpadán és a tömegsajtóban. Mindezek ellenére, az intézményesített iszlámellenesség eddig még továbbra is csupán politikai eszközként szolgál a kormány és az azt támogató körök számára és nem lépte át a politikai retorika verbális határait. A szóbeli iszlámellenesség célja továbbra is a hazai közvélemény manipulálása és a politikai érdekeket szolgáló félelemkeltés, 2017-ben az iszlamizációtól, a terrorizmustól és az Afrikából és a Közel-Keletről érkező tömeges bevándorlástól való általános félelem politikai célokra történő kiaknázása két „nemzeti konzultáció” megtartásában csúcsosodott ki: egy az EU a menekültek elosztó kvótarendszeréről, egy másik pedig Soros György amerikai-magyar milliós állítólagos tervéről, mely a nemzetállamok felszámolása érdekében Európát nagy számú bevándorlóval árasztaná el és iszlámizálná.

Az iszlám és muszlimok körüli közéleti és politikai hisztéria ellenére az iszlámmellenes szóbeli kirohanások gyakorisága, valamint a terrorizmusval közvetlen párhuzamba állított iszlám bűnbaknak való kikiáltása Magyarországon eddig még nem került sor konkrét fizikai atrocitásokra. Az iszlámmellenesség továbbra is csupán egy kényelmes politikai eszköz, nem pedig egy ideológiai célkitűzés.
Introduction

Often styled as ‘Islamophobia without Muslims,’ in recent years Hungary has developed into a primary example of a country characterised by widespread intolerance, negative attitudes, essentialisation and fear towards Islam while lacking both a significant Muslim community living in the country or a large number of Muslim refugees in its territory. According to a recent Pew Research study, Hungarians are one of nations worldwide that fear an influx of large number of refugees form the Middle East to the greatest extent (65%). This result is in par with percentages observed in Greece, Italy, Turkey, and Lebanon. However, while these countries are either the recipients of or hosts to large numbers of Middle Eastern refugees often reaching millions, there are less than 600 refugees currently in Hungary. Therefore, fears of and negative sentiments towards Middle Eastern migrants are most likely the result of deliberate government narratives. The government has been leading a concentrated campaign targeting immigration, Islam, EU and civil society policies, and specifically the U.S.-Hungarian billionaire George Soros in direct or indirect ways.

Significant Incidents and Developments

After the unprecedented events of 2015 that saw the unfolding of the so-called ‘refugee crisis’ in the country and along its borders, the right-wing government has been continuously employing an increasingly anti-Islam and anti-migration narrative combined with more recent attacks on liberal civil society members and the EU itself culminating in the aforementioned campaigns framing two national consultations in 2017. Anti-Islam incidents are almost exclusively taking place in discursive forms in the arenas of EU, national, and regional politics, societal discourses and the media. This non-physical form of incidents is hardly surprising given the almost complete lack of (visually identifiable) Muslims or mosques or other physical Islamic institutions in the country. In general, the increasingly hostile, essentialising and fearmongering tone of discourses surrounding the immigration and integration of Muslims, EU resettlement quotas and global events linked to Islamic terrorism have been dominating domestic discourses and brought about the consolidation of highly negative if not openly hostile general attitudes towards Islam, Muslims, refugees, and migrants. Narratives of the right wing in general and the government in particular

1. Michał Buchowski/Katarzyna Chlewinska, Tolerance and Cultural Discourses Diversity in Poland (Florence: European University Institute, 2010), pp. 32-33.
2. Islam in Hungary today has a very low number of followers and no historically indigenous community. According to the latest official census of 2011, only 0.056 per cent of the country’s residents indicated their affiliation to Islam. While various estimates put the number of the country’s Islamic community between 25,000 and 50,000, their share still remains well under 1 per cent (0.1 or 0.3 % respectively).
were characterised by the effort to use Islam as one of the main arguments in the country’s stand-off both with Brussels and with large segments of its domestic civil society on handling the ‘refugee crisis’, the government’s refusal to accept the proposed EU-wide refugee resettlement quota system and to drive away domestic attention from the country’s deep-running economic, societal, and political problems. In this process, the government managed to find suitable scapegoats to manipulate the focus of debates and public sentiments: since 2015, it’s been the masses of ‘invading’ refugees who for the current time in the country’s history represented a physical factor to be dealt with.

On the verbal level, targeting both the domestic and foreign audiences, the ruling Fidesz government and its allies have been employing an narrative construct, frequently repeated, referring to Islam in contrast to Europe’s Christian culture and displaying both religion, immigration and Western European liberalism as existential threats to the fundament of Europe. Prime Minister Orbán and his party keep referring to themselves (and to other V4 countries) as the sole defenders of Christian Europe, unwilling to submit to the EU’s anti-nation state refugee policy seeking to allegedly alter the ethno-religious composition of the Christian continent. According to the logic of this mantra, the ‘self-defence’ of the Hungarian people is juxtaposed to the overt effort of a number of international actors, such as the EU, international civil society, or George Soros himself, to Islamise Europe by ‘masses disloyal to autochthonous nations’ and to ‘eradicate European nation states and their identities’.

Furthermore, this openly hostile attitude from the government has not just created an uncontested (and incontestable) majority consensus depicting the Islam-immigration-terrorism nexus as an existential threat, it has also served as a dog whistle to the most hateful of right-wing groups and individuals opposing Islam, immigration, civil society, or EU trafficking in dark conspiracy theories drawn from the pages of tabloids, like-bait sites and the far reaches of radical right-wing circles across Europe.

Thus, the trends set in the aftermath of the 2015 ‘refugee crisis’ continue to be utilised with increasing vehemence and kept alive by additional actors and elements building upon a Migration-Islamisation-Terrorism nexus supported by an anti-Christian, liberal elite aided by domestic civil society actors seeking to undermine European nation states and the continent’s Christian identity through mass illegal immigration and consequent Islamisation. Both within international and domestic discursive contexts selecting the small, voiceless domestic Muslim community as well as a negatively framed religion completely unknown to domestic audiences as the government’s ‘scapegoat’ continues to be a political success.

It is important to note that from a rhetorical, or linguistic point of view, since the beginning of the ‘refugee crisis’ in 2015, the conservative media and the gov-

ernment have been exclusively referring to refugees, asylum seekers and migrants as ‘illegális bevándorlók’ (illegal immigrants) or ‘migránsok’ (migrants) thereby playing down the root causes and humanitarian nature of the crisis and adding an additional layer to the level of fearmongering.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

As mentioned before, most Islamophobic incidents and discursive events related to Hungarian political discourses of this year were largely dominated by the topics of mass immigration into the EU, Islamic terrorism as well as the country’s civil society alleged to be aiding ‘foreign interests’ and supporting mass immigration and resettlement culminating in two national consultations (referenda) on whether to accept mandatory EU quotas for relocating migrants. The first one, titled Állítsuk meg Brüsszelt (Let’s Stop Brussels), in March 2017, was a repeated attempt to gain popular legitimation to act against European Union policies and domestic civil society supporting refugees. While the questions themselves did not mention Islam or Muslims directly, within the context of the campaign and international events, 3 of the 6 questions were capable of implying animosity towards Muslims. These questions, according to the sequence of the referendum, were the following:

- In recent times, terror attack after terror attack has taken place in Europe. Despite this fact, Brussels wants to force Hungary to allow illegal immigrants into the country. What do you think Hungary should do? (a) For the sake of the safety of Hungarians these people should be placed under supervision while the authorities decide their fate. (b) Allow the illegal immigrants to move freely in Hungary.
- By now it has become clear that, in addition to the smugglers, certain international organisations encourage the illegal immigrants to commit illegal acts. What do you think Hungary should do? (a) Activities assisting illegal immigration such as human trafficking and the popularisation of illegal immigration must be punished. (b) Let us accept that there are international organisations which, without any consequences, urge the circumvention of Hungarian laws.
- More and more foreign-supported organisations operate in Hungary with the aim of interfering in the internal affairs of our country in an opaque manner. These organisations could jeopardise our independence. What do you think Hungary should do? (a) Require them to register, revealing the objectives of their activities and the sources of their finances. (b) Allow them to continue their risky activities without any supervision.

The so-called foreign agents mentioned in Q3 and 4 are to be understood as those organisations that have been successfully combatting the Fidesz government’s
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growing autocratic style and anti-refugee stance since the 2015 crisis. These are the Hungarian Civil Liberties Union, Transparency International, the Hungarian Helsinki Committee, and Amnesty International.5

The second consultation was launched directly against the American-Hungarian millionaire and philanthropist George Soros and his alleged plan to Islamise Europe. In October, the government sent out questionnaires to all four million of the country’s households asking for people’s views on seven statements describing the philanthropist’s alleged plan to flood Europe, and Hungary in particular, with millions of Muslim migrants and refugees.6 The government made the seven following assertions about what it calls the ‘Soros Plan’:

• George Soros wants Brussels to resettle at least one million immigrants per year onto European Union territory, including in Hungary.
• Together with officials in Brussels, George Soros is planning to dismantle border fences in EU Member States, including in Hungary, to open the borders for immigrants.
• One part of the Soros Plan is to use Brussels to force the EU-wide distribution of immigrants that have accumulated in Western Europe, with special focus on Eastern European countries. Hungary must also take part in this.
• Based on the Soros Plan, Brussels should force all EU Member States, including Hungary, to pay immigrants HUF 9 million in welfare.
• Another goal of George Soros is to make sure that migrants receive milder criminal sentences for the crimes they commit.
• The goal of the Soros Plan is to push the languages and cultures of


Europe into the background so that integration of illegal immigrants happens much more quickly.

- It is also part of the Soros Plan to initiate political attacks against those countries which oppose immigration, and to severely punish them.8

In the run-up to the ‘national consultation of the Soros Plan’, the government employed an openly fearmongering strategy accusing the EU and Europe’s left-leaning parties and civil society actors of supporting and implementing the ‘Soros Plan’. As an example, in a speech held during a parliamentary session, PM Orbán envisions ‘hordes of migrants raping Europe’ and Hungary’s unwillingness to submit to the ‘Soros Plan’ leading to the enforced opening of borders and the mass resettlement of ‘up to 60 million migrants’ from the Middle East and Africa.9 Also, in a radio programme, Deputy Prime Minister Zsolt Semjén claimed that the ‘Soros Plan’, a branch of the ‘Jacobine, Bolshevik version of Freemasonry’ [sic], that ‘hates Christian values’ and ‘wishes nothing more than to eradicate nation states’, is in fact responsible for ‘creating the migrant crisis’ by ‘importing millions of Muslims’. He also spoke of the rise of parallel societies, infight within migrant communities, rising crime levels and ‘burning suburbs from Malmö to Marseille’.10 This is a clear reference to last year’s debates claiming that major European cities, such as London, Brussels, Marseille, Berlin, Stockholm and Malmö had become “no-go” areas due to high levels of immigration.11

Another element of the propaganda campaigns leading up to both national consultations has been to twist the meaning of the term ‘open society’ that serves as the name of Soros’ foundation, which has been aiding Hungary with over $400 million since it’s foundation in the country back in 1984. In the government’s interpretation, open borders and mass migration aim at destroying the supposedly Christian identity of Hungary, as the government contends.12 In accordance with this logic, the government has been waging an overt campaign against NGOs that have been helping refugees since 2015. Many of these NGOs, such as the Hungarian Helsinki Committee or Migration Aid, have been partially financed by Soros’ Open Society Foundation, a fact that gives the government the occasion to persecute liberal, pro-refugee civil society organisations in the country. A prime

---

example of this relentless campaign is the ban of Bernadett Szél, co-chair of LMP (Legyen Más a Politika, ‘Politics Can Be Different’, a liberal green party) from attending the Parliamentary Committee on National Security (PCNS), of which she is a bona fide member. By tradition, the chairman of PCNS has been a member of the opposition until the position was filled by Szilárd Németh (Fidesz) in 2014. He announced that “those politicians who lie about the national consultation campaign and have been supporting the Soros Plan all along, as LMP politicians do, cannot take part in the discussions of the National Security Committee, whose task is the prevention of the implementation of the Soros Plan.” Németh accused Szél, a ‘Soros agent’, to have worked in a Soros-financed organisation that was supportive of migrants. Additionally, the government news service accused Szél to have nominated an expert to testify before the committee who failed the obligatory security clearance. The expert was born in Kabul, and before he began working for the LMP, had worked for MigSzol (Migration Solidarity, a pro-refugee NGO active during the 2015 ‘refugee crisis’), described by Németh to be ‘the most pro-migrant organisation of Soros.’ The expert, who was also Széll’s assistant, was deemed to be a risk to national security.

Due to the lack of domestic events, world events with reference to Islam, Muslims or Muslim-majority or Middle Eastern countries are systematically used both by political and media actors to justify the government’s mainstream anti-Islam narratives. These often reinterpreted, decontextualized or reframed news segments usually include reports on terrorist attacks, militant organisations of Muslims – most prominently the so-called Islamic State -, Western European migrant and refugee communities, the Middle East conflict, but also on non-violent political or societal events from Middle East/Muslim countries. Certain, unverified news items are sometimes picked up uncritically by politicians and the media. A particularly embarrassing example of this was a Facebook post in which Fidesz MP Szilárd Németh believed an unverified DAESH statement claiming the Las Vegas attacker Stephen Paddock was ‘a soldier of the Islamic State’.

In the middle of the anti-Soros Plan campaign, an LMP member managed to acquire information on the naturalisation of Arab Christians. Accordingly, in the period from 2012 to 2017, the Hungarian government granted Hungarian citizenship to a total of 822 mostly Egyptian Copts. While there are only a handful of cases

where non-Christian refugees from Arab or Muslim countries have been granted even asylum, Vice Prime Minister Zsolt Semlyén justified the move with ‘interests of national policy’ and claimed it to be the proof of the country’s ‘hospitality towards real refugees’.16

**Justice System**

Islam is one of the religions recognised by the state since 1916. According to the president of the Church of Muslims in Hungary, Zoltan Sulok, Islam being one of the country’s long-recognised religions, faces no legal obstacles: Muslims are guaranteed freedom of religion and there are no Hungarian laws contradicting Islamic practices.17 However, in a television interview given to right-wing commentator Zsolt Bayer on EchoTV in November, the Fidesz Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly Gergely Gulyás revealed the government’s plan to ban the building of mosques in Hungary. In unison with the commentator, he equalled mosques with ‘problems’, which ‘forces the government to treat the presence of Islam in a country as a matter of national security, not of freedom of religion’.18 It is neither clear nor known how this announcement is about to effect existing mosques, community centres, or prayer rooms in the country nor if there will be any legal follow-up of this announcement that resembles a rhetorical move within the government’s anti-migration propaganda rather than a result of a well-devised sociopolitical strategy. Also, the government seems to have no problem co-financing – together with the Turkish government – the restauration works of Gül Baba’s türbe (mausoleum), a Muslim pilgrimage site dating back to the 16th century in Budapest. In his response to Gergely Gulyás, the chairman of the MIK (Magyar Iszlám Közösség, Hungarian Islamic Community), Zoltán Bolek warned of the ‘spread of uncontrolled garage mosques’ that the country’s two Islamic organisations are unlikely to have control over and ‘reminded the Centre for Counterterrorism of having information on the existence of a Wahhabi mosque’.19

Back in November 2016, László Toroczkai, the infamous mayor of Ásotthalom, a village of less than 4,000 souls lying on the southern borders, issued an order banning the construction of Islamic mosques or minarets, the Muslim call for prayer,
the wearing of Muslim religious attire such as the chador, the niqab, the burqa and the burkini. Toroczkai argued that he wished to set a positive example to other Hungarian municipalities in order to guarantee the ‘centuries-old traditions’ of local communities in the face of mass migration to the country. This piece of local legislation encountered massive protests from the side of the civil society. As a result, in April 2017, the Constitutional Court ordered the municipality to withdraw the legislation for contradicting a number of basic rights guaranteed by the Hungarian Constitution. In November 2017, however, the Ásotthalom council voted in favour of the same legislation that has been amended by merely removing any words referring to Islam from the text.

Employment
There have not been any reported events of discrimination against Muslims in the field of work or employment. Hungary has had a fundamentally different experience with Muslims entering the workforce than Western Europe. Firstly, Hungary’s Muslims are numerically and proportionately very small, the boldest estimate not reaching the 0.3% margin. Secondly, the bigger portion of Hungarian Muslims is made up of ethnically Hungarian, domestic-born converts – (73.4%) in 2013 –, usually not displaying any visual or linguistic differences to non-Muslim Hungarians. The wearing of any Islamic garment remains extremely rare in Hungary. Thirdly, ethnically non-Hungarian Muslims who have mostly arrived as students from ‘brotherly socialist’ secular Arab republics, such as Algeria, Syria, Palestine and Iraq to pursue engineering or medical studies at Hungarian universities are usually highly educated and integrated. Whether or not the practice of Islam plays any role in the personal lives of foreign-born Hungarian Muslims and their descendants, the external identification of these individuals by the host society is more likely to be based on their ethnic origin, not religious affiliation. Thus, good relations with one’s ‘Iraqi GP’ or ‘Syrian grocer’ won’t necessarily be translated into or seen as representative of the perceptions of Islam and Muslims in general neither on personal, nor on professional levels.

Education
There have been no major changes in the field of education since 2015. Hungary’s rich Islamic history and ties to Muslim-majority regions are still ignored and omitted from general history curricula. The overwhelming majority of history

textbooks tend to be Eurocentric and are inadequate in terms of providing students with a balanced knowledge of Islam and Islamic societies. Even if reference is made to, e.g. the rise of Islam, the Ottoman Empire, or de-/colonisation, the portrayal of non-European regions remains marginal, schematic and lacking critical analysis.23

Since the beginning of the ‘refugee crisis’, conservative and government-affiliated media outlets have been frequently featuring Hungarian Orientalist scholars styled as ‘security policy analysts’ and ‘Middle East experts’. More often than not, their analyses quote from Islam’s foundational texts, interpreting them as calls to use violence in order to conquer the land of unbelievers. Contemporary Muslims interpretations, or a deeper sociological analyses of the migrants’ realities is rarely the subject of such ‘expert opinions’.

Another set of scholars are employed by the Migration Research Institute, established in 2015 by organisations close to the ruling government. The institute’s aim is to publish reports on the security risks posed by Muslims in Europe, and to provide ‘academic’ justification for the government’s anti-migrant policies.24

**Media**

Similarly to the country’s political landscape, Hungarian media is also characterised by a stark left-right divide where political and ideological allegiances are more or less the norm. Hungary’s media environment, a privately owned sector that has suffered from increased state regulation since the Fidesz government’s coming to power, continues to be under government pressure to influence coverage.25 The narrative that’s been given prominence since the intensification of the ‘refugee crisis’ in 2015 allowed for the securitisation of Islam and Muslim immigration to a level that is largely incontestable in today’s political and media environment. In this environment, all balanced opinions are either ignored by popular media, or sidelined by nationalist clamor. Given the dominance of stately owned or government-friendly media belonging to the Fidesz orbit, the government’s ongoing anti-Islam mantra enjoys an uncontested predominance. Besides the obvious negative portrayal of Islam in general, state media outlets also bombard their audiences with subtler, yet severely unnuanced reporting on a number of issues linked to Islam pointing towards an alleged Islamisation of Europe and the envisioned deterioration of the continent’s security through the influx of ‘invading hordes’ of migrants. This strongly fearmongering style of reporting enjoys a priority status in

state media outlets and is repeated in a very propaganda-like frequency, especially during the run-up to ‘national consultation’ campaigns.26

While the uncontested government rhetoric that has been defining narratives in the political arena is omnipresent in the state-controlled segment of the media, certain other segments sport an even more radical, blatantly anti-Muslim narrative. One of the most notorious examples of this segment is the privately owned television channel EchoTV, strongly promoting government and more radical right-wing stances. In September, one of EchoTV’s programmes, Informátor, specialised in investigative journalism, aired an episode portraying the Islamic community living in the country. Besides images of DAESH mixed together with Muslims praying in a Budapest mosque, the programme was busy shedding as negative a light as possible on the community and offering a strongly suggestive narrative of the country’s ongoing Islamisation, the spread of Sharia law and NGOs having secret networks to import Islamist terrorist into the country in order to invade it. Also, a pro-government security expert László Földi described the ‘refugee crisis’ as a ‘state of war’ and organisations and individuals helping refugees as ‘war criminals and collaborators’ who should be ‘liquidated without trial’. The statement caused massive public protest and the court ordered the removal of the programme from the television’s website.27

Földi is one of those, often self-declared, ‘experts’ that are frequent guests in both state and government-friendly media outlets providing simplistic and often highly populist and Islamophobic answers about current events and Islam itself.

Physical and Verbal Attacks
The only notable physical anti-Islam incident taking place in 2017 was a protest of a handful of activists of the Hungarian branch of the Génération Identitaire spanning an 8-meter-long banner on top of the Buda Tunnel reading ‘Islamisation kills’. The action was seeking to derive attention to the perceived Islamisation of the continent and the lack of fences along the external borders of other EU member states. According to the chairman of the movement, ‘Islamisation starts with a single mosque’.28

There are only a handful of mosques and prayer rooms in the entire country and they have not reported any incidents yet; attacks on Muslim individuals are also not known.

26. Interview with Omar Sayfo, independent media commentator specialised on Islam and Middle East affairs (Budapest, January 6, 2018).
While there is no sign of organised anti-Islamic networks of media outlets or public figures, the ‘refugee crisis’ and the quota referendum campaign have increased the vehemence of right-wing, xenophobic Internet portals and popular so-called ‘like-hunting’ or ‘like bait’ news sites publishing fake news on Muslim refugees, Western Europe’s Muslim communities, Islamic countries and Islam itself. Sites such as kurucinfo.hu; meteon.hu; legfrissebb.info; faith- and Church-affiliated vigyazo.hu; explicitly anti-migrant sites such as napimignans.hu (lit. ‘daily migrant’); or anti-Islam sites such as dzsihadfigyelo.com (lit. ‘Jihad watch’) flood social media with content often bordering on hate speech.29

It is important to note that the language of the current anti-Islam discourse largely uses the tropes traditionally applied in anti-Gypsy (e.g. non-European origin, linked to crime, impossible to integrate, etc.), as well as those applied to the Jewry (e.g. self-perceived superiority, anti-Christian/European conspiracies, etc.). However, while by now, anti-Gypsy and anti-Jewish utterances are more or less considered to be taboo in mainstream discourses, anti-Muslim and anti-refugee rhetoric – both in a seemingly elevated, intellectual way, as well as in a highly derogatory, racist and vulgar style – have become acceptable throughout the larger parts of mainstream media. As a result, anti-Islam and indeed anti-Muslim viewpoints are ‘no longer subject to condemnation - sometimes they are all but duties’.30

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network

By now, there is a widespread consensus regarding Islam as an existential threat to both the country and Europe, and utterances and discourses referring to Islam and Muslims in negative terms are commonplace in the arenas of politics, the media and the Internet. It is the result of a well-devised fearmongering strategy pursued by the government and the right wing that makes use and amplifies the population’s sentiments, fears, lack of information and experience regarding Islam. While originally a trope employed by the far right, the strategy of framing Islam as a scapegoat has been adopted as the main element of government propaganda tapping on popular fears of an unknown, obscure religion with full steam since 2015. Concentrated government and right-wing propaganda discourses employing verbal Muslim-bashing has proven to be a conduit through which Hungarian society’s frustrations can be channeled in politically and socially safe ways.31 Consequently,

29. Interview with Omar Adam Sayfo (December 29, 2017).
this strategy of verbal anti-Islamism serves as one of the main cornerstones of the ideological construct employed by the government and its orbit.

In that sense, the entire government, including its media and economic orbit, ideological loyalists and supporting public figures could be regarded as one big ‘Islamophobia network’. Notorious government politicians frequently employing anti-Muslim utterances such as Vice Prime Minister Zsolt Semlyén, Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó, Speaker of the National Assembly László Kövér, Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly Gergely Gulyás, and, of course, Prime Minister Orbán himself as well as a large number of other politicians and public figures such as Ásotthalom’s Jobbik Mayor László Toroczkai, far-right commentator Zsolt Bayer, or government loyalist security expert László Földi could all be identified as this network’s central figures.

However, Islamophobia is a means, not an end in itself. It is part of a government’s propaganda seeking to achieve goals other than countering Islam or discriminating against Muslims. Apart from a few cases, verbal Islam-bashing is not translated into physical violence or actual political consequences in legislation. The erection of the southern border fence or tight immigration laws have the primary purpose of securing popular votes and keeping the opposition at bay in order to further strengthen the government’s domestic power basis and remain in power, and to a lesser degree aim to genuinely counter any real or imagined threat emanating from Islam. While there are certainly many public figures and ordinary citizens who are genuinely afraid of and thus hostile towards Islam and Muslims, in Hungarian domestic contexts these fears are completely irrational and unjustified. Therefore, trying to identify a well-connected ‘Islamophobia network’ would be missing the point.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

As far as this research is concerned, there are no significant civil society initiatives that explicitly counter Islamophobia in Hungary. There are a number of NGOs working to protect refugees and their rights – such as the Hungarian Helsinki Committee, Migration Aid, or MigSzol – but none of these organisations deal explicitly with Muslims, Islam, or Islamophobia. While there are condemning reactions to the strongest Islamophobic utterances in the media and in politics from the country’s Islamic communities, there seems to be no trace of any plans or strategies to counter Islamophobia in a systematic way on any levels. Oppositional parties are unwilling to lose even more votes by standing up for a hopeless cause not promising the slightest of political benefits and only blowing even more wind into the sails of government propaganda.
Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

Given the absence of a sizable Muslim population, verbal Muslim-bashing has proven to be a conduit through which Hungarian society’s frustrations can be channelled in politically and socially safe ways. Without any effective counter-narrative or defence strategy, this no-stakes situation has led to an uncontested monopoly of an openly anti-Islam rhetoric dominating the mainstages of politics and the media and enjoying the unconditional support of an overwhelming portion of the population. However, Islamophobia in Hungary, a small Central European country, ethnically highly homogenous, isolated in cultural-linguistic terms and lacking any recent direct experience of peaceful interaction with Islam or Muslim populations, should be viewed through a domestic political lens. With high unemployment rates, widespread poverty and corruption, bleak economic prospects and an increasingly weakening middle class, one would be hard-pressed to consider large parts of Hungarian society as winners of the country’s transition from communism to democracy. By tapping into the population’s irrational fear of what is an unknown religion and culture, the Fidesz government has been using Islamophobia as a political tool to drive away attention from the country’s mismanagement and deep-running socioeconomic problems.

To counter this, the following recommendations are formulated:

- The political elite needs to stop framing Islam and Muslim refugees as an existential threat to the future of the country and Europe and using Islamophobic narratives as its primary political tool.
- There is an urgent need to fight the uncontested Islamophobic narratives of the political Right. Studying the root causes accounting for the almost universal acceptance of these anti-Muslim narratives by the overwhelming portion of the population is essential in developing strategies on numerous levels – the political, media, educational, academic, or cultural – to combat these narratives and to replace them.
- There is a genuine need to address the very existence of Islamophobia, define it as a form of racism and criminalise Islamophobic utterances as is the case with anti-Semitic utterances.
- Islam needs to be explained and made familiar both by its community and by qualified, non-partisan, politically neutral commentators. Also, Islamophobic utterances need to be countered in meaningful, professional ways both by the community and engaged NGOs or lobby groups.
- The Muslim community and NGOs cooperating with Muslims in the country

should both strive for increased interreligious and intercultural exchanges and dialogues between Muslim and non-Muslim Hungarians on the grassroots level in order to enable more personal and institutional contact.

Chronology

- **18.09.2017**: In a speech held during a parliamentary session, PM Orbán envisions ‘hordes of migrants raping Europe’ and Hungary’s unwillingness to submit to the ‘Soros Plan’ leading to the enforced opening of borders and mass resettlement of ‘up to 60 million migrants’ from the Middle East and Africa.

- **04.10.2017**: Protesting the lack of border fences along the external borders of other EU members, a handful of activists of the Hungarian branch of the Génération Identitaire displays an anti-Islam banner on the Buda Tunnel, a Budapest landmark.

- **05.10.2017**: In a television programme on migration, pro-government security expert László Földi described the ‘refugee crisis’ as a ‘state of war’ and organisations and individuals helping refugees as ‘war criminals and collaborators’ who should be ‘liquidated without trial’. The court ordered the removal of the programme from the television’s website.

- **07.10.2017**: The government begins the mailing of the questionnaire for ‘the national consultation about the Soros-Plan’ accusing the philanthropist’s alleged plan to flood Europe, including Hungary, with masses of Muslim immigrants.

- **05.11.2017**: In a television interview given to right-wing commentator Zsolt Bayer, Gergely Gulyás, the Fidesz deputy speaker of the National Assembly, announces the ban of mosques in Hungary describing the presence of Islam in a country as a matter of national security, not of freedom of religion.
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Executive Summary

Anti-Muslim hostility and discrimination continue to impact on Muslim communities in Ireland and indeed broader society. Whether as lived experiences of exclusion or in the manner in which Muslim communities and Islam are presented in Ireland, this report underscores the need for meaningful action in the fight against Islamophobia in the Irish context. Drawing on data provided by the European Network Against Racism Ireland and media sources, this report makes clear the realities of anti-Muslim hostility and discrimination in Ireland. Muslim men, women and children are subjected to a range of exclusionary practices underscoring the need for legislative change in regard to hate crime.

In the political space, as with previous years, 2017 bore witness to anti-Muslim/Islam statements being made by an elected local government representative. Arguably more important, the past twelve months have witnessed another anti-Muslim/Islam and immigration group, Generation Identity, launch in Ireland. The connectivity between anti-Muslim/Islam politics in Ireland with that in other parts of Europe is clear.

Unfortunately, media reporting on Muslim/Islam related issues continues to be problematic. While there is some evidence of nuance in the analysis undertaken for this report, there remains a need for greater reflexivity on the part of some media professionals when reporting on Muslims/Islam in Ireland. In particular, the collocation of Muslim/Islam with terrorism; scaremongering; and sensationalist reporting witnessed in 2017 need to be addressed.

On a positive note, a number of actions took place across the year wherein civil society groups and individuals including non-governmental actors, academics and others undertook various initiatives to challenge the exclusion of Muslim communities in Ireland and abroad. These included protests against the European Court of Justice ruling that impacts upon the rights of Muslim women to wear the hijab in work; and also initiatives to include and educate against Islamophobia in schools.
Introduction

The “Islamophobia in Ireland: National Report 2017” presents the lived realities of anti-Muslim hostility and discrimination in Ireland. This is the third report on the Irish context and it is again striking to note, on the one hand, how little has changed – that is Islamophobia persists in Ireland; on the other hand, it is worrying to again see yet another anti-Muslim/Islam group, reflecting broader European trends, form in the state.

Significant Incidents and Developments

The findings presented here demonstrate a continuity of anti-Muslim/Islam issues from previous years. In terms of politics, 2017 witnessed the addition of another anti-Muslim political grouping – Generation Identity UK and Ireland - in Ireland as well as an elected representative making clearly anti-Muslim/Islam public statements. Lived anti-Muslim hostility and discrimination continue unabated in Ireland, a state still without hate crime legislation. There is evidence, however, of change afoot in the area of discrimination on the basis of religious identity – an issue that has negatively impacted on Muslim communities in Ireland as noted in previous reports. Media reporting on Muslim communities and Islam continues to be problematic. There remains evidence in media reports of an alleged ‘clash of civilisations’ between the ‘Muslim world’ and the ‘West.’ While a deeper analysis of media practices in Ireland was beyond the scope of this report, there is evidence of scaremongering and sensationalist reporting when it comes to Muslims/Islam in the Irish context. Finally, 2017 has also witnessed further action on the part of civil society actors in the context of challenging Islamophobia in Ireland. These actions are discussed below before concluding with policy recommendations that can help address Islamophobia in Ireland.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

Controversy arose in September wherein reports emerged of local government, Councillor Brian Murphy, a member of the main party in the Irish Government (Fine Gael) disseminating anti-Muslim messages on social media.1 According to reports, Cllr Murphy posted, “Sharia law is operating in Ireland and most of the political class either do not know or do not care. It is a subversion of our legal system.”2

2. Ibid.
Responding to media outlets, Cllr Murphy later stated, “Islam does not integrate or assimilate and that should not be a controversial statement, the evidence is there in the no-go zones around Europe and the billions and billions that now have to be spent monitoring an ever increasing number of Jihadis in every European country.”

The leader of Fine Gael, Taoiseach Leo Varadkar, distanced himself from Cllr Murphy’s claims, noting that action would be taken by the party. This was followed in November by the announcement that the party whip had been removed from Cllr Murphy for a period of twelve months. The removal of the whip means that Cllr Murphy cannot claim to represent Fine Gael at any political forum.

Last year’s report noted the presence of groups such as Identity Ireland and the attempted launch of PEGIDA Ireland. The year 2017 witnessed the emergence of an anti-Muslim/Islam political movement, namely Generation Identity UK and Ireland, a group affiliated with the Identitarian movement on the European continent. Generation Identity UK and Ireland launched in mid-2017. Since their formation in Ireland, in addition to organising meetings, Generation Identity have been active in raising awareness of their organisation and their policies, which are both anti-immigration and anti-Islamic. The following images portray some of the activities undertaken by the group in Ireland. The messages that Generation Identity are trying to communicate in most of these are

3. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
self-explanatory. (Figs. 1, 3, 4, 5) Figure Two relates to news reports on the submission of plans for a new mosque and community centre in Dublin city. In Figure Two, Generation Identity are claiming that Ireland is being ‘Islamified’. In Figures Six and Seven, which were removed the following day, Generation Identity present an image of a council worker, ostensibly on official business, placing posters on large wooden plant boxes at the end of Grafton Street in Dublin City Centre. These posters are branded with the logo of Generation Identity Ireland and include the line “THANK YOU FOR TOLERATING THE ISLAMISATION OF EUROPE.” They also include the title and logo of Dublin City Council thus portraying the local authority as placing the actual boxes there in an effort to “PREVENT ISLAMIC LORRY ATTACKS.”

On another note, this time from mainstream politics, in March, the government launched its Migrant Integration Strategy. 8 With the exception of the

use of an image of a hijab-wearing Muslim woman on its cover, the document only refers to Muslim communities once and the context is highly problematic. The text states,

Radicalisation has been a particular issue for other European societies where ideologies that seek to undermine the state have prompted some young people, particularly second-generation Muslim immigrants, to undertake terrorist actions.9

Education

The issue of discrimination in school admissions faced by Muslim children and those of other minority faiths has been noted in the 2015 and 2016 submissions to the European Islamophobia Report.10 While, at time of writing, legislative change has yet to be implemented in this regard, Irish Education Minister Richard Bruton proposed in June 2017 that schools, the overwhelming majority of which are under Catholic Church patronage, will be barred from discriminating on point of entry against those whose religious identity does not align with the faith ethos of the school in question. The only exception, relates to the ability of schools associated with minority faith backgrounds.11

Media

Previous submissions to the European Islamophobia Report for Ireland have evidenced the problematic character of media reporting, by some, on Muslim communities and Islam in Ireland. The year 2017 is no different. On a positive note, there is evidence of nuanced reporting on the part of some individuals in the media industry; see, for example, the work of Denis Staunton discussed below.12 However, a number of issues have been identified in the necessarily perfunctory analysis reported here on the manner in which Muslims/Islam are represented in the media in Ireland. The anal-

9. Ibid.
ysis discussed here focuses on selected media reports made in Irish print newspapers across 2017. It is important to note that this analysis should not be taken as exhaustive of all media reports on Muslims/Islam in Ireland; such an analysis is beyond the scope of this report. Here, specific periods of time and selected media coverage were chosen in order to delimit the focus of analysis for this report.  

Media reports in 2017 call for greater reflectivity on the part of media actors in relation to their use of language vis-à-vis reporting on Muslims/Islam. The collocation of terms such as “Islamic cell,” “jihad terror” and “Muslim extremists” maintains. The collocation of such terms can serve to stigmatise whole communities, associating them with terrorist activities on the basis of their religious identities. It remains clear that the notion of some putative ‘civilizational clash’ also persists. Writing in the *Irish Independent* under the headline “A Willingness to Kill and Be Killed Shows a Mindset Almost Impossible to Confront” O’Regan notes,

> What has been described as the ‘great war of civilisations’ is mirrored in the vast vacuous gulf which has opened up between the West and much of the Islamic world. It has its roots deep in history, stretching back to events such as the Crusades. The armies of Europe invaded the Middle East in a vain attempt to rid the Holy Land of a Muslim presence…

The ‘clash of civilisations’ trope is simplistic and reductive and presents an inaccurate image of an incompatibility of peoples; it presents Muslim communities in the West as ‘alien’ and not really belonging. This point of alleged incompatibility is also taken up by Ian O’Doherty writing for the same publication in the aftermath of the London Bridge terrorist attacks. Under the headline of “Our Leaders Are Scared to Admit the Ugly Truth about Extremism” in an article that speaks to the potential of a terrorist attack in Ireland, O’Doherty states,

> So why anyone would be surprised that Ireland is now known as a convenient backdoor for terrorists? We’ve a national ostrich tendency to stick our head in the sands

---

13. See Lexis Nexis, ‘Home,’ (2018) retrieved January 10, 2018, http://bis.lexisnexis.co.uk/products/newsdesk. Four critical events were chosen; namely, the terrorist attacks in London (Westminster Bridge and London Bridge); the terrorist attack on the Manchester Arena; and the terrorist attack in Barcelona. Media reports relating to Muslims and Islam on the day of the attacks and in the six subsequent days were sourced using the Nexis media database search platform and subjected to analysis. The publications included in the search of Nexis media database were *The Irish Daily Mail; The Irish Examiner; The Irish Independent; The Irish Times; The Irish Mirror.ie; The Sunday Independent*; and archival coverage (as noted by Nexis) from *The Evening Herald* and *the Metro Herald*. The search terms used on the Nexis database were, for example, “London Bridge AND Muslim! OR Islam!” – only the location was changed in each search but remaining terms were maintained.


and delude ourselves into thinking that we should be the only country in the Western world which will remain immune from the cancer of Muslim extremism…

O’Doherty continues and places the blame for terrorist attacks carried out by groups such as the so-called Islamic State in the faith of Islam itself, again serving to potentially associate all Muslims with terrorism due to their religious beliefs. He writes, “...despite the reliably hapless Nóirín O’Sullivan parroting the great lie of our times that this has nothing to do with Islam, it has everything to do with Islam.” These lines are followed later with the claim that “Islam and the West are simply incompatible.”

On a more positive note, there was also some evidence of more nuanced approaches to reporting issues relating to Muslim communities and Islam in Ireland. In what could be held as an example of sensitive reporting practice in the aftermath of the Westminster Bridge terrorist attack, an article headlined “British Man who Carried Out Attack Was Not under Investigation; Police Name Khalid Masood (52) from West Midlands as Attacker,” Denis Staunton did not refer to Masood’s faith as the reason underpinning his actions. Indeed, Staunton referred to the perpetrator of the attack as an “Englishman” and noted that “[t]he Islamic State terror group claimed responsibility for the attack describing Masood as one of the group’s ‘soldiers,’ but the claim has not been verified.”

Other articles emphasised that groups that engage in terrorist activities should not be deemed as representative of the faith of Islam and Muslim communities. Others still noted that Muslim communities in Ireland do not support the acts of terrorism perpetrated by individuals and groups allegedly in the name of Islam. The issue of anti-Muslim hostility also received coverage in Irish media.

Arguably the most striking theme relating to Irish media reports covering Islam and Muslim communities was the level of sensationalism. This was particularly evident in reports that referred to the alleged risk of potential terrorist attacks in Ireland by groups or individuals affiliated with e.g. the so-called Islamic State. The thread running through reports of this kind is one which refers to an alleged lack of preparedness/ability to prevent terrorist attacks in Ireland on the part of the Irish security apparatuses; and moreover, that such an attack is inevitable. In one example, in the period following the attack on the Manchester Arena a headline in the Sunday Independent read, “Ireland Wide Open to Terrorism Due to Weak Security Measures.” The main body of the article notes that “[A] lack of anti-terrorist border controls is leaving the island, North

and South, open to Islamic attack...” (my emphasis). In what can be read as a call for the profiling of Muslim men, women and children, the author further states,

Immigration controls are not specifically aimed at likely targets. This means people from non-Muslim backgrounds are as subject to entry refusal or deportation as much as anyone connected with the Sunni extremist organisations... The headline in a report by Bracken notes, “Gardaí Target Irish-Based ‘Dirty Dozen’ as Jihad Terror Threat Rises,” before claiming in the main text that “... gardaí have identified a dozen Muslim extremists, most of whom are not Irish born.” The latter aspect of this statement implicitly raises the issue of the alleged ‘enemy within.’

A key factor in the increased sensationalism in media reporting on Muslim communities, Islam and an alleged heightened risk of terrorism, centred on the revelation that one of the London Bridge terrorist attackers had lived in Ireland. According to reports, Rachid Redouane resided in Ireland for a period of eighteen months between the years 2014 and 2016. On this basis, according to unnamed sources, there “were fears [that] up to 40 ‘backdoor’ terrorists are in this country waiting to carry out an attack here in the UK.” Figures Eight and Nine offer two samples of associated headlines.

Figure 8. Flanagan, P., “London Killer in Ireland for 18 mths LONDON KILLER IN IRELAND FOR 18MTHS”

Figure 9. Flanagan, P. and Byrne, P., “SECRET LAIR OF IRISH JIHADI”
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Arguably, the most sensationalist reports centre on a press conference held in a Dublin mosque wherein a “deradicalised” Muslim woman informed the press of her belief that terrorist networks are operating in Ireland. One headline emanating from associated reports read “Ireland Is Terror Target, Ex-radical Muslim Woman Says.” Another headline stated, “There Are at Least 150 Extremists Here Who See Ireland as a Soft Touch; Nicola Anderson Talks to a Young Muslim Woman about How She Became Deradicalised after Being a Jihadi Wife.” According to Anderson, the woman at the centre of the press conference “revealed the presence of a far greater presence of radical Islam in Ireland than was previously estimated.” The woman in question also stated that she had previously met two of the London Bridge terrorist attackers both in Ireland and the UK. The manner in which some in the media reported the statements of the woman in question calls for greater responsibility in the reporting of such issues and the avoidance of sensational coverage.

Physical and Verbal Attacks
The below content derives from reports of anti-Muslim hostility and discrimination as publicised in the media and data on self-reported experiences of such exclusionary practices as communicated to the European Network Against Racism Ireland (henceforth ENAR Ireland). This year, reports were filed regarding lived experiences of verbal abuse, physical assault, attacks on mosques, online hostility, and the distribution of anti-Muslim literature.

Reports of verbal abuse as communicated to ENAR Ireland evidence experiences of anti-Muslim hostility in public and in the workplace. Comments below evidence anti-Muslim verbal abuse towards both men and women. Arguably most disturbing about these, apart from their general content, is the presence in both incidents of children.

…my wife with two daughters (5 and 3 yr old) were crossing the pedestrian line when a man in green car… start honking the horn from about 100 metre… my wife stood there and the man… shouted “take off your black mask of the face, u filthy woman…”

I was with my 2-year-old baby in the playground giving him swings, then there came 3 boys and 3 girls, then suddenly after few minutes they started to talk

32. Ibid.
33. The author would like to extend his thanks to the European Network Against Racism Ireland for providing data on reports of anti-Muslim hostility and discrimination in Ireland.
34. All data in this report have been anonymised.
about 9/11... I ignored it and then suddenly a water balloon came and bursted near my leg...

I saw two of my friends getting Islamophobic abuse hurled at them by two lads they were going up and intimidating my friend asking her what she was ‘hiding’ behind her face covering while her 16-year-old sister looked on in horror. They cornered her at the side of a car. I called out to them ‘you alright lads’ (both [perpetrators were] in their 40s) they started on at me... I am also a visible Muslim woman…. [one] man got really aggressive on… but his friend called him off...

A cyclist knocked on my car window to express his frustration by me overtaking him. Then he started yelling and saying racist statements ‘you all are f...ing muslims suicide bombers’...

In the latter quote, the person targeted noted his concern for his young child who was sitting in the back seat of the car and the child having to witness such abuse. These quotes are snapshots of the form that anti-Muslim verbal abuse can take in Ireland. While ostensibly the perpetrators in these quotes are adults/young adults, it is not only adults who use such terms.

I was walking... with my husband and kids... there was a group of kids from a football club they were shouting Allahu Akbar at me... once I ignored, they did twice I ignored they shouted third time and they were laughing...

Such experiences are not restricted to public spaces but can also manifest in the workplace, whether it is a publicly accessible space or not. Whilst undergoing training for a newly acquired job, a professional who had just started a new job was subjected to anti-Muslim comments by a colleague as reported to ENAR Ireland by a close friend. In the first few weeks of work, during the introduction and health and safety phase, a colleague who had been ignoring him stated at a department meeting, addressing the whole department, that he had a serious health and safety concern, “given the new recruit”. His concern/question was whether the building had a “bomb protocol” and if so that every staff member be made aware of it, in light of the “new staff they [the local Government body] have hired.” He was later overheard to justify his concern in the canteen, commenting on how ‘this is how these lads [Muslims] operate, get into infrastructure... then plan attacks from the inside.

I work at the fast food restaurant in the town square. I was working a night shift... This incident started with a dispute over the order... [after refusing to leave the counter the customer] got agitated and started using racial slurs at me, calling me “smelly Arab” (although I am not Arab), “Paki cunt”, “Muslim Bastard”... if there was not a counter separating us, I believe he would have tried to hit me.

The following incidents reported to ENAR Ireland and in the media document experiences of physical assault where the person in question was targeted on the basis of their Muslimness.

As I walked home from work at 6.40 p.m. I noticed a piece of food hitting a woman who was walking in the opposite direction to me. She was wearing a
burqa. My attention was immediately drawn to 4 teenage boys who were sitting outside a restaurant eating. The woman immediately changed direction and walked away from them.

I was standing on a bus stop... An older gentlemen cycled passed me and spat at me without saying anything. The only reason I can think of is my religious background as I am a Muslim female and I wear the Hijab as part of my dress code. The type of Racism I have experienced in the past was all verbal like people telling me to go back home, or to go fight ISIS or foolishly screaming Paki or Osama Bin Laden... this is the first time something like this happened to me... I had a conversation about what happened to me with another Muslim friend who experienced the same thing in the same area from an older gentlemen...

An incident reported in late 2017 related to the court proceedings in a case taken against a woman, aged fifty-eight and her role in an alleged assault on a Muslim teenager aged seventeen. It was reported that the alleged perpetrator “pulled [the] Muslim schoolgirl’s veil from her face and slapped her glasses off as she roared abuse.” The Muslim teenager was on her way home from school and has claimed to suffer from suspected post-traumatic stress disorder in addition to physical injuries.

Media reports in 2017 highlighted a number of incidents wherein Muslim communities in general were subjected to anti-Muslim hostility. These included the distribution of anti-Muslim literature in a town in the west of Ireland selected to host eighty refugees from Syria. Leaflets were distributed ahead of the arrival of the refugees which were “anti-Islamic” while urging locals to “preserve freedom in the West” by refusing Muslims entry into Ireland.

In June, reports emerged of an attack on a mosque in Galway City. The attack happened during evening prayers in the days following the London Bridge terrorist attack. Windows in the mosque were shattered after rocks were thrown at them. Up to one hundred people were in the mosque at the time of the attack but nobody was harmed. Also in June, a report emerged in a local Limerick newspaper, based on interviews with local imams, of attacks on the mosques in which they lead prayers. While an exact number of attacks was not given, the report refers to ‘several’ occasions wherein offensive items were delivered via the mail. These included the delivery in the post of verses of the Qur’an wrapped in bacon as well as offensive images of the Prophet Mohammed, the receipt of a number of threats, and windows being broken and vandalism. Individuals
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broke into one of the mosques on three separate occasions, during one of which the perpetrators urinated on the mosque’s carpet. Reports were made to ENAR Ireland of email communications to other mosques that were racist in their content.

Internet
The following section demonstrates the realities of anti-Muslim abuse in the online sphere. As with offline, the effects of experiences of anti-Muslim abuse online can also have a real and lasting impact on those targeted. This is just a sample of the content available on social media and other Internet platforms. Reports were made to ENAR Ireland of the presence on social media of comments such as “All Muslims are potential terrorists.” Other examples include comments on Facebook at the foot of online news reports or discussion boards such as:

- Comments on Irish political website: multiple threats against the Muslim community both in Ireland and in Europe. Some advocating the ‘elimination of Muslims’ in a manner like Hitler eliminated Jews.

- The post was an article from Journal.ie: the worst comments suggested that refugees and in particular Muslim refugees will rape and commit sexual violence in Ireland.

- One report to ENAR Ireland related to a post made on Facebook by the Irish Patriot Movement (IPM). The report stated, “After IPM posted a letter from a mother concerned that school organises visits to the mosque a comment below the post was received: ‘Just make sure your son brings a gallon of petrol with him when he visits the mosque.’”

- The following tweet was reported to ENAR Ireland and evidences the severity of online abuse. According to the report, “The user shows the image of Muslims in Srebrenica and their graves after the genocide as a ‘solution’ to the Muslim ‘problem’. He used the same image in another conversation with this comment: ‘You fucking slimy rat muzzie fucks are going into a ditch soon.’” (Fig. 10)

Figure 10: Image shared on Twitter, reported to ENAR Ireland advocating genocide.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
In addition to the groups mentioned in the previous reports, anti-Muslim/Islam and immigrant individuals and groups operating in Ireland include Identity Ireland and the National Party. To these can be added Generation Identity UK and Ireland.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia
Two notable initiatives were undertaken by the group Muslim Sisters of Eire (MSOE), a Muslim women’s organisation. In March, the MSOE held a protest outside of the European Commission office in Dublin in response to the ruling by the European Court of Justice which is believed de facto allows companies to discriminate against Muslim by banning the wearing by staff of so-called “political, philosophical or religious symbols” in the workplace. The MSOE were supported in their protest by ENAR Ireland. Building on this activity, later in April, the MSOE organised a one-day conference entitled “Being Me: Muslim Women Defying Stereotypes” which included contributions from prominent activists, academics, politicians and a member of the Irish police service An Garda Síochána.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations
This report underscores the need for meaningful action in the fight against Islamophobia in the Irish context. A number of policy recommendations have been made here, that, if acted upon, could go some way toward challenging Islamophobia in Ireland. Civil and political actors concerned with the persistence of anti-Muslim/Islam discourses and practices must act immediately. The growing number of anti-Muslim groups in Ireland underscores the need for urgent action to be taken if Islamophobia is to be confronted meaningfully. The fact that many of these recommendations have been made before should give policymakers pause for thought.

- The Irish Government must implement hate crime legislation, based on best practice, and recognise religious communities as potential targets for hate crime.
- Efforts must continue to encourage greater reflexivity when reporting Muslim/Islam related issues among media actors in Ireland. This does not mean restricting press freedom.
- The state must take action against political groupings that target and potentially incite hatred towards minorities.
- Political parties in Ireland must ensure that their representatives do not engage in promulgating anti-Muslim rhetoric.

42. See previous yearly submissions on Ireland for the European Islamophobia Report.
ISLAMOPHOBIA IN IRELAND

Chronology

- **07.01.2017**: Anti-Muslim and anti-refugee leaflets distributed in Ballaghaderreen, Co. Roscommon in the west of Ireland.
- **21.03.2017**: Muslim Sisters of Eire hold protest outside European Commission office in Dublin against the European Court of Justice ruling on the wearing of, among others, religious symbols in the workplace.
- **June 2017**: Reports of separate attacks at mosques in Limerick and Galway are reported in the media.
- **09.06.2017**: Press conference held in a Dublin mosque wherein a Muslim woman claims that there are a number of ‘radicalised’ individual operating in various locations in Ireland.
- **21.06.2017**: Legislative change in the context of schools’ admissions policies and the ability to discriminate on the basis of religious identity proposed by relevant minister.
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Executive Summary

The Italian context is hit by a deep “social malaise” that has found an echo in a dynamic of xenophobia and aversion against a multi-ethnic society and religious pluralism. Over the years, the impact on public opinion of a political discourse characterized by anti-Islamic rhetoric has been significant and decisive. In 2017, the question of the *Ius soli* Bill (draft law) for second-generation migrants was a classic example of this trend and a progressive legitimization of clearly xenophobic statements.

In addition, the flow of refugees provoked a virulent populist rhetoric and numerous public events organized by extreme right-wing movements and parties (*Lega Nord*, *Forza Nuova* and *Casa Pound*). In the course of 2017, attacks against migrants, refugees, asylum seekers and, in particular, against Muslim communities intensified and were motivated by the defence of Western and Christian values. Newspapers close to right-wing parties were the main vehicles of prejudices against Islam and Muslims. During 2017, a specific research on Italian newspapers identified 146 titles that could be defined as discriminatory, of which 20% were associated with Islam.

These articles claimed that Muslims were incompatible with Italian civilization and, above all, equated them all to terrorists. An important increase of instances of hate speech against Islam by Internet-based neofascist and Catholic fundamentalist groups was also recorded.

Recently the Italian government signed the “National Pact for an Italian Islam” with the main Islamic organizations in order to open a structural dialogue and to guarantee religious freedom by the establishment of legal mosques. This is a fundamental step toward the recognition of Italian Islam and the presence of Muslim communities as privileged interlocutors in the promotion of peaceful coexistence. However, the agreement must be followed by an effective policy of religious integration, which appears very difficult, given the widespread anti-Islamic feelings and the growing consensus in support of xenophobic and populist rhetoric.
ISLAMOPHOBIA IN ITALY

Sintesi
Il contesto italiano è investito da un profondo malessere sociale che ha trova eco in una dinamica di xenofobia e avversione alla società multietnica e al pluralismo religioso. Nel corso degli anni l’impatto sull’opinione pubblica di un discorso politico caratterizzato dalla retorica anti-immigrazione e anti-islamica è stato significativo e determinante. Nel 2017 la questione della proposta di legge sullo Ius soli per le seconde generazioni è stato un esempio paradigmatico di questo trend e della progressiva legittimazione di affermazioni chiaramente xenofobiche. Lo stesso si può riflettere sull’emergenza degli sbarchi dei flussi di rifugiati che ha promosso una virulenta retorica populista e numerose manifestazioni pubbliche organizzate dai partiti e dai movimenti di estrema destra (Lega Nord, Forza Nuova e Casa Pound). Nel corso del 2017 si sono intensificati gli attacchi contro i cittadini migranti, rifugiati, richiedenti asilo e, in particolare, contro le comunità musulmane fondate sulla difesa dei valori occidentali e cattolici. Le mass-media, in particolare le testate giornalistiche vicine alla destra, sono stati il principale veicolo dei pregiudizi contro l’Islam e i musulmani. La religione e la cultura musulmana è spesso descritta negli editoriali come incompatibile con i valori italiani e, soprattutto, si alimenta paura e odio con la reiterata equazione “Musulmano uguale terrorista”. Si registra un aumento importante dei discorsi di odio contro l’Islam in Internet di gruppi neofascisti e di gruppi di fondamentalisti cattolici. Recentemente il governo ha siglato il “Patto Nazionale per un Islam italiano” con le principali organizzazione islamiche italiane con l’obiettivo di aprire un dialogo strutturato e garantire la libertà religiosa attraverso la costruzione di moschee legali. Un passo fondamentale nell’ottica del riconoscimento dell’Islam italiano e della presenza delle comunità musulmane come interlocutore privilegiato nella promozione della convivenza pacifica. Tuttavia, l’accordo raggiunto dovrà essere seguito da un’effettiva politica di integrazione religiosa che appare assai complicata e difficile, considerato il diffuso clima anti-Islamico e il crescente consenso alle rettoriche xenofobe e populiste.
Introduction

Right-wing parties, extreme right-wing political movements, and Catholic fundamentalist groups have promoted in recent years a virulent campaign against Muslim communities and migrants pursuing the discourse of the “clash of civilizations” between Islam and Christianity. The previous Italian report on Islamophobia contained an important analysis for understanding the present, as there is a clear and strong continuity between the past years and 2017.¹ The main right-wing political leaders, opinion makers and intellectuals have contributed to a climate of hatred towards Muslim immigrants and towards a multicultural society in the name of security and freedom. The effects of the enduring economic crisis, the recent terrorist attacks in European cities and the so called refugee crisis have provided fertile ground for the pervasive xenophobic attitudes in Italian society. In 2017, there were a significant number of physical attacks on immigrants, asylum seekers and refugee centers and numerous demonstrations directed at reaffirming “national supremacy.” Undoubtedly, the Italian case appears in certain ways anomalous if compared to the rest of Western Europe. The specificity of Muslims in Italy comes from the great number of their countries of origin, their scarce or sporadic visibility in public space, and the weakness of their representativeness before public institutions. Moreover, data from 2016 estimated that among the foreigners present in Italy, 32.6% (equal to 1,642,000 people) are Muslim compared to 53% (equal to 2,671,000 people) who are Christian, a number that far from prefigures an Islamist cultural and religious hegemony in our territory.² Despite this reality, Islamophobia is at the core of many political debates and mobilizations encouraging a widespread moral panic. The role of mass media and social networks is fundamental in strengthening the “entrepreneurs of Islamophobia.”

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

The political debate about Italian citizenship for second-generation migrants (“Ius soli” Bill) shows an evident racist trend in the representations of migrants and, especially, of Muslims communities. The whole Islamophobic rhetoric aimed “to defend Catholic values,” joined a growing neo-nationalism, and is the basis of the violent campaign orchestrated by the conservative and extreme right wing against the law which secures Italian youngsters with migrant background and born in Italy the right of citizenship. The Northern League (Lega Nord) is the traditional key in-
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terpreter and bearer of these explicitly anti-immigrants and anti-Islamic positions, promoting both xenophobic public discourses and discriminating local policies in the north of the country.

In his discussion of the Italian variant of populism, Laclau notes that the Northern League has moved increasingly into a “theory of the enemy” endorsing the idea that if a radical change were to happen, the social field would have to be split in two. Over time, the anti-Islamism of the Northern League took on radical forms of mobilization against the construction of mosques and Islamic centers in some major cities of the northern regions in which the majority of immigrants is concentrated. The mobilizations against the mosques in the last decade and during 2017 promoted by the Northern League and extreme-right movements aim undoubtedly at strengthening a logic of the “internal enemy” and endorsing a logic of social antagonism. The partial, but significant support of local citizens to this strategy, is the outcome of this emphasis on “dangerous foreignness.” The Northern League’s leader Matteo Salvini declared in various interviews that the Ius Soli Bill represents a potential risk regarding national security, placing the equation between terrorists, foreigners and Muslims, at the core of his hatred speeches. Other famous right-wing politicians Maurizio Gasparri, senator of Forza Italia, and Giorgia Meloni, leader of Fratelli d’Italia, have been “spokespeople” of this battle; the latter collected 100,000 signatures against the Ius soli Bill in 2017.

Forza Nuova and Casa Pound call themselves “fascists of the third millennium” and organized many demonstrations against Islam and Muslims in 2017, in continuity with the recent past. The slogan “Italy Christian, Never Muslim” expresses the “clash civilization” rhetoric, obsessively repeated in the name of ultra-nationalism. (Fig. 1) It is important to highlight that the Islamophobic demonstrations are accompanied by the public complaints of local associations and priests who are in favor of dialogue and inclusion. However, these counter-initiatives are not as numerically strong as the Islamophobic events at local level. Furthermore, the antiracist events are, in general, focused on the support of migrants.

Between June and October 2017, Forza Nuova organized a protest against local Catholic priests, called “heretics” or “Judases,” and considered guilty of being open to Islamic communities and sympathetic to their right to obtain a legal place of worship. But, not all the Catholic milieu expresses the same openness. For example, in a village in Lombardy, the local priest organized a prayer “asking Mary the strength to defend Christianity from every relativist and materialistic attack and Islamism,” as written in the flyer distributed to the population.

In July, the Partito Anti-Islamizzazione (Anti-Islamization Party) was founded by a little-known journalist of the right-wing newspaper Il Giorno with the political

program “to fight the Islamization of society and to defend the Italian rules and culture.” The Facebook page of this ethereal party was visited and shared by thousands of people in a short time and, recently, the page reached almost 18,000 followers.

Meanwhile, the local popularity of Forza Nuova and Casa Pound is growing as evidenced in their presence in administrative elections, for example in Ostia close to Rome, and the opening of various local branches in all part of Italy, especially in metropolitan areas. Moreover, in local administrative elections, Casa Pound presented an electoral list called “Sovranità” (Sovereignty) together with the Northern League. The next electoral campaign, forecasted for March 2018 in the national elections, will probably be one of the most important “discursive fields” to renovate anti-migrant and Islamophobic rhetoric for the populist parties seeking political consensus.

Justice System
The lack of a new law on religious freedom, able to replace the old legislation on cults launched during the Fascist period (1929-30), brings forth an important issue. Due to this legal lack, different local governments have introduced discriminatory regulations that act against the religious freedom - principally of the Islamic communities. For example, the “Anti-Mosque Law” introduced in 2015 by the government of Lombardy imposes a series of restrictive criteria for building new mosques. In 2017, other regions, like Liguria and Veneto, both governed by right-wing parties, following Lombardy, established stringent criteria for the construction of new religious buildings. Conveniently, these rules are regularly rejected by the Italian Constitutional Court and other courts thus prohibiting their implementation at the local level. In the recent past and in the year under question, several town councils in Northern Italy governed by the Lega Nord, have unlawfully implemented ordinances to prohibit the wearing of the veil and hijab – the latest case being the Mayor of Rovigo (Veneto). These measures have always been invalidated by local courts in accordance to national anti-discrimination laws. However, in some cases, it is very important to highlight the ambivalent, schizophrenic attitude of the Italian courts.

toward the issue of the veil and public spaces. The Court of Milan has issued two different judgements: in 2016, the court ruled that the exclusion of a candidate from a job selection due to her refusal to remove the hijab constitutes a direct religious discrimination. In 2017, the same court dismissed the appeal lodged by certain associations against a resolution of the Lombardy government banning the so-called Islamic veil in offices and hospitals in the name of public security and due to the concrete threat constituted by the inability to identify people entering public places. The interaction between gender, religious affiliation and ethnicity is a serious and critical issue concerning Muslim women and their discrimination in everyday life.

**Education**

In the Italian school system the student population of foreign-origin pupils is equal to 9.5% (814,851 units) and concentrated in kindergartens and primary schools. The significant presence of students with a Muslim background poses a serious challenge to the pedagogical and educational practices of Italian schools and the need to disseminate a culture of openness of religious and cultural differences. In the analyses carried out on this issue, it is important to point out that there is still a kind of cultural-historical prejudice against Islam in the educational program. The effects are important on the schooling integration of Muslim pupils and their relationship with the image of “enemy” inside Italian society. To this general perspective, we must add the problem, increasingly important, of spatial and educational segregation on the basis of ethnicity in the main Italian metropolitan areas. A recent research, realized in Milan, highlights the “white flight” process, mainly in the multicultural and popular neighborhoods, laying the groundwork for the potential dynamics of ethnic/religious closure and discriminating factors linked to the quality of the educational paths of pupils.

**Media**

The traditional right-wing and anti-Islamic newspapers continue to comply with the refrain of the incompatibility of Italian culture and the presence of Muslim communities. A report of *Carta di Roma* on the three main right-wing newspapers (*Libero*, *Il Giornale* and *La Verità*) in 2017 found that there were 146 titles that could be defined as discriminatory, of which 20% were associated with Islam. Many examples of false and negative images of Muslims, often based on fake news, circulated in the Italian printed media (see figure 2).

Recently, a fake news about the refusal to host a Christmas party at a primary school with the presence of Muslim students was recalled by a famous “democratic columnist” in *Corriere della Sera*, the most important Italian newspaper.

A lot of discussions and instances of hate speech have been fuelled by another fake news about the Muslim wedding between a young girl (9 years old) and a 35-year-old man. All newspapers reported this fake news and, in some cases, the hard opinions of right-wing columnists were published condemning the “barbaric Islamic cultural practices.” The largest parts of the articles against Islam and Muslims concentrated on gender relations and Muslim women’s bodies with many examples of aggressive discourse. Among the Islamophobic articles linking religion to terrorism, the following example is illustrative.

After the terrorist attack in Sweden, the editor of *Libero* Vittorio Feltri published a virulent article against Islam and Muslims entitled “React with Violence.” Some passages of the article are paradigmatic of the logic of “Islamophobic entrepreneurship”:

For years the West suffers violence by bearded fanatics, who hate even their women, and we, stupidly, instead of sending them with a kick in the ass back to their deserts, we strive to appease and placate them. We court them, we give up our traditions in the hope that they accept them. We are intimidated by Muslims and we are enslaved by their medieval traditions, to the point of being funny. Vain efforts, given that these gentlemen, rather than being grateful, kill us with bombs, with suicide bombers and now – a new fashion – with trucks driven into crowds (*Libero* 4/9/2017).

The paranoia of an Islamic supremacy in Italy is well represented by the latest book (published in December 2017) of Mario Belpietro, director for many years of the most important right-wing newspaper *Libero* and director of *La Verità* (ironically

---

The Truth), entitled Islamofollia (Crazy-Islam). In this book all the negative stereotypes against Islam as an oppressive religion and culture are presented and, more significantly, the book condemns certain leftist politicians, associations, and parts of the Catholic Church as responsible of misunderstanding the real threat represented by Islamic communities and their efforts to impose their vision of the world. The same journalist, in December 2017, was acquitted by the Court of Milan for the accusation of Islamophobia in relation to the title “MUSLIMS BASTARDS” published after the attacks in Paris in 2015 in Il Giornale, the court ruled that Islamophobia was not present.

Finally, in September, the newspaper Quotidiano Nazionale in a series of articles published an opinion poll based on the 500 interviews with Muslims who reside in Italy. The narrative of the main results presented a stereotypical picture of a Muslim as not integrated, close to Jihadism, opposing Italian values of freedom and in favor of the Islamization of society despite the fact that a small number of the sample declared an affiliation to traditional Muslim values.\textsuperscript{12}

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

Specific data on physical and verbal attacks based on religious hatred is not available, so it is very difficult to offer significant and systematic information on Islamophobic acts. Moreover, the collected data on hate crimes has strong limitations because the Italian law forbids the processing of personal information, which is deemed sensitive, and it is difficult to disaggregate anti-Muslim behavior from attitudes.\textsuperscript{13}

From different sources and reports, however, we can highlight certain events in 2017 in which Muslim migrants were involved and attacks against immigrants in general. In January, residents organized by Forza Nuova stopped an Egyptian family from entering their public housing provided to them by the Municipality of Rome; and Again Always in Rome, a neo-fascist group injured a couple of workers from Bangladesh and Egypt. The last significant event was the arson of Marrakesh Lounge Bar in a small town close to Milan during the night May 24 as a result of a fake report, picked up by politicians and the media, of the alleged celebrations by Moroccan immigrants after the jihadist attacks in London.\textsuperscript{14}

A series of physical attacks were reported in different contexts in the north and south of Italy especially against centers for asylum seekers and stand as evidence of the climate of violence and racism in Italy.

\textsuperscript{12} For data and questionnaire, retrieved January 24, 2018, www.quotidiano.net/cronaca/musulmani-in-italia-1.3411763

\textsuperscript{13} Dessi G., Forgotten Women: The Impact of Islamophobia on Muslim Women in Italy, European Network Against Racism, Brussels, 2016, p. 4 (http://www.enar-eu.org/Forgotten-Women-the-impact-of-Islamophobia-on-Muslim-women)

In the last decade, many surveys have pointed out an increase of Islamophobia and anti-Muslim attitudes in the Italian public opinion. In line with this, a survey on “Immigration and Insecurity” realized in September 2017 by the Research Institute Demos shows the 46% of interviewees “strongly agree and/or agree” with the statement that “Immigrants are a threat for public order and security.” Here, it is important to highlight the fact that for a large part of the public the image of the “dangerous migrant” (or dangerous asylum seeker) is usually represented by the Muslim. As written in the Jo Cox Ministerial Commission on Racism in 2017, “compared to the pre-2001 period, when the social stigma would target mainly the status of foreigner-immigrant, today direct target is becoming the religious identity: in fact, immigrants end up crushed on their (presumed) Muslim religious identity which is strictly linked to terroristic membership.”

This anti-Islamic feeling is reflected in social networks. A significant research on intolerance based on an analysis of Twitter realized by Voxdiritti in 2016 ranked Muslims as the fourth most targeted group (6% of tweets). Epithets collected reflect the classic negative image of Muslim: “Terrorists,” “Bedouin,” “Abdullah”, “Moroccans” and “Vu cumprà.”

In regards to websites there are various examples of hate speech and the diffusion of fake news about Islam and Muslims such as voxnews.info, which has been reported to Google administrators and the postal police many times. It is important to notice the presence in the Internet of different fundamentalist websites and Facebook pages (for example the websites www.radiospada.org, www.lanuovabq.it/it and www.lalucedimaria.it) dedicated to spreading negative images of Islam, defending Catholic traditions and, in some cases, to opposing Pope Francesco because of his attention to interreligious dialogue and migrants.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network

In comparison with previous reports on Islamophobia in Italy the central figures of the Islamophobia network have not changed: Matteo Salvini, leader of Northern
League; Giorgia Meloni, leader of Fratelli di Italia; Riccardo Fiore, national secretary of Forza Nuova; and representatives of Casa Pound such as Gianluca Iannone (the founder of the neofascist movement) and Davide di Stefano, the main actors of the sociopolitical mobilization against migrants, asylum seekers and Muslims.

During 2017, in the north and center of Italy, the discriminatory politics of exclusion directed towards migrants and Muslim citizens promoted by several right-wing mayors, counsellors and politicians of different municipalities continued. Public security ordinances and rules for limiting access to social benefits were used by local administrations as tools to achieve such goals. 20

It is very important to highlight that around these figures revolves a “black galaxy” composed of various neo-Nazi and neofascist groups, often linked to each other, sharing a virulent Islamophobia and anti-multiculturalism rhetoric such as Gioventù Identitaria, the Italian division of the Génération Identitaire movement founded in 2013 in France and present in various European countries; Lealtà Azione, founded in Milan in 2010; Casaggi, founded in Florence in 2005. These groups are expanding, beyond their respective geographic context. 21

This extremist right-wing network has been joined by specific groups of Catholic fundamentalists who, as written previously, promote a vision of the clash of civilization between Islam and Christianity and the defence of “Catholic order” in the face of the invasion of Muslim migrants. A bright example of this configuration is the editor-in-chief of online Catholic fundamentalist newspaper La Croce, Mario Adinolfi, ex parliamentarian of the left-wing party Democratic Party. His latest book, O capiamo, o moriamo (We Understand or We Die), published in September 2017, presents a classical panoply of Islam paranoia and reproduces the image of an Islamic conquest of Italian society as a result of Muslim birth rate.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia
Across Italy there are many anti-racism civil society organizations and Catholic associations that are directly involved in fighting xenophobia and discrimination, offering help and legal support to victims or promoting integration through public events and initiatives. At national level, the Anti-Discrimination National Office is an important tool for reporting and fighting Islamophobia in Italian society, aimed mainly at enlarging the anti-discrimination network involving local administrations and local civil society. In this case there are different levels of criticality, for example the latter’s direct control by government and the ensuing lack of autonomy. 22

20. As in the past, most of these administrative acts have been rejected by the courts on the basis of anti-discrimination legislation.
21. For a map of this Italian “black galaxy” built on the analysis of Facebook pages see http://patriandindependente.it/progetto-facebook/
The most important political development was the “National Pact for an Italian Islam” signed in February 2017 by the Minister of Interior, the main Islamic organizations in Italy, and the Coordinator of the Council for relations with Islam. The document was based on the preliminary work carried out by the specific council of experts, politicians and the legal representatives of the Islamic associations. The document outlines some pivotal aspects of the promotion of the relationship between the state and the Islamic communities based on a decalogue of commitments of Italian Islam’s representatives directed to support religious pluralism and to foster relations with public institutions.23 Among these commitments are the training of imams, the transparency in the administrative management of the Islamic centers, and sermons in Italian. Finally, the document proclaims the commitment of the minister to promote regular dialogue meetings, to provide specific pathways for legal recognition of future agreements and, overall, to promote a conference with the National Association of Italian Municipalities on the theme of mosques in which to reaffirm the right to religious freedom.

However, this agreement is not an “official agreement” between the Italian state and Islam. It is not based on Article 8 of the Constitution, which regards the relations of non-Catholic confessions and the Minister of Interior. The problem is that an Islamic confession that meets the constitutional parameters indicated does not yet exist, because Islam is still a complex world, where the representativeness of single organizations is uncertain.24 In this manner, the state recognition of Islam is certainly important in the future dialogue with the next national government.

In 2017, there were different initiatives aimed at promoting inter-religious dialogue on a sociocultural level. For example, the initiative to counter the prejudicial imagine of Islam as a religion of “closure” and intolerant was promoted by the administration of Turin joined by the Muslim communities: Islamic centers were open for all citizens and public events such as seminars and exhibitions were organized during Ramadan in 2017.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

From available data and information on Islamophobia, 2017 was a year with a significant increase of Islamophobic discourses on different levels: social, political, in the mass media and social networks. The next election year will be a battleground against immigrants and, in particular, against Islamic communities. The public opinion, especially from the popular strata, appears more and more likely to lean towards politics of “national preference” and the rhetoric of Islam’s threat and

risk of massive immigration – the main claims of the extreme right-wing parties and movements. The legitimacy in the public spaces and, sometimes, in the mass media of xenophobic and anti-Muslim political leaders and columnists was the decisive change in the past year.

While we are writing this report, the Northern League’s candidate for the presidency of the Lombardy region, the Italian region which is economically stronger and with the highest numbers of immigrants, declared his conviction of “the risk that the white race disappears and is replaced by migrants.”

There is a strong necessity to build a strong relationship among anti-racist organizations, Islamic associations and left-wing parties to oppose this very dangerous dynamic, which is contrary to civil coexistence and religious pluralism. In this sense, as mentioned, the role of democratic institutions and the judiciary system is crucial in establishing a framework of legality on the basis of anti-discrimination law. The aforementioned agreement by the government represents, undoubtedly, a significant step forward towards a different pattern of relationship between Islamic communities and public institutions, especially as the right to pray is recognized and legally framed. But, this is not enough because widespread hate speech and social hostility against Muslims requires greater attention and serious work in necessary at all levels of social life. The role of Islamic associations in this sense is determinant for a long-term inclusion strategy of religious pluralism. In any case, it reaffirms social and religious rights of Muslims, and to support contrasting actions against Islamophobia. But also, there is a principle of “loyalty” to Italian constitutional principles and the legal tools to pursue integration and social cohesion. The responsibility of local and national governments is to realize better conditions for a more stringent social and political participation of Muslim communities and associations in the public sphere, removing obstacles to this objective, and strengthening anti-discrimination action. In this sense, it is important to remember the General Policy Recommendation n. 5 formulated by the ECRI to combat intolerance and discrimination against Muslims, inviting particular attention to the removal of unnecessary legal or administrative obstacles to the construction of sufficient numbers of appropriate places of worship for the practice of Islam and its funeral rites. On the other hand, the different Islamic associations and groups need to strengthen their positive collaboration for sustaining the pathways toward inclusion and democratic spaces of dialogue. Another fundamental tool for combating Islamophobia is

the improvement of data collection on hate speech in social networks and regarding the victims of religious hatred. The role of the UNAR and civil society appears decisive in this regard. The public institutions at national and local level are responsible for implementing and sustaining a strategy for an inclusive religious program, and effective social and cultural integration.

But, the probable political change in the upcoming elections can have a negative impact on these efforts and potential inclusive actions.

In light of this critical situation, it is necessary to sustain the following main policies:

- To implement the “National Pact for an Italian Islam” at local level in order to open a real dialogue with Muslim communities and to guarantee their religious freedom.
- To create a different national system of data collection on religious hatred, hate speech and attacks against Muslims in order to have a reliable and annual picture of the situation.
- To strengthen the role of the (Ufficio Nazionale Antidiscriminazioni Razziali, National Office Racial Antidiscriminations) in its anti-discrimination program directly to local municipalities and its capabilities to fight acts of discrimination toward Muslims on all levels of everyday life.
- To organize a project with NGOs and Islamic associations for training courses dedicated to administrators, official, social and health operators in order to increase the knowledge of Islam and anti-discrimination practices.

Chronology

- **24.01.2017**: Rome - Neofascist activists of Casa Pound and Forza Nuova prevented access to public housing to an Egyptian family, assigned by the Municipality of Rome.
- **06.02.2017**: Pistoia - Demonstration of Forza Nuova against the building of a mosque and local priest favourable to it.
- **24.05.2017**: Milan – The Marrakesh Lounge Bar, a socialization bar for local North African migrants, was set on fire.
- **28.06.2017**: Perignano (Pisa) – Forza Nuova placed a banner against a local priest of a small village, proclaimed guilty of supporting migrants and nurturing relationships with Muslim families.
- **04.07.2017**: Milan – Foundation of the Anti-Islamization Party “for fighting the radicalization of Islam and any efforts to subjugate the social and cultural freedom of the West.”
- **04.07.2017**: Vobarno (Lombardy) – At night, a Molotov bomb is thrown at a hotel that was preparing to host migrants.
- **09.07.2017**: Ostia (Rome) – Casa Pound organized an attack on the beach against migrant street vendors.
• 27.07.2017: Nuoro (Sardinia) - Two Nigerians boys are injured by a bomb thrown at the Refugee Centre.

• 20.08.2017: The Newspaper Libero publishes a front-page headline against the Ius Soli Bill and the Italian prime minister stating “Gentiloni Awards the Terrorists: Citizenship to All!”

• 15.08.2017: Rimini - A couple was arrested in a bus after they robbed, insulted (“I’ll make you miscarry, nigger of shit”) and pushed a Senegalese woman (39), who was six months pregnant.

• 07.09.2017: Cantù (Lombardy) - Forza Nuova placed a banner on the gate of a local Catholic church against the parish priest, accused of being guilty of supporting dialogue with the Muslim community.

• 13.09.2017: Publication of the book O capiamo, o moriamo (We Understand or We Die) by Catholic extremist Mario Adinolfi with specific content against Islam and Muslim migrants.

• 03.10.2017: Publication of the book Maometto e il suo Allah, ovvero l’invenzione del Corano (Mohamed and his Allah, or the invention of the Qur’an) by famous editoralist and politician Magdi Cristiano Allam, who converted to Catholicism years ago.

• 13.10.2017: Cremona (Lombardy) – The local parish priest of a small village organized a rosary against Islam.

• 28.10.2017: Rome - A Bengali man and an Egyptian man were brutally beaten by far-right youths while they waited for the bus after work.

• 09.11.2017: Legnano (Lombardy) – Militants of Forza Nuova placed a banner stating “Learn to defend us and to fight invasion” and circulated flyers with phrases from the Qur’an.

• 11.11.2017: Savona – Forza Nuova placed two banners, one against the “Islamization of Italy” and the other against the National Association of Partisans.


• 29.11.2017: Como – An attack by a neo-Nazi skinhead group against a Migration Centre.
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Executive Summary

The presence of Islamophobia in 2017 Latvian politics is the most striking departure point for the current report. This year has been marked by the strengthening of an Islamophobic attitude in political discourse which was manifested in the pre-election agendas of parties and political alliances. However, politicians lined up into completely opposing positions in their attitudes towards a previously drafted law on the restriction on wearing face coverings and could neither reject nor adopt it. Regarding the labour market, it should be noted that it is difficult for asylum seekers from the Middle East and North Africa to achieve socio-economic integration in Latvia because knowledge of the Latvian language is compulsory in the labour market, and the business environment is largely reluctant towards such job seekers. Institutions in charge of personal integration and socio-economic inclusion have failed to propose realistic solutions for these problems. As opposed to other state institutions a positive example is the Ministry of Education and Science which provides financial support to educational bodies that admit underage asylum seekers and draft individual curricula for their tuition. In the media environment, Islamophobia is manifested on a regular basis, e.g. in scandalous headlines, bias interpretations and in the form of fake news. Islamophobic attitudes are still mostly voiced on the Internet: on webpages of far-right groups, social networks, forums and blogs, and especially in comments of news agency portals where clearly Islamophobic statements can be found regularly. Regarding the central figures in the Latvian Islamophobic network, in 2017 public attention was attracted only by the organisation Tēvijas sargi (Fatherland guards) who staged an open act of intimidation near the premises of the asylum seeker accommodation centre Mucenieki.
Kopsavilkums

Introduction
The dynamics of current events in the last years in Latvia suggest that Islamophobia is a complicated phenomenon which needs to be looked at from various perspectives. On the one hand, we can assume that Islamophobic outrages in Latvia reflect the general mood of public dissatisfaction about the socio-economic situation in the country primarily exemplified in the rising risk of poverty. On the other hand, an Islamophobic attitude can be regarded as a manifestation of prejudice against Otherness, an attitude that has been accumulated over a long period of time. The incidents of 2017 should also be analysed against the background of specific political and intellectual developments. Ideologically, Islamophobia in Latvia is closely related to problems of nationalism and ethnic minorities. It must be taken into consideration that most of the population of Latvia has never encountered a Muslim in their daily life and, therefore, in the case of Latvia we can speak of an Islamophobia without Muslims.

Significant Incidents and Developments
There have been two incidents that deeply characterise the situation in Latvia. In November, Martins Grinbergs (Mārtiņš Grīnbergs), who was arrested by Turkish authorities and convoyed to Latvia, was sentenced to 10 years and three months in prison for fighting with ISIS.1 In February, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs received a note from the UAE about an incident at Riga Airport stating that security staff had failed to honour Muslim traditions and the diplomatic immunity of their newly appointed ambassador. The airport staff explained that during a security check the ambassador had not been asked to take off her traditional Muslim outfit and headscarf. They stated that the ambassador had only been asked to take off her coat and that she had been frisked in line with the standard procedures for airport security requirements in the European Union.2 This incident reflects a misinterpretation of different cultural norms and a lack of knowledge: the airport security officers identified the traditional female Muslim attire as a “coat” and according to regulations, all passengers are usually required to take off their coats during security checks.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics
In 2017, Latvian municipal elections were the main political event in the country. Most pre-election programmes contained hidden discrimination. Right-wing and centrist parties and party alliances (Nacionālā apvienība, Zaļo un zemnieku savienība, "Gods kalpot Latvijai", "Vienotība", "Savam novadam", Latvijai un Ventspilī, Latgales partija) in their pre-election programmes underlined their support for traditionally acknowledged religious organisations in Latvia, e.g. the National Alliance (Nacionālā apvienība) promised to “safeguard traditional family values, based on both Latvian wisdom of life and Christian values.” It has to be emphasised that also the left, i.e. the social democratic party Harmony (Saskaņa), voiced an identical opinion and promised “to respect the national self-esteem of each regional inhabitant and their affiliation with traditional religious communities.”

Some pre-election programmes demonstrated clearly Islamophobic attitudes, e.g. in Riga, the Action Party of Eurosceptics (Eiroskeptiķu Rīcības partija) included in their programme the following slogan “We are not against Muslims, we are..."
against the Islamisation of Latvia and Europe.” The harshest of all was the National Alliance (Nacionālā apvienība), which stated, “We are in support of not letting into Liepāja illegal immigrants called ‘refugees’ – potential criminals, terrorists and idlers! There will be no mosques here!”

**Justice System**

A draft law on the restriction on wearing face coverings worked out by the Ministry of Justice (2015) is still under consideration and has not reached the parliament of Latvia, which will have to decide whether to adopt it as legislation. On November 14, the Human Rights and Public Affairs Committee of the Latvian Saeima did not pass a decision on the draft “Law on the Restriction on Wearing Face Coverings” because representatives of several institutions and several MPs had voiced criticism about the quality of the indicative abstract and the wording of the draft. Several state institutions and officials objected to the draft law on the restriction of face coverings. The Office of the Ombudsman pointed out that by restricting specific groups right to wear head veils it is impossible to reach the intended aim which is to ensure the existence of a united and harmonious society.

**Employment**

Muslims who have entered Latvia during the last years face a risk of discrimination in the labour market. The Law on Immigration states that an asylum seeker is granted the right to employment only if he or she has not received a decision from the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs on the status of a refugee or an alternative status within six months after applying, when this has not occurred through any fault of the applicant. The right to employment without restrictions is granted to all individuals who have obtained the status of a refugee or alternative status.

During a poll conducted by the market and public opinion research centre SXDS 750, business owners and managers were surveyed. The business environment in Latvia is predominantly negative towards asylum seekers from the Middle East and North Africa: 74% of businessmen would rather not offer employment to asylum seekers. A more positive attitude is demonstrated by large and medium-sized
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companies as half of those businessmen responded that they would be ready to offer a job to asylum seekers. Furthermore, there is a common regularity in so far as the larger the company, the more willingness to employ asylum seekers: 56% of the large companies (with 250 employees or more) would be ready to employ an asylum seeker. Among medium-sized companies (50 to 249 employees) 41% expressed readiness to employ asylum seekers. Among small businesses (10 to 49 employees) 29% would be willing to employ refugees, whereas only 14% of the micro-companies (less than 10 employees) would hire refugees. 16

Education
The “Guidelines for Municipal Employees Working with Newcomers (Immigrants)” drafted by the Riga City Council and the Latvian Centre for Human Rights proposes that underage asylum seekers, refugees and persons with alternative status should be granted an opportunity to obtain education in the official language (Latvian) either in a state or municipal educational institution. 17 The Ministry of Education and Science based on information provided by the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs or the State Border Guard upon a request by the parents of the minor or his or her representative decides upon the educational institution taking into consideration the location where he or she is accommodated. Within three months, underage asylum seekers are given the possibility to attend school and they are entitled to finish obtaining general education also after the age of 18. The Ministry of Education and Science provides financial support to educational bodies that admit underage asylum seekers (but not minors who have been granted the status of refugee or alternative status) and draft individual curricula for their tuition.

Media
The main mass media topics in 2017 in Latvia were terrorism, migration and face-covering attire. News about acts of terror were, as usually, republished from Western news agencies; however, regarding different analytical publications about global socio-political processes, the authors referred mainly to the Russian mass media. As a result, the public opinion in Latvia about the Islamic world is influenced by the Russian information space which is freely accessible for most of the population due to their good command of the Russian language. An example of this is the leading cultural Internet journal Satori which published a summary on the difficul-
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ties that the academic world faces in attempts to define “Islamic fundamentalism”\(^{18}\) where all references led to Russian sources.

The articles on migration concentrated on the problem of how to live peacefully with people from other cultures and religions. The media concluded that the possibilities for refugees entering the labour market were related to the work culture in their countries of origin: those refugees who came from countries where work culture was similar to Latvia’s, i.e. where working hours, workloads and the fulfilment of employer’s requirements were regulated by law, did not have problems with finding a job, keeping the job, and getting along with their colleagues.\(^{19}\)

The media actively followed the consideration of the draft law on the restriction of wearing face coverings and published different opinions on wearing headscarves at work and in educational institutions, relating to the situation in Austria and Switzerland - Austria bans full-face veils\(^{20}\) and Muslim girls in Switzerland cannot be exempted from swimming classes where boys and girls swim together.\(^{21}\)

Among others, the Russian language newspaper *Vesti Segodna* stood out on 21 June with a front-page photo of a refugee family and the headline “Whole Villages of Arabs Are Sent to Latvia”.\(^{22}\) The article referred to an interview of an influential German politician, Co-Chair of the Group of the Greens/European Free Alliance in the European Parliament Ska Keller to the German newspaper *Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung*, where Keller had stated that in Latvia a whole Syrian village could be accommodated. This article shows signs of fake news since the opinion of Ska Keller was presented as the general position of the European Parliament. The headline gave the impression that a decision had already been passed although this was just the opinion of one politician – an opinion that had already been distorted in the German media.

**Internet**

Islamophobic attitudes were most actively displayed on the Internet. Even though aggressive comments usually follow every article on any subject, an Islamophobic attitude was most evident in comments on news about acts of terror in European cities. Looking back at 2017, the portal *pietiek.com* published the following account of
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events: “This year so far Muslims have carried out in total 94 attacks in 18 countries killing around 1363 people and injuring around 978.” 23

An Islamophobic reaction in social networks was caused by a Facebook post of Latvian Liga Fatima Legzdiņa (Līga Fātima Legzdiņa), who converted to Islam 10 years ago: “I invite you to come to a mosque, to get to know brothers and sisters, read the Koran and understand that only the Western civilisation is evil.” 24 Outrage in social networks was caused also by another Latvian Muslim convert, the producer and publicist Roberts Klimovics (Roberts Klimovičs), who declared in a TV interview: “I believe that Latvians and not only Latvians, but all women should marry only Muslim men. I do not advise Muslims to marry Latvian women.” 25 In these cases, Islamophobia manifested itself in linguistic form: expressions such as “madness”, “mental illness”, “Muslim fanaticism” were consistently used in relation to Islam and Muslims.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network

In 2017, the organisation Tēvijas sargi (Fatherland guards) gained public attention by staging an open act of intimidation near the premises of the asylum seeker accommodation centre Mucenieki. On 30 September, the organisation posted photographs on social networks showing their members in camouflage pants and hooded jackets standing in line near the building of the asylum seeker accommodation centre. 26 A representative of the group, Janis Sils (Jānis Sils), explained the intention of the stunt as follows: “This is Latvia, the land of Latvians, and our rules must prevail. These are things that we should not be afraid to say loudly, stand up for, and even fight for.” 27 The group is comprised of men whose ideological discourse also includes gender issues: “For a nation to be vital, to be sparking with the flame of life, it is necessary to have a clear division of male and female roles. Unfortunately, now one of these opposite poles – the masculine – is being purposefully degraded. [...] immigration to Europe is a natural result of unsettled balance. Because who are these immigrants? Mostly young, vital, aggressive men!” 28
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Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

Under the International NORDPLUS ADULT project “SURPRISE: Meeting Other Culture” carried out by the Latvian Christian Academy, a guidebook,29 with an identical title was published. In 2017, the centre for public policy Providus started two important projects: (1) Visualizing Migration (2017–2018) which aims at fostering inclusion of migration-related issues in the curricula of high school social science classes in order to improve understanding of migration processes and change the perception of newcomers in Latvian society;30 (2) “RACCOMBAT – Preventing and Combatting Racism and Xenophobia through Social Orientation of Non-Nationals” (2017–2019) with the aim to incorporate elements of the rule of law in language tuition and social orientation of non-nationals.31

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

In Latvia, the opinion grows stronger that Islam is a dangerous phenomenon and in order to strengthen secular freedom, the freedom of Muslims should be restricted. Moreover, this opinion is defended not only by right-wing political forces but also by the leftists causing concern about the institutionalisation of Islamophobia in Latvia. Islamophobia fits very well into the landscape of current ethnic and political problems in Latvia; namely, the transition from Russian to Latvian as the language of instruction in all schools of Latvia and the delay in opening the Soviet KGB files which provides fertile soil for different conspiracy theories.

Employment is the decisive factor of socio-economic inclusion and integration. It is necessary to introduce a transition period during which it would be possible to become employed while beginning to learn Latvian. Allowing refugees to start working at an earlier stage would reduce their dependence on the social aid system and would accelerate their integration into society.

To reduce the existing prejudice against Muslims, the media should emphasise positive examples of integration and good practice instead of making the issue of Muslims topical only after acts of terrorism.

Since educational institutions currently prefer STEM subjects, a devaluation of humanities is taking place which in turn denies young people the ability to understand the genesis of different cultures and traditions in a world dominated by

globalised capitalism. Schools are producing a “business proletariat”, capable of dealing with the latest technologies but unable to delve deeper into issues of human history - including history of religions -, while they easily adopt ready-made opinions and “non-disputable” truths.

Chronology

- **24.02.2017**: The Ministry of Foreign Affairs received a note from the UAE about an incident at Riga Airport stating that security staff had failed to honour Muslim traditions and the diplomatic immunity of their newly appointed ambassador.
- **03.06.2017**: During the municipal pre-election programmes parties and political alliances demonstrated Islamophobic attitudes.
- **21.06.2017**: *Vesti Segodna* published an article titled “Whole Villages of Arabs Are Sent to Latvia”.
- **30.09.2017**: The organisation *Tēvijas sargi* (Fatherland guards) staged an act of intimidation near the premises of the asylum seeker accommodation centre *Mucenieki*.
- **14.11.2017**: The Human Rights and Public Affairs Committee of the Latvian Saeima did not pass a decision on the draft law entitled “Law on the Restriction on Wearing Face Coverings”.
- **04.12.2017**: The portal *pietiek.com* reported that in 2017 Muslims had carried out a total of 94 attacks in 18 countries killing around 1363 people and injuring around 978.
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Executive Summary

Overall, 2017 was a peaceful year, with few recorded incidents of mistreatment of individual Muslims or their communities and little prominence of Islamophobic discourse on official channels. Nonetheless, Lithuania remained on the route of the global circulation of Islamophobic statements and images. Such materials were often translated from foreign sources and adapted to the local context by enthusiastic translators, ‘concerned citizens’ or, perhaps naively, mainstream journalists. Such messages focused on predictable main themes: alleging that Muslims disproportionately commit crimes in Western Europe, and local authorities do not report or investigate them in the name of political correctness; conflating refugees, Muslims and migrants to scaremonger; accusing Muslims of being agents of Europe’s loss of identity and Christian values.

Islamophobic messages were typically spread as foreign and local philosophers’ ideas or concerned citizens’ opinions, and as such have a right to be present in the marketplace of ideas as long as they do not contain incitement or calls to discriminate, as exemplified by an op-ed by Vytautas Sinica discussed below, where the author called for discriminatory screening on the basis of religion after a terror attack in Barcelona. Thus, at this stage, the main recommendation for Lithuanian and EU authorities, civil society and equality bodies is to continue monitoring these developments, proactively identify hate speech and calls to discriminate, and report and prosecute perpetrators accordingly when legal boundaries have been overstepped.

There is also a need for awareness raising in media organisations about the boundaries between freedom of speech and hate speech, as well as about the impact of uncritically spreading prejudice and providing a platform for Islamophobic speakers and authors to express their ideas. This is crucial in the struggle against fake news, which remain prominent in the far-right ecosystem of information, where websites and social network sites cite, translate and recycle Islamophobic messages across borders.
Santrauka


Islamofobiškas turinys daugiausia sklido iš užsienio atvykusių ir vietinių filosofojų idėjų ar „susirūpinusių piliečių“ nuomonių pavidalu. Tokie tekstai turi teisę gyvuoti idėjų „rinkoje“ tol, kol juose nekursta neapykanta ir nerašinama diskriminuoti religijos pagrindu, kaip kad nutiko vėliau cituojamame Vytauto Sinicos tekste, kuriame autorius propaguoja diskriminacines patikras religijos pagrindu po teroro išpuolio Barselonoje. Taigi pagrindinė rekomendacija Lietuvos ir ES politikos formuotojams, pilietinei visuomeni ir lygų galimybių institucijoms būtų toliau stebėti idėjų sklaidą, imtis veiksnių aprikti neapykantos kurstymą ir raginimus diskriminuoti, o kai įstatymų numatytos ribos peržengiamos – pranešti apie tokius atvejus atitinkamoms institucijoms ir juos nubausti įstatymų numatytą tvarką.

Taip pat yra poreikis gilinti žiniasklaidos darbuotojų žinias apie ribą tarp spaudos laisvės ir neapykantos kurstymo, taip pat – apie tai, kokį poveikį daro jų sprendimai nekritiškai skleisti išankstines nuostatas ir suteikti platformą islamofobiškam veikėjams ir autoriamis reikšti savo idėjas. Ši rekomendacija svarbi ir kovos prieš netikras naujinias, kurios užima labai svarbią vietą kraštotinės dešinės informacijos ekosistemoje, kur tinklalapiai ir socialiniai tinklų erdvės cituojama, verčia ir perdirba islamofobišką informaciją iš kitų valstybių.
Introduction

The latest census in Lithuania of 2011 states that 2,727 residents, or 0.09%, consider themselves Sunni Muslim.\(^1\) Islamophobic discourse, predictably, was largely ‘imported’ rather than generated from local demographics.

After the debates surrounding the so-called refugee crisis in 2015 and the implementation of the EU quota in 2016, the year 2017 saw a relative normalisation of asylum. The government’s new policy to send refugees to smaller municipalities generated a flow of negative comments, with readers claiming that small Lithuanian towns will now be filled with ‘unintegrated’, burqa-wearing immigrants.\(^2\) However, mainstream media remained just as eager to publish comments from experts on Islam, participants of international counter-prejudice projects, and the Muslim communities.

In this context, the present study is based on (1) analysis of activities of key institutions, (2) an inventory of articles on the main news websites tagged with ‘Muslims’ or ‘Islam’, (3) an analysis of the content of Internet sites identified in EIR 2016 as well as keyword searches on the web and Facebook, and (4) interviews with Mufti Romas Jakubauskas, and Renata Vanageliene, advisor at the Equal Opportunities Ombudsperson. The report starts with the main discursive events relating to spreading of prejudice against Muslims, scaremongering and calls to discriminate, before mapping out the central figures in the ecosystem of Islamophobic messages and civil society initiatives to counter Islamophobia. Conclusions and recommendations are provided at the end of the report.

Significant Incidents and Developments

The main alleged incidents against Muslims were recorded in prisons (see the section Justice System). There were very few incidents reported in Lithuania throughout 2017. Most of them, as shown below, relate to spreading prejudice against Muslims and building the population’s resistance to refugee resettlement.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

Discussions on Muslims and their rights were not politically prominent. The most notable example of a politician engaging in Islamophobic discourse was when Egidijus Vareikis, deputy chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Lithuanian


Parliament, wrote a scaremongering op-ed for the largest news website, Delfi, claiming that towards the end of the 21st century Sharia will become dominant in Europe. “[I]t will mean that instead of a community that promotes knowledge and technology, some sort of illiterate barbarism will dominate,” he wrote.3

**Justice System**

There were reportedly 11 Muslims serving sentences in Lithuania as of May 2017. In 2017, the Equal Opportunities Ombudsperson received a complaint over non-accommodation of a Muslim inmate’s religious dietary restrictions. Since the same complaint was pending in court, the Ombudsperson did not pursue the investigation further.4 Another Muslim inmate reported to the equality authority that a prison officer had allegedly confiscated and thrown away his prayer mat and torn his Koran. The complaint was forwarded to other authorities for investigation.5

There were 17 crimes of incitement registered, none of them as criminal offenses; 13 were forwarded to the courts and 5 closed by the prosecutor. The statistics are not disaggregated on the grounds of discrimination.6

**Employment**

A focus group convened by the Equal Opportunities Ombudsperson established that ethnic and religious minorities face discrimination as many employers do not employ minority candidates over lack of national language proficiency or fear of unfamiliar religion, customs or traditions. However, stakeholders agreed that discrimination tends to be implicit and difficult to prove.7 No employment data by religion were released in 2017, and the ombudsperson did not report complaints in the area of employment. The research by the Institute of Ethnic Studies, quoted in the EIR 2016 report, remains the most up-to-date.

**Education**

According to stakeholders participating in the Equal Opportunity Ombudsperson’s focus group, schools lack experience in dealing with diversity. Children face
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5. Correspondence with Renata Vanagėlienė, senior advisor at the Legal Department, Office of the Equal Opportunities Ombudsperson, January 16, 2017.


bullying over their accents or lack of Lithuanian language proficiency. Thus, although Lithuanian laws oblige educators and publishers of educational materials to prevent discrimination, there is an implementation gap. No education data by religion were released in 2017, and the ombudsperson did not report complaints in the area of education.

Media
Mainstream media continued providing a platform for Islamophobic speakers and statements with little editing and no disclaimers. French writer and philosopher Pascal Bruckner gave a speech at the French Institute, titled “The West vs Radical Islam and Putin’s Russia”. Bruckner’s claim that Europe had two enemies - “radical Islam in Western Europe and the Russians” was disseminated by the Lithuanian public broadcaster and the largest news website, Delfi. On the Catholic news site Bernardinai, Bruckner went on to claim that the term ‘Islamophobia’ is presented as ‘imaginary racism’. The role of Delfi as a marketplace of all kinds of ideas remained prominent in 2017. Lithuania’s largest news site republished texts from various blogs, including texts which had no Islamophobic intentions, but contributed to stereotyping and scaremongering. For example, a diary of a woman who attended a Muslim wedding abroad states: “The Muslim world is unknown, alien and hard to comprehend for us, Europeans."

Figure 1: Text from Delfi, conflating Muslims and jihadis. 11

8. Ibid.
[...]. Seeing a Muslim wedding with my own eyes allowed me to understand once again how lucky we, girls and women, are to live according to Western rules.” 12 Similarly, Delfi republished an article from Info ekspresas on mixed marriage. (Fig. 1) Conflating Muslims and jihadis, the author asked, “Would a European woman, who cherishes her children, calmly look on as her son is being prepared to die for his religious belief?” 13

On the other hand, accounts from anti-prejudice campaigns also ended up in Delfi. A participant of an international youth exchange, called ‘Beyond the label #refugee’, wrote a diary-like entry of his first visit to a social centre for asylum seekers, where he met a family from Syria. “I’ll admit, before meeting the refugees I had a different image in my head – angry, dirty, privilege-requesting newcomers from the Middle East. The family I met immediately dispelled any stereotypes dwelling in my head about refugees,” the young man wrote. 14 Respublika, a far-right weekly and website, denounced conferences and youth exchanges focusing on refugees as a method to “entangle naive local youth” into refugee integration. 15

Overall, in the name of freedom of opinion and an attempt to be a diverse marketplace of ideas, mainstream media gave a platform to both Islamophobic and anti-Islamophobic authors. Separation between facts and opinion, fact-checking and impact assessment of prejudice perpetuated in op-eds remained areas to be improved.

Physical and Verbal Attacks
The Mufti Jakubauskas describes Islamophobic incidents as ‘petty’. Although he believes his community would tell him should such incidents happen, he asserts that the established Muslim community (Tatars) is protected by long-standing traditions of coexistence. Asked whether his community’s women in religious attire told him of any incidents, he said “There are verbal remarks and unwanted stares, but they do not escalate to the level where [a woman] would be hurt or refused service. Staring is not a crime.” 16
Internet

As in the past years, Islamophobic messages could be found on far-right websites. The most mainstream of them is Propatria. In an op-ed, philosopher Vytautas Radžvilas, who teaches at Vilnius University, compared Muslims in London, allegedly potential jihadis, with disenfranchised Polish-speaking residents of Lithuania in the 1990s, who opposed Lithuanian independence.17

Alkas, another far-right news source, translated an article by Giulio Meotti of the Italian Il Foglio attributing the act of terror in Barcelona to an Islamist claim on Spain.18 The website also published a conference paper by politician and environmentalist Vitalijus Balkus, where he claimed that the incidents of sexual harassment in Cologne had been coordinated and culturally condoned. He also advocated banning foreign-funded NGOs that help refugees.19

Prolific far-right author Vytautas Sinica, writing for Alkas, seconded U.S. President Donald Trump’s comments, calling mainstream U.S. media ‘fake news’ organisations unless they “condemn Islam as a religion of hate, which incites terror attacks.” He also called for “proper checks” on Muslims already living in Europe and “repressing them at the first suspicion.”21 As Figure 2 shows, these thoughts were also circulated in the right-wing information ecosystem (in this case Pro Patria), replacing the word ‘repressing’ with ‘punishing’, in a statement that ‘there isn’t and cannot be a place for Muslims, especially from North Africa, in peaceful and civilised Europe, and those who are already there will be duly surveilled and punished under groundned
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suspicion…” This call is perhaps the closest that authors (disregarding people posting comments under online articles) got to inciting discrimination.

Facebook remained a location where Islamophobic beliefs could spread in the form of pages and groups, which followed the far-right ideology, as evident in Figure 3.

One Facebook group, No to refugees in Lithuania, translated and reposted articles from foreign far-right websites like Breitbart. (Fig. 4) The main Lithuanian sources were infa.lt and Pro Patria.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network

There is no single party that is following a primarily Islamophobic agenda. While conservative politicians continued decrying Europe’s loss of the Christian domination, they did not obstruct the implementation of the refugee quotas or introduce measures that disproportionately affect Muslims. Fringe parties mentioned in the EIR 2016 report, like the Lithuanian People’s Party or Coalition of Nationalists against Corruption and Poverty were marginalised during the election of 2016 and did not substantially influence the public discourse.

Unlike marginal politicians, Islamophobic philosophers exert considerable influence over young people. Far-right media and activists, failing to find compel-
ling bad examples among Muslims in Lithuania, generously invited foreign speakers to warn Lithuanians of the alleged perils of multicultural society. As with the case of Bruckner, his beliefs are relatively mainstream in France, and hence he received mainstream coverage as a prominent foreign speaker.

**Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia**

Organisations like the Islam Culture and Education Centre, the Equal Opportunities Ombudsperson and various local entities participating in cross-border exchange projects were engaged in promoting dialogue and dispelling prejudice. For example, International Tolerance Day was, as previously, an opportunity to discuss challenges and opportunities in a multicultural society. The Ahmadiya Community organised the first cleanup of the main square in Vilnius after the New Year's festivities, aiming to highlight the positive contribution of Muslims to society.

Caritas Lithuania, Priimsiu pabėgėli Facebook group and similar initiatives worked to deconstruct stereotypes and promote dialogue. Various articles and resources relating to ethnically and religiously mixed families continued to be posted on Mišri šeima website (misriseima.lt). The NGO Active Youth (Aktyvus jaunimas) implemented youth projects to connect local and refugee youth in cultural and sport activities, as well as to raise awareness of hate speech. The ongoing Together: Refugees & Youth (TRY) project aims to involve refugees in youth work and teach youth workers and volunteers to better respond to the needs of refugees. NGO Žmogus dėžė implemented an awareness project for youth with less exposure to multicultural society and fewer opportunities to travel. A school in Zarasai joined an awareness raising project titled “Schools as ambassadors of the European Parliament”, inviting the school’s community to discuss, among other topics, Islam in Europe.

The Equal Opportunities Ombudsperson’s equality and diversity awards provide an annual platform to nominate initiatives that promote dialogue and peaceful coexistence. Egdūnas Račius, a leading expert on Islam, was nominated again in 2017. These and other awards also encouraged journalists to take up human rights topics.

**Conclusion and Policy Recommendations**

As previously, Islamophobic messages in Lithuania did not target the centuries-old Tatar community. It is the conflation of foreignness and religion that lends itself...
to Islamophobia. Tatars are regarded as ‘good Muslims’, and most of the facts used for Islamophobic framing in Lithuania had to do with the so-called refugee crisis, crimes committed in Western Europe, or developments in North Africa. From Italian journalists like the aforementioned Giulio Meotti to French philosophers, prophets of doom and gloom were imported to scare and warn Lithuanians of the changes brought about by multiculturalism.

Many of these speakers and authors recycled and perpetuated prejudice against Muslims, but were careful not to overstep legal boundaries defining hate speech. Calls to discriminate remained in niche websites, on social networks and especially in anonymous comments. Mainstream journalists, however, were often oblivious to the impact of normalising Islamophobic messages and uncritically interviewing Islamophobic authors.

Thus, although 2017 has not seen an escalation of tensions between communities in Lithuania, authorities could take the following actions based on the findings of this report:

- Proactively explain the definition of hate speech and its boundaries in publications, expert comments and media training activities.
- Identify key players in the Islamophobia network and their funding sources, trace their origins and report them to society.
- Put pressure for more transparency of ‘alternative’ media ownership and funding sources, monitor such media channels and promote their accountability.
- Monitor and combat the fake news ecosystem.
- Recommendations for civil society actors emerge as follows:
  - Continue providing opportunities for newsmakers to engage with diverse communities and experts.
  - Raise awareness and take-up of inclusive, accurate and non-stereotypical vocabulary in the media and education.
  - Monitor hate speech and immediately alert authorities when legal boundaries are overstepped.
  - Deconstruct the discourse against ‘political correctness’ by explaining the impact of hate speech and stereotyping.
Chronology

- **22.03.2017**: Pascal Bruckner gives a speech in Vilnius at the Institut Français, titled “The West versus Radical Islam and Putin’s Russia”.

- **April 2017**: The State Security Department releases its annual report for 2016. Egdūnas Račius, the leading Lithuanian expert on Islam, accused the institution of scaremongering, as it alleged that Islamist activity is taking place in Lithuania despite lack of evidence.

- **28.08.2017**: Ruling No. (17) SN-120) SP-68 by the Office of the Equal Opportunities Ombudsperson on catering in prisons. The complaint was over non-accommodation of a Muslim inmate’s religious dietary restrictions. Since the same complaint was pending in court, the Ombudsperson did not pursue the investigation further.
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Executive Summary

In 2017, the end of the political crisis generated by the change of power in Macedonia was in sight. In the first half of the year, racism towards Albanians and Muslims in the media and the protests on the streets of the country, aimed at dehumanizing the requests of the Albanian people.

Cases of Islamophobia were sparked off by the unresolved interethnic disputes between Macedonians and Albanians. Yet, it is hard to pinpoint the exact nature of bias in the cases of Islamophobia when the victim is a Albanian Muslim since Muslim Albanian as ethnicity and religion often overlap and both give rise to hate crimes.

Hate speech in social and other media significantly increased in the beginning of 2017 and during the local elections in October. Discrimination and Islamophobia were also present in the field of employment, education and judicial institutions, which will be especially noted in this report.

Encouraging Muslims is an essential task in fighting Islamophobia. This process should be led by authorities with the cooperation of the Islamic Religion Community in Macedonia. The training of the local Muslim NGOs in detecting and processing hate speech and hate crime against Muslims is also important.

NGOs that are active in promoting and defending human rights have to deal with this issue separately beyond the narrative of pure discrimination. However, Islamophobia is often triggered by the global movements as well, the terrorist attacks in Europe, the political situation in the U.S., the wars in the Middle East even - all these were among the factors that generated Islamophobia in Macedonia.

This report will carefully follow the activities, analyze and explore the attitudes of the government and its institutions, the education system, politicians, media, justice system, etc., as well as identify potential problems and difficulties in detecting Islamophobia.
Извршно Резиме

Во 2017-та година се надзираше крајот на политичката криза. Во првата половина на годината албанофобијата и исламофобијата во медиумите, социјалните мрежи и на улиците се одвиваше во насока да се дехуманизираат барањата на Албанците.

Тоа објаснува зашто случаи на исламофобија беа поттикнати од нерешените междиннички несогласувања меѓу Македонците и Албанците. Но тешко е да се разликува потсвесниот мотив кога се разгледува еден случај, посебно кога жртвата е од албанска националност со исламска религија.

Говорот на омраза на социјалните и други типови медиуми се зголеми во почетокот на 2017 и за време на локалните избори. Дискриминацијата и исламофобијата беа исто видливи во сферата на образованието, вработувањето и судството, и ќе биде посебно забележано во извештајот.

Важна задача е да се охрабруваат муслиманите да се борат против исламофобијата. Овој процес треба да го водат властите во соработка со Исламската верска заедница на Македонија, но исто и треба да се обучуваат локалните муслимански невладини организации при откривање и процесирање говор на омраза и злосторство од омраза против муслиманите.

Невладините организации кои се активни во промовирање и бранење на човековите права мораат да се справаат поединечно со овој проблеми, измајќи го наративот на класичната дискриминација.

Сепак, исламофобијата е често поттикната од глобалните движења, како и од терористичките напади во Европа, политичката ситуација во САД, дури и војните на Средниот Исток и сè што е сегмент на создавање исламофобија во Македонија.

Овој извештај ќе ги следи активностите, анализира и истражи ставовите на Владата и нејзините институции, образовниот систем, политичарите, медиумите, судството, итн, како и да ги идентификува и детектираат проблемите за да пронајде случаи на исламофобија.
Introduction

The reader is kindly directed to “Islamophobia in Macedonia: National Report 2016” for an extensive description of the political situation and crises, as well as the context of Islam and the ethnic structure in Macedonia. All information in this report pertains to the period between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017.

The methodology used for drafting this report consists of desk research of media reports, reports from NGO organizations, reactions of the Ombudsman office¹ and the Commission for Prevention of Discrimination, cases directly reported to the author, and online correspondence with important stakeholders.² The languages of the data collected and used in this report are English, Macedonian, and Albanian.³

Different religious groups have a relatively long tradition of living alongside each other in Macedonia. Many cases of Islamophobia are triggered by the unresolved interethnic disputes. These can be easily noticed in hate speech in social and other media, in the rhetoric of the politicians but also in cases of concrete discrimination in employment and the judicial processes. However, Islamophobia is often spurred by external factors as well. Macedonia was part of the route of the recent so-called migrant crisis. The political discourse around this issue affects not only the daily politics of the country, but also the attitudes toward Muslims in general.

Significant Incidents and Developments

The political scene among Albanian parties was tense but under the initiative of the Albanian government, they demonstrated solidarity in a joint document,⁴ which was a prerequisite for a new coalition with the SDSM (Socijaldemokratski sojuz na Makedonija – Social Democratic Union of Macedonia) or the VMRO - DPMNE (Vnatrešna makedonska revolucionernana organizacija – Demokratska partija za makedonsko nacionalno edinstvo, Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization – Democratic Party for Macedonian National Unity). The media called this document the “Tirana Platform” and it was the reason for the start of the first protest in 2017, called “Тврдокорни” (Hardcore).⁵

¹. The report of Ombudsman will be published in March 2018.
². The author of the report emailed NGOs and state institutions about sending information on reported cases of Islamophobia or discrimination.
³. The author wants to express her gratitude to Jasmin Redjepi and Fatmire Aijdari for collecting data from the media in the Albanian language.
A new wave of protests started again, now under the motto “За Заедничка Македонија” (For a Joint Macedonia) and finished every day in front of the assembly, where they addressed the MPs. On April 27, the new president of the assembly was elected, Talat Xhaferi, in a tense atmosphere. The protesters stormed inside the parliament. Parliamentarians, journalists, and police officers were brutally attacked; the most severely injured was the leader of the Albanian party Zijadin Sela.

Three weeks after the attacks, Zoran Zaev, leader of the SDSM, received the mandate from President Ivanov to form a new government.

The local elections that were held in 2017 will be analyzed separately in this report, due to the fact that they were a central moment in the Islamophobia network.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

The protestors of so-called “Tvrdokorni” (Hardcore) on September 2, stated, “They [the government] are threatening us with erasing the Macedonian name and the present Macedonian identity. They are threatening us with assimilation with the large Islamic migration.”

The reaction of the citizens to the restoration of the Ali Pasha Mosque in Ohrid was the following: “What is most interesting in this case is the permanent insistence on building a minaret, which as we highlighted, should be 32 m, thus making it the most dominant object in the very heart of the city. It will change the image of Ohrid....”

Following this announcement on social media, a heated debate were sparked among the residents of Ohrid and insults were directed at Muslims. At a press conference, the Minister for Culture Robert Alagjozovski publicly picked a side: “We

will stop the project so as to see and find a common solution. We will not allow for
construction work where this could incite ethnic tension and where this is not in
accordance with the law. In that regard, we are clear.”

A significant number of Muslims on social media networks complain about bor-
der crossing profiling. The sole profile that is targeted and singled out is on the basis
of whether an individual visibly Muslim. The president of the LEGIS Association
publicly called the authorities and the public services to stop his persecution, but also
that of other prominent Muslims.

On December 28, Trump’s administration in Florida bestowed an acknowledge-
ment prize upon the head of Islamic Religion Community in Macedonia for “Life-
long Achievement” for his fight against extremism, radicalism and Islamophobia.

Justice System

The Urgent Reform Priorities is a document of the European Commission based on
a report, which contains specific proposals of action, and imposes urgent reforms in
the judiciary. It is also known among the public as the “Pride Reforms.”

The judiciary reforms are visible in the complaint proceedings which took place
in 2017. An example is the Monstrum case, were the defendants were sentenced to life
imprisonment without the necessary evidence. The Supreme Court decided to release
the convicted and to impose cautionary measures on them. The court justified this
decision by stating, “The factual situation was wrong and partially established.”

One of the reasons for the lack of trust of the community toward the judiciary
bodies can be noticed with the help of the analysis of two violent protests where the
consequences were extremely different.

16. A considerable number of Muslims turned to the Ombudsman about this issue and received a response from
the Ministry of Interior Affairs that no procedure was being pressed against them. However, the halt at the borders
continues despite the denial of the ministry.
17. Fokus, December 25, 2017, Donald Trump go negradi poglavarot na IVZ, Sulejman Recep za животно
18. European Commission, Brussels, September 14, 2017, FYRM: Assessment and Recommendations of the Senior
19. As a reminder, the case of Monstrum (2012) involves five citizens of Macedonian ethnic background who were
killed under mysterious circumstances. Only two hours after the attack, the Interior Minister of that time held a
press conference declaring that this was an organized crime orchestrated by Islamic radicalization. Five Muslim
citizens were sentenced to life imprisonment. Fakulteti, May 2, 2012, ТРОЈЦА ОД У АПСЕНИТЕ СТРЕЛАЛЕ
ВО ПЕТМИНАТА КАЈ СМИЉКОВСКОТО ЕЗЕРО http://www.fakulteti.mk/news/12-05-02/trojca_od_ua-
psenite_strelale_vo_petminata_kaj_smiljkovskoto_ezero.aspx
mk/vest/135854/obvinetite-od-monstrum-od-deneska-se-na-sloboda-
ta-ochekiva-osloboditelna-presuda
are several comparisons regarding the double standards of the judiciary, including the one in this report.
ISLAMOPHOBIA IN MACEDONIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Consequences</th>
<th>Verdict</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protests after the verdicts of the Monstrum case* (Muslim participants)</td>
<td>• Broken court windows</td>
<td>3 years of imprisonment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mild injuries to policemen</td>
<td>24,000 euros for material damages to the court**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (maximum penalty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protests in front of the Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia and violent entry into the building*** (The participants are part of the protests under the slogan of “For a Joint Macedonia” and are Macedonian)</td>
<td>• Material damage to the assembly premises</td>
<td>Conditional sentence of 6 months to 18 months (minimum sentence)****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Severely injured MPs, journalists, employees, policemen, protesters, and attempted murder.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The research on public opinion on courts and human rights conducted by the Helsinki Committee of Macedonia (HCM) illustrates utterly expected data whereby citizens of the Macedonian ethnic community believe significantly more than the citizens of the Albanian ethnic community that the current situation in the judiciary system is satisfactory.23

Employment

Legislation in Macedonia provides limited protection to the right of freedom of religion in the employment process and at the workplace. In Macedonia, the right to be absent from work in order to attend jummah prayer is not regulated by labour legislation. Regarding the Jummah prayer, in the beginning of 2017, Muslim employees asked permission to attend Jummah prayers in writing, through an email to the Ministry of Finance in Macedonia, but they received a negative response from the legal department.24

In September, a case of discrimination in employment was reported to the author by an English teacher who applied for employment at an elementary school in Ohrid, where during the interview, she was told by the principal that she would have to remove her headscarf if she wants to work at the school. The case was reported at the Inspectorate within the Ministry of Education. In the end, another candidate was hired.

23. Извештајот во сенка за Поглавје 23 [дел од Проектот “Мрежа 23+], Хелсиншкиот Комитет за човекови Права, Май 13, 2017, Скопје
24. Email to the author.
The author had another case of discrimination reported to her which occurred at the 8 Septemvri Hospital in Skopje. The employee was ordered to remove her headscarf if she wanted to continue working, because the Internal Rule Book require this. The mentioned rule book is not publicly available so the article that prohibits this cannot be found.

In October, the personal confession of a Muslim woman spread on social media networks. During a job interview at the country's largest pharmacy chain, she was told to remove her headscarf if she wanted to work for the company. The author of the research got in touch with the Muslim woman who confirmed her experience, but also, the experience of other Muslim women with this company. This claim is substantiated with clearly visible evidence as no pharmacy belonging to this chain employs a veiled Muslim woman.

**Education**

Muamer Doko, the principal of Bratstvo and Edinstvo Elementary School in Ohrid, removed the sisters Hilal and Hazal L. from education, claiming that the headscarf was forbidden. The Ombudsman condemned this action, the Commission for Prevention of Discrimination gave their opinion on it, and the case was reported at the Helsinki Committee for further processing. The Ministry of Education issued a public statement where it underlines the right of the girls to go to school with a headscarf.

In an elementary school in Gevgelija, the key city in the so-called refugee crisis, a questionnaire was distributed, containing the following question: “Would you mind if a member of a given nation: (1) Comes to your country as a visitor; (2) Lives permanently in your country; (3) Lives in your building or neighbourhood; (4) Is your friend; (5) Goes to school with your child/children, etc. The options given were: Citizens of Iran, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria. The pupils were supposed to choose the country and select an answers from 1 to 5. The questionnaire was immediately withdrawn, because it was not approved by the Ministry of Education.

The hospital described in the example of discrimination on the basis of religion in employment does not even allow female students with a headscarf to do their internship there. This form of discrimination was reported to the author in February

---

2017 by a Muslim girl who missed the semester because she could not complete the necessary practice, which is a precondition for participation in exams. She sought help from the Helsinki Committee; however, due to unknown reasons, the victim of the discrimination renounced further legal action and left the Medical Faculty.

The Survey Analysis Report\(^\text{30}\) published by the CDT Research Centre in October 2017 and promoted in Macedonia focuses on youth perceptions and attitudes related to stigmatization and Islamophobia. According to the report, contact with refugees decreases the level of Islamophobia and stigma among the youth toward refugees.

- On a scale of 1 to 5, the level of stigma toward immigrants among youth in the EU is 2.76. Thirty-five percent of the respondents stated that they had never any contact with immigrants. (Fig. 1)
- The research points out that the chief reason for negative attitudes toward immigrants is the negative perception of Islam. (Fig. 2)

The results about knowledge about Islam are presented in Figure 1. On average, respondents were able to correctly answer approximately two (2.19) out of six questions. It is worth noting that respondents from European Union countries are as knowledgeable (2.18) as those in the Western Balkan countries (2.20).

Respondents from Hungary were the most informed about Islam. On average, they gave correct answers to more than half of the questions (3.08). In contrast, the lowest level of knowledge was observed among the Italian youth, with an average of 1.37 correct answers. Further support for the claim that the overall knowledge

---

30. Survey Analysis Report. The study was developed by Nemanja Batrićević - CDT Research Center, October, 2017.
of Islam is at an unsatisfactory level comes from the fact that 16% of the respondents were unable to answer a single question. Equally striking, close to two-thirds (62%) of the sample was unable to provide an answer to more than 2 questions.

The level of Islamophobia and immigrant stigma are presented in Figure 2. In the total sample, young people averaged 2.7/5 points on the Islamophobia scale. It is worth recalling that the average knowledge of Islam is 2.2/6, which points to the possibility that, in part, negative attitudes originate from pure lack of knowledge. Importantly, on average, participants from Western Balkan countries are less Islamophobic (2.5) than their counterparts from the EU (2.9). Interestingly, while we see significantly different levels of Islamophobia in the two regions, the attitudes on immigrants in the EU (2.76) and the WB (2.65) are similar.

Media
According to the Helsinki Committee for Human Rights in Macedonia, the Criminal Code contains five articles under which hate speech spreading and promotion can be placed. The existing articles provide sufficient basis so that court proceedings are initiated against the people spreading hate speech. Thus far, not a single person has been convicted of hate speech perpetrated in the media.

In 2017, on the hate speech website (www.govornaomraza.mk), seven cases of hate speech due to religious affiliation were reported: five cases of hate speech toward refugees and migrants and two cases of hate speech on the basis of religious affiliation (Islamophobia and xenophobia) on web portals.

On July 20, the following image of the graduation picture board of the kindergarten “Bleta (Bee)” appeared on social media networks. (Fig. 3)

The next day, headlines in printed and electronic newspapers in Macedonian and Albanian read “In a Phantom Kindergarten in Chair Municipality [Bleta means bee], Children Are Being Indoctrinated with Islamic Customs and Rituals!” Another
headline reads, “Instead of Feeding the Kids with Honey, Bleta Feeds the Kids with Ideology.”\(^{35}\) The article further states, “.... it is about abusing children for the purpose of their Islamic ‘education,’ always in the spirit of extremism, isolation, mental restraint and exclusion of other cultures and religions...”\(^{36}\)

Amid the tense political climate throughout 2017, as well as the local elections at the end of the year, the rival parties used all available media means to dehumanize the opponent with the frequently used negative narrative of Muslims: ISIS, Talibans, etc. Such words were used to attack the Albanian political party BESA, for which an article stated, “The exceptional, offensive, disruptive, and nihilistic behaviour of the BESA movement further raises doubts about the impact of the Tekfir sect, some of which are suspected of being the leaders of this pre-Taliban group.”\(^{37}\)

After the declaration of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel by the USA, at the UN General Assembly voting, Macedonia voted against Trump’s decision.\(^{38}\) The Macedonian news portal Infomax, right-wing oriented, stated online, “Even in its foreign policy, Macedonia stood shoulder to shoulder with the radical Wahhabi regimes.”\(^{39}\)

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

In the centre of Skopje, a girl with a headscarf was attacked. Her name is Sumeja Ademi, a student at the Faculty of Law. The perpetrators were a group of high school children. During the attack, the following words were directed at her: “terrorist”, “sod off and go back to Arabia” and “dirty Shiptar woman.” The case was reported to the Helsinki Committee\(^{40}\) and the Ministry of the Interior; however, as minors are involved, there is no progress in the investigation.

The news of the prohibition from entering a pool for a girl in a burkini, with the explanation that the visitors would not feel comfortable in the presence of a woman in a burkini,\(^{41}\) spread on social media. All public pools in Macedonia according to their rules and regulations prohibit clothes that go below the knees – and therefore the burkini as well.\(^{42}\)

---

\(^{35}\) FOL, July 20, 2017, Nektari i Kopshtit Bleta, ne vend te mjaltit, helm ideologjik!, http://fol.mk/nektari-i-kopshtit-bleta-ne-vend-te-mjalit-helm-ideologjik/


\(^{38}\) a1on, December 27, 2017, Македонија гласаше против одлука на Трамп за Израел, http://a1on.mk/archives/835217

\(^{39}\) Infomax, December 21, 2017, МАКЕДОНИЈА РАМО ДО РАМО СО ВАХАБИСТИЧКИТЕ РЕЖИМИ: “Дипломатијата” на Заев гласаше против САД и Трамп во ОН!, http://infomax.mk/wp/Дипломатијата на Заев гласаше против САД и Трамп во ОН!


\(^{41}\) Daniela Mirceska, civilmedia, October 24, 2017, “За никаол тао што го покрива” www.civilmedia.mk, 24.10.2017

\(^{42}\) Правила на однесување (Пливачки базен), http://www.salaboristrajkovski.gov.mk/kapaciteti/regulativi-zakoristenje-bazen (Article 5, paragraph 16: “.... it is forbidden to swim in shorts without lining and under the knees”).
In the city of Radovish, the program *The Prophet Muhammed and Trustworthy Society* was stopped indirectly by the local authorities. The doors of the premises, which are under the authority of the local municipality, were closed; after entry was enabled, there was no electricity on the premises.  

**Internet**

The research of the Macedonian Media Institute titled “The Effectiveness of the Legislation for Hate Speech Protection” stated,

The common evaluation of the legal incrimination of hate speech is solid, despite some inconsistencies, where outside of the penal justice system, the following cases of indisputable misuse of freedom of expression remain undeservedly untouched: journalist writings or statements given through the public information media, speeches and statements of representatives of political parties which encourage or defend violence…

On the official Facebook group of the VMRO DPMNE, the political party’s local committee in the city of Gevgelija, used the visit of Macedonia’s Prime Minister Zoran Zaev to Mustafa Pasha Mosque during the Ramadan Feast (Eid al-Fitr), accompanied by the Grand Mufti (*Reis-ul-ulama*) of the Islamic Religion Community as a call to mobilize Macedonians. (Fig. 4)

**Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network**

This year will also be remembered as a year marked by xenophobia reaching its peak. Despite the fact that the Balkan route is closed,

---


44. “The effectiveness of the legislation for hate speech protection” – Macedonian Media Institute, Skopje 2017, Dr. Nenad Zhivanovski.

45.FB GROUP, ВМРО-ДПМНЕ ОК ГЕВГЕЛИЈА, September 1, 2017, РАЗБУДИ СЕ НАРОДЕ МАКЕДОНСКИ!, https://www.facebook.com/itgevgelija/photos/a
the number of refugees insignificantly small, refugees were still in the spotlight of the period preceding the local elections. The Ministry of Labour and Social Policy’s draft “Strategy for Integration of Refugees and Foreigners 2017-2027” brought about hate speech in the assembly, the streets, social networks, and media. The VMRO DPMNE was the party that has incessantly been spreading fear among the population with the alleged 150,000 refugees that were to become asylum-seekers in Macedonian cities. At the parliamentary session of August 16, the words “migrant/refugee” were mentioned 88 times by the VMRO MPs. The xenophobia sparked by politicians’ speeches resulted in specific activities. AWAKENING, a civic initiative, was created overnight, which went viral in the social media networks; this initiative gathered signatures in municipalities for a referendum against the settling of migrants. After the signatures were collected, the counsellors in the municipalities discussed the proposal and it was only the VMRO counsellors and their coalition partners that voted for holding a referendum. A visual presentation follows of all the phases where the VMRO DPMNE took measures for the intentional and conscious spreading of xenophobia and Islamophobia.

On August 16, in the Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia, VMRO DPMNE’s members from the assembly booth called on the government not to settle Macedonia with refugees.

On September 9, a Facebook campaign started named “AWAKENING – NO TO MIGRANTS.”

The text reads,

AWAKENING! No to migrants!
Let’s preserve our neighbourhood and


49. Republika, August, 16, 2017, Данев: Каде ќе ги населите мигрантите, меѓу „Вардарска” и „Островска” и во станови во Аеродром?, http://republika.mk/811270

50. MKD, August, 18, 2017, Во скопски Аеродром кампания „Будење! НЕ за мигранти,” Published on August, 18, 2017.
municipality, our city, the way we remember it and the way we want to live in it. Let’s prevent the SDSM-government’s decision to bring in migrant settlers and the construction of housing for them, because nothing would be the same afterwards.

....ENOUGH, IT IS TOO MUCH! AWAKENING is needed, let’s preserve Macedonia! Now is the time to say NO to this DEADLY PROJECT FOR MACEDONIA!51

In a specific location in the municipality of Aerodrom, people started to gather signatures for scheduling the referendum with the slogan “NO to migrants in Aerodrom.”52 (Fig. 5)

On September 6, the council of the Aerodrom Municipality decided to schedule a referendum, against the migrants in their municipality.53

In the city of Bitola, on August 4, the political party who led the campaign against the migrants, VMRO DPMNE, made a public statement.54

On September 12, the Facebook campaign “AWAKENING, NO TO MIGRANTS SETTLING IN BITOLA!” started.55

Figures 7 and 8 were posted by other Facebook groups.

In the centre of the city, on September 1, a gathering of signatures for scheduling a referendum started.56

Figure 6 This is graphic explanation of the previously elaborated case - all three phases that were linked and eventually led to a referendum vote.

51. Translated by the author from Macedonian language to English.
55. FB GROUPT, Будене Битола, https://www.facebook.com/budenjebitola/?ref=br_rs
In the council of Bitola, on September 5, the governing majority, led by the VMRO DPMNE, scheduled a referendum. Around 20 municipalities decided that citizens will vote on a referendum regarding the government’s strategy on migrants on the local election day (October 15).

In Shtip, the Union of Young Forces of the VMRO DPMNE posted the image below on their official Facebook profile, (Fig. 9) while the VMRO Municipal Committee of Gevgelija asked citizens to sign the initiative in mass numbers. (Fig. 10)

The official Facebook page of Butel Municipality, “I love Butel,” joined the anti-refugee movement by posting a photo of the author of this report, and


a collage of photos of fighters, refugees, etc. (Fig. 11) The case was reported to the cybercrime department, which deleted the page after a few hours.

Many human rights organizations warn of the spread of Islamophobia and other forms of hate speech in this campaign. “The Helsinki Committee warns that the continual spreading and inciting of hate speech, can easily be conducive to perpetrating hate crimes.”

The Ministry of Local Government didn’t allow the referendum against migrants to be held on the Election Day, i.e. October 15. The government that voted for this referendum lost the general election.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

The Helsinki Committee of Macedonia publishes The Discrimination Informer every month with specific cases of discrimination but also recommendations on how to eliminate this type of discrimination. The HCM also runs websites for monitoring and reporting hate speech and hate crime (www.govornaomraza.mk and www.zlostorstvaodomraza.mk). In the field


of hate crime, the OSCE-ODIHR office in Warsaw organized trainings on how to monitor and report hate crimes against Muslims, where several human rights activists from Macedonia were present.

On the media level, worth mentioning is the weekly show “На иста страна” (On the same side), where a single question is discussed from the point of view of various religions, like the status of women, the celebrations of holidays, prayers, etc. Also in this field, the news agency Anadolu Agency has a website in the Macedonian and Albanian languages, where it presents unusual news related to positive developments in Muslim society.

The new government slogan is “A society for all”61 which gives people a sense of optimism and feeling of belonging. For the first time in Macedonia, a Muslim woman with a headscarf ran for councilor in the Municipality of Struga, and became the first hijab-wearing councilor.62

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

Research points to the conclusion that Islamophobic incidents in Macedonia are closely correlated with politics. The dynamics of events in 2017 have led to the conclusion that research is required in the field of hate speech in political instances, which have led to hate crimes. There are factors which contribute to the difficulty of tracking Islamophobia in Macedonia.

Regarding policy recommendations those of last year’s report are still relevant today. The main problem is the lack of a central documentation on Islamophobia.

- Cooperation between governmental bodies, the Islamic community and NGOs in fighting discrimination against Muslims should be fostered.
- The Islamic community should be more active in the field of Islamophobia and in training imams to encourage Muslims to report the cases of discrimination or other forms of intolerance against Muslims.
- Regulation of Islamic practice (prayer, Jummah, and headscarf) and available ways to accommodate this in education and employment should be raised.
- Commitment to countering violent extremism, and supporting projects in this sphere,63 but not at the expense of freedom of religion and not solely focusing on Islam or Muslims.

63. During the period between December 2016 to June 2017, Analytica think tank implemented a project titled “Mother Schools for Countering Radicalism.” This project was implemented in cooperation with Women Without Borders. The project aimed to raise awareness on countering radicalism and enhance the competence and capabilities of mothers from Skopje to deal with the phenomenon of radicalization in their relationship with their children. The project was held at the Municipality of Chair, which is considered to be one of the most affected municipalities when it comes to violent extremism. The author of the report attended this school.
• Effective investigation on the previous year’s attacks on masjids and mosques – specifically the masjid in the city of Kriva Palanka.

Chronology

• 23.02.2017: A young Muslim student was attacked in the city centre of Skopje.
• 19.09.2017: Primary school in Ohrid, expels two students from school because they were wearing headscarves.
• 21.10.2017: First woman in a hijab enters the City Council of Struga.
• 15.12.2017: Ministry for Culture stopped the restoration of the minaret of Ali Pasha Mosque in Ohrid, until legal procedures have been checked.
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Executive Summary

This report examines Islamophobia in Malta in 2017 taking into account all the important developments on national level. The report was compiled based on information primarily from the Internet, which includes websites of Islamophobic groups, the media, and also social media. Together with this, studies and reports conducted by European organizations and agencies were also taken into consideration. Some of these statistical reports were from 2017 and others predated this year. The author also took into account personal encounters with Muslims in Malta, both Maltese Muslims and foreign Muslims and their experiences and suggestions.

In a nutshell, the most prominent points discussed in this report include Islam in schools, the recent rise of a new far-right party which participated in the 2017 general elections, and the rise of Islamophobic and hateful comments and memes on the Internet, especially on social media. The report also highlights the rejection of Islam in schools, which has given rise to a strong Islamophobic sentiment. There is little research by Maltese institutions on Islamophobia. There is an evident need for additional research and policy in Malta. Although, Muslim people complain in closed groups that employment with the ‘headscarf’ is difficult, there is no research to back this in Malta. On a national level, the efforts made by the European Commission Coordinator David Friggieri in combating anti-Muslim hatred are a step in the right direction. The round table discussions held with NGOs and students will help with addressing the needs of the community in a better way. On the other hand, the FRA report is one of the pivotal steps in combating Islamophobia; research should also be carried forward by research groups on a national level.1
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ISLAMOPHOBIA IN MALTA

Sommarju Eżekuttiv


Introduction

Malta is an island in the heart of the Mediterranean and throughout history, it has had a bitter past with Muslims because of its war with the Ottoman Empire. Having a geographically strategic position, Malta served as a bridge between the Northern African countries and the European continent throughout history. Arabs from North Africa spent around 200 years in Malta in a period when Islam was the predominant religion on the island. However, at the present time, Malta is a European country which differentiates itself from Arabs and Muslims. This background has served to bring forth mixed feelings in welcoming Muslims in Malta, especially in the wake of the influxes of migrants from zones of conflict such as Syria, Libya, and a series of African countries. The common myth of a ‘Muslim invasion’ is a frequently used phrase. The size of the island and its overpopulation in parallel with the historic tales of Muslims in Malta, and the influx of Muslim asylum seekers have awakened xenophobic and Islamophobic reactions in the local population. Moreover, the Trump rhetoric in 2016/2017 and the ‘Muslim ban’ have also impacted the country and attitudes towards Muslims.

The Islamophobic sentiment has seen a rise in the past three years, mostly impacted by the fear created by the growing influx of migrants and also the effect of the global political climate and terrorist attacks in neighbouring countries. Although the Muslim community in Malta is relatively a small, forming only 2.6% of the whole population, The highlights being, the request for prayer space, the political discourse on the niqab ban, and teaching Islam in schools, which has been a great controversy in 2017 and has sparked a strong rejection of Islam. In conjunction to this, although there have been no reports of physical hate crime, hate speech online is a major issue and Malta is also seeing the rise of a far-right party which has participated in the general elections for the first time. There were no reported developments related to employment and justice.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

In the year under review, there were two main events which influenced the attitudes towards Islam in Malta. The first was the teaching of Islam in schools. The main problem is the limited knowledge about Islam and Muslims in Malta, beyond the fact that most Muslims are considered as foreigners. Although the proposal came from the Minister for Education, this proposal was strongly rejected and Muslims were perceived as invaders, while their request for their rights was
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viewed as problematic. Another development was the Maltese Patriots running in the general election. Although, they did poorly in terms of votes their media campaign and social media advertisements disseminated many Islamophobic and xenophobic ideas in the community which led to hostility in relation to the teaching of Islam in schools. Both 2016 and 2017 were challenging for the Muslim community in Malta and brought it face to face with negative sentiments which were not countered by a positive narrative.

Politics
In 2017, Malta had the general election. The far-right party Ghaqda Patrijotti Maltin (Maltese Patriots) participated in the election with a candidate in each district. Although, the party claims to be simply patriotic it has issued a number of controversial statements some of which can be categorized as Islamophobic, xenophobic and racist. Fortunately, none of the candidates were elected to parliament. Most of their slogans oppose integration and foreigners in Malta. They usually highlight their opposition to Islam while they have been organizing a number of protests and gaining support in the last years. One of the recent protests opposed Muslims praying in public places: they held an event where they served pork sandwiches at the same spot where Muslims had organized prayer gatherings. (Fig. 1) Albeit this party is not represented in parliament, there are a number of members of parliament of the Nationalist Party and the Labour Party who have expressed xenophobic sentiments and also linked terrorism with the burqa. These views are usually expressed on their social media pages, while it should be made clear that they are not members of Ghaqda Patrijotti Maltin. In a study carried out in 2015, Malta featured as one of the countries to be least comfortable with someone from a different religion 46% of respondents expressed such a sentiment. Thirty-nine percent of respondents claimed to feel ‘totally uncomfortable,’ ranking Malta second in this category.

8. Ibid., p. 32.
Education

One of the most controversial and debated developments in Malta in 2017 was the proposal by the Ministry of Education to consider teaching Islam to Muslim students in school. This has sparked a heated debate both on national television and on social media, whereby many people were irritated and infuriated by the proposal. (Fig. 2) This happened following the closing of the secondary school of the only Islamic school in Malta, Mariam Al Batool. Although this would have been restricted only to Muslim students it still led to an uncomfortable situation which exposed the fact that Muslims are still considered as ‘Others’ and can only enjoy a number of rights as permitted by the majority. The Ghaqda Patrijotti Maltin also protested this and claimed that it is part of the so-called invasion. Although, the proposal has not been finalized and no concrete or official position has been taken, the common sentiment was that Islam should not infiltrate schools.10 Much of this discourse was sparked by ignorance and fear, as throughout the years of formal education the curriculum does not include education on Islam. Moreover, because of the history lessons on the Ottoman Empire and its invasion and imposition on the Maltese, the proposal was simply categorized as an ‘invasion’. Many sought to conclude that the best way out of this, would be no religion at all.11 Furthermore, the number of Syrian and Libyan students in state schools due to the crises in these countries is growing. This has been a shock for educators who have had to adapt to the current situation and a great degree of inter-religious awareness is required.

9. 17th January 2016, Msida, photo by News portal Malta Today
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Media
Media on an international level has caused much damage to Muslims. In Malta, there are no particular media outlets which promote Islamophobic content. On the other hand, many of the outlets try to promote a discussion on Islam and taking into account that most of the media personnel are not knowledgeable on the topic, some statements have led to an unbalanced discussion; additionally many statements are difficult to understand and cause misunderstandings.

Physical and Verbal Attacks
In Malta, physical attacks are not reported with the exception of the statistical study by the FRA, which focused specifically on foreign Muslims in Malta who are from sub-Saharan countries. However, this year there was a brutal attack caught on camera where bouncers assaulted two men who ended up in hospital with grievous injuries. One of the victims was Syrian and the other Jordanian. This case has not been concluded yet, and thus it is not just to conclude that these men were assaulted because they were foreign. Research in 2017 has shown that 7% of the Muslims in Malta have been subject to physical violence and a fourth of Muslims who took part in the study reported experiencing harassment. This study included over 25,500 respondent who were of sub-Saharan African descent. Moreover, a problem was made obvious in the study by the revelation that only 8% of the Muslims in Malta knew of organizations that offer support or advice to victims of discrimination. Many of the attacks are not reported, either because there are no mechanisms in place or because victims of such crimes do not feel that the authorities would be of any help and fear getting into more trouble if they report the incident. Although most respondents from Malta, identified at-

15. Ibid.
tacks based on skin colour or ethnic background, this is mostly because it is more evident than religion.

**Internet**

The Internet is the most prevalent space for Islamophobic comments. (Figs. 3 and 4) Social media pages such as that of the Ghaqda Patrijotti Maltin\(^\text{16}\) are flooded with Islamophobic comments and posters. It is very difficult to monitor these platforms and to hold people responsible for their comments online and for the fake news which is spread. Hate speech is codified under Maltese Criminal Law Article 82A (1)\(^\text{17}\) which includes “written or printed material” and on the basis of religion, amongst others. However, case law is sparse on this subject although hate speech is always on the rise. One of the most important campaigns has been the Council of Europe’s “No Hate Speech” Movement. On the website for this campaign the reporting procedures of the respective party countries are included to facilitate reporting. However, Malta’s reporting procedure is not. Several other organizations in Malta such as the People for Change Foundation, have sought to create their own reporting mechanisms; however, they are not very popular with victims of hate speech.\(^\text{18}\) There is also another project under the name of C.O.N.T.A.C.T which was set up, but its effectiveness remains to be seen.

---

\(^{16}\) See https://www.facebook.com/groups/374854512664893/about/

\(^{17}\) Criminal Code of the Laws of Malta, Article 82A (1)

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
As outlined in the section on politics the primary foundation of the Islamophobia network is the Ghaqda Patrijotti Maltin movement. Another group is Imperium Ewropa, which shares the same far-right ideologies and supports fascism and nationalism. However, in the last three to four years, Ghaqda Patrijotti Maltin took the lead with its Facebook page and presence on social media. Although, this might not seem like an extensive network, the geographical size of Malta should also be taken into consideration together with its population. This group has organized protests all across the country. Moreover, Alex Pisani and Henry Battistino, the moderators and leaders of this movement, are responsible for the organization of such events and sharing material, which is then further circulated and shared.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia
A number of organizations exist such as Jesuit Refugee Service, People for Change Foundation, Auditus and Integra Foundation which are taking the lead in countering discrimination. There are no national political or civil society initiatives countering Islamophobia specifically. ‘Islamophobia’ is non-existent as a concept in Malta, although very visible in the community. This results from the fact that most projects are designed to empower immigrants who usually also have a different ethnic background. Civil society in Malta, just this year piloted a ‘Civil Society Network,’ which is limited to matters of corruption and rule of law rather than Islamophobia. In conclusion, there are currently no effective initiatives countering Islamophobia directly, yet themes such as hate speech or conferences on the integration of religious minorities do feature in the country - although there is still a very long way to go. The Muslim community in Malta is very fragmented especially after the Arab Spring and although there are recognized organizations such as Ahmadiyya Community and the Islam Centre, there is no organized Muslim community which speaks and acts collectively to counter Islamophobia.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations
As evident from the above research, which includes informal interviews with Muslims, newspapers and statistics, Malta is very underdeveloped on this matter and requires research and policy to counter Islamophobia. Muslims in Malta feel the lacuna left by the failure of politicians and equality bodies to address this situation. In the current global anti-Muslim climate, the development of mechanisms to counter hate are crucial. Moreover, adequate screening of social media pages and a safe and user-friendly reporting system are also very important. Creating space for dialogue is essential to counter Islamophobia together with awareness and education about Islam to help civil society identify what is real and what is fake and to overcome the barriers Muslims face on a daily basis.
Moreover, it would also help overcome prejudice and encourage viewing Muslims beyond stereotypes, as individuals.

There is a need to distinguish Islamophobia from other discriminatory ideologies and to map out its seriousness. This will also require an observatory authority that can monitor and record Islamophobic incidents – at the moment, it is very difficult to establish clear figures. A clear policy framework is also important for educators and schools to ensure that there is uniformity and an inclusive environment for students. This can also be extended to all areas - awareness and knowledge of Islam is pivotal for everyone, including journalists, politicians, and civil servants.

**Chronology**

- **14.03.2017**: The ECHR rulings on Muslim clothing at work spark discussions in Malta.
- **30.03.2017**: Hungarian PM Orban warns against the ‘invasion of Muslims’ at Malta’s EPP congress in Malta.
- **02.04.2017**: The Patriots hold a protest over the teaching of Islam in church schools.
- **26.07.2017**: Brutal attack in an entertainment site on two foreigners from majority-Muslim countries.
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Executive Summary

The most significant development in 2017 in the Netherlands was the national elections held on March 15. The various parties’ election campaigns were dominated by populist rhetoric. The race was mainly between the extreme right-wing party of Geert Wilders (PVV) and the centre-right party of Mark Rutte (VVD). The left-wing parties were almost voiceless except for Groenlinks who managed to increase its votes. Islamophobic statements by Mark Rutte and other centre-right parties dominated the election campaigns. Many human rights organizations, such as Amnesty International and the Netherlands Bar, warned that the election programs of many parties were in violation of the international treaties of human rights and the Dutch law.

In 2017, Islamophobic statements and actions were not only limited to politics, but were present in other areas such as the media, the judiciary, education, and the labor market. The MIND, the Internet complaint line, has published 918 complaints received in 2016. This is an increase of 41% compared to the year before.

Anti-discrimination agencies and projects such as Monitoring Muslim Discrimination lead by Ineke van der Valk also reported an increase in Islamophobia. An undercover study by the PEER in February 2017 shows that many of the temporary employment agencies are involved in racism, especially against Muslims.

Additionally, a study by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights shows that Muslims have been discriminated against in finding work, but that only 12% of Muslims have reported the latest instance they faced discrimination. The most significant positive development of 2017 was the initiative taken by Dutch Muslims and indigenous Dutch people to fight against Islamophobia.
Samengevat

In dit rapport is Islamofobie in Nederland van het jaar 2017 onderzocht. De belangrijkste ontwikkeling in het jaar 2017 waren de nationale verkiezingen. Verkiezingscampagnes van verschillende partijen werden gedomineerd door Populistische campagnes. De concurrentie was voornamelijk tussen de extreemrechterpartij PVV en de centrumrechterpartij VVD. De linkse partijen waren vrijwel stemloos, behalve GroenLinks die erin slaagde zijn stemmen te verhogen. Veel mensenrechtenorganisaties zoals Amnesty International en de Nederlandse Orde van Advocaten hebben gewaarschuwd voor het verkiezingsprogramma van veel partijen die in strijd zijn met de internationale mensenrechtenverdragen en het Nederlands recht. In 2017 zijn de Islamofobische uitspraken en acties niet beperkt gebleven tot de politiek, maar ook op andere gebieden zoals in de Media, Internet en de arbeidsmarkt lieten ze zich sterk zien.

Antidiscriminatiebureaus en enkele projecten zoals Ineke van der Valk Monitoring van Moslimdiscriminatie meldden dat Islamofobie nog steeds in toename is. Uit een undercover onderzoek van PEER in februari 2017 blijkt dat veel van de uitzendbureaus betrokken zijn bij racisme vooral tegen moslims. Bovendien blijkt uit de studie van het Bureau van de Europese Unie voor de grondrechten dat moslims worden gediscrimineerd bij het vinden van werk terwijl slechts 12% van de moslims het incident van de discriminatie heeft gemeld.

Nederlandse moslims en inheemse Nederlanders zijn dit jaar meer bewust geworden van discriminatie jegens moslims en namen initiatieven om deze te bestrijden.
Introduction

Discrimination of immigrants with an Islamic background and hate speech against them, as well as the way Dutch society has responded to immigrants both socially and legally, has changed over time. The critiques have not only changed in terms of subject but have also become more strident over time. When in 1990, Hans Janmaat, a Dutch MP at the time, protested against migration with his statement ‘Full is Full.’ Dutch courts convicted him of committing an act of hate speech. He received fines and a conditional prison sentence for incitement to hate and discrimination against foreigners. However, recently Geert Wilders shouted similar inflammatory statements during one of his party meetings. When he asked his followers if they wanted fewer or more Moroccans in the country, the party members’ response was “Fewer, Fewer”, to which Wilders notoriously gave the assurance that when in power, his party would “arrange that.” Crucially, over time it is clear that such hate speech has become normalized. The larger public, however, was not as shocked at Wilder’s hate speech as with the case of Janmaat. The fact that Janmaat was actually persecuted for incitement of hate yet Wilder’s statement led to his being sentenced to a fine of 5,000 euro but to no prison time, clearly demonstrate that despite the harsher nature of the statements against Muslims since 1990, these statements have become ordinary for society as well as politicians.¹

Significant Incidents and Developments

On January 24, 2017, a discussion took place in De Balie in Amsterdam with the title “Why do they actually hate us?” (“Waarom hater ze onszelf eigenlijk”). This discussion took place as an initiative of foundation De Stichting Werkelijkheid in Perspectief of former VVD leader Frits Bolkestein, legal philosopher Paul Cliteur (leading candidate of Forum for Democracy, a national conservative political party) and Emeritus Professor Meindert Fennema. The debate was held in order to introduce the release of a book under the same title and took the form of a debate with contributions from various, predominantly right-wing and extreme-right anti-Islam authors. Some of these contributors are known to make little or no distinction between Islam and Islamist extremism. After an introduction, the members started to speak about the ways the number of Muslims in the Netherlands could be reduced to one or two percent of the population, and they spoke openly about deportation as an option to reach that goal. Instead of reflecting on the potentially discriminatory nature of the question, which clearly echoed the pre-Holocaust policies of Germany under Hitler,² panel members such as Wim van Rooy and Paul Cliteur philosophized about

the legal and constitutional possibilities of a corresponding solution. Paul Cliteur suggested addressing de-Islamization step by step. He stated that, after all, it is not about the fact that Muslims cannot be deported, the point is that one wants to create a situation in which this is ‘normal’ and is possible. The fact that members of the panel, who were important intellectuals of the Netherlands, did not protest these dehumanizing utterances made the situation more worrying and shocking. Noteworthy were the reactions afterwards. Several newspapers reported on the meeting. There was strong criticism of the proposals by Van Rooy and De Wit (she is a well-known so-called “Islam critic” who during the debate was sitting among the audience and said that reducing Muslims to one or two percent could be a good solution). A few days later, the whole debate was discussed in the City Hall of the municipality of Amsterdam and a councillor of alderman pointed to the discriminatory nature of the statements. The leftist party GroenLinks considered filing a report to the police, but they did not. Deputy Prime Minister Lodewijk Asscher distanced himself on Twitter and called the statements “horrible” and “not normal.”

Another incident was the crisis between Turkey and the Netherlands which targeted Muslims with Turkish background. On March 11, the relationship between Turkey and the Netherlands suffered a huge downgrade and since then diplomatic relations have been on the back burner. The consequences of this crisis are still felt in all kinds of areas. People with a Turkish background are constantly approached and even interrogated at school, at work, in port clubs, and during social meetings. Joint activities are cancelled or postponed, retailers are avoided. Many politicians, like Rutte and Wilders, ask the Turkish community of the Netherlands to prove their loyalty to the Netherlands and double nationality is considered disreputable.

The attitude of Turkish-Dutch people on politics in the Netherlands is considered to be as follows: most Turkish-Dutch citizens are positive about Dutch society, but negative about Dutch politicians, in general, and Mark Rutte, in particular. DENK party voters and non-DENK voters look at Dutch politics differently. It is clear that the rise of the DENK party has had a considerable impact on the Turkish community. For example, two-thirds of the Turkish-Dutch think that Dutch politicians do not pay enough attention to the Turkish community, while more than half think that DENK will contribute to the integration of the Turkish-Dutch. What is not a surprise, according to the research agency, is that DENK voters are much more positive in this sense than non-DENK voters.

Another important report which was published before the elections of 2017 was that of the Verwey Jonker Institute, which was carried out on behalf of the Anne Frank Foundation in December 2017. For the year 2016, they reported 364 incidents of Mus-
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lim discrimination in the BVH, a slight decrease compared to 2015. The number of incidents of Muslim discrimination in 2015 was 466, a tripling of the number of incidents compared to 2014 (142 incidents). This was probably a result of the terrorist attacks committed in Europe in 2015 and the unrest surrounding the arrival of large groups of refugees that were predominantly from Islamic countries. Yet, as in 2016, several terrorist attacks were again committed for which the so-called DAESH terror group claimed responsibility, the aforementioned decrease was according to the reporters remarkable. At the same time, the number of incidents is still considerably higher than in 2014. The year 2015 may be called a ‘peak year.’ The researchers’ interpretation of these statistics is remarkable. They argued that the public may be getting used to the fact that attacks (without any support from local Muslims) regularly take place, and as a result it does not lead to increased social tensions. Another explanation given to this decrease was that Muslims who feel Islamophobia on a daily basis do not trust government agencies, or the police. Feeling that they are not taken seriously by the police, they largely avoid taking the necessary steps to register their cases to the authorities. This problem, activists concede, makes it more difficult to propose additional policies to combat Islamophobia.

The Second European Union Minorities and Discrimination Survey, Muslims – Selected Findings shows that especially in the Netherlands, Muslims feel increasingly discriminated. Thirteen percent of Muslims in Netherlands have been discriminated in the past five years because of their religious beliefs. This is higher in comparison with other European countries. As mentioned above, trust in the police is lowest among Dutch Muslims. But despite this, in comparison with other European countries, Dutch Muslims report discrimination more often. A quarter of the incidents are reported in the Netherlands. In no other European country do Muslims feel such a small connection to the country where they live. The average is 4.1 on a scale of five. Dutch Muslims, however, give their feeling of solidarity with the Netherlands a 3.4 on a scale of five. In a press release FRA Director Michael O’Flaherty states, “Our survey results make a mockery of the claim that Muslims aren’t integrated into our societies. On the contrary, we see a trust in democratic institutions that is higher than much of the general population. However, every incident of discrimination and hate crime hampers their inclusion and reduces their chances of finding employment. We risk alienating individuals and their communities, with potentially perilous consequences.”

4. Data from the incident registration system of the police, the Basic Enforcement Service (BVH).
5. This has been observed in many reports about ethnic profiling. For more information see: Amnesty International, “Gelijkheid onderdruk: de impact van etnischprofileren”, 2013; S. Cankaya, “De controle van marsmannetjes en ander schorriemorie, Het beslissingsproces tijdens pro-actief politie werk”, AcademiePolitie Amsterdam-Amstelland, 2012; and also a report which is written on behalf of the police to investigate the distrustfulness Muslims feel towards the police in terms of registering their cases: A. Ens, ”Discriminatiemeldenbij de politie?”, Den Haag: Nationale Politie, 2016.
Some key findings show that 76 percent of Muslim respondents feel strongly attached to the country where they live. Yet, 31 percent of those seeking employment have been discriminated against in the last five years. Regarding ethnic profiling by police, 42 percent of respondents who had been stopped by the police over the last year said this happened because of their migrant or ethnic minority background.7

Another important report published before the elections is one by the SCP’s (Social Cultural Planning Office) titled *Kwesties voor het kiezen*.9 In this, the SCP analyzes a number of social issues that are of interest to citizens, and that are expected to play a role in the campaign for the parliamentary elections of 2017 and the subsequent government formation. The report also pays a lot of attention to social contradictions in which Muslims and Islam play an important role.

One important outcome is the worry about the Turkish and Moroccan Dutch, who according to their survey have become more negative about their opportunities and life in the Netherlands. About 40% has “experienced discrimination more often.” The manner in which they have been discriminated, however, is not mentioned.

8. Ibid, p. 27.
Based on this research, the SCP does not assume that views on migrants have become more negative in recent years, but a large group of autochthonous Dutch people feel that the Netherlands will lose its identity. The report states that the great diversity (as in “backgrounds, religious convictions and norms and values”) contributes to this feeling. According to the SCP, the discussion about these issues is intensified because young people from migrant groups claim their place in society more emphatically than before.

Another point was the radicalization of Muslims. The Dutch in question (it is not entirely clear who these Dutch are) are concerned about groups that, according to the SCP, are “at a great distance” from Dutch society - “radicalized and extremist Muslims.” The most significant finding of this report is their advice to the government. The SCP posed the question of whether the government could have a role in reducing social unease and bringing citizens together. They came up with the following suggestion in relation to radicalization: “The government could also make a contribution by promoting the modernization of Islam and supporting liberal Muslims, as a counterweight to radical Islam, which has a strong attraction for young people.” This last point suggests that Dutch policymakers and advisers have considered the modification of the notion of non-interference in doctrines and religious organizations they embraced after 1983. New dynamics have challenged the stabilized secularization policy of the Dutch state that thought that it had made this process of secularization stable. The challenge of Muslims has made them, on occasion, desperate and they have broken their tradition of secularism. This report is a good example of how complicated it has been to deal with challenges. Although, on the other hand, the government has, of course, tried to do so for years. In this respect, the efforts to launch a program at universities to educate imams in the Netherlands, could be mentioned.

The bitter climate formed by politicians to gain more votes during their campaigns made Muslims in the Netherlands worry about their future in the country. This is reflected in reports and newspapers as “Plan B.” Many Muslims with Moroccan and Turkish background think of immigrating to the countries of their origin; this is particularly true of Moroccans due to Wilders’s focus on them. This return process has already started for Muslims with Turkish background. In 2015, about 2,500 or more immigrated to Turkey as opposed to Turks moving to the Netherlands, which was the dominant trend in the past.10

As mentioned above, on December 9, 2016, Geert Wilders was found guilty of defaming a group and inciting racial discrimination for leading a chant calling for

---

“fewer Moroccans” in the Netherlands. Wilders and his prosecutor appealed against this case. The prosecutor appealed against the decision of the court to not punish Wilders and Wilders appealed against his conviction. On his first pro forma hearing on October 24 his lawyer denied that Wilders’s statements about wanting fewer Moroccans in The Hague and the Netherlands led to actual discrimination against Moroccans. He argued that instead it should be seen as a call for the government to change its policy. During these first pro forma court hearings, Wilders repeated his habit of expressing his doubts about the neutrality of the judge. After another pro-forma court hearing on October 26, 2017, the substantive trial is set to start on May 17 2018, after the municipal elections in March.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics
The leading development in 2017 in the Netherlands was the Dutch elections. The parliamentary elections were held on March 15. Populism dominated the electoral campaigns of the different parties. The race mostly took place between the far-right party of Geert Wilders (PVV) and the centre-right party of Mark Rutte (VVD). The leftist parties were nearly voiceless.

The campaigns’ rhetoric was centred on the topics of Islam, immigration, and the economy. The main topics were the values and norms in the country. According to the survey of the research agency IPSOS on behalf of the Dutch broadcaster NOS, 86 percent of Dutch citizens “are concerned” about their values and norms and 10 percent were “very concerned.” This is a result of years-long discourse in which Islam and the culture of migrants have been presented as dangers to Dutch society. These worries of Dutch people are used by political parties in their campaigns.

Mark Rutte’s statement to the world during his campaigns was that the Netherlands would stop the racist domino effect of the far right. Instead Rutte and other centre-right parties gave ground with their speeches to racist and Islamophobic statements. The Christian parties focused on the conflicts between Islam and the Judeo-Christian tradition and Rutte’s party (VVD) targeted migrants and minorities with his open letter to newspapers calling them to act “normal” or to leave. The SGP (radical Christian party) published a manifesto titled Manifest Islam in Nederland (Declaration Islam in the Netherlands).11 Their declaration had roots in age-old biases from the Christian tradition towards Islam such as “The love offer of Jesus Christ and Muhammad’s use of violence is as different as night and day.”12

12. Ibid.
party emphasized the danger of Islam and associated Islam with violence and emphasized that this violence, unfortunately, no longer stops at the gates of Vienna. Islamic violence is entering, according to them, many European cities. The Christian Democrats (CDA) called for the ban of the financing of mosques from abroad and was wary of “radical Islam” in their campaign.

The aforementioned facts demonstrated that not only far-right parties such as the PVV and the FvD used anti-Islam sentiments in their campaigns, but also other parties, like the liberals and moderate Christian parties. Due to their fear of losing votes and their desire to attract voters from the political right, especially from Geert Wilders’s Party for Freedom, they used nearly the same rhetoric as the far-right parties. This harsh climate is criticized by many institutions like Amnesty International and the Netherlands Bar (Nederlandse Orde van Advocaten, NOvA/ Dutch Association of Lawyers) which analyzed the campaign programs of political parties from a juridical perspective. Populism in the Netherlands is going too far, according to Amnesty International. “For example, when Geert Wilders talks about Moroccan scum. But also when the Dutch prime minister writes an open letter calling on migrants to act normal or go away,” stated Amnesty International. These institutions stressed that “stories about blame, hatred and fear globally haven’t been on this level since 1930.” Similarly, the Netherlands Bar announced its concerns about the content of the campaigns. According to their report, published in February, the alarming results of their research showed that an average of 40 percent of the electoral programs directly contradicted the rule of law. In particular, the last five surveys of the extreme right-wing Freedom Party (PVV) violated these principles. The other parties are the Liberal Party (VVD), the Christian Democratic Party (CDA), the Socialist Reform Party (SGP), and the Party for the Netherlands (VNL). In addition, compared to the electoral programs in 2012, the rate of taking security measures which contradict the rules of law was increased by 40 percent. The controversial topics which led the parties to violate the law to the highest degree were immigration, refugees, terrorism, and extremist Islamists.

On March 15, 2017, general elections took place. The People's Party for Liberty and Democracy (VVD), led by Prime Minister Mark Rutte, gained the highest results although the party suffered a huge loss of votes. The party, which had previously been deputy in the House of Representatives with 150 seats, could now issue 33 deputies (21.3%). The party of Geert Wilders, the Freedom Party (PVV), won 20 seats (13.1%) and followed the VVD. This was a victory for Wilders since his party raised its number of seats from 15 to 20. Following the Liberty Party were the Christian Democratic Party (CDA) with 12.4% and the Democrats 66 (D66) with 12.2%, who managed to get 19 deputies in the parliament. The Green Left (GL) and the So-

cialist Party (SP) received in total 14 seats in the parliament (9.1%). It can be said that the Green Left Party, which won 4 seats benefited from the election. Tunahan Kuzu and Selcuk Ozturk, who were removed from the Labour Party (PvdA) because they did not cast a vote of confidence to the party’s integration policy, founded their own pro-diversity party, DENK, in 2015 and gained 3 deputies (2.1%) in this election.

The campaigns held before the elections soon turned into a race between Prime Minister Mark Rutte and Geert Wilders. Wilders managed to put Islam at the centre of the election campaigns. The liberals fervently wanted to attract voters from the political right, especially from Geert Wilders’s Party for Freedom (PVV), which according to the polls had the highest votes. The trend of attracting voters from Wilders was also pursued by the Christian Democrats and other Christian parties in the race. This harsh climate of election campaigns will continue in 2018 with the upcoming municipal elections.

Justice System

After the decision by the European Court of Justice (ECJ) on 14 March 2017” to consider the headscarf in the workplace illegal, the National Human Rights Institute of the Netherlands declared that the European Court of Justice’s ruling was not a license for employers to refuse or dismiss women with headscarves in the workplace.

On October 20, 2017, the National Human Rights Institute judged that the National Police discriminated against a police officer by not allowing her to wear a headscarf in combination with her uniform. The officer in question, Sarah Izat, was allowed to wear a headscarf while performing her administrative duties, but was not allowed to wear it in combination with her uniform. The police argued that the goal of wearing a uniform is to appear neutral and prevent expression of belief. They felt that wearing a headscarf with the uniform could harm the impartiality of the police and jeopardize the safety of the police officer. They were not able to convince the institute, however.

In this case, according to the institute, there is direct discrimination on the basis of religion; in other words, a person is treated in a different way than another in a comparable situation, on the basis of religion. This is violation of Article 1 of the General Equal Treatment Act (Algemene wet gelijkebehandeling AWGB). The institute’s ruling is not binding, but does carry weight politically.14

On July 10, 2017, the court of The Hague decided that a school in The Hague has to pay the mother of two pupils compensation because the children missed the school photos. The photos were to be taken on the same day as the celebration of the Islamic sacrificial festival. The judge assigned the woman 500 euro. The children
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received the compensation because their school, according to the sub-district court judge, made a distinction between pupils and this is not permitted under the General Equal Treatment Act (AWGB).15

The director of the indoor children’s playground De Ballebak Nederland B.V. asked the National Human Rights Institute to assess whether he would be guilty of discrimination on grounds of religion if he forbade clients from praying at his playgrounds. He also wanted a verdict on whether he could put a sign with the following text: “In our playground we also have freedom of religion, but open confession by specific actions is forbidden by us. You will therefore be denied further access.” The institute is of the opinion that the applicant is free to decide for himself what purpose and for what kind of activities he offers his business premises. Equal treatment legislation does not mean that the applicant should be obliged to set up a separate room in which visitors can pray. The institute did, however, point out that visitors are not allowed to be refused access to their playground because of their religion. However, this is not the case here – on principle everyone is welcome. The institute judged that the applicant will not make a prohibited distinction on the grounds of religion if he forbids his visitors to pray at the children’s playground.16

**Employment**

The labour market is still the place where the most instances of discrimination continue to occur. Research by the Social Planning Office (SCP)17 shows that unemployment is still higher for immigrants in comparison to the indigenous Dutch. Non-Western migrants, and in particular their children born in the Netherlands, have, according to the researchers, become less positive in recent years about their chances and lives in the Netherlands. Especially young people of the second generation are very concerned about their chances in the labour market - and the changing social climate in the Netherlands.

According to an undercover research conducted by the youth action group Doetank PEER in February 2017, many temporary employment agencies are involved in racism. The members of the research group presented themselves as a ‘Dutch events company’ that was looking for only white temporary employees. The young action group fabricated the fictional company ‘Holland Danst.’ This events agency was supposedly looking for temporary workers. There were no requirements
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except that the employees had to be white. “What baffled us the most was the obviousness of the request. Most employment agencies did not have any questions or comments. Some admitted that it was discriminatory and against the law, but then rushed to emphasize that they could nevertheless help us,” says initiator Lyle Muns. 

About 70% of the temporary employment agencies saw no problem in the racist request. “We did expect that a number of agencies would want to work with us, but that there would be so many, that it would be so easy and open shocked even us. Shameless!” says Muns. As to the reaction of the politicians, mention must be made of the party leader of the Groen Links in Amsterdam, Rutger Groot Wassink, who requested an emergency debate.

Furthermore, a survey by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) shows that among European countries, Muslims in the Netherlands feel increasingly discriminated, which is also felt on the labour market. The survey shows that one out of every three Muslim is the last five years felt that they had been discriminated against in finding work, but that only 12% of the Muslims reported the latest case of discrimination.

Yet, it has become routine to read in the papers that someone is refused a job due to her/his religious background. Just as previous research, this study showed that Muslim women who wear headscarves are the majority of victims. In December 2017, a Muslim girl who applied to work at the new McDonald’s branch in Oosterhout, near Nijmegen, was allowed to come to a meeting, was accepted, but on the condition that she takes off her headscarf when she starts work. The new McDonald’s claims it wants to radiate ‘neutrality.’ The burger franchise relies on the ruling by the European Court of Justice of March 2017. 

**Education**

In the Netherlands, discrimination is often discussed in the guise of segregation. One third of the primary schools in the largest 38 municipalities do not reflect the social structure of the local region. The population of Dutch and immigrant students are not balanced in schools. In this sense, white flight is a developing phenomenon. Parents with Dutch origins occasionally conspicuously select schools with little or no immigrants for their children. This leads to segregation in schools. Sometimes this is not only due to the selection of the parents but primary schools structurally refuse pupils on the basis of their ethnic origin. In many cases this happens with non-transparent, ‘unfair’ admission procedures. Schools fear becoming ‘black’ and that their Cito score (i.e. the assessment to determine which type of secondary school
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a child should go to) will be negatively influenced by the admission of many ethnic minority pupils, sometimes with language and learning disadvantages. As a result, they believe, their schools will end up in a downward spiral and will no longer be attractive to native Dutch parents.

In this sense, a research by the Amsterdam Municipal Research, Information and Statistics Authority of Amsterdam and its nearby area in previous years gives us a good picture of this segregation. They conclude that the segregation phenomenon at schools is at a high level. It is observed that there is still a serious division in the distribution of school types in secondary education in terms of the educational level of parents and the social roots of students. According to the institution, in secondary education, segregation is observed at a higher level than at primary education. One of the main reasons for this distinction is the advice given by the schools and teachers in primary education. While students with highly educated parents are frequently referred to good schools, low-educated and immigrant students are advised to go to lower-level vocational schools.

Another difficulty in education faced by Muslims students is in finding an internship and here, girls wearing headscarves are the major victims. One research carried out by KennisplatformIntegratie&Samenleving in the regions of Utrecht, Rotterdam and Amsterdam, on 120 MBO (Middle Vocational Education) students and education, revealed that 10% of students encountered discrimination in the process of searching for internship. About 33% of the respondents stated that they would not be able to declare that they are discriminated against. Researchers explained this as a two-sided drawback: on the one hand, students and supervisors avoid Dutch companies because of the risk of being rejected and, at the same time, they avoid responding to discriminatory signals. The students who are experiencing an internship problem later experience the same in the process of searching for work.

Another educational problem was the textbooks used in education. It is revealed that some secondary school textbooks, especially those related to humanities, contained prejudiced information on Turks, Muslims and Islam.

Due to the increasing demands of the Muslim population and educational freedom, many Islamic schools have been opened. The Dutch constitution allows faith-based schools to be founded and they receive government funding. However, non-profit religious organizations are not eligible for funds, other than


for organizing non-religious socio-cultural activities. Religious schools qualify for funding under Article 23. The foundation of the first Islamic primary school was in 1988 and in the following years, new Islamic schools were opened. An apparent increase has been observed in the number of these schools. Their success has been growing in the last years and the government selected some of the Islamic schools for medals of excellence. But their establishment is not always easy. Sometimes they face protest from the neighbourhood and there are municipalities that put obstacles in their way by, for example, not making buildings available to them.23 Many politicians oppose their existence and see them as a hindrance to integration. In this sense, the Islamic primarily school Yunus Emre located in The Hague since 2014 wants to open a school in Zoetermeer. Their request has been refused several times by the municipality of Zoetermeer. But, in 2017, the minister of education obliged the municipality to offer a location to the school. The municipality refused and, despite research to the contrary by the school, the municipality claimed that according to their survey there will not be sufficient interest in Islamic primary schools in their town.24 This case shows that despite opportunities offered by the law, Muslims face difficulties in the realization of their demands. However, this does not discouraged Muslims parents, who increasingly select Islamic schools because of their educational quality.25

Media
The media are focused on polemics and sensation and instead of seeing the whole picture; they focus on their vulgarizing and one-sided view. Most of the time, there is less or no space for counter-narratives by Muslims and Muslims who affirm the image created by politics and media are given space. Terms like “hate preacher,” “Jihad families” and “hate beard” are regularly used to frame Muslims. Since Muslims are usually portrayed in a negative way as violent and terrorists, mosque attacks often take place after terrorist attacks. In this sense, the media play the helping hand of populist politicians such as Wilders and target Muslims in an indirect way. One example of this was the news report on a Flemish school in Belgium where it was claimed that Muslim toddlers made radical statements. According to this report the toddlers quoted Koran verses during the break, called classmates ‘pigs’, and a girl refused to give a boy her hand. A child even expressed death threats. This was reported by the newspaper Volkskrant with the headline “Doodsbedreigingen en scheldpartijen door ‘napratende’ islamitischekleuters in Vlaanderen,” (Death Threats and Verbal

Abuse by ‘Parroting’ Islamic Pre-schoolers in Flanders). The focus is on parroting here, implying that the children had learned all this from their parents; the article questioned where the children could hear such words. The focus was on their parents who were unfortunately radicalized. Nearly at the same time, Pegida Nederland locked the gate of an Islamic primary school in Leiden in the Netherlands and left a note with a skull. On their first day of school, the students had to leave the building through the backyard door. Pegida’s attack was reported as an “action” by the media. The headline of one prominent newspaper read “Pegida Demands Action at Islamic Primary School in Leiden: ‘New fascism is Undesirable’” (PegidaeistactiebijislamitischebasisschoolinLeidenop:‘Nieuwfascismeisongewenst’). This trivialized the attack by describing it as a peaceful action.

The role of the media is very important in shaping the image of Muslims. This is shown by Verwey Joncker’s research “Anti-Semitism among Young People in the Netherlands - Causes and Trigger Factors,” carried out in 2015. In July 2017, this study was sent back to the House of Representatives. The report determined that young people with few contacts with Muslims base their judgment on Muslims mainly on the media and Internet reports. On average, these young people are less positive about Muslims in the Netherlands than young people who say that they base their judgment on Muslims primarily on their own experiences. Young people who have experiences with Muslims also state that media coverage about Muslims is more negative than their own experiences with Muslims. Most of the time the media reflects the opinion of mainstream politics. After the crisis between Turkey and the Netherlands, the media started to portray a negative picture of Turkish organizations. In a news report titled “Pro-Erdogan Turkish–Dutch Media Funded with Dutch Subsidies” they reported negatively about funds offered by the Dutch government. The timing of this news is remarkable since these funds dated from 2009.

Some news and reports of newspapers do not directly report about Muslims in an Islamophobic way but they emphasize some events or write articles in such a way that they contribute to Islamophobic discourse. In this sense, De Telegraaf often writes articles in which attempts are made to confirm stereotypes


about Muslims. In January, *De Telegraaf* came under attack because of two headlines about criminal asylum seekers. The Saturday newspaper opened with “Asylum Hopper Invasion” and continued on page four with “Chance-Free Asylum Plague Unhindered.” (Fig. 2) Some compared the word choice to the Nazi era, in which also ‘Jewish plagues’ were used. There was also a call to advertisers to boycott the newspaper. As a reaction, the editorial board of *De Telegraaf* wrote in an commentary that the debate in the Netherlands often deals more with the approach to the problems themselves.30

Another example was their article about the so-called ‘failed’ integration of Muslims. According to the report of Kantar Public published on behalf of *De Telegraaf*, 65 percent of Dutch people think that the integration of Muslims has failed and will never succeed. *De Telegraaf* presented these views as facts and they focused on terrorist attacks believed to be perpetrated mostly by “home-grown terrorists” which explains, according to them, this huge pessimism of Dutch people towards Muslims.31 But contrary to their report, the report published by Bertelsmann-Stiftung in August 2017 showed that Muslims are sufficiently integrated and that Islam is not a hindrance to integration.

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

Written threats against mosques, which have been regular occurrences in the last years in the Netherlands, continued in 2017. The As-Soennah Mosque in The Hague received a letter in which an anonymous writer threatened mosques or schools with an attack with a truck. The perpetrator begins the letter with “Don’t forget that you’re vulnerable too in Europe.” “With every cowardly attack on our citizens and children, a counter-attack can follow on your innocent visitors of mosques or whatever. A truck that hits a mosque or school! Don’t forget that!” the letter states.

“So beware.” The envelope also included a toy truck.33 (Fig. 3)

The police arrested two suspects on March 19 in connection to a video on Facebook showing a young Muslim woman being attacked by two men in Amsterdam Noord. The suspects put the video of their crime on Facebook. The video shows the woman, wearing a hijab or headscarf, lying on the ground and trying to cover her head with her arms while two men viciously kick and beat her. The men’s faces can be seen on the video. They are in custody on suspicion of public violence.35

Fourteen members of anti-Islamic Pegida Nederland held an early Sunday morning protest action against the construction of a mosque, with at least one person accused of dousing the site with pig’s blood. A video that the organization posted on Twitter and Facebook shows a man disguised as a priest planting a wooden cross at the mosque site, and then using a toilet brush to splatter the blood on the cross and around the location.36

On August 21, 2017, the front and back doors of the Islamic primary school in Leiden was chained and locked. A note with the threatening text “Dutch people oppose Islamic education” was left, including an image of a skull. The action only became clear when the director read the tweets. With this protest action, the group wanted to show “that the new fascism (Islam) in the Netherlands is undesirable.” According to Pegida, “Islam causes terrible attacks in Europe.” By closing Islamic schools, the problem is tackled at the root, according to the group.37

Internet

In recent years, the Internet became one of the important circles of discriminatory and Islamophobic hate speech. In the Netherlands, discrimination against Muslims has been reported to the Internet complaint lines, such as MIND, as Muslims have of-
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ten been the target of discriminatory expressions. The MIND complaint line has received 918 complaints in 2016. This is described by MIND as a record number of reports filed on the Internet, an increase of 41% compared to a year before. Since its establishment in 2013, the number of reports has increased steadily. The reasons they give for this increase is their growing name recognition and visibility; the cooperation with anti-discrimination facilities (ADVs); interest groups and other partners; and the phasing-out of the MDI. Since the establishment of the reporting centre in 2013, the number of reports has increased annually. (Fig. 4) Most of the reports (33 percent) concerned discrimination based on origin.

MIND categorizes reports based on eight grounds of discrimination: origin, religion, anti-Semitism, sexual preference, disability, personal discrimination, and labour market discrimination. One third of the reports is related to discrimination based on origin. MIND also received many reports about expressions of discrimination on the grounds of religion (21%). Almost all reports based on discrimination on religion were related to Islam (185). Only three reports were about Christianity and other religions.39

Another important report published in March 2017 was *The Third Monitor of Muslim Discrimination* by Ineke van der Valk. In the second part of the report, an in-depth investigation into the image of Muslims and Islam on two weblogs is presented. Through quantitative and qualitative research, Internet communications on GeenStijl and PowNed were analyzed since their creation in 2003 and 2013 respectively up to the end of 2015. Van der Valk selected GeenStijl and PowNed because they are now well-established news media with large visitor numbers. In total, this research concerns 18,000 articles and 260,000 comments about Muslims/Islam. The most remarkable finding is that a relatively small number of contributors set the tone on this site. On PowNed the discourse on Muslims/Islam takes a more prominent place than on GeenStijl. The image of Muslims/Islam is negative across the board to a great extent on both sites. The subject is often approached from the perspective of Muslims as cultural or political threats, or they are framed as objects of hatred. Marking points in the process

Figure 4: Number of complaints per year. Source: MIND.
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of racialization of Muslims that takes place on both blogs often relate to clothing and appearance of both women and men. With this, they aim to isolate Muslims from the rest of society, while their recognisability is enlarged. Commonly used concepts stem directly from the discourse of Geert Wilders, who reaps a lot of sympathy and praise.40

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network

For years and likewise in 2017, PVV leader Geert Wilders is the most prominent figure in the Islamophobia network in the Netherlands. Other Dutch politicians, due to their concern about losing votes in the elections, instead of functioning as role models who emphasize norms and values related to democratic principles, further cultivated Wilders’s Islamophobic discourse. Besides Wilders’s political party, the Forum for Democracy (FvD) of Thierry Baudet became a serious political factor propagating nationalist, conservative and Eurosceptical views. Baudet often comes under scrutiny for his contacts with alt-right and other extreme right political parties or figures such as Marine Le Pen and Jared Taylor.

Baudet appears to attract a lot of highly educated young people. It seems that he is seen as a decent alternative to Wilders. According to a research,41 ‘civilized’, ‘intellectual’ and ‘clear tone’ are motives that make PVV voters switch to Thierry Baudet. It gives Baudet the potential to be more attractive to a broader group of voters than Wilders, who produced the following associations in the same study: ‘yelling/bellowing/tone is too loud.’ Baudet as the more decent version of Wilders is a frequently heard argument from FvD voters.

Baudet stands for a stricter immigration policy; in his party program, he clearly states that immigration policy must be aimed towards those who are needed in the Netherlands and who (also on the basis of cultural background) can be admitted. He uses subtle references to racism which, as soon as they are better packaged, create fewer problems.42 He adopts nationalistic views, standing for protecting Dutch values through introducing the “Dutch Values Protection Act.” In his party program he states that, due to the arrival of large (Muslim) immigrant groups to the Netherlands, core values of Dutch society have been put under pressure. The other parties, he claims, have ignored this problem for the past three decades, letting it get completely out of hand and allowing all groups in society to confront each other. In the party program, he has included his desire to ban

foreign funding of religious schools and institutions. Although not mentioned explicitly, he is referring to Islamic schools and institutions that have often been discussed in this context. Furthermore, the program also clearly states that there will be a ban on the wearing of niqabs, balaclavas and other face-covering clothing in public. It appears that in the future Baudet will play an increasingly prominent role in the Islamophobia network.43

Another figure which has to be mentioned here is Pegida Nederland. In October 2015, Pegida Nederland was founded and its prominent leader is Edwin Wagensveld.44 Pegida organizes protests in the Netherlands several times a year, including in Utrecht, Apeldoorn, Rotterdam, and Amsterdam. They frequently hold demonstrations against the arrival of (Muslim) refugees to the Netherlands, against mosques and Islamic schools. Their demonstrations have increased since 2015.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia
Governmental and civil society initiatives to counter islamophobia mentioned in the previous European Islamophobia Report are still running. Civil organizations that collect complaints are the Collective against Islamophobia based in Amsterdam; SPIOR; a platform of Islamic organizations and mosques in Rotterdam; Facebook initiative Meld Islamofobie!; the Muslim women’s organization Al Nisa; and the Turkish Forum. Other organizations that campaign against Islamophobia are Contact OrgaanMoslims en Overheid (Contact Body Muslims and Government) and EMCEMO. The weblog “RepubliekAllochtonie” is still an important source of information on Islamophobia in the Netherlands. Also the Human Rights Institute College voor het Rechten van de Mens collects complaints and reports about Muslim discrimination. MIND is an important governmental project which each year reports on online discrimination.

A significant civil initiative was taken in February 2017 by the Christen Unie - SGP Maasstad party in Rotterdam. They called on volunteers to form a human chain around the mosque while the noon prayer was taking place. (Fig. 5) “As a symbol that you can live your faith in freedom in Rotterdam and that we will raise the barricades if this freedom is pressured”, the initiators said. This was after the Quebec mosque attack when Dutch mosques were afraid of attacks and had decided to close their doors during common prayers.

In a similar spirit, citizens arranged extra security for the Blauwe Mosque in Amsterdam and the Essalam Mosque in Rotterdam during prayers. In Amsterdam, the initiative for extra security was taken by the Security Pact against Discrimination, an organization

consisting of Muslims, Jews, Christians and a number of organizations. The Security Pact argued, “Let’s prevent fear of the Other prevailing and continue to build mutual trust and invest in structural contact.”\textsuperscript{45} This reveals that Dutch citizens are aware of Muslim discrimination and are eager to take initiatives to combat Islamophobia.

In Amsterdam, on September 23, the Islamophobia symposium was held. The event was organized by the NWO-subsidized “Forces that bind and/or divide” research program of the Department of Anthropology of the University of Amsterdam and the Collective against Islamophobia and Discrimination (CTID). One of the central issues of the symposium was how to respond to the different forms of Islamophobia in relation to ideas about secular society, security, the position of women, and the intersection of Islamophobia with other hierarchies such as anti-black racism.\textsuperscript{46}

**Conclusions and Policy Recommendations**

The year 2017 was a year of elections. The elections dominated political sphere in the Netherlands. Many institutes such as Amnesty International stressed their dissatisfaction about the Dutch elections. They were alarmed by the rise of populism. A remarkable point was that this did not only concern Geert Wilders but also the Dutch prime minister and his open letter calling on migrants to “act normal or go away.” The Netherlands Bar also warned of its concerns about the content of the campaigns. According to the results of their research, an average 40 percent of the electoral programs directly
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contradicted the rule of law. The populist demands of Geert Wilders were also taken up by other parties in fear of losing votes. Certain discriminating views became ordinary. Many surveys reported that Muslims increasingly felt discriminated and not at home. Politicians influence the public opinion on Muslims so in this sense their discriminating views must be punished and not treated as freedom of speech anymore.

At the same time, we also saw attempts from civil society and institutions to increase inclusiveness, such as the recent suggestion by the police organization of Amsterdam that women with headscarves should also be able to work in a police uniform. This was a positive attempt to attract new officers with an ethnic minority background, and thereby increase diversity in the Amsterdam corps. However, this led to a storm of criticism and the National Police Chief Erik Akkerboom decided not to allow it. He said that he completely supports diversity in the Dutch police, but there is currently no support for this measure. This is a two-sided issue: on the one hand, it shows development in inclusiveness and, on the other, it shows us that Dutch society and the government are still not ready to embrace visibly recognizable Muslims. More focus must be made on inclusiveness and acceptance of Muslims in Dutch society in campaigns.

There is still a need for effective sanctions for violations of anti-discrimination legislation. Islamophobic acts and speeches, in specific, must be added to this anti-discrimination legislation. Muslims themselves are not participating enough in decision-making processes. Furthermore, more focus must be put on the acceptance of Muslims instead of their integration by policymakers and on the improvement of the communication between the Muslim community and Dutch society.

Forty percent of Dutch-Turks and Dutch-Moroccans don’t feel at home in the Netherlands, according to a study by the social and cultural planning office SCP. They are particularly concerned about their employment prospects in the country and regularly experience discrimination. In this sense policymakers have to take this issue more seriously and combat their discrimination.

There is little attention paid to far-right hate speech by policymakers, and often violence against Muslim or other non-white communities that could also be construed as a form of terrorism is treated as trivial incidents. Even in intelligence reports focusing on threats of violence in Dutch society, the presumption exists that most terrorist attacks are committed by people of a Muslim background.

Although in comparison with other European countries Muslims in the Netherlands report discrimination more often, recent research shows that these numbers are the tip of the iceberg.47 This has several reasons, but one important reason is that Muslims often have no confidence in the institutions where they file reports. Their belief that little effort is made to combat discrimination, which is increasingly reported and monitored, must be tackled with concrete steps.

47. The expression “tip of the iceberg” is used in the research of Inekke van der Valk, Derde Monitor Muslim Discriminatie, University of Amsterdam, 2017.
Chronology

• **31.01.2017:** Director of Amnesty International Eduard Nazarski said that the Netherlands is climbing in the ranking of unjust countries— a fact that causes concern to the organization.48

• **03.02.2017:** A civil initiative was taken by the Christen Unie -SGP Maasstad party in Rotterdam. They called on volunteers to form a human chain around the mosque during the noon prayer. 49

• **06.02.2017:** Pegida leader Edwin Wagensveld was arrested on Sunday afternoon during a demonstration by the anti-Islam movement in Utrecht. According to the police, he was arrested for unlawful demonstration.50

• **06.03.2017:** About 300 Muslims and non-Muslims gathered in the Al Kabir Mosque in Amsterdam on Sunday afternoon to show support for the city’s Muslim community. The organizers wanted to establish a counterpoint to the “hateful stories” spreading about the Islamic community.51

• **20.03.2017:** A young Muslim woman was attacked by two men in Amsterdam Noord. Two suspects were arrested in connection with the video on Facebook which showcased the attack.52

• **07.04.2017:** The Ulu Mosque in the city of Heemskerk was set on fire by unidentified persons.53

• **26.06.2017:** The As-Soennah Mosque in The Hague received a letter in which an anonymous writer threatened mosques and schools with an attack with a truck. “Don’t forget that you’re vulnerable too in Europe,” the letter begins. The envelope also included a toy truck.54

• **18.07.2017:** The Selimiye Mosque, which is under construction in the Netherlands, was attacked by a group of Pegida members who left a letter with Islamophobic content.55


- **21.08.2017:** A member of Pegida Nederland chained and locked the front and back doors of the Islamic primary school ErRisélèh on Stadhouderslaan in Leiden during the night.\(^56\)
- **02.09.2017:** In Venlo, banners were hung on the roof and the minaret of the Tevhid Mosque, under construction and managed by Diyanet, by the far-right ID Verzet which contained Islamophobic slogans.\(^57\)
- **04.09.2017:** In Amsterdam, a banner was hoisted on the building of the Ambassador Cornelius Haga High School (Cornelius was the first ambassador of the Netherlands in the Ottoman Empire), managed by the Amsterdam Islamic Education Association, with mocking and Islamophobic slogans.\(^58\)
- **13.11.2017:** In Enschede, the site of a mosque under construction by the local Turkish population was entered by Islamophobic and xenophobic Pegida members where they subsequently spilled pig blood and shared the incident on Twitter accounts.\(^59\)
- **20.11.2017:** The Netherlands Institute for Human Rights stated that police administration workers can wear a hijab with their uniform.\(^60\)
- **21.12.2017:** The national force confirmed that the Dutch police set aside a ruling from the equal opportunities committee which said a Muslim officer should be able to wear a headscarf while dealing with phone reports from the public.\(^61\)
- **29.12.2017:** Smeray (16) from Lent applied for a job at the new McDonald’s in Oosterhout, near Nijmegen. She was allowed to come to a meeting, was found fit, but was told she would have to remove her headscarf in order to start work. The new McDonald’s claims it wants to radiate ‘neutrality.’ The burger franchise relies on a ruling by the European Court of Justice in March 2017. The ruling says that employers may refuse employment to women with headscarves if there is a good reason.\(^62\)
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Executive summary

Negative stereotypes of Muslims are widespread; 34.1 per cent of the population in Norway displays marked prejudices against Muslims. The Norwegian population does, however, recognize the problem: over 80 per cent believe negative attitudes towards Muslims to be prevalent. Thirty-six percent of the Muslims minority has “often or sometimes” been given the feeling that they do not belong in Norwegian society; 27 per cent have experienced that people behave negatively towards them when they learn of their religious affiliation; and 14 per cent report that they have been directly subjected to harassment. Physical attacks are rare in Norway, but hate speech against Muslims, most often found in commentaries online and especially in social media, have increased.

The minority population is most vulnerable to hate crime: in 2016, the Oslo Hate Crimes unit registered 175 cases, and ethnicity was the most common cause. In other words, people of colour are predominantly exposed. If the cause was stated as “religion”, there is an assumed connection with Islam.

Established anti-Muslim/Islamic organizations have increased their activity in 2017, and there has been a steady increase in the number of open Facebooks groups for nationalist and right-wing extremists. Further, Norway’s media landscape is seeing an increase in right-wing populist news sources.

The Progress Party’s general election campaign, in autumn 2017, included negative stereotyping of Muslims. The post of minister for immigration and integration is held by the Progress Party, represented by Sylvi Listhaug. She has come up with several statements about Muslims that can be characterised as “rhetoric of fear”: “We are fully aware that there are wolves in sheep’s clothing”;1 and “Fundamentalists who hate our Norwegian system are coming to exploit the boundless Norwegian naivety”.2 It is the first time in Norwegian political history that a member of the government uses expressions close to those found in Islamophobic discourses.
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Sammendrag

Negative stereotypier om muslimer er utbredt i det norske samfunnet; 34,1 prosent av befolkningen viser utpregede fordommer mot muslimer. Dette gjenkjennes i befolkningens egen vurdering, der over 80 prosent mener at negative holdninger til muslimer er utbredt. Trettiseks prosent i den muslimske minoriteten har «ofte eller noen ganger» blitt gitt følelsen at de ikke hører til det norske samfunnet, 27 prosent har opplevd at personer oppfører seg avvisende mot dem når de får vite om deres religiøse tilhørighet, og 14 prosent har direkte blitt utsatt for trakassering. Fysiske angrep er sjeldne i Norge, men det har vært en kraftig økning i hat-uttrykk rettet mot muslimer, først og fremst på sosiale medier.

Minoritetsbefolkningen er mest utsatt for hatkriminalitet: I 2016 registrerte Oslo Politidistrikt 175 anmeldelser, der etnisitet var den vanligste oppgitte årsaken. Hudfarge er utgangspunktet for de aller fleste saker som anmeldes. I de tilfeller der årsaken til anmeldelsen er registrert som «religion» er det en antatt tilhørighet til islam det gjelder.

Etablerte antimuslimske/anti islamske organisasjoner har økt sin aktivitet gjennom 2017, og det har også vært en økning i antall åpne Facebookgrupper av nasjonalistisk og høyrekrystem karakter. Medielandskapet har også endret seg i form av flere høyrepopulistiske nyhetsmedier på internett, såkalte alternative nyhetskanaler.

Fremskriftspartiets valgkampanje, høst 2017, inneholdt negative uttalelser om islam og muslimer. Partiet har ministerposten for migrasjon og integrering, Sylvi Listhaug, og det er første gang i norsk politisk historie at et medlem av regjeringen kommer med uttalelser som ligger nært påstander som sirkulerer i islamofobe diskurser.
Introduction

Statistics Norway estimates that around 200,000 inhabitants in Norway are Muslims (4 per cent of the population). Most Muslims still have an immigrant background, i.e. either they or both of their parents were born outside Norway. Norwegian Muslims are a heterogeneous category in terms of country background, religious tradition, and degree of religiosity. The majority comes from Somalia, followed by Pakistan, Iraq, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Iran, and Turkey. When it comes to integration in the labour force, the groups have achieved varying levels of success; nonetheless, the integration of Muslims into Norwegian society has generally been successful.

Norway has a coalition government consisting of the liberal Conservative Party (Høyre) and the right-wing populist Progress Party (Fremskrittspartiet). The Progress Party is well-known for its anti-immigration policy, especially concerning “Muslim countries”. Since 2015, the post of minister for immigration and integration has been held by the Progress Party, represented by Sylvi Listhaug. During 2017, Listhaug was the most prominent governmental voice concerning the issue of Islam, Muslims, refugees, and immigration. Her rhetoric has been criticized by other members of government, politicians from other parties, journalists as well as public debaters for inciting anti-Muslim sentiments in the population.

Annual population surveys show that the majority is positive to having a multicultural society and to immigrants having the same rights as the rest of the population. However, a new population survey on Islamophobia in Norway shows that negative attitudes towards Muslims are quite prevalent in the population; between one-fifth and one-third score high on the various indices.

There is a general reluctance to use the term “Islamophobia” in Norwegian public and political spheres. Attention has, however, been paid to the phenomenon, though by different names, such as “hate crime against Muslims,” “xenophobia” or “anti-Muslim sentiments”

Significant Incidents and Developments

Established anti-Muslim/Islamic organizations have increased their activity in 2017. The most active among the more established anti-Muslim organizations are Stop Islamization of Norway, Human Right Service, and Document.no. There has also been a steady increase in the number of open Facebooks groups for nationalist and right-wing extremists. In these Muslims are identified as “the enemy within.” Further, Norway’s media landscape is seeing an increase in right-wing populist news sources.
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3. See the homepage of Integrerings og mangfoldsdirektoratet www.imdi.no
In the autumn of 2017, a broad-based population survey on attitudes towards Muslims was conducted for the first time in Norway. The survey mapped attitudes based on three dimensions: a cognitive dimension (prejudices), an affective dimension (feelings such as sympathy and antipathy), and one that measures degree of social distance (friends or neighbours).

The findings show that negative stereotypes of Muslims are widespread in Norwegian society. As much as 34.1 per cent of the population displays marked prejudices against Muslims. Forty-eight percent of respondents agree with the statement “Muslims largely have themselves to blame for the increase in anti-Muslim harassment”, and 42 per cent agree with the statement “Muslims do not want to integrate into Norwegian society”; 39 per cent agree with the statement “Muslims pose a threat to Norwegian culture” and 31 per cent with the statement “Muslims want to take over Europe”. A relatively large proportion of respondents also expressed negative feelings towards and wanted social distance from Muslims: 27.8 per cent dislike Muslims, and overall 19.6 percent would dislike having Muslims as neighbours or in their circle of friends. The incidence of Islamophobic attitudes is higher among men than among women, among older respondents, and among respondents with lower levels of education.

To supplement the attitude survey, the Muslim minority populations were asked about their experiences: thirty-six per cent of Muslims have “often or sometimes” been given the feeling that they do not belong in Norwegian society; 27 per cent have experienced that people behave negatively towards them when they learn of their religious affiliation; and fewer than 14 per cent have been directly subjected to harassment.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

The general election (autumn 2017) resulted in four new years with a coalition government consisting of the liberal Conservative Party and the populist Progress Party. Stereotyping of Muslims played a part in the Progress Party’s election campaign, and they ended up with 15.3 per cent of the vote. The party’s success was due to its focus on immigration as a threat not only to the Norwegian welfare state but also to “our security” and “our values”.

During 2017, the Minister for Immigration and Integration Sylvi Listhaug (Progress Party) made several statements that flirt with a fear of Muslims: “We are

5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
fully aware that there are wolves in sheep’s clothing”8; and “Fundamentalists who hate our Norwegian system are coming to exploit the boundless Norwegian naivety”.9 Such statements are worth mentioning because it is the first time in Norwegian political history that a member of the government uses expressions so close to those found in Islamophobic discourses.

There were three politically initiated debates in 2017 about regulating Muslim traditions. Sylvi Listhaug suggested a prohibition against hijabs at elementary school (on the grounds that they sexualized young girls) but received no support from the other coalition parties. The government also proposed a national ban on the use of niqab in schools and institutions of higher education, which won broad parliamentary support and was based mainly on references to teaching situations rather than on references to Islam as such. The proposal is currently being circulated for consultation. The Progress Party has also proposed banning the circumcision of baby boys as part of its party political manifesto (but has won no parliamentary support).

The current government has made some efforts against hate speech, such as an action plan against radicalisation and extremism, a political plan against hate speech, and the financing of a centre for research on right-wing extremism at the University of Oslo.10

**Justice System**

In 2013, the Oslo Police established a Hate Crimes Unit that registers crimes according to the categories “religion”, “ethnicity” and “gender”. They have both prosecuted and successfully led cases involving hate crimes against Muslims to conviction. A few such cases involving hate speech or discrimination against Muslims were heard in Norwegian courts of law also in 2017. One such case resulted in a man being sentenced to 18 days in jail for hate crimes after spitting on a woman wearing a hijab.11 In January, a man was found guilty of harassing a ticket controller on a bus, screaming at him “Can’t you read, you bloody Muslim terrorist.”12 Another case that was widely covered in the media involved a hairdresser who in 2016 was convicted of discrimination against a customer who entered her salon wearing a hijab. She told
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12. Ibid.
the Muslim woman that she would not “touch someone like her”. 13 The hairdresser appealed against the decision, and in January 2017, the court once again convicted her of discrimination against the customer on the grounds of religious identity. In 2016, a nursing home in Stavanger refused to let its employees wear hijabs, a decision that was deemed illegal by the Equality and Discrimination Tribunal in 2017. On February 2, after a double murder of a white woman and a young Muslim boy, a far right-wing politician was convicted for hate crime after commenting on his Facebook page that it did not matter that Hassan was killed as he would become a terrorist anyway but that it was rather sad about the woman.

The Oslo Hate Crimes Unit’s report for 2017 was not available at the time of writing this report, but the number of cases reported during 2016 was three times as high as the 2014 figure. 14 It is reasonable to assume that, similar to previous years, most of the category of “religious” crimes involve Muslims who have been subjected to hate crimes.

**Employment**

No statistics for 2017 are available on labour market discrimination targeting Muslims in particular. Previous research has shown that applicants with Pakistani- or Muslim-sounding names are 25 per cent less likely than ‘ethnic’ Norwegian applicants with similar qualifications and work experience to be called in for interviews by Norwegian employers. 15 The Norwegian Equality and Anti-discrimination Ombud, reported only one incident in 2017. This involved a woman who had applied for a position as a personal assistant in a municipal institution in Oslo. The day after the interview she received a text message from the institution saying that she could have the job if she was comfortable working without a hijab. 16

**Education**

An analysis of the coverage of minorities and immigrants in Norwegian school curricula at various levels has shown that these topics are often presented ethnocentrically. 17 However, the national curriculum explicitly states that it is a goal to teach Norwegian pupils to accept differences and to see diversity as something positive.

The Centre against Racism (Antirasistisk Senter) interviewed more than 500 pupils in 2017 and found that schools are the arena in which children and youth
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mainly experience racism. As many as one in four experienced racism, discrimination or unfair treatment regularly, i.e. two to three times every month or more often, at primary school, and as many as 25.6 per cent in middle school. The report points to the problem of lack of knowledge about new forms of racism among teachers. Many of the experiences described in the report show an overlap between colour-based racism and prejudice against Muslims.

Media
Norwegian media is in general very critical of Islamophobic statements. Nonetheless, the media seems to possess an unlimited interest in Muslims, and when Islam is in the news it is very often presented as a political problem that needs to be solved; terrorism, radicalisation, refugees or niqab were the main topics in 2017. Interestingly, this fact is reflected in the population survey referred to above. More than one-third of the population considered negative portrayals of Muslims in the media to be the main cause of prejudice and xenophobia against Muslims in the population.

The extent of public debates that arose after the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) launched a series on the general election (Fatem tar valget) hosted by a female presenter wearing a hijab is worth mentioning: the news about the hijab-wearing presenter set a record for the number of complaints received by NRK. Several media channels made the complaints a front-page story, generating an increase in Islamophobic comments on social media.

Similar to other European countries, Norway’s media landscape is seeing an increase in right-wing populist – sometimes extremist – alternative news sources. The most cited ones are Document.no, Rights.no, Frieord.no and Resett.no. These sources usually carry biased stories where Islam or Muslims are concerned.

Physical and Verbal Attacks
The Norwegian government has launched a strategy against hate speech. In this – as well as in the Norwegian public debate in general – there is a tendency to reduce hate speech to a question of individual behavioural problems (driven by emotions and impulses). This makes it difficult to address the problem as a social and structural one. Hate speech that targets women, however, has attracted more attention as a social problem. It has been recognised as a particularly important problem for women from minority backgrounds, as the harassment often refers to gender and

20. Many of the complaints referred to a previous case about the same channel prohibiting a news presenter from wearing a necklace with a cross.
ethnicity, religion or skin colour. Two examples of several young Muslim women active in public debates who have been verbally attacked and harassed several times in 2017 are Sumaya Jirde Ali and Bushra Ishaq.

Fourteen per cent of the Muslim population report that they have been directly subjected to harassment, and 27 per cent have experienced that people behave negatively towards them when they learn of their religious affiliation. Hate speech against Muslims, most often found in commentaries online and especially in social media, is usually characterised by a de-humanising language and claims about Muslims having dishonest motives. Such hatred often contains allegations of conspiracy theories, where Muslims form part of an enemy image threatening the identity of the majority.

The minority population is most vulnerable to hate crime. In 2016, the Oslo Hate Crimes unit registered 175 cases, and ethnicity was the most common cause. In other words, people of colour are predominantly exposed. If the cause was stated as “religion”, there is an assumed connection with Islam. Physical attacks are rare in Norway, but in July an Afghan man was attacked on the subway. His nose was broken and he was called a “bloody foreigner”. A woman wearing a hijab while shopping was spat upon by a man shouting that all Muslims should be slaughtered.

Internet

Established anti-Muslim/anti-Islamic organisations have used social media for many years, but 2017 saw an increase in the number of openly nationalist Facebook groups without a parent organisation. Conspiracy theories constitute an important element of Islamophobia on the Internet. Typical claims selected from such Facebook groups are that Muslims have a built-in desire for occupation; areas in Norway are already ruled by Sharia; Muslims conduct a modern form of warfare by multiplying and using their networks; Muslims pretend to be modern, but hate liberal Norway; Muslims are violent; rape will become an everyday experience if more Muslims are allowed into the country.
A representative example of a new and active open Facebook group is Slå ring om Norge (Protect Norway). It defines itself as a patriotic defender of the nation and portrays Muslims and left-wing politicians as “the enemy within”. The group had 35,502 followers in April 2017.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
Central hubs for circulating negative images of Muslims are websites like document.no; rights.no, operated by Human Rights Service, an organisation led by Hege Storhaug; and sian.no, operated by Stop Islamisation of Norway. In addition, several Facebook groups function as active Islamophobia networks. One representative example is Slå ring om Norge, that has a clear nationalistic profile. (Fig. 1)

Figure 1: The Facebook profile picture of Slå ring om Norge.

Human Rights Service, well-known for its critique of Islam, crossed a line in the autumn of 2017 when it launched a new project asking readers to submit photos documenting “how Norway has changed”. Pictures of Muslims (in black veils, niqabs, etc.) in various public spaces as well as pictures of anti-terror bollards in the streets given the name “Quran-blocks” by the editor (“Koranblokker”), have been published in a series for a long time (Fig. 2). Such a call to document the presence of the minority population drew criticism from the Norwegian public, though not enough to deprive the organisation of state funding.

Among the most active organisations is Stop Islamisation of Norway. According to this organisation’s website, its purpose is to inform the public about the consequences of the ongoing Islamisation of Norway. For several years now, this organisation has explicitly supported the conspiracy theory of a Muslim “takeover”. Its Facebook group has 27,000 members.

**Civil Society and Political Initiative to Counter Islamophobia**

There are some established organisations that counter Islamophobia; the most prominent are Minotenk, Antirasistisk senter, Senter for sekulær integrering, and Organisasjon for likestilling, integrering og mangfold. In civil society, counter-demonstrations are usually organised whenever Islamophobic organisations set up public stands and demos.  

As already pointed to, the government has initiated a national strategy against hate speech, an action plan against radicalisation, and financed a centre for research on right-wing extremism.

**Conclusion and Policy Recommendations**

Negative attitudes towards Muslims are quite prevalent in the Norwegian population; between one-fifth and one-third score high on the various indices. This is reflected in the Norwegian population’s own assessment, in which over 80 per cent assess negative attitudes towards Muslims to be highly or quite prevalent.  

Fourteen per cent of the Muslim population report that they have been directly subjected to harassment, and 27 per cent have experienced that people behave negatively towards them when they learn of their religious affiliation.

Established anti-Muslim/anti-Islamic organisations have increased their activity in 2017. There has also been a steady increase in the number of open Facebooks groups for nationalist and right-wing extremists as well as an increase in right-wing populist news sources. For the first time in Norwegian political history, a member of the government, the minister for immigration and integration, openly expressed claims close to those found in Islamophobic discourses. At the same time, the justice system has developed in a positive direction when it comes to monitoring and convicting cases involving hate speech or discrimination against Muslims.

**Recommendations**

- Establish a national action plan against Islamophobia. This should include plans for research, education and general measures to combat prejudice against Mus-
lims. Such a plan will clearly signal recognition of the phenomenon and how it is related to racism.

- Highlight diversity in public portrayals of Islam and Muslims. Presentations must avoid group constructions of Muslims. Special assistance should be offered to politicians and journalists.
- Improve methods for monitoring hate crime/discrimination against Muslims.

Chronology

- **06.01.2017**: The court convicted (for a second time) a hairdresser of discrimination against a customer on the grounds of her Muslim identity.
- **25.01.2017**: A man was found guilty of harassing a ticket controller on a bus for being Muslim.
- **02.02.2017**: A far right-wing politician was convicted of hate crime after commenting on a recent murder of a white woman and a young Muslim boy saying that it did not matter that Hassan was killed as he would become a terrorist anyway.
- **27.06.2017**: The Equality and Discrimination Tribunal stated that an employer had acted against the law when saying to an employer that she could have the job *if* she was comfortable working without a hijab. Also the decision of a nursing home in Stavanger of refusing to let its employees wear hijabs, was deemed illegal by the Equality and Discrimination Tribunal.
- **26.07.2017**: The minister of integration and immigration suggested a prohibition against hijabs at elementary school.
- **10.07.2017**: An Afghan man was physically attacked on the subway.
- **11.09.2017**: The Progress Party, well-known for its anti-immigration policy, especially concerning “Muslim countries” was elected to serve four years in government.
- **01.10.2017**: The Human Rights Service launches a new explicit Islamophobic project asking readers to submit photos documenting “how Norway has changed”. The photos published are clearly anti-Muslim in character.
- **06.12.2017**: A broad population survey was launched showing that negative attitudes towards Muslims are quite prevalent in the Norwegian population and that 36 per cent of Muslims report having had personal experiences of discrimination during the past 12 months.
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Executive Summary

In spite of the insistence of the key political figures in the country that the problems of racism and Islamophobia do not exist in Poland, the frequent reporting on verbal and physical attacks on non-indigenous residents of Poland prove the contrary. To a great extent the ‘refugee crisis’ continues to occupy the political debate in 2017 and Islam, Muslims and refugees are unscrupulously used as a bogeyman in the run for elections. This will very possibly result in Poland being sued by the European Commission in the European Court of Justice. Furthermore, the current changes to the Polish justice system and prosecutors’ decisions to discontinue the investigations into a number of hate crimes against Muslims in Poland, does not give an optimistic prognosis for the equal access to justice in the country in the future. The state-funded media outlets seem to carefully select the guests invited to comment on issues related to Islam and its followers, which results in the strengthening of the stereotypical portrayal of a Muslim as ‘violent’, ‘terrorist’, ‘Jihadist’, ‘sexist’, ‘rapist’, ‘uncivilised’, ‘double-faced’, and, in general ‘a threat’ to European and Christian values. While the concerns expressed by Muslims are sometimes heard by the state officials, no significant actions to address such anxieties are being made. Independently of the state institutions, however, civil society actors, including some Christian groups, increasingly react to acts of aggression and discriminations against Muslims in the form of systematic as well as spontaneous, ad-hoc initiatives. The number of hate crime attacks on Muslims is on the rise. Muslims were the largest targeted group representing 20% of all cases. Based on the Ministry of Interior statistics, in 2017¹ there were 664 hate crime proceedings where Muslims had been targeted, and 193 (29%) of those resulted in an indictment.

¹. The cited numbers cover the period January 2017- October 2017 as at the time of writing the report, the full numbers had not yet been released.
Streszczenie


Introduction

Since the 2016 report on Islamophobia in Poland, the situation has become even more aggravated. Hate crime is on the rise, and the resentment against Muslims and refugees unifies people who normally occupy opposite ends of the political spectrum. The European Commission has announced its intention to sue Poland at the European Court of Justice for refusing to take in asylum seekers. The government formed by Law and Justice politicians has become more entrenched in their actions in regard to the refugee quotas, and their refusal to address racism in their own ranks, the media, and society at large. While racism and Islamophobia exist across Europe, Poland is an example of a country where they are not only permitted, but currently actively fuelled by the government and state institutions, as well as the extreme fringes within the Catholic Church, an important player on the Polish socio-political scene. The ecumenical teachings of John Paul II and Pope Francis (who encouraged Catholics, in a 2017 document, to “welcome, protect, promote, and integrate immigrants, refugees, and human trafficking victims”), have not affected Polish Catholics’ perceptions of Islam. In other words, Islamophobia has entered the Polish mainstream and become a tool of political warfare. With over 50% support, it is likely that the ruling party will remain in power for another term. This means that the situation in Poland regarding Islamophobia and hate crime is likely to deteriorate further. Indeed, this report is a re-statement of problems noted last year with the proviso that they have escalated.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

The relationship of the Polish state and the Muslim community under the Law and Justice Party (PiS) government continues to be fraught. The nationwide anti-refugee attitudes, fuelled by the continued refusal of the Polish government to accept refugees from Muslim countries and a backlash by the state-controlled media are decidedly on the rise. These attitudes translate into a fast-growing number of hate crime incidents, including physical and verbal abuse as well as vandalism. In early summer 2017, the leaders of Polish Muslim organisations including the Muslim Association of Poland, the Muslim League of Poland, and the Muslim Students' Society in Poland wrote an open letter to the speaker of the Polish Parliament as well as to the Parliamentary Commission for National and Ethnic Minorities requesting support. There was no immediate response to it. In the letter, the Muslim community warned that misrepresenting Islam in the state media, and the continued anti-refugee campaign is very likely to lead to a rise in physical attacks on Muslims. The government’s refusal to address this issue is not surprising as xenophobic rhetoric is part of its political programme. The House of Parliament itself was also a site of both organised and spontaneous Islamophobic incidents: in June, a conference about Islam was organised in the parliament by a ruling party’s MP, Tadeusz Dziuba, during which not a single Muslim spoke about the religion - instead, a motley of conservative activists and academics discussed Islam as an intrinsically fundamentalist ideology that presents a danger to Poland. It is impossible to discuss all incidents in detail here due to space limitations; however, they often share a common denominator: they are largely ignored by the ruling party who say that hate crime incidents are rare and do not constitute a serious problem in Poland. However, even cursory research into the situation of Muslims and foreigners in general in Poland belies that claim. In November, again the parliament was a site of an Islamophobic excess whereby an unidentified man wore a T-shirt that read ‘Racist. Xenophobe. Patriot. Poland with-


out Islam’. Having walked around the building for some time unhampered, he was able to get away without any consequences despite this act being punishable by law.\(^{14}\)
The occasional protests of the opposition who admit that racism in Poland presents a significant challenge are ineffective. The ruling party dismisses such protests as left-wing ideology aimed at undermining the government. As a result, Muslims and other minorities have become a bargaining chip in Polish politics.

**Justice System**
The reform of the Polish judiciary system which has recently resulted in unprecedented disciplinary measures by the European Union\(^ {15}\) means that one of the foundations of a democratic state – the separation of powers – is seriously compromised. The judiciary and prosecutors are now controlled by the executive power, that is, the government ministers. This may (and some, like the Centre for Monitoring Racism and Xenophobia, argue it already has\(^ {16}\)) present Muslims living in Poland with a new challenge. As the prosecutor’s office has become politicised, hate crimes, normally prosecuted *ex officio* (automatically), are ignored.\(^ {17}\) Similarly, there are signals that the police refuse to take action on hate crime reports.\(^ {18}\)

**Employment**
Antidiscrimination employment laws in Poland are largely dictated by EU laws. In March 2017, the European Court of Justice ruled that employers would be able to prohibit the wearing of religious symbols by their employees. This was despite the content of Article 9 (about freedom of thought, conscience and religion) of the European Convention on Human Rights. Although the new ruling refers to all religions, the fact that the new ruling was instigated by the appeals against member state courts’ rulings regarding complaints by two Muslim women to the European Court of Justice suggests that Muslims may be its intended target. This will not improve the inequalities in the Polish workplace where visible Muslim symbols may trigger Islamophobic discrimination. Anecdotal evidence suggests that for Polish Muslim female converts, even university graduates, client-facing roles are often out of bounds; the most frequently employment undertaken by these Muslim women in the private sec-


\(^{16}\) Ośrodek Monitorowania Zachowań Resistentowskich i Ksenofobicznych, post from January 6, 2018, retrieved January 11, 2018 from https://www.facebook.com/osrodek.monitorowania/.


tor is work at call centres. It appears that a group who are definitely at risk is food outlet workers, for example kebab shop employees, as demonstrated by the attacks listed in the Chronology section.

**Education**

In September 2017, qualitative research commissioned by the Commissioner of Human Rights on the attitudes among Polish secondary school students was published. The findings reveal strong anti-refugee, Islamophobic and homophobic prejudice among the majority of the 396 respondents. More specifically, the youth tend to view Muslims as potential terrorists and do not wish to welcome Muslim refugees. This attitude was prevalent among students regardless of age, location, or type of school. Simultaneously, the Ministry of Education has decreed that from September 2017, anti-discrimination programmes in Polish schools will be shut down despite the glaring need for such initiatives as shown by the CHR research. Instead, educational initiatives promoting patriotism and a national and cultural Polish identity have been introduced. This inward trend is amplified by the lack of objectively taught religious education classes in Polish schools as, for example, is typical in the UK state schools (instead, the students usually have a choice of Catholic instruction or ethics classes). Therefore, one can only expect the xenophobic attitudes among Polish students documented by the CHR to intensify.

**Media**

The TV channels that remain at the forefront of the production of Islamophobia in Poland are the state-sponsored TVP (Polish Television) and Telewizja Republika - but they are not limited to them. Essentialist descriptions of Islam and Muslims are broadcast on the news, in documentary and investigational series, current affairs programmes, etc. On June 5, on the TVP Info’s programme News a two-minute report entitled ‘Europe in Ramadan’ aired, which presented the Islamic holy month as a time of increased terrorist attacks in Europe. In the programme, Wojciech Szewko (PhD) quotes former spokesperson of IS (Islamic State) as a representative of Islam, saying that Ramadan is a


month of blessings in which all attacks will be counted a thousand times over, therefore ‘smart’ Muslims wait to attack during Ramadan. The author of the video goes so far in the manipulation of facts as to include a fragment of a skit from 2015 by Yacine Hasnaoui, a French comedian of Algerian descent, in which he smashes bottles of alcohol in a shop. The author of the report comments on the scene as if it was real and describes it as “a radical protest of an Islam follower as registered in one of the shops in France.”

TVP’s After Eight (Minęła 20), a daily, current affairs broadcast, frequently hosts guests known for their Islamophobic opinions. On June 6, 2017, the studio guests were Miriam Shaded, Colonel Piotr Wroński, and historian Jerzy Targalski (PhD). The host began with the question “What is happening now in Europe? Migratory crisis? War on terror? Or maybe war on Islam?” Miriam Shaded immediately responded, “With Islam”. Shaded would later add “Muslim kids are taught to hate us, to despise European and Western societies”. During the programme the Qur’an was called a “book of hatred and intolerance” (Fig. 1) as well as the “work of Satan”. On other occasions the guest was Wojciech Cejrowski, who gave ideas on how to fight Islamic terrorists, that is “to kill them with bullets soaked in swine blood” and then “to desecrate their corpses with it”; and Dariusz Oko, a priest and professor, who claimed that Prophet Muhammad practiced “a little holocaust, anywhere Islam entered, there was a violence and rape” (Fig. 2).

29. Ibid.
30. Ibid.
In the mood of ‘discovering the truth’ about Islam a conversation took place between Tomasz Terlikowski, the host of the Clash of Civilizations programme aired on Telewizja Republika, and his guest, Sandra Salomon, a Palestinian and former Muslim, who explained that she left Islam once she realised that it is “a violent system.”

The open letter, sent in June 2017 by recognised Polish Muslim associations to the speaker of the Polish Parliament, in which they complained over the misrepresenting and essentialist reporting on Islam and Muslims in Polish state media, was received also by TVP and the National Broadcasting Council (KRRiT). While in July, TVP responded that such allegations are unfounded, and that TVP does not hold responsibility for the opinions of the guests invited to the studio, in November, the KRRiT responded to the letter’s authors with a reference to TVP’s position on the issue and confirmed the allegations. Thereafter, no action has been taken to address TVP’s coverage of Muslims.

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

Despite the unlawful reluctance of prosecutors and the police to pursue hate crime, according to statistics released by the National Prosecutor’s Office, in the first half of 2017, 947 hate crime proceedings were conducted, compared to 863 such proceedings in the first half of 2016. Muslims were the largest targeted group: they constituted 20% of the cases. Based on the Ministry of Interior statistics, in 2017, there were 664 hate crime proceedings where Muslims had been targeted, and 193 (29%) of those resulted in an indictment. There is an agreement among third-sector activists that these numbers are steadily escalating. Meanwhile, the Minister of Justice Mariusz Błaszczak claims that Poland has no problem with hate crime, despite the fact that in 2015 there

---


were three times as many incidents as in 2014. According to Muslim organisations met by the Commissioner of Human Right in 2016, the scale of the attacks is much larger than the statistics – those should be multiplied by five to gauge the real scale of Islamophobia in Poland, as the victims often do not report attacks.

It appears that the indigenous Polish Muslim population (Tatars) may have less experience of Islamophobia than more recent arrivals who are likely to stand out in terms of looks and dress in Polish urban areas. Some selected attacks are listed in the Chronology section; most never make it to the mainstream media, but the following is an illustrative example. A Muslim student from Germany visiting Poland as part of a school trip to the concentration camp in Majdanek (near Lublin) was spat at by an aggressive male. Throughout the visit, female members of the group, especially those who wore a hijab, were constantly harassed and verbally abused by passers-by in Lublin. Strikingly, the police displayed an odious degree of passivity - a police patrol to whom the group reported the attack ignored the report, and another patrol they approached only reacted with laughter. Eventually the student reported this hate crime to the German police upon her return to Germany.

Internet

The cyberspace is a fertile ground for the hate speech. According to the statistics of the National Prosecutor’s Office for the first half of 2017, 39.5% of all hate crimes in Poland (including crimes against different national, ethnic, religious, and sexual minorities) were com-

Figure 3: “Shock! The islamisation has been planned for 17 years! Scandalous documents of UN leak!”

mitted in cyberspace. Although this figure is lower if compared with the first half of 2016 (49%), according to Hejtstop (Hate Stop) the numbers of crimes continuously grow, while the reporting of those to the police has dropped. Hejtstop suggests that one of the main reasons for the dropping figures is the Polish government’s lack of financial support for the organizations that used to report hate crimes on behalf of the victims. These organizations, therefore, cannot work as efficiently as they were able to in the past.

The role of the language and pictures that circulate in cyberspace can hardly be overestimated in the increase and strengthening of the Islamophobic attitudes among Polish Internet users. The websites known for fake news, such as wRealu24.pl, wpolityce.pl, wsieci.pl, fronda.pl chmnews.pl, ndie.pl, polskaligaobrony.org.pl, and YouTube channels such as Religia Pokoju (Religion of Peace) or Marcin Rola, attract viewers with shouting headlines like “The Real Face of Islam”, “The Hidden Truth Exposed”, “The Real Threat of Shari’ah”, etc., as well as pictures of the beheading of Christians, the beating and raping of girls by violent Muslim men, migrants flooding European streets, etc. (Figs. 3-5)


44. The financial support ended after April 2016, when the agreements for Norway Grants managed by the Stefan Batory Foundation expired.


47. Channel opened on May 24, 2017. Up to January 8, 2018, the channel has posted 256 videos and was viewed 5,511,390 times. Retrieved January 8, 2018, from https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTsrpTccVe0uWusYOJNSXOg/about.

48. On January 8, 2018, the channel had gathered over 80,200 subscribers. Retrieved on January 8, 2018, from https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjFvWMiZnErzPAD008RzYPA.
When compared to the 2016 EIR Report and the data on the followers of anti-Muslim Polish Facebook pages, the figures for the beginning of 2018 show an increase in the number of Facebook users joining these groups. The ‘No to the Islamisation of Europe’ (linked to ndie.pl website) group gathers 348,571 followers (320,000 on December 30, 2016); ‘Stop the Islamisation of Europe’ gathers 64,482 followers (60,000 on December 30, 2016); while the Polish anti-racist group ‘Yes for refugees – No to racism and xenophobia’ gathers only 10,673 followers (8,000 in February 2017). While the number of followers of the later increased by 2,673 members, the anti-Muslim groups increased (in the above order) by 28,571 members and 4,482 members during 2017.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
The landscape of central figures in the Islamophobia network in Poland have not changed significantly since the 2016 EIR report. The ultra-nationalist movements continue to use refugees and Islam among the major elements of their mobilisation. The Polish National Movement (Ruch Narodowy), the National Radical Camp (Obóz Narodowo Radykalny), and the All-Polish Youth (Młodzież WszechPolska) all took part in the November 11 Independence Day march in Warsaw,53 where slogans “We don’t want Islam, we don’t want Muslim terrorists” were shouted.54 (Fig. 6) Sixty thousand people were reported to have attended this year’s march.55

55. It is noted, that the march was attended also by non-Polish members of foreign ultra-nationalist groups from Hungary, Sweden, Slovakia, Italy, and others. Retrieved of January 8, 2018, from https://www.wprost.pl/kraj/10086012/zagraniczne-media-krytycznie-o-manzu-niepodleglosci-to-ze-odbywa-sie-w-akurat-w-warszawie-to-parados.html.
TVP and Television Republic constitute perhaps the most extensive catalogue of media figures in the Islamophobia network in Poland. Guests invited to speak about Islam, Muslims and refugees are individuals known for their anti-Muslim rhetoric. To name a few: Miriam Shaded, the president of Estera Foundation, who recently stated that all Muslims should be registered in special governmental databases; Tomasz Terlikowski, editor and among the hosts of the programme *Clash of Civilizations* on Television Republic, and the author of the book *Caliphate Europe*; Marcin Rola, chief editor of *wRealu24.pl*; Witold Gadowski, an investigative journalist; priest Prof. Dariusz Oko, lecturer at Pontifical University of John Paul II in Krakow.

The Europe of the Future Association (*euroislam.pl*) remains the most important actor of legitimising Islamophobia by juxtaposing Islam with notions of enlightenment, human rights and democracy. The analyses published on *euroislam.pl* are given a ‘scholarly’ face by the academic credentials of active members of the network, who are invited to public talks, or to comment on current affairs in mainstream media outlets.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

In 2017, Polish Commissioner of Human Rights, or the Ombudsman, Adam Bodnar continued to raise concerns about the exacerbated situation of Muslims

---

60. Television Republic Channel on YouTube, retrieved January 8, 2018, from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YTCOa7Xp8.
in Poland. On February 28, he met with representatives of Muslims of multiple ethnic and national backgrounds as well as members of various political parties from the left to the far-right. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the detrimental effects of treating the refugees and Muslims as a bargaining chip to win the electorate. This potentially productive meeting, however, did not appear to offer any significant improvements, and in June, the established Polish Muslim organizations sent the previously mentioned letter to the Polish state representatives. The Commission for National and Ethnic Minorities invited Muslim organizations’ delegates to discuss their concerns during the committee’s meeting on December 7. While no concrete decisions were made, the committee requested from the Muslim delegation to provide them the data on the hate crimes concerning the Muslim community in Poland.

Civil society has shown more efforts to push back against anti-Muslim and anti-refugee narratives than state-level institutions. The NGOs Never Again (Nigdy Więcej), Hate Stop (Hejtstop), and the Centre for Monitoring Racist and Xenophobic Behaviours (Ośrodek Monitorowania Zachowań Racistowski i Ksenofobicznych), together with the campaign ‘Zero Tolerance’ (Zero Tolerancji) by the political party Party Together (Partia Razem), continue their systematic engagement in monitoring online and offline hate crime.

Regarding systematic initiatives, civil society also actively responded to the ongoing Islamophobic events in Poland. In June, almost 300 citizens of the city of Poznan came together in a ‘Silent Demonstration’ to protest the hate campaign against Poznan’s imam Youssef Chadid. Imam Chadid received death threats after a fake video of him was published online, in which he supposedly called for hatred

---

63. That meeting was preceded with another on February 1, when the Ombudsman hosted a discussion on the report on hate speech and the negative portrayal of Muslims in the Polish press. Retrieved January 7, 2018 from https://www.rpo.gov.pl/pl/content/sniadanie-prasowe-na-temat-jezyka-prasowego-opisujacego-spolecznosc-muzulmanska-w-polsce.

64. Rzecznik Praw Obywatelskich, “Mowa nienawiści: spotkanie polityków i przedstawicieli środowiska muzułmańskiego w Biurze RPO” bip.rpo.gov.pl, (February 28, 2017), retrieved January 7, 2017, from https://www.rpo.gov.pl/pl/content/mowa-nienawi%C5%9Bci-spotkanie-polityk%C3%B3w-i-przedstawicieli-%C5%9Brodowiska-muzu%C5%82ma%C5%84skiego-w-biurze-rpo.

65. Responding to Muslims’ fear and anxiety about the current anti-Muslim attitudes, Janusz Korwin Mikke, a member of the European Parliament, responded by saying, “To win the election, I have to incite hatred towards refugees”. Rzecznik Praw Obywatelskich, “Mowa nienawiści: spotkanie polityków i przedstawicieli środowiska muzułmańskiego w Biurze RPO” bip.rpo.gov.pl, (February 28, 2017), retrieved January 7, 2017, from https://www.rpo.gov.pl/pl/content/mowa-nienawi%C5%9Bci-spotkanie-polityk%C3%B3w-i-przedstawicieli-%C5%9Brodowiska-muzu%C5%82ma%C5%84skiego-w-biurze-rpo.


against Christians. Similarly, in response to the attack on the Muslim Cultural Centre in Warsaw, the organisation United against Racism (Zjednoczeni Przeciw Rasizmowi) organized a demonstration in support of Muslims and against racism in Poland in front of the Central Metro Station in Warsaw. Some Christian circles also actively join the counter-Islamophobia initiatives. Branches of the Tygodnik Powszechny Club in Warsaw and Poznan, together with the Catholic Intelligence Club invited representatives of the Muslim League of Poland to talk about Islam, Muslims and refugees at their monthly gatherings; they also organised workshops on how to counter the propaganda in the media.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

The Polish government and the state institutions are reluctant to acknowledge and challenge Islamophobia, instead trying to cast Islamophobic acts as hooliganism, ignoring the rise of Islamophobic crime and often fuelling it. Anti-discrimination policies have not been strengthened and those in existence continue to be ignored. Anti-discrimination education programme requirements have been removed from Polish schools. Taking as an example the Independence Day march, which became a platform for Islamophobic messages and hate speech and was also plagued by hate crime in the form of physical and verbal attacks against those who protested it, the response to these punishable acts by the police was at best sluggish, and at worst, non-existent, as there were reports of the police protecting the perpetrators, rather than the targeted groups. Hate crime data continues to be collected by the Ministry of the Interior and Administration (Ministerstwo Spraw Wewnętrznych i Administracji), as well as the National Prosecutor (Prokurator Krajowy), and analysed by the Main Statistics Office (Główny Urząd Statystyczny). As Islamophobic hate crime is not a distinct category, it is difficult to track its rise through official statistics; instead, the records of third-sector organisations supply such data which is unfortunately necessarily fragmentary. However, it appears that both the prosecutors and the police often refuse to

record and act on reports of hate crimes. In this situation it is understandable that victims of such crime may be reluctant to contact these institutions. Instead, third-sector organisations such as Never Again (Nigdy Więcej) receive such reports in astounding numbers. Right-wing academics and commentators with an anti-Islamic bias are much more likely to be consulted and invited to state initiatives and state-controlled media programmes. Muslims are generally absent from these endeavours and, so, further silenced. Objective voices on the matter are relegated to the ever-shrinking neutral media.

The policy recommendations made by the last report76 have unfortunately been ignored. In the face of this, we feel the necessity to restate them here.

• In order to challenge Islamophobia and other forms of xenophobia in Poland, at least minimally, the recognition at the highest level of the state that such issues exist is first and foremost necessary.
• It is also necessary to significantly strengthen widely understood anti-discrimination policies in the whole country. The resolved governmental Council for Fight Against Racism and Xenophobia should be reinstated or a new body should be created to address the issues of racism and xenophobia at the highest level and to overlook the policies undertaken to tackle these phenomena.
• There cannot be any tolerance of hate speech and all forms of hate crimes should be punished with outmost severity.
• A new mechanism of collecting data on hate crimes should be put in place and the employees of relevant state institutions (in particular the police) should be trained in how to register cases of such crimes.
• State institutions in consultation with a wide range of stakeholders (in particular from academia and the non-governmental sector) should identify some of the key issues of xenophobia and racism in the country and in cooperation with these stakeholders fight to build a more tolerant and inclusive society.

In addition, we suggest an additional recommendation related to the media:

• Media organisations that advocate hate, including Islamophobic crime, and engage in hate speech ought to have their public funding cut, if they receive any. This recommendation should be legislated as soon as possible.

Chronology

• **03.01.2017:** A group of men attacked and severely injured a Pakistani Muslim man in Ozorków. The perpetrators were all imprisoned although they were only sentenced to less than 2 years.77
• **08.04.2017:** Three men attacked and severely injured three Pakistani Muslim men who worked in a restaurant in Świdwin.78
• **17.04.2017:** Four men attacked the Bangladeshi owner and staff of a kebab restaurant in Łódź. They verbally and physically abused the staff. The police patrol demonstrated indifference to the incident.79
• **28.04.2017:** The Prosecutor Office discontinued the inquiry into a public incitement to racial and religious hatred by Justyna Helcyk, a member of the far-right organisation National Radical Camp.80
• **16.06.2017:** The Regional Prosecutor’s Office discontinued the investigation into the case of disturbing the Friday prayer rites at the Islamic Culture Centre in Katowice on December 30, 2016 by the ONR (National Racial Camp) rally, under the slogan ‘Silesians against Islamic terrorism’.
• **19.06.2017:** A pseudo-scientific conference about Islam took place in the Polish Lower House of Parliament (Sejm). Not a single speaker was Muslim, and those who spoke displayed a significant anti-Muslim bias, depicting Islam as barbaric. The conference was organised by a Law and Justice (Prawo i Sprawiedliwość) MP Tadeusz Dziuba and Natasza Dembińska-Urbaniak, the chairperson of the Conservative Women’s Congress (Kongres Kobiet Konserwatywnych).
• **20.06.2017:** A Law and Justice MP, Jan Mosiński, published an Islamophobic slur about an opposition party politician on his Facebook page.
• **20.06.2017:** An open letter from the representatives of the Muslim community is sent to the speaker of the Polish Parliament. It asks for a response to the increased amount of hate speech in the Polish public space that may lead to physical attacks.
• **21.06.2017:** A Muslim student from Germany visiting Poland as part of a school trip to the concentration camp in Majdanek (near Lublin) was spat at by an aggressive male. A police patrol to whom the group reported the attack ignored the report, and another patrol’s only reaction was laughter.
• **01.09.2017:** The commencement of the new academic year saw the erasure of anti-discrimination objectives in the education programme in Polish schools. It

77. Brown Book - hate crime monitoring carried out by the Never Again Association (selected incidents from 2017, forthcoming).
78. Ibid.
79. Ibid.
80. Ibid.
was replaced by the objective of ‘shaping patriotic and civic attitudes, and national and cultural identity’.

- **08.09.2017**: A Muslim woman was physically and verbally attacked by a man in Warsaw. He pushed and kicked her violently. She was helped by a passer-by and the perpetrator was detained by the police.

- **07.10.2017**: The event ‘Rosary at the borders’ was organised on the day of the anniversary of the Battle of Lepanto (in which the fleet of the Holy League defeated the fleet of the Ottoman Empire in 1571). Approximately one million Poles flocked to the country’s borders, apparently to pray for ‘world peace’ and the help of Virgin Mary in facing modern-day dangers. One of the organisers listed the ‘Islamisation of Europe’ as one of the current challenges.

- **18.10.2017**: A Muslim couple were verbally attacked by a man in a tram in Poznan. The attack was triggered by the fact that the couple were visibly Muslim and spoke German.

- **11.11.2017**: Far-right groups that took part in the Independence Day march in Warsaw carried banners with fascist, anti-Semitic and Islamophobic slogans. The event was reported on widely in international media.

- **27.11.2017**: The premises of the Muslim Cultural Centre in Warsaw were vandalised. The act was recorded on CCTV, and three weeks later the perpetrator was detained by the police who found leaflets propagating hate speech in his flat.

- **19.12.2017**: In a cabinet reshuffle Beata Kempa, known for her anti-refugee attitude, was nominated as the Minister for Humanitarian Assistance and Refugees. In February, she has said, “Everyone who knows Islam well, realises that if we bring here sick [Muslim] children for their treatment, because they spent time with the non-believers, they will not be accepted back into their families.”

---
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Executive Summary

It is very often argued that Islamophobia does not exist in Portugal. However, Portugal has an old colonial legacy that sets the ground for Islamophobia. Racial discriminatory attacks actually do occur in the country. Due to its colonial past, the authoritarian dictatorship, which lasted almost the entire twentieth century, and the transition period as an aftermath of de-colonialization, a new notion emerged in Portugal: the Portuguese Muslim. The latter emerged as a result of immigration from former colonies; in other words, the “Portuguese Islam” that existed for centuries in overseas colonies began to be transferred to the mainland in order to reconcile the past narrative of the expulsion of Muslims which aimed at the creation a “Catholic Portugal.” The first Portuguese Muslims were mostly black and of Asian origin and their colour was the main identifying factor for being Othered and discriminated against. However, during the so-called “democratization process” and the entry requirements for the European Union, some important steps were taken to accommodate these recent arrivals, who even today remain a marginal phenomenon. Some political, legal, and sociocultural bodies began to be founded in order to support these immigrants and provide them the necessary assistance for their social inclusion. Despite the arguments of Portugal’s Lusotropicalism (it is claimed that the Portuguese have an inherent adaptability to the tropical climate and are better colonizers as they lack prejudice) and the narrative of “pluri-religious Portugal” during the “normalization” of the democratization process, there is a deep-seated Islamophobia that emerges any moment a so-called “Muslim threat” appears on the horizon. The invisibility of Muslims due to their small number (currently some 0,6% of the national population) and their silence in political, social, cultural, and public affairs appear to create an image of a well-integrated community. Since most of the members of the local Muslim society are native speakers, educated, and belong to the relatively well-off segment of larger society, they are accepted and considered “good citizens.” Due to lack of data concerning discriminations Muslims face in their everyday lives - for example, the Muslim associations do not keep statistical data on any kind of violations - it would be easy to claim that Portugal is free of Islamophobia. However, Portugal is far from being a paradise for Muslims: people in public who appear to be Muslim are verbally abused, there are acts of vandalism against places of worship (two incidents against the Lisbon mosque in 2015 and February 12, 2017), and Muslims are portrayed by some as threats to society’s secular base. At a political level, the most significant attack in terms of hatred towards Muslims took place in a small village called Mouraria in the country’s midwest when the local Muslim community tried to construct a mosque in 2016. The residents of the town inhospitably resisted the idea by signing petitions claiming that a mosque would harm the ancient cityscape. As a holiday destination with sea resorts in the south, swimwear becomes a subject of humiliation; last year, two British tourists were denied entry to a holiday resort’s swimming pool in Albuferia because of their “burkinis” (July 21, 2017).
Resumo

Muitas vezes, argumenta-se que a islamofobia não existe em Portugal, no entanto, como em qualquer outro lugar do mundo, ocorrem alguns ataques discriminatórios raciais no país. Devido ao seu passado colonial e à ditadura autoritária que durou quase todo o século XX e ao período de transição após a descolonização surgiu uma nova noção em Portugal: o muçulmano português, como resultado da imigração das antigas colónias, ou seja, o “Islão português” “que existiu durante séculos em colónias ultramarinas começou a ser transferido para o continente, a fim de uma possível reconciliação com a narrativa passada de expulsão de muçulmanos para criar um “Portugal católico”.

Os primeiros muçulmanos portugueses eram na sua maioria de origem negra e asiática e essa era a principal razão para se expor aos ataques raciais no país. No entanto, durante o chamado “processo de democratização” e os requisitos de entrada para a União Europeia, foram tomadas algumas medidas importantes para acomodar esses recém-chegados, ainda hoje um fenómeno marginal.

Alguns órgãos políticos, legais e sócio-culturais começaram a ser fundados para apoiar esses imigrantes e prestar-lhes a assistência necessária para a inclusão social. Apesar dos argumentos do Lusotropicalismo de Portugal e da narrativa do “Portugal pluri-religioso” durante a “normalização” do processo de democratização, houve um sentimento anti-muçulmano profundo que emerge a qualquer momento, uma ameaça chamada muçulmana aparece em o horizonte.

A invisibilidade do número de muçulmanos (atualmente, cerca de 0,6% da população nacional) e seu silêncio em assuntos políticos, sociais, culturais e públicos parecem criar uma imagem de comunidade bem integrada. Como a maioria dos membros da sociedade muçulmana são falantes nativos, educados e relativamente bem desenvolvidos da sociedade em geral, são aceites e considerados bons cidadãos. Devido à falta de dados relativos às discriminações que os muçulmanos enfrentam nas suas vidas quotidianas - por exemplo, as associações muçulmanas não mantêm dados estatísticos sobre qualquer tipo de violação - seria fácil afirmar que Portugal é isento de islamofobia e longe de ser um paraíso para os muçulmanos. Ainda há abusos verbais nas ruas sobre as pessoas que parecem ser muçulmanas, ataques de vandalismo nos locais de culto (dois incidentes na mesquita de Lisboa em 2015 e Fevereiro 12, 2017) e são considerados uma ameaça à base secular de a sociedade. A nível político, o ataque mais significativo em termos de ódio contra os muçulmanos ocorreu em uma pequena aldeia chamada Mouraria, no centro-oeste do país em 2006, quando a comunidade muçulmana local tentou construir uma mesquita. Os moradores da cidade resistiram à ideia assinando petições, alegando que uma mesquita prejudicaria a paisagem antiga da cidade. Como um destino de férias com seu mar resorts no Sul, de fato de banho torna-se um objecto de humilhação; no ano passado, dois turistas britânicos foram negados para entrar na piscina do seu estância de férias em Albufeira por causa de sua “burkinis” (Julho 21, 2017).
Introduction

Having traditionally been a Catholic country, Portuguese citizens, or rather subjects in the imperial era, were not allowed to have any faith other than Catholicism as recently as 1911, when the first Republican Constitution was issued. António de Oliveira Salazar (1889-1970), the dictator who ruled Portugal for four decades, signed a concordat with the Vatican that gave the Catholic Church a privileged position in 1940. It was only with the 2001 law on religious freedom (Lei da Liberdade Religiosa, Lei n.º 16/2001 de 22 de Junho) that a new concordat became necessary. Signed in 2004, it recognized religious freedom, public expression, and religious education for non-Catholics. However, the best legal standings cannot always guarantee all citizens the necessary liberties or protection - as has been experienced in many countries. For instance, the Catholic Church still enjoys innumerable privileges such as being the only state-recognized religious community, being represented in the media with live coverage of religious ceremonies and festivities, offering the only legal marriage form, having the exclusive right of being present to assist inmates in prisons or patients in hospitals, and having the privilege of tax exemptions. Religious groups other than the Roman Catholics, like Protestants, Buddhists or Muslims, could enjoy some of these privileges on the condition that they form a legal entity and are registered with the Ministry of Justice. It is interesting that a religious community in order to be recognized must prove that is has existed in Portugal for more than 30 years. Portugal is still being monitored particularly by the European Union’s bodies on liberties regarding the implementation of these laws concerning liberties and particularly religious freedom.

The Portuguese were ruled by Muslims for five centuries on their own land and later, they began to rule and colonize Muslims in other parts of the world. So, the relationship between the Portuguese and Muslims is not something new; however, during the dictatorship period Muslims and other minorities endured pressures and could not take part in the political and cultural life of the nation. After the 1974 Revolution, the situation was improved due to the normalization in domestic policies and the decolonization process in the overseas territories. The “Retornados” - the population “returned” from their colonial military posts - affected the Muslim presence in Portugal as some Muslim citizens found an opportunity to return to the mainland. This period of transition into a democratic society also witnessed some excellent developments in

Muslim social life like the establishment of Comunidade Islâmica de Lisboa (Islamic Community of Lisbon - CIL). In fact, the attempts to found such a center were initiated early on, in 1966, but the centre was officially recognized two years later, in 1968. Formerly, Muslims were allowed to carry out their collective prayers in a part of Palácio de Príncipe Real. However, a space was needed by Muslims and negotiations began with the Portuguese state under the leadership of Suleiman Valy Mamede (1937-1995). The Mozambique-born legal scholar Valy Mamede was an influential person among political circles and was very persuasive in his causes. For instance, despite some resistance from the Lisbon city council at the time, he was able to convince them of the economic benefits of constructing an Islamic centre to the so-called Arab trade of the country's economy. The importance of the centre comes from the fact that it provides speakers who represent the “Muslim voice” in Portugal to the mainstream media. The community's visibility has increased by a recognizable speaker, Sheik David Munir, the imam of the Mesquita de Lisboa (the mosque situated within the estate of the CIL) and the Muslim community is now relatively well represented in the national media. As a sign of goodwill towards religious tolerance some 8,000 to 10,000 non-Muslim school children are brought to the mosque every year for a closer look at Muslim worship and public seminars are organized in which the popular subject of the month is debated on the third Wednesday of each month with an open-door policy.

According to Abdool Vakil, one of the leading figures of Portuguese Muslims, whose family emigrated from Mozambique but is originally from Gujarat, India, Portugal is perhaps the least racist country in Europe. He says, “I have been living in Portugal for more than fifty years and they treat me as a friend. I am not an Other, I am one of them, and even after they learn that I have another religion. I have never felt this thing called Islamophobia.” There are various reasons for the relatively better conditions for foreigners in Portuguese society. First of all, it is the last Western

8. There are stories on Portuguese Muslims where they are treated well; for an example, see a recent article in a popular magazine: “São portugueses, são muçulmanos” https://www.publico.pt/2015/02/08/sociedade/noticia/sao-portugueses-sao-muçulmanos-1685260, retrieved January 10, 2018. Apart from these “nice” stories or myths that claim that Islamophobia does not exist in Portugal, there is an urgent need to question its presence in the country. Marta Araújo does just this in “Vamos falar sobre islamofobia? Quando se fala de islamofobia em Portugal – ‘islamo quê’? – parece que nos enganámos no lugar” (December 1, 2017), https://www.publico.pt/2017/12/01/mundo/opiniao/vamos-falar-sobre-islamofobia-1794482, retrieved January 10, 2018.
European country to open its borders to immigration despite the fact that it was one of the oldest colonizer countries. One would have expected that the citizens of former colonies like Brazil, Mozambique, Angola, and Guinea-Bissau would have emigrated earlier but the country’s economic conditions and the dictatorship did not provide potential immigrants fair prospects.

**Significant Incidents and Developments**

Today it is estimated that there are more than 50,000 Muslims (including some 7,000 to 8,000 Ismaili, a few hundred Twelver Shiite and some Ahmadi) living in Portugal.\(^\text{10}\) There are 34 mosques or prayer places present in the country. Among the shrines, the Mesquita Central de Lisboa attracts the most attention as Portuguese politicians and higher officials visit it from time to time. At the beginning of Ramadan, usually a higher state or a government official is present at the fast-breaking dinner. In 2017, the prime minister sent a warm message through the official website on May 26. Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa greeted “our Muslim brothers sincerely” and wished Ramadan would bring peace and encourage respect towards differences.\(^\text{11}\)

There are no official reports kept on the Islamophobic incidents in Portugal. In 2009, an exceptional incident occurred when Cardinal Patriarch of Lisbon Dom José Policarpo publicly warned Catholics not to marry Muslims by claiming that there would be “a lot of problems that even Allah would not be able to predict their future.”\(^\text{12}\) This was an incident that clearly showed that when there is a perceived threat coming from Muslims, past memories come to the surface easily.\(^\text{13}\) Especially in his homily, Cardinal Policarpo portrayed a polarized society of nós (us) versus eles (them) or more specifically, Western, secular - but at the same time Catholic Portuguese – on the one hand, and, on the other, Muslims, not secular, not Western, and oppressors of women. However, the Muslim reaction remained relatively moderate and even after the cardinal’s death the Muslim community expressed their condolences in extremely polite words; the imam of the Lisbon mosque stated that he was a “very friendly and kind person who had supported an open dialogue with other faiths to create a multi-religious and multicultural society.”\(^\text{14}\)

---


The diplomatic attitude of Muslims perhaps contributes to the peaceful co-existence in Portuguese society. Despite the compliant attitude of Muslims their places of worship were vandalized directly after the Charlie Hebdo attacks by extreme far-right groups who sprayed the date “1143” - the date signifying the independence of Portugal – on them as a provocation. Another incident took place two years later and was considered an act of a lone wolf. Yet, the most significant Islamophobic incident took place in the small town of Mouraria - the name of which probably derived from the term *mouro*, Muslim, who historically lived in that part of Lisbon before they were expelled in 1496. In Mouraria, local people vehemently resisted the Muslim community’s desire to build a mosque. The opposition went so far as to claim that a new mosque would create something like Molenbeek, Brussels through the ghettoization and eventually the radicalization of the Muslim community. Similarly, locals opposed the construction of a second mosque in the Martim Muniz neighbourhood of Greater Lisbon arguing that public funds should not go to a religious cause that would favour Islam to the detriment of the faith of the country’s great majority. According to the public petition website, only 8,278 people signed the petition against the plans to build a new mosque in Lisbon.

Portugal attracts millions of tourists annually. Faro Airport becomes a large hub particularly for British holidaymakers - to the extent that it looks like a British town in summer months. Despite the familiarity between the Portuguese and British, two British tourists were denied entry to the pool of their hotel in Albufeira because of their “burkinis” (July 21, 2017). These tourists were probably not Muslims but the hotel employees rejected their swimsuits on the basis that they were not “acceptable in Portuguese culture.” This was despite the fact that their swimsuits consisted of three-quarter-length leggings and elbow-length sleeves, which were all waterproof and designed for swimming.

---

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

Portuguese society, especially in rural areas, is marked by Catholic traditionalism. This is true despite the fact that in the urban centres and large cities this outlook is predominantly disguised. The fact that economic and political centralism characterizes Portuguese society appears to cause Portugal to be less affected by global neoliberalism in terms of the internalization or even the transnationalization of its economy, politics, and culture. Despite a left-wing faction that has grown steadily after the 1974 Revolution and has voiced solidarity with minorities, especially the ones commonly discriminated against in society, the spirit of Salazar, the authoritarian, still remains very much alive in the Portuguese imagination. Similarly, a melancholic feeling (saudade) towards the ex-colonies and the glorious Portuguese past continues to exist. The Portuguese people seem to believe that they are still living in a mono-cultural environment as heirs to the great Portuguese empire. Yet, in recent years, they have also begun to accept the fact that the country is becoming a multicultural site - a euphemism to refer to the colonial past - and Muslims, as well as other immigrants, are encouraged to integrate into a postcolonial nation. Despite the fact that the Muslim population has a high economic status, they are mostly native speakers, and they are part of Portuguese social and cultural life, there is still no Muslim representative in the country at any political level. So, Muslims continue to be the subjects of political decisions but have not become policymakers despite the fact that approximately 70% of them are Portuguese citizens who could have an enormous impact on the political elections. Their relatively small number could explain the lack of their representation. Yet, they could be asked to express their opinions on subjects that are significant to them, such as legal changes.

Meanwhile, the ultranationalist political party Partido Nacional Renovador (National Restoration Party) claims it is promoting the interests of the nation above sectarian interests by proclaiming that “Portugal belongs to the Portuguese.” Similar to their counterparts in various other European countries, they oppose immigration as they claim it reduces the chances of employment opportunities for the locals. Although they received only 0.5% of all votes in the last elections of 2015, they tend to increase their votes especially by forming alliances with Movimento de Ação Nacional (National Action Movement) and Aliança Nacional (National Alliance). Similarly, the Cidadania e Democracia Cristã (Citizenship and Christian Democracy
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Party) with its 0.05% of votes, tries to advocate Roman Catholicism as the state religion although the party administrators have not expressed any negative opinion on members of other faiths.

Perhaps one of the most common problems of the Muslim community in Portugal is that they have not been able to establish an institutional body to provide and check whether food is compatible with (halal) food standards. Most of the Muslims prefer vegetarian food when eating outside of their homes but for domestic consumption they complain that there is not enough halal meat supply. Muslims in Lisbon say that they are allowed to slaughter their animals according to Islamic rules but because of lack of supply from time to time they have had to resort to Jewish kosher butchers or shops. Muslims attending the CIL are aware of recently opened halal restaurants (around 40 including kebab houses) or butchers (currently 4) in their living areas in Greater Lisbon but those who live in small towns like in the Algarve or Alentejo regions in the south, have extreme difficulty in finding halal beef or chicken. Even trying to consult the CIL website to inquire about the names or addresses of halal food suppliers results in a blank page with an inscription “Under Construction.” (http://www.comunidadeislamica.pt/pt/halal)

Justice System

In theory, Portugal legally recognizes minority groups either coming from its former colonies or as a result of recent immigration. There are, as mentioned above, laws and regulations on the rights of ethnic, religious, political or cultural minority groups that protect them against any injustice. Since Muslims have not organized themselves in such a way so as to record such attacks in media, employment, education, or to monitor the physical or verbal abuse of persons and their community centres, the legal system has not processed any criminal cases. At the same time, Muslims do not intervene in the processes of preparation of parliamentary bills or legal documents that concern them. For example, Muslims are satisfied that headscarves are allowed in public places or that their children can receive religious education when a group of 10 pupils has been gathered. Yet, they do not demand, for example, to have holidays on their own religious holidays such as the Ramadan festival.

Portugal is a member country of the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) that provides assistance to participating states and NGOs in promoting democracy and human rights. The office has also provided guidance with ways and methods to collect reports on hate crimes, for example. The data that has been submitted to the office is published on the website of the ODIHR and classified according to country, official data and incidents that are reported by other sources, etc. Portugal offered data for the report only in 2014 and according to their official report there were only

21 cases\(^{25}\) in that year, whereas no data was submitted by other groups such as Muslim associations. According to other official data like the reports by the ECRI (European Commission against Racism and Intolerance) and the CICDR (Commission for Equality and against Racial Discrimination) a number of racial discriminations occurred in the country. It should be noted that the CICDR is responsible for producing reports on discriminatory acts on the grounds of race, colour, ethnicity, or nationality.\(^{26}\)

It is interesting that there are only 60 to 84 reported cases and most of them occur in the areas of employment, public services/security officials, and business. These are followed by the areas that are most expected like media, education, and health. The nationalities of the victims, as was expected, are Brazilians, Angolans, Cabo-Verdians and then Russian and other East European nationals like nationals of Ukraine, Moldova, Romania, and Bulgaria. Since it is not permitted to determine the ethnic backgrounds of citizens in Portugal, the exact size of different ethnic groups is not available. However, if victims voluntarily pronounce their ethnic or religious affiliations, they can be taken into account in these statistical reports. Therefore, in the CICDR report there is a section on the complaints of victims from different ethnic, cultural or religious categories: blacks and Roma have been exposed to racial attacks most but there are also a very small number of victims who identified themselves as Jews (3.3% in 2013) or Muslims (1.7% in 2013 and 1.2% in 2015) in addition to the new entry of refugees (1.2%) in 2015. What needs to be appreciated in the struggle against racial discrimination is that the complaints could easily be reported to the commission’s ergonomic website (http://www.cicdr.pt/queixa), yet, the site is monolingual and those victims who cannot speak Portuguese find it difficult to register their complaints. In addition to these international and national institutions monitoring cases of racial discrimination, an autonomous counselling body was established under the Ministry of Justice in 2003. The principal task of this body, Comissão da Liberdade Religiosa (Commission of Religious Liberty), is to provide assistance to the ministry by preparing academic and popular reports on the exercise of religious freedom within Portugal.\(^{27}\)

**Education**

As to the education of Muslim children, they can either receive religious education within the state schools if the number of students reaches 10 (practically, there is no state school in which more than 10 Muslims students are enrolled), or at the private school situated in Palmela (International School of Palmela, http://cip.edu.pt/).

---


close to Lisbon. This school provides both secular and religious curricula and upon graduation students can choose to receive further education to become religious instructors or imams in a Muslim country. This private school appears to be the favourite educational institute among the Muslim elite class in Lisbon in addition to 10% non-Muslims due to its higher standards and excellence.

It seems that parents do not complain about the educational services as they feel they can send their children to the courses at religious centres or, as a last resort, they can provide religious training at home. The problem here lies in the fact that the Portuguese state has not provided a higher educational institution to train imams and to offer other religious services. Associação para a Educação Islâmica em Portugal (Association of Islamic Education in Portugal) was established in 1997 to provide mainly a place of prayer (Mesquita Darul Ulum de Odivelas http://islam.com.pt/sobre/historia-dar-ul-uloom/) in addition to some religious, cultural and educational activities in Odivelas, Lisbon. This centre provides a kind of sufi training with a traditional orientation.

In a Catholic society like Portugal, religion definitely has a significant part in the educational system as there are numerous institutions that either belong to the Church or are supported by it such as Universidade Católica Portuguesa (UCP). This private university has four campuses in the country (in Lisbon, Porto, Braga, and Viseu) and provides an education with a Catholic vision. It is expected that these institutions would also offer certain courses on Islam with the objective and unbiased intention to present Islam and Muslims to their students and/or to the general public. It can be argued that the best social sciences program available in Portugal is the ISCTE-IUL (Instituto Universitário de Lisboa) where courses on various subjects like anthropology, sociology, history and business are taught. Public events like seminars and conferences take place here, and MA and PhD theses are written at the school. Despite the high standards of these events it seems that prejudice remains in the minds of educated people. The events organized at this institution on Islam and Muslims could not escape a biased perspective; for instance, under the heading of Islão em Debate (Debate on Islam) a seminar was offered under the title “Religião e violência no Islão contemporâneo” (Religion and Violence in Contemporary Islam) on February 21, 2017. No matter how the subject was treated, it is obvious that the religion of Islam and violence have been conflated by being presented in the same sentence. The seminar probably attracted a lot of attention as it was repeated on September 29, 2017 within the university premises this time as a café talk. Similarly,

---

the previous year the same institution organized an event with the title “De Terroristas a Estadistas: O dito Estado Islâmico e o futuro do Médio Oriente” \(^{31}\) (From Terrorists to Statesmen: The So-Called Islamic State and the Future of the Middle East) on March 9, 2015 - again the negative attitude is clear.

**Media**
The public television channels broadcast religious services on Sundays or other holy days of the Catholic Church like on the Our Lady of Fátima Feast Day \(^{32}\) on May 13. Other communities cannot use such opportunities to reach out to their members and their compatriots. The media outlets argue that the air time of religious groups is determined in accordance to their size. The media coverage of Muslims is restricted to almost once a year at the beginning of the month of Ramadan. Apart from this, the words “Muslim” or “Islam” are used in Portuguese media solely with reference to terrorist attacks in other parts of the world. Sometimes even the state television channel RTP broadcasts programs on Muslims without proper background research such as the claim that there is an increase in the number of people - national or foreign - who support the terrorist organization DAESH. \(^{33}\) In theory, religious communities have a right to broadcast their own views on the state TYV channel of RTP2, however, the presentation time is mostly used by the Catholics, Protestants and other Christian Churches – this is despite the fact that the Catholic Church in Portugal unofficially has an exclusive television channel, 4 - Quatro. Therefore, Muslims try to become more visible in cyberspace like on the websites of the CIL (http://www.comunidadeislamica.pt/pt/) and the journal *al-Furqan* (http://www.alfurqan.pt/). The lack of visibility of the Muslim community comes from the fact that the country as a whole lacks a clarity on the image of Islam. The country has some classical prejudices vis-à-vis Islam such as that Islam lacks basic rights of expression of thought, incompatibility with democracy or women’s rights. Instead of broadcasting objective and informative programs the media only give space to Muslim leaders to condemn terrorist attacks that happen somewhere else or, on occasion, they interview them on the subject of radicalism. In these instances, the speaker is required to express the opinion that Islam does not support extremism or violence in order to appease masses subscribed to the Portuguese extreme right.

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**
The very small religious or ethnic community needs to act more carefully when it comes to being accommodated in a proudly Catholic country in which “o muçulma-

no é o inimigo da cultura cristianizada”\textsuperscript{34} (the Muslim is the enemy of Christianized culture). Muslims are considered as coming from a strange culture, a different time (Middle Ages) and another space (outside of Europe). Although there are certainly some incidents of verbal or even physical attacks, Muslims themselves either do not report them or worse, they pretend they do not happen to them. The reports by the CICDR (Commission for Equality and against Racial Discrimination) indicate that there are very few cases of racial or religious discrimination in Portugal which could be the result of the Muslim community’s social, cultural, or economic weakness, or rather their hesitance in involving more in public affairs. Some of the reasons for not reporting to the security officials is having to prove that the attack occurred, persuading the officials on the nature of the attack, or shame to have been a subject of such an attack. In general, there is silence about Muslims in the same way there is a general silence about racism and discrimination.

\textbf{Internet}

If one carries out a web search on any search engine with keywords like \textit{anti-Islão} (anti-Islam), \textit{racismo} (racism) or \textit{intolerância} (intolerance) the results mostly refer to incidents and opinions that occur in other countries as if such instances, attitudes or mentalities do not exist in Portugal. However, it is also possible, if very rare, that certain zealots consider themselves protectors of Portugal and even of the whole European civilization from the perceived threat of Muslims. For example, a blogger called Gladius is worried about the growth of the Muslim population in Europe and in Portugal\textsuperscript{35} strangely dated: “Lues, 22 de Janeiro de 2771 AUC” as there is no Portuguese name of a day like “Lues” or the year “2771” must refer to a fictional utopic future. The author uses the ancient and defamatory term “credo de Mafoma” (faith of Muhammad) to smear Islam, argues that Muslims resist globalization, that they refuse to integrate into host societies, increase crimes, bring the fear of terrorism, and that the Muslim population increases very quickly. Or the publication of provocative articles that incite hatred towards Muslims like the claims that DAESH aims to include the Iberian Peninsula in their ambitious caliphate\textsuperscript{36} as if to claim that there is no danger coming from domestic Muslim community but external forces like DAESH would one day come and occupy Portugal.


Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

The claim that there is no Islamophobia in Portugal does not have a substantial basis as the concept is relatively new in the Portuguese academic realm of research. The education system, the media, and political and legal institutions need to behave more carefully and take the necessary steps to correct people’s misconceptions on Islam and Muslims. Portugal is an intensively Catholic country; Catholicism is a part of Portuguese identity and the collective memory is full of negative narratives, mostly distorted, regarding past events. The small number of Muslims might not cause great problems at the moment but in the future, when the number increases, these bad memories of past centuries will come alive and cause problems that will be greater than those of other European countries.

In the meantime, the Muslim population needs to organize itself in order to confront any possible Islamophobic occurrences by being vigilant and keeping records that can be presented to national and international bodies. The size of the Muslim community or the fact that Muslims remain silent might give the wrong impression that there are no cases of racism or discrimination in Portuguese society but this does not mean that such repulsive incidents do not happen - keeping records is absolutely necessary. The website of the CICDR (Commission for Equality and against Racial Discrimination) is well designed but it is monolingual and at least the section for submitting complaints (http://www.cicdr.pt/queixa) needs to be translated into other languages – at the very least into English.

There is a need for more empirical research on contemporary Islam and Muslims living in Portugal and training school teachers to educate pupils in a more respectful manner. Training journalists in printed and visual media to communicate an accurate image of Islam to their audience is also necessary.

People from former colonies who speak Portuguese and are familiar with the culture might not experience difficulties in social inclusion but newcomers, especially from the Middle East or other Asian countries, need more time and patience to acclimatize to this new environment. As a result of not speaking the language properly, life becomes harder in terms of finding employment or requesting their civil rights in public life. Authorities need to provide these immigrants or refugees the means to acquire the necessary skills for integrating into Portuguese society.

Chronology

- **12.02.2017**: The Central Mosque of Lisbon was vandalized.
- **21.07.2017**: Two Muslim women were not allowed to use a private pool in a holiday resort in Albufeira for their “burkini”-style swimming clothes as it was claimed by the security personnel that they were not acceptable in Portuguese culture.
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Executive Summary

Almost 65,000 Muslims live in Romania accounting for 0.34% of the total population. The presence and integration of Muslims in Romania remains, as with immigration as a whole, a marginal issue on the political and public agenda. National and international developments during the last two years have facilitated a growing trend of racism and discrimination in Romania. According to 2016 data, 84.6% of Romanians were against refugees or immigrants settling in Romania while in a 2017 study, 24% of respondents were against Arabs coming to Romania, a 6% increase compared to 2015.

The so-called European refugee crisis and the government’s decision to approve the building of a large mosque in Bucharest in 2015 were the most high profile and divisive issues concerning Muslims in the last three years in Romania. Protests against refugees and Muslims were organized by small nationalistic parties during this period and media coverage used stereotypical depictions of Muslims and over-emphasized the “Islamic threat.”

During 2017, Islamophobic and anti-immigrant articles and campaigns were registered, especially in nationalist and tabloid media outlets, while activities in cyberspace of anti-Islam activists and sympathizers of extremist political parties continued to spread hate speech towards Muslims.

Hate crimes and cases of incitement of hatred remain underreported. Few official complaints are made compared to the large number of people reportedly experiencing incidents of racial/ethnic or religious discrimination. Moreover, public authorities in Romania don’t collect disaggregated data on hate crimes and other type of violence directed at immigrants.

The most significant development affecting Muslims in education during the reporting period is the legislative proposal launched by 26 MPs for banning face covering with any material that prevents physiognomical recognition in educational institutions. At the time of writing this report the proposal was up for review in the Parliament.

During 2017 there were no registered employment-related incidents regarding Muslims. Studies have pointed out, however, that as the population’s attitude has become more intolerant towards immigrants, particularly Muslims, immigrants who have cultural and historical ties with Romania are perceived as being favoured in the labour market.
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Sumar
Aproximativ 65.000 de musulmani locuiesc in Romania, reprezentand 0.34% din populatia tarii. La fel ca si in cazul problematicii imigratiei, prezenta si integrarea musulmanilor in Romania continua sa ramana o tema marginala pe agenda politica si publica.

Evenimentele interne si internationale din ultimii doi ani au dus la accentuarea atitudinilor rasiste si a discriminarii in Romania. Potrivit unui studiu din 2016, 84.6% dintre romani s-au declarat a fi impotriva stabilirii refugiatilor sau imigrantilor in Romania, in timp ce datele unui studiu din 2017 au relevat ca 24% dintre respondenti nu ar dori ca arabi sa se stabileasca in Romania, cu 6% mai multi fata de 2015.

Criza europeana a refugiatilor si decizia guvernului Romaniei de a aproba construirea unei moschei de dimensiuni mari in Bucuresti in anul 2015, au reprezentat cele mai importante si divizante teme care au afectat musulmanii in ultimii trei ani in Romania. In aceasta perioada au fost organizate proteste impotriva refugiatilor si musulmanilor de catre partide politice nationaliste, iar mass-media a subliniat cu precadare potențialele efecte negative ale prezentei muslumanilor in Romania in relatariile sale.

In 2017 au fost semnalate articole si campanii media indreptate impotriva musulmanilor si imigrantilor, indeosebi in publicatiile nationaliste si de tip tabloid, in timp ce in spatiul virtual simpatizanti ai partidelor extremist si activisti anti-Islam au continuat sa raspandeasca un discurs instigator la ura.

Cazurile de infractiuni motivate de ura nu au fost raportate suficient, fiind inregistrate putine plangeri penale comparativ cu numarul persoanelor care au reclamat faptul ca au fost victime ale discriminarii etnice, rasiale sau religioase. Mai mult, Romania nu inregistreaza date dezagregate privind infractiunile motive de ura sau alte tipuri de acte de violenta indreptate impotriva imigrantilor.

Propunerea legislativa lansata de catre 26 de parlamentari pentru interzicerea acoperirii fetei cu orice fel de material care ar putea impiedica recunoasterea fizionomiei in institutiile educative, a reprezentat cea mai importanta initiativa din 2017 care are ca tinta musulmanii din Romania. La data scrierii acestui raport, propunerea urmeaza a fi dezbatuta in Parlament. De-a lungul anului nu au fost inregistrate incidente privind musulmanii in domeniul muncii. Diferite studii au indicat insa ca atitudinea populatiei a devenit mai intoleranta fata de imigranti, indeosebi musulmani, iar imigrantii care au legaturi culturale si istorice mai apropiate cu Romania au fost percutiți ca fiind favorizati pe piata muncii.
Introduction

Romania features mostly as a country of emigration, making immigration a non-issue on the agenda of political parties, which remain silent on the subject. Not being a Schengen member state and being bypassed on the main migration route from Turkey to Central Europe, coupled with poor social services and a low income level, has made Romania an unattractive destination for migrants. This is the main reason for the constantly low number of asylum seekers and third-country nationals. The presence and integration of immigrants in Romanian society remains marginal in the political and public debates.

According to data in the 2011 Census,1 86.45% of the population were Eastern Orthodox, 4.6% were Roman Catholic, and 3.19% were Reformed Protestants. Muslims accounted for 0.34% of the population. Islam is one of the 18 registered religious denominations specified in Romanian law.2 According to the 2011 Census there were 64,337 registered Muslims in Romania, 49,795 of whom were living in urban settlements. The largest Islamic community is that of Turks and Tartars: 20,561 Turks and 14,376 Tartars live in urban areas, and 6,342 Turks and 5,684 Tartars are registered in the villages of southern Romania. Most Muslims are located in the county of Constanta (43,279) and Bucharest (9,037).

Although Muslims represent under 1% of the total population, extensive media reporting during the last two years on the European debate on so-called refugee crisis, the terrorist attacks in European countries, and populist speeches by politicians have shifted the coverage towards underlining the dangers posed by immigrants. The results of a 2016 survey indicated that over 84.6% of respondents were against refugees or immigrants settling in Romania.3 Moreover, a 2017 survey on the perception of interethnic relations in Romania noted a significant increase in the percentage of Romanians who feel that Arabs should not come to Romania (24% in 2017 vs. 18% in 2015).4

---

Significant Incidents and Developments

There were no major legal developments affecting the rights of Muslims in 2017. The most significant development was registered in December 2017 when a group of 26 MPs from three parliamentary parties (Partidul Miscarea Populara (Popular Movement Party) - PMP, Partidul Alianta Liberalilor si Democratilor (Alliance of Liberals and Democrats Party) - ALDE and Partidul National Liberal (National Liberal Party) - PNL) initiated a legislative proposal banning face covering with any material that prevents physiognomical recognition in educational institutions for the prevention of violence and terrorism. If the law passes, the burka, niqab or other clothing used to cover the face for cultural (religious or ethnic) or other reasons, except for medical purposes, will be banned in educational institutions. Whoever does not comply with these rules will not have free access to schools or universities and could be fined up to 50,000 lei (10,000 Euro).5

Critics of the proposal have pointed out that there are very few women in Romania who wear such coverings.6 Furthermore, the president of the national equality body has stated that “the association of the Islamic veil with terrorism is a proof of hate speech against a minority culture in Romania”.7

High level politicians have made discriminatory statements about ethnic minorities for gaining political capital during the reporting period. The national equality body, namely the National Council for Combating Discrimination (NCCD), has been active in addressing high profile discrimination cases and taking public positions against racist and populist conduct, thus significantly increasing its visibility. However, the NCCD so far has not developed an operational mechanism to monitor infringements of the legislation or compliance with its decisions. Hence it is difficult to assess the effectiveness of its mandate and the effectiveness of its sanctions.

6. According to Islamic studies expert Alina Isak Alak there are only a handful of women wearing the Islamic veil in Romanian educational institutions. Another expert, Fatma Ylmaz, has pointed out that according to data received from the Ministry of Internal Affairs no person wearing the Islamic veil has been registered while issuing ID documentation. See: Florinela Iosip, “Antiburka Law in Romanian Schools: Measure of Security or Manifestation of Hate towards Islam? (Lege antiburka în școlile din România: măsură pentru siguranța sau o manifestare a urii față de islam?), Advarul, Dec. 22, 2017, retrieved Dec. 27, 2017 from http://advarul.ro/educatie/școală/lege-antiburka-școlile-romania-masura-siguranța-manifestare-urii-fata-islam-1_5a3bdf44d7a743f8d957e58/index.html.

There were no other figures on women wearing the Islamic veil in Romania in the sources consulted.
Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics
Discriminatory statements and negative attitudes towards Muslims were mostly related to discussions about the refugee flow and their integration, and the building of a mosque in Bucharest. This topic decreased in intensity during the reporting period and no new developments have been registered.

During campaigning for local elections in June 2016, leading Bucharest mayoral candidates argued for a referendum on the mosque. Mayor Gabriela Firea of the Social Democratic Party (Partidul Social Democrat, PSD), who won the elections, supported a referendum. Politicians, including former President Traian Basescu, criticized the government’s decision to allocate an 11,000-square-meter piece of land in Bucharest to the Muslim community for the construction of a mosque. The former president called the mosque “a risk to national security,” also stating that the number of Muslims in Bucharest did not justify the mosque, and that “part of the Islamization of Europe is building mosques everywhere.” Nationalist organizations like the New Right (Noua Dreapta) sponsored street protests that were low in turnout and impact.

Justice System
Based on the sources consulted, no information on racially motivated violence and incidents directed at Muslims could be found during the reporting period. Representatives of NGOs who were interviewed mentioned that public authorities in Romania don’t collect disaggregated data on hate crimes and other type of violence directed at Muslims. The last report by the Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA) also raised concerns about Romania’s data collection activity when it comes to hate crimes. Of all the EU member states, Romania was the only one which does not collect data according to the alleged motivation of the crime (sex/gender, ethnic affiliation, sexual orientation, disability, etc.).

The absence of information on hate crimes must be seen from the point of view of the authorities’ obligations towards the victims of such crimes, and from the perspec-
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tive of combating the phenomenon as such. The absence of any data collection on hate crimes on the part of the Romanian justice systems reflects the lack of interest for the phenomena. Although reports on the activity of the police, prosecution and courts are published each year, these documents do not include data on hate crimes.

The OSCE ODHIR’s (Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe) reporting on hate crime in Romania also illustrates the shortage of data. (Fig. 1) No information is available for 2017 while the only incident recorded against Muslims was the March 2016 assault on two young Muslim women in Bucharest for wearing the hijab. (See Physical and Verbal Attacks section for details).

### Employment

Migrant workers in Romania have different experiences when it comes to abuse, exploitation and differential treatment. Several have reported illegal behavior related to individual employment contracts (not having a contract, having fewer working hours registered in the contracts or lower payment recorded in the contract, not being paid for overtime work or delays in receiving their salary) or cases of exploitation (for instance, having to work for longer than 12 hours per day with no weekly rest days). Job scarcity, low wages, lack of language proficiency, and lack of recognized academic degrees and other certifications often result in unemployment or employment without a legal contract and its related benefits and protections.

As the population’s attitude has become more intolerant towards immigrants, particularly Muslims, NGOs have pointed out that immigrants with more cultural and historical affinities with Romania (such as those coming from Moldova) are viewed as being more privileged than other groups in the labour market. This is also true for more educated immigrants and those who speak English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Hate crimes recorded by police</th>
<th>Prosecuted</th>
<th>Sentenced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: OSCE ODHIR data on hate crimes.


A recent study on discrimination of immigrants in Romania which interviewed 30 third-country nationals pointed out that some racist or xenophobic attitudes, especially towards individuals with a different skin colour or those coming from the Middle East, can result in limiting the immigrants’ access to certain professions.\textsuperscript{13} Also, interviewed persons who had or have small businesses (especially Arabs) complained about being a preferred target for controls by the Financial Guard.\textsuperscript{14} Given the low number of immigrants interviewed and the lack of comprehensive data and studies on exploitation of migrant workers in Romania, we should be careful in drawing conclusions.

### Education

Discrimination in educational institutions is rarely observed due to the small number of Muslims. However, incidents were recorded when certain university lecturers inappropriately commented on Islam-related matters.

In October 2017, a professor of Political Science at the University of Bucharest was accused of discrimination after asking a Muslim student not to wear the Islamic veil during class. The professor has stated that he is determined to collect 100,000 signatures for a legislative initiative that will ban the symbols of any religion in public institutions.\textsuperscript{15} The Turkish minority representative in Parliament, Husein Ibraim, has filed a complaint against the professor at the National Council for Combating Discrimination. In December 2017, a legislative proposal for banning face covering with any material that prevents physiognomical recognition in educational institutions was launched by 26 MPs.

### Media

Although events related to the so-called migration and refugee crisis are often portrayed in the Romanian media as distant and foreign to Romanian society, terrorist attacks in European countries and populist politicians’ speeches have shifted the coverage towards underlining the dangers posed by the so-called refugee crisis.\textsuperscript{16}

The media discourses in Romania, just as in many other Western media, overemphasize the “Islamic threat” by perpetuating the idea of the imminent “Muslim invasion” and its “dangerous impact” on the European Union.


\textsuperscript{16}This is especially true for the position of former President of Romania Traian Basescu.
Once the so-called refugee crisis decreased in intensity, the attention of the media shifted to other subjects, mainly oriented on internal affairs. Contrary to the media coverage in 2015, in 2017 only a small number of media outlets continued to report on immigration issues.

During the year, the well-known newspaper Evenimentul Zilei and some obscure and nationalistic publications were particularly active in using stereotypes, bombastic headlines and factual misrepresentations of Muslims for gaining online exposure and traffic. Below are a number of headlines that illustrate this kind of approach.

- Headline in Evenimentul Zilei, Nov. 1, 2017: “It’s done! Muslim Refugees Are Coming to Romania! We Have All the Details Unknown to Romanians.” (E gata! Vin refugiații musulmani în România! Avem toate detaliiile neștiute de români) (Fig. 2)\(^{17}\),

- Headline in Evenimentul Zilei, April 6, 2017: “The criminal Illusion of the 21st Century: Islam Can Be Integrated in Western Society… We Are at War.” (Iluzia criminala a secolului XXI: ca Islamul poate fi integrat in societatea occidentală…suntem in razboi) (Fig. 3)\(^{18}\)

- Headline in Evenimentul Zilei, August 16, 2017: “The Invasion of Immigrants: Muslims Are Storming Romania’s Borders”

---


This type of reporting hasn’t been widespread, as most popular publications used a balanced discourse in reporting issues regarding Muslims and immigrants, and no other major media campaigns targeting Muslims have been registered during the reporting period.

Physical and Verbal Attacks

Due to the small number of Muslims living in Romania and immigration being a marginal issue on the political agenda, there have been no attacks registered against Muslims during the reporting period. Manifestations of intolerance and hate speech targeting Muslims have been registered mainly in relation with the so-called refugee crisis in Europe and against a 2015 decision made by the Romanian government to offer the Great Mufti’s Office of the Muslim Community in Romania land to build a mosque in Bucharest, which would supposedly be the biggest in the European Union.  

Protests against this decision started in July 2015, when over 100 people attended a meeting in University Square in Bucharest. The event manifested a strong nationalist and traditionalist character; many participants carried Romanian flags and some of them were dressed in traditional Romanian costumes. The organizers of this first protest, who also created a Facebook page dedicated to the cause, with over 20,000 subscribers, continued to organize a series of protests and actions against the construction of the mosque, which included bringing living pigs and


burying the carcasses of pigs in the land dedicated to its construction, which aimed to offend Muslim tradition.22

The building of the mosque has received significant media coverage during the last two years and has remained the most polarizing issue regarding Muslims in Romania. In October 2017, five members of Noua Dreapta (The New Right) started singing the Romanian national anthem, and shouting “No mosque should be built on Romanian lands” and “Prayers in Arabic language used by Muslim terrorists shan’t be used in a cultural institution” during the opening season performance of The Armed Man - A Mass For Peace at the Opera House in Cluj Napoca.23 The perpetrators were evacuated and fined by the police.

Another incident involving Muslims that received significant coverage was the physical assault suffered by two Muslim women in Bucharest for wearing the hijab. In March 2016, three men and two women physically assaulted two young Muslim women in Bucharest for wearing the hijab. The attackers tore the victims’ veils, pulled their hair, and caused them minor injuries. The victims didn’t require medical assistance and didn’t press charges. Members of the Muslim and Orthodox communities, including the chairman of the Islamic Cultural Centre, condemned the attacks. Although the victims didn’t press charges, the prosecutors opened an investigation and at the end of the year, the case was still ongoing. At the time of writing this report, there haven’t been any developments in the case.24

**Internet**

Romania has its own radical groups openly inciting discrimination against Muslims, especially in the context of the so-called refugee crisis and terrorist attacks in Europe during the last three years. Most anti-Islamist activists are closely linked to extremist, nationalistic movements and parties such as the New Right (Noua Dreapta) and the United Romania Party (PRU). During the so-called European refugee crisis of 2015 some of these anti-Islamist activists created a Facebook page titled “No to the Islamization of Romania”25 where violent messages are constantly promoted. These include “An Islamist would cut a Christian throat out of conviction” or “The cancer of Islam is spreading in Europe and will swallow Romania.” The page has more than 66,000 followers.

---


The debate on the building of a mosque in Bucharest has prompted a group of anti-Islamist activists to create a Facebook page titled “We don’t want a mega-mosque in Bucharest”26 that has attracted around 23,000 followers. The administrators of the page have also launched a petition against the building of the mosque and post Islamophobic content regularly.

In April 2017, in the aftermath of the London terrorist attacks of March 2017, where Romanian victims were registered, a post on the Facebook page “No to the Islamization of Romania” stated, “Today Romania paid for the expansion of radical Islam in Europe with another victim. Andreea Cristea, injured in the latest terrorist attack in London has died at 31. Romanian citizens will continue to be victims of terrorist attacks, but on Romanian territory this will not happen. Actions against the Islamization of Romania will be started this month. No Islamic elements will be allowed to enter Romania, safeguarded by policies that have nothing Romanian in them. Let’s see who will oppose us.” (Fig. 5)

In October 2017, the “We don’t want a mega-mosque in Bucharest” page posted a racist image following the question “What does Islam offer?” (Fig. 6)

Online publications don’t pay special attention to supervising the interaction between readers or to promoting balanced debates and pertinent opinions, and, therefore, discriminatory statements or manifestations of hate speech are not sanc-
tioned. Moreover, there is a generalized lack of interest by professionals and the industry in undertaking and imposing minimum ethical and professional standards.

**Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network**

Small, recently emerging nationalistic parties like United Romania Party (PRU) and the New Right (*Noua Dreapta*) are trying to gain public exposure and political support by adopting a strong stance on immigration and xenophobic rhetoric. Both have been active in orchestrating regular protests against receiving refugees in Romania or in opposing the building of a mosque in Bucharest.

MP Bogdan Diaconu, the founder of nationalistic United Romania Party (*Partidul Romania Unita*), has been very vocal in expressing his opposition to refugee quotas and Muslims. While running for mayor of Bucharest in the 2016 local elections, Diaconu stated that his main priority is stopping the construction of the mosque and making sure that “no Muslim migrant would step foot in Bucharest during his mandate.”

Both the United Romania Party (PRU) and the New Right (*Noua Dreapta*) have failed so far to mobilize sufficient people to support their demands, and haven’t received enough votes to meet the electoral threshold necessary to be represented in the parliament.

Former President of Romania Traian Basescu has reinvented himself as a Eurosceptic and a person intolerant towards migrants in his new role as president of the People’s Movement Party (PMP). The PMP received 4.30% of votes in the last parliamentary elections and has been the main initiator of the legislative proposal to ban face covering in educational institutions. (See Significant Incidents and Developments section)

**Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia**

In the period July 2014 - April 2017, the Median Research Centre ran a project involving, among others, moderating online comments inciting hatred or non-observance of certain rights. The Less Hate, More Speech project examined the role political elites and mass media play - intentionally or unintentionally - in reducing or promoting anti-democratic and intolerant discourse among citizens.

In 2017, a group of eleven Romanian NGOs active in the field of migration, human rights and public policies started a new partnership within the recently launched Coalition for the Rights of Migrants and Refugees. The newly established
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coalition aims to improve the access of third-country nationals to basic services and ameliorate the public perception on migrants and refugees.

Free and adequate legal representation and assistance is available through NGO-implemented projects to victims of hate crime and discrimination. The Pro Bono Network for Human Rights, is a pro bono clearinghouse which specializes in human rights, whose purpose is to facilitate the access to justice of vulnerable groups (including asylum seekers and refugees) in Romania.30

The Anti-Discrimination Coalition, a platform of human rights NGOs31 advocating and litigating to eliminate all forms of discrimination against any social group, has been active since 2000, when NGOs with anti-discrimination experience jointly supported the adoption of the Anti-Discrimination Law. So far, the coalition has carried out numerous lobby and advocacy actions that have made a major contribution to improving the anti-discrimination legislative framework in Romania; has supported strategic cases of discrimination before the NCCD and in the courts; sent open letters, position papers and memoirs; and organized protests and public campaigns for the defence of human rights in Romania.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

The presence of Muslims in Romania remains a marginal issue on the political and public agenda. Although no major internal developments affecting Muslims have been registered during the reporting period, stereotypical portrayal of Muslims in the media and populist speeches by politicians, have facilitated a growing trend of manifestations of intolerance and hate speech towards Muslims, as reflected in public discourse and opinion polls.

Small emerging nationalistic and populist parties have used Islamophobic discourse for electoral purposes. Their impact has been so far minimal but this type of political agenda could gain traction in the future, as reflected by the so called “anti-burka” legislative proposal launched in December 2017 to ban headscarves in educational institutions.

No significant incidents involving Muslims have been registered during the reporting period. The national equality body, the NCCD, has been active in addressing high profile cases of discrimination but few official complaints have been made compared to the large number of people reportedly experiencing incidents of racial/ethnic or religious discrimination. Devising special measures to assist specific

31. The ten members of the coalition are Asociația ACCEPT; Asociația pentru Apărarea Drepturilor Omului în România - Comitetul Helsinki (APADOR-CH); Asociația ActiveWatch; Centrul Euroregional pentru Inițiative Publice (ECP); Centrul de Dezvoltare Curriculară și Studiul de Gen – FILIA; Institutul pentru Politici Publice (IPP); Romani CRIS - Centrul Romilor pentru Intervenții Socială și Studii; Fundația Centrul Parteneriat pentru Egalitate; Centrul European pentru drepturile Copiilor cu Dizabilități (CEDCD); Centrul pentru Inovare Publică (CIP); Societatea Academică din România (SAR); and Liga Pro Europa.
minority groups and collecting disaggregated data on ethnicity in different areas, should be addressed by the authorities.

Based on the findings of this report following recommendations are, therefore, put forward:

• Organize pre-departure programs through partnership agreements between Romania and the migrants’ countries of origin in order to provide information on Romanian labour legislation, relevant institutions and mechanisms to notify and sanction cases of abuse, exploitation and discrimination.

• Authorities should devise a comprehensive data collection system on the application of criminal law provisions against racism and racial discrimination. Such a system should record the number of investigations opened by the police, the cases referred to the prosecutor, the number of cases pending before court, and their final decisions, broken down per reference year and per relevant criminal law provision.

• Introducing measures to prevent and combat discrimination among immigrants in the national strategies for immigration and discrimination, such as information campaigns and raising awareness on discrimination and the remedies available when facing discrimination.

• Initiating a collaboration between competent authorities in the field of immigration, labour and institutions combating discrimination, in order to elaborate integrated public policies.

• Sign cooperation protocols and set up efficient case referral mechanisms between state institutions and NGOs.

• Implement a long-term monitoring mechanism to prevent ethnic and Islamophobic hatred in mass media and cyberspace.

• Improve mechanisms for recognizing, recording and sanctioning hate speech.

• Political parties and politicians should strengthen initiatives for cooperation with the Muslim community in Romania and raise awareness of successful cases of Muslim integration.

Chronology

• 30.03.2017: Two teenage Muslim women wearing headscarves were subjected to insults and assaulted, with the assailants attempting to rip off their veils.³²

• 06.04.2017: An Islamophobic headline is published in the newspaper Evenimentul Zilei: “The criminal Illusion of the 21st Century: Islam Can Be Integrated in Western Society… We Are at War.” (Iluzia criminala a secolului XXI: ca
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Islamul poate fi integrat in societatea occidentala…suntem in razboi).33

• **16.08.2017:** An Islamophobic headline is published in the newspaper Evenimentul Zilei: “The Invasion of Immigrants: Muslims Are Storming Romania’s Borders” (Invazia imigrantilor: musulmanii iau cu asalt frontierele Romaniei).34

• **11.10.2017:** A professor of Political Science at the University of Bucharest was accused of discrimination after asking a Muslim student not to wear the Islamic veil during class.35

• **01.10.2017:** Five members of **Noua Dreapta** (The New Right) started singing the Romanian national anthem and shouting “No mosque should be built on Romanian lands” and “Prayers in Arabic language used by Muslim terrorists shan’t be used in a cultural institution” during the opening season performance of *The Armed Man - A Mass For Peace* at the Opera House in Cluj Napoca.36

• **01.11.2017:** An islamophobic headline is published the newspaper Evenimentul Zilei: “It’s done! Muslim Refugees Are Coming to Romania! We Have All the Details Unknown to Romanians.” (E gata! Vin refugiaţii musulmani în România! Avem toate detalilele neştiute de români) (Fig. 2)37

• **18.12.2017:** Twenty-six MPs launched a legislative proposal for banning face covering with any material that prevents physiognomical recognition in educational institutions.38

---
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Executive Summary

While government agencies have yet to present precise anti-Muslim hate crime statistics for 2017, the last report from September 2017, put forward by the Commission on Monitoring of Conflict Situations in Inter-Ethnic Relations of the Council of the President, confirms the general trend of the past three years, which points to the continuous decrease of Islamophobic attitudes in Russian society. According to this report, Islamophobia decreased by 10% in 2016, compared to 2015. Furthermore, Russia allegedly showed the “the smallest number of Islamophobic incidents of the ten most important European countries,” including Great Britain, Hungary, Germany, Italy, Poland, and Ukraine.¹

In its recent poll on xenophobia, published in July 2017, the Levada Center supports the claim of decreased animosity towards people of particular confessions. Twenty-three percent of respondents have a very positive or positive attitude towards people of other confessions (4% very positive, 19% positive), while 17% have a critical or very bad attitude towards people of other confessions (14% critical, 3% very bad). Fifty-eight percent affirmed to be neutral towards people of other confessions.²

Alexander Verkhovski, director of the analytical center Sova, indicates that there are not sufficient qualitative surveys that allow a thorough analysis of public attitude towards Islam and Muslims.³ Only a small number of civil rights organizations specifically monitor cases of Islamophobia. The fact that some institutes providing existing statistics have a proximity to governmental structures, calls for a cautious and critical usage of their data. Some cases of violence or discrimination are assessed as xenophobic, migrantophobic, or fall under the section of hooliganism, hence preventing a thorough understanding of Islamophobia in Russia.

It should not be overlooked that the Russian government engages in a more conscious religious politics, and has enforced agencies as well as passed new regulations aimed at tackling Islamophobia. A number of committees and councils stand at the junction of dialogue between the state and Islamic institutions, as well as of inter-religious exchange.

Nonetheless, the Russian Orthodox Church continues to be not only a partner, but equally a competitor that perceives demands of Muslims for equal treatment of religions based on the secular nature of the Russian constitution, as a threat to its privileged position, which it justifies by historical and cultural specifics.

The Muslim community itself remains in a state of fragmentation. On the one hand, are the structures of the so-called “traditional Islam.” All-Russian Muslim Spiritual boards are the privileged associates and mediators between the government and the Muslim population. They return the favor of government support, with loyalty and moderate statements in instances of Islamophobia. On the other hand, there exists a multifaceted array of diverse Islamic communities that are excluded from governmental protection, as they do not fall under the definition of “traditional Islam.” Their theological positions cover all the range of Islamic exegesis: from Sufi split-offs over ethno-religious Islam, to Salafi and Wahabi stances. They do not have widely audible advocates and thus often become the primary victims of the law enforcements’ partially opaque measures against extremism and terrorism.
Краткое описание

Хотя подробные данные об исламофобии в 2017 году ещё не представлены государственными органами, последний отчёт сентября 2017 года, представленный комиссией по мониторингу и разрешению конфликтных ситуаций в сфере межнациональных отношений Совета при Президенте РФ по межнациональным отношениям, подтверждает общий тренд последних трёх дней, который указывает на спад исламофобских настроений в российском обществе. Согласно отчёту, уровень исламофобии снизился в 2016 году на 10% по сравнению с предыдущим годом. Более того, утверждается, что в России «самый низкий уровень исламофобии среди десяти наиболее значимых европейских стран», включая Великобританию, Венгрию, Германию, Италию, Польшу и Украину.

В последнем опросе о ксенофобии, опубликованном в июле 2017, Левада-центр подкрепляет утверждение о понизившейся враждебности против людей других конфессий. 23% опрошенных проявляют очень положительное или положительное отношение к людям отличной конфессии (4% очень положительное, 19% положительное), в то время как 17% настороженно или очень плохо относятся к людям других конфессий (14% настороженно, 3% очень плохо). 58% респондентов отметили, что относятся к людям других конфессий равнодушно.

Александр Верховский, директор аналитического центра Совы, указывает на отсутствие достаточно качественных исследований, которые бы позволили провести глубокий анализ общественного мнения по отношению к исламу и мусульманам. Лишь небольшое число общественных организаций и институтов специализируются на мониторинге случаев исламофобии. Некоторые институты, предоставляющие статистические данные, имеют определённую близость к государственными структурами, что, следовательно, требует более осторожного и критического подхода в использовании подобных данных. Некоторые случаи насилия и дискриминации оцениваются как проявление ксенофобии и мигрантофобии, или подпадают под категорию хулиганства, что препятствует комплексному пониманию исламофобии в России.

Нельзя отрицать тот факт, что российское правительство задействовано в более осознанной религиозной политике – предоставило новые полномочия уже существующим ведомствам, а также привело в исполнение новые нормативно-правовые акты с целью борьбы против исламофобии. Ряд комитетов и советов являются узловым пунктом диалога между государством и исламскими институтами, а также в области межрелигиозного обмена.

Тем не менее, Русская Православная Церковь продолжает быть не только партнером, но и конкурентом, который воспринимает требования мусульман соблюдать равенство религий согласно светскому характеру российской Конституции как угрозу её привилегированной позиции, которую РПЦ обосно-
вывает исторической и культурной спецификой. Сама мусульманская община продолжает находиться в состоянии раздробленности. С одной стороны, существуют структуры так называемого «традиционного Ислама». Всероссийские духовные управления мусульман являются привилегированными партнёрами и посредниками между государством и мусульманским населением. В ответ на государственную поддержку они проявляют лояльность и выступают с умеренными заявлениями в отношении исламофобских проявлений.

С другой стороны, существует многообразие исламских движений, которые не располагают защитой со стороны государства и не приравниваются к «традиционному» Исламу. Их теологические воззрения включают весь диапазон исламской экзегезы - от различных ответвлений суфизма и этнократического толкования ислама до салафизма и ваххабизма. Из-за отсутствия структур, которые широко отстаивают их интересы в обществе, они часто становятся главными потерпевшими из-за нетранспарентности проводимых силовыми структурами контрэкстремистских и контртеррористических мер.
Introduction

In 2017, the Muslim community was particularly engaged in debating its freedom of religious expression in public spaces, after a school prohibited its students from wearing the hijab. The federal government mostly restrained itself from participating in the debate, and delegated the issue to the regional governments.

Lawsuits and legal claims over mosques (or buildings formally functioning as mosques), are common. Often, regional administrations succumb to the pressure of the local Russian Orthodox Church, which tries to prevent the expansion of mosques or other Islamic institutions.

On the local and regional level, cases of possible Islamophobia are not sufficiently circumvented. In some cases, it can be assumed that regional governments are not only inapt or unwilling to comply with their obligation, but that elements of the state security may be in complicity with the harassment, intimidation and assassination of Muslim activists. Likewise, the anti-terrorist and anti-extremist operations in the North Caucasus often come along with collective stigmatization of Islamic communities as extremist and unsupported accusations of terrorism.

The Yarov Bill, as well as a number of other amendments to existing legislation, equipped the federal service for media supervision with a new authority to counter extremism. While it allowed the blocking of numerous Internet sites propagating nationalism and religious intolerance, the laws equally resulted in the persecution of Islamic organizations and structures which civil activists and human right organizations claim have wrongly be labeled “extremist.”

Ostensibly as a consequence of more rigid interpretation of the penal code, mass media have noticeably ceased to exploit Islamophobic and xenophobic fear, as in previous years. The case of Ilias Nikitin, who was wrongly suspected of being affiliated to the terrorist bombing in a Saint Petersborg metro station, was, however, a showcase for mass Islamophobic hysteria, triggered and maintained in the course of several days by the media.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

Mosque Controversies
A constant apple of discord between administrative authorities and the Muslim communities is the construction of mosques as well as other institutions connected to Muslim life. Often the local Russian Orthodox Church as well as nationalist forces publicly criticize or deploy their political leverage to prevent the regional administration from issuing planning permissions.
Such was the case with the commercial complex Muslim City, planned by the Spiritual Board of the Muslims in Bashkortostan. In September 2017, the Spiritual Board of Muslims of Bashkortostan filed a complaint against the municipality of Ufa for its alleged inaction to find a solution for completing the project construction, which was halted in 2016.

On August 3, 2017, the Muslim community of Kaliningrad wrote a letter of complaint to the president and the governor of Kaliningrad, demanding mediation in the conflict with the city administration, which had demolished the local mosque in 2014. In December 2017, the Kaliningrad community was granted the usage of a former museum building for the duration of one year - a short-term solution which did not change the precarious situation of the Muslims of Kaliningrad.

In Stavropol, the Muslim community has been denied the right to reclaim the historical mosque, which was closed during Soviet times, and which, since 1987, has been used as an art gallery. The municipality states that the building’s sacral character was changed in Soviet times, and thus the Muslim community has no right to restore the building to its previous religious function. In February 2017, Albir Krganov, head of the Spiritual Board of the Muslims of Russia and mufti of Moscow, drew a connection between the issue of the historical mosque of Stavropol and the prominent and contested return of the St. Isaac’s Cathedral in St. Petersburg to the Russian Orthodox Church’s administration. He stated that just as he supports the legal ownership of the cathedral by the Russian Orthodox Church, the Stavropol mosque should equally be returned to its legal owners.

Debates over Hijabs in Public Schools
The legislation is not clear on the implications of the secular nature of education in Russia. Whether it means that religious symbols are generally not allowed in schools, or whether the law is to be understood solely in the sense that religious education does not fall under the field of activity of public schools, is an issue of debate. While the question of wearing the hijab and other religious symbols in public space has not been an issue as polarizing as in many countries of the EU, an incident in December 2016 triggered an emotional debate that continues to date. After the social media circulated pictures of students wearing hijabs and posing with weapons within the school building of the village of Belozer’e in the Republic of Mordovia, the school director categorically prohibited the wearing of the religious garment. (Fig. 2) In 2015, the village already attained a disputable fame for supposedly being a cluster of Wahhabism, with a disproportionately high amount of people joining DAESH and other terrorist organizations in Syria. The school administration justified its decision as a “preventative measure” against extremism in the eve of the FIFA World Championship in 2018.

The Russian minister of education and science, Olga Vasilevna, publicly supported the decision in January 2017, thereby sparking a public debate. While Vasilevna underlined that she expressed her personal opinion, she wrongly referred to the Constitutional Court which she claims supported the prohibition of the hijab in 2013 and 2015. In truth, the public display of religious symbols is not clearly regulated. The right to wear ethnoculturally specific symbols is, however, protected by law. Thus, the discussion evolves around the evaluation of diverging court cases, the delimitation line of a headscarf and a hijab, as well as the question of the extent to which a religious symbol is distinct from an ethnocultural identity. Several decisions of the Federal High Court of Justice have left these questions open. While in 2003 the court ruled in favor of the hijab, it supported the decision of the Stavropol Region to prohibit the wearing of religious

Figure 2: The photograph is allegedly of a student in the village school in Belozer’e in the Republic of Mordovia displaying a weapon.

attributes by school students in 2013 and 2015. In the course of the heated public and strongly mediated debate, the head of the Chechen Republic, Ramzan Kadyrov, spoke out against Vasilevna for having trespassed her competence and obtruding her personal opinion upon millions. On March 31, 2017, the Chechen parliament responded to the ongoing debate by approving the wearing of the hijab in schools of the republic. (Fig. 3)

Since Russian media affiliated to the state often decry Islamophobia in Europe and portray it as a negative example, against the background of which the interreligious relations in Russia appear all in all harmonious, the rising controversy around the hijab thwarted this narrative. Leading political figures as well as grand muftis of the national Muslim spiritual boards remained strikingly inconspicuous. In 2013, President Putin rejected the hijab as not belonging to the tradition of Russian Muslims. Yet, in 2017, the press-secretary of the president, Dmitri Peskov, made it clear that the Kremlin did not intend to intervene in the polemics and said that there can be no standard position on the issue. Apart from this, he repeated the obvious dilemma that while acknowledging the multi-ethnic and pluri-religious nature of Russia, it is equally a secular state. The head of the Commission on Migration Policy and Human Rights in the sphere of multiethnic relations, Bobrov, reaffirmed that the issue of religious symbols in educational establishments falls under the jurisdiction of the federal districts.

17. Source: Golos Islama, Feb. 1, 2017
19. ”Putin pro hidzhaby i islamizaciju (Prijama linija 2013)”, YouTube (Apr. 25, 2013), from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-QKEPMq0mY.
Justice System

Yarov Law Controversy
In July 2016, the contentious Yarov Bill entered into force. The bill intends to strengthen Russian anti-terrorist efforts. It enlarges the competence of the security service, establishes new requirements for Internet providers, and facilitates the monitoring of religious organizations. The bill allows the confiscation and prohibition of religious literature deemed promotional of terrorism. According to the new law, missionary activism and public performance of religious rituals is only granted to members of registered religious organizations. Missionary activists operating outside of registered religious structures run the risk of being persecuted. According to Forum 18 News Agency, by August 2017, over 193 individuals and religious communities were brought to court under the new anti-missionary law.

The Russian Muslim community is divided over the new law. Some spiritual leaders, like the grand mufti of the Saratov Oblast, Mukkadan Bibrasov, were critical of the fact that the law was ratified without integrating the expertise of religious scholars. The grand mufti of Tatarstan, Kamil Samigulin, decried the law as violating the rights of the Muslim community. The majority of North Caucasian muftiates, by contrast, have supported the new law. The grand mufti of Dagestan, Akhmad Hadzhi Abdullaev, expressed his hope that the new law improves the regulation of religious practice, and protects traditional Islam from radicalism as well as the misleading and arbitrary interpretations of self-proclaimed religious leaders.

A petition against the Yarov Bill gathered more than 100,000 subscribers within a month. It was forwarded to a governmental commission, but rejected on January 2017. On October 2017, in a common effort, representatives of the Muslim spiritual board, the Russian Orthodox Church, the Evangelical Christian congregation and the Hare Krishna movement, drew a proposal for amendments to the law and forwarded it to representatives of the Public.

Chamber of the Russian Federation and the Council of the President of the Russian Federation. 28

Hizb ut-Tahrir

In June, 29 August 30 and December 2017, 31 fourteen members of the Hizb ut-Tahrir (prohibited in Russia since 2003) were sentenced to between 11 and 18 years in prison. The radical Islamist party repudiates secular governments, strives for the abolishment of non-Muslim political entities and declares the establishment of a Caliphate as its primary goal. It is prohibited in several countries of the EU, such as Germany, while operating freely in countries like Great Britain or Sweden. Despite its members adhering to a radical fundamentalist Islam, and the ideology of Hizb ut-Tahrir being essentially anti-constitutional in terms of denying the legitimacy of secular statehood, some human right groups question the legitimacy of branding the organization as terrorist. Hizb ut-Tahrir requires of its members to refrain from political participation, invocation of violence or active propaganda as a means to achieve the envisioned Caliphate. 32 Experts from the civil rights society Memorial, the analytical center Sova, and the Committee for Civic Assistance have criticized the lack of distinction between extremism and terrorism within the Russian judiciary system, and condemn the application of the anti-terrorist criminal code, which results in higher sentences for the individuals. 33 (Fig. 4)

32. While it has not been proven to have participated in terrorism, Hizb ut-Tahrir has been actively supporting violent resistance against President Bashar-al Assad in Syria, and as recently as September 2017, warned Syrian Islamist factions from engaging in any kind of truce, collaboration or peace treaty with any of the secular forces on the ground. cf. http://www.hizb-ut-tahrir.info/en/index.php/leaflet/syria/14067.html.
34. Source: Itar-Tass
**Tabligh Jamaat**

In December 2017, the Russian Security Service arrested 69 members of the Tabligh Jamaat movement (prohibited in Russia since 2009).35 (Fig. 5) The radical Islamic organization with an emphasis on missionary work is often suspected of indirect links to terrorist organizations. In 2003, the FBI stated that Al Qaida was using Tabligh Jamaat for recruitment.36 The group has been linked to two of the terrorists of the July 7 London bombings in 2005.37 However, the analytical center Sova38 and the organization Human Rights Without Frontiers39 consider the persecution of Tabligh Jamaat members under the current anti-extremist legislation as unlawful, because its members have not engaged in a call for violence or unconstitutional behavior.

**Nurculuk Movement**

Another group of individuals brought to trial under the anti-extremist legislation, were found in possession of the texts of the Turkish theologian Said Nursi. In 2002 and 2003, the Nursi movement was accused of espionage for Pan-Turkic nationalist groups.41 In 2008, the Federal High Court of Justice declared the Nursi movement an extremist organization, and prohibited its activity in Russia.42 In March 2017, five individuals possessing literature of Said Nursi, received suspended sentences from
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40. Source: video of the Federal Security Service
one year and ten months to four years. Human rights groups criticized the fact that the Russian courts deduced membership in the prohibited organization based on the confiscated literature.

On August 31, 2017, the European Court on Human Rights received a lawsuit filed by eight organizations termed terrorist or extremist by a Russian court decision, among which was Tabligh Jamaat.

Debate on “Extremist Literature”

That the possession of literature labeled extremist is sufficient for an individual to be tried in court under the anti-extremism law is sparking outrage within certain parts of the Muslim community. In 2013, a court in Novorossiysk outlawed a religious text by proclaiming it extremist, which led to a common effort by coalitions of the Muslim media, political leaders and religious authorities to address the federal government. As a consequence, the decision of the court was retracted. In 2015, Ildar Nurimanov, the chief of staff of the Spiritual Board of the Muslims of Russia, warned the Duma in the annual session on the rights of Muslims in Russia, that the “festivity of prohibitions” against sacred texts of Islam ran the risk of sparking tension in the Russian Muslim community. Judging theological literature should not be conducted by governmental officers, as this contradicts the separation of state and religion.

Given that judicial officers are no experts in theological subtleties, spiritual boards have repeatedly demanded the inclusion of their proper exegeses of religious literature. Since a well-known case in 2015, when Ramzan Kadyrov threatened a prosecutor of the South Sakhalin court for having prohibited an Islamic book, whereupon the court repealed its previous verdict, there have been numerous examples of courts withdrawing their previous decisions under the vehement opposition of an increasingly politically pro-active Muslim community. Nonetheless, by 2017, the Federal List of Extremist Materials has exceeded 4,000 entries, and the issue of religious literature remains an area of conflict between governmental agencies and parts of the Muslim community.

Persecution of “Non-Traditional” Islam in the North Caucasus

Security agencies in some North Caucasian republics, a region which is witnessing a growing Islamism, take rigorous actions against Salafi structures, while other
republics engage in a dialogue between Sufi and Salafi groups. Between May and December 2017, Salafi communities (or communities sometimes wrongly labeled as such) have witnessed a rise in persecution by security forces in Dagestan. Several Salafi mosques have been closed and individuals detained after prayer. Especially after terrorist attacks, ordinary Muslims complain about collective stigmatization, as well as the arbitrariness of police control and profiling - simply wearing religious garments or donning a beard attracts police attention.

The Law against the Offense of Feelings of Believers and Its Consequences

Since its implementation in 2013, the law against the offense of feelings of believers has diminished hate crimes against religions and arguably contributed to the decline of blunt Islamophobia in the media. The first verdict was in 2014 against a person who posted torrents of hatred aimed against Muslims on the social network Vkontakte. However, the law has been criticized by jurists and political activists as impeding the rights of freedom of conscience, freedom of thought and the freedom of speech, guaranteed in the Russian constitution. The overzealous application of the law, according to Russian deputy Oleg Smolin, who brought a modification proposal to the State Duma, jeopardizes with the rights of atheist, anti-clerical, and anti-religious positions. In the Tomsk region, a music festival of tribal and neo-pagan music was prohibited as it was said to contradict the traditions of the local Muslim population. As the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) points out, the definition of “propaganda of exclusivity, superiority or interiority of a person on the basis of their religious affiliation or attitude towards religion” as extremism allows for the suppression of any open critical discourse on religion.

On the one hand, the law is intended to defend religious communities, but it equally provides religious communities with the judicial tool to interfere with secular cultural life, as evidenced in the reported cases of prohibitions of concerts, exhibitions, theater plays, and movie premiers. More importantly, it prevents public discourse on
issues of religion in general, and consequently allows the concealment of critical issues relevant to religious communities. A survey aimed at evaluating the impact of the law on the work of editorial departments on federal TV stations, radio stations, Internet portals and print media, showed that new directives recommended the reduction, or entirely prohibited the usage of words “God,” “Allah,” or “atheist.” From the outset, many media ventures stopped broaching the issue of religion, except on occasions of Russian Orthodox or Muslim holidays. In the end, a law meant to protect religious beliefs, became an obstacle to the proper understanding and portraying of religious life, as well as divergent attitudes towards religion in society. A hostile atmosphere hindering open debates on religion, in turn, prevents the thorough understanding of the magnitude of persisting prejudices, including Islamophobia.

**Employment**

While Paragraph 3 of the Russian labor legislation prohibits the limitation of labor rights on the basis of gender, race, religion, nationality, origin or membership in social groups, in practice it is very difficult to prove discrimination in court. The law in place demands verifiability that an employer has violated labor rights on grounds of discrimination. Self-evidently, no employer explains a wage cut or a notice of termination of a working contract based on personal prejudices of any kind. Given the difficulty of proving discrimination in court, there are no reliable statistics on discrimination provably motivated by Islamophobia. Complicating the issue of statistically evaluating discrimination, is the challenge of accurately classifying and distinguishing discrimination caused by xenophobic, migrantophobic, or Islamophobic bias.

The program *Ne Molči* (Don’t Be Silent), broadcasted by Alif.tv, a nationwide Muslim TV station which started transmitting in June 2016, broaches issues of discrimination of Muslim citizens on the basis of origin or religion. It portrays individual cases of xenophobia, migrantophobia and Islamophobia in public places such as airports, by police officers, or in the labor market. (Fig. 6)


Education

Frequently, Muslim students in schools of higher education reported internal directives that prohibited religious dress codes or the right to perform obligatory prayers. In a publication of the online portal Moslenta, the dean for foreign students of the First Moscow State Medical University explains that the university falls under the jurisdiction of the law on education, which he claims prohibits the performance of religious rites in public. According to Marat Ashimov, the lawyer representing the hijab-wearing students in the aforementioned case of the school in Belozer’e, the administration of the Republic of Mordovia systematically discriminates against Muslims who publicly wear religious attributes. He spoke of an internal document within the Mordovian State Pedagogical Institute which instructs teachers to deny admission to exams to students wearing headscarves. However, no proof supporting the claim was provided.

Media

Apart from the media witch hunt of Ilias Nikitin, there have been no blatant expressions of Islamophobia on the part of public media outlets. To the contrary, Muslim life in Russia has received noticeably greater media coverage than in previous years. National TV regularly transmits events of inter-religious dialogue between the Russian Orthodox Church and the national Muslim spiritual boards, as well as the wishes of the president and the leaders of traditional religious congregations on Muslim holidays. However, this outward manifestation of multi-religiosity with the purpose of strengthening social cohesion does not include broaching critical issues truly important to the Russian Muslim communities, such as debates over the construction of mosques, cases of discrimination in the public sphere, the labor market, as well as allegations of arbitrariness by security forces against Muslims. Hence, media outlets that disseminate cases of discrimination of Muslims remain mostly Muslim-owned media with high diffusion rates, such websites as islamnews.ru, islamonline.ru, info-islam, Alif-tv, etc.

60. Source: Alif.tv
The Case of Ilias Nikitin

The case of Ilias Nikitin stands as an exemplary instance of social mass hysteria, triggered by a terrorist attack and culminating in Islamophobic resentments. A few hours after a terrorist attack on a Saint Petersburg metro station on April 3, 2017, a media agency published the picture of a security camera that showed a bearded man in a taqiyah (head cap) entering the metro. Mass media quickly disseminated the picture identifying the man as the primary suspect. Yet, even after Ilias Nikitin saw himself in the media and immediately presented himself to the closest police station to forestall any future allegations, the media (most actively lifenews.ru) continued to diffuse the false story, live broadcasting every step of the “suicide bomber in a cap.”

(Fig. 7) When Nikitin boarded a plane from Saint Petersburg to Moscow, agitated passengers forced the crew to escort him off the plane. Furthermore, Nikitin lost his job in his hometown, Nizhnevartovsk, apparently under the pressure of the municipal commission of enquiry. A positive aspect in this case has been the resonance of civic society decrying the blatant injustice disseminated by the media. A petition demanding the reparation of Nikitin’s damaged reputation, and apologizing in the name of the citizens, was signed by over 6,411 people. The absurd story was intensely covered by other media, and may be an indicator of a changing sensitivity to the danger posed by Islamophobia.

Anti-Islam Critique and Islamophobia in Liberal Media

On March 26, 2017, an investigative video report on the corruption of Vice-President Dmitry Medvedev, released by opposition politician and blogger Alexey Navalny,
triggered the largest mass protest since the Bolotnaya protests in 2011.\footnote{“Joint motion for a resolution on Russia, the arrest of Alexei Navalny and other protestors (2017/2646(RSP))”, European Parliament (Apr. 5, 2017), from http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=MOTION&reference=P8-RC-2017-0245&format=XML&language=EN.} Strikingly, despite a small number of participants in the Republics of Tatarstan and Dagestan, the national popular Muslim media, on the whole, ignored the protests, concluding that the movement does not represent the interests of Muslims. This made apparent that even Muslim opposition leaders and civil activists have difficulties associating themselves with a protest movement whose leader continuously resorts to migrant-ophbic, Islamophobic and Caucasophobic stereotypes to mobilize public support.\footnote{Rais Sulejmanov, “Pochemu rossijskie musul’mane ne otreagirovali na mitingi Naval’nogo: mnenie”, EurAsia Daily (Mar. 28, 2017), from https://eadaily.com/ru/news/2017/03/28/pochemu-rossiyskie-musulmane-ne-otreagirovali-na-mitingi-navalnogo-mnenie.}

Navalny repeatedly rejected Northern Caucasus as part of the Russian Federation, and called it instead a territory in turmoil, controlled by a lawless fusion of criminal bands, whose citizens should be denied the right of free mobility within the Russian Federation. In 2011, he participated in a rally of Russian nationalists under the slogan “Enough feeding the Caucasus.”\footnote{“Hvatit Kormit’” Kavkaz’ A. Naval’n’y (Miting), YouTube (Oct. 24, 2011), from https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=V8AtH44_39c.} After the terrorist attacks in Paris 2015, he posted the article “Where Is the Orgy of Tolerance Taking Place?” where he decries the unchecked migration of “young Muslim men,” draws a connection between the rising Muslim population and the threat of Islamism, and opposes the rising numbers of mosque constructions in Russia.\footnote{Alexey Navalny, “Gde prohodit’ ‘orgija tolerantnosti’?” (Nov. 16, 2015), from https://navalny.com/p/4547/} In November 2017, as a reaction to the launching of a toy product (Barbie doll), inspired by the first hijab-wearing U.S. Olympian Ibtihaj Muhammad, Navalny tweeted, “[It is a] promotion of humiliation. Girls are taught since childhood that they are not fully equal and should wear a headscarf.”\footnote{Alexey Navalny, Twitter (Nov. 15, 2017), from https://twitter.com/navalny/status/930736680461590528 .}

![Figure 8: Alexander Navalny’s tweet on the launch of a hijab-wearing Barbie doll.](image-url)
Some Russian liberals stand out for their opinion that Islam is an ultraconservative social threat in an already increasingly illiberal society. This fundamental skepticism towards the admission of religiosity into politics prevented the integration of the political agenda of moderate Muslim opposition groups during the Bolotnaya Square protests in 2011.

Yulija Latynina, for instance, a prominent and reputable liberal journalist, imper turbably warns society of the monotheistic nature of Islam, which she claims makes it per definition an intolerant and totalitarian religion. She decries the government’s blind eye to the gradual Islamization of parts of Russia (particularly referring to the republics in North Caucasus) and the consequences she estimates to come with it.

To draw a demarcation line between critique of Islam, the analysis of political processes within the Muslim community, and the dispersion of Islamophobic prejudices, is difficult. The presumption that Muslims naturally oppose processes of liberalization and democratization in Russia, are, however, positions frequently expressed by analysts hence reinforcing a stereotype of the incapability of political Islam and modernist-reformist political movements.

Physical and Verbal Attacks

Unsolved Assassinations of Imams in the Stavropol Region

To date, five assassinations of imams that took place in the Stavropol region between 2012 and 2016, have remained unresolved. In 2016, Imam Ravil Kaybaliev was killed, continuing the tragic list of murders in the region. Kaybaliev was a fervent critic of the Yarov Bill, and the prohibition of the hijab by the Stavropol administration. While some media highlighted his engagement in civil society, other media outlets focused on the imam’s alleged closeness to the local Salafi community. The spiritual leaders killed in the last three years shared a reputation for being involved in civic activism and open resistance to the prohibition of the hijab in the Stavropol region. The ineffectual investigations by the commissions of inquiry nourish the allegation of government-critical Muslim media, such as Kavkazkiuzel.com, that the federal government is not interested in solving the cases. Some family members of
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the victims recalled prior harassment by the security forces. The anti-government media agency Onkavkaz.com interprets the local administration’s alleged inaction as a coordinated cover-up policy of the Stavropol administration. The investigative news portal argues that the local administration prevents the investigations of the “death squads,” which Onkavkaz incriminates in the recent assassinations, and which it links to the regional security services. There is no proof of these allegations.

Internet

In 2017, the Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, Information Technology and Mass Media blocked a number of internet sites propagating nationalism and religious intolerance. Among them were Pravi Vzgliad, Russki Sektor, and Pravi Sektor. The Federal Service equally blocked the widely popular website Sputnik i Pogrom, which had an average of 1.4 million monthly visitors (June 2017). The radical right is undergoing a profound crisis, and as a result of internal conflicts and increased fragmentations, it is no longer as publicly perceivable as in previous years. The decrease of nationalist and Islamophobic rhetoric in the public discourse and the hindered access to social media to articulate nationalist and Islamophobic standpoints will arguably have positive consequences in the long run.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network

There are no nameable figures that put Islamophobia in the center of their political or publishing activity, as is the case in some countries of the EU, or within the Alt-Right movement of the United States. Some prominent figures, such as nationalist Aleksandr Potkin or the Russian Orthodox priest Daniil Sisoeov have concentrated on Islamophobic writings. However, while Sisoev reaches a limited audience of radical Christians, Potkin, as many other nationalist leaders, has recently concentrated his attention on the Ukraine crisis, which has divided the Russian nationalist movement. The legislative restriction, on the one hand, and new topics perceived as more pressing than the “threat of Islam,” have resulted in Islamophobia persisting, but have not allowed room for prominent public figures, willing or capable of mobilizing large popular support, to systematically exploit the topic.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

The general tendency points to an amelioration of the situation of Russian Muslims, and the growing acceptance of Islam as being an integral pillar of Russian society, history and identity. Recent sociological surveys and research studies affirm a decline in xenophobia and Islamophobia in the past years. Strict law enforcement has equally, arguably to the expense of freedom of expression, reduced the margin of tolerance for critique against “traditional” religions, including Islam. Openly racist, xenophobic or Islamophobic Internet sites have been blocked, and the media has become more cautious in reproducing xenophobic and Islamophobic stereotypes. At the same time, Islamic communities that are not considered “traditional,” are stigmatized as extremist, and their members thrown under the bus of the justice system. Strong xenophobic and migrantophobic dispositions prevail in society, although they have apparently diminished in number. However, the relatively small number of NGOs continuously monitoring Islamophobic incidents, the difficulty to prove discrimination on the basis of Islamophobia in court, and a lack of interest by the national media to investigate such cases, may result in hostility towards Islam being more common on the ground than it is perceivable or retraceable.

- Recommendations for media: The media’s increasingly cautious approach towards Islam is the first step in the right direction of confining Islamophobic stereotypes from entering the public sphere. However, it is not sufficient to contain the dispersion of such images, in the attempt to fulfill governmental requirements of duplicating a narrative of Russian multi-ethnicity and pluri-religiosity. Mass me-

Figure 9: President Vladimir Putin greeting Grand Mufti Gaynutdin and Grand Mufti Tazhuddin, heads of Russia’s two main spiritual boards of Muslims, together with other spiritual leaders of Russia’s traditional religions, on the holiday of National Unity, 2017.88
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dia should not be engaged in concealing xenophobia and Islamophobia, but in actively broaching the issue and sensitizing the population. One of Russia’s biggest media holdings belongs to Alisher Usmanov, yet, despite being Muslim, he avoids positioning himself clearly on topics troubling Muslim society, or using his media empire in raising awareness of the topics relevant to Russia’s Muslim community. With some exceptions, there is an apparent lack of perceivable Muslim experts of diverse political stances in mass media, who can represent the Muslim community instead of letting non-Muslims speak on their behalf. A pleasant process in this regard is the growing Muslim media landscape. From the newly established national Alif.tv station, over to the large media holding ‘Islam’ by Ayna Gamzatova, to digital news agencies (e.g. islam-today.ru, islamreview.ru, islamrf.ru, as-salam.ru, islamonline.ru, and others), these media agencies are proof of a growingly politicized Muslim community that is eager to make itself heard.

Recommendations for Muslim advocacy: The multitude of Muslim spiritual boards mirror the ethnocultural specifics of the many forms of Islam in Russia, and are equally a reflection of the complex federative nature of the state. While this diversity is most desirable, there are equally several All-Russian Muslim spiritual boards that claim to speak on the behalf of the entire Muslim population. The main umbrella organizations, namely, the Russian Council of Mufties/Spiritual Board of Muslims of the Russian Federation, the Central Muslim Spiritual Board of Russia, and, as of 2017, the Russian Association of Islamic Accord, assemble various regional spiritual boards around each other, with constantly changing coalitions. This status quo of permanent rivalry is unhelpful for the establishment of a strong advocate of Muslim rights in public and vis-à-vis the government. It is recommended that these spiritual boards speak with one voice, or delegate the right to do so, on behalf of Russian Muslims on issues that concern the entire Russian ummah.

Recommendations for issues of discrimination: It is recommended to add amendments to the paragraph on discrimination, with the purpose of facilitating the pressing of criminal charges in court. Furthermore, it is important to delimitate xenophobia, migrantophobia and Islamophobia from one another. It is not always clear whether the difficulty of drawing a demarcation between different hate crime categories is motivated by consciously wanting to obscure Islamophobia, or by the definitional and judicial difficulties in the nature of the matter.

Recommendations for anti-extremist legislation: The problematic definition of what is extremist gives the organs of law enforcement a flexible legal tool to sanction people or organizations for adhering to “non-traditional” religions. The process by which print and audiovisual material are put on the federal list of banned materials remains intransparent and reflects, for the most part, arbitrary court decisions that take into account the recommendation of “experts” and prosecutors without pro-
found religious education. To make persecution of extremist literature more sanctified and comprehensive to the Muslim population, it is recommended to create a nexus between secular legislative structures and religious authorities who by virtue of their theological expertise could reduce the danger of misjudgment.

**Chronology**

- **24.01.2017**: Russian minister of education publicly supports the decision of a school administration to prohibit the hijab at public schools, thereby unleashing a public debate.
- **02.02.2017**: Albir Krganov supports the claim of the Russian Orthodox Church on St. Isaac's Cathedral in St. Petersburg, and draws a connection between the issue and the demand to return the historical mosque of Stavropol to the Muslim community.
- **31.03.2017**: Chechen parliament approves the wearing of hijabs at schools.
- **03.04.2017**: Ilias Nikitin is falsely portrayed by the media as the principal suspect after a terrorist bombing in St. Petersburg. The media witch hunt lasts days, stirring Islamophobic prejudices.
- **03.08.2017**: The Muslim community of Kaliningrad writes a letter of complaint to President Putin and the governor of Kaliningrad, demanding mediation in the conflict with the municipality over the construction of a mosque. In December, the community is given a provisional building at their disposal for the duration of a year.
- **31.08.2017**: The European Court for Human Rights receives a lawsuit by eight religious organizations who have been labeled extremist by Russian court decisions.
- **13.09.2017**: Complaint of the Spiritual Board of Muslims of Bashkortostan against the municipality of Ufa for retaining and not resolving the discordance regarding the Muslim-City complex.
- **15.11.2017**: Anti-corruption activist and opposition leader Alexey Navalny tweets against a hijab-wearing Barbie doll, denouncing the hijab as a symbol of female oppression.
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Executive Summary

In 2017, from the socioeconomic aspect, there was no improvement in the general situation of ethnic minorities, which include those professing the Islamic confession, such as Bosniak, Albanian, Roma, Gorani, Egyptian, and others. What is particularly alarming is the aggressive revival of political parties, organizations and individuals that were active protagonists, ideological torchbearers and staunch supporters of the Serbian expansionist political agenda in the 1990s, who are responsible for the ethnic cleansing of Muslims that took place in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo. In that context, we presently see that the National Parliament is absolutely dominated by political parties well-known for their long-time ultranationalist standpoints, which often manifests in a radical anti-Muslim stance. Likewise, in the Serbian government there are ministers, such as Aleksandar Vulin, Minister of Defense, and Nebojša Stefanović, Minister of the Interior, who often make statements which incite ethnic and hence religious hostilities both in the country and the region. In such a socio-political atmosphere, on several occasions we saw hate speech disseminated by media outlets either close to the ruling party or controlled by clero-nationalist organizations. Moreover, we are seeing a growing trend of such contents in cyberspace as well. This has a huge potential to significantly impact the youth who are predominantly turning to the Internet as a source of information. Warmongering and hate speech increased after actions taken by Bakir Izetbegović, Bosniak member of the tripartite Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Kosovar leader Hashim Thaçi and Ramush Haradinaj, as well as the pronouncements and verdicts of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) at The Hague. Likewise, in the entire public sphere, ranging from education to media, there is still a strong feeling of anti-Turkism which is spread through media writing about alleged Turkish expansionist plans in its foreign policy. In 2017, the verdict delivered against Ratko Mladić, who was convicted of war crimes and genocide in Srebrenica, and the tearing down of the mosque in the Zemun Polje neighbourhood, in Belgrade, which was carried out just before the month of Ramadan, were significant events.
Izvršni rezime

U društveno-političkoj sferi tokom 2017. godine nije došlo do poboljšanja položaja nacionalnih zajednica koje su ujedno i islamske veroispovesti poput: Bošnjaka, Albanaca, Roma, Goranaca, Aškalija, Egipćana, i drugih. Ono što izuzetno zabrinjava jeste snažan povrat na scenu političkih partija, organizacija i pojedinaca koji su bili aktivni protagonisti, ili su pak idejno-vrednosni nastavljaci, srbijanske ekspanzionističke političke ideologije iz 90ih godina koja je odgovorna za sprovođenje etničkog čišćenja nad muslimanima u Bosni i Hercegovini i na Kosovu. U tom kontekstu u republičkom parlamentu svedočimo apsolutnu dominaciju partija koje su poznate po dugogodišnjim ultra nacionalističkim stavovima, koji se neretko manifestuju i putem snažnih anti-muslimanskih narativa. Isto tako, i u samoj vladi pojedini ministri - poput Aleksandra Vulin ministra obrane i Nebojše Stefanovića ministra unutrašnjih poslova - često daju izjave koje potpiruju etničke, a samim time i verske, netrpeljivosti u državi i regionu. Usled takve društveno-političke klime u više navrata smo bili svedoci snažnog govora mržnje medijskih kuća koje su bliske vladajućoj koaliciji, ili su pak pod kontrolom klero-nacionalističkih organizacija. Takođe, ono što postaje sveprisutniji trend, jeste da je navedeni sadržaj u konstantnom porastu i u online sferi usled čega ima značajan potencijal da izvrši snažan uticaj na mlade koji se zarad informisanja prvenstveno koriste internetom. Govor mržnje i ratnohuškački narativi se po pravilu javljaju kao reakcija na delovanje Bakira Izetbegovića bošnjačkog člana Predsedništva Bosne i Hercegovine i kosovskih lidera Hašima Tačija i Ramuša Haradinaja, kao i na rad Haškog tribunala. Takođe, u svim sferama, od edukativne do medijske, i dalje je prisutna konstantna “turkofobija” koja se afirmiše putem pisanja o ekspanzionističkim namerama turske spoljne politike.

U izveštaju ćemo se osvrnuti i na presudu Ratku Mladiću koji je proglašen kri-vim za genocid u Srebrenici, kao i na rušenje džamije u Beogradu u naselju Zemun polje koje se desilo uoči početka Ramazanskog posta.
Introduction

When speaking about the Balkans, religion is a central mark in racism due to the fact that ethnicities and religions have always been closely connected. Over time, prejudices against religion have evolved and turned into ethnically - or racially-based hatred. Only in such context can we comprehend the attitude taken by the Serbian government and institutional and systematic discrimination carried out in Serbia against ethnic minorities such as Bosniaks, Albanians and Roma, who also profess the Islamic religion.

In 2017, relations between Serbian and Kosovar state officials were characterized by a constantly heated atmosphere. There were also several conflicts which marked the relation between the Serbian government and Bakir Izetbegović, Bosniak member of the tripartite Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina. In such circumstances, the Serbian media often created an atmosphere of total psychosis, insinuating a possibility of more armed conflicts. Bearing in mind the Muslim legacy from the wars in the 1990s throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, the Sanjak region and Preshevo Valley, we can easily imagine what kind of pressure and insecurity the Muslims have to face in Serbia these days. In early 2017, the investigative journalism website Cenzolovka (www.cenzolovka.rs) published an analysis of the front pages of the Serbian daily papers. Some of the headlines were “Dečane Monastery Assaulted by ISIS”; “Wahhabists before the Gates of Belgrade”; “Islamists Aiming to Slaughter Serbian Priests”; “Shqiptars Are Preparing a Serbian Massacre”; “If You Want a War in Bosnia, That’s What You’re Going to Have”; “(Bosniaks) Want War and to Cut Serbian Throats”; and many more. Apart from the openly warmongering discourse, nationally oriented media and ones under Russian influence regularly publish anti-Turkish articles about a neo-Ottoman threat, while emphasizing that Turkey is actively backing and supporting Kosovo in its struggle to gain full membership in international organizations. If we bear in mind that the Serbian nationalist ideology has an extremely negative opinion about the historic period of Ottoman rule, and takes an aggressive stance on poturice, that is, Southern Slavs who converted to Islam, such discourse in the media always heats up the atmosphere, incites hostilities and calls for ethnic and religious distance from the Serbian Muslims. What’s more, there were two very important incidents that took place in 2017, namely, Ratko Mladić’s guilty verdict before the ICTY, and the demolition of a mosque in Belgrade on the eve of the month of Ramadan.


Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics
In the political arena, what should be alarming is the fact that we are seeing a total revival of political parties and forces from the 1990s. All the parties that used to be the most important players on the socio-political stage in the period of aggression against Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Kosovo conflict are presently the strongest political parties in Serbia. This fact led to a reaffirmation of nationalist pretensions, as well as hate speech against Muslims in the public sphere. Likewise, with tacit approval from the ruling power structures, there are several extremist clero-nationalist organizations and groups that are active in the political and public sphere, such as Obraz, Zavetnici, Serbian Popular Movement Naši, Serbian Popular Movement 1389, as well as the parliamentary party Serbian Movement Dveri. All aforementioned movements and organizations espouse a strong anti-Muslim narrative based on the idea that the Ottoman Turks are the archetypal Other, while Balkan Muslims stand for traitors of their forefathers’ faith, which is the reason they were subsequently ethnically cleansed on several occasions in the 20th century. In general, these organizations and groups not only deny the crimes committed during the 1990s, but even go as far as to glorify such acts. As a result of the re-establishment of such a political environment, the Serbian Muslims, who mostly come from ethnic minorities such as Bosniaks and Albanians, are seen as potential enemies. In such a context, it should be pointed out that Serbia still hasn’t managed to assume the responsibility for the genocide committed in Srebrenica, nor for the ethnic cleansing of the Kosovar Albanians and the Bosniaks in Bosnia-Herzegovina. It is absolutely necessary for the Serbian political leadership to unequivocally acknowledge and admit that the crimes perpetrated against Bosniaks in Srebrenica constitute genocide, as pointed out in the Final Report on Serbia by the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI). In 2017, there were a series of particular incidents which put a constant strain on the relation between Kosovo and Serbia, such as the arrest of Ramush Haradinaj

3. Available at http://www.obraz.rs.
4. Available at http://zavetnici.rs.
6. Available at http://www.snp1389.rs.
7. Available at https://dveri.rs.
in France on the warrant for his arrest issued by the Republic of Serbia, followed by the French government’s decision to refuse to extradite Haradinaj to Serbia, as well as a provocation by the Serbian regime in the form of the train labelled “Kosovo Is Serbia,” whose interior was painted with Christian Orthodox images, which was supposed to travel on the Belgrade-Kosovska Mitrovica railway line. Nevertheless, without any doubt, the most significant cause for deterioration in official relations were the parliamentary elections in Kosovo that were held in June 2017. The elections were won by Ramush Haradinaj, who has been accused by the Serbian authorities of committing war crimes against Serbian populations in the early 1990s. Strained political relations between Kosovo and Serbia have a huge impact on the process of integration of Albanians living in Serbia. In the territory of Preševo, Bujanovac and the Medvedja region, the Albanian population has been entirely ghettoized. They suffer systematic discrimination, with the aim of putting them in a hopeless situation and forcing them to emigrate. Because Albanians in Serbia are in such a position, the Mayor of Bujanovac Shaip Kamberi openly asked for help from Prishtina and Tirana, in order to prevent the ethnic cleansing that Serbia is presently carrying out by means other than arms. In his words, the ethnic cleansing of Albanians has been almost fully carried out in Medvedja, while the ethnic structure of the population in Bujanovac has been disrupted due to “difficulties that the Albanians face in education, as well as the overall bad economic situation.”

Similarly, the atmosphere was heated and harsh, and tactless political statements were exchanged between Sarajevo and Belgrade. The cause for such behaviour was found in statements made by Bakir Izetbegović, who said that with the aim of defending the integrity of Bosnia and Herzegovina he was ready even to wage another war, and also expressed his opinion that Bosnia and Herzegovina should recognize the independent Kosovo. Likewise, there was a series of extremely harsh statements...
following the acquittal of Naser Orić before the State Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina, who was accused of committing war crimes against Serbian prisoners of war in 1992 in the Srebrenica vicinity.

Likewise, the Roma population in Serbia is living in extremely difficult conditions. At its 72nd plenary session, the European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) stated that while according to data collected from the 2011 Census of Population there are 147,604 Roma living in Serbia, in reality their number is much higher, and this figure is actually approximately 600,000. The reason for such a huge discrepancy is the fact that many Roma settlements have not been listed on the census, because according to data from the ECRI, as much as 72% of those settlements are still improvised informal housings and makeshift settlements. Likewise, the ECRI assessed that the Serbian government must invest much more in the process of Roma integration and the strengthening of their capacities. It concluded that it’s not that there are no strategies and action plans in various areas and fields, but rather that the problem is that they are not implemented and followed. The commission also pointed out that the violence against the Roma is a lasting problem, and the police are often not open to hear complaints, especially when they come from members of the Roma population.

**Justice System**

In the legal system, what is most alarming is the process of rehabilitation of the leading people from the Chetniks’ movement and a number of other individuals who were at the head of the Serbian collaborationist government during World War II. This process goes hand in hand with the aforementioned process of reaffirmation of the Serbian nationalist ideology. In 2017, the Higher Court in Valjevo rehabilitated Nikola Kalabić, Commander of the Oplenac Corps of the Yugoslav Army in the Fatherland. It is believed that Kalabić was responsible for many assassinations and killings of both civilians and members of the Partisan movement, as well as Roma. The historian Milan Radanović cites a report from 1943 that was dispatched by Kalabić to Dragoljub Draža Mihajlović as evidence which makes manifest his position during World War II. It states, “In Kopljari, 24 active communists were captured while sleeping and slaughtered, among them 20 Gypsies, who confessed they were so-called drygulchers, who do their jobs at home by day, and go into clandestine ac-
tions at night. I slaughtered them all.” 20 This case of legal rehabilitation was only the latest in a series of similar court decisions, the most glaring of which was the rehabilitation of Dragoljub Draža Mihajlović, leader of the Chetniks’ movement, back in 2015. The consequences that such court decisions might have were also highlighted by the European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) in its report, which emphasized that the rehabilitation of those who were responsible for mass killings and deportation of Bosniaks, Albanians and Roma during World War II cannot possibly result in a feeling of security among the aforementioned ethnic minorities and general stability in the region. 21

In addition to the problems regarding cases of legal rehabilitation, the ECRI in its report also highlighted that the process of legal trials and the sentencing of those indicted for war crimes and genocide committed in the 1990s is progressing very slowly, while persons who are high-ranking officials are not tried at all for war crimes. Likewise, in its opinion, the document on genocide denial is rather restrictive in its definition. 22 Therefore, Serbian Muslims still live in insecurity and fear that there might be a new wave of hate crimes. In the stated report, the ECRI also underlined that the implementation of laws prohibiting hate speech is ineffective and no measures are taken against racist and hooligan groups, while according to the presently applicable Serbian laws the incitement of hate against groups living outside of Serbia is not punishable.

In addition to the ECRI report, two other significant and comprehensive surveys were carried out. These surveys about the wars in the 1990s, which were published in August and December respectively, clearly showed the extent of unawareness and lack of information among citizens about crimes committed during the wars in the 1990s, as well as the inefficiency of the Serbian public authorities in prosecuting those who are responsible. Upon the request of daily Danas, Demostat Research and Publishing Centre conducted a survey in August entitled Awareness of Serbian Citizens about the Wars in the 1990s, War Crimes and Trials of Those Indicted for War Crimes, while in December the Humanitarian Law Centre published its research entitled Initial Report on the Implementation of the National Strategy for War Crimes Prosecution. 23

Without any doubt, the most important event in 2017 was the sentencing of the former Commander of the Chief of Staff of the Army of Republic of Srpska Ratko Mladić for the genocide committed in the Srebrenica area by the International

22. Ibid.
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). Mladić was sentenced to life in prison for genocide, crimes against humanity and violations of laws and customs of war perpetrated by the Serbian forces during the armed conflicts in Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, the reactions coming from the Serbian public authorities, but also from the opposition parties, were inappropriate, to say the least. They emphasized the fact that according to this verdict, the Serbian state has been amnestied for the crimes committed in the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina. There was no one to comment on the verdict itself passed against Ratko Mladić. All political parties save the Liberal Democratic Party gave neutral or ambivalent press releases. On the other hand, the media hailed it as a victory, so to say, for righting the wrong and the “injustice that the Hague Tribunal has been doing to the Serbian state all these years.” Needless to say, politicians coming from the extreme right-wing of the political spectrum went even further in their statements glorifying the achievements of Ratko Mladić. For instance, the leader of the parliamentary Serbian Movement Dveri, Boško Obradović, stated that “for him, Ratko Mladić and Radovan Karadžić are Serbian heroes, and should be on the front pages of every school history textbook.” Likewise, as an open supporter and advocate of war policies in the 1990s, the Serbian Orthodox Church remained firm in its position. Among other comments, the Serbian Patriarch Irinej said that the verdict against Ratko Mladić was the result of “powerful rulers of the world doing their devilish deeds, while we suffer the consequences.”

The reactions of all aforementioned protagonists in the socio-political sphere and the way in which the media reported the conviction should come as no surprise as they are a consequence of the fact highlighted at the very beginning of this report, namely that there is a systematic reaffirmation of the Serbian nationalist ideology which, starting in the 19th century until the present day, has been promoting strong expansionist ideas and narratives of confrontation with other nationalities in the Balkans.

**Employment**

With regard to employment, ethnic minorities have been persistently facing problems for many decades. According to data published in 2015 by the Serbian public authorities, the unemployment rate is 17.7%. However, although no official information is available, the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) stated that according to their knowledge, in the regions with predominantly Muslim population, such as Sandžak and the Preshevo Valley, the unemployment rate is as high as 70%. Moreover, there is not a single member from the Roma ethnic minority in major bodies in public administration and services, which also

---

24. Boško Obradović’s statement is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQ18CdffKS8.
have very low level of representation of members of other Muslim minorities. In addition, at the press conference entitled “Roma Women in Serbia – Achievements, Challenges and Perspectives,” which took place in Belgrade, it was emphasized that there is enormous discrimination against Roma women, who live in extremely difficult conditions. On that occasion, Deputy Protector of Citizens Gordana Stevanović particularly shed light on and stressed that field work, carried out in Roma makeshift settlements, show that Roma women do not trust the state and its system, which makes the process of their integration even more difficult.

**Education**

In the field of education, Muslim ethnic minorities face significant problems. Bosniak and Albanian communities constantly deal with problems regarding textbooks for primary and secondary schools in their native languages. In addition, there are significant problems when forming classes at schools in cases when the entire education is carried out in Bosnian and Albanian languages. Furthermore, Islamic religious education in schools is another issue which is a huge problem that persists ever since it was introduced back in 2001. According to statements made by representatives of the Islamic Community of Serbia, there is systematic discrimination against Muslims, as well as an entire range of practices which hinder and obstruct the implementation of the law on religious education for Muslim children. However, it is the members of the Roma population who face the greatest problems of all. According to data provided by the ECRI, only 6% of Roma children enrol in preschool and nursery schools, while 46% of them complete mandatory primary school education, and a meager 13% attend secondary schools, with boys twice as many as girls.

Also worth mentioning is the long-standing problem of the distorted representation of the Ottoman period and the depiction of the basics of Islamic faith and culture in general in history textbooks for elementary schools in the Serbian language.

Finally, in the context of education, we should pay attention to another incident. The case in question was a lecture given at the Military Academy in Belgrade by Vladimir Lazarević, retired colonel general of the Third Corps of the Yugoslav Army and former commander of the Prishtina Corps, who was convicted of war crimes before the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). This incident provoked strong reactions from Federica Mogherini, high representative of

---

the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, as well as non-governmental organizations and several opposition leaders who stated that it is unacceptable that a man convicted of war crimes gives lectures to future soldiers.30

**Media**

There is no doubt that Serbian media are the biggest generator of hate speech and the source that motivates hate toward the other. The best evidence for this can be found in the aforementioned research carried out by Cenzolovka, a website dedicated to investigative journalism, which was already mentioned in the introductory part of this report. Those headlines speak for themselves and bear sufficient testimony to the creation of an atmosphere of hate. The tabloid *Informer* is the newspaper that definitely has the leading role in the creation of such an atmosphere, but also many other daily newspapers do the same. Regarding the *Informer*, the tabloid is considered to be a pro-government newspaper that is an additional reason to worry and fear.

Examples of front pages of daily newspapers in Serbia can be found in Figures 1-6.

---


In its report, the ECRI also highlighted this problem, pointing this out as one of its key findings.\(^\text{37}\) Hate speech observable in public discourse is blatant and primarily directed against minority groups, resorting to ultranationalist commonplaces, which, in turn, result in pervasive fear and the feeling among Serbian Muslims that they are being discriminated against. Hate speech also leads to the growing insecurity in the entire region. The ECRI also stated that the hate speech which is presently evident in the media brings back memories of the discourse used on the eve of the wars in the 1990s, which paved the way for subsequent ethnic cleansings and genocide.\(^\text{38}\) The best evidence for this can be found in public surveys which for many years now show that there is a large ethnic distance separating Serbian Muslims from the dominant majority population. However, apart from such openly warmongering discourse, there is another issue that is blatantly apparent in the media: the strong feeling of anti-Turkism. (Figs. 4 and 5) Nationally oriented media and those under Russian influence, such as Sputnik and Vostok, have the leading role in the circulation of such contents and regularly publish anti-Turkish articles about the supposed neo-Ottoman threat.\(^\text{39}\)

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

Without any doubt, the most significant incident that happened in 2017 was the demolition of the mosque in the Zemun Polje neighborhood in Belgrade, which took place during Jumu’ah, just before the Ramadan fasting period. The mosque was torn down by fully armed members of the Special Operations Unit of the Serbian Police Forces.\(^\text{40}\) What’s more, the mosque in Zemun Polje is a congregational place mostly for members of the Roma and Ashkali population, who are the most vulnerable communities. However, they had still managed to gather funds on their own to build a mosque in their neighborhood. As the reason for the destruction of the mosque, the city authorities stated that it lacked the necessary building permission. However, further investigation revealed that the vast majority of the existing buildings in Zemun Polje lack building permissions, a fact that makes it evident that the city authorities have double standards. In this context, it is important to emphasize that, as pointed out by the Belgrade Mufti Mustafa Jusufspahić, the Islamic Community of Serbia has not been given a single permission to construct its buildings (not only mosques) in the past 47

\(^{37}\) European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI), “Final Report on Serbia”.

\(^{38}\) Ibid.


\(^{40}\) A video of the demolition of the mosque in Zemun Polje is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amcWxggGZRo.
In addition to the destruction of the mosque, there was another incident, the latest in a long series of disturbances provoked by football hooligans at stadium terraces. On July 11, the day of the annual commemoration of the Srebrenica genocide, Belgrade’s football club Partizan played a qualifier for the UEFA Champions League against FC Budućnost from Podgorica, Montenegro. During the match, FC Partizan fans, dubbed Grobari (Gravediggers), cheered in support of General Ratko Mladić, who was convicted of the genocide committed against the Bosniak population in Srebrenica. In a similar vein, Partizan fans also called the opponent players by derogatory names, calling them Shqiptars. Similarly, in the football match that Novi Pazar FC played against Budućnost FC from Dobanovci, currently in the second tier of Serbia’s football league, home fans cheered in approval of the genocide perpetrated in Srebrenica.

There were two other incidents worth mentioning. The first relates to racist graffiti in the city of Kragujevac targeting Romas. “A knife in the neck of Romas,” was written. The second incident occurred in the city of Niš during the screening of the documentary movie Albanke su naše sestre (Albanian Women Are Our Sisters).

Internet
At the moment, the Internet is the sphere where hate speech is most prominently displayed. In recent years, we have seen a plethora of websites, Facebook pages and YouTube channels such as Nationalist, Patriot, Vidovdan, Serbian Honour, Balkan Info and many more that are popping up and spreading hate and hostility against Muslims. In addition to the aforementioned websites, there are media outlets, which are openly funded by Russia, such as Sputnik and Vostok, which constantly and conspicuously publish articles that only exacerbate the Kosovo-Serbia conflict and stir up the irredentist plans of the Bosnian Serbs.
Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
The ruling coalition should be considered the most responsible for Serbia’s current situation. Apart from the fact that it does little to suppress hate speech, it is evident that the pro-regime media, as well as ultranationalist groups and organizations with which the ruling political parties share close ties, such as the 1389 Movement, the Serbian Popular Movement Naši, Obraz and many others, enjoy tacit support and approval by the government to carry out their actions which spread and incite national, ethnic and religious hostilities and hatred.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia
In Serbia there are no NGOs or any initiatives dedicated to the suppression and monitoring of hate and hostilities against Muslims.52

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations
We are currently witnessing a process of reaffirmation of all the parties and personalities that, over the past thirty years, have been either ideologues or executors of the Serbian policies directly responsible for the wars in the 1990s. In such an atmosphere, the conditions of the Muslim population are far from satisfactory. It is therefore only natural to ask what Serbian Muslims can expect in the future and how will the general political situation be reflected onto their position. We can say that, following the October 5 overthrow of Milošević’s regime and the ensuing democratic changes from 2000, what we are now seeing is a sort of counter-revolution. The progress made in the socio-political sphere and in the field of adoption of various sets of laws that went in conjunction with Serbia’s process of European integration is now increasingly questioned and remains a moot point. The existing laws are most often not implemented, while Muslims, in particular Albanians, still feel as second-class citizens. However, as the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) stated in its report, it is the Roma who are in the worst position. The Roma population has to cope with extreme poverty, low level of education, and deep-rooted prejudices against them.53 Systematic, institutional discrimination against Bosniaks, Albanians and Roma which goes hand in hand with the revival of

52. In this report we didn’t deal with the problem of the Islamic Community because of the limited space. The problem of the Islamic Community is an extremely serious legal issue which has lasted for decades now. The government is exploiting the division inside the Islamic Community. One of the main reasons for this is that as long as the Islamic Community is divided the government doesn’t have to follow through with the restitution of the Islamic Communities’ properties.

53. We don’t have the exact percentage of Roma who are Muslim. There are opinions that have more than half of the Roma population professing to the Islamic religion. Unfortunately, as was stated at the beginning of the report, the problem with the Roma population is that they mainly live in informal settlements. In most cases, they don’t own personal documents and therefore it is impossible to identify the exact number of Roma living in Serbia. The last census in 2011 showed that 147,604 Roma are living in Serbia. In reality, their number is much higher - approximately 600,000.
far-right forces and warmongering media reporting packed with hate speech surely cannot lead to any improvement.

At this moment, any specific recommendations must be focused on the strengthening of the civil society and civic initiatives which could provide counter-narratives to the exclusivist and nationalist mainstream policies in Serbia. Furthermore, steps should be taken in order to establish non-governmental organizations and initiatives that would specialize on Islamophobia issues so as to monitor and provide concrete support and answers to hate speech and biased policies directed against Muslims.

Likewise, it is of equal importance to help in the establishment of alternative media sources of information. In the first place, this goes for the online sphere, as the latest surveys show that more than 90% of young people have accounts on social networks and they use the Internet to inform themselves on socio-political questions.

**Chronology**

- **14.01.2017**: Provocation by the Serbian regime in the form of the train labelled “Kosovo Is Serbia,” whose interior was painted with Christian Orthodox images, which was supposed to travel on the Belgrade-Kosovska Mitrovica railway line.
- **26.05.2017**: Demolition of the mosque in the Zemun Polje neighbourhood in Belgrade.
- **22.11.2017**: Ratko Mladić sentenced for the genocide committed in the Srebrenica area. Mladić was sentenced to life in prison for genocide, crimes against humanity and violations of laws and customs of war perpetrated by the Serbian forces during the armed conflicts in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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Executive Summary

In 2017, expressions of Islamophobia were transferred from social networks directly to the Slovak Parliament. At the turn of 2016/2017, a law was negotiated, which effectively prevents the registration of new churches and religious communities in Slovakia. Meanwhile, broadcasters of Islamophobic views receive more media space, mainly because of the repeated terrorist activities in Europe, but they are also greatly helped by the fact that right-wing extremists have entered parliament for the first time since 1989. The Islamophobic narrative was part of most of the discussions in the parliament, which concerned the Registration Act and discussions on banning the building of mosques in Slovakia, but also in topics related to migration or the future of the European Union.

Many politicians (the ruling coalition and a large part of the opposition) who gave voice to Islamophobic narratives were active in media communication, communication with voters on social networks, and were also vocal during the election campaign before the regional self-government (VÚC) elections. Most politicians in Slovakia are still ignoring the fact that Muslims are citizens of the Slovak Republic and that they have the same rights and obligations - usually they are irresponsibly associated with terrorism, migration, and are labeled as a security threat to Slovakia. Among the manifestations of Islamophobia in Slovakia in 2017 were also the activities of minority Christian organizations (Lev XIII Institute, Magnificat, etc.) that spread myths about the Islam or repeatedly called for the ban on mosques and burkas. The trend of discrimination against Muslims in Slovakia has also been noticed by the U.S. Department of State, which in a report on religious freedom in the world stated that there is a disparity in the approach to religious rights in Slovakia.

A positive change is that the President of the Slovak Republic Andrej Kiska stood up for Muslims in his New Year’s speech. However, the presence of positive attitudes towards Muslims is still marginal.
Zhrnutie


Mnohí politici (vládnej koalície a veľkej časti opozície) islamofóbný naratív využívali aj v médiálnej komunikácii, v komunikácii s voličmi na sociálnych sieťach a tiež počas volebného kampane pred voľbami do regionálnych samospráv (VÚC). Väčšina politikov na Slovensku ešte stále ignoruje fakt, že muslimovia sú občanmi Slovenskej republiky, že majú rovnaké práva a povinnosti; zvyčajne ich nezodpovedne spájajú s terorizmom, migráciou a označujú ich za bezpečnostnú hrozbu pre Slovensko. Súčasťou prejavov islamofóbie na Slovensku v roku 2017 boli aj aktivity minoritných kresťanských organizácií (Inštitút Leva XIII, Magnificat a pod.), ktoré šírili mýty o islame, či opakované vyzývali k zákazu mešít a buriek. Trend diskriminácie moslimov na Slovensku si všimlo aj Ministerstvo zahraničných vecí USA, ktoré v správe o náboženskej slobode vo svete konštatovalo, že na Slovensku existuje nerovnosť v prístupe k náboženským právam.

Pozitívnom zmenou je to, že sa moslimov na Slovensku vo svojom novoročnom príhovore zastal prezident republiky Andrej Kiska. Počet pozitívnych postojov k moslimom je však stále marginálny.
Introduction
The turn of 2016 and 2017 saw the culmination of the parliamentary debate on draft law No. 308/1991 Coll. This draft law has toughened the registration of churches and religious communities and was submitted by members of the government of the Slovak National Party (SNS). The President of the Slovak Republic Andrej Kiska refused to sign it.¹ In consonance with the parliamentary anti-Islamic debate, were certain publications in media and the content of similarly focused websites and groups with extremist references on social networks.

At the beginning of 2017, the president of the Slovak Republic stood up for Muslims in his New Year’s speech, and also the Minister of the Interior of the Slovak Republic Kaliňák expressed his positive support for cooperation with the Muslim community.² However, this has not prevented the reratification of legislation that has deepened the unequal position of Muslims in Slovak society. In February 2017, an opposition MP Milan Krajniak (We Are Family) submitted a draft of amendments to laws which wanted to ban the construction of mosques in Slovakia.³ Although the NR SR (Národná rada Slovenskej republiky – National Council of the Slovak Republic) did not approve the drafts, there still were some voices present in parliament propagating Islamophobic narratives.

Between February and August 2017, some extremist organizations organized public screenings of films and debates primarily focused on the Islamization of Europe and Slovakia.⁴

Significant Incidents and Developments
Important events in the context of Islamophobic activities in Slovakia included the parliamentary debate on the change of the law on the registration of churches and religious communities in Slovakia; the parliamentary debate on the proposal to ban the building of mosques in Slovakia; the activities of extremist organizations disseminating negative narratives about Islam and Muslims; and the electoral campaign before the election of regional self-governments.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

At the beginning of 2017, there were some echoes of parliamentary debate on an amendment to Act No.308/1991 Coll. about the freedom of religious belief and the status of churches and religious communities. In this parliamentary debate, many dishonoring sentences against Muslims were uttered. They were present in the speeches of both deputies of the extremist party K-LSNS and deputies of the political party We Are Family – Boris Kollar (SR-BK). Some of these sentences were examined by the Mandate and Immunity Parliamentary Committee, which in December 2016 decided to punish deputies Mazurek and Mizik (K-LSNS). They were supposed to apologize for their words about Islam and Muslims in the next parliamentary meeting in January 2017. Stanislav Mizik had claimed that Islam is the “satanic-pedophile work of the Devil,” while Milan Mazurek had stated that Islam is a “cruel, disgusting and anti-human system.” 5 Instead of apologizing, these two deputies have continued to spread Islamophobic narratives. They have claimed, “Islam is permitting pedophilia, bestiality, even necrophilia…Islam is nothing more than the work of the Devil” (Mazurek). 6 Jaromir Ciznar, general prosecutor of the Slovak Republic, has taken note of these expressions of the deputies of the K-LSNS and proposed to revoke their parliamentary immunity. He also proposed the dissolution of the political party Kotleba – LS NS; at the moment this is being decided at the Supreme Court of the Slovak Republic. 7

Another political party that spread Islamophobia in Slovakia was party We Are Family – Boris Kollar. In February 2017, its deputy Milan Krajniak submitted to parliament a bill of amendments aimed at banning the building of mosques in Slovakia. Krajniak’s “Law on Mosque Ban” was supposed to be an amendment to two laws: Act No. 50/1976 Coll. (the so-called ‘Building Act’) and Act No. 308/1991 Coll., which advocates the freedom of religious belief and the status of churches and religious communities. In the law on building, he proposed to incorporate a condition that would permit the building of a religious building only if the applicant provides evidence that the church or religious community is registered under Act No. 308/1991 Coll. In the act on the status of religious societies, he proposed to change

---


the registration procedure so that newly registered religious communities first need the opinion of the Slovak Information Service (SIS) in order to determine whether they pose a security risk to the country.8

On Wednesday, April 5, 2017, the “Draft of Milan Krajniak” (SR-BK) passed the parliament’s deliberations. It aims to legally prohibit the building of religious buildings by unregistered churches and religious communities.

The Chairman of K-LSNS Marian Kotleba made the following observations on the to the law of amendment: “It doesn’t solve the main cause, because there are Zionistic politicians, many of them raised in synagogues, who have brought here those Muslims, who promote multicultural politics of open borders and refuse to admit, that the only thing, that can help us, is restoration of the country borders of the member states of the European Union, Slovakia being one of the first ones.”9

The only positive feature of the whole process was that only 11 members voted for the proposal, 48 against, and unconventionally, more than a half of deputies, 77, abstained.10

The issue of the threat of the Islamization of Slovakia appeared again with the election campaign for regional governments. In Banska Bystrica, the candidate of SaS Martin Klus was given special attention by the right wing.11 He was accused of alleged support for the Islamization of Slovakia, as he stood up for Muslims living in Slovakia during parliamentary debates. In Zilina, a former deputy for SMER-SD and an independent candidate ran his campaign on the promise of the protection of the region from migrants (especially Muslims).12 In Nitra, the K-LSNS candidate tried to appeal tried to appeal to those who believe the region needs to be protected from Muslims, who, in this case, included Syrian Christians from Iraq.

Justice System

Since 2017, legislation in Slovakia has been tightened since the NR SR approved the amendment to Act No. 308/1991 Coll. Within its framework: (a) the number of signatures necessary for the registration of churches and religious communities

in Slovakia has increased from originally 20,000 to 50,000; (b) the condition has been confirmed that the signatories must be citizens of the Slovak Republic who are members of a church or a religious community; (c) signatories must confirm their signature by submitting their personal data. These conditions of registration are discriminatory because of all 18 registered churches and religious societies in the Slovak Republic, only four churches and religious communities currently fulfill these requirements. Out of 18, thirteen fail to fill the original registration requirement, i.e. 20,000 believers. 13

**Employment**

We have not recorded any significant Islamophobic instances that could labeled as discriminatory in the context of employment of Muslims in Slovak workplaces in 2017.

**Education**

As a part of standard teaching in most Slovak schools, insufficient space is provided to clarify the contribution of Muslim civilization to modern medicine, natural science, or philosophy. There is no mention of the contribution of Arabic travel books to the reconstruction of the history of Central and Eastern Europe in the early Middle Ages. In Slovakia, we do not even teach anything about the Muslim communities of early Hungary (for example, around Nitra) or the contributions of the Tatars, who settled in the territory of today’s Poland, Lithuania and Belarus, to the Polish army and society. 14 All this creates a space for the rooting and growth of Islamophobia in Slovak and Central European societies.

In the context of the phenomenon of Islamophobia in Slovakia, the most significant problem is the lack of access for young people to education about the historical presence of Muslims in Slovakia and their contribution to our present. An example of this could be the teaching of the Ottoman presence in Hungary, which in the history or literature classes is primarily presented in a negative narrative. In the (extremely brief) presentation of this period, only works of Romantic writers from the late 18th and 19th centuries are used, with no analysis of the historical contemporary context, whether the political chaos of the 16th and 17th centuries or the formation period, definition and justification of the modern concept of the Slovak nation. There is hardly any reference to the contribution of the Ottoman government to the organization of either the military or state administration, international trade, the significant improvement in urban sanitation, or the enrichment of the Slovak language with terms such as *boot*, *cap* and *scarf*. In schools, practically no reference

---

is made to preserve Ottoman monuments in Central Europe, their architectural or functional value, and also their tourist attractiveness. Most schools do not make regular excursions to these places. Very rarely do Slovak students know or meet with representatives of the Slovak Muslim community. They do not know their habits, their interests, problems and everyday life.  

The good news is that in the academic year 2017/2018, a new study program called “The World Religions” was opened at the University of the Third Age (UTA) of the Comenius University in Bratislava. Students have an enormous interest in this program and they are very active and responsive. Years before, the themes of Islam had been lectured at UTA as part of the study program “History of Religions 1-3”.  

Media  

The most frequent medium for informing the public in Slovakia about the Islam and Muslims is the use of inappropriate images accompanying published texts. The second negative phenomenon in the context of most Slovak media, which contributed to the spread of Islamophobic attitudes in 2017, is the tabloid-like manner of presenting news. Most of the information on Islam provided to the Slovak readers concerns terrorism, political violence, civil wars, migratory threats, or even unverified reports of religiously motivated attacks in Muslim countries. Thus, stylized media coverage of Islamic and Muslim themes continues to support the public fear of Islam. Islamophobic stereotypes have appeared more or less in all media. More often it was in the so-called tabloid media (Nový Čas, Plus 1 Deň, TV Jaf and Markiza) which have published only negative reports on Islam and Muslims. (Figs. 1-3) The most prominent Islamophobic stereotypes are spread through the media of political parties (Kotleba – LS NS/ Naše Slovensko) or various communities that consider themselves to be Christian.  

Figure 1: Headline of the newspaper Our Slovakia published by the People’s Party Our Slovakia (Kotleba). It reads, “We Reject Muslim Migrants”. (October, 2017)
The latest phenomenon regarding the rise of Islamophobia in Slovak society in recent years is the repeated misuse of Islamic terminology in the news and commentaries of Slovak journalists. In this regard, the problem is primarily with the words Islam and Islamism, and jihad and jihadism. In the first case (Islam and Islamism), these notions are used interchangeably and often the term “Islamic” is used for both acts and deeds which are in conflict with Islam. In this manner the social image is being created, that for instance, raping is a part of Islamic behavior, that the the reluctance to adhere to (Western) social is a religious praxis, etc. The problem is also that the representatives of the Slovak Muslim community are sometimes referred to in the media as Islamists.21

In the second case (jihad and jihadism), the term jihad, which has a very important place in Islam and is an everyday part of the life of Muslims, is associated with a strongly negative

---

19. Source: https://www1.pluska.sk/search?q=islam&p=2 retrieved January 8, 2018

behavior. Most often it is associated with terrorism - in fact all Slovak media use the word 'jihad' as a synonym for 'terrorism,' and 'jihadists' as a synonym for 'terrorists.' This creates a societal image that all Muslims who act as jihadists are terrorists, and that terrorism in the form of jihad is a part of Islam.22

Physical and Verbal Attacks

We have noticed some verbal attacks on representatives of the Muslim community in Slovakia. Of these, the largest number was registered after the Islamic Foundation in Slovakia published a report (and videos) from the common iftar (the supper which follows the breaking of the daily fast during Ramadan) organized for both Muslims and non-Muslims in Slovakia. The reactions on social networks reveal Islamophobic expressions. (Figs. 4-6) In addition to these, verbal attacks on some diplomats from foreign embassies - mostly women in hijabs - were also recorded.23 Some Muslims have also complained that they have been the victims of stalking, as the result of the campaign against the burkini which was encouraged by some websites.24

23. Information from an interview with Islamic Foundation staff and the IslamOnline.sk website (December, 2017).
24. Ibid.
Internet

In addition to the prementioned conspiracy media websites (Main News, Conservative Newspapers, Parliamentary Letters, Meantime, Conservative Selection, and Earth and Age), the most active websites in spreading Islamophobia in Slovakia were the webpages of extremist political parties, movements and organizations. The most significant were the webpages of the political party Kotleba - The People's Party Our Slovakia and partially We Are Family - Boris Kollar. Furthermore, the webpages of the Slovak Movement for Revival, the Leo XIII Institute and Magnificat Slovakia also spread Islamophobic content.

The last two distributed leaflets in churches all over Slovakia propagating a book describing the Prophet Muhammad "as a hellish creature and the sacred book of Islam as a set of obscenities and hatred." They also organized screenings of a film about the battle of Vienna, which included discussions with representatives of the K-LSNS extremist party.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network

In connection with the tightening of the legislation limiting the rights of Muslims in Slovakia, it is a de facto truth that every political party voted for the amendment to Act No. 308/1991 Coll. for the freedom of religious belief that made impossible for the Muslim community to become officially registered in Slovakia. The SMER-SD, SNS, MOST-HID, Kotleba – LSNS and We Are Family – Boris Kollar voted for this amendment. The last two parties, for the most part, and the Slovak National Party (SNS) were active in spreading of Islamophobia both in parliamentary debates and

30. Zem a Vek, negative articles about Islam, retrieved February 8, 2018, from http://zemavek.k/?s=islam&aTHczbAnwNjyBDU=AO2yR51YzN%40p0v0%40sNM0YRZl0Qm=QoK%pNOq8R9&Sk0pPaNZFQaM*=*%5DFGOaPgWisxjcyILGDj5FzYMYOOkP=niXVxR025y7eYc.
32. Website of the political movement We Are Family – Boris Kollar, retrieved February 11, 2018, from https://hnutie-smerodina.sk/.
34. Website of the Orthodox Catholic Institute Magnificat Slovakia, retrieved February 11, 2018, from http://www.magnificat.sk/.
in connection to their performance in the media before and after the ratification of the amendment of the law.37

Among Slovak politicians there were some who individually spread Islamophobic speech. Andrej Danko (SNS) has repeatedly presented his negative attitude towards Muslims, mosques and his desire to prohibit the burka in Slovakia.38 The president of the government of the Slovak Republic Robert Fico has repeatedly said that he will “not allow the creation of an integrated Muslim community in Slovakia,”39 while the president of the party Freedom and Solidarity (SaS) and a deputy of European Parliament Richard Sulik claimed that “Islam is incompatible with democracy”40 and also shared and wrote several articles, commentaries and blogs with Islamophobic content.41

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

During the parliamentary debate on the amendment of Act No. 308/1991 Coll. and the proposals by Krajniak (We Are Family – Boris Kollar), some deputies from the opposition spoke up for the Slovak Muslim community. In particular, Ondrej Dostal and Martin Klus (both SaS), read the standpoint of the Islamic Foundation in Slovakia in the plenum of the NR SR. In this manner, for the first time in the history of Slovakia the “voice” of Slovak Muslims was heard in the parliament.42

Furthermore, the deputies of the Ordinary People and Independent Personalities (OLaNO) Marek Krajci, Jan Budaj and Igor Matovic stated, “If we want to speak of Slovakia as a Christian country, and if we want to speak of political parties, that are Christian, if we want to say, that we are Christians, so we have to be an example of Christian life in the first place; not an example of hatred or to be spreaders of hatred towards people who think or believe differently.”43

In terms of civic society, the Islamic Foundation in Slovakia is the most active in the fight against Islamophobia; it conducts monitoring of Islamophobic manifes-

42. Speech by MP Klus, who read the statement of the Islamic Foundation about the draft law on “Prohibition of building mosques”. Available on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMdpTM0pymA.
tions and participates in projects of interfaith dialogue.\textsuperscript{44} The Forum of Religions of the World (Mario Nicolini),\textsuperscript{45} the Center for Research on Ethnicity and Culture (Elena Gallova Kriglerova), the Open Society Foundation (Jan Orlovsky), and the League for Human Rights (Zuzana Stevulova) are also active.

In the media space, the following individuals are active: Andrej Ban, a photographer and publicist; journalists from \textit{Denník N}, \textit{SME} and \textit{Pravda}; and members of the editorial office \textit{IslamOnline.sk}. Some religious organizations, a Jewish religious community and teachers at some elementary and secondary schools are also helping to mitigate Islamophobia, and they also provide space for getting to know Islam and Muslims in Slovakia as part of the curriculum.\textsuperscript{46}

\section*{Conclusion and Policy Recommendations}

Islamophobia in Slovakia in 2017, as opposed to the previous years, has not shown increasing tendencies. While in 2015 and 2016 the number of cases of open hate against Muslims, direct physical attacks on Muslims and Muslim women and the so-called “Muslim card” became relevant, as well as in the elections to the NR SR in March 2016, the trend stabilized in 2017. Although there has been no reduction in public expressions of Islamophobia and a law was passed in the parliament confirming the unequal status of Muslims in Slovakia, we did not record any significant attacks on Muslims and no significant protests against Muslims, as was the case in 2015 and 2016. The biggest problem with Islamophobia in Slovakia is that its narrative has been definitively moved from social networks to parliament. It has become a part of politics and the de facto political communication of all political parties (coalition and opposition).\textsuperscript{47} It also continues to influence elections and is also a part of electoral campaigns. An unpleasant finding is that the Islamophobic content is both consciously and unconsciously present in all Slovak media (conspiracy, tabloid and mainstream).

The most pressing challenge for the next period will be spreading awareness that Islamophobia is as dangerous for Slovak society and democracy as any form of xenophobia. Society - politicians, media, and teachers - should be aware that the destruction of democracy and the rise of totalitarianism in the 1930s were caused by anti-Semitism, which manifested itself with the same accompanying phenomena as Islamophobia does today in Slovakia.

\textsuperscript{44} Monitoring of Islamophobia in Slovakia and the Czech Republic by Islamic Foundation, retrieved February 11, 2018, from http://www.islamonline.sk/t/islamofobia/.


Chronology

• **01.01.2017:** President Andrej Kiska stood up for Muslims in his New Year’s speech, when he said, “Claiming that every Roma is a scrounger or that every Muslim is a potential terrorist is stupid and untrue. Every evil and every misfortune that people can make, begins with the word. The word has tremendous power, and the word of hatred has been the beginning of the greatest tragedies of humanity.”

• **24.01.2017:** The first of a series of screenings on the Battle of Vienna accompanied by lectures by K-LSNS politicians on the Islamization of Slovakia (activities were held irregularly throughout the year).

• **31.01.2017:** Negotiations on the amendment to Act No.308/1991 Coll. on freedom of religious belief, which has the president return it unsigned, and in which deputies endorsed the clause making 50,000 member signatures needed for the registration of churches and religious societies - in this manner, they ruled out any real possibility of registering Islam in Slovakia.

• **28.02.2017:** MP of NR SR Milan Krajniak (We Are Family – Boris Kollar) presented proposals for changes in the law[48] that would actually ban the building of mosques in Slovakia (the law was not ratified).

• **28.02.2017:** The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Slovak Republic sent a statement to the ambassadors of Muslim countries in Slovakia. It distanced itself from the dishonor and the burning of the Qur’an, which was committed by a woman citizen of the Slovak Republic.

• **01.03.2017:** Slovak courts for the first time ruled on the custody of a person who publicly denounced the Qur’an, and published threats against Muslims on social networks.

• **08.08.2017:** Catholic parishes all over Slovakia received books with Islamophobic content in which the Prophet Muhammad is portrayed as Antichrist. The book was distributed by Lev XIII Institute. The Conference of Bishops of Slovakia dissociated itself from this event.

• **27.08.2017:** The report of the U.S. Department of State for religious freedom is published, which has again noted that the Slovak Republic does not guarantee equality of all religions.

• **12.09.2017:** The New York Times published an article describing the rise of Islamophobia and verbal attacks on Muslims in Slovak bathing towns.

• **24.10.2017:** The first major discussion of representatives of the three Abrahamic religions in the capital city of Bratislava.

• **18.12.2017:** Slovak Academy of Sciences published the results of a survey according to which up to 54% of Slovaks would not want a Muslim as their neighbor.

---

48. In this case, it is a proposal that changed one law. However, in Slovakia it is possible that in the amendment to one law proposals for changes to other laws are included. So this proposal was de jure to amend a number of laws.
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Executive Summary

In Slovenia right-wing politicians and radical groups, who are very active on social media and through the organization of public events and protests, overtly and explicitly display Islamophobic discourses. They continuously warn against the threat of Islamization and for this reason they object to Islamic cultural activities, the construction of the first and only mosque in Slovenia and the name “Mosque Street,” halal food practices, multicultural dialogue, and the acceptance of refugees, who became inextricably linked to Islam and Muslim identity.

Although breaching the Slovenian Constitution and international legal standards, the Aliens Act was amended (also with the support of the left-wing Modern Centre Party) and now allows for emergency measures denying entry and protection to refugees. The asylum seeker Ahmad Shamieh was about to be deported to Croatia after living in Slovenia for a year but eventually public protests prevented the deportation.

In 2017, persistent problems faced by the Muslim community living in Slovenia continue to present serious obstacles in performing their rights (especially in the employment and education areas) including access to halal food, Islamic holidays, spiritual care and place for worship, circumcision of boys, and Muslim head covering of women. Therefore, we recommend policy changes in five main areas: politics, media, employment, education, and management of refugees. Namely,

• Awareness raising and education about the dangers of hate speech, xenophobia and (neo) racism in the media and on the Internet, as well as in politics.
• Monitoring and collection of information about discrimination based on religious grounds in the employment area as well as implementing and facilitating options for halal dietary regimes at workplaces, schools, kindergartens, hospitals, state institutions, etc.
• Update of textbooks and school curricula regarding Islamic history; education about Islam, and diverse Islamic practices and traditions on an institutional level including political institutions as well as employment and educational organizations.
• The development of integration programs and the facilitation of the integration of refugees and asylum seekers in Slovenian society.
ISLAMOPHOBIA IN SLOVENIA

Povzetek

V Sloveniji politiki desnice in radikalne skupine, ki so zelo aktivne na socialnih omrežjih in preko javnih prireditev in shodov, odkrito in izrecno prikazujejo islamofobične diskurze. Nenehno opozarjajo na grožnjo islamizacije in zato nasprotujejo islamskim kulturnim dejavnostim, gradnji prve in edine mošeje v Sloveniji in imenu “Danijska ulica”, HALAL prehrabni praksi, multikulturnemu dialogu in sprejemanju beguncev, ki so postali neločljivo povezani z islamom in muslimansko identiteto. Kljub kršitvi slovenske Ustave in mednarodnih pravnih standardov je bila sprejeta sprememba Zakona o tujcih (tudi ob podpori leve SMC) in sedaj omogoča nujne ukrepe, ki zavračajo vstop in zaščito beguncev. Prosilec za azil Ahmad Shamieh se je po letu dni prebivanja v Sloveniji soočil z deportacijo na Hrvaško, ki pa so jo javni protesti preprečili. V letu 2017 so še vedno prisotni problemi muslimanske skupnosti živeče v Sloveniji, saj se še naprej srečujejo z ovirami pri izvajanju njihovih verskih pravic (zlasti na področju zaposlovanja in obvezovanja), vključno z dostopom do HALAL hrane, islamskih praznikov, duhovne oskrbe in kraja čaščenja, obrezovanja dečkov in muslimanskega pokrivanja žensk. Zato priporočamo spremembe politik na petih glavnih področjih: politika, mediji, zaposlovanje, obvezovanje in upravljanje beguncev:

• Ozaveščanje in izobraževanje o nevarnostih sovražnega govora, ksenofobije in (neo)rasizma med politiki.
• Spremljanje in zbiranje informacij o diskriminaciji na podlagi verskih razlogov na področju zaposlovanja ter omogočanje HALAL prehranskega režima na delovnih mestih, v šolah, vrtcih, bolnišnicah, državnih institucijah itd.
• Posodobitev učbenikov in učnih načrtov o islamski zgodovini; izobraževanje o islamu, raznolikih islamskih praksah in tradicijah na institucionalni ravni, vključno s političnimi institucijami ter zaposlitvenimi in izobraževalnimi organizacijami.
• Razviti integracijske programe in olajšati vključevanje beguncev in prosilcev za azil v slovensko družbo.
Introduction

In November 2017, Slovenia witnessed the presidential elections, where the previous President Borut Pahor won the second mandate for 5 years. The elections were a disappointment for the right-wing political parties, since their candidates all received very little support. However, a surprise was the 2.2% of votes for the candidate of the group Zedinjena Slovenia (United Slovenia), who is known for his patriotic and nationalistic opinions and activities. The electoral participation in the first and second round was the lowest until now (44% and 42% respectively).

After a series of unsuccessful attempts to resolve the dispute over their land and maritime boundary, Slovenia and Croatia signed an arbitration agreement in 2009 establishing an arbitral tribunal tasked to determine the border. On June 26, 2017, the arbitral tribunal rendered its final decision, which was very welcomed by Slovenia.

Slovenia was still affected by the so-called refugee crisis and this was evident in the Amendment to the Aliens Act, which denies entry to refugees and provides measures for their deportation if they have already entered the country. The initiators and supporters of the Amended Act were the right-wing Slovenian Democratic Party (SDS) and the left-wing Modern Centre Party (SMC) whose majority even supported the proposed right-wing complements. The Amended Act is a breach of the Slovenian Constitution, international legal order and human rights standards. By its very broad definition of “changed circumstances” it enables the state to close the borders for asylum seekers and limits their access to international protection. An absolute majority (46 parliamentary votes) is sufficient to reach a decision on the closure of the border, and not two-thirds of votes as it was initially proposed by the government as a “guardian” against abuse. For these reasons many legal experts, politicians (some from the SMC party) and activists reacted very harshly to this amendment; however, it was voted in the parliament with 47 votes in favour and 18 against.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

In 2017, the main issue regarding Islam and Muslims in Slovenia revolved around the name of the street in Ljubljana where the newly constructed Islamic Religious and Cultural Centre (IRCC) is based. The IRCC construction consisted of an architectural and urban infrastructural adaptation, which included a newly constructed street leading to the centre. For this purpose, suggestions for the street’s name were collected and the municipality decided on the name “Mosque Street” (Đamijska ulica). The name itself raised objections in politics and media, especially from right-wing parties and newspapers.
Among other things, although not directly connected to Muslims living in Slovenia, the Amendments to Aliens Act, which denies protection to refugees, on the symbolic level steered the debate about threats from Muslim countries. The amendments to the Aliens Act were problematic from the human and asylum rights point of view since in its latest form it allows for special emergency measures denying entry to people arriving at the borders and automatically expelling migrants and refugees who have entered Slovenia irregularly. Thus, migrants are bereft of proper assessment of their asylum claims or the risks to which they would be exposed upon return. Slovenia has also witnessed a deportation to Croatia of a Syrian family with a baby born in Slovenia, after a year and a half of living in Slovenia. Another deportation of Syrian Ahmad Shamieh was stopped due to the strong engagement of human right activists.

On the Internet and especially in social media, radical groups and their Islamophobic discourses persist. Especially active is the group Generation Identity Slovenia, a Slovenian form of the Europe-wide activities of the group Generation Identity. In their Facebook posts they warn against the threat of Islamization in Slovenia which is going on, on their opinion, through entry and acceptance of refugees, Islamic cultural activities, halal food practices and certificates, and multicultural dialogue.

**Politics**

In 2017, the construction of the Islamic Religious and Cultural Centre (IRCC) has been slowly finalized. The IRCC construction consisted of an architectural and urban infrastructural adaptation, which also included a newly constructed street leading to the centre. (Fig. 1) For this purpose, suggestions for the street’s name were collected and the Municipality of Ljubljana during the session on September 25 decided to name the street “Mosque Street” (Đamijska ulica) with 24 votes for and 9 votes against. The name itself raised objections in politics and media, especially the right-wing parties (SDS, Nsi) and newspapers (Demokracija, Reporter, Nova 24).

Right-wing actors and media have also expressed outrage upon the statement of Nevzet Porić, the secretary of the Islamic Community, who expressed gratitude to the Ljubljana Mayor Zoran Janković after the decision to name the street “Mosque Street,” but who also noted that “Muslims will remember those who were against the construction of the mosque.” Right-wing politicians and groups perceived this statement as a direct threat by Slovenian Muslims against the Slovene population.1

---

A round table was organized in November 2017 about safety issues in Slovenia and Europe.\(^3\) Two members of the SDP party, Dr Vinko Gorenak and Branko Grims, MA, were the main speakers. They spoke about the threat of terrorist attacks in connection with radical Islam. Grims stated, “The door to radical Islam, which is slowly penetrating through legal channels, opened very carefully with migrants who came legally and stayed here.” He explained that “[a]bove all, the main thing that threatens Slovenia as a national state and the EU as a community, is the link between the political left and radical Islam.” He further emphasized that “the silent, yet apparent invasion and the Islamization of Europe is taking place, and causes radical changes in the old continent.” The speakers explicitly connected the so-called refugee crisis with Islamization and presented terrorism as a threat to European and Slovenian territories and nations.

**Justice System**

Although at first sight not directly connected to Muslims in Slovenia, the Amendments to Aliens Act enacted in 2017, which denies protection to refugees, on the symbolic level steered the debate about threats from Muslim countries. The amendments to the Aliens Act were problematic from the human rights and asylum rights point of view since in the latest form it allows for special emergency measures denying entry to people arriving at the borders and the automatic expulsion of migrants and refugees who have entered Slovenia irregularly. Thus migrants are bereft of proper assessment of their asylum claims or the risks to which they would be exposed upon return. The amended act was, however, very welcomed by right-wing groups and political parties. Their xenophobic and populist discourse created a link between refugees, Muslim faith and the recent terrorist attacks in Europe. People who were

---


against the amendments were labelled by right-wing SDP party member Dr Vinko Gorenak as “extortionists, hypocrites, and threats.”

The ban on slaughtering animals without stunning was adopted by the National Assembly in 2013. Article 25 of the Animal Protection Act requires that the animal be stunned before slaughter. Until then, ritual slaughter was possible, but it was necessary to obtain permission. Now, the permit is no longer possible. This prohibition was already resisted by both the Muslim and Jewish communities living in Slovenia. Their representatives are since then convinced that the state, by prohibiting ritual slaughtering without stunning, violates the right to religious freedom. Both the Jewish and the Islamic faith require that the animal be slaughtered when conscious, that is, it must not be stunned in order to ensure its proper bleeding. The Slovenian Veterinarian Association insisted that slaughtering without stunning animals caused additional suffering, which is why the aforementioned amendment to the law on the protection of animals was adopted. In October 2017, Dr Andraž Teršek, professor of Constitutional Law, published the legal text of the initiative, which was filed in 2014 by the Slovenian Muslim Community, to assess the constitutionality of the law to the Constitutional Court and proposed the possibility that animals be slaughtered without stunning. They both claim that Muslim’s human rights have been violated and that the law violates Article 7 (equality and freedom of religious communities) and Article 41 (freedom of conscience) of the constitution; and in connection with the articles 7 and 41 also Article 1 (principle of democracy), Article 2 (principle of the rule of law) and Article 14 (equality before the law). Since the Muslim community is a national organization representing Slovenian citizens of the religion of Islam, to whom the constitution guarantees the practice and confession of faith (which involves ritual slaughter), they claim that the Animal Protection Act directly interferes with the constitutional rights and freedoms of Slovene Muslims and members of the Slovenian Muslim Community. The Constitutional Court of Slovenia has yet to decide on the proposal to repeal Article 25 of the Animal Protection Act. The right-wing media and
parties reacted to this initiative and claimed that animal rights should be protected from this cruel Islamic practice: “For Muslims it is necessary to slaughter their animals in the way prescribed by Islam, that is, in a cruel manner with bleeding.”8 Opponents of this practice claim that although in most European countries this kind of slaughter is permitted, there are more and more calls for its ban, since “Europe does not share anything with this Islamic tradition.”

Employment

The problems for Muslims in the employment area continue to persist due to the lack of any legal framework (except for the religious rights as protected nominally by the constitution) guaranteeing the actual performance of their religious rights in the workplace, among which are the time and place for worship, possibilities of consuming halal food, celebration of Islamic holidays (only Christian holidays are celebrate as official holidays), and the possibility to wear religious clothing such as headscarves. From research and interviews it is evident that potential female workers are even afraid of demanding these rights since they fear losing the job or not even being employed.9 Women either choose not to cover themselves or not to work (many indeed cannot find work because they wear headscarves).

Muslims have also been trying to be granted the right of religious spiritual care in the Slovenian Armed Forces, police, hospitals, prisons, etc. which is officially available for Roman Catholic members but not for the members of the Islamic faith. In January 2017, the Council for Dialogue on Religious Freedom of the government of the Republic of Slovenia10 (Svet vlade Republike Slovenije za dialog o verski svobodi) met in its regular session and upon the initiative of the Islamic Community debated on the issue of the religious spiritual care of Muslims in the army and police forces, as well as in hospitals and prisons. These issues are not systematically organized, imams and pious members of the community usually do not have any special place available for ritual practices and the problem continues to persist.

In the October session[^11] of the council, they discussed the question of circumcising Muslim boys in accordance to religious requirements and the possibility of performing this surgery in state hospitals, since the surgery is not allowed on the grounds of religious belief. Instead, parents make individual and private arrangements for the surgery either in private clinics or abroad. Some state hospitals, however, make it possible to perform the surgery (upon agreement); the Islamic community, however, states that they cannot demand this surgery because of religious belief and that the price for the operation (550€) is for many families a huge expense. Furthermore, the Islamic community expressed concern over the Ombudsman's statement from 2012 that circumcision other than for medical reasons is a crime representing a “[p]hysical intervention to the integrity of the child merely because of the desire of its legal representatives or caregivers and therefore means an inadmissible interference on a child’s body. In our conviction, it represents a criminal behavior.”[^12] The Islamic community strongly opposes such an interpretation, which ignores religious practice and Muslim rights.

**Education**

As mentioned in the previous report on Slovenia,[^13] the main issue with the curricula is the stereotypical representation of Muslims through images of Turkish/Ottoman expansion and intrusions. No change has been undertaken yet on this issue by the relevant school authorities, i.e. the ministries. No suggestion at the institutional level has been made to change and update the curricula.

In schools and preschool day-care centres, Muslim parents have no legal or administrative possibilities to arrange for halal food for their children. The arrangement can be made only upon individual agreement between parents and school authorities, which oftentimes are not keen to change dietary regimes for some children who would eat halal food. Parents most of the time have tried to arrange a medical report stating that their child does not eat pork or is allergic to pork meat; however, many doctors/paediatricians do not write this type of reports (anymore). Some school authorities only accept medial reports from specialists, who usually do not issue such reports when no medical reasons are present. Parents, thus, compromise either by not putting their children in public schools, or, if an individual agreement is reached, by accepting their children not being given pork. However, since halal dietary practice consists of more than just not eating pork, children


have no other dietary options (elements of pork in other processed foods, the slaughter method is usually not halal, etc.).

Media
Media houses connected to the right-wing and conservative parties (Demokracija, Nova 24TV, and Reporter) regularly publish Islamophobic material. (Fig. 2) In 2017, most of the themes revolved around the acceptance of refugees being allocated to Slovenia according to the EU refugee quotas. They constantly blame the parliamentary left-wing Modern Centre Party for accepting Muslim refugees into Slovenia.

Nova 24TV has published news about Islamic terrorists disguised as refugees with explicit hate speech; some examples follow.

Obviously, we do not have enough terrorists, rapists and other criminals in Europe. It seems that leading politicians want to bring even more. Only this can explain their desire for the ever-increasing inclusion of migrants and Muslims in European countries; and they bring with them much more than just a hungry mouth. They do not respect our laws, but we are talking about tolerance and equality, while most of them don’t even understand the meaning of these words.15

In the following extract a very open Islamophobic discourse dividing “us” and “them” is employed to introduce fear of Islam among Slovenian people.

Not only are they responsible for rapes and terrorist attacks, they also bring Islam to our places. This is itself a violent and aggressive culture, which teaches its members from the time they are born that they must rule the world. It teaches that they should not choose the means and should not look at the consequences. They are taught to be more important than all the rest, while the rest should fear them. In their opinion, women live only to serve and provide sexual services. Consequently, if they do not want to, they simply rape them and do not feel regret for their actions. They want to subordinate and convert everyone to Islam - if they do not succeed, they kill them.16


16. Ibid.
They also raise irrational fear for the future of nations in Europe and blame Muslims for being categorically different from European people and invert the discourse on racism.

Will Europe really be filled with millions of such criminals? What will happen in this case? Let’s bring the Muslims to our country and open the doors to them, and we’ll see. What can a million members of a brutal parasitic culture do to us, who hates us and do not want to integrate? If we do not accept them, we are called racists. In reality, the reason that many do not want to accept them is not that they are different. It’s in their beliefs and actions. We would not accept “our” people if they behaved badly, so we lock up the criminals, don’t we? 17

Similarly Marko Osolnik, MA, a diplomat, analyst and publicist in Reporter explains Islam in an extremely racist and xenophobic way. He states,

Muslimness, however, remains largely the same today as in its bloody history - limited, impatient and aggressively expansionist. In fact, Islam is not only a religion, but a de facto mostly totalitarian religious and political ideology that tends to subjugate the whole of mankind... In addition, it is necessary to add that the very word Islam in Arabic means subordination or surrender. Contrary to Christianity, Islam actually does not know (and does not recognize) concepts, such as free will, a personal, loving relationship between God and a believer, forgiveness, etc. No, a man must - willingly or not - just blindly and unconditionally submit to Allah or his representatives on Earth. ... Hatred, intolerance and violence against “unbelievers” that is to say to all non-Muslims, are commanded in Islam. 18

In January 2017, the newspaper Demokracija 19 presented the translation of Nabeel Qureshi’s book Answering Jihad, A Better Way Forward into Slovenian (Razumeti islam in đihad, 2016). (Fig. 3) However, the Slovenian Islamic Community and its secretary Nevzet Porić do not recommend reading the book as a work of serious literature, or out of interest in learning about Islam and the concept of jihad. Porić expressed surprise that a Catholic publishing house (Family-Družina) among so many books about Islam chose to translate and publish this book, which is, in his opinion, hostile to Islam and is contrary to Pope Francis’s call for tolerance and dialogue between religions. 20

17. Ibid.
Drago K. Ocvirk, the translator of the aforementioned book, in an interview with the newspaper *Demokracija* stated that there are “two types of religious rejection of the humanistic critique of Islam, whether it comes from inside or from outside, and it is also encountered in Slovenia. An apologetic, defensive posture is widespread. In this case, even a bona fide criticism of Islam is stigmatized as weak-minded and Islamophobic. For example, Navzet Porić, secretary general of the Islamic Community, proclaimed Nabeel Qureshi, the author of the book, as a former Ahmadinean Muslim, stating that he ‘is an unimportant person who became mister somebody’ because he wrote something negative about Islam.”

Ocvirk continued,

The second rejection of the humanistic critique of Islam is a doctrinal one. This is based on the basic assumption of the predominant religious groups in Islam that from the human, that is, humanistic point of view, it is not possible to criticize Allah’s and Mohammed’s words - Koran and Hadiths. Man must unconditionally submit to it, for Allah knows better than man, what he demands from him.

According to Ocvirk an example is the initiative of the Slovene Muslim Community to repeal a law prohibiting the slaughter of animals without stunning and consequently preventing Islamic ritual slaughter to the Constitutional Court.

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

In 2017, no specific physical or verbal attack were recorded. However, a recent insinuation by a member of the Slovenian Democratic Party Grims against the Syrian refugee Ahmad Shamieh who faced the threat of deportation can be considered as a form of a verbal attack. He stated, “Ahmad left three or five children and a wife in the middle of the war in Damascus. But he himself, forgive my expression, took his ass to a better place.”

There were, however, many physical protests against migrants from Muslim countries and protests against the settlement of refugees in some local commu-
nities. (Figs. 4, 5) They usually directly related refugees and migrants with Muslims and, therefore, often the messages at these protests contained Islamophobic material.

Internet
On the Internet, social media (especially Facebook groups, but also some forums and blogs) remain the most active virtual arena for Islamophobic discourses. Especially active is the group Generation Identity Slovenia (Generacija Identitete Slovenija), a Slovenian version of the group Generation Identity, which is active across Europe. In their Facebook posts they warn against the threat of the Islamization of Slovenia which is going on, on their opinion, through the entry and acceptance of refugees, Islamic cultural activities, acceptance of halal food practices and certificates, and multicultural dialogue. They publish posts with events presented in such a manner as to feed hate against Muslims. Thus, they strengthen the feeling of threat from Muslims in Slovenia, Europe and across the world by constantly reminding of the Islamic attacks performed by radical groups and by keeping alive the memory of Turkish invasions and the defence of Slovenian territories in the 17th century. They also warn about supposed attacks performed by Muslims in Slovenia.

Furthermore, they took active action to support the decision to deport Ahmad Shamieh to Croatia, thus representing a counter action to all those who protested against the decision and the foreseen deportation. They also support activities against and call for boycott of companies that issue halal certificates and employ

workers who perform halal slaughter. Generation Identity is also very critical of the Roman Catholic Church as being too loose in their stance against Islam.\textsuperscript{28}

Another group called the Uprising of Slovenians – Resistance to the Government and the Settlement of Illegal Economic Immigrants (Upor slovencev – upor proti vladi in naseljevanju nezakonitih ekonomskih priseljencev)\textsuperscript{29} warns against the entrance of sharia laws in Slovenia and acted against the acceptance of Ahmad Shamieh,\textsuperscript{30} blaming him of not being a refugee but an illegal economic migrant who should be deported. They also warn against halal food claiming that the money from halal certificates ends up in the pockets of radical Muslims and terrorists in Saudi Arabia and Iraq. Furthermore, they argue that halal destroys local economy and tradition of meat production causing local workers to lose their jobs in favour of workers performing halal slaughter.

**Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network**

On the political level, parties that openly express Islamophobic ideas belong to the right-wing conservative political specter. These are the parliamentary yet oppositional Slovenian Democratic Party (Slovenska demokratska stranka), New Slovenia (Nova Slovenija), and the Slovenian National Party (Slovenska nacionalna stranka), which is not in parliament. These parties have also established their own media that spread the same ideological messages and regularly broadcast xenophobic discourses, namely Demokracija, Reporter, and Nova 24 TV.

Most of the actors/groups that spread xenophobic discourse and hate speech directed against Muslims were established on social media networks such as Facebook during the mass transition of refugees across Slovenia in 2015. However, although the mass transition of refugees across Slovenia has ended, these groups are still active and gain new followers. They spread Islamophobic material and focus particularly on stories of refugees who are allocated to Slovenia according to the refugee quota system. Some of these pages are Generation Identity Slovenia (Generacija identitete Slovenija); Radical Ljubljana (Radikalna Ljubljana); Stop islamizaciji Slovenije (Stop the Islamisation of Slovenia); Slovenia Secure Borders (Slovenija Zavaruj Meje); and We Slovenians are against Multiculture (Slovenci smo proti Multikulturi). The group We do not want refugees and migrants in Slovenia, We do not want a mosque in Ljubljana (Nočemo beguncev in migrantov v Sloveniji, Nočemo džamije v Ljubljani), while previously active, seems not to exist anymore on Facebook.

\textsuperscript{28} Kristina Božič, “Preprosti odgovori na vse za vse” (Simple Answers to Everything for Everybody), Dnevnik, 8.7.2017, pp. 6-9.

\textsuperscript{29} Upor Slovencev: “Resnica o Halalu” (The Truth about Halal), retrieved November 27, 2017 from https://upor-slovencev.wordpress.com/2017/04/03/resnica-o-halalu/.

\textsuperscript{30} Upor Slovencev, retrieved November 27, 2017 from https://www.facebook.com/Upor-Slovencev-402752850091638/.
Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

There are several non-governmental organizations in Slovenia that deal with issues of discrimination and xenophobia and promote equal treatment and human rights. They have been very active during the so-called refugee crisis and continue to participate in activities for the inclusion of refugees and asylum seekers in Slovenian political and social life. NGOs that are active, among others, in initiatives to counter Islamophobia are the Peace Institute (Mirovni inštitut); Slovene Philanthropy (Slovenska filantropija); Amnesty International; Društvo UP Jesenice/Society UP Jesenice; ROG Factory (Tovarna ROG); SLOGA - Slovenian Global Action; PIC - Legal Informational Centre. The Islamic community in Slovenia and the Slovenian Muslim Community are also active in this field.

There are also some ad hoc groups and initiatives on the Internet (Facebook) that are being established to counter Islamophobia and to address specific issues and events. For example, the Facebook group against the extreme neo-Nazi-fascist group Radical Ljubljana (Proti skrajni neonacifasistični skupini Radikalna Ljubljana). Another initiative was organized to support the Syrian refugee Ahmad Shamieh; it was titled Ahmad has to stay (Ahmad mora ostati). The case of Ahmad Shamieh started when after a year and a half of living in Slovenia (and actively engaging in public social life, learning Slovene, and establishing friendship connections), Shamieh faced deportation to Croatia according to the decision of the Interior Ministry to not accept his asylum request and the assertion that Croatia was responsible for his status. A huge public campaign (http://danesjenovdan.si/ahmad/) Ahmad has to stay directed at the Slovene Parliament took place in November to prevent his deportation. (Fig. 6) Under this initiative a petition was signed by many human rights activists as well as visible academics, artists and sportsmen. Prime Minister Miro Cerar (Modern Centre Party) interfered and stopped the deportation. Consequently, this caused a political turmoil and in November 2017 the right-wing oppositional Slovene Democratic Party pressed charges against the prime minister at the Constitutional Court accusing him of abusing his political position. However, many have commented that this charge is a form of pressure on the government to intensify its strict policy towards asylum seekers.31

Figure 6: The profile for the huge public campaign Ahmad has to stay directed at the Slovene Parliament which took place in November to prevent Ahmad Shamieh’s deportation.32

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

In 2017, Islamophobic discourses took place mostly in media and on the Internet. They targeted refugees and asylum seekers, thus inextricably linking refugees with Muslim identity, which strengthens negative feelings about Muslims who are already living in Slovenia. The problem of hate speech and Islamophobia is widespread also in politics and this precise fact fuels stronger xenophobic and racist discourses among the general public, since such discourses have become widely tolerated. Since 2015 the so-called refugee crisis has strengthened Islamophobia and given rise to specific events that mirror the general atmosphere. Examples of this attitude in 2017 are the Amendments to the Aliens Act and deportations of Syrian refugees as well as protests against the settlement of refugees in Slovenia. The construction of the only mosque in Slovenia and the Islamic Cultural Centre, which was completed in 2017, was again a target of Islamophobic attitudes. Muslims living in Slovenia continue to experience difficulties in the fulfilment of their constitutional rights in all areas of political and social life. They often encounter difficulties and rejections in gaining employment while working Muslims cannot practice their religious requirements. In educational institutions, the stereotypical presentation of Islam and Muslims persists, and Muslim pupils have limited possibilities to fully live and practice their religious requirements.

Taking into account the events and status quo of the problems regarding Islamophobia, we therefore give the following policy recommendations:

• The raising of awareness about the dangers of hate speech, various forms of xenophobia and (neo)racism; especially in the media and on the Internet, as well as in politics.
• The need to accept a speech code for public officials such as parliament members, who often initiate and therefore spread hate speech, xenophobic and racist ideas.
• The monitoring and collection of information about discrimination based on religious grounds in the employment area.
• Implementing and facilitating options for halal dietary regimes at workplaces, schools, kindergartens, hospitals, state institutions, etc.
• The update of textbooks and school curricula regarding Islamic history, targeting pupils as well as teachers.
• The education about Islam, diverse Islamic practices and traditions on a institutional level including top range political institutions such as parliament, the government, ministries and local administration, as well as employment and educational organizations.
• Facilitate spiritual care for the Islamic faith in the armed forces, police forces, prisons, and hospitals.
• Support university and academic research about Islamophobia in politics and among the general public.
• Support the establishment of Islamic studies at universities.
• The education of people working in the media about the importance of how their messages are understood, and education about Islam for media workers.
• Facilitating visibility and participation of Muslims in political, economic, social and cultural life.
• Establishing media for Muslims created by Muslims.
• The development of integration programs, the facilitation of the integration and the monitoring of the integration of refugees and asylum seekers in Slovenian society.

Chronology
• 20.01.2017: Proposal and discussion by the government about Islamic spiritual care in the army, police forces, hospitals, and prisons.
• 25.01.2017: Presentation of the newly translated book about Islam and Jihad To Understand Islam and Jihad that was not received well by the Islamic Community.
• 25.09.2017: Polemics about the name “Mosque Street.”
• 05.10.2017: Publication of the proposal to the Constitutional Court to repeal the ban on the stunning of animals before being slaughtered.
• 05.10.2017: Discussion at the Government Council about the right to perform surgery for the circumcision of Muslim boys.
• 13.11.2017: Protests against (and for) the deportation of refugee/asylum seeker Ahmad Shamieh.
• 23.11.2017: Round table organized by members of the Slovenian Democratic Party about security issues and threats of Islamic terrorist attacks in Slovenia and Europe.
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Executive Summary

The year 2017 will be remembered in Spain in relation to Islamophobia for two facts: one is the celebration of the 25th anniversary of the Cooperation Agreements of 1992 signed between the Islamic communities and the Spanish state that guaranteed Muslims basic rights in a country in which the majority of citizens are Christians (68.4%)1, and the other is the terrorist attack the city of Barcelona experienced on August 17, with the result of 15 people being killed and hundreds of injured citizens. These two events are meaningful and quite representative of the two kinds of Islamophobia present in Spain nowadays: the institutional Islamophobia rooted in the decisions taken (or not taken) by the state and their implementation (or lack thereof), and the citizen Islamophobia practiced by individual citizens on a daily basis. In relation to the first point, over two decades after the Agreements of 1992, basic rights such as access to religious education or the possibility of burying the Muslim dead in an Islamic cemetery have not been put into practice in most of the Spanish regions although small steps are being taken in this sense. In relation to the citizen Islamophobia, the terrorist attack in Barcelona definitely triggered an uncontrolled chain of reactions among certain sectors and groups of Spanish society. The aftermath of that day brought about what the association Plataforma Ciudadana contra la Islamofobia (Citizen Platform against Islamophobia) described as a ‘brutal wave’ of Islamophobic attacks.2 Unfortunately, the expected patterns of behaviour after any terrorist attack occurred, i.e., vandalisation of mosques, Islamophobic writings on Islamic centres, and isolated attacks on individuals, to mention but a few. The main Islamophobic activity observed those days was the frightening rise of the so-called cyber-Islamophobia both in intensity, number, speed of production and impact. In the first week of March, the aforementioned organization Plataforma Ciudadana contra la Islamofobia launched their annual report3 and their conclusions were similar to the ones presented in this report. They state that all 546 attacks they registered (recorded both online and offline) in 2017 are just the ‘tip of the iceberg’ since the figures correspond only to the incidents reported by the victims or the incidents found (and verified) in the news. As mentioned above, Islamophobia in Spain has moved ‘from the streets to the web’ though as, they highlight, mosques and Islamic centres continue to be the main targets of physical acts of vandalism, Catalonia being the autonomous community with the largest number of Islamophobic incidents (almost double those of the second autonomous community, Andalusia). Gender Islamophobia continues to grow; Muslim women are the most targeted group to suffer individual attacks on the streets (21 per cent of the attacks were addressed to Muslim women).

Resumen Ejecutivo

El año 2017 será recordado en España en relación con la Islamofobia por dos hechos: uno es la celebración del 25 aniversario de los Acuerdos de Cooperación de 1992 firmados entre las comunidades islámicas y el estado español que garantizaban a los musulmanes los derechos básicos en un país en el que la mayoría de habitantes son cristianos (68.4%), y el otro es el ataque terrorista que sufrió la ciudad de Barcelona el 17 de agosto con el resultado de 15 muertos y cientos de heridos. Estos dos hechos son significativos y bastante representativos de los dos tipos de Islamofobia presentes en España en la actualidad: la Islamofobia institucional enraizada en las decisiones tomadas (o no tomadas) por el estado y la puesta en práctica (o no) de las mismas y la Islamofobia ciudadana ejercitada por ciudadanos individuales en el día a día. En relación al primer punto, todavía dos décadas tras la firma de los Acuerdos de Cooperación de 1992, derechos tan básicos como el acceso a una educación religiosa o la posibilidad de enterrar a los muertos musulmanes en un cementerio islámico no son implementados completamente en la mayoría de regiones españolas aunque se están dando pequeños pasos en este sentido. En relación con la Islamofobia ciudadana, el atentado de Barcelona provocó una serie de reacciones en cadena por parte de ciertos sectores o grupos de la sociedad española.

La resaca de aquel día fue lo que la asociación Plataforma Ciudadana contra la Islamofobia describió como “una brutal ola” de ataques islamófobos. A los ya desafortunadamente esperados y frecuentes patrones de comportamiento después de cualquier ataque terrorista, i.e., actos vandálicos contra las mezquitas, pintadas islamófobas en centros islámicos o ataques aislados contra individuos musulmanes entre otros, la mayor actividad islamófoba en esos días fue el incremento de la llamada ciberislamofobia tanto en intensidad, número, velocidad de producción e impacto. Durante la primera semana de marzo, la ya mencionada organización “Plataforma Ciudadana contra la Islamofobia” presentó su informe anual con conclusiones similares a las que expone este trabajo. En su informe de 2017, hacen referencia a 546 ataques (tanto online como offline) lo que sólo constituye “la punta del iceberg” ya que las cifras se corresponden con los incidentes denunciados por las víctimas o los que han sido mencionados (y verificados) en los medios de comunicación. De manera general, y como se ha dicho anteriormente, la Islamofobia en España se ha desplazado “desde la calle hasta la red” aunque enfatizan que las mezquitas y los centros islámicos siguen siendo el objetivo principal de los actos vandálicos destacando Cataluña como la comunidad autónoma con el mayor número de incidentes registrados (casi el doble que la segunda comunidad autónoma, Andalucía) y las mujeres musulmanas continúan siendo el grupo más propicio a sufrir ataques individuales (21% del número total de ataques fueron dirigidos a ellas).
Introduction

According to the 2016 annual report Demographic Study of the Muslim Community (Estudio Demográfico de la Comunidad Musulmana) carried out by the Union of Islamic Communities of Spain (Unión de Comunidades Islámicas de España, UCIDE), there are 1,919,141 Muslim citizens in Spain; 804,017 are Spanish Muslims, whereas the remaining 1,115,124 are immigrants, Morocco being the most common country of origin. Catalonia and Andalusia are the preferred Spanish Muslim settlements followed by Madrid and Valencia.

With the presence of Muslims in Spain, Islamophobia is increasing and reaching new peaks every year. A report carried out by the NGO Plataforma Ciudadana contra la Islamofobia stated that in 2016, the Islamophobic incidents they monitored and reported doubled compared to the previous year. The NGO considers there is an “institutional involvement” since the report of the Ministry of Interior did not mention any Islamophobic attack despite being the most frequent practice of intolerance in the country and especially alarming in social media. Andalusia, Catalonia and Valencia were the regions with more Islamophobic incidents according to this study.

Significant Incidents and Developments

Two main events were the protagonists of 2017 in Spain: one was the terrorist attack that shook Barcelona on August 17, and the second was ‘the Catalan issue’, that is, the referendum held to test the opinion of Catalans about their wish to be independent from the rest of the country and the elections for the Catalan parliament that followed.

In the afternoon of August 17, a white van drove into the crowds at Las Ramblas, the most popular street in Barcelona. In the peak of the summer holidays, the action caused citizens of 24 countries to be killed. The previous night, in Barcelona, in the small town of Alcanar, an explosion occurred destroying the building and killing two members of the terrorist cell that the following day killed 16 people and left more than 130 injured both in Barcelona and Cambrils. The entire attack – in Barcelona, Cambrils and Alcanar - was qualified by the president of the Spanish government, Mariano Rajoy, as a ‘jihadist attack’ since DAESH quickly claimed the responsibility of it.7

During the last months of the year (October-December), Catalonia experienced very troubled times. The autonomous community held a referendum on the citizens’ will to separate from the rest of the country. This led to the birth of the Republic of Catalonia and their unilateral declaration of independence. At the end of October, the president of the Catalan parliament, Carles Puigdemont, fled to Belgium escaping the Spanish Justice that issued a formal warrant of arrest against him for rebellion, sedition and embezzlement; to this day, he remains in Belgium.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

The year started with a polemic, Islamophobic tweet by Esperanza Aguirre (former president of Madrid and of the Senate as well as former minister of culture during Aznar’s government) on January 2 about the celebrations of the surrender of Granada. Aguirre tweeted that January 2 is a glorious day for the Spanish women who otherwise would not enjoy any freedom under the rule of Islam.8 Among other politicians who made Islamophobic statements or remarks, it is relevant to remember the words of the Secretary of State for the Defence Agustín Conde, who claimed one of the targets of the army was “to prevent his daughter from wearing a burqa”. He also emphasised the need to strengthen the army to face ‘external threats’. José Manuel Calzada, provincial director of the Ministry of Education in Melilla, was also polemic when he blamed Islam for the terrorist attack in Barcelona, which DAESH quickly claimed responsibility for, in a tweet that ended with the hashtag #StopIslam.

The annual report on Islamophobia by the Plataforma Ciudadana contra la Islamofobia (Citizen Platform against Islamophobia) stated that 29% of the identified perpetrators of Islamophobic incidents (both online and offline) were involved or related to extreme right political parties and organizations.

However, the political area which featured Muslims as protagonists was the Catalan elections. The elections in Catalonia (with 170,000 Muslim voters) and the problems of separatism that followed as a consequence put Muslims in the limelight since the so-called “Muslim vote” was the object of desire of all the political parties and all of them included in their lists an average of 12 Muslim candidates. Accord-

ing to Prof. Moreras, the so-called “Muslim vote” is a fiction, due to, among other reasons, the heterogeneity of the Muslim community.10

**Justice System**

In 2017, 95% of Islamic communities lack a cemetery. Muslims started an active campaign to claim their right to have a cemetery in some provinces such as in Alicante,11 Badajoz,12 and La Rioja.13 Other cemeteries have been abandoned by the administration and need restoration or to be expanded as is the case of La Rioja or Son Valentí.

Another aspect related to Islamophobia and justice is the amount of actions (talks, workshops, seminars, etc.) in 2017 aiming to raise awareness in citizens about reporting hate crimes. An average of 2 out of 10 criminal offences are taken to court while, for instance, the local police of Palma de Mallorca had to take part in 22 cases in the first two months of 201714 - data that gives us the real dimension of the problem.

The organization Plataforma Ciudadana contra la Islamofobia states that all 546 attacks they registered (recorded both online and offline) in 2017 are just the “tip of the iceberg” since the figures correspond to the incidents reported by the victims or the incidents found (and verified) in the news.

Plenty of measures, however, have been taken to foster reporting any hate crime both from government institutions such as security forces (national and local police) and from civil society.15

**Employment**

Probably the hot topic related to Islamophobia and employment in Spain this year was the controversy regarding the autonomy of companies to forbid their female employees from wearing a headscarf. In March 2017, the European Court of Justice

---


15. EFE Press Agency, “Castellón instruye a 500 policías en delitos de odio y violencia de género,” El Mundo (February 1, 2017), retrieved October 27, 2017 from http://www.elmundo.es/comunidad-valenciana/castellon/2017/02/01/5891f52h22601d5d428b4581.html and
ruled that the prohibition on the outfit is not a direct discrimination towards the employee although it gives every country the possibility to interpret in which cases the prohibition is discriminatory in the private sector.\textsuperscript{16}

In this sense, a courthouse in Palma de Mallorca supported Ana Saidi Rodríguez, who was dismissed and sued her company, Acciona, because she was told not to wear the headscarf while she was working at a desk at the airport of Palma.\textsuperscript{17}

Another problem Muslims incur is the high rate of unemployment. The president of the organisation Islamic Volunteerism of Social Action VIAS (Voluntariado Islámico de Acción Social) reported that the biggest unemployment rate can be found among Muslims in the city of Melilla, which has more than 44,000 Muslim citizens.\textsuperscript{18} In this vein, the candidate for the Catalan parliament for the ERC, Najat Driouech, stated that unemployment is Muslims’ main problem in Spain since the extent of prejudices towards Muslims prevent employers from hiring them.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{Education}

The main problem in the education sector in 2017 was that 95\% of Muslim students lack religion classes in state schools\textsuperscript{20} despite the Agreements of 1992.\textsuperscript{21}

The census of Muslim students in Spain in 2016 was 290,110. However, the demand for Islamic education is only covered in the autonomous communities of Andalusia, Aragon, Basque Country, Canary Islands and in Ceuta and Melilla, leaving the greater part of the country unassisted. The number of teachers of Islamic religion in 2016 was 55, eight more than in 2015 and still very insufficient to cover all the demands and needs of Muslims students. In the autonomous community of Castilla-León more than 260 individual demands\textsuperscript{22} were registered.

\begin{itemize}
\item[18.] Data from the demographic study on the Muslim population by the Observatorio Andalusí: http://ucide.org/sites/default/files/revistas/estademograf16.pdf
\item[20.] http://observatorio.hispanomuslim.es/estademograf.pdf
\end{itemize}
In other communities, the implementation of the teaching of Islamic religion will commence in the next academic year 2018-9; this is the case for Extremadura,23 La Rioja,24 Segovia and its province, and Valencia.25

Aside from the important problem of the absence of the subject of Islamic religion in schools, there were also other Islamophobic incidents in 2017. There was the case of a student of the Autonomous University of Madrid, who was forbidden to sit an exam for wearing a headscarf which caused the massive reaction of all her classmates who attended the class wearing headscarves too, in solidarity with their Muslim classmate.26 Another case of Islamophobia was solved in court in 2017, when the Supreme Court in Galicia supported the dismissal of a cooking teacher who humiliated a Muslim student by forcing him to drink alcohol.27

Media

In Spain, 2017 was an important year for starting the battle against Islamophobia in the media since the ‘Observatorio de la islamofobia en los medios’28 (Observatory on Islamophobia in the Media) was founded in March of this year. The Observatorio is an organisation that focuses on the coverage of all news concerning Muslims and Islam in the six main Spanish newspapers: El País, La Razón, El Mundo, La Vanguardia, Eldiario.es and 20 minuto. It classifies the articles according to the...
content in three main categories: containing active Islamophobia, containing passive Islamophobia, and no Islamophobia. Figures 1 and 2 are samples of news analysed and found to be containing active Islamophobia.

In September, the organisation launched the statistics of the results of the year’s first semester in which they concluded that 66% of the news about Islam was Islamophobic. Also, they wrote a special report on the press coverage of the terrorist attack of August 17 and concluded that in 56% of cases there was active or passive Islamophobia.

The organisation Melilla Acoge offers workshops to educate professionals working in the centres for immigrants in discarding any negative stereotypes of diversity and multicultural societies which could affect immigrants.31

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

Physical and verbal attacks have been constant in last year; the latter, as I will explain, is especially true on the Internet. Physical attacks have targeted both mosques and Muslims. The terrorist attack in Barcelona on August 17 triggered the reaction of fascists who wrote threatening messages against Islam and Muslims32 on the walls of mosques; among others, in Montblanc, Fuenlabrada, Sevilla and Granada. (Figures 3 and 4) Other mosques were attacked in different moments of the year.

---


Mosques were also ‘attacked’ not physically but threatened to be closed like the one in Las Margaritas (Getafe), while a campaign was organised by an extremist fascist group against the mosque of Sant Feliu.

Muslims were also the victims of violence. A Moroccan citizen reported that he was beaten a day after the terrorist attack in Barcelona and a pregnant Muslim woman in Málaga was hit. Muslims in Inca (Mallorca) were scared after a jihadist planned to stab random citizens in the street so that they could be also potential victims for the terrorist. Passengers on the metro in Madrid kicked out a neo-Nazi who insulted a Moroccan couple. In Granada, two Muslim women were expelled from a public swimming pool for wearing burkinis in a clear case of gendered Islamophobia.

As we mentioned briefly in the executive summary, Muslim women continue to constitute the main group of victims of physical and verbal attacks in the streets as they are the preferred target by Islamophobes. The incidents related to gender Islamophobia make up 21% of the entire number of attacks reported according to the annual report on Islamophobia launched by Plataforma Ciudadana contra la Islamophobia.


The verbal attacks on Muslims were examined in the section on politics and will be analysed in detail in the following section on the Internet.

Internet
My analysis of cyber-Islamophobia consists of the detailed examination of 250 tweets from 2017 - a corpus large enough to draw some representative conclusions concerning trends of thought and discursive patterns. Similarly, to last year, most of the Islamophobic tweets were sent through “impersonal accounts” in the sense that the handle-names could not be easily linked to an identifiable individual but rather comprised a nickname or the name of an organisation as we will see in the section below.

The most frequent hashtags associated with Islamophobic tweets were #stopislamización (#stopislamization); #stopinvasión (#stopinvasion); and #stopinmigrantes. Curiously, in a great number of tweets, the government party, the Partido Popular (People’s Party), is accused of encouraging and fostering the massive entry of Muslims into Spain and of giving them all the benefits that only Spanish people should enjoy (see the ‘Islamisation’ of Spain). (Fig. 5)

Figure 5: Collage representing the alleged excessive leniency of the Spanish government towards Islam and Muslims. @ conelmazo_dando, Twitter, 29/11/2017.
Another nuance that is more present this year than in 2016 is the stronger presence of certain political parties on Twitter, mainly Vox, Democracia Nacional (National Democracy) and Falange whose presence spread across many social media platforms (primarily Twitter and Facebook).

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network

There are several social media accounts whose main (sometimes exclusive) objective is to spread hate and aversion towards Muslims. Here, I will merely refer to accounts that are not ascribed to any individual with a proper name and surname (keeping in mind that these might be fake) but whose handlenames are either impersonal (referring to concepts) or referring to associations - all of them, however, explicitly mention their rejection of Islam and Muslims. The following are a sample: Observa Islamofilia (Observe Islamophilia), Lucha Nacional (National Fight), No Islam España (No Islam Spain), Hispano Ignoto (Unknown Hispano), An Islamophobe, Generación Identitaria (Identitarian Generation), D. Pelayo vuelve (Don Pelayo comes back), Crusaders, Pasión por España (Passion for Spain), and Alt-Right España.

The iconography of the profiles of all the Islamophobes share common elements: Spanish flags (this year we have found more flags with the constitutional shield than pre-constitutional flags); and the same kind of thread of adjectives in the biography of the users: conservative, patriot, Spanish (meaning a strong supporter of a united Spain in which any idea of nationalism, let alone separatism, is completely rejected) and Catholic (sometimes, just Christian). In many cases, they also make reference to their support of the Spanish army. Not frequent but occasional are the references to the *Reconquista* period (to Don Pelayo, for instance) in which the Christian troops took over Muslim Spain. (Fig. 6)
Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

Civil society in Spain has been very dynamic in taking charge of the battle against this multifaceted problem which, we must not forget, should be tackled by the government rather than by private organisations.

The measures taken by civil society can be said to have focused on five fields:

a. Internet campaigns to report abuses suffered by the Muslim community.

b. Campaigns to spread information on Islam and the importance of Muslim culture in our history and cultural heritage.41

c. Activities to educate the younger generations, for example in high schools, and acquaint them with Islam either through talks or workshops or via competitions such as comics or graffiti.42

d. Academic events like seminars, workshops, conferences or talks43 to discuss certain aspects of Islamophobia and deepen the knowledge of the real nature of Islam.44

e. Instruction and training of security forces45 and citizens46 to teach them how to tackle hate crimes.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

This report has summarised the main aspects concerning Islamophobia in Spain during 2017 at institutional, social, discursive and interpersonal level. The phenomenon of Islamophobia in Spain has been gradually increasing in the last few years to the point of reaching almost 500 incidents in 2016. The year 2017, as we saw in the former sections of this report, will be remembered in the history of Spain for the brutal terrorist attack in Barcelona on August 17.

Cyber-Islamophobia is, by far, the area in which the Muslim community is easily verbally attacked, slandered, insulted and despised. The minimal cost and easy access of Islamophobes to computers makes cyber-Islamophobia a real threat to Muslims. Though the legislation on hate speech has toughened by both the main media sites, such as Facebook and Twitter, as well as by the Spanish law, the administration continues not implementing some of the measures signed in the Cooperation Agreements of 1992, like access to Islamic education for Muslim children, the opening of Muslim cemeteries and the provision of Muslim imams to Muslim prisoners and members of the Armed Forces.

43. Talk at the University of Granada ‘Islam: Culture of Peace and No Violence’ by Amaruch Mohamedi Amaruch.
44. ‘Women against Islamophobia’ is a project launched by the organization SOS racism and taking place in Guipuzcoa to favour the process of integration of migrant Muslim women through education, empowerment and participation.
Civil society has taken the lead in many areas to prevent Islamophobia from growing and spreading mainly based on the destruction of deeply rooted stereotypes, through seminars, workshops and the spread of knowledge - the aforementioned areas, however, are beyond their reach. A democratic government in a state ruled by law should not allow organisations to take over the tasks of its elected politicians.

A more fluid dialogue between the Muslim community, civil society and institutions is required. The future is, as always, the new generations. Programmes about otherness, inclusiveness and minorities should be included in the syllabus of schools and in the faculties of education to create citizens free from any prejudice against Islam and Muslims. Also, the government should pay attention to the numerous and justified demands made by the Muslim community.

The media has taken the first steps to detect, highlight and deal with Islamophobic language and information thanks to the Observatorio de la Islamofobia en los Medios - one of the big steps taken in the last year- but we need more time to see if their recommendations will be put into practice.

**Chronology**

- **02.01.2017**: Esperanza Aguirre posts an Islamophobic tweet on the anniversary of the surrender of Granada.
- **06.01.2017**: The Bishop of Córdoba claims the Great Mosque is ‘just Byzantine art’ and ‘the Moors merely paid for the construction work’.
- **07.03.2017**: The Mosque el Saadah of Sabadell reports Islamophobic graffiti that states ‘Death to Islam’.
- **22.03.2017**: Official presentation of the Observatory on Islamophobia in the Media, a project led by the European Institute of the Mediterranean (IEMed) and the Al Fanar Foundation.
- **26.03.2017**: Vandal acts in Viladecans (Barcelona) - a car is set on fire and an Islamophobic message is written on the mosque.
- **28.03.2017**: The Honorary Commissary of Police Francisco Marhuenda makes extremely hateful comments about Muslims and the cultural association Intercul-

---


ISLAMOPHOBIA IN SPAIN

tura (Interculture) demands the government revokes his title and bans him from all future events.\footnote{Editorial team, “Intercultura pide que retiren a Marhuenda el cargo de comisario de Honor de la policía,” \textit{El Faro de Melilla} (March 27, 2017), retrieved November 26, 2017 from https://elfarodemelilla.es/2017/03/27/intercultura-pide-retiren-marhuenda-cargo-comisario-honor-la-policia/}.

- **31.03.2017**: The defence state secretary and the former mayor of Toledo make Islamophobic statements.
- **21.05.2017**: A citizen from Lloret de Mar (Gerona) starts a campaign on \url{change.org} looking for support to close the frontier in Cádiz and forbid the entry of Muslims into Spain.\footnote{Editorial team, “Pide firmas para ‘cerrar la frontera de Cádiz’ e impedir la entrada de musulmanes,” \textit{Cádiz Directo} (May 15, 2017), retrieved October 27, 2017 from https://www.cadizdirecto.com/pide-firmas-cerrar-la-frontera-ca-diz-e-impedir-la-entrada-musulmanes/}.
- **03.06.2017**: The Supreme Court in Galicia supports the dismissal of a cooking teacher who humiliated a Muslim student by forcing him to drink alcohol.
- **17.06.2017**: Muslims in La Rioja complain about the fact that their kids cannot study Islam in school.
- **07.07.2017**: Tense argument in Mallorca between a Muslim woman rebuking another woman for wearing shorts. The incident appeared in almost all the media with no mention of the mental deficiency of the attacker.\footnote{Editorial team, “Tensa discusión en Mallorca de una musulmana contra una joven por llevar shorts,” \textit{La Vanguardia} (July 7, 2017), retrieved October 16, 2017 from http://www.lavanguardia.com/vida/20170707/423948007884/ youtube-discusion-musulmana-mallorca-estudiantes-shorts.html}.
- **11.07.2017**: Campaign organised by an extremist fascist group against the mosque of Sant Feliu.\footnote{Editorial team, “Tensión en Sant Feliu entre opositores a una mezquita y antifascistas”, \textit{El Español} (July 8, 2017), retrieved October 28, 2017 from https://cronicaglobal.elpais.com/vida/tension-sant-feliu-mezquita-antifascistas_76399_102.html}.

• **25.07.2017**: Throughout the night, firefighters in Ceuta extinguish several fires in the thalweg close to the Muslim cemetery.\(^58\)

• **12.08.2017**: The president of the NGO VIAS (Voluntariado Islámico de Acción Social) reports that the highest rate of unemployment in Melilla affects the Muslim community.\(^59\)

• **17.08.2017**: The Muslim cemetery in Son Valentí is vandalised – it is abandoned by the government.\(^60\)

• **17.08.2017**: Terrorist attack in Barcelona. Manifesto of the organisation Plataforma Ciudadana contra la Islamofobia (Citizen Platform against Islamophobia) speaks out against the attack.\(^61\)

• **20.08.2017**: Islamophobic messages written on the mosque of Seville.\(^62\)

• **20.08.2017**: The Socialist Party demands the expulsion of Calzada because of the publication of an Islamophobic tweet.

• **25.08.2017**: The people of Madrid will lead the popular prosecution in the case of the Islamophobic attack suffered by a Muslim woman in Usera.\(^63\)

• **06.09.2017**: Passengers in the metro in Madrid remove a neo-Nazi who insulted a Moroccan couple\(^64\)

• **16.09.2017**: The group Medina belonging to the Socialist Party (PSOE) expresses their solidarity with Abderrahim Quadrassi, a citizen whose photo was published on the front cover of a paper in Mallorca instead of an arrested terrorist.

---


• **08.09.2017**: A Moroccan citizen reports he was beaten a day after the terrorist attack in Barcelona.65

• **28.09.2017**: In a meeting, the citizens of Alhama (Murcia) demand the town hall stops the construction of a mosque in Las Filipinas.66

• **11.10.2017**: Police dismisses the serious problem of Islamophobia in Palma.67

• **14.10.2017**: A Spanish citizen is taken to court on charges of racism after stabbing a Moroccan man.68

• **15.10.2017**: Possible scam regarding fake halal label is exposed in several places in Seville.69

• **06.11.2017**: Two Muslim women expelled from a public swimming pool for wearing burkinis in Granada.70

• **06.11.2017**: Two women complain about random security checks at Bilbao Airport for wearing the hijab.71

• **07.11.2017**: Research demanded about the death and alleged rape of 20 Nigerian girls.72

• **08.11.2017**: Solidarity against intolerance - the whole class of the University Autónoma in Madrid wear a hijab as a response to a classmate being forbidden to sit an exam for wearing a hijab.73

---


• 08.11.2017: 1,800 Muslim students have the right to be taught about Islam but have no teacher.74
• 13.11.2017: The local Muslim cemetery of La Rioja is in need of restoration and an expansion.75
• 17.11.2017: Attack on a mosque in Bermeo.76
• 17.11.2017: Racism and fascism expressed in online conversations by the local police of Madrid.77
• 12.12.2017: Two men sentenced to one-year imprisonment for attacking a pregnant woman who was wearing a niqab in Ciutat Vella last August.78
• 18.12.2017: Neo-Nazis who kicked a Muslim woman are sentenced by a court to attend a course against Islamophobia.79

---
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Executive Summary

Fake news produced by the transatlantic Islamophobic networks portraying Sweden as a multicultural dystopia with Sharia controlled no-go zones and Muslim rape jihad against white Swedish women reached new heights as it was picked up by U.S. President Donald Trump in an effort to defend his Muslim Ban. Alternative facts played a role in Swedish politics, too. The Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) published an unsubstantiated report on an alleged Muslim Brotherhood conspiracy to establish a totalitarian Islamic State in Sweden, naming a series of organizations and Muslim leaders as agents of the evil cabal. The Administrative Court of Appeal later dismissed the report as of “highly limited” value.

Migration and integration remained the main issues concerning in public opinion, propelling the rise of the once marginal anti-Muslim Sweden Democrats to become the third or second largest party in opinion polls, pushing most other parties to adjust their policies towards a more exclusionary and culturalist position. Hate crimes remain at relatively high levels. According to a study on self-reported victims of hate crime, published in 2017, some 145,000 individuals had been exposed to 225,000 hate crimes with racist or xenophobic motives, and 47,000 individuals had been exposed to 81,000 hate crimes with “anti-religious,” including Islamophobic, motives. In 2017, three mosques were set aflame, and scores of Islamic association facilities were vandalized. Constantly under threat, Islamic congregations are targeted by insurance companies specializing in offering high-risk enterprises insurance at high premium/high deductible terms.

In January 2017, the government launched the National Plan to Combat Racism, which acknowledges Islamophobia as a problem that needs to be addressed, and the Discrimination Act was amended to require enterprises and schools to adopt “active measures” to prevent discrimination and secure equal rights and opportunities within their organizations. However, this did not prevent the Equality Ombudsman from following the EU Court of Justice in ruling that company policies banning the Islamic headscarf are not discriminatory. The decision sparked protests in the emerging Muslim civil rights movement, which for the first time participated in May 1 rallies to defend Muslim women’s labour rights.
Svensk Sammanfattning

Falska nyheter producerade i de antimuslimska nätverken där Sverige framställs som en multikulturell dystopi med shariakontrollerade no-go zoner och jihad i form av muslimska gruppvåldtäkter av vita svenska kvinnor, slog igenom på hög nivå när de plockades upp av president Donald Trump i ett försök att försvara sitt muslimska inreseförbud. Alternativa fakta influerade också svensk politik. Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap (MSB) publicerade en osäker och icke underbyggd rapport som påstod att det Muslimska brödraskapet konspirerar för att omvandla Sverige till en totalitär islamisk stat och pekade ut namngivna organisationer och personer som den illasinnade sammansvärjningens agenter. Författningsdomstolen avfärdade senare rapportens bevisvärde som “högst begränsat”.


Introduction

On February 18, 2017, U.S. President Donald Trump defended his call for a Muslim Ban by referring to a series of terror attacks in Europe, including Sweden. “You look at what was happening last night in Sweden. Sweden, who would believe this? Sweden. They took in large numbers. They’re having problems like they never thought possible.”1 Swedish officials and reporters were bewildered. What happened in Sweden the night before? The Foreign Ministry declared that the Swedish government was not aware of any “terror-linked major incidents” that occurred on the night of February 17.2 The Swedish daily Aftonbladet listed the major news to occur in Sweden that day: famous singer Owe Thörnqvist had technical problems during rehearsal for a singing competition; a man died in hospital after an accident in the workplace; due to harsh weather the road E10 was partially closed.3 Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Löfven said he was “surprised” by Trump’s allegations, adding, “We must verify information that we spread.”4 While the general conclusion in Sweden was that “nothing happened” the night before, a group of Swedish photographers sought to set the record straight by documenting all the small moments that rarely make the news but make up everyday life in Sweden in all its diversity. The project resulted in the exhibition Last Night in Sweden at Fotografiska, Stockholm, and a photobook that eventually was sent to President Trump.5

As Trump’s claim was rated “false,”6 the president tweeted that he had not referred to anything that had happened in Sweden but to a story on Fox News concerning Muslim immigrants and Sweden that he had seen that night. That Fox story was an interview with alt-right filmmaker Ami Horowitz about his documentary Stockholm Syndrome, which seeks to assert that Sweden has become

---


3. “This happened in Sweden Friday Night, Mr President”, Aftonbladet (February 18, 2017), retrieved December 12, https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/a/Vn17J/in-english-this-happened-in-sweden-friday-night-mr-president


the rape capital of the world, because it has “taken more refugees from the Islamic world than any Western nation.” “This immigration has led to cultural clashes, enclaves of self-contained societies,” “shootings,” “sexual attacks across Sweden” and Muslim-controlled “no-go areas.”” Fact-finding journalists found the claims bogus, and the two police officers used to substantiate the story were “shocked” when realizing that Horowitz had edited the answers. “We were answering completely different questions in the interview,” they stated. 8

In *Stockholm Syndrome*, Horowitz repeated a stunt popular with populist journalists: he went to a stigmatized underclass area, where many inhabitants have non-European migrant background, to pick a fight. Many people in these areas are fed up with journalists touring their neighbourhoods as if they were on a safari, and often object to being filmed. If the journalist is provocative enough, there might be a brawl which makes good television. Used to “prove” the uncivilized nature of Muslims, the trick has been enacted by radical nationalists, e.g. Roger Sahlström and Jan Sjunnesson (who also acted as ‘tour guides’ to Australian 60 minutes), and the Norwegian Minister of Immigration Sylvi Listhaug of the Progress Party, as part of the 2017 Norwegian election campaign. 9 Obviously, the stunt depends on the fact that there really are no “no-go zones” in Sweden. It may impress an anti-Muslim audience but not anyone with personal experience of these areas. While Horowitz’s dramaturgy came across as silly to a Swedish audience - the film sequence turns black and we only hear, in Swedish, a man saying that he does not like to be filmed and Horowitz yelling “help”- it made Horowitz a hero at Info Wars (“Filmmaker Ami Horowitz Attacked by Muslim Gang

---

in Swedish No-Go Zone”), and Breitbart (“Filmmaker Ami Horowitz Beaten in Swedish No-Go Zone: ‘I Can Tell You for a Fact They Exist’.”)\(^{10}\)

Obviously, stories like this work better outside Sweden. Not least in the transnational anti-Muslim networks, where Malmö and Sweden are construed as multicultural dystopias. In Sweden, they work best in rural or small-town areas with no or few Muslim residents. This is congruent with the fact that the anti-Muslim Sweden Democrats, a radical nationalist party with national socialist origins, has the most sympathizers in voting districts with no or few Muslim residents.\(^{11}\) Islamophobia works better without Muslims.

This is not to say that Sweden is without its problems. During the past quarter of a century, we have seen growing income inequality, and Sweden has transformed into one of the most segregated societies in the OECD region. The basis of segregation is class, but as class distinction covaries with structural discrimination on the basis of racialized ethnicity, religion, and culture, this development constitutes an important context for the report on Islamophobia in Sweden in 2017. What follows is a summary of what has taken place, based on a selection of incidents and should not be understood as exhaustive.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

Islamophobia played contradictory roles in mainstream Swedish politics in 2017. In January, the Social Democrat/Green Party government launched the National Plan to Combat Racism, which acknowledges Islamophobia as a form of racism. While the plan tends to favour an understanding of racism in terms of attitudes at the expense of racism as practice, it nonetheless represents a breakthrough as Islamophobia is recognized as a problem that needs to be addressed.\(^{12}\) However, another government authority, the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB), which is responsible for public safety, risk management and civil defense, was carried away by Islamophobic


conspiracy theory. Somehow convinced that Islamist and jihadi organizations were infiltrating Sweden to further their aim of “(re)establishing a utopian caliphate,” the MSB commissioned a study to “expose the influence of the Muslim Brotherhood” in Sweden and “assess its consequences” to “public safety, primarily life, health, and fundamental societal values.”

Published in February, the report Muslimska brödraskapet i Sverige (The Muslim Brotherhood in Sweden) claims that the Muslim Brotherhood was clandestinely infiltrating Sweden, aiming to establish a totalitarian Islamic state. Allegedly capitalizing on the romance with “diversity” and “tolerance” supposedly cultivated by Sweden’s “political elite,” the Muslim Brotherhood is said to hide the extent to which Islam is incompatible with Swedish values, and uses the phony concept of “Islamophobia” to silence its critics. While casting the Muslim Brotherhood as masters of deception, the report claims to have uncovered its secret leadership structure, and identifies a number of named organizations and individuals as Muslim Brotherhood agents. As none of these accusations was substantiated, twenty-two scholars of Islam in Sweden denounced the report as scientifically unsound. The critique got wide media coverage, and the MSB quietly distanced itself by stating that “it does not back the report,” that did not qualify as “research.”

13. Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap, Beställning. Ordenr 2312602. The MSB entrusted Magnus Norell, Aje Carlomb and Pierre Durrani with the task. Magnus Norell is a former analyst for the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI), a fellow at the European Foundation for Democracy, and contributor to the populist nationalist and conspiracy peddling Ledarsidorna.se, who has been warning for some time of a creeping Muslim Brotherhood takeover, and was a vocal critic of Mehmet Kaplan when he was elected as Minister of Housing in 2014. Aje Carlomb is a social anthropologist at Malmö University who believes that the Muslim Brotherhood wants to establish parallel societies built on ethnic and religious apartheid. When Mehmet Kaplan was elected in 2014 as the first Muslim minister in the Swedish government, Carlomb saw it as a sign of Muslim separatism, not integration. Pierre Durrani is a radical traditionalist, a “deep right” Tage Lindbom disciple who at one point saw Islam as the antidote to modernity and converted to Islam. He left Islam after some years and has since been a critic of the Muslim Brotherhood (Norell, Magnus: “Det muslimska brödraskapet”, Ledarsidorna.se, (July 4, 2016), https://ledarsidorna.se/2016/07/magnus-norell-muslimska-brödraskapet/; Norell, Magnus, Kalifatets återkomst (published by Norell himself as no publisher “dared” to publish it), Tradel, 2016; European Foundation for Democracy. ”Experts. Dr. Magnus Norell”, http://europeandemocracy.eu/expert/magnus/; Carlomb, Aje, Kaplan islamsm allvarligt problem för regeringen, Dagens samhälle, (OCt 15, 2014) https://www.dagenssamhalle.se/debatt/kaplans-islamism-allvarligt-problem-fot-regeringen-11340; Carlomb, Aje, Omdöteseda konsekvenser av dialog med självutnämnd muslimska ledare, Socialvetenskaplig tidsskrift nr 3-4 • 2009; Gustafsson, Lisbet, ”Eng svensk fann sina andliga röter i islam”, DN, (April 8, 2011), https://www.dn.se/arkiv/insidan/eng-svensk-fann-sina-andliga-roter-i-islam/; Conversations with Pierre Durrani, a student at the Department of Theology, Uppsala University.


Despite its lack of credibility, the report was used as a reference by the Swedish Agency for Youth and Civil Society (MUCF) when it rejected the Swedish Young Muslim’s (SUM) application for government grants. The MUCF is a government agency that works to ensure young people’s access to influence and welfare by supporting self-organized youth associations. As grants are only administered to organizations that respect the ideas of democracy, the MUCF declined the SUM’s proposal for 2017, due to its alleged “links with the Muslim Brotherhood” and certain individuals whose ideals were incompatible with democracy. Documenting its long-standing engagement with democracy, equality, and human rights, the SUM took the MUCF to court. In its defence, the MUCF referred to the press and the MSB report to show the “SUM’s problematic links to the Muslim Brotherhood,” a known “hotbed of extremism” that promotes “violence to further [its] political and religious aims.” In November 2017, the Administrative Court of Appeal ruled in favour of the SUM. The articles that the MUCF had referred to were not news but opinions delivered by people with a negative attitude towards the SUM, and the MSB study “lacked references” for the relevant sections; consequently, “its value as evidence is highly limited.”

In terms of issues that rose in political opinion, the main one was “immigration and integration.” Insisting that refugees from Syria, Iraq, and Afghanistan were part of a mass invasion that would lead to the “collapse” of Sweden, the Sweden Democrats (SD) rose in opinion polls to become the third, second and, according to polling firms YouGov and Sentio that use online panels, even the first party in Sweden. Long a pariah to mainstream politics, the SD felt its time had come. In 2017, the conservative Christian Democrats were open to form a government with the support of the SD. In January, Anna Kinberg Batra, leader of the liberal/conservative Moderates opted for “dialogue” with the SD. As voters fled the party for the SD or the liberal Center Party, Kinberg Batra was replaced with Ulf Kristersson in October 2017. While officially excluding dialogue with the SD – except locally where the Moderates already govern with the SD in five municipalities – Kristersson took the party closer to the SD. At its 2017 congress, the Moderates adopted a “strict” migration program with reversible citizenship, enforced repatriation programs, and

18. MUCF, Yttrande i mål nr 193-17, Sveriges unga muslimer, ställt till förvaltningsrätten 2017-03-10, dnr 0001/17; Sveriges unga muslimer, Inlaga. Myndigheter för ungdoms- och civilsamhällesfrågor, ombud Sigrid Aliki Quezada, mål nr 192-17; MUCF, Beslut om bidrag för barn- och ungdomsorganisationer, dnr 1439-16; Mail correspondence between Rashid Musa, SUM, and MUCF, re: Beslutsunderlag kring ärende 1439-16; Förvaltningsrätten i Stockholm, Avdelning 31. Dom. Mål nr 192-17, 2017-11-14

19. Of course, this alarmist rhetoric is not new to the Sweden Democrats. It has declared that Sweden is “dead by immigration” and lambasted Muslims as a threat to everything Swedish since the early 1990s (cf., Johansson, Tomas, “I väntan på kollapsen”, SD-Bulletinen, (August 1993); Gardell, Mattias, Islamofobi, (Stockholm: Leopard, 1993).

the abolishment of the right to seek asylum. While not as unpolished as Moderate MP Hanif Bali who slams the Prophet Mohammad as a “pedophile” and “warlord,” Kristersson airs SD-like rhetoric. “In Sweden, we talk Swedish,” Kristensson stated in his Christmas address of 2017, thereby erasing the language reform of 1999 that recognized Sweden’s five national minority languages (Saami, Meänkieli, Finnish, Romani chib, Jiddish) and the rights of all students in the Swedish school system to receive mother tongue tuition.

The Liberal party too adopted populist rhetoric, e.g. suggesting a “zero tolerance against terrorism” – yet, no party says a little terrorism is okay. However, the Liberal party with a small margin turned down a motion to ban the veil and prohibit schools with a religious profile at the 2017 party congress. Like the Centre Party it wants to keep the right to asylum, and suggests lower wages for newcomers.

The Social Democrats also adjusted their politics. Prime Minister Stefan Löfven, who in September 2015 had stated “My Europe builds no walls,” turned 180 degrees from his position and in November 2015, sealed Sweden’s borders. In 2017, Löfven let the “Swedish Model” be officially associated with border protection and exclusionary cultural politics. The Green party quietly went along, as it had not recovered from the unsubstantiated allegations of being “infiltrated” by the Muslim Brotherhood, which had been trumped up in 2016, McCarthy style. The Green party panicked, and ousted several members, including Mehmet Kaplan, who had been a trusted member of parliament for eight years and in 2014 had become the first Muslim minister in Sweden.

Nor was the Left party immune to the winds of Islamophobia. In 2017, the party suffered from a controversy around Aminéh Kakabaveh, founder of Varken hora eller kuvad (Ni Putes Ni Soumises, Sweden) and a member of parliament. In 2016, Kakabaveh posted a fake video produced by the identitarian fascist Nordic Youth. Foru-
ing a bogus translation of a film originally shot at a Somalian Telecom event, it plays on Afrophobic and Islamophobic stereotypes about Somali Muslims seeking their way to Sweden to rob, peddle drugs, and rape Swedish women. Kakabaveh added an introduction of her own: “Gratulations Sweden for the establishment of an Islamic state and a Caliphate soon to be inaugurated in more suburbs, thanks to the Swedish ‘integration’ policies - a political idiocy.” Following an uproar in the Afro-Swedish and Muslim communities, Kakabaveh removed the fascist video, saying she “had not realized that it was fake,” but insisted its meaning was “true.” While many party members called for her expulsion, she was backed by others in a heated conflict that culminated in December 2017, when Kakabaveh was removed from the list of candidates for the 2018 national elections, and then reinstated by members’ vote.25

Of course, when it comes to Islamophobic opinions, the SD tops the list. Three examples will suffice. In January 2017, Monika Wollmer (SD, Ludvika), said “Muslims have no business here. They want to destroy and take over the country. I hate all Muslims to the extent that I get sick when I see them.” In September 2017, Arnold Boström (SD, Huddinge) suggested to solve the Muslim problem by converting them all to Christianity: “Muslims should be integrated and become members of the Swedish Church.” At the SD Congress in November 2017, Martin Strid (SD, Borlänge) declared Muslims the antithesis of being human. There is a scale between the two poles “Human” and “Muhammedan,” Strid explained. “At one end of the scale, one is 100 percent human … at the other end, one is 100 percent Muhammedan…All Muslims are somewhere on that scale.” An “IS-member is close to 100 percent Muhammedan,” whereas “an ex-Muslim has come a long way towards becoming fully human.” At the SD congress, no one objected. The party leadership took exception only when Strid’s theory reached national news.26

The tilt towards Islamophobic politics was reflected in a series of motions on the national, regional, and municipal level put forward by the SD, Liberals, Moderates, and...
and Christian Democrats. On the national level, the SD filed motions to ban the veil in public schools, and religious attributes within the police. Regionally, the SD motioned to ban the veil or religious symbols for all public employees in Blekinge, Sömland, Skåne, and Västmanland. The Liberals motioned to ban veils in public schools in Trollhättan and Helsingborg. The Moderates motioned to ban the veil in public schools in Västmanland, and the niqab and burqa for all public employees in Norrköping, while the Christian Democratic Youth wanted a niqab and burqa ban for all public employees in Sweden.

While Islamophobia has made an inroad into mainstream politics, it is far from certain that this reflects popular opinion. A sign that it does not reflect widespread beliefs came on April 7, when in the name of the so-called Islamic State, Rakhmat Akilov hijacked a truck and killed five people in downtown Stockholm. In the radical nationalist milieu, the terror attack was met by excitement, predicting that the Swedish people would oust all Muslims and the traitors that had let them in. The Nordic Youth called for an Enough is Enough! rally outside the national parliament on April 9. It gathered 14 people, plus the cameraman. On the same day, a Love Manifestation attracted 45,000 people to demonstrate that Stockholm stood united in all its diversity. “There’s something seriously wrong with the Swedish people,” Ingrid Carlqvist, a radical anti-Muslim nationalist lamented.

Justice System

According to the Second EU Minorities and Discrimination Survey (EU-Midis II), which analyses the responses of 10,527 self-identified Muslim respondents in 15 EU member states, the majority (76%) feel strongly attached to their country of residence and have higher levels of trust in public institutions than the general population. Generally, the most trusted institutions were the police and the legal system. In Sweden, EU-Midis II targeted Muslims with backgrounds in Turkey and Sub-Saharan Africa. The Swedish Muslims’ level of attachment to their country of residence was second highest among the member states. They had high levels of trust in the police (61%), the legal system (63%), and elevated awareness of laws prohibiting discrimination (ca 80%). Yet, 41% of Afro-Swedish and 19% of Turk-Swedish Muslims had experienced discrimination in the past 12 months. Three out of four did not report the incident. Thirty-four percent of Afro-Swedish and 18% of Turk-Swedish Muslims had experienced harassment, and 7% of the respondents had been physically attacked. Again, the majority did not report the incident. Of those who did, 61% were dissatisfied with how the case was handled. Personal experience of the police and the justice system had a negative effect on the levels of trust in these institutions.34

Personal experience with the police includes being stopped, searched or questioned. Of the Swedish respondents who had such an experience, 51% of the Afro-Swedish and 31% of the Turk-Swedish Muslims thought they were stopped because of their ethnic or immigrant background.35 In a 2017 study on ethnic/racial profiling for Civil Rights Defenders, criminologist Leandro Schclarek Mulinari found that being singled out by the police is a common experience for people in the Afro-Swedish, Roma, and Muslim communities. They might be stopped while driving, walking, crossing borders or interacting in public space. Many have an accumulated experience of frequently being stopped and treated as a potential perpetrator for no reason other than being Afro-Swedish, Roma, or Muslim. To Swedish Muslims, border crossing is a particular hotspot. For instance, one veiled Muslim woman had flown to Brussels five times in the past year and been searched in a separate room every single time. In the case of Swedish Muslims, profiling is also conducted by the Security Police. Of course, living under potential surveillance for no reason other than being Muslim may be a demanding experience.36

On January 1, 2017, amendments were made to the Swedish Discrimination Act of 2008. All employers with more than 25 employees and all educational institu-

tions now have a duty to take “active measures” to prevent and counteract discrimination due to sex, gender identity, ethnic identity, and religion or other belief, disability, sexual orientation and age, within the organization. Accordingly, schools and employers have a duty to investigate risks for discrimination and harassment within their organization, and implement preventive measures to secure equal rights and opportunities. The active measures should be documented, and will be evaluated on a yearly basis. Employers with 10 – 25 employees are only required to document the work done in relation to salary surveys, and enterprises with less than 10 employees have no such obligation.37

Employment

Significant events took place in the wake of the EU Court of Justice (EJC) decision on March 14 that banning the Islamic headscarf in the workplace can be justified. In Sweden, vocal Muslims objected to further institutionalization of Islamophobia.38 According to Iman Aldebe, a Swedish Muslim designer who has designed official hijabs for the Swedish police, military, pharmacies and hospitals, the decision will lead to the exclusion of Muslim women from the labour market.39

A particular case that received a lot of media attention in the aftermath of the EJC ruling is that of 23-year-old Aye Valdés. She was denied employment at the Scandinavian airline company SAS with the argument that her headscarf goes against the company’s clothing policy.40 The case was reported to the Equality Ombudsman that decided that SAS’s uniform policy doesn’t violate the Swedish discrimination act provided that the policy only applies to employees with direct customer contact.41

When it comes to discrimination in the labour market, prior research has shown that applicants with ‘Muslim’ names have fewer chances of being called for a job interview compared to applicants with ‘Swedish’ names.42 Muslim women who

wear the headscarf often experience discrimination in the labour market. Prejudice against Muslims has also been highlighted within specific sectors such as the civil services, and we know that name changing is a strategy sometimes used by persons with Muslim-sounding names in order to be viewed as less Muslim and avoid discrimination.

In 2016, the Equality Ombudsman released a report on the experiences of Islamophobia among Muslims and presumed Muslims. The report is based on an analysis of 217 cases of discrimination received by the Equality Ombudsman during 2014. Out of these, 64 cases revolved around discrimination in the labour market. Two-thirds of these cases were filed by men and one-third by women. Almost 50% of these cases contain experiences of discrimination during the recruitment process. Other experiences revolve around harassment by colleagues.

Another study, based on field experiments where 566 similar CVs were sent by applicants with Swedish and Arabic names, shows that male applicants with Arabic names are more frequently targeted with negative stereotypes than female applicants with Arabic names.

Prior research has shown that Muslim women who wear headscarves feel that they need to work much harder than others to secure employment. Their experiences sometimes lead them to develop strategies such as hiding their religious identity by removing their headscarves. Similar results were found in a 2016 report on the impact of Islamophobia on Muslim women, which showed that the majority of the women interviewed, 26 out of 45, had experienced negative treatment from their colleagues. The women said that their headscarf is a constant workplace issue of contention and that they often feel obliged to explain their

47. Arai, Mahmood. Nekby, Lena. Bursell, Moa. “The Reverse Gender Gap in Ethnic Discrimination: Employer Stereotypes of Men and Women with Arabic Names”. *International Migration Review*. Vol. 50, Nr. 2 (Summer, 2016) pp. 385-412. The procedure took place in two stages. In the first stage, equivalent CVs were sent to job openings. The results show a call-back gap between Arabic and Swedish names for both men and women. In the second stage of the study, the CVs with Arabic names were enhanced with more relevant work experience than the CVs with Swedish names. The result shows that whereas the differences for women regarding the number of call-backs disappear, the difference remains strong for the male applicants, suggesting that Arabic-named men face stronger discrimination in the labour market than Arabic-named women.
decision to wear it. Experiences of being discriminated during the recruitment process also emerged.49

Cases that have gained media attention have mostly revolved around instances where Muslim women have been denied employment or been subject to discrimination at work. Such examples include Muslim women who have either been fired or denied work for not wanting to shake hands with male colleagues or clients.50 In September 2017, the Equality Ombudsman ruled that an assistant nurse who was told by her employer not to wear long sleeves at work in a hospital in Stockholm had been subjected to discrimination.51

Physical and Verbal Attacks

Based on the Swedish Crime Survey (NTU) on self-reported victims of crime and an analysis of police reports with identifiable hate crime motives, the 2016 Hate Crime Report by the Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention (Brå) was published in 2017. According to the NTU, some 145,000 individuals (1.9% of the population) were exposed to 225,000 hate crimes with racist or xenophobic motives; while 47,000 individuals (0.6% of the population) were exposed to 81,000 hate crimes with “anti-religious,” including Islamophobic, motives. Only 17% of hate crimes with racist/xenophobic motives were reported to the police.52

The study of police reports with identified hate crime motives is based on a computerized search of a random sample of fifty percent of police reports relating to specific crime categories, which are then studied manually.53 In 2016, there was an estimated 6,415 reported hate crimes. Most incidents (4,609) were classified as hate crimes with xenophobic/racist motives (72%); 439 hate crimes (7%) had identified Islamophobic motives, which represent a decrease from 558 (8%) in 2015. However, with the exception of 2015, the number remains high compared to previous years. (Fig. 1)

52. Brå, Hatbrott 2016, (Rapport 2017:11), Stockholm: Brå. The NTU includes hate crime with Islamophobic motives in the category of anti-religious hate crime. However, as respondents may identify an Islamophobic assault as racist or xenophobic, hate crimes with such motives may also be included in the first category.
53. Violent crime, threat and intimidation, defamation, criminal damage/graffiti, hate speech, and unlawful discrimination; robbery, theft, and sexual crime are not included. As only a minority of hate crimes are reported, and identification is dependent on the specific terms used by the police officer and individual who files the report. Hence, there is a substantial dark figure of crime.
Threat of violence and intimidation is by far the most common category of Islamophobic hate crime, followed by hate speech, vandalism and graffiti, defamation and violence. (Fig 2) Less common is unlawful discrimination, which possibly may be explained by the fact that institutions other than the police (e.g. the Equality Ombudsman, local discrimination bureaus, trade unions) also handle discrimination cases. 

For Islamophobic hate crime incidents in 2017, we reviewed a series of media-reported incidents, supplemented by interview data. Classified in the categories verbal assaults, threats and intimidation, arson and bombing campaigns, the list should not be understood as exhaustive.

**Verbal assaults.** A series of conversations and interviews with individual Muslims and focus groups conducted in the context of ongoing research in Gothenburg, Helsingborg, Klippan, Malmö, Stockholm, and Uppsala indicate high levels of experienced everyday racism, micro-aggression, and harassment. The data corroborates the findings of a 2015 study on anti-Muslim hate crime by Gardell, and shows that visible Muslims to a certain extent live with the possibility of experiencing unfriendly passing encounters with unknown others when using public transportation or doing their business in public space, at least in certain sections of the city. Typically, there was no prior history to each incident - an unfriendly look, comment, whisper, and attitude – nor anything that the targeted person had done or said, beyond looking Muslim while talking, walking, laughing, reading, being.55

**Threats and intimidation** may be hurled in everyday instances of harassment, but can also assume other forms. In the Minerva upper secondary school in Umeå, Muslim students felt intimidated when the Facebook group *hundred ways to kill Muslims* was started by schoolmates and became the talk of the school. For a year, Muslim students in vain tried to get the school management to take their concerns seriously. Instead, the management invited an external lecturer that further intimidated Muslim students by reiterating Islamophobic opinions, including demands that the “veil must be banned.” Eventually, in 2017, the Muslim students filed a complaint with the Equality Ombudsman.56 In Södertälje, a preschool with a Muslim profile was vandalized, and threatening graffiti stating “Fuck Islam” and “Move” was sprayed on its walls.57 In Stockholm, the Soldiers of Odin targeted the Al-Azhar Elementary School, a private school with a Muslim profile, which scored high in student achievement tests, but became the centre of controversy following a stigmatizing documentary. April 5, a group of uniformed Soldiers of Odin men showed up at the school, putting up stickers with “Support your local Soldiers of Odin,” filming the young students, and appearing aggressive. The school management found it necessary to employ se-

} In Flen, the Islamic Cultural Centre had to fence in their facilities with barbed wire. That did not stop threats from pouring in: “Nail a pig head to the door, and decorate with bacon,” “Firebomb it,” “Perhaps a little gas during Friday prayers.” Someone sprayed swastikas on the walls, and carved “White Power” on the metal door.\footnote{Hansson, Anna et al, “Sveriges största hatgrupp på nätet styrs från Eskilstuna - Flens muslimer måste skydda sina bönestunder - med järngaller och taggtråd”, Katrineholms-Kuriren, (Dec. 7, 2017), https://www.kkuriren.se/sormland/sveriges-storsta-hatgrupp-pa-natet-styrs-fran-eskilstuna/} Assaults on mosques include the April 10 stone attack against the Islamic Cultural Centre in Falkenberg, the damage caused to a mosque in Malmö on April 11, and the vandalization of the mosque in Säffle on Christmas Eve.\footnote{“Moské utsatt för stenattack”, Hallands Nyheter (April 10, 2017), “Muslimsk församling utsatt för stenbrott”, SVT/Skåne (April 11, 2017) 17:46 Fjellman, Therese, Moskén i Säffle utsatt för skadegörelse, SVT (Dec 25, 2017).}

Another category of threats is directed against outspoken Swedish Muslims. On May 23, Rashid Musa, chairperson of Sweden’s Young Muslims received a death threat including two photos of himself pierced with bullets, and details about the alleged distance from which the shooter had practiced shooting him. (Fig. 3)

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{deaththreat.png}
\caption{Death threats. The letter states, “How fucking easy.”“If it’s dark outside, I’ll aim at your teeth, they’ll shine in all that blackness.” Enclosed were photos of Rashid Musa with the messages, “Shooting practice. 150 meters,” “80 meters. Standing [position]. Without support.”}
\end{figure}

\textit{Arson and bombing campaigns.} Attacks against mosques and Islamic association facilities increased during the 2000s. According to a survey by a network of Islamic associations in 2014, 66 percent had received threats and/or been vandalized. By 2015, mosques had been subjected to arson in Avesta, Eslöv, Göteborg, Hultsfred, Malmö, Norrköping, Strömsund, Trollhättan, and Up-
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psala - in some cases repeatedly.\textsuperscript{61} In 2016, mosques were set ablaze in Borås and Malmö. That year, the Zayed Mosque in Stockholm was attacked by fascist mobs of more than fifty masked men.\textsuperscript{62}

During the night of January 31, 2017, a truck belonging to the Uppsala Islamic Association was set on fire. The police suspected arson.\textsuperscript{63} On February 21, 2017, the facilities of the Islamic association in Kungälv was ravaged by fire. The police found a broken window and investigated the incident as arson.\textsuperscript{64} On Walpurgis Night, April 30, 2017, the Imam Ali Islamic Centre in Järfalla – Sweden’s largest Shia mosque - was set aflame by a single perpetrator who was caught on security cameras as he climbed the mosque roof, poured flammable liquid, and set it on fire. (Fig. 4) The mosque was severely damaged and will take a year to restore. As images of the burning mosque circulated in the Swedish news, anti-Muslim commentators celebrated: “Let it burn” and “Happy Walpurgis Night”.\textsuperscript{65} On the night of September 26, a mosque in Örebro was set ablaze. The fire totally devastated parts of the mosque, and the police investigating the incident as arson.\textsuperscript{66}


\textsuperscript{62} Field notes, June 2016; “Attack vid moské. 50-tal personer skrek rasistiska ord”, Aftonbladet (June 16, 2017) https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/krim/article23002310.ab


Finding insurance for a mosque is difficult, as Islamic associations are frequently redlined or exposed to reversed redlining, i.e. targeted by companies such as the German Hübener Versicherung and Insurify, that specialize in offering Swedish high-risk enterprises, e.g. mosques and homes for refugees, insurance at high premium/high deductible terms. The Imam Ali Islamic Centre was insured by the German company and had to pay one million Swedish crowns in deductibles before they would receive insurance coverage, and could restore the mosque.67

In 2017, there were ongoing campaigns against mosque constructions in Borlänge, Halmstad, Hässleholm, Karlstad, Norrköping, and Skövde. In Karlstad, the Stop the Mosque movement turned aggressive. (Fig. 5) Its Facebook group published pictures, home addresses, and phone numbers of the local politicians who were in favour of the mosque construction, encouraging its readers to talk some sense into them, which resulted in threats and intimidations. On June 19, some 50 activists from the Nordic Resistance Movement and Nordic Youth forced their way into a municipality council meeting shouting “Resign, PC Scum.” Despite the pressure, the majority voted in favour of allowing the Islamic congregation to build its mosque. The Sweden Democrats, Christian Democrats and the Moderates voted against the construction. Gathering the required signatures, the Sweden Democrats demanded a local referendum. At the council meeting in November, the request was turned down with the argument that freedom of religion is protected by the constitution, and not an issue for local opinions to decide.68

In July 2017, an autonomous cell of three men with links to the national socialist Nordic Resistance Movement were

---


sentenced to up to eight-and-a-half years in prison for bomb attacks against two refugee housings and a libertarian socialist trade union office in Gothenburg. Nobody was killed, but one man was severely wounded. The police investigation revealed that two of the men had received urban guerrilla warfare training with Partisan, a Russian radical nationalist and anti-Muslim paramilitary organization that trains volunteers for Russian separatists in Ukraine. (Fig. 6) The perpetrators were influenced by Islamophobic and anti-Semitic discourse, and convinced that only violence against the Muslim “invaders” would suffice. Inspired by racist heathen philosophy, the men recorded a standing prayer to All-Father Odin in which they vowed to “retake our land” and “take the fight against you who have defiled our country.” “Oh Jew, oh Muslim / We Norsemen have awaken / You should fear us / We are coming after you / The rage of the Norsemen thunder / Be assured / Oh, Jew and Muslim / the Norsemen are coming after you.”69

Internet

Actors in the anti-Muslim landscape have a strong online presence, with their own digital news media, blogs, podcasts, Facebook groups, YouTube channels, and keyboard warriors. Among social media users, the Sweden Democrats dominate among all parties in parliament, engaging 29% of Facebook users and 42% of tweeters, with the Social Democrats as a distant second with 18% social media impact.70 Scrutinizing the discursive strategies of the “counter-jihadist” network by combining social network analysis and crit-

Figure 6: Two of the Swedish national socialist perpetrators at a Partisan training camp, Russia. Source: Partisan, VK.


70. Hagberg, Sebastian, Mätning: SD dominerar stort i sociala medier, (Sifo) March 26, 2017.
ical discourse analysis, Mattias Ekman found that it constitutes a dynamic milieu with ties to different political actors in different geographical settings. By constantly recycling certain themes (e.g. that Muslims are inherently violent, constitute a demographic threat, infiltrate society by strategies of stealth jihad and creeping sharia) they have pushed the limits of what is considered acceptable public speech about Muslims in an effort to facilitate more space for anti-Muslim political actors, decision- and policymaking.\(^7^1\)

In a 2017 study, Karina Horsti analysed the digital culture of Islamophobic misinformation experts by focusing on how a forensic photograph of a Swedish woman taken after she was subjected to a violent attack was transformed into an Islamophobic meme allowing bloggers to “imagine a shared white community in danger, symbolized by the injured, blond, Swedish woman,” who needs protection from the “Muslim rape epidemic.” The story began in New Year’s Eve 2004 when two Swedish women, Jenny and Lina, were attacked in Gothenburg. Jenny was raped, Lina beaten. Hoping to empower women to report gendered violence, Lina decided to publish her forensic photo in a defiant pose. To the women, the fact that the man who raped Jenny had Somali background was irrelevant - not so to the Islamophobic bloggers. Via the Norwegian blogger Fjordman, who writes in English for “counter-jihadist” blogs, and Pamela Geller’s Atlas Shrugs, the picture, and subsequent alterations of it, circulated the radical nationalist blogosphere in hundreds of postings inserted into an Islamophobic frame, thereby transforming its message from female empowerment to a narrative of “Western Muslims’ Racist Rape Spree,” “rape jihad,” and “Muslim gang rape in Sweden.” (Fig. 7) In radical nationalist narratives, Horsti notes, women are often represented as the embodiment of the nation, and family, and therefore of what belongs to men.


Figure 7: Message of female empowerment transformed into an Islamophobic meme.
“Furthermore, the ‘openness’ and softness of the female body is represented as a weakness, a boundary for which violation and infection from the outside are constant threats.” 72 To the Islamophobic bloggers, female Swedishness simultaneously signifies pure whiteness (that needs to be protected) and feminism (that has destroyed white masculinity), and hence the dystopia ahead if white men do not get their act together, and defend their borders, nation, and women – in other words, the worldview that informed Trump’s *Last night in Sweden* speech.73

Analysing the discursive connections between Islamophobia and anti-feminism on *Flashback*, a Swedish online discussion forum with one million users, Anton and Petter Törnberg used custom web crawlers to download the entire forum, comprising over 50 million posts and 968,289 users. Törnberg & Törnberg combined critical discourse analysis with topic modelling, which inductively identifies any number of topics describing a text corpus without using present keywords. By analysing these topics, Törnberg & Törnberg found a discourse declaring “a claimed immanent oppression of women within Islam and an alleged contradiction among feminists and the political left to be both in favour of gender equality and at the same time pro-Islam and positive toward Muslim immigration.” This is claimed to constitute reverse discrimination whereby Swedish men are criticized by feminists while Muslim men are not.74

In the 2017 study *Det vita hatet* (The White Hate), Lisa Kaati et al analyse the prominent Swedish “hate sites” Nordfront, Avpixlat, Motgift, Nordisk ungdom, Nytider, and Nyheter idag with a special focus on the two largest forums, Avpixlat (today Samhällsnytt) with links to the Sweden Democrats, and Nordfront of the Nordic Resistance Movement. A recurring theme was the narrative about Swedish female victimization to alien (Muslim) male offenders. Meanwhile, 99% of all articles and 94% of all comments in Avpixlat were written by men. Nordfront was even more male dominated.75

Beginning in October 2017, the hashtag #metoo derailed the Islamophobic discourse on Muslim rape jihad. More than 70,000 Swedish women of more than 50 different professions - artists, singers, lawyers, teachers, politicians, academics, sportswomen, journalists, medical doctors, nurses, chefs, construction workers, waitresses - contributed with stories of experienced sexual harassment in their workplace. The fact that thousands of non-Muslim Swedish men suddenly were exposed as sex-

73. Hirsti, Karina, “Digital Islamophobia: The Swedish Woman as a Figure of Pure and Dangerous Whiteness”, *New Media & Society*, 2017, Vol. 19(9) 1440–1457.
ual offenders made the Islamophobic keyboard warriors upset. Gone was their concern for the endangered white Swedish woman. Instead, #metoo was lambasted as an “evil strategy” to “blame white Swedish men” to remove focus from Muslim rapists.  

**Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia**

The EU court decision regarding the ban on wearing religious signs spurred opposition and demonstrations in Sweden, not least from Muslim civil society. Muslim women highlighted their concerns over further discrimination and difficulties in being employed if wearing a hijab. A particular form of resistance took shape through Rätten till våra kroppar (The right to our bodies), a network of Muslim female activists, academics, and organizations working with human rights to deal with issues of racism and discrimination against Muslim women. (Fig. 8) The network arranged and participated in May 1 demonstrations in Stockholm, Malmö, and Gothenburg to defend Muslim women’s labour rights. (Fig. 9)  

On August 6, a group of unaccompanied Afghani refugee minors initiated a demonstration against the Swedish Migration Agency’s program of forced deportations. According to Amnesty International, no part of Afghanistan is safe and all deportation of asylum-seekers should be suspended. The protest turned into a two-month sit-in in downtown Stockholm, which gained massive support from other parts of civil society and evolved into the network Ung i Sverige (Young in Sweden). On August 8,
the sit-in was attacked by the Nordic Youth,81 and on August 19, the nationalist Facebook group Stå upp för Sverige (Stand Up for Sweden) with 170,000 members, made a call to action. A few hundred aggressive anti-Muslims showed up, shouting slogans such as “Send home the trash; Shall we exterminate them – Yes!; No Muslims on our streets.” However, the anti-racist counter-demonstration outnumbered the anti-Muslim crowd, and the call to violence turned null.82

Young in Sweden is led by 17-year-old Fatemeh Khavari. (Fig. 10) She received a lot of media attention and has been subject to threats as well as conspiracy theories questioning her gender. Rumors flourished on the Internet of her being a man with the argument that a woman from Afghanistan could not be as bold and confident.83

Other forums highlighting the issue of Islamophobia include the
theatre. On October 14, 2016, a community theatre project called Svenska hijabis (Swedish hijabis) premiered and toured theatre scenes in Sweden. The project was based on five young Muslim hijabis, namely Benin Al-Najjar, Ruhani Islam, Maryam Dinar, Sarah Ameziane and Shama Vafaipour. The play revolved around their stories, everyday lives and interests and showed how Islamophobia and discrimination affects their daily lives. This was the first play of its kind in Sweden, dealing with experiences of Islamophobia with hijabis in lead roles. The director of the play, America Vera-Zavalla, followed up with a performance lecture called “The Muslim Ban in 2017” that took on the effects of Islamophobia from a male perspective.

In 2016, a program called Jag är muslim (I am a Muslim) aired on the Swedish state television. For six Wednesday evenings, at prime time, a broad spectrum of Muslims shared their everyday experiences of being Muslim in Sweden. According to the anchor of the program, Anna Lindman, the aim was to bring forth the voices of a group that the majority of society has opinions about but that is actually very little known.

In March 2017, famed Swedish Muslim author Johannes Anyuru’s dystopian novel De kommer att drunkna i sina mödrars tårar (They will drown in their mothers’ tears) was released. The story revolves around a future scenario where Islamophobia and racism have become systematically institutionalized in Sweden. The novel received massive acclaim and Anyuru was awarded with the prestigious literary August Prize in the category of Best Swedish Fiction of the Year.

The aforementioned initiatives, projects, and happenings are only a few examples of events that in different ways, have played a role in countering Islamophobia and polarization in Swedish society.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

Islamophobia had a discernible impact on Swedish society in 2017. Politically, the rise of the Sweden Democrats pushed most other parties to adopt populist rhetoric and exclusionary culturalist policies that may further normalize Islamophobic discourse and practice. On the other hand, the government launched the National Plan to Combat Racism which recognized Islamophobia as a problem that needs to be addressed. The report found that Swedish Muslims frequently experience negative discrimination, not least in the labour market. While the Discrimination Act requires that employers and schools take active measures to prevent discrimination and secure equal rights and opportunities, it lacks sanctions. Documented hate crimes with Islamophobic motives remain at high levels. Yet, most hate crimes are not reported.

The majority of those who report incidents are dissatisfied with how the case was handled. Among the initiatives to counter Islamophobia, the emerging Muslim civil rights movement plays a significant role. To continue the effort to combat Islamophobia, we recommend the following measures:

- Impose sanctions on companies and public institutions that violate the Discrimination Act.
- Review the principle of “neutrality” in companies’ clothing policies to ensure that it does not infringe on Muslim women’s labour rights.
- Offer all government agencies training in source criticism to prevent the impact of fake news and conspiracy theories.
- Offer all mosques and Islamic associations state insurance of their facilities on reasonable terms.
- Allocate resources to further train the police in how to handle cases of hate crime and unlawful discrimination.
- Impose active measures to counter ethnic profiling as police practice.
- Allocate funding for research programs to produce critical knowledge on racism, including Islamophobia.
- Strengthen the possibilities for civil society associations to counter racism by providing means for long-term engagement rather than short-lived projects.

Chronology

- **01.01.2017**: Amendments in the Swedish Discrimination Act of 2008 require employers and educational institutions to take “active measures” to prevent discrimination and secure equal rights and opportunities within their organizations.
- **04.01.2017**: The government launches its *National Plan to Combat Racism*, which includes Islamophobia.
- **31.01.2017**: A truck belonging to the Uppsala Islamic Association and parked at the mosque was set on fire. Police suspects arson.
- **21.02.2017**: Arson attack against the Islamic association in Kungälv.
- **26.02.2017**: The MSB (Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency) releases a report with unsubstantiated claims of a clandestine Muslim Brotherhood conspiracy to establish a totalitarian Islamic State in Sweden.
- **14.03.2017**: The EU Court of Justice states that banning the Islamic headscarf may be “appropriate” to ensure “neutrality,” in a ruling with direct implications for Swedish Muslim women’s labour rights.
- **07.04.2017**: Rakhmat Akilov hijacks truck and downs five pedestrians in downtown Stockholm in the name of the so-called Islamic State.
• **09.04.2017**: Two public manifestations following the terrorist attack in downtown Stockholm. Rally to oust all Muslims gathers 14 people, rally to defend diversity gathers 45,000.
• **10.04.2017**: Mosque in Falkenberg attacked with stones.
• **11.04.2017**: Mosque in Malmö vandalized.
• **27.04.2017**: Mosque in Bredäng, Stockholm, denied security despite attacks.
• **30.04.2017**: Arson attack by single perpetrator devastates the Imam Ali Islamic Centre, in Järfälla, Stockholm.
• **01.05.2017**: Rallies for Muslim women’s labour rights organized in Stockholm, Gothenburg, and Malmö.
• **19.06.2017**: Fifty activists from the Nordic Resistance Movement and Nordic Youth forced their way into a municipality council meeting to stop the decision to allow the construction of a mosque in Karlstad.
• **06.07.2017**: Three national socialist sentenced for bombing campaign with Islamophobic and anti-Semitic motives in Gothenburg.
• **05.08.2017**: Mosque in Eskilstuna tightens security after series of threats and vandalism.
• **08.08.2017**: Nordic Youth attacks sit-in organized by Afghani minors protesting deportation in downtown Stockholm.
• **19.08.2017**: A few hundred aggressive anti-Muslims seek to attack Afghani refugee minors in Stockholm but are outnumbered by antiracists.
• **09.08.2017**: Mosque in Flen vandalized. Stones are thrown through the windows, national socialist graffiti is sprayed on its walls.
• **11.09.2017**: Arnold Boström, (SD, Huddinge) suggests solving the Muslim problem by converting them all to Christianity in a move to profile the party in the Church elections.
• **26.09.2017**: Mosque in Örebro set ablaze in arson attack.
• **02.10.2017**: Muslim preschool vandalized in Södertälje. Smashed windows and threatening Islamophobic graffiti sprayed on the walls.
• **02.11.2017**: Mosque in Trollhättan attacked for the second time in 2017.
• **11.11.2017**: Sweden’s Young Muslims redressed in court after unfunded allegations by the Swedish Agency for Youth and Civil Society, based in part on the MSB report.
• **26.11.2017**: Sweden Democrat (SD) Martin Strid explains his theory that Muslims are not human at SD’s party congress.
• **02.12.2017**: Mosque in Flen is vandalized, a swastika is painted on the door. This is the third occasion in 2017.
• **19.12.2017**: The Equality Ombudsman rules that banning religious symbols, the Islamic headscarf included, is not unlawful discrimination.
• **23.12.2017**: Mosque in Säffle vandalized.
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Executive Summary

Muslims would become the only obligation-burdened minority in Switzerland without almost any rights if judged by the demands of the Swiss political right in 2017. Longstanding requests such as the abolition of funding mosques with money from abroad, sermons in the local language, controlling the education of imams (Motion by Lorenzo Quadri, adopted in the National Council) are no surprise as they have become a trend across Europe. However, these requirements, if adopted, will only be applied to Muslims (whose religious community is not even recognized) and not to other religious communities in Switzerland. On the other hand, restrictions on imports of halal meat (the Swiss Parliament accepted “Mandatory Labelling of Imported Halal Meat and Its Price Increase,” a parliamentary initiative by Yannick Buttet); the demand to ban Islamic religious care (Jean-Luc Addor’s Parliamentary Initiative “No Muslim Chaplains in the Swiss Army”); the prevention of the possibility for the education of imams at public universities in Switzerland; and the non-recognition of Islamic religious communities (“A recognition of the public right of Islam or a state training of imams is out of the question,” according to the SVP’s set of requirements) leave Muslims practically on the margins of the law. However, it is most concerning that the population does not see clearly the real impact of the aforementioned restrictive requirements, because there is not enough statistical information. The attacks on the mosque in Grenchen and a Muslim cemetery in Lausanne do not support the assumption that Islamophobia is not really a problem. Media interpretations, particularly of statements by so-called experts of Islam are also worrying. Fear and prejudice increase exponentially over time while Muslims find no legal authority (Counselling Centre) to complain to and where they can seek protection. Fortunately, there are also those who voiced general support for Muslims and encouraged greater Muslim affirmative action.
Zusammenfassung

Résumé

Les musulmans deviendraient la seule minorité à avoir le plus d’obligations que de droits si on en juge les demandes de la partie politique droite de Suisse en 2017. Les demandes habituelles comme d’arrêter de bâtir des mosquées avec de l’argent provenant de l’étranger, de faire des sermons en langue locale, de contrôler l’éducation des imams (motion par Lorenzo Quadri, adopté au Conseil National) ne sont plus surprenantes, car cela devient une tendance à travers l’Europe. Cependant, ces exigences, si elles sont adoptées, ne seront appliquées qu’aux musulmans (dont la communauté religieuse n’est même pas reconnue), mais pas à d’autres communautés religieuses en Suisse. D’autre part, cela concerne les restrictions d’importation de la viande halal (le Parlement Suisse a accepté l’étiquetage obligatoire de la viande halal importée et l’augmentation de son coût, initiative parlementaire de Yannick Buttet), la demande d’interdire les soins religieux islamiques” (initiative parlementaire de Jean-Luc Addor « Non à l’aumônier musulman dans l’armée suisse »), la prévention de la formation possible des imams dans les universités publiques en Suisse et de la non reconnaissance de la communauté islamique, etc. (“La reconnaissance de la communauté musulmane ou une formation des Imams par l’Etat sont hors de question”, selon l’ensemble des exigences de l’UDC), d’une manière générale, les musulmans sont négligés par la protection judiciaire. Cependant, le plus inquiétant est le fait que la population ne voit pas clairement l’impact réel des exigences restrictives précédemment énoncées, car il n’y a pas assez d’information sur les statistiques. Les attaques contre la mosquée à Granges et le cimetière musulman à Lausanne ne suggèrent pas le fait que l’islamophobie soit réellement un problème. Les interprétations médiatiques, en particulier les déclarations de soi-disant experts en Islam, sont également inquiétantes. La peur et les préjugés augmentent de façon exponentielle au fil du temps tandis que les musulmans ne trouvent aucune autorité légale (Centre de Conseil) pour se plaindre et se procurer une protection. Heureusement, il y a ceux qui ont exprimé leur soutien général aux musulmans ce qui devrait encourager une meilleure reconnaissance des musulmans.
Introduction

The waves of Islamophobia in Switzerland throughout 2017 breached the rule of law uncounted times. This becomes even more astonishing when the alarming multiple media interpretations, as political manoeuvres directed against Muslims, are taken into account.

In addition to the unavoidable issues of the constitutional stipulations of “the ban on facial covering” and “the ban of the hijab,” there was a demand for greater control over mosques and the interdiction of certain Muslim groups. The regular occurrence of two politically motivated demands, namely to place Islam and Muslims under greater control, is of particular concern and great worry.

Interestingly and appraisingly, the year 2017 marked affirmative actions of non-Muslim politicians to resolve emerging issues, i.e. the (possible) recognition of Islam and Islamic communities in Switzerland, greater involvement of Swiss Muslims in resolving specific issues, and problems concerning the smaller Muslim and wider Swiss community.

The SZIG (Schweizer Zentrum für Islam und Gesellschaft) of the University of Freiburg has implemented a special project to interact with and train several Muslim organizations, conduct workshops, round table discussions, public talks, and seminars. The events were organized in collaboration with several Muslim associations and imams. It is also noteworthy that new offers to train imams for the context of Switzerland’s society and a degree in pastoral care in the context of migration commenced officially in autumn 2017 in the Universities of Bern and Geneva.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

There is not enough information on the statistics of people subject to discrimination and the NGO hotlines are not sufficiently known, which is a concern. We realize that something is wrong only when comparing the massive amounts of hate speech in comments on the Internet, the debates in the parliament and the political requirements for restricting the freedom of Muslims with the reality of the underreported cases of discrimination against Muslims. The OSCE/ODIHR hate crime data on Switzerland for 2016, i.e. The 2016 Report of Racist Incidents Identified by Counseling Centers, records only 2 cases, whereas the Network of Counselling Centres for Victims of Racism records 31 cases of bias against Muslims. The Association of Islamic

Organizations in Zurich (VIOZ) has several hundred individual case descriptions from 2016/2017 that are not public. The gap between the actual number of cases and the recorded number of cases is obvious. The FIOS hired a legal counsellor to advise victims and better track the rising number of cases of discrimination.3

**Politics**

The non-affirmative actions of the politics of exclusion and the limitation of rights convey messages of intolerance of thought and views of the Other. Adherents of such spectrums habitually attack Islam in general and Muslims in particular, considering them as a threat to Swiss society. Hence, emotional politics might slowly become part of the constitution if no adequate and timely responses are provided against such parties’ actions.

The parliamentary “No”4 to the SVP Initiative “Yes to a Ban on Full Facial Coverings” did not stop the SVP in its intentions. They managed to gather 105,553 valid signatures for the popular initiative, so that there could be a referendum on whether the burqa should be forbidden in the constitution.5 On December 20, 2017, the Federal Council announced its position on the federal popular initiative which officially commenced on October 11, 2017. The Federal Council rejected the initiative on the grounds that the cantons should alone decide whether to ban facial coverings. As for the cases where a covered face is problematized, targeted action at the legislative level was proposed.6 The FIOS supported the government’s position, considering that dress codes should not be regulated in the Swiss constitution.7

The political debate to ban or restrict the import of meat slaughtered without stunning (which would constitute a serious restriction on religious freedom, for both Muslims and Jews) has taken several directions and even united two opposing political sides: left-wing circles cite animal welfare as their main concern and right-wing politicians view the custom as foreign to Swiss culture. Both sides, each in its own way, limits Muslims (halal methods of slaughter) and Jews (shechita method of slaughter) in particular. This type of ritual slaughter (without stunning) is prohibited in Switzerland,8 but import of this type of meat is still allowed. The Swiss Parliament

---

accepted a parliamentary initiative of CVP National Councillor Yannick Buttet, with the following demands: (1) mandatory labelling of imported halal meat at all stages of sale, (2) and the increase in the price of imported halal meat. Following adoption by the Council of States, the National Council Commission will draw up a legislative amendment. Although the mandatory declaration of halal meat is in itself a major burden for a restricted halal market, the demand by Matthias Aebischer, a socialist member from the canton of Bern, for the banning of meat imports of inhumanely slaughtered animals was a far more challenging one, because such a ban would mostly apply to kosher and halal meat. Although the National Council accepted the initiative, the Council of States rejected it. It remains to be seen whether a popular initiative will take place.

The issues of greater control over Islamic communities and the ban of independent Islamic organizations were discussed several times in the parliament; the latter issue was also discussed in a few cantons. The Motion of the National Councillor Quadri Lorenzo from the Ticino League (Lega dei Ticinesi) with which he initiated the legal procedures to ban dangerous associations, such as the Salafist organization “Lies!” - a Swiss offshoot of the group The true religion - was eventually rejected. Consequently, the SVP initiated two new additional motions. The first motion was (again) about banning the Salafist organization “Lies!” and stopping the spread of “jihadist doctrine,” while the second motion aimed at stopping the spread of “radical Islam” in Switzerland. Furthermore, the Federal Council was asked, among other things, to undertake the task of establishing the necessary legal foundations for implementing the anticipated laws. Moreover, it was expected that the Federal Council undertakes all measures to ensure that authorities at cantonal and federal levels are effectively provided with sufficiently trained specialists who have both language skills and knowledge about Islam. These are considered tools which make monitoring of mosques and imams easier and possible.

The first SVP motion was accepted by the National Council. It is for the Council of States to announce the final decision. As for the second motion, the National Council is still in the process of arriving at a decision.

The fact that Islamophobia is dangerous, especially when it effects lawmakers is exposed by Austria's controversial laws, such as the face-covering ban, the prohibition of the distribution of the Qur’an, or the ban on the financing of Muslim organizations and mosques from abroad. The Austrian law enforcements\textsuperscript{14} impacted the Swiss right-wing political spectrum. The parliamentary motion by Lorenzo Quadri, adopted in the National Council, instructed the Federal Council to draw up a bill, which, following the rules that apply in Austria, provides a guarantee for the following:

- The prohibition of Islamic places of worship and Imams that accept funds from abroad;
- The duty to conduct sermons in the language of residence.\textsuperscript{15}

The FIOS and VIOZ united in their position that Austria and Switzerland cannot be compared in terms of the regulated status of Islam, because Islam has been recognized in Austria for more than 100 years. For this reason, it is not fair to prescribe additional obligations without simultaneously granting rights. Muslim communities and imams should not be treated as suspects. If someone wants to simply replicate or project the situational context of Islam in Austria to Switzerland by demanding from Muslims to abide to the aforementioned three prescriptions, additional rights should be granted, including the official recognition of Islamic religious communities in Switzerland.\textsuperscript{16} The Swiss Council of States has not yet taken a position.

After the Chief of the Army Corps Commander Philippe Rebord spoke on the occasion of his hundred-days in office about the possibility of hiring army imams to serve as Muslim army chaplains in the future, SVP politicians were outraged.\textsuperscript{17} Firstly, it was Beat Arnold, who raised the question in the parliament: “Does the Federal Council really intend to allow the army to recruit imams?”,\textsuperscript{18} followed soon by Jean-Luc Addor with his Parliamentary Initiative “No Muslim Chaplains in the Swiss Army” in September.\textsuperscript{19}


\textsuperscript{18} Ibid.

Such an initiative does not only discriminate against Muslims but also other religious communities, as it defends the position that the spiritual assistance available to the military is exclusively entrusted to Protestant chaplains, Roman Catholics and Christian Catholics. It remains to be seen how the National Council will react on this initiative.

On October 28, 2017, the SVP delegates adopted a set of requirements (some for cantons, municipalities and cities and others at the confederation level) under the banner “Zero Tolerance to Islamist Radicalization!” It demands from Muslims to respect “our” legal regime, culture, habits, and customs. Due to some of the demands being in contradiction to the rule of law, but also the customs and culture of Switzerland, it is not clear to whom “our” refers. Some of their demands read as follows,

- A recognition of the public right of Islam or a state training of imams is out of the question.
- The pastoral activity of imams in prisons and the army must stop. Imams can be replaced by army psychologists.
- We refuse the introduction of official Muslim holidays especially Ramadan.
- Until further notice, the activities of imams must be supervised throughout Switzerland.
- Any financial support for Islam in Switzerland by Muslim states, other governments, foreign organizations or foreign individuals must be strictly stopped.
- Halal meat, facial concealment, etc. should not be tolerated in public places like schools, prisons, hospitals or in the army. We must live according to our Christian values.

The terminology of “radical Islam” in these demands is not clear, because the SVP carelessly blends the terms “radical Islam,” “Islam,” “Islamists,” and “Muslims.” Their requirements, actually, restrict Islam and Muslims in general, because out of 20 requests only 7 are directed against radical Islam i.e. radical Muslims. Weeks later, the president of the CVP, Gerhard Pfister (known for the statement that Muslims could belong to Switzerland but not Islam) additionally demanded the implementation of a “value paper,” announced over a long period, to fight against political Islam, but in reality, containing additional restrictions on Muslims. The NZZ summed up the requirements, which the VIOZ characterized as superficial and unconstructive.

The CVP requested among other things, that a headscarf ban for pupils (Muslim

20. Ibid.
22. Ibid.
girls and Jewish boys) should also apply to schools and kindergartens. They also called for a massive increase of control over Muslim communities. Gerhard Pfister said that the issue of the face covering ban is not enough to handle Islam. This is, according to him, too tight a corset to wear, a greater focus on the issue of intensified control over the Muslim community is better suited and seems to be “an appropriate measure” to deal efficiently with the religion of Islam. In fact, there are already discussions in the CVP on a so-called “article on religion,” which would regulate the relationship between “freedom of worship” and the rule of law.

**Justice System**

A Sion district court found Jean-Luc Addor (SVP), a national councilor, guilty of racial discrimination for comments made on his Twitter and Facebook accounts on August 22, 2014. After a man was shot to death in a St Gallen mosque, he wrote “On en redemande!” (“Let’s have more!”). The court said, that through his message, he gave the impression, that members of the Muslim community were people whose life was worthless, which could support a hostile attitude towards the Muslim community. The court charged him a suspended fine of CHF18,000 for his remarks that contravened the Swiss racial discrimination law.

The new Federal Law on Intelligence (NDG) came into force on September 1, 2017. The new NDG envisages that the Federal Intelligence Service will be able to listen to telephone conversations, secretly bug private spaces, hack or manipulate computers (Article 26) and intercept data (Article 39) in the case that internal and external security or essential national interests are threatened, for example by terrorism. Some groups perceived this as a threat to the privacy of all Muslims and mosques, labelled “radical” by the government. Hence, Muslims worry more about potential legislations rather than intelligence surveillance.

28. Kanton Walis, District court, Medienmitteilung, August 17, 2018: https://www.vs.ch/de/web/tribunaux/communique-de-pressel-asset_publisher/Ovyq5QFPrCN/content/affaire-du-tweet-de-jean-luc-addor?inheritRedirect=false&redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vs.ch%3A443%2Ffr%2Ftribunaux%2Fcommunique-de-resse%3Fp_id%3D101_INSTANCE_Ovyq5QFPrCN%26p_lifecycle%3D0%26p_state%3Dnormal%26p_module%3Dview%26p_col_id%3Dcolumn-1%26p_col_count%3D1.
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Education

Schools and workplaces are crucial areas of life where discrimination is very dangerous and has detrimental psychological effects. *TagesWoche* put together an interesting collection of articles about the headscarf in the workplace. “Job-killer headscarf” refers to the reality that women wearing headscarves experience greater difficulties securing positions in the job market. The articles are about two Turkish women who grew up in Switzerland and because of their headscarves could not get a job for years. Watson wrote about the story of a Muslim woman of Bosnian origin who had a similar experience. Her applications for a job were rejected due to her headscarf. 

A concrete example of how far the discrimination of Muslims wearing headscarves can reach is the following leaflet where an association for training in the footwear industry was bothered by the increasing number of women with headscarves. (Fig. 1) Consequently, women who attend the inter-company courses (üK) will have to procure an authorization by their training companies for wearing a headscarf.

Figure 1: “Notification to the vocational trainers,” Image of the Swiss shoe industry association’s regulation. Women who attend the inter-company courses (üK) will have to procure an authorization by their training companies for wearing a headscarf.

33. The Swiss shoe industry association “Schuhschweiz” demands from Muslim shoe professionals, who take part in their inter-company courses (üK), to bring a license (of the training company) for their headscarves, because, according to their leaflet, “more headscarves are being worn at the campus” and “Integration means that young people adapt to Swiss customs.” Moritz Kaufmann, “Schuhhändler verbieten ihren Lehrtöchtern die Kopfbedeckung.” Kopftuch nur mit Bewilligung,” (December 30, 2017), Blick.ch, retrieved January 9, 2018, from https://www.blick.ch/news/wirtschaft/schuhhaendler-verbindenihren-lehrtochtern-die-kopfbedeckung-kopftuch-nur-mit-bewilligung Id7787459.html#community_article_comments_default_7787459.
In January, regarding the domain of education, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) ruled in support of the practice of the Federal Supreme Court that schools are allowed to compel young Muslim girls to attend mixed swimming classes. The interest of children’s complete school education, which enables successful social integration, outweighs the parents’ interest in dispensing religious education in the case of swimming lessons at school. The VIOZ believes that requests made by laypeople are often confused with the “theologically founded means for attaining dignity” of a religious community. This confusion causes harm to entire religious communities.

Although attempts to prohibit wearing headscarves in school do not stop, the mainstream responses reject the ban. The Canton of Aargau created a school guide for the easier handling of religious challenges in schools. For example, the headscarf must be tolerated because there is no law in Aargau prohibiting the headscarf. The cantonal parliament of Valais declared as invalid the popular SVP initiative stipulating that children cannot wear headscarves in schools. However, the SVP and CVP are still persistent in their intentions of banning Muslim girls from wearing headscarves in schools.

Media

Negative representations of Muslims in the media cause not only negative attitudes towards Muslims, but could also support policies that harm Muslims. The media’s and its interlocutors’ continuous negative portrayal of Muslims confirms the empirical study on the quality of reporting on Muslims in Switzerland. The report entitled “Muslims in the Media Increasingly Problematized” by the fög - Research Institute Public Sphere & Society of the University of Zurich examined the frequency and intensity of the media coverage of Muslims in 18 Swiss media (Newspapers, TV stations) in the period from 2009 to 2017. The coverage of Muslims is thematically diverse. In the first half of 2017, according to the study, multiple contributions
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regarding Muslims in Switzerland addressed the two issues of radicalization and terror. A serious matter is also the critical and doubtful contributions on integrating Muslims in Switzerland which tend to over-proportionally (21%) associate generalizations with distance-generating statements and are exaggeratedly emotionalized. The intensive reporting on violent events as well as political campaigns in the context of popular initiatives are two factors, which primarily characterize the reporting on Muslims in Switzerland. On the other hand, topics such as the successful integration or everyday life are marginal and almost completely absent in the media. So, it is not surprising that the proportion of contributions whose tonality creates distance from Muslims in Switzerland has grown relatively steadily between 2009 and 2017 from 22% to 69%. A comparison of media headlines showed that the distance-generating articles occur with above average frequency in the reporting of *Weltwoche* (84%), *Sonntags Blick* (63%), *Sonntags Zeitung* (61%) and *Blick* (59%). This type of reporting was slightly lower in *NZZ* and *Le Temps* (31%). Media coverage achieve mainly Muslim actors representing polarizing positions (It tends to be always the same people). Muslims with knowledge and experience in the community are rarely taken into account.

A study of discrimination experienced by Muslims in Switzerland titled “Notes on Experienced, But Barely Registered Hate Crime” was conducted by the Swiss research institute gfs.bern. This study showed that 85% of Muslim respondents experienced the representation of Islam in the Swiss media as rather or very negative. They are particularly clear in the responsibility of the media for the deteriorated attitude of non-Muslims towards Muslims (88%).

The Zeitungshaus AG, publisher of the *Basler Zeitung* - whose board member and SVP’s chief strategist Christoph Blocher owns one-third of the company’s shares -, expanded its media empire in 2017 by buying Zehnder Media AG. Zehnder Media encompasses 25 free local newspapers and serves around 800,000 readers a week across Switzerland. Many received this news with concern, fearing that with this purchase, the SVP’s political views may be reinforced.
Physical and Verbal Attacks
Vandal acts on the Muslim burial ground of a cemetery Bois-de-Vaux in Lausanne in October shocked many. This was not the first attack on the cemetery. The hate graffiti messages called on Muslims to leave Switzerland.45 As a reaction to this, more than 500 people belonging to the left political spectrum and a number of organizations, demonstrated against Islamophobia in Lausanne but also in solidarity with the Muslims.46

Two attacks on the same mosque might have never been discovered by the media if it were not for an inspection control on an “illegal employee,” who had escaped in the mosque construction site. The construction site of the prayer house of the Albanian Islamic religious community AIG in Grenchen (SO) is known for having fallen victim to a racist attack six years ago. Strangers buried a dead pig and four pig heads and spilled over 100 liters of pig blood across the grounds. This was done with the intention of desecrating the building area and preventing the construction of the new mosque. In November, the mosque structure was again the target of racist attacks, and, again, none of the media reported it. Only when an inspection control discovered an “illegal employee” working on the construction, did several media stations mention that there had been two hate attacks perpetrated on the construction sites.47 Consequently, the under construction Grenchen Mosque was again stained with pig blood and racist graffiti was written by unidentified individuals.48 (Fig. 2)

The mosques in Switzerland are placed under general suspicion and have to cope with mistrust because of the mistakes of few. The controversies related to the Imam of the An’Nur Mosque in Winterthur and the Libyan “preacher” of the Ar’Rahman

49. Source: http://www.20min.ch/schweiz/bern/story/Schweineblut-Attacke-auf-Rohbau-von-Moschee-14599356; Photo belongs to Isa Ismaili/AIG.
Mosque in Biel gave rise to political and media pressure on the mosques in Switzerland. Namely, the imam of the An’Nur Mosque was arrested in late 2016 because of accusations of instigating worshipers to kill Muslims who do not take part in communal prayer. The VIOZ suspended the mosque after the incident. It was reported that the members of the An’Nur Mosque committee attacked two people inside the mosque for sharing information about the imam’s sermons with journalists. This led to their arrest in early 2017. Thus, the Winterthur An’Nur Mosque was put under great pressure due to suspicion of links with radical Islamic movements and was consequently closed. Similarly, a second scenario emerged concerning the Ar’Rahman Mosque in Biel in August 2017. It attracted media attention when Abu Ramadan, an occasional volunteer preacher at the Ar’Rahman Mosque, was refused asylum. Abu Ramadan was also criticized for his statements, which he claimed to be incorrectly translated and interpreted. For several months, DerBund.ch and the Rundschau of the SRF (Swiss Radio and Television) researched his case. A television report showed that he preached messages of hatred against other religions from the Ar’Rahman Mosque in Biel while having received to that point in time about CHF 600,000 in Swiss social welfare. Saïda Keller-Mesahli, president of the Forum for Progressive Islam, accused him of being a member of DAESH; he consequently sued her for defamation of character. Trials concerning this controversy are in progress.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
What in another context could and usually is easily qualified as hate speech or a call for wholesome discrimination against a whole group of people, if spoken by a
Muslim (at least by name), is presented as allowed and necessary criticism of religion. Such reports get space in the media. However, if in another context a Muslim voices some type of intolerance, then it may and most probably will receive a massive scale repudiation of not just the said Muslim but of Islam as a religion, as well. One of these persons is the self-proclaimed Islamic expert (without any theological educational background), Saida Keller-Mesahli, who holds strong individual opinions and shows intolerance towards other Muslim views, without participating in any of the local Muslim communities.58 Her criticism of Islam is characterised by many as a mere articulation of what is supported by the right-wing populist political circle, which as mentioned in her book, she looks forward to cooperating with – namely, the SVP in Switzerland or the Alternative for Germany (AfD) in Germany.59 Whether some kind of cooperation between them already exists and what the extent or nature of that collaboration is, remains unclear. However, it is interesting, that she does not see any basis for cooperation nor collaboration, whatsoever, with Islamic organizations in Switzerland.60

Many of her statements in the media in recent years have been meager paraphrasing without serious investigation. Saida Keller-Mesahli summarized her viewpoints in the book Islamische Drehscheibe Schweiz (Islamist hub Switzerland), in which she characterized most imams as radical and labeled the Islamic organizations in Switzerland, mainly through negative associations, as Saudi mercenaries, Islamists or the wrong interlocutors of naïve Swiss authorities. Her book was massively supported via interviews prior to publication.61 There is no doubt that the book deserves adequate, evidence-substantiated responses by qualified non-biased scholars, and well-researched reporting by journalists. As the award winner of the Human Rights Award 2016 by

58. Lic. phil. Saida Keller-Messahli was born in Tunisia in July 1957 into a Muslim extended family. She has spent the largest part of her life in Switzerland, where she studied Romance Studies, English Literature and Film Studies in Zurich. She is a founder of the Forum for Progressive Islam.
59. Saida Keller-Messahli, "Islamistische Drehscheibe Schweiz" (Zürich: NZZ Libro, 2017), 94.
the International Society for Human Rights (ISHR). Keller-Messahli wants to abolish women’s right to wear any kind of religious coverage: “Nowadays, any form of women’s veiling is the banner of political Islam, whether it’s the headscarf, the niqab, or the burqa. […] Any form of veiling of Muslim women must be prevented because it represents not a religious but a political imperative of Islamists.”

The established fact that her statements are harmful and have a negative reverberation on Muslims, just supports another disappointing fact, which is that the book was sold through church portals and presented in churches.

Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

In contemporary times, to be brave is not profitable and becoming a bystander is easier and more plausible. It’s easier to say what everyone expects to hear than to tell the truth. It is easier to be silent on injustice than risk being attacked while standing up for others. It is easier to criticize than offer solutions. It is easier to pull back into one’s comfort zone than face the challenges of others’ unwillingness to accept diversity. Therefore, courageous, hardworking and noble people need to be mentioned and rewarded in order to feel appreciated. This mutual appreciation is needed because of today’s unpopularity to side with Muslims and help them overcome the raising challenges.

Canton Zurich is a bright example in Switzerland in the way it combats Islamophobia and should serve as a good example to others. They have a beautiful, symbolic tradition of organizing a football game of “FC Religions vs. FC Cantonal Council” What better way to battle prejudices? The reception organized for imams and Islamic communities by the city of Zurich on Ramadan is also an example of how to promote living together.
Government Councilor Jacqueline Fehr, head of the Department of Justice and Home Affairs of the Canton of Zurich, put together a working group to define the conditions for Islamic pastoral care. The working group is comprised of representatives of the Reformed Church, Catholic Church, the VIOZ, and Department of Justice and Home Affairs of the Canton of Zurich. Various groups for years have tried to uphold the rights of Muslims to Islamic pastoral care. Besides the VIOZ, Fehr is most responsible for the continued development of the training program in Islamic pastoral care. Great financial support has been invested, some of which comes from the half million francs of the lottery fund withdrawn by the Zurich government. Fehr also proposed guidelines intended to lead the relationship between the state and religious communities. Actually, she saw in the legal recognition of Muslims the possibility to undergo more scrutiny that could lead to higher pressure on them. That is why she proposed a balanced path which means “no recognition” but the canton must have a say in questions concerning Muslims. She intends to define a distinct relationship between state and religious communities which can accept or reject the guidelines on a voluntary basis.

The young politician, representative of the Green Party of Switzerland in the National Council, Irène Kälin and President of the Social Democratic Party of Switzerland (SP) Christian Levrat declared their public support of the recognition of Muslim communities. Andrea Caroni, a state councilor from the FDP (Liberals) and its vice president, gathered representatives of all factions to set up a counter-movement against the burqa ban.

It is not easy for universities to attain the power to influence the fight against Islamophobia because of the tension between knowledge (science) and power.
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Undoubtedly, ignorance is, in fact, one of the main causes of intolerance. Symbolically, a conference titled “Islam - Knowledge - Power. Interactions from a Theological and Historical Perspective” was the first conference within the framework of the doctoral program “Islam and Society: Islamic-Theological Studies” at the Swiss Centre for Islam and Society (SZIG). The scientific circle and Muslims have high expectations in combating numerous prejudices created by politics and various incidents in society. That is why even a small step towards understanding and impacting the fight against Islamophobia is important. At the SZIG, in the autumn semester of 2017, the Master's program “Islam and Society” was offered. In addition, in the period between September 2016 and May 2017, 25 workshops were organized under the project “Muslim Organizations and Social Actors” in collaboration with multiple communities of Muslim partners. Since summer of 2017, two universities have offered courses for the further education of Muslims i.e. Imam Training Courses (but not in collaboration with the Islamic community). Firstly, the University of Bern offers the course “CAS Religious Care in Migration Contexts,” which is open to members of all religious denominations. It provides the authorities a better assessment of the need for an Islamic pastoral training program. Secondly, the University of Geneva offered courses in French on political philosophy, human rights and ethics, which served towards the greater integration of imams in Switzerland.

The University of Fribourg hosted a symposium with the title “Muslim Hostility: Society, Media and Politics” organized by the Swiss Federal Commission against Racism (FCR), the Swiss Centre for Islam, the Society of the University of Freiburg (SZIG), and the Centre for Religious Research of the University of Lucerne (ZRF). The conclusion of this symposium was that Islamophobic attacks and hate crimes against Muslims are undeniably a fact. The narratives in which Islamophobia expresses itself in Swiss society reflect more about the religious illiteracy of the majority of Swiss society than about the real situation of Muslims in Switzerland.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

This feeling of unnatural imposition of social forms, which are devastating in their prejudices, is detrimental, not only for Muslims, but for the society as a whole. Putting one part of society on the legal margins by denying its fundamental rights and not giving its members the opportunity to express themselves freely lacks legal fairness. To be regularly addressed through the lens of accusation is very limiting. These “less valuable people,” Muslims, certainly contribute to the country they live in - although this contribution is not of interest to the media as it does not make the headlines.

- The current statistics structure on discrimination against Muslims should be thought through anew. The reporting of incidents should be easier for the victims. The new FIOS contact structure for reporting and counselling should act as a mediator between the Muslim organizations, the existing Swiss NGOs, and the official structures.
- Courses, seminars and conferences for inter-religious dialogue and the fight against Islamophobia must be reinforced. Islamic centres should serve as hosts for such events, in order to break the climate of mistrust and prejudice.
- Muslim organizations must engage more and take greater responsibility in local communities. To counter Islamophobic groups, they have to bring people together at the local community level and promote more dialogue and exchange.
- Empowerment of women within Muslim organizations needs to be reinforced, and their inclusion in the public debate needs to be eased. Muslim women need to engage more to defend both their religious and gender rights.
- The social engagement of Muslims in local communities and their participation in existing political parties is needed to contribute to the social debates and the decision-making process.
- Special awareness and educational actions to ease the inclusion and social integration of people with a migration background should be developed through joint work with Muslim organizations.

Chronology

- **10.01.2017**: The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) ruled that schools are allowed to oblige young Muslim girls to participate in mixed swimming lessons.
- **17.01.2017**: Government Councillor Jacqueline Fehr put together a working group to define the conditions for Islamic pastors; the Reformed Church, the Catholic Church, the VIOZ and the Department of Justice and Home Affairs of the Canton of Zurich are represented.
• **20.03.2017**: Two umbrella organizations of Albanian Muslims filed a charter, committing to the rule of law.  

• **23.03.2017**: The Canton of Aargau created a school guide for easier handling of the religious challenges in schools.

• **17.05.2017**: The Bosnian Grossmufti Husein Kavazović signed a joint charter with the president of the Swiss Federation of Protestant Churches. In it, the Bosnian Muslims committed to the rule of law and equality based on the Swiss model.

• **15.06.2017**: Switzerland’s parliament adopted a motion that proposes halting the import of meat of animals that have been slaughtered in alleged inhumane ways.

• **23.08.2017**: The Federal Council welcomes pastoral activities for Muslim army members.

• **11.09.2017**: The symposium “Muslim Hostility: Society, Media and Politics” of the Swiss Federal Commission against Racism (ECR), the Swiss Center for Islam and Society of the University of Freiburg (SZIG), and the Centre for Religious Research of the University of Lucerne (ZRF) is held.

• **19.09.2017**: SVP Motion 17.3681 “Stop the Expansion of Radical Islam in Switzerland!” is submitted.


• **29.09.2017**: Addor Jean-Luc Parliamentary Initiative 17.485: “No Muslim Chaplains in the Swiss Army”.

• **14.10.2017**: Vandal acts on the Muslim burial ground of a Lausanne cemetery.

• **18.10.2017**: More than 500 people demonstrate against Islamophobia in Lausanne.

• **28.10.2017**: Catalogue of demands in relation to “radical Islam” presented at the delegates’ meeting of the SVP.

• **November 2017**: Two hate attacks perpetuated on the construction grounds of a mosque in Grenchen (SO).

• **08.12.2017**: Jacqueline Fehr presented guidelines intended to define the relationship between state and religious communities.

• **15.12.2017**: The Valais cantonal parliament declared invalid a popular SVP initiative, stipulating that children cannot wear the headscarf in schools.

• **20.12.2017**: The Federal Council rejected the popular initiative “Yes to a Ban on Full Facial Coverings.”
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Executive Summary

The year 2017 was challenging for the United Kingdom. The country continued to live under the shadow of the June 2016 referendum vote to leave the European Union, with a notable strengthening of nationalist-nativist narratives that feed hostility against all minority groups. This was also a year with an unusually large number of deadly terrorist incidents and a significant spike in hate crimes both offline and online. The overall figure for reported hate crime cases increased by nearly 29% nationally to just over 80,000; but the increase in religiously aggravated hate crime reached 35%, the overwhelming majority of which relates to anti-Muslim instances, with Islamophobic attacks rising by 40% in Greater London. The number of attacks on Muslim places of worship climbed to 110 from 47 in the previous year.

The publication of the new report on Islamophobia by the Runnymede Trust, twenty years after its landmark first report in 1997, offered an opportunity and space for taking stock. Calling for Islamophobia to be defined officially as “anti-Muslim racism”, as this report has also done in the past, the report also noted that increased public awareness has not reversed the intensification, institutionalisation, and normalisation of Islamophobia in contemporary British society.

Contrary to what PM Theresa May said in the wake of the attack on Finsbury Park Mosque in June, Islamophobia should not be restricted to a discussion of extremism. In employment (recent data showed significant distortions caused by discrimination from recruitment to workplace); in education (where the government watchdog has been accused of singling out Muslims by authorising inspectors to interview pupils who go to school wearing the hijab); in counter-terrorism (with two-thirds of all referrals involving ‘concerns over Islamic terrorism’); and in media (where sectors of the mainstream press continue to reproduce Islamophobia and certain tabloid titles were accused of systematically inciting anti-Muslim hatred in 2017); Islamophobia has become embedded in mainstream narratives and institutions. Meanwhile, the government’s counter-terrorism Prevent strategy continues to affect disproportionately Muslim communities, extending into places of employment, education, and public service.

In a year also dominated by snap parliamentary elections, some party and cross-party initiatives to combat Islamophobia offered a welcome respite from an otherwise challenging environment. A similar positive message has been offered by the tireless work of NGOs that continue to fight against Islamophobic narratives, lead research projects, and provide support for victims and vulnerable targets of anti-Muslim hate crime.

Nevertheless, Islamophobia continues to cast a grave shadow on Muslims and their communities in the UK. Framing the conversation on the basis of security versus extremism, ‘British values’ and ‘muscular liberalism’ versus immigration, free-
dom versus human rights, has not yielded sufficient space for Muslim counter-narratives that could also effectively challenge and then alter assumptions and stereotypes about them, their communities, and their faith. Lack of progress in terms of defining either extremism in general or Islamophobia in particular continues to undermine initiatives to tackle it effectively.

Introduction

During a TV interview in January 2018, the US president Donald J Trump was asked whether he regretted having retweeted anti-Muslim material from the Twitter account of Jayda Fransen, the deputy leader of the far-right Islamophobic group Britain First, two months earlier. (Fig. 1) While he seemed willing to offer an apology of sorts, claiming that he knew “nothing about Britain First”, he repeated his belief that ‘Islamic terror’ remains a threat to the UK and the world: “Radical Islamic terror, whether you like talking about it or not, you look at what’s going on in the U.K., you look at what’s going on all over the world. … It was done because I am a big believer in fighting radical Islamic terror.”

Since announcing his candidacy for US president back in 2015, Trump had never resisted the temptation to talk in apocalyptic terms about a ‘massive Muslim problem’ in the UK and accuse British authorities of trying to disguise the extent of the alleged threat. Following the terrorist attack in London Bridge and the Borough Market attack in early June, Trump had openly criticised the city’s first Muslim mayor, Sadiq Khan, for what he saw as his failure to recognise the severity of the threat. In October 2017, in the aftermath of the publication of the official crime statistics in England and Wales, he intervened publicly by linking the spike in crime with the “spread of radical Islamic


terror”. After he received a rare rebuke from the British PM, Theresa May, for reposting the material from Britain First, the US president hit back by advising her to deal with the “destructive radical Islamic Terrorism that is taking place within the United Kingdom” rather than focusing on him.

The year had started with a promising judicial development in the fight against far-right extremism - the proscription of the neo-Nazi hate group National Action, the first ever in the UK to face such a ban. In September, the Home Secretary, Amber Rudd, extended the ban to two related neo-Nazi organisations (NS131 and Scottish Dawn) as aliases of National Action. Since November 2016 at least, there have also been official calls and a number of petitions for the proscription of Britain First because of its extremist attitude to Islam and immigrants. Stifled by Britain’s first-past-the-post electoral system that makes it very hard for small parties to translate votes into parliamentary representation, the British Islamophobia far right continues to lurk in the shadowy fringes of the political system. A large influx of new members into UKIP just ahead of yet another leadership election in July prompted fears that extreme Islamophobes were preparing a takeover led by the leadership candidate Anne Marie Waters. Waters, who had publicly described Islam as “an expansionist, political, totalitarian and supremacist faith, commanded to world domination”, eventually lost to Henry Bolton; but the fight for the ideological soul of UKIP and the populist right in Britain is far from over.

Meanwhile, the Runnymede Trust published a new report of the state of Islamophobia in the country, marking the twentieth anniversary of the publication of its first landmark report back in 1997. The new report noted that, while awareness of the discrimination against Muslims has grown, the net result has been an “intensification and banalisation of Islamophobic sentiment, policy and practice in Britain” during the intervening years between the two reports. Although electoral
support for extremist and populist anti-Islam parties in the UK has remained low - and may even have fallen recently in voting percentage terms after UKIP’s poor showing in the June elections, Islamophobia has continued to make inroads into the political and social mainstream.

Significant Incidents and Developments

2017 turned out to be an election year after the decision of PM Theresa May to go to the polls and seek a fresh mandate that would strengthen her government’s position in the Brexit negotiations. The election of 8 June resulted in a hung parliament and the formation of a new Conservative-led government supported by the small Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) of Northern Ireland.

But the year was largely overshadowed by a series of terrorist incidents with significant casualties. On 22 March, four civilians were killed and a further 49 were injured when a man drove his car into pedestrians on Westminster Bridge, before crashing into the perimeter fence of the Palace of Westminster. He then attempted to enter the grounds of the Palace of Westminster, where he attacked a police officer who tried to stop him and was shot dead.

Two months later, on 22 May, a suicide bomb attack took place in the foyer of the Manchester Arena at the end of an Ariana Grande concert. In what was the worst terrorist attack in the UK since the London bombings of 7 July 2005, 22 people were killed and about 250 were injured, the majority teenagers attending the music concert.

Then on 3 June another terrorist incident occurred in the London Bridge area of central London, leaving behind eight people dead and at least 48 injured. Three terrorists drove a van at high speed across London Bridge, crashing into pedestrians

Figure 2: Number of racially or religiously aggravated crimes recorded by police, 2016/17.

on a busy Saturday night. They then went on a shooting rampage in the nearby Borough Market, where they attacked people with knives.13

A significant spike in recorded racially and religiously aggravated hate crime in the wake of each of the three incidents was recorded.14 (Fig. 2) This trend culminated in another terrorist incident involving a man who drove a vehicle into people who had just finished their evening prayer at a mosque in Finsbury Park, north London. The attack left one dead and 10 more injured. After the attack, the driver, who was reportedly quoted saying “I want to kill all Muslims” and “This is for London Bridge”, was protected from the anger of the public by the mosque’s imam until the police arrived on the scene and arrested him.15

On 15 September, a homemade bomb was detonated inside a train at Parsons Green Underground station, west London.16 While there were no deaths as a result of the explosion, ten passengers suffered injuries. In the aftermath of the attack, the British government raised the threat level for the country to its highest (‘red’) point for the following two days.17

Finally, on 23 June, a man drove his van at a curry house owner in Harrow, north-west London. Just before his attack he had given a Nazi salute and shouted “white power”. The driver turned out to be a Britain First supporter and told a police officer that he intended to “kill a Muslim”.18 The attack took place on the first anniversary of the Brexit vote.

Such an atmosphere of political fluidity, on the one hand, and heightened tension and perceived insecurity, on the other, has nurtured dominant narratives of securitisation in an array of fields, from integration and immigration to political/social participation and adherence to ‘British values’.19 In this particular respect, 2017 proved a particular tough year for making political interventions and reclaiming the conversation.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

The 2017 election campaign was affected significantly by the terrorist attacks in London and Manchester. Predictably it was UKIP that made the most out of the security and identity issues during the election campaign, seizing every discursive opportunity to whip up anti-Muslim and anti-immigrant feeling. In late May, and in the shadow of the Manchester terrorist attack, the (then) party leader Paul Nuttall described “radical Islam” as “a cancer that needs to be cut out”, while the party’s deputy chairwoman, Suzanne Evans, claimed that mainstream politicians who had voted in parliament to restrict immigration controls, including the PM, bore some responsibility for the Manchester attack. The UKIP election platform contained an ‘Integration Agenda’, launched on 24 April, whose every single stipulation targeted explicitly or implicitly Muslims by reproducing a series of stereotypical narratives. (Fig. 3) When asked, Nuttall responded that “this isn’t an attack specifically on Muslims, it’s all about integration” and security concerns. The manifesto promised to push a public ban on “face coverings” and proscribe sharia courts in the UK. It also included a series of measures with a distinct anti-Muslim character, such as “moratorium on any new Islamic state schools” and immediate closure of those schools that “taught or imposed ... Islamic ideology on the children”; and calls for girls at risk of female genital mutilation to face medical checks on a yearly basis.
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It is encouraging that during the election campaign the UK’s three main political parties (Conservatives, Labour, Liberal Democrats) treaded a more careful path between support for equality and diversity, on the one hand, and concerns about security and immigration, on the other. Nevertheless, the Conservative Party was singled out for criticism for three further reasons. First, the party’s decision to impose a centrally selected candidate in non-target (i.e. safe) parliamentary seats resulted in a situation where the overall figure of Conservative parliamentary candidates with a Muslim background was halved in comparison to the 2015 election, with very few of them having realistic chances of being elected. The result was that only three Conservative MPs with a Muslim background were elected in the 2017 parliament, at a time where the overall figure increased to a record 15 (with 12 Labour MPs).

Second, the Conservative Party’s decision to reselect Zac Goldsmith for the south-west London constituency of Richmond Park was widely criticised in the light of the candidate’s record of campaigning for the post of the Mayor of London in 2016. Goldsmith had been largely discredited because his mayoral campaign had attempted to associate his opponent, the current mayor Sadiq Khan, with extremists and terrorism.

The third reason that exposed the Conservative Party to criticism for its attitude to communities with a Muslim background concerned its election pledge to retain and extend the Prevent strand of the government’s counter-terrorism strategy - a strand that has been repeatedly singled out for criticism for its effect on Muslim communities in the past. According to the recently published 2015-16 figures for Prevent referrals, a person with a Muslim background was

40 times more likely to be referred than others.\(^{32}\) While both Labour and Liberal Democrats pledged in their manifestos to “review”\(^{33}\) or “scrap”\(^{34}\) the Prevent programme as ineffective and potentially damaging to minority communities, the Conservatives fought the election on a promise to extend it through a new Commission for Counter Extremism “to fight extremism in all its forms”\(^{35}\) - a plan that was announced in the wake of the Manchester attack. Launching the new Commission without a robust definition of what extremism means,\(^{36}\) however, was criticised by the former independent reviewer of terrorism legislation, David Anderson QC.\(^{37}\) When the government announced in January 2018 that the new body would be headed by Sara Khan, a controversial figure known for her support for the government’s pursuit of the Prevent agenda, widespread criticism focused on the appointee’s links with the Home Office that raised serious doubts about the independence and impartiality of the new Commission.\(^{38}\)

The Labour Party was not immune to accusations of Islamophobia either. During the election campaign, a constituency candidate was forced to withdraw after a report suggested that he sent out tweets calling for the eradication of Islam from Europe.\(^{39}\) In August, Sarah Champion, the Labour MP for Rotherham, resigned from the shadow cabinet after she had used her column in The Sun newspaper to argue that “British Pakistani men ARE raping and exploiting white girls… and it’s time we faced up to it”.\(^{40}\) (Fig. 4)


More recently, the Scottish Labour Party suspended the leader of its South Lanarkshire Council group after Anas Sarwar, member of the Scottish Parliament and candidate for the leadership of the Scottish Labour Party in 2017, accused him of saying to him during the campaign that “Scotland wouldn’t vote for a brown Muslim Paki”.42

Justice System

September saw the publication of the report into the criminal justice system headed by the Labour Party MP David Lammy.43 The report’s main conclusion was that black and minority ethnic (BAME) individuals “still face bias, including overt discrimination, in parts of the justice system”. The report found that BAME groups were far more likely to be convicted and serve prison sentences than white women and men.44 It also noted with alarm that the number of Muslims in prison rose by more than 50% in the last decade, with Muslim males now making 15% of the male prison population. Only a small part of this increase is attributable to convictions on the basis of the anti-terrorist legislation. Instead, Dr Zubaida Haque, researcher for the Runnymede Trust, has argued that the increase in the figure is most likely the result of racial profiling and the persistence of cultural stereotypes about Muslims in British society.45 Particular attention has been drawn to the also significant increase of the percentage of women with a Muslim background in custody (6.3% of total female prisoners in 2017 as opposed to 5.2% in 2014).46

41. Source: The Sun (11 August 2017)
Government statistics about the number of stop-and-searches carried out under Section 43 and 43A of the Terrorism Act 2000 have shown that, while the overall figure has been reduced by two-thirds since 2009/10, people with BAME backgrounds continue to be over-represented in the sample, with 29% of all targets identifying as Asian and 11% as Black/Black British.\(^47\) Still, according to the data captured in the Second European Union Minorities and Discrimination Survey, the two UK minority groups included in the sample (immigrants and descendants from Pakistan/Bangladesh and from Sub-Saharan Africa) displayed significantly higher than average trust in the legal system and in extent of stops by police over the last five years.\(^48\)

The year ended with a high-profile legal case against the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) for race discrimination. Although the MoJ agreed to implement the recommendations of the Lammy report, it has been criticised for the continuing under-representation of BAME backgrounds in the judiciary. What sets this legal case apart is that it has been brought on by three judges, including Peter Harbert QC who received a formal warning from the ministry after he had publicly criticised as racist the decision to bar the former mayor of the Tower Hamlets borough in east London, Lutfur Rahman, from holding public office for five years.\(^49\)

**Employment**

In the field of employment, the year was marked by a ruling from the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in relation to a case - dating back to 2006 - of two female employees from Belgium and France who had been fired for wearing a headscarf to work.\(^50\) The ECJ ruled that employers could enforce bans on the wearing of “any political, philosophical or religious sign” as it did not constitute direct discrimination as long as the ban applied to all workers on the grounds of religious neutrality.\(^51\) The court ruling was widely criticised by faith groups and human rights organisations alike across Europe.\(^52\) The British PM Theresa May also criticised the ruling, stating
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that “it is the right of all women to choose how they dress and we don’t intend to legislate on this issue … it is not for government to tell women what they can or cannot wear and we want to continue that strong tradition of freedom of expression”. 53

Whether the ruling will have a significant effect on UK employment practices or law in relation to religious freedom is yet to be seen.

Muslims continued to experience significant levels of disadvantage in employment. Obstacles occurred at all stages, from the recruitment process to the workplace environment and from career progression to levels of pay. The 2017 UK Race Disparity Audit figures for the labour market showed great disparities between the employment rates of different ethnic groups living in the UK. The percentage of people with Muslim background in employment lagged significantly behind white groups, with the figure for Pakistani and Bangladeshi communities in particular being the lowest among all individuals aged 25-49. 54 A report published by the Social Mobility Commission on the prospects of children of Bangladeshi and Pakistani origins noted that, while they performed strongly in school attainment, they were far less likely to be employed in professional or managerial jobs, largely due to the persistence of discriminatory (conscious and unconscious) attitudes at the workplace. 55 A more recent report by the same body, published in September, highlighted that only 6% of people with Muslim background hold professional jobs (the equivalent figure for the entire population is 10%). A similar gap is observed in relation to employment, with less than 20% of Muslims (as opposed to 34.9% overall) in full-time jobs. Those at the intersection of statuses were even more vulnerable to discrimination: 56 for example, it was noted that women with a Muslim background were suffering double discrimination. 57 Meanwhile, the publication of the second European Union Minorities and Discrimination Survey in the autumn confirmed that, while discrimination on religious ground when seeking employment and in the workplace is lower in the UK than in most of the other 15 EU member states included in the report, a still significant 6-7% of those surveyed acknowledged that they had suffered discrimination. Of those, the report found that 13% made


a report or filed a formal complaint based on their experience - a figure that is above average for the sample used in the report. 58

The report of the Social Mobility Commission also identified a number of more specific factors that affected adversely the prospects of young Muslims in particular: minority ethnic-sounding names, wearing a headscarf for women, stereotyping, as well as harassment at workplace. 59 Research carried out by the Research Centre for the Study of Ethnicity and Citizenship of the University of Bristol found that male job candidates with a Muslim background were up to 76% less likely to get a job compared to a white male British candidate of the same age and qualifications. A similar trend was confirmed in a BBC TV programme, in which it was shown that the name ‘Adam’ was three times more likely to be preferred for the job of religious education teacher than the name ‘Mohammed’. 60

The number of people with a Muslim background in employment has consistently risen in recent years in the UK. However the unemployment rate among the group is currently more than twice as high as that of any other community. 61 Meanwhile, changes to the counter-terrorism legislation introduced in 2015 under Section 26(1) of the Counter Terrorism and Security Act 62 have resulted in an escalation of discriminatory practices against Muslims in the workplace. As the new legislation is based on the concept of targeting a pre-criminal space, the statutory duty of public sector workers in the National Health Service, educational institutions, and government has been accused of bringing discrimination into the workplace and introducing a culture of distrust among colleagues. Although the overwhelming majority of referrals (nine in ten) are rejected or dismissed after a short investigation, 63 this culture of pre-criminal suspicion is magnifying pervasive societal stereotypes about Islam and Muslims. In July, the High Court rejected a test legal challenge brought by Dr Salman Butt against the government’s 2015 guidance for implementing the new ‘duty to prevent’ guidance in higher and further education institutions. In the ruling, the court dismissed the notion that Prevent constituted

an attack on both free speech in general and Islam in particular. Nevertheless the ongoing massive over-referral of people with a Muslim background via the workplace stipulations of the Prevent programme is a distressing reflection of a deeper institutionalised Islamophobic prejudice.

**Education**

The shadow of the 2014 ‘Trojan Horse’ investigation into an alleged organised attempt to introduce a “Salafist curriculum” into a number of schools of Birmingham continued to loom over the UK education sector in 2017. The government’s adviser on integration, Dame Louise Casey, claimed that a number of similar initiatives to ‘take over’ schools were still in operation across the country. In March, a dispute between a Catholic school in Birmingham and the city council’s Equality chief, Waseem Zaffar, escalated into a public row that eventually resulted in the councillor’s resignation. At the heart of the dispute was Zaffar’s public reprimand of a local Catholic school that had prevented a four-year-old student from wearing the hijab. The incident prompted another intervention by Dame Louise Casey, who accused the city council of not having “learnt lessons (from the) ‘Trojan Horse’” precedent. In May, the government finally dropped the disciplinary case against the senior leaders of the Park View Trust that was at the heart of the earlier Trojan Horse investigation, reversing an earlier decision to impose lifetime bans on them.

Three years of investigation into ‘Trojan Horse’ have produced no concrete evidence for the alleged ‘conspiracy’ to take over schools. Nevertheless this did not stop Nick Timothy, the former chief of staff of the prime minister, from resurrecting the ghost of ‘Trojan Horse’ by penning an inflammatory article published in
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The Telegraph in November. Timothy focused his attack on a panel discussion organised by MEND and titled ‘Trojan Horse: The Facts’, accusing the organisation of “plotting to mislead the local community” and of helping those behind ‘Trojan Horse’ to do the same “all over again, and right under our noses”. The event was eventually cancelled by its organisers but the moral panic stirred up by mainstream media and public figures over the incident exposed once again how divisive the legacy of the ‘Trojan Horse’ investigation continues to be.

In November, Ofsted, the government’s education watchdog, was accused of “reinforcing an anti-Muslim culture” in the wake of its decision to allow inspectors to question girls who wear the hijab in the school. The Ofsted chief, Amanda Spielman, justified the measure as part of a campaign against the “sexualisation of young girls” but this explanation did not stop more than 1,000 faith leaders, teachers, and academics from signing an open letter and protesting the measure publicly, branding it “a kneejerk, discriminatory and institutionally racist response”. (Fig. 5) Ofsted has since sought to reassure its critics that the measure will be introduced sensitively and without any intention to “single out” Muslims. However, as the recent example of the row over a London primary school’s decision to ban younger pupils from wearing the hijab has illustrated, Ofsted and its chief have chosen a far more interventionist course of action that is unlikely to shake off the suspicion that its new policy targets Muslims unduly.  

The impact of the Counter Terrorism and Security Act on the education sector is significant. It is telling that schools and universities produced one-third of the referrals in 2015-16 - by far the largest single referral stream even when compared to the equivalent number referred by the police.78 The extension of the ‘duty to prevent’ to the education sector has been criticised by Conservative MP Lucy Allan as heavy-handed and “undermining the trust between teachers and pupils”.79 Meanwhile, a joint research project by Coventry, Durham, and Huddersfield Universities, has revealed that teachers have serious misgivings about using anti-radicalisation measures in the classroom, fearing that it would stigmatise Muslim students and would undermine wider social cohesion efforts.80 Similar concerns have been expressed by university lecturers who feel increasingly pressurised into a “security regime” that rests on undefined concepts and blurred distinctions.81 A report published by Just Yorkshire went further, describing the effect of the ‘duty to prevent’ in the higher education sector as “built upon a foundation of Islamophobia and racism”.82

Media
The role of media in inciting Islamophobia and perpetuating stereotypes about Muslims in the UK came under intense scrutiny in 2017. Baroness Sayeeda Warsi, a former Conservative cabinet minister, has accused British newspapers of Islamophobia and hate speech and called for a parliamentary investigation into the issue.83 Tabloid newspapers have repeatedly become targets of criticism: for example, The Sun described the Finsbury Park terrorist attack in June as a “revenge terror incident” and was notably slow to discuss the incident in the same way that it treated preceding terrorist attacks in London and Manchester.84 In August, the leader of the Labour Party, Jeremy Corbyn, also added his voice to the criticism of the right-wing tabloid press, accusing The Sun of “inciting Islamophobia”.85 Corbyn was respond-
ing to a protest against the newspaper’s columnist Trevor Kavanagh. Kavanagh had used the phrase “Muslim problem” to conclude an article that reproduced nearly every single anti-Muslim stereotype about immigration, terrorism, gender discrimination, sexual violence, and ‘political correctness’. The newspaper and columnist have since been referred to the Independent Press Standards Organisation (IPSO) by both Tell MAMA and the Board of Deputies of British Jews. However IPSO ruled that the article, while offensive and containing inaccuracies, did not breach its code of conduct.

In the wake of this verdict, IPSO was widely criticised as unfit for purpose and in desperate need of a new, more robust code of practice. It has since been urged to investigate the broader “climate of hostility” against Muslims and not just stories with anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim content in isolation. Cases of misreporting and misrepresenting that had an adverse effect on individuals and communities with a Muslim background have increased in recent years, contributing to the trend of rising hostility to Islam and Muslims. The case of the moral panic stirred up by newspapers involving an adoption case in Tower Hamlets, an east London borough with a sizeable population of people identifying as Muslim, is telling in this respect. The press campaign accused the council of allegedly failing a Christian girl by placing her with Muslim foster carers. In a press campaign that started from an investigation carried out by The Times and then ran for days in the front page of a number of British newspapers over August, it was alleged that the foster family banned the girl from eating pork, had her crucifix removed, and had made her express a hatred of Christmas and Easter. The council was ordered to carry out an investigation, which has since rejected the allegations made in the original article of The Times. (Fig. 6)

Controversy also surrounded a television programme titled My Week As a Muslim that was broadcast by Channel 4 in October. The programme featured a British white woman, who had previously expressed anti-Muslim views and had supported calls for a ban on the ‘burqa’, immersing herself in the life of a Brit-
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ish-Pakistani family and adopting their dressing habits for a week. By being exposed to everyday discrimination, intimidation, and abuse experienced by many Muslim women, the woman featured on the programme revisited many of her original anti-Muslim attitudes in the light of the negative experiences she had experienced herself during the week-long period of filming, which coincided with the Manchester terrorist attack. While the programme was praised for its attempt to make the public aware of the extent of Islamophobia in British society, the producers were widely criticised for their decision to use a white British woman in ‘brown face’ make-up for the programme.

**Physical and Verbal Attacks**

In a year like 2017, dominated by a series of terrorist attacks, it is hardly surprising that the number of reported cases of hate crime soared (although disconcertingly the number of criminal prosecutions for hate crimes recorded a fall). This spike followed another record rise in hate crime following the June 2016 referendum on membership
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of the EU. 96 Published figures for the 2016-17 period in England and Wales point to a 29% increase in comparison to the 2015-16 period - and these figures extend only until the immediate aftermath of the first of the terrorist attacks (Westminster Bridge, 22 March 2017). 97 According to Greater Manchester Police, the attack in Manchester in May resulted in a fivefold increase in Islamophobic hate crime in the region. 98 Following the London Bridge attack in early June, figures collated by the Mayor of London’s office recorded a similarly exponential rate of increase in hate crime targeting Muslims in the capital. 99 The aggregate figures for reported crime cases in Greater London for the entire year 2017 released by Scotland Yard confirmed the spike with an almost 40% rise (1,678 from 1,204 in the previous year). 100 Overall, the correlation between reporting of terrorist incidents and spikes in recorded hate crime incidents against Muslims has been confirmed by various pieces of research and official figures from the National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC), released in August. (Fig. 7)


But an extensive report on identity, race, and faith in England published by Hope not Hate (HnH) in the summer has painted a more complex picture of the correlation between terrorism, Islamophobia, and hate crime. HnH researchers found that, while the ‘liberal’ section of society has grown in number and confidence, the size of the ‘hostile’ cohort at the end of the spectrum has remained constant since 2011, with their views hardened in an increasing polarising political environment and with far more opportunities to express them and have them validated.\(^{102}\) The report also included a poignant caveat - that low(er)-level hate crimes remain largely unreported. This is a somber observation that rests on prior data showing only about one in ten cases of religiously motivated hate crimes as reported to the police.\(^{103}\) Even with allowances for better reporting in recent years, it is very likely that official statistics on anti-Muslim hate crime continue to underestimate the problem by a wide margin.

According to figures released in November by Tell MAMA for 2016, the majority of anti-Muslim hate crime incidents concern offline intimidation and violence. This category of hate crime involved verbal and non-verbal intimidating behaviour (by far the highest number with 54% of all reported cases), vandalism and threatening behaviour (both at 7%), and physical attack (19%). More than half of the reported incidents took place in public areas, with a smaller number of cases reported in the workplace (9%) and in educational institutions (8%). (Fig. 8)


Women were the target of offline violence in 56% of the reported cases. It is important to note that two-thirds of the female victims were described as ‘visibly Muslim’ - a term that referred overwhelmingly to religious clothing. In June, it was revealed that various Muslim women going to the Al-Madina Mosque in Barking, London had been subjected to abuse - mostly verbal but in some instances involving spitting or aggressive physical contact. Similar forms of verbal and physical attacks were reported in Manchester and Belfast in the wake of the terrorist attack in May as well as later in the year.

In June, a young Muslim woman suffered from life-changing injuries after she and her cousin Jameel Muhktar became victims of an unprovoked acid attack. It took a few days for the police investigation to treat the attack as a hate crime linked to Islamophobia.

Places of worship were associated with some of the most serious Islamophobic physical attacks of 2017. During the March-July period (which coincided with the terrorist incidents in London and Manchester), a reported 110 mosques were attacked. This figure represented a dramatic spike from the 47 cases reported during


the same period in 2016.\(^{112}\) (Fig. 9) Unsurprisingly, it was Manchester (9 versus none) and London (17 versus 8) where the largest increases were reported.\(^{113}\) On average, since 2013 one mosque has been targeted every week, according to figures released by Tell MAMA.\(^ {114}\)

Two serious physical assaults in or close to places of worship were recorded within days from each other. On 25 September, Dr Nasser Kurdy, a Manchester-based surgeon who had treated victims outside the Manchester Arena in May was stabbed in the neck on his way to a mosque in Altrinham, south Manchester, by a 28-year-old man.\(^ {115}\) The other incident occurred in Birmingham on 30 September, where a 14-year-old boy suffered life-threatening injuries after being stabbed multiple times outside the Idaar Maarif-e-Islam Mosque.\(^ {116}\) A further incident, treated as a racial assault by the police, took place in July outside Jamia Masjid Ghausia in Birchills, Walsall, leaving behind two people with relatively minor injuries.\(^ {117}\)

One major case of arson attack against a place of worship was recorded. (Fig. 10) It concerned the Manchester Nasfat Islamic Centre, in Newton Heath, which was destroyed completely on 16 July, having been targeted eight times in the past four years.\(^ {119}\) Two other


incidents of arson attack were also recorded. The first occurred in early January, when the Al Falah Braintree Islamic Centre in Braintree, Essex, was targeted by two men who broke the door, threw bricks inside, and finally launched a burning refuse bag onto the roof.\(^{120}\) This same mosque had been attacked in 2013, in the wake of the terrorist attack that claimed the life of Lee Rigby. The second incident was reported just hours after the Manchester Arena terrorist attack in May, when a man was caught on CCTV approaching a mosque in Oldham, Greater Manchester and setting a bottle of flammable liquid alight.\(^{121}\) (Fig. 11)

Incidents of vandalism and threatening behaviour included offensive graffiti on the walls of Sutton Islamic Centre in south London;\(^{122}\) a pig’s head placed outside an Islamic centre in Newtownards, Belfast, with associated offensive content sprayed onto the walls of the building;\(^{123}\) pork posted through the door of the Belfast Islamic Centre;\(^{124}\) and a series of threatening letters sent to a number of mosques across the country, including the Finsbury Park Mosque only weeks after the attack on its members.\(^{125}\)

Finally, far-right organisations led protests against plans for the construction of expansions of mosques. The redevelopment plans for Maidstone Mosque attracted numerous visits by supporters of the controversial far-right group Britain First.\(^{126}\)

Over the summer, in Perth, Scotland, the council’s decision to grant permission for


\(^{122}\) Source: swns.com


the construction of a mosque prompted a demonstration organised by the Scottish Defence League. In October, the announcement of plans to redevelop the Golders Green Hippodrome auditorium in Barnet, London into a Muslim community centre caused a wave of protests by local residents.

**Internet**

The majority of anti-Muslim hate crime has been occurring online for some years and 2017 was far from an exception in this respect. Like with offline instances of Islamophobia, the shift towards normalisation of anti-Muslim online hate has been ongoing in popular Internet platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Google Plus. In addition, research has shown that the boundaries between on- and offline hate crime tend to be overstated, especially for victims of hate crimes who find it increasingly hard to isolate online threats from offline intimidation and abuse that they suffer offline.

In a year when the number of both offline and online instances of anti-Muslim hate and violence increased exponentially in the wake of a series of terrorist attacks, the UK government and parliament took some steps to address the growing threat of online hate crime. In August, the director of public prosecutions, Alison Saunders, announced a new policy of taking online hate crime more seriously, treating it as equivalent to offences carried out face-to-face. Police officers will actively help victims of online hate crime to lodge their reports in order to pressure social media platforms and facilitate prosecution.

Initiatives in the direction of countering the spread of hate speech online on the EU level have been ongoing for the past two years. In May 2016, the European Commission agreed with Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter and YouTube on a “Code of Conduct on Countering Illegal Hate Speech Online” to help users notify illegal hate speech, im-
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prove the support to civil society as well as the coordination with national authorities.\textsuperscript{133} As a result, social media companies, Facebook, Twitter, and Google’s YouTube have greatly accelerated their removal of online hate speech, reviewing over two-thirds of complaints within 24 hours. The companies managed to meet the 24-hour removal target in 81 per cent of cases, compared with 51 per cent in May 2017 when the European Commission last monitored their compliance with the code of conduct.\textsuperscript{134} In December, Twitter suspended the accounts of Britain First leaders Paul Golding and Jayda Fransen, as well as the account of the far-right English Defence League.\textsuperscript{135}

The problem of Internet bots has also been recognised as a crucial contributing factor to the increase in the volume and reach of Islamophobic content. The image of a hijab-wearing woman walking past the victims of the Westminster Bridge attack in London became viral because it allegedly showed her walking away from the crime scene with an attitude of seeming aloofness. (Fig. 12) It has since been proven that the original image had been posted by a fake Twitter account in Russia, whose goal was to spread anti-Muslim content among UK social media users.\textsuperscript{136} Bots that propagate selected hate content have proliferated in recent years and are getting increasingly sophisticated when it comes to detection.\textsuperscript{137}
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\textsuperscript{133} European Commission. “Countering Illegal Hate Speech Online #NoPlace4Hate - European Commission”, 4 Nov. 2016, ec.europa.eu/newsroom/just/item-detail.cfm?item_id=54300.


In spite of progress in detection and cooperation with social media platforms, the Home Affairs Select Committee of the UK parliament has repeatedly accused social media platforms of not doing enough to protect public safety and for profiting from hate content propagated by the far right. Facebook, Google, and Twitter have been singled out for their failure to act quickly to remove pages with anti-Muslim and anti-Jewish content and to mitigate the distorting effect of manipulation of web searches by websites associated with the far right. In spite of promises to look more seriously into inflammatory content posted by Britain First and other UK anti-Muslim organisations, Facebook has been more strongly criticised for its slower and patchier response to online hate crime. More recently, the government has announced that it has been working closely with Silicon Valley firms to target online ‘safe spaces’ for radicalisation and to push forward automated solutions for the swift removal of offensive digital content.

Central Figures in the Islamophobic Network

In late November, the Islamic Human Rights Commission (IHRC) held its satirical ‘Islamophobia Awards’ event. The overall winner for 2017 was no other than President Donald J. Trump. Still, in a departure from previous years, the UK award was given not to an individual but to Ofsted, the education sector watchdog, in response to its decision to send inspectors to interview students who wear the hijab in school.

Ofsted won the accolade beating a shortlist of candidates that included high-profile names - among them the ex-leader of UKIP Nigel Farage. Farage continued to command significant media attention in 2017 after a bumper year in 2016 during which he celebrated the Leave victory in the EU referendum and be-

came a high-profile advisor to Trump’s successful presidential campaign. He was quick to attribute the Westminster Bridge terrorist attack to a systemic failure of multiculturalism that had created a “fifth column” of terrorists in western countries. In the wake of the London Bridge attack, he alluded to possible mass detentions of all those who are on a known or suspected terrorist list. Although he disagreed with calls to ‘ban Islam’ or with the prospect of turning UKIP into an openly Islamophobic party, he also endorsed claims that there were “wholly Muslim areas” in London and other UK cities. He penned the foreword to a book written by his former senior advisor Raheem Kassam, now editor in chief of Breitbart London, endorsing the book’s theme of ‘no-go’ zones created by sharia law in the UK. (Fig. 13) He weighed into all controversial debates, from ‘grooming gangs’ to openly backing the far-right Islamophobic Alternative For Germany (AfD) party in September’s German federal elections to Trump’s retweeting of Britain First videos.

156. Source: Amazon.
Katie Hopkins also made it to the shortlist of this year’s Islamophobia Awards, as she had in 2016.157 Hopkins has used both old and new media to stir up controversy and oftentimes come very close to incitement to hatred and violence against Muslims. Her tweet in the wake of the Manchester Arena attack in May that we need a “final solution” to “the problem” attracted the most criticism,158 earned her a referral to the police,159 and forced her to terminate her radio contract with LBC.160 (Fig. 14) When a minicab driver struck pedestrians outside the Natural History Museum in west London in October, Hopkins tweeted her theory that the incident was terror-related and questioned the motives behind the police verdict that the crash was a road accident.161 By the end of the year, she had left MailOnline by mutual consent, after a series of legal cases against her that resulted in a number of retractions and financial penalties imposed on the publisher.162

Hopkins’ writings have followed a pattern of inflammatory language bent on mainstreaming a message of hate against Muslims, in Britain and on a global scale. In April, she used another abusive to insinuate a causal link between Ramadan fasting and an alleged spike in terrorist incidents in Europe.163 Her links with the European and US Islamophobic far right are well-documented: in July, she spent time with members of a far-right, vehemently Islamophobic group called Defend Europe in
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Sicily;\textsuperscript{164} while in late November, she addressed the David Horowitz Freedom Center, repeating her allegations about the “Muslim mayor of Londonistan” and areas of Britain controlled by a ‘Muslim mafia’\textsuperscript{165}. 

Hopkins’ trajectory through anti-Muslim hate speech intersected on numerous occasions with that of another figure who also made it to the 2017 shortlist of the Islamophobia Awards: Tommy Robinson (née Stephen Christopher Yaxley and also known as Stephen Christopher Lennon), the founder and ex-leader of the English Defence League. Robinson joined Hopkins in pronouncing the incident outside the National History Museum in London as a “jihadi incident”.\textsuperscript{166} In December, Hopkins joined The Rebel Media website, a Canadian far-right opinion organisation that has for some time employed Robinson. But Robinson was especially prolific on the offline front in 2017. In April, he appeared in Birmingham alongside the leader of Britain First, Paul Golding, and his deputy, Jayda Fransen.\textsuperscript{167} In November, he was seen marching along with a Polish far-right group and other far-right organisations from many European countries in Warsaw, at an event where the slogan “Pray for Islamic Holocaust” appeared alongside “Remove Jewry from power”.\textsuperscript{168} (Fig. 15) Robinson’s 2017 book Mohammed’s Koran: Why Muslims Kill for Islam has been an Amazon bestseller in the UK, currently featuring an overall review rating of 4.5/5.


\textsuperscript{169} Source: Tommy Robinson’s Twitter feed, https://twitter.com/trobinsonnewera/media
Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

Positive initiatives to counter Islamophobia have been urgently needed in a year dominated by unprecedented spikes in hate crime against Muslims. November was Islamophobia Awareness Month (IAM2017) - an initiative organised by the Muslim Engagement and Development (MEND) to challenge stereotypes and misconceptions about Muslims in the UK. (Fig. 16) This year MEND worked closely with the Police and Crime Commissioners and a wide range of government, education, media, and civil society organisations to raise awareness of Islamophobia and facilitate a culture of better reporting of incidents to the police. The IAM2017 was kicked off in the House of Commons, with an event that was attended by the leader of the Labour Party, Jeremy Corbyn, MPs, and representatives of numerous rights organisations. Throughout the month, the organisers planned more than 60 well-attended events across the country.

In many other respects, the Labour Party led the way in the political mainstream’s fight against Islamophobia. In May and as part of the party’s political programme for the elections, the Labour Party published a Race and Faith manifesto that promised to lead the fight against Islamophobia and anti-Semitism in Britain. The manifesto pledged to take action against violence and hate crime, review the Prevent programme, and work to eliminate institutional biases in the use of stop and search powers. It was also Labour MP Naz Shah who organised a campaign against The Sun and its former political editor Trevor Kavanagh for the use of the phrase “Muslim problem” in an article published by the newspaper. The campaign brought together a formidable cross-party group of more than 100 politicians.

---

170. MEND. “Islamophobia Awareness Month #IAM2017”, mend.org.uk/iam2017/.
Furthermore, numerous initiatives took the fight against Islamophobia literally to the streets of Britain. In October, London Metropolitan Police and Transport for London launched a campaign against Islamophobic hate crime on the capital’s London’s transport system.\footnote{175} In Edinburgh, the City Council together with Police Scotland and the Scottish Government funded 13 community projects from a fund of £40K earmarked for initiatives to reduce prejudice, foster positive relationships, and combat Islamophobia in the Scottish capital.\footnote{176}

Communities and civil society organisations expanded and diversified their efforts in the field of combating Islamophobia. Organisations such as the MEND, IHRC, the Muslim Council of Britain (MCB), Hope not Hate, Stop Funding Hate, and Tell MAMA engaged in an extraordinary portfolio of activities, in the direction of both exposing anti-Muslim prejudice and fostering a culture of better understanding that has empowered Muslim communities. But it was also smaller-scale civil society groups that made an invaluable contribution to this ongoing effort to fight anti-Muslim prejudice and hate, against the backdrop of an extraordinary challenging year. The Mercy For Mankind charity challenge, organised by the Ahmadiyya Muslim Youth Association, saw hundreds of young Muslims travel to the Lake District in north-west England to raise £500K for social causes and in the process dispel misconceptions about Islam and Muslims.\footnote{177} On Christmas Eve, the West Yorkshire charity Penny Appeal launched the first mainstream television advertisement by a Muslim charity that sought to highlight the little-known role of British Muslims in helping vulnerable people across the UK and thus challenge stereotypes that Muslims are anti-Christmas.\footnote{178} Meanwhile, 5 February 2017 was the third annual VisitMyMosque day, during which over 150 mosques across Britain opened their doors to all members of the community.\footnote{179}

But perhaps the most powerful channel for challenging Islamophobia is the positive effort to give as many Muslims a voice and a presence in society. In July, a report with the title The Missing Muslims: Unlocking British Muslim Potential for the Benefit of All was published. The report, chaired by Conservative MP Dominic Grieve, was the culmination of the 18-month work of the Citizens Commission on Islam,
Participation and Public Life. Reacting to the increasing absence of Muslims from British civil society, members of the commission gave voice to a wide range of Muslim voices from all walks of life and from all concerns of the UK. The report urged the government to adopt a definition of anti-Muslim prejudice, along the lines of that adopted in 2016 for anti-Semitism.

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

2017 was a landmark year for the debate on Islamophobia in the UK. The reasons for this assessment are both welcome and cause for profound concern for the future. The publication of the twentieth-anniversary report on Islamophobia from the Runnymede Trust has illustrated a mixed picture: on the one hand, increased awareness of Islamophobia in British society and the formation of a Muslim civil society as significant actors in the debate and on the other hand, an alarming deepening and normalisation of political and social mobilisation against Islam and Muslim communities. During the twenty years since the publication of the first report, Muslims have been found in a social field populated by hostile narratives centring on security, identity, nativism, acceptance of ‘British values’, and integration.

Nevertheless, it remains deeply frustrating that Islamophobia remains a slippery term that lacks a widely accepted official definition. Without a definition that recognises Islamophobia as a particular widespread form of anti-Muslim racism, and without a frank admission by all stakeholders of the extent of the problem not just among extremists but within mainstream society, the fight against Islamophobia will continue to be an increasingly uphill and deeply uneven one.

---

182. Source: Penny Appeal Twitter feed, https://twitter.com/pennyappeal/status/948339508835246080  
In addition, the following recommendations are offered:

- Promote a culture of transparency and accountability in efforts to address discrimination against Muslims and other minority groups, across all areas of society (employment, justice, police, media).
- Review the state’s counter-terrorism strategy, with a view to revising assumption, processes, and provisions surrounding its Prevent strand in particular.
- Ensure that significantly more resources be made available for the gathering and processing of data regarding incidents of hate crime against Muslims, both off- and online.
- Strengthen and diversify measures to combat hate speech in social media, understanding that the Internet can function as a rehearsal for taboo-breaking behaviour, which in turn can influence attitudes and behaviours in various offline environments.
- Develop a holistic approach for targeting instances of anti-Muslim hate, recognising the cumulative effect of criminal behaviour in one sphere on other spaces.
- Provide training, in the form of briefing and workshops, to raise awareness of, and effectively combat, Islamophobia in a variety of contexts, from the media to public services and from the criminal justice system to the police.
- Promote more effective government action to tackle structural causes of inequality that continue to affect disproportionately communities with a Muslim background across the UK.
- Strengthen the role and accountability of government regulators, watchdogs, and independent regulatory bodies, particularly in fields that remain central to the propagation and normalisation of Islamophobia (press, education, Internet). In particular, the Independent Press Standards Organisation (IPSO) has been found seriously wanting on numerous occasions in 2017.

Chronology

- **12.01.2017:** Arson attack against Al Falah Braintree Islamic Centre in Essex.
- **24.04.2017:** UKIP launches its ‘Integration Agenda’, which calls, among other things, for the banning of ‘face coverings’ and of sharia courts.
- **23.05.2017:** Arson attack against Oldham Islamic Centre.
- **23.05.2017:** Graffiti appear on wall of Glasgow Central Mosque.
- **23.05.2017:** Responding to the Manchester Arena attack, columnist Katie Hopkins tweeted, ‘We need a final solution’.
- **04.06.2017:** Stones thrown at the Islamic Centre on Orchard Street, Lincoln.
- **04.06.2017:** In an interview on the Fox network, Nigel Farage hinted that ‘internment camps’ for 20,000 Muslims ‘linked to extremist organisations’ may be needed in the future.
- **19.06.2017:** Finsbury Park terrorist attack: a man drove his van deliberately into a crowd of Muslim worshippers leaving the mosque in north London, causing 1 death and 11 injuries.
• **22.06.2017**: Greater Manchester Police reported a fivefold rise in Islamophobic hate crime in the region in the wake of the Manchester Arena attack.

• **16.07.2017**: Arson attack against Nasfat Mosque, Greater Manchester, leaves the building entirely destroyed.

• **10.08.2017**: The Home Office published figures showing a 29% increase in hate crime incidents.

• **16.08.2017**: Labour MP Sarah Champion resigned from shadow cabinet after having published an article in The Sun tabloid newspaper accusing ‘British Pakistani men’ of ‘raping and exploiting white girls’.

• **21.08.2017**: The Sun columnist Trevor Kavanagh used the phrase ‘Muslim problem’ in his article.

• **08.09.2017**: The report on the findings of a review of the criminal justice system headed by Labour MP David Lammy was published. The report noted that the number of Muslims in prison rose by 50% in the last decade.

• **25.09.2017**: Dr Nasser Kurdy, a Manchester-based surgeon who had treated victims outside the Manchester Arena in May was stabbed in the neck on his way to the mosque in Altrinham, south Manchester.

• **28.09.2017**: Following the ban on National Action in December 2016, two further far-right hate groups were banned by the Home Secretary Amber Rudd.

• **17.10.2017**: The Home Office hate crime figures for the 2016-17 period showed a 35% rise in religiously aggravated cases in England and Wales.

• **30.11.2017**: A 14-year-old boy suffered life-threatening injuries after being stabbed multiple times outside the Idaara Maarif-e-Islam Mosque in Birmingham.

• **23.11.2017**: IPSO, the independent review body of press, ruled that Trevor Kavanagh’s article (see 21.08 above) did not breach discrimination legislation.

• **27.11.2017**: Ofsted, the government’s education watchdog, was accused of reinforcing an anti-Muslim culture after its decision to question schoolgirls who wear the hijab.

• **27.11.2017**: Baroness Warsi, ex-minister and co-chair of the Conservative Party, accused UK newspapers of Islamophobia.

• **29.11.2017**: President Trump retweets Islamophobic videos from the Twitter account of the deputy leader of Britain First, Jayda Fransen.

• **18.12.2017**: Twitter bans the accounts of Britain First’s leader and deputy leader, as well as the account of the English Defence League.
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Executive Summary

The year 2014 brought many historical and political changes to Ukrainian society. The annexation of Crimea and the Russian intervention in Eastern Ukraine triggered processes within the Muslim communities in Donbass and Crimea concerning the revision of their place in the political landscape of Ukraine. Due to political and religious reasons many people were forced to become IDPs (Internally Displaced Persons). Many of them had a Muslim background which was met with Russian hostility following the annexation. Those who did not leave the Crimea Peninsula are under tremendous pressure. The main geographical destinations of migration have been Kiev and Lvov. Thus, Islam is now a political reality in Ukraine and even if the general numbers of the Muslim community are not comparable with those of Russia and Western Europe, their role is quite important in Ukrainian social and political life.

Several conclusions emerged following the research for this report. First, since 2014, Islam and Muslims themselves have become a serious element of the political life of Ukraine. Second, in many cases, Ukrainian Muslims were accepted in the political life of the country in both governmental discourse and by the far-right movements – both unprecedented developments. Third, Crimean Muslims and Crimean Tatars are the most prosecuted group in Crimea, which has been annexed by the Russian Federation. Fourth, the light shed on the absolutely unexplainable behaviour of the SBU (Security Service) against Muslims who have become the target of prosecution within the Ukrainian mainland. This special group of people, namely Muslims from Central Asia and Russia, are accused of collaboration with extremists; many human rights defenders, however, consider this as element of political struggle against opposition and Islamophobia. Fifth, Ukrainian Muslims themselves have become the target of the SBU by being accused of collaborating with ‘terrorists’ and ‘extremists’. Finally, the new positive status of the Ukrainian Muslims is gradually falling victim to Islamophobia. There are two main reasons, an international and a domestic one. The former is the Islamophobia in Europe and the latter the fact that the Ukrainian government cherishes the far-right movements within the country. Those movements clearly have racist, Islamophobic, nationalist and xenophobic views. It is still unknown how far Ukrainian society can embrace tolerance and acceptability of the Muslim presence within the country. Islamophobia could develop in Ukraine because of the rising role of the far-right groups in Ukrainian society and owing to the political elite additionally maintaining nationalistic discourse - currently this is mostly oriented against Russia. However, history shows that these groups have aggressive and xenophobic tendencies.
Резюме / короткий зміст
У традиційних європейських християнських суспільствах, лише дві країни на континенті мають корінні мусульманські громади. Україна може бути єдиною державою, яка має євразійську традицію ісламу (історично сильний вплив ісламу на регіон був зроблений Монгольською Золотою Ордою) і в той же час має корінне співтовариство з ісламом. Ці дві особливості належать корінним жителям Криму - кримським татарам. Це найбільша та найстаріша мусульманська громада. Орієнтовна кількість кримських татар в Україні становить 300 000 чол. Разом з ними загальна кількість мусульман в Україні становить менше 1 млн. чол.

Відповідно до Конституції України, Україна є світською державою, але більшість людей є православними християнами. Проте, слід зазначити, що практично все XX століття Україна була частиною Радянського Союзу і підвергалася значному впливу комунізму та атеїзму. Після розпаду Радянського Союзу ситуація змінюється: це суспільство, перед яким стоїть задача реставрації релігійних традицій та установ. Значна частина всього мусульманського населення знаходилась в Криму, і до 2014 року українці ніколи не були свідками ісламу як чинного внутрішньої політики за межами Криму. Іслам та Україна зустрілися лише після політичних змін в Україні у 2014 році.

Іслам з самого початку існування української державності почався як політичний феномен і завжди був пов'язаний з кримськими татарами або татарами Поволжжя на Донбасі. У Донбасі для татар Поволжжя іслам зіграв консолідаційну роль. Це стало визначальним фактом їх успіху, в період на початку 90-х бо найбагатшою людиною України є Ринат Ахметов, який походить з Поволжських татар та є мусульманом. Ісламофобія рідко присутня в українському суспільстві, але траплялись деякі неприємні випадки.

2014 рік приніс багато історичних та політичних змін в українському суспільстві. Анексія Криму та втручання Росії в Східну Україну спричинили процеси в мусульманських громадах на Донбасі та в Криму. Багато людей через політичні та релігійні причини змушені були переселитися в Росію. Багато хто з них мали релігійний та політичний статус, але в Росії були не дозволені ворожі, що викликало агресивну реакцію на політичні зміни в Україні. Ті, хто не змігли перебратися, знаходяться під величезним тиском у Криму. Основним географічним приписом стали Київ та Львів. Таким чином, іслам в Росії перетворився на важливу частину українського суспільства, але траплялись деякі неприємні випадки.

Досі ще невідомо, як далеко українське суспільство могло б піти в питанні толерантності та прийнятності присутності мусульман. Ісламофобія могла б розвиватися в Україні через зростання роль кримських груп в українському суспільстві та через те, що політична еліта додатково підтримувала націоналістичний дискурс, який в основному орієнтувався на напрямку проти Росії. Однак, як показує історія, ці групи мають агресивні та ксенофобні тенденції.
Introduction

Ukraine compared to other European nations has enjoyed a very long period of cultural interaction with Islam. It was a long and difficult process which is still ongoing. It is possible to divide the history of Islam in Ukraine into several important periods.

1. Period of Khazar Khaganate
2. Kiev-Ruine and Ukraine form part of the Golden Horde
3. Crimean Khanate
4. The Russian annexation of Crimea and the deportation of the Crimean Tatars by the Soviet Union
5. The return of the Crimean Tatars to Crimea at the end of the 1980s and Ukraine’s independence
6. Two central developments for Ukrainian Muslims: the annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation and the growth of the Muslim community in the Ukrainian mainland

Historically the territory of contemporary Ukraine has always been a symbolical and actual frontier of different civilisations and cultures. Islam played a crucial role in the history of the Pontic Steppe up to the end of 18th century.

Until the end of the 18th century, almost the entire Southern Ukraine was populated by Muslims. The local indigenous non-Slavic nomadic population of the Pontic Steppe (Pechenegs, Cumans) were Muslims since the Arab invasions reached the Northern Caucasus in the 7th and 8th centuries. The situation dramatically changed in AD 1240 when the Mongolian Army approached the walls of Kiev and finally invaded almost entire Eastern Europe. Since then, the Ukrainian territories became an integral part of Ulus of Juchi and finally, the Golden Horde. In the mid-14th century, a serious part of contemporary Ukraine was populated by Muslims. Khan Uzbek and his son Dzanni Bek eventually converted all the Golden Horde to Islam.

During the Soviet Union period, the Muslims who were living in the territories of contemporary Ukraine were concentrated in Crimea only, with the exceptions of some sporadic representations in large cities. In 1944, the Soviet Union made a final effort to annihilate the Pontic Steppe culture and Islam on the southern frontier. However, at the end of the 1980s, Crimean Muslims started returning to Crimea with tremendous efforts and despite the outstanding restrictions introduced by Moscow.

Throughout the 1991-2014 period, the official Ukrainian position on Islam was very controversial. In many cases, Muslims were considered as a threat and the Ukrainian government effectively supported a schism with the Ukrainian Muslim community. The Crimean Tatars claimed the right to lead the Ukrainian Muslim community, but the Ukrainian government considered such a claim as a threat to the state. Nevertheless, it did not play a crucial role in the restoration of Islam in
Ukraine. For instance, in 1992, the Muslim Spiritual Board of Ukraine (MSBU) was established in Kiev and in 1994, the Grand Mufti of Ukraine was elected. Interestingly, in 1997, the political party Islamic Party of Ukraine (Партия Мусульман Украины) was founded.

In the beginning of the 90s, the Crimean Muslim Spiritual Board (CMSB) with its own mufti, who had a close association with the Crimean Tatars, operated in Crimea and in Donetsk, the Spiritual Centre of the Ukrainian Muslims was established. There were permanent confrontations between the Kievan Grand Muftiat and the two regional institutions (Crimean and Donbas) which were supported allegedly by the Special Services. The religious reason the regional Muslims were not eager to integrate with the Grand Muftiat is that, reportedly, many thought that the Grand Mufti of Ukraine belonged to the religious movement Al-Ahbash. In 2010, the MSBU opened a new Crimean Spiritual Centre for the Muslims of Crimea specifically against the Crimean Muftiate (in order to undermine the Crimean Tatars’ leadership). In 2009, a new Muftiate named “Umma” was created with a pro-governmental mission; it declared a geopolitical “European vector” and claimed to be “patriotic and Ukrainian-centric.” Additionally, the two large organisations Arraid and Hizb Ut-Tahrir, the controversial movement with a highly polarising political context, are present in Ukraine.

The current situation of Islam in Ukraine has more positive features than negative ones. Islamophobia has rarely manifested itself in openly aggressive narratives or aggressive actions.

However, the current Ukrainian political situation and the place of Islam within it deeply depends on the following critical factors:

1. The ethnic character of the Muslim community of Ukraine has mostly a Eurasian nature (Crimean Tatars, Volga Tatars, Chechens, Azerbaijani and Turks) with a growing number of Slavic-origin Muslims. The Muslim population is approxi-

---

2. It still operates in Crimea under Russian occupation and is the only Crimean Tatar’s indigenous institution which survives since Russia annexed Crimea.
3. Bogdan Salgirchuk, ”Kuda idet musul’manskaya umma Ukrainy posle agressii Rossii?” (Where is the Muslim Ummah of Ukraine after the Aggression of Russia?), Day.Kiev.ua, (July 31, 2016), retrieved January 2, 2018 from //http://m.day.kyiv.ua/ru/article/kuda-idet-musulmanskaya-umma-ukrainy-posle-agressii-rossii
mately one million. They have 160 mosques and praying houses, seven Muslim schools and approximately 100 Sunday schools. The radical nationalistic movements make a distinction between the Muslims who “have invaded” Europe and those who are of European origin. This is exclusively related to the possibility of the settlement of Syrian refugees in Ukraine.

2. The biggest Muslim community in Ukraine is the Crimean Tatars, who are indigenous people to Crimea. Most cases of Islamophobia throughout the process of Ukrainian independence were related to them.

3. The foundation of the Ukrainian internal policy regarding Islam is based not on openly xenophobic policies, but on the political consideration of keeping Islam under permanent control and the effective integration of the state surveillance of Muslims’ activities. In Ukraine, Islamophobia before 2014 had features of the state policy.

4. Without intending to, Ukraine became deeply involved in the Russian fight against counter-terrorism and extremism. There are many cases of political refugees from Russia or from Middle Eastern state, as well as Russian citizens.

5. The Ukrainian law enforcement agencies have not only prosecuted Russian-origin Muslims in the last couple of years, but also Ukrainian Muslims. These cases, however, remain undisclosed to the general public in Ukraine.

6. The views on Islam in Ukrainian society have a double context. When it concerns local indigenous Muslims communities, Islam, for the most part, enjoys a positive narrative - namely “Islamobenderovcy” (Islamobenderovians). This is the political narrative with the highest level of Muslim recognition in the new (after Euromaidan) Ukrainian society. On the other hand, are the public and media observations and analyses of European events (the so-called refugee crisis and the wave of terrorist attacks throughout the continent). These attitudes share a lot in common with the far-right and nationalistic Ukrainian movements.

7. The so-called “case of Hizb ut-Tahrir” and “case of Tablighi Jamaat”. The prosecution of the Crimean Muslims was launched by the FSB at the beginning of 2015 and is now the main course of Russia’s prosecution policy in Crimea. Three individuals have been accused of extremism and each was sentenced to five years of in prison.

8. The turning point for Ukraine and its Muslim community was the geopolitical changes in Kiev in 2014 (“Euromaidan”) and the subsequent developments in Crimea (its annexation by the Russian Federation) and the Russian invasion of the Donbass.

9. The biggest Muslim communities in Ukraine live in Crimea (Crimean Tatars) and Donbass (Tatars).

10. The destiny of both communities after 2014 is dividedness. On both sides, some sided with Ukraine and others with Russia. In Donbass, the Volga Tatars created the pro-separatist Muftiate “All-Ukraine Spiritual Board – Edinenie” (Unity).

8. A portmanteau word used to describe Muslims who are pro-Ukrainian and support the historical Western Ukrainian anti-Russian narrative.
11. There is a relatively small number of human rights violations in Ukraine that can be clearly linked to Islamophobia. However, there are many cases where Islamophobia – along with other factors – can be said to be present. This is particularly true in relation to annexed Crimea.

12. The annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation established a rigid political and social regime for the local indigenous people, the Crimean Tatars. They were deprived of long-existing religious and ethnic institutions, and some religious communities have been purposefully labelled as extremist.

13. The systematic prosecution of the Crimean Muslims in Crimea by the Russian Federation follows a specific strategy of undermining the Crimean Tatars national and religious identity. The majority of Crimean Muslims have Crimean Tatar origin.

14. Islamophobia in Ukraine has one additional characteristic: Ukraine nowadays is a symbolic harbour for many Muslims who have fled prosecution in Russia. According to many human rights activists, the Ukrainian reaction is inappropriate and the current governmental policy is putting these people in danger.

Significant Incidents and Developments

As has been already mentioned, Islamophobia in Ukraine displays completely different characteristics than in Europe or Russia, while 2014 became a turning point for Ukrainian Muslims when Muslims escaping from the Russian occupation of Crimea were relocated in mainland Ukraine. Moreover, the Muslim community actively participated in the 2014 Euromaidan events and was engaged in the war in the Eastern Ukraine on the Ukrainian side. This engagement took the form of a contribution to the political transition and direct military involvement. Two bright examples are the Muslim women who were working as volunteers in Donbass, the Advisor to Minister of Defence Olga Bashey (a Ukrainian convert to Islam) and Amina Okueva, who was killed on October 30, 2017. The perpetrator of the attack remains unknown. It should be noted that in the ATO zone (Counter-Terrorist Zone) in Eastern Ukraine there were organised military chaplains for Muslims who were fighting against separatists in Eastern Ukraine.


10. Adam Osmayev: Aminu Okuyeva was Shot in the Head (October 30, 2017) retrieved January 2, 2018 from https://zik.ua/news/2017/10/30/adam_osmaiev_aminu_okuyeva_was_shot_in_the_head_1196103

Despite the striking positive political and social developments for the Muslim community in Ukraine, worrying instances occurred as well. On March 21, 2016, several people made a sign “No Islam” and drew a swastika on the door of the Muslim Association of Ukraine and took a photo in front of the sign.14 (Fig. 2) In April 2016, the local police department opened an investigation into the case, yet no guilty persons have been found.15

Human rights activists placed a lot of attention on the case of Amina Babaeva (originally from Russia, Dagistan).16 Reportedly her husband was a member of DAESH, but two years ago she divorced him and was living in Istanbul, but after a while she was accused of collaboration with terrorists and consequently she was deported to Kharkov, Ukraine where she sought asylum. In Kharkov, the Ukrainian Security Service on September 12 deported her to Russia despite the active opposition of human rights activists. Famous human rights activist Evgeniy Zakharov described the behaviour of the SBU as “fear of terrorism and Islam. Their logic is that every Muslim
struggling to reach Ukraine is a priori a terrorist. It is certainly Islamophobia. In this regard and with such logic, in the future they could say that the Crimean Tatars deserve to be deported to Russia as well.” 17 The same concerns were expressed by the head of the Crimean Tatars Mejlis Refat Chubarov when he asked the officials from the SBU, “Who can guarantee that Russia is searching for these people for political reasons and not on trumped-up charges? The SBU’s answer: ‘Nobody can.’” 18

This is not the only example of the SBU cooperating with the Russian Federation, which seems very strange at a time of war with Russia. Another Islamophobic incident occurred in relation to Ruslan Meyriev. Meyriev is 32 years old and comes from Ingushetia, Russia. He fled the Russian Federation in 2012 because of the systematic prosecution of Muslims as he considered his life to be under threat. He started living in Crimea in 2013 and fled after the annexation by the Russian Federation. He then moved to Vinnitsa where he settled until he was invited to participate as a volunteer in the newly organised “Muslim Battalion”. In 2014, Russia added his name to the international ‘wanted list’ and brought criminal proceedings against him. 19 In the following year, he was interrogated by the Ukrainian police but was released soon thereafter. However, in January 2016, he was detained pending extradition. In April, Meyriev applied for political asylum. In November, the court declined his appeal as not relevant. According to the Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group there is now “a real danger that the Prosecutor General’s Office will order Meyriev’s extradition.” 20 The only thing which is keeping him in Ukraine is that Ukrainian volunteers and human rights activists are claiming that they are going to send an application for his case to the European Court of Human Rights.

Unfortunately, in Ukraine there exist at least nine cases and two people have already been extradited to Russia, where their destiny is currently unknown. All nine cases involved Muslims. Human rights activists have access to only six cases. 21 The main legal instrument that Russia is imposing against Muslims, in Crimea as well, is Article 205.5 of the Criminal Code (“Organisation of the activities of a terrorist

organisation and participation in the activities of such organisations”). All cases have a specific feature which leads to the Ukrainian Migration Service refusing to grant them asylum; consequently, the Ukrainian government believes the best option is to send them to Russia. The common element in all these cases is that the asylum seekers demonstrated an eagerness to support Ukrainian independence and at different levels they were involved as volunteers in the Eastern Ukraine or the border with annexed Crimea. The Russian argument is that they were fighters of DAESH in Syria. In most cases, they were located via Interpol.

The destiny of the prosecuted and detained Muslims in Russia is not clear. Timur Tumgoev was arrested when he arrived at the airport in Kharkov from Turkey in June 2016. He had voiced the desire to become a part of military formations in the Eastern Ukraine and fight on the Ukrainian side. In July 2017, he was released from the detention centre.

Human rights defenders know about the following cases:

Magomed Iliev - Still at the detention facility in Zaporozhie.

Shakhban Isakov – He arrived in Kiev from Egypt in 2016 and was immediately detained. At the beginning of 2017, he was released after the pressure of Muslims and human rights activists.

Sharapudin Sharapudinov – He, as others, faced detention when he arrived to Ukraine in 2016. Following a release from a detention facility, he was arrested again for accusations of criminal activity.

Zelimkhan Belkharoev – The last hope of his remaining in Ukraine and not being deported to Russia is the decision of the European Court of Human Rights.
These people represent striking examples of how Interpol can become an effective tool of eliminating political opposition when people are hiding abroad.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and Discursive Events

Politics

The political events which took place in Ukraine in 2013 and 2014 allowed not only democratic and pro-European political parties to come to power, but also brought people to power who clearly represent nationalistic and far-right movements with strong connections to European radical right-wing parties. For instance, the Speaker of the Ukrainian Parliament Andrei Parubij before he came to power, had contacts with the French Front National.30

Ukrainian Muslims exist in two dimensions: “Ours” as, for instance, Crimean Tatars, Volga Tatars, Chechens, etc., and “Others” - those who are threatening the European continent.31 Racism towards migrants and Muslims falls under the “Others” category. Many politicians were openly against Ukraine joining the Dublin Regulation. For example, Ukrainian MP Vadim Rabinovich registered a law for excluding Ukraine in participating in the redistribution of refugees within Europe.32 In May 2017, the representatives of the National-Patriotic Movement of Ukraine tried by force to close a Lebanese café in Kiev, calling it the “Arabian eatery.”33 In July, the Ukrainian SBU in the city of Zhytomir searched the mosque, house and office of the imam of the religious community Nur Al-Islam Akhmat Azyev and accused him of disseminating terrorist literature.34

The general strategy and vision of the far-right movements in Ukraine are that Europe is under the invasion of foreigners and their supporters, and therefore such “dangers” could reach Ukraine. The political public discourse is quite diplomatic

because of the war with Russia (all attention is dedicated to this) and the concrete tactic is that of avoiding any confrontation with Western public opinion.

However, any concrete attempts from the Ukrainian government to take a more pro-immigrant position have been met with radical resistance. Ukraine promised the European Union to build an asylum shelter in Yagotyn, in the outskirts of Kiev. The construction works suddenly intensified in 2016 and since then, became a highly politicised issue in Ukraine. In Yagotyn, local people together with members of far-right movements such as Azov and Pravy Sektor, blocked any governmental attempts to approve a decision for taking in Syrian refugees. The future of these facilities is still unclear and a decision has yet to be approved because of the open racism towards Muslims and migrants which has been expressed on many occasions.

Media
As one human rights activist has said during an interview about the Ukrainian media, “They see the situation with the Islamophobia in Russia and Crimea and strongly criticise it but are silent about the prosecutions of the local Muslim community by the SBU”. In May, in the Western Ukrainian city of Lvov, the SBU arrested the advocate Vladimir (Abdulla) Lushyk, a convert to Islam, for alleged connections with DAESH. The prosecutor accused him of assisting a woman, whose husband is a citizen of Afghanistan and suspected of supporting DAESH, with travel documents. He was detained several times but was eventually released. Currently he is under house arrest and recovering from the injuries he suffered in the detention facilities. The case has not been closed yet, while it has remained completely out of the Ukrainian media.

In the Lvov region, a woman of Slavic origin converted to Islam and was put under psychiatric observation by her relatives as a result. The court deprived her of her parental rights and local authorities were involved in actions which infringed on her civil rights.

Internet
It is quite interesting that in 2017, there has been public discussion about the danger of the so-called Islamic State to Ukraine. To a degree this was expected since the fight against this terrorist organisation in the Middle East by the Russian Federation and the USA and their allies created the conditions for worldwide spreading of its surviving fighters and


37. Confidential interview conducted in December 2017.
supporters. According to Ukrainian experts, Ukraine could become one of the destinations of these terrorists.\textsuperscript{38} However, the Ukrainian human rights activists consider the situation from a different angle. For them, the Russian Federation is only using a counter-terrorism approach as a pretext for fighting its religious and political opposition and the people coming from Middle Eastern countries have nothing in common with DAESH.

For example, on April 3, the Ukrainian Internet newspaper \textit{Vesti} published an article under the title “Why Ukraine Became the Centre of Legalisation of ISIS Fighters.”\textsuperscript{39} The author tried to convince the readers that Muslims coming to Ukraine have connections with the international terrorist network.

\textbf{Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network}

The tricky issue with the far-right movements is that, on the one hand, they certainly have a certain Islamophobic agenda and close connections with far-right movements throughout Europe. Nevertheless, they are troubled by the direct confrontation with the Russian Federation over Crimea and Donbass and by the fact that Russia now evidently has connections with almost every European populist political party and movement. Russian aggression is a primary priority for them. As a result, the Ukrainian far-right movements decided to construct their political agenda in favour of a temporal alliance with the Muslim community of Ukraine.


Civil Society and Political Initiatives to Counter Islamophobia

Unfortunately, in Ukraine there are no particular organisations or institutions fully dedicated to the analysis and monitoring of Islamophobia in the country. This work was usually conducted by the religious institutions, the Muftiye Umma; by ethnic communities as in the case of the Mejlis of the Crimean Tatar People; or by many human rights organisations whose efforts often overlap in functions and operational activities. Sometimes journalists who are covering stories in the Ukrainian media are also actively involved in the process of monitoring. Nonetheless it is true that until now none organisation or institution has not involved in systematic way into the process of monitoring of Islamophobia in Ukraine. It is mostly sporadic and chaotic.

Overview of the Situation in Crimea

The Russian Federation annexed the Crimean Peninsula in 2014 and since then it has been entirely under Russian control. The Crimean case has many different and sophisticated features but one of the crucial ones is the prosecution of the local indigenous Muslim population, namely the Crimean Tatars. Russia has managed to perfectly conflate the fight against the people who support the territorial integrity of Ukraine with the fight against ‘extremists’.

For some it may be a contested assumption but Russia’s policy towards the Crimean Tatars since 2014 has been Islamophobic. The only systematically prosecuted community in Crimea is the community of the Crimean Tatars. From the very beginning, Russia went to a great extent to divide Crimean Tatar leadership and particularly the religious community. Russia created its own alternative religious Islamic architecture in Crimea. In order to make the Crimean Muftiat,41 which before 2014 was closed to the Mejlis of the Crimean Tatars People, appeaseable they created alternative Muftiates, such as the Central Spiritual Board of Muslims – Tauroida Muftiate in 2014.42 Further afield, in Kiev they took other measures (currently ongoing) such as the prosecution of the followers of the Muslim political group Hizb ut-Tahrir. Many human rights NGOs dealing with Crimea have been paying special attention in the last year to the prosecution of Crimean Muslims, the majority of whom are simultaneously Crimean Tatars and followers of Hizb ut-Tahrir. These are called the cases of “Hizb ut-Tahrir”43 and “Tablighi Jamaat”, the second being an apolitical religious movement. Both organisations are banned as extremist in the Russian Federation. In the second half of 2017, the systematic interrogations and prosecutions of Crimean Tatars intensified.

Throughout 2017 the following human rights violations against Crimean Muslims were registered by the human rights NGO Krym SOS:\(^45\)

- 23 criminal cases
- 10 politically motivated court decisions for sentences in prison
- 4 politically motivated cases currently being heard in court
- 135 cases of imposing administrative sanctions
- 23 arrests, 86 fines, 22 court decisions are currently pending
- 40 politically motivated searches of Crimean Muslims’ houses and offices
- 184 people were illegally detained
- 4 raids by the Special Forces in the places where Crimean Tatars have strong demographic representation

Figure 6: The daily realities and living conditions of Crimean Muslims in annexed Crimea.47

Figure 7: The police in Crimea are about to apprehend a Crimean Muslim activist.48


Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

Islam, as was discussed and analysed throughout the report, has deep roots in Ukraine and Islamophobia has never played a dominant role in Ukrainian culture or public opinion. It usually had a “governmental face” and was always related to the Crimean Tatars who were concentrated in Crimea. After 2014, the Muslim population in Crimea and Donbass started to migrate across the Ukrainian mainland because of the Russian military intervention. Nowadays, there are Muslim communities in many Ukrainian large and mid-sized cities and their numbers will be growing. There are increasing numbers of Crimean IDPs in the Ukrainian mainland; refugees from Russia who are escaping prosecution; and a natural increase of Muslim immigrants and refugees from the Middle East and South and Central Asia. The period 2014-2017 was particularly calm and did not witness any aggressive attitude from the Orthodox Slavic majority. Except in Crimea, of course, where Islamophobia is widespread and has been exercised as a systematic approach by the Russian Federation. Most Ukrainians consider Muslim IDPs as victims of Russian aggression, but the situation could change in the following years in response to the European rise of Islamophobia. In order to mitigate the possible rise of Islamophobia in Ukraine, the government should implement the following recommendations:

- Increase awareness about Islam and the Muslim community in Ukraine and particularly in school textbooks.
- The SBU (Security Service of Ukraine) should immediately stop the prosecution of the representatives of the Muslim community in Ukraine and asylum seekers (mostly from the Russian Federation).
- It is necessary for the Muslim community of Ukraine in the coming year to open a special monitoring mission (possibly an NGO) which will collect information on Islamophobia.
- The best preventive measures against the Islamist threat to Ukraine are the Ukrainian commitment and coherent support of the pro-Ukrainian and anti-extremism Muslim communities.
- It is necessary to elaborate an open and transparent policy towards Muslims since after 2014 Islam has become a reality, not only for Donbass or Crimea but for the entire country due to the sudden and new presence of many Muslim communities in numerous Ukrainian cities. To prevent any possibility of instances of Islamophobia, the Ukrainian government should deliver a strong, reassuring message.
- Self-isolation is the main problem of the Muslim communities in Western Europe. The Ukrainian government should institutionalise the process of monitoring Islamophobia at the state level. Every incident should be recorded and systematised in order to contribute towards appropriate and realistic policy.
• Educational seminars and training should be provided for teachers, civil servants, and especially for police departments.
• Permission should be granted to Muslim women to have passport photos wearing their headscarves and the 1994 provision banning any clothes that are worn on the head should be withdrawn.
• Legislative amendments are necessary to allow the Muslim community of Ukraine to have official days off during the celebration of the Kurban Bayram.
• The rising Muslim community requires the construction of a Grand Mosque of Ukraine and of a central Islamic Centre. The current status threatens the cohesiveness of the Muslim community.

Chronology
• **12.01.2017:** In Bakhchisaray, Crimea, Zevri Abseitov was placed in a psychiatric hospital for examination. This old Soviet Union practice against opposition is quite often used as a tool in Crimea.49
• **17.01.2017:** Emir Kuku was accused of preparing the forcible seizure of power and the forcible change of the constitutional system of the Russian Federation. Kuku called these accusations absurd and stated that they were being directed against “observant” Muslims.50 The same accusations were issued for several other Crimean Tatars.
• **06.04.2017:** A raid took place in the central market of Simferopol (about 60 people were detained). “Two women were detained … the main criterion is a visible-Muslim appearance (traditional Muslim clothes and beard). The availability of documents did not matter. After the collection of fingerprints and saliva samples, they were all released.”51
• **17.04.2017:** In the Muslim (Crimean Tatars’) cemetery in Bagerevo, Crimea an act of vandalism was recorded. Unknown persons painted the faces of the tombstones green, painted offensive pictures and destroyed the fences in the cemetery.52

• **07.05.2017:** A raid on the homes of 18 families of Crimean Tatars in the Sudak region. During the raid, the Crimean Tatars were questioned with a specific questionnaire containing questions with the purpose of finding out the religious nature of the person.

• **15.06.2017:** Raids on the villages of Urozhainoye and Prisivashnoe of the Soviet district. Selected documents of 10 Crimean Tatar families were checked and a search was carried out in their houses.

• **10.08.2017:** After searching the house of Crimean Muslims (Mirpochaevy family), who were citizens of Tajikistan, the police detained four members of the family (father and sons). Two members of the family were tortured with electricity. After these events, the family left Crimea.

• **11.10.2017:** In Bakhchisaray, the FSB conducted several searches in the houses of Crimean Muslims. Six persons were detained.

• **13.10.2017:** The FSB searched the house of the Crimean Muslim Renat Paralamov, who was taken to the police centre. There, he underwent psychological and physical torture (electrical shocks). The next day he was found by people at Simferopol’s bus station.

• **14.10.2017:** More than one hundred Crimean Tatars picketed against the prosecution and violations of human rights of Crimean Muslims.

• **08.11.2017:** Organised searches in Crimean Muslims’ houses were conducted and the employees of a “Halal Fast Food” café were taken to a police station.


This is the third issue of the annual European Islamophobia Report (EIR) consisting of an overall evaluation of Islamophobia in Europe in the year 2017, as well as 33 country reports which include almost all EU member states and additional countries such as Russia and Norway. This year's EIR represents the work of 40 prominent scholars and civil society activists from various European countries.

The denial of the very existence of Islamophobia/anti-Muslim racism/anti-Muslim hate crimes in Europe by many demonstrates the need for an appropriate effort and political will to tackle this normalized racism and its manifestations that are deeply entrenched in European societies, institutions, and states.

This denial is not only the case for extremist groups on the political fringe of the society, but rather far-right discourses have moved to the center of political power. Consequently, it is not only right-wing extremist groups that rely on the means of Islamophobic propaganda and discourse - social democrats, liberals, leftists or conservatives are not immune to this form of racism.

As a survey published by the FRA reveals 76% of Muslim respondents feel strongly attached to the country they live in, while 31% of those seeking work have been discriminated against in the last five years. At the same time, only 12% of Muslims say they have reported cases of discrimination. Hence, we can say with certainty that the extent of discrimination Muslims face in Europe is much greater than the numbers revealed in any report on Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hate crime in Europe.

In other words, one can claim that all the available data and statistics about Islamophobia in Europe show only the tip of the iceberg. Therefore, revealing the comprehensiveness of structural anti-Muslim racism lies at the heart of the European Islamophobia Report project, which on a yearly basis analyzes the trends and developments in Europe from Russia to Portugal, and Malta to Norway.
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